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March 2,4, 1965 - Wednesday 
10:00 o'clock A.M. 

Mr. Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called 
to order. 

Mr. Watt: I will try to' have the Financial Advisory Committee 
report ready for Friday but if not it will be ready on, 
Monday. We have a copy of the minutes of the Financial 
Advisory Committee meeting here that was held in,lW'lli tehorse 
and I 'looked these over, read them, and signed a copy for 
Mr. MacKenzie. I had notes on the report but just about 
every item that I covered was in the minutes here. So it 
seemed like a duplicate of doing the same thing twice and 
just bogging us down with paper work. I did that last time 
and what the Administration prepared and my report, there 
was so little difference in them that we might just as well 
of had one of them. If it is the Council's wish then we 
could consider this the report. The only time that a 
separate report was made by a Chairman of the Financial 
Advi~or~ Committee was the first time they had thi~ committee 
when Mr. Livesey was the Chairman. This wasn't dorie the' 
second time and by myself, my first Financial Advisory 
Committee meeting. That was the only time that a separate 
rep6~t was ~ade and from experience it added so little to 
it that when we went through it the document that we used 
was the'minutes. 

Mr. Speaker: This is a report and needs to be tabled and 
brought to the attention of Council. 

Mr. Taylor: In view of the fact that this document I.S the 
Administration's document it should be tabled by the 
Administration. 

Mr. Taylor gave Notice of Motion respecting Labour 
Legislation. 

Notice of 
Motion #16 

Mr. Taylor gave Notice of Motion respecting Territorial 
Taxation. 

Notice of 
Motion #17 

Mr. Shaw (with Deputy Speaker in the Chair) moved, seconded 
by Mr. Taylor that in order to complete the tax analysis Production 
recently provided, could the Administration supply data in of 
relation to the taxes levied for school and general purposes Papers 
by the Municipality of Dawson and the Municipality of #4 
Whitehorse for the last year ~n which the complete data is 
available. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mro Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Thompson that it is the 
opinion of Council that the Administration inquire into the 
obtaining ot a historical copy of Hansard's House of Commons 
debates a~~the feasibility of providing library space fbr 
the~. 

Motion 
#11 

. ........ ·r T .;-

Mro Watt: In our recent trip to Ottawa the members of the 
Financial Advisory Committee were informed that there was 
two or three copies of Hansard that were available and our 
Member 6f the House of Commons had suggested that if an 
application was put in for them we would possibly have a 
chance of getting them otherwise they will be grabbed up 
by different universities across Canada. In the future :when 
our children, or ourselves ,or anyone wants to refer to debates 
in the House of Commons then we can refer back to Hansard. 
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From what I can understand these will be a gift from Ottawa 
and we would just have to provide the shipping and the space 
in the library. From what I understand the cost would be 
possibly less than $1,000.00. This would be an asset to the 
Territory if we want to refer back to anything that was said 
in the HOuse of Commons by our Member or a previous Member of 
the House of Commons and some day in the future we may have 
a library or may have a university in the Yukon Territory 
and this c~uld then be ,turned over to them and form· part 6f .. 
a reference library. I think it. is something we should take 
advantage of now if we can and if the Administration can see 
fi t to find the funds for it. It is .an opinion and resolution 
of Council that they be obtained,if possible .and be left 
up to the Administration to carry the ball from there. At 
the moment there is a fe.w things I would like to look up. 

Mr. Taylor: Hr. Speaker I think this is a very good motion. 
As the Honourable Member has pointed out these documents may 
become available to us. We of course have to get our request 
in fai rly early as one of the uni versi ties across Canada may· 
grab them up and I think for a historical record that these 
volumes could possibly. be placed in our. new library or some
where whenever this is completed and will offer to the children 
or students of this country, as well as the legislators and 
others who may be interested in the historical data contained 
in these volumes, I think they will really be of benefit to 
the Territory and I certainly agree that we should make every 
effort to obtain a set of them. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Hr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Shaw, that Whereas the: 
resident citizens of the settlement of Teslin and district 
have pointed out their desire for treatment care facilities 
within their community, and 

Whereas the aforementioned citizens of Teslin fu~d district 
reside at some distance from central medical facilities at 
Whitehorse, resulting i~ undue discomfort and expense to these 
citizens, and 

Whereas it would appear that the lack of adequate treatmen·t 
facilities have and are presently placing a great hardship 
on this settlement and district, 

Therefore, be it resolvedthat'in the opinion of Council, a 
full-time permanen~re8istered nurse be {~stalled at the .' 
settlement of Teslin to provide treatment and public health 
facilities to both Teslin and surrounding area, and that such 
nurse be provided with sufficient equipment and supplies to 
ensure that the initial needs of the settlement and area be 
met. 

Mr. Taylor: This is a matte·r of some cs>ncern which VIllB once 
again brought to .myattention yesterd~y morning. These peo~1~ 
have asked that possibly they could send a delegation at this 
sitti~8 . of Council to meet with Council and explain their 
problems in Teslin. I would askth~i this motion.be r~f~ried 
to Committee and that I could have the concurrence of Council 
to deal with this matter itt Com~ittee~ithDr. Ki~loch and 
say possibly three members·of the community to explain what 
their position is. 

Mr. Boyd: Surely we are abl~ to know what is gding on in .Teslin 
and can decide adequately.and fairly, I would think, without 
bringing a delegation inhere.' I dan't think this is 
necessary. 
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From what I can understand these will be a gift from Ottawa 
and we would just have to provide the shipping and the space 
in the library. From what I understand the cost would be 
possibly less than $1,000.00. This would be an asset to the 
Territory if we want to refer back to anything that was said 
in the HOuse of Commons by our Member or a previous Memb~rof 
the House of Commons and some day in the future W\3 may have' 
a library or may have a university in the Yukon Territory 
and this,Gc'uld then be, turned over to them and form part of 
a reference library. I think it is something we should take 
advantage of now if we can and if the Administration can see 
fit to find the funds for it. It is an opinion and resolution 
of Council that they be obtained if possible and be left 
up to the Administration to carry the ball from there. At 
the moment there is a few things I would like to look'up. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker I think this is a very good motion. 
As the Honourable Member has pointed out these documents may 
become available to us. We of course have to get our request 
in fairly early as one of the universities across Canada may 
grab them up and I think for a historical record that these 
volumes co~ld possibly be placed in our new library or some
where whenever this is completed and will offer to the children 
or students of ' this country, as well as the legislators and 
others who may be interested in the historical data contained 
in these volumes, I think they "!ill really be of benefi tto 
the Territory and I certainly agree that we should make every 
effort to obtain a set of them. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Shaw, that Whereas the 
resident citizens of the settlement of Teslin and district 
have pointed out their desire for treatment care facilities 
within their community, and ~ 

Whereas the aforementioned citizens of Teslin and district 
reside at some distance from central medical facilities at 
Whitehorse, resulting in undue discomfort and expense ~6 these 
citizens, and 

Whereas it would appear that the lack of, adequate treatment 
facili ti es have and are presently plac;i,ng a great hardship 
on this settlement and distr,ict, , 

Therefore, be it resolved that 'in the' opinion of Council, a 
full-time permanent 'registered nurse be installed at the 
settlement of Teslin to provide treatment and public health 
facilities to both Teslin and surrounding area, and that such 
nurse be provided with sufficient equipment and supplies to 
ensure that the initial needs of the settlement and area be 
met. 

Mr. Taylor: This is a matter of some c()ncern which vas once 
again brought to my attention yesterday morning. These peop~e 
have asked that possibly they could send a delegation at thi~ 
sitti~8 ' of Council to meet with Council and explain their 
problems in Teslin. I would ~skthai this motion ,be referred 
to Committee and that I could have the concurrence of Council 
to deal with this matter'in Comrriitteewith.Dr. Kinloch and 
say possibly three members,of'the community to explain what 
their position is. 

Mr. Boyd: Surely we, are able to know what is going on in Tesliri 
and can decideadequatelyand.fairly, I would think, without 
bringing a delegation in ~ere. ~ I don't think this is 
necessary. 
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March 2,4, 1965 - Wednesday 
10:00 o'clock AoMo 

Mro Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called 
to ordero 

Mro Watt: I will try to have the Financial Advisory Committee 
report ready for Friday but if not it will be ready on 
Monday. We have a copy of the minutes of the Financial 
Advisory Committee meeting here that was held in-Whitehorse 
and I looked these over, read them, and signed a copy for 
Mr. MacKenzie. I had notes on the report but just about 
every item that I covered was in the minutes hereo So it 
seemed like a duplicate of doing the same thing twice and 
just bogging us down with paper worko I did that last time 
and what the Administration prepared and my report, there 
was so little difference in them that we might just as well 
of had one of them. If it is the Council's wish then we 
could consider this the report. The only time that a 
separate report was made by a Chairman of the Financial 
Advisory Committee was the first time they had this committee 
when Mr. Livesey was the Chairman. This wasn't done the 
second time and by myself, my first Financial Advisory 
Committee meeting. That was the only time that a separate 
report was made and from experience it added so little to 
it that when we went through it the document that we used 
was the minutes. 

Mr. Speaker: This is a report and needs to be tabled and 
brought to the attention of Council. 

Mr. Taylor: In view of the fact that this document LS the 
Administration's document it should be tabled by the 
Administration • 
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Notice of 
Mr. Taylor gave Notice of Motion respecting Labour 
Legislation. 

Mr. Taylor gave Notice of Motion respecting Territorial 
Taxation. 

Mr. Shaw (with Deputy Speaker in the Chair) moved, seconded 

Motion #16 

Notice of 
Motion #17 

by Mr. Taylor that in order to complete the tax analysis Production 
recently provided, could the Administration supply data in of 
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relation to the taxes levied for school and general purposes Papers) 
by th~ Municipality of Dawson and the Municipality of #4 ~ 
Whitehorse for the last year~n which the complete data: is 
available. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Thompson that it is the 
opinion of Council that the Administration inquire into the 
obtaining of a historical copy of Hansardts House of Commons 
debates arid"the feasibility of providing library space for 
th~~. 

~ .' 
Mr. Watt: In our recent trip to Ottawa the members of the 
Financial Advisory Committee were informed that there was 
two or three copies of Hansard that were available and our 
Member of the House of Commons had suggested that if an 
application was put in for them we would possibly have a 
chance of getting them otherwise they will be grabbed up 

Motion 
#11 

by different universities across Canada. In the future when 
our children, or ourselves or anyone wants to refer to debates 
in the House of Commons then we can refer back to Hansard • 
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Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, it was they that suggested the 
delegation, not myself. They were going to come swamping in 
here and I said no - that I felt that no more than three 
representatives of the community, reprosenting say the Indian 
area and so forth of the community, come. The reasoning they 
gave me for this was that they have been pounding away, and 
I know I have at this table for the last four years for this 
facility so they feel something has to be done. This is why 
they would rather come and explain with Dr. Kinloch right 
here. We have only heard Dr. Kinloch's point of view on 
the medical end of it plus what I have been able to produce 
from the village of Teslin so it was felt, and they feel 
very strongly, they have asked that they could do this. 

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps to ease the situation, I would suggest 
that this be referred to Committee and then discuss it from 
that point if that would serve the purpose, as an amendment 
to this particular motion. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I would have included the item in 
this, this is a resolution but I thought that possibly if 
we asked the concurrence of members to consider this in 
Committee and ~t that time I be allowed to have say three 
representatives with us. I didn't feel that an amendment 
would be necessary, however, if it is so necessary I am 
quite in agreement. 

Mr. Speaker: I might add that there is nothing in the motion 
that says anything about hvw it should be disposed of. 
Generally speaking you dispose of it at this time and I think 
it would be in order that an amendment to the motion be made. 

Mr. Taylor: I cannot propose the motion _ all the other 
matters in Committee have just been referred to Committee 
by consent of the House. 
Mr. Speaker: You might have a point there Mr. Taylor. 
Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd that this be referred 
to Committee for further consideration. 

HOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. HacKinnon moved, seconded by Mr. Watt that it is 
respectfully requested that the Administra tion investigate 
the feasibility of produ~ing power using coal as a ~ource 
of energy in the Carmacks area. It is requested that this 
study be made with a view to the possibility of supplying 
power to Carmacks and the Mount Nansen and Discovery Hines 
area. 

Motion 
#13 

Hr. HacKinnon: I believe you are pretty well acquainted with 
the situation and the necessity of producing an economic power 
for that area. We could have a great mining development 
in the whole surrounding disGrlct. 

Mr. Watt: In seconding the motion and in supporting it I 
have heard a great deal of talk about the development of 
thermo power both from the member from the area and from 
mewbers of the Administration c I think that there is quite 
a bit of local information on this and a lot of this could 
be obtained at the local level and reported back to Council 
by Mr. Oliver, and people such as that who are familiar with 
it. There is a possibjlity of a mining development not too 
far away that will need power and the advances that have 
been made in the last few years in the transmission of power, 
it may be feasible to do this in the Hount Nansen area, at 
a scale that could be economic. If this study is made and 
it does prove economic then chances are either some private 
corporation or the government would be interested in proceeding 
with this further and supplying the area through to Carmacks 
and the mining area just beyond Carmacks. It is a motion 
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that is worth the time the Administration spends on producing 
a paper OD. this and I would be happy to spend the time in 
studying it, after it is produced. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. MacKinnon that it is the 
opinion of Council that the distribution of seats in the 
Territorial Council has little correlation to the numbers 
they represent, and it is respectfully requested that the 
Administration look into the feasibility of having the Yukon 
Act changed to allow for either: 

ea) Re~distribution of seats so that the outlying areas ha~e 
a greater percentage of the population to represent, 

eb) Increasing the number of seats in the Territorial Council 
to give the Whitehorse area representation more in line 
with that of the lesser populated constituencies as at 
present the three Whitehorse councillors represent ab6ut 
65% of the population of the Territory. 

Mr. Watt: As the members here know it is a long time since 
we have had a redistribution of seats in the Yukon Territory 
and I think the population fluctuation has been sufficient 
so that by the time the next Territorial election comes up, 
which is. two years from now, then I think the population 
fluctuation will be even greater •. There is a tendency to 
concentrate the population in the urban areas •. The members 
from Whitehorse, the~r constituencies expand into the outlying 
areas quite a bit. The basic reason for the motion is that 
the problems of the people from the hinterland, the outlying 
constituencies, are so far different than those in the areas 
in and around Whitehorse that there seems to be an area of 
difference of opinion, a gap that can't be bridged very well, 
between our thinking and the thinking of the members from 
the hinterland. It appears that when a problem comes up 
here concerning the Whitehorse area we are in a sense snowed 
under and we represent the large ,percentage of the population 
and when we are snowed under then 65% of the population of 
the Territory are snowed under. I would like to go further 
with this and say that not only are we snowed under within 
the Council here but our representation is thought so little 
of,even by the Administration, that when it comes to a problem 
such as something beyond the city limits of Whitehorsel 
instead of coming to us and even consulting us they go over 
our heads and go to the City Council. An example of this 
is the cemestos. We have had a motion in Council here and 
this C~)Uncil wasn't even considered, wasn't even asked. The 
Commissioner held a meeting and ~ent right to the City Council 
and to Ottawa and said it was something - he acted in a way 
that doesn't affect the Territorial Council at all and I 
think it is an important part of our job - to help take care 
of the areas outside of the municipalities as well as in the 
municipalityo Another area in which the esteem of the 
Whitehorse Councillors are held is the Whitehorse Metropolitan 
Plan. The Commissioner formed a committee at which the three 
Whitehorse· Territorial Councillors attended and the rest were 
all businessmen in town here, 90% of them, so we were three 
in approximately twelve, so again we were snowed under. The 
land involved is 80% outside of the municipality of Whitehorse. 
I would like to add that in this committee there was,when it 
was originally set up, the three Whitehorse Territori~l 
Councillors were automatically to meet with members of this 
committee and the new member from Whitehorse wasn't even 
asked to join it yet. There was two requests made that he 
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that is worth the time the Administration spends on producing 
a paper on this and I· would be happy to spend the time in 

,studying it, after it is produced. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. MacKinnon that it is the. 
opinion of Council that the distribution of seats in the 
Territorial Council has little correlation to the numbers 
they represent, and it is respectfully requested that the 
Administration look into the feasibility of having the Yukon 
Act changed to allow for either: 

(a) Re-distribution of seats so that the outlying areas have 
a greater percentage of the population to represent, 

(b) Increasing the number of seats in the Territorial Council 
to give the Whitehorse area representation more in line 
with that of the lesser populated constituencies as at . 
present the three Whitehorse councillors represent about 
65% of the population of the Territory. 

Mr. Watt: As the members here know it is a long time since 
we ~ave had a reiistribution of seats in the Yukon Territory 
and I think the population fluctuation has been sufficierit 
so that by the time the next Territorial election comes up, 
whi~h is two years from now, then I think the population 
fluctuation will be even greater. '. There is a tendency to 
concentrate the population in the urban areas. The members 
from Whitehorsej their constituencies expand into the outlying 
areas quite a bit. The basic reason for the motion is that 
the problems of the people from the hinterland, the outlying 
constituencies, are so far different than those in the areas 
in and around Whitehorse that there seems to be an area of 
difference of opinion, a gap that can't be bridged very-well, 
between our thinking and the thinking of the members from 
the hinterland. It appears that when a problem comes up 
here concerning the Whitehorse area we are in a sense snowed 
under and we represent the large .percentage of the population 
and when we are snowed under then 65% of the population of 
the Territory are snowed under. I would like to go further 
with this and say that not only are we snowed under within 
the Council here but our representation is thought so little 
of,even by the Administration, that when it comes to ~ problem 
such as something beyond the city limits of Whitehorse, 
instea.d. of coming to us and even consulting us they go over 
our heads and go to the City Council. An example of this 
is the cemestos. We have had a motion in Council here and 
this Cguncil wasn't even considered} wasn't even asked. The 
Commissioner held a meeting and went right to the City Council 
and to Ottawa and said it was something - he acted in a way 
that doesn't affect the Territorial Council at all and I 
think it is an important part of our job - to help take care 
of the areas outside of the municipalities as well as in the 
municipality. Another area in which the esteem of the 
Whiteho~se Councillors are held is the Whitehorse Metropolitan 
Pla~. The Commissioner formed a committee at which the th~e~ 
Whitehorse Territorial Councillors attended and the rest were 
all businessmen in town here, 90% of them, so we were 'three 
in approximately twelve, so again we were snowed unde~. The 
land involved is 80% outside of the muniriipality of Whitehor~eo 
I would like to add that in this committee there was, when it 
was.originally set up, the three Whitehorse Territorial 
Councillors were ~utomatically to meet with members of this 
committee and the new member from Whitehorse Wasn't even .. 
asked to join it yet. There was two requests made that he 
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Mro Taylor: Mro Speaker, it was they that suggested the 
delegation, not myselfo They were going to come swamping in 
here and I said no - that I felt that no more than three 
representatives of the community, representing say the Indian 
area and so forth of the community, comeo The reasonin.g they 
gave me for this was that they have been pounding away, and 
I know I have at this table for the last four years for this 
facility so they feel something has to be doneo This is why 
they would rather come and explain with Dro Kinloch right 
hereo We have only heard Dro Kinloch's point of view on 
the medical end of it plus what I have been able to produce 
from the village of Teslin so it was felt, and they feel 
very strongly, they have asked that they could do thiso 

Mro Speaker: Perhaps to ease the situation, I would suggest 
that this be referred to Committee and then discuss it from 
that .point if that would serve the purpose, as an amendment 
to this particular motiono 

Mro Taylor: Mro Speaker, I would have included the item in 
this, this is a resolution but I thought that possibly if 
we asked the concurrence of members to consider this in 
Committee and ,~ that time I be allowed to have say three 
representatives with USa I didn't feel that an amendment 
would be necessary, however, if it is so necessary I am 
quite in agreemento 

Mro Speaker: I might add that there is nothing in the motion 
that says anything about hc'w it should be disposed of 0 

Generally speaking you dispose of it at this time and I think 
it would be in order that an amendment ,to the motion be madeo 

Mro Taylor: I cannot propose the motion _ all the other 
matters in Committee have just been referred to Committee 
by consent of the Houseo 
Mro Speaker: You might have a point there Mro Tayloro 
Mro Watt moved, seconded by Mro Boyd that this be referred 
to Committee for further considerationo 

MOTION CARRIEDo 

~) 

Mro MacKinnon moved, seconded by Mro Watt that it is 
respectfully requested that the Administra tion investigate 
the feasibility of produ~ing power using coal as a source 
of energy in the Carmacks areao It is requested that this 
study be made with a view to the possibility of supplying 
power to Carmacks and the Mount Nansen and Discovery Mines 
areao 

Motion 
#13 

Mro MacKinnon: I believe you are pretty well acquainted with 
the situation and the necessity of producing an economic power 
for that areao We could have a great mining development 
in the whole surrounding distrlcto 

Mro Watt: In seconding the motion and in supporting it I 
have heard a great deal of talk about the development of 
thermo power both from the member from the area and from 
members of the Administration G I think that there is quite 
a bit of local information on this and a lot of this could 
be obtained at the local level and reported back to Council 
by Mro Oliver, and people such as that who are familiar with 
ito There is a possibi'ity of a mining development not too 
far away that will need power and the advances that have 
been made in the last few years in the transmission of power, 
it may be feasible to do this in the Mount Nansen area, at 
a scale that could be economico If this study is made and 
it does prove economic then chances are either some private 
corporation or the government would be interested in proceeding 
with this further and supplying the area through to Carmacks 
and the mining area just beyond Carmackso It is a motion 
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should be asked. Another point, we have an engineering report 
and it concerns the City of Whitehorse and it also concerns 
Hillcrest, Valleyview, Camp Takhini and possibly intricatly 
involves Porter Creek and maybe Crestview. We have a request 
through 60uncil here now to have a copy of this report tabled 
to the Whitehorse Councillors. This should have been done 
automatically by the Commissioner to at least one or two of 
us that are intimately involved, or invited us to a meeting 
concerning this. I think that this a motion that I would like 
the support of this CouJ:).c~l on to have the Administration look 
into the addition of seats in the Whitehorse area. I think 
that our representation, we are completely snowed under in 
most of these issues and we haven't got an adequate voice to 
adequately represent about 65% of the population. This could 
not be done before the next Territorial election but by that 
time, if we start the ball rolling now and the Administration 
can look into the possibility of doing this and maybe report 
back to us at the next session or the one after and say that 
this is possible it should be done after a nose count, or it 
is impossible because of the money involved or something like 
thiso I would like the support of this motion and this will 
be putting it into the hands of the Administrat~on to have a 
look at this and possibly report back to us. 

Mr. Taylor: Mro Speaker, having heard the presentation of my 
Honourable Fri6:nd, I must say I cannot agree with his 
arguments 0 I would be unalterably opposed to any move along 
these lines and to accepting this motiono I might say it is 
one of the most ridiculous motions I have seen since I have 
stood at this Council tableo In the first instance the 
Honourable Member has stated that it has been a long time since 
we had a review of the distribution of seats in the Yukon 
Territoryo That long time is only four years agoo He gives 
his basic reason behind this is that the tr~blems of Whitehorse 
are far different, far unrelated, from those of the outlying 
districts, the hinterlando This also, I am sure all members 
will agree, is ridiculous and foolish. He says that Whitehorse 
has been snowed under, abso~tely snowed under, well this I 
cannot agree with Mro Speaker and in order to give an 
explanation of why Whitehorse, which I assume is the 
municipality and area surrounding Whitehorse, why does this 
come about is because, the member has pointed out, the 
Administration have gone to the municipal Council rather than 
the members of the Yukon Legislative Councilo I just pointed 
out the other day that I thought it would be a real good idea 
if the individual Whitehorse members felt strongly about the 
municipality of Whitehorse they themselves would go to Councilo 
If they don't go to Council there is nothing in this whole 
world to stop the Administration from going because somebody 
has got to do the job. Now this is a problem between the 
members themselves and the Administration and the municipality 
of Whitehorse. There is not~ing to either increase or decrease 
membership at this table i~Jgoing to change the situation. 
The second reason he gave for this being snowed under was that 
they have problems with the Commissioner over the Metropolitan 
Plano How can anyone reason that increased membership at this 
table is going to change this situation? Here again it is a 
problem between the member or members and the ~dministration. 
For his third argument as to why Whitehorse is snowed under, 
the Whitehorse members as he points out, is because there is 
an engineering report out and he hasn't had anything to do 
with ito I de believe a motion has been placed before 
Council, or is being placed, in this regard. Here again the 
problem doesn't lie between the C9uncil of the Yukon Territory 
and anybody 0 It lies between the individual members or possibly 
members involved and the Administrationo Bo this is no 
valid argumento He has pointed out in this motion to the 
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effect that representation is unequal because 65% of the 
population of the Territory resides in Whitehorse. Well I 
wonder just how many of that 65%, if this figure is reasonable, 
are tax paying residents of the Yukon Territory. Possibly 
the honourable member has forgotten about that. It seems that 
when you go and look at the facts and figures you will find 
out that it is the hinterland that pays the bill and taxes 
in this Territory. The last figures I have are a breakdown 
of revenue into districts of 1958 and 1959 for the Yukon 
Territory in which they show that th.wtotal revenues deriv~d 
from all sources from the Whitehorse area were $1,090,400.64. 
Th~ total revenues derived from the hinterland, all other areas, 
were $1,284,677.98. I suggest that this is a consideration 
if you speak of distribution and fiir representation. Possibly 
the member had overlooked that point. I don't know what the 
problem is here with the member, whether he haaan individual 
personal problem or whether there is a real problem. I see 
no real problem. At no time at this table has the three 
Whitehorse members,contrary to what the Honourable Member of 
Whitehorse West may feel, at no time have they ever been 

.. ~ 
~ 

snowed under. Each time that the three members of the Whitehorse 
area have risen, both in this Council and the former Councils 
on matters of any importance whatsoever, the outside members 
have wholeheartedly supported them or at least have never 
voted them down. This is one of the democratic rights we 
have and that is to disagree where we feel that wo should 
disagree. However, at no time, and I say at no time have 
the Whitehorse suffered for anything which the outlying 
members have done. We have always gone along with anything 
the Whitehorse members have asked us to do. So Mr. Speaker, 
I also point out that this m6tion was ill advised in my 
opinion, and this is the first time at this Council table 
that I have seen anyone stand up and try to separntethe 
Whitehorse member's 'from the outlying districts and I feel 
it is very, very wrong thinking. At no time has there ever 
been any separation in the minds of Council as a whoE, to 
my knowledge, both in the former Councilor in this Council. 
I don't feel there should be and this motion should be 
defated and the matter tucked away and forgotten about and 
let's get on with the job as a good group of Councillors 
working in the common interests of the Territory without 
this nonsense. If we have to win our battles, let's win 
the, if we can't win them let's take our defeat like men 
and go on to the problems of the day. Let's not try and 
solve our problems by putting in legislation. 

Mr. Watt: I think the Honourable Member from Watson Lake made 
a very good point and he was establishing that the amount 
of money that is produced by the hinterland, I don't know 
how accurate his figures are, but it is the basic principle 
involved. Now he feels as if we should have representation 
by the size of the pocketbook. I feel we should have 
representation by population. I think there should be a 
closer relationship b~tween the numbers that we represent. 
I'm not saying they should split this right down the middle 
and divide the population into 7, 8 or 9 o~ 2 or 3 and give 
each one exactly so much because you have to take into 
consideration the areas involved. I a~ flexible on the ~oint. 
I think until we get a more accurate distribution of seats, 
more accurate relationship between the numbers that each 
Councillor represents, then we can't expect to have much 
respect either by the Administration, this is the point that 
I was making. We can't expect to have much consideration 
or respect by the Administration or anybody elie unless we 
are a true Council and have more accurate representation. 
As far as the Whitehorse area is concerned, look at your 
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effect that representation is unequal because 65% of the 
population of the Territory resides in Whitehorse. Well I 
wonder just how many of that 65%, if this figure is reasonable, 
are tax paying residents of the Yukon Territory. Possibly 
the honourable member has forgotten about that. It seems that 
when you go and look at the facts and figures you will find 
out that it is the hinterland that pays the bill and taxes 
in this Territory. The last figures I have are a b~eakdown 
of revenue into districts of 1958 and 1959 for the Yukon 
Territory in which they show that th.~total revenues derived 
from all sources from the Whitehorse area were $1,090,400064. 
The total revenues derived from the hinterland, all other areas, 
were $1,284,677.98. I suggest that this is a conside~ation 
if you speak of distribution and fair representation. Possibly 
the member had overlooked that point. I don't know what the 
problem is here with the member, whether ~e haa an individual 
personal problem or whether there is a real problem. I see 
no real problem. At no time at this table has the three 
Whitehorse members,contrary to what the Honourable Member of 
Whitehorse West may feel, at no time have they ever been . 
snowed under. Each time that the three memb~rs of the Whitehorse 
area have rieefl, both in this Council and the former Councils 
on matters of any importance whatsoever, the outside members 
have wholeheartedly supported them or at least have never 
voted them down. This is one of the democratic rights we 
have and that is to disagree where we feel that we should 
disagree. However, at no time, and I say at no time have 
the Whitehorse suffered for anything which the outlying 
members have done. We have always gone along with anything 
the Whitehorse members have asked us to do. So Mr. Speaker, 
I also point out that this motion was ill advised in my 
opinion, and this is the first time at this Council table 
that I have seen anyone stand up and try to separate the 

·Wh±tehorse memb~rsfrom the outlying districts and I feel 
it is very, very wrong thinking. At no time has there ever 
been any separation in the minds of Council as a who~, to 
my knowledge, both in the former Councilor in this Council; 
I don't feel there should be and this motion should be 
defeted and the matter tucked away and forgotten about and 
let's get on with the job as a good group of Councillors 
working in the common interests of the Territory without 
this nonsense. If we have to win our battles, let's win 
the, if we can't win them let's take our defeat like men 
and go on to the problems of the day. Let's not try and 
solve our problems by putting in legislation. 

Mr. Watt: I think the Honourable Member from Watson Lake made 
a very good point and he was establishing that the amount 
of money that is produced by the hinterland, I don't know 
how accurate his figures are, b~t it is the basic principle 
involved. Now he feels as if we should have representation 
by the size of the pocketbook. I feel we should haie 
repre~entation by population. I think there should be a 
closer relationship between the numbers that we represent. 
I'm not saying they should split this right down the middle 
and divide the population into 1, 8 or 9 or 2 or 3 and give 
each one exactly so much because you have to take into 
consideration the areas involved. I am flexible on the point. 
I think until we get a more accufate distribution of seats, 
more accurate relationship between the numbers that each 
Councillor repr~sents, then we can't expect to have much 
respect either by the Administration, this is the point that 
I wasmakingo We can't expect to have much consideration 
or respect by the Administration or anybody alie unless we 
area true Council and have more accurate representationo 
As far as the Whitehorse area is concerned, look at your 
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should be askedo Another point, we have an engineering report 
and it concerns the City of Whitehorse and it also concerns 
Hillcrest, Vnlleyview, Camp Takhini,and possibly intricatly 
involves Porter Creek and maybe Crestviewo We hnve a request 
through 60uncil here now to have a copy of this report tabled 
to the Whitehorse Councillorso This should have been done 
automatically by the Commissioner to at least one or two of 
us that are intimately involved, or invited us to a meeting 
concerning thiso I think that this a motion that I would like 
the support of this Cou~cil on to have the Administration look 
into the addition of seats in the Whitehorse area. I think 
that our representation, we are completely snowed under in 
most of these issues and we haven't got an adequate voice to 
adequately represent about 65% of the populationo This could 
not be done before the next Territorial election but by that 
time, if we start the ball rolling now and the Administration 
can look into the possibility of doing this and maybe report 
back to us at the next session or the one after and say that 
this is possible it should be done after a nose count, or it 
is impossible because of the money involved or something like 
thiso I would. like the support of this motion and this will 
be putting it into the hands of the Administrati,on to have a 
look at this and possibly report back to us. . 

Mro Taylor: Mr. Speaker, having heard the presentation of my 
Honourable Fri~nd, I must say I cannot agree with his 
arguments 0 I would be unalterably opposed to any move along 
these lines and to accepting this motiono I might say it is 
one ,of the most ridi~ulous motions I have seen since I have 
stood at this Council tableo In the first instance the 
Honourable Member has stated that it has been a long time since 
we had a review of the distribution of seats in the Yukon 
Territoryo That long time is only four years agoo He gives 
his basic reason behind this is that the tr~blems of Whitehorse 
are far different, far unrelated, from those of the outlying 
districts, the hinterlando This also, I am sure all members 
will agree, is ridiculous and foolisho He says that Whitehorse 
has been snowed under, absavtely snowed under, well this I 
cannot agree with Mr. Speaker and in order to give an 
explanation of why Whitehorse, which I assume is the 
municipality and area surrounding Whitehorse, why does this 
come about is because, the member has pointed out, the 
Administration have gone to the municipal Council rather than 
the members of the Yukon Legislative CounciloI just pointed 
out the other day that I thought it would be a real good idea 
if the individual Whitehorse members felt strongly about the 
municipality of Whitehorse they themselves would go to Councilo 
If they don't go to Council there is nothing in this whole 
world to stop the Administration from going because somebody 
has got to do the jobo Now this is a problem between the 
members themselves and the Administration and the municipality 
of Whitehorseo There is not~ing to either increase or decrease 
membership at this tabl& i~?going to change the situationo 
The second reason he gnve for this being snowed under was that 
they have problems with the Commissioner over the Metropolitan 
Plan. How can anyone reason that increased membership at this 
table is going to change this situation? Here again it is a 
problem between the member or members and the~Administrationo 
For his third argument as to why Whitehorse is snowed under, 
the Whitehorse members as he points out, is because there is 
an engineering report out and he hasn't had anything to do 
with ito I de believe a motion has been placed before 
Council, or is being placed, in this regardo Here again the 
problem doesn't lie between the C9uncil of the Yukon Territory 
and anybodyo It lies between the individual mem~ers or possibly 
members involved and the Administrationo So this is no 
valid argumento He has pointed out in this motion to the 
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Votes and Proceedings, look at how much time is spent there 
by the Whitehorse Councillors. Look at going over the 
Municipal Ordinance - a couple of the Whitehorse Councillors 
were trying to make points and it was s-ug'gested that it be 
deferred, deferred. These are examples of how we are, in 
effect, snowed under here. We have a minority vote and the 
member from Watson Lake said we should fight our battles 
and take our licking and I agree with that if the cards 
aren't stacked against you. But if the cards are stacked 
against you you are going to have an awful tough time winning 
in this game or even breaking out even. 

Mr. Taylor: I can only say that I am very, very depressed to 
hear that the cards are stacked against anybody because I 
wasn't aware of this. I can only say that representation by 
population is a good factor. We had a census in 1961 which 
showed the population figures for the Territory and as I 
pointed out you also have to take into consideration who is 
paying the bills as well. We have transient people coming 
and going who have no real stake in the Yukon and this must 
be taken into consideration. I think our representation by 
areas is quite reasonable and quite acceptable and proper 
and there is no need of a revision. With regard to the last 
comments of the Honourable Member stating that the Whitehorse 
Members or member, as the case might be, cannot make their 
point. This was evidenced yesterday but I feel yesterday 
we could have used a little more vepresentation at this table 
from the Whitehorse members or a member at least because it 
seems that the newspapers a~d other things became more 
important than their own Munidpal Ordinance so I don't there 
is any valid argument here. There was a vote taken yesterday 
on a matter of representation of the municipal Council, I 
believe, to come and for some purpose or another to this 
table and a simple vote was taken and the gentleman in question 
lost so consequently I don't feel he has any valid argument 
here at all. 

Mr. Southam: I don't know if I am very much qualified to 
speak about this but I feel myself that the representation, 
as it is at the present time, is quite enough and to put ;i..t '. (. any other way, any further or extra members frOG around"" 
Whitehorse, I think the people from outside would resent it 
for one thing. It may be proper, it may not be, I don't think 
it iso I would certainly vote against it. Population wise 
it is pretty hard, as you know yourself,the population is 
very scattered but we are the people that are paying the 
shot, the biggest part of it,in our industry. We should all 
work together and I think leave it as it is for the time 
beingo As the Territory grows then talk of better ' ' 
redistribution of the seats. 

Mro Boyd: I didn't know anything about this motion and it has 
taken me by surprise but truely speaking I don't feel I am 
having any trouble with these outside Councillors. I am 
having a little trouble with a horse wrangler from 101~ 
or up in that direction, once in a while but I can overcome 
him too. I am not in favor of any more Councillors, I don't 
see that we need more to administrate, maybe less would do 
better sometimes. I think that we could go on for another 
three or four years as we are and see what the trond of things 
are, there may be quite a change in three or four yearso I 
don't think we are suffering too badly. 

Mr. MacKinnon: As seconder of the motion it wasn't my intention 
to give Whitehorse more representation. I did see the point 
of redistribution on account of for instance my area runs 
from 1202 then around to Pelly River. It is so far to travel 
it is hard to give them good representation. 
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Mr. Thompson: I was wondering if Mr. Clerk could give us 
some figur8s as to the number of persons enumerated in the 
Territory for the last election and those that voted so that 
we could get some QOGparison for population wise. 

Clerk-of-Council: Mr. Speaker, I don't have Q~ hand at the 
moment the number of people on the voters list. The only 
thing I have is the 1961 census figures and they aren't very 
close to the mark, I don't think. I have been able to account 
for a total of, breaking it,down into various areas, my total 
comes to 10,050 people and I know there is over 16,000 now. 
Even in 1961 the population was 14,628 in the Yukon and of 
that there were 8,000 in unorganizad areas sothos~ population 
figures aren't too realistic. The only thing they db show 
is that each Councillor has between one and two thousand 
persons in his area according to these figures. They still 
leave two or three thousand that are in unorganized areas 
that aren't shown in the statistics so they aren't too 
realistic but I can give them as I have them if you like. 
In the Carmacks area, taking into consideration the breakdown 
they give us for instance Aishihik, Carmacks, Champagne, 
Destruction Bay, Haines Junction, PellyCrossing it gives you 
a total of only 846 ~n the Carmacks area. In the Dawson 
area you come up with a total of 1364, the Mayo area a total 
of 1270, Watson Lake area a total of 1209 and in the Whitehorse 
area I come up with a total of 5,361 divided by three which 
gives you very close to 1700-1800 in each of those areas. 

Mr. Speaker: For the information Df Council when this matter 
was altered from its previous status, it was necessary to 
take into consideration three items at that time in relation 
to this history, geography and population and that was the 
answer that came up. Any further discussion on this Motion 
#14. 

Mr. Watt: The City of Whitehorse alone has a popUlation of 
around 6,000 and then you have the outlying areaso In my 
constituency alone you have got Hillcrest, Valleyview and 

"-j 
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the three areas together COVer Carcross, Porter Creek, Vallejview 
Hiiicrest, Camp Takhini, Crestview, Canyon Crescent and . 
MacRae 0 I t,hink that this motion is a request for the 
Administration to look into this further and give us more 
accurate figures on what we are representing. A voters list 
would be a pretty good guide - it gives you roughly the 
number of people that are on the voters list and then you can 
add your dependents on top of that and it would probably be 
roughly the same throughout the Territory that would be 
represented. I feel that and as Mr. MacKinnon has said that 
if the Cotiucillors in Whitehorse are representing a greater 
proportion and there is ~ thought that no more Councillors 
should be added, then all the outlying areas could absorb 
some of the areas close to Whitehorse and this would bring 
your thinking closer to.what our problems are. This is part 
of the motion - so that your thinking, the thinking of the 
outlying Councillors - their problems are more common to ours, 
they will be closer to Whitehorse, at least one or two of 
you will be closer to Whitehorse. Your line of thinking will 
be closer to our line of thinking and you will be more 
familiar with our problems. You will have a constituent from 
Whitehorse phoning you up and saying look, this is our problem 
here. At the moment you are so far divorced from what O~r 
problems are that there seems to be a wide gap • 
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Mro Thompson: I was wondering if Mro Clerk could give us 
some figur8s as to the number of persons enumerated in the. 
Territory for the last election and those that voted so that 
we could get some Qomparison for population wiseo 

Clerk-of-Council: Mro ~peaker, I don't have Q~ hand at the 
moment the number of people on the voters listo. The only 
thing I have is the 1961 census figures and they aren't very 
close to the mark, I don't thinko I have been able to account 
for a total of, breaking it down intd various areas, my total 
comes to 10,050 people and I know there is over 16,000 nowo 
Even in 1961 the population was 14,628 in the Yukon and of 
that there were 8,000 in unorganizad areas so those population 
figures aren't too realistico The only thing they do show 
is that each Councillor has between one and two thousand 
persons in his area according to these figuresoThey still 
leave two or three thousand that are in unorganized areas 
that aren't shown in the statistics so they aren't too 
realistic bcit I can give them as I have them if you like. 
In the Carmacks area, taking into consideration the breakdown 
they give us for instance Aishihik, Carmacks, Champagne, 
Destruction Bay, Haines Junction, Pelly Crossing it gives you 
a total of only 846 in the Carmacks areao In the Dawson 
area you come up with a total of 1364, the Mayo area a total 
of 1270, Watson Lake area a total of 1209 and in the Whitehorse 
area I come up with a total of 5,361 divided by three which 
gives you very close to 1700-1800 in each of those areaso 

Mro Speaker: F6r the information of Council when this matter 
was altered from its previous status, it was necessary. to 
take into consideration three items at that time in relation 
to this history, geography. and population and that was the 
answer that came upo Any further discussion on this Motion 
#14. 

Mr. Watt: The City of Whitehorse alone has a population of 
around 6,000 and then you have the outlying areaso In my 
constituency alone you have got Hillcrest, Valleyview and 
the three areas together cover Carcross, Porter Creek, Valleyview 
Hillcrest, Camp Takhini, Crestview, Canyon Crescent and 
MacRae. I think that this motion is a request for the 
Administration to look into this further and give us more 
accurate figures on what we are representing. A voters list 
would be a pretty ~ood guide - it gives you roughly the 
number of people that are on the voters list and then you can 
add your dependents on top of that and it would probably be 
roughly the same throughout the Territory that would be 
represented. I feel that and as Mr. MacKinnon has said that. 
if the Cotltlci:llors in Whitehorse are representing a greater 
proportion and there is ,::'. thought that no more Councillors 
should be added, then all the outlying areas could absorb 
some of the areas close to Whitehorse and this would bring 
your thinking clbser to ~hat our problems are. This is part 
of the motion - so that you~ thinking, the thinking of the 
outlying Councillors - their problems are more commoh to ours, 
they will be closer to Whitehorse, at least one or two of 
you will be closer to Whitehorse. Your line of thinking will 
be closer to our line of thinking and you will be more 
familiar with our problems. You will have a constituent from 
Whitehorse phoning you up and saying look, this is our problem 
here. At the moment you are so far divorced from what our 
problems are that there seems to be a wide gapo 
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Votes and Proceedings, look at how much time is spent there 
by the Whitehorse Councillors. Look at going over the 
Municipal Ordinance - a couple of the Whitehorse Councillors 
were trying to make points and it was iuggested that it be 
deferred, deferred. These are examples of how we are, in 
effect, snowed under here. We have a minority vote and the 
member from Watson Lake said we should fight our battles 
and take our licking and I agree with that if the cards 
aren't stacked against you. But if the cards are stacked 
against you you are going to have an awful tough time winning 
in this game or even breaking out even. 

Mr. Taylor: I can only say that I am very, very depressed to 
hear that the cards are stacked against anybody because I 
wasn't aware of this. I can only say that representation by 
popUlation is a good factor. We had a census in 1961 which 
showed the popUlation figures for the Territory and as I 
pointed out you also have to take into consideration who is 
paying the bills as well. We have transient people coming 
and going who have no real stake in the Yukon and this must 
be taken into consideration. I think our representation by 
areas is quite reasonable and quite acceptable and proper 
and there is no need of a revision. With regard to the last 
comments of the Honourable Member stating that the Whitehorse 
Members or member, as the case might be, cannot make their 
point. This was evidenced yesterday but I feel yesterday 
we could have used a little more vepresentation at this table 
from the Whitehorse members or a member at least because it 
seems that the newspapers aud other things became more 
important than their own Municipal Ordinance so I don't .there 
is any valid argument here. There was a vote taken yesterday 
on a matter of representation of the municipal Council, I 
believe, to come and for some purpose or another to this 
table and a simple vote was taken and the gentleman in question 
lost so consequently I don't feel he has any valid argument 
here at alL 

Mr. Southam: I don't know if I am very much qualified to 
speak about this but I feel myself that the representation, 
as it is at the present time, is quite enough and to put~jt 
any other way, any further or extra members fro~ around" 
Whitehorse, I think the people from outside would resent it 
for one thing. It may be proper, it may not be, I don't think 
it is. I would certainly vote against it. Population wise 
it is pretty hard, as you know yourself, the popUlation is 
very scattered but we are the people that are paying the 
shot, the biggest part of it,in our industry. We shouid all 
work together and I think leave it as it is for the"t~me 
being. As the Territory grows then talk of better' .' 
redistribution of the seats. 

Mr. Boyd: I didn't know anything about this motion and it has 
taken me by surprise but truely speaking I don't feel I am 
having any trouble with these outside Councillors. I am 
having a little trouble with a horse wrangler from 101n 
or up in that direction, once in a while but I can overcome 
him too. I am not in favor of any more Council~ors, I don't 
see that we need more to administrate, maybe l~~s would do 
better sometimes. I think that we could go on for another 
three or four years as we are and see what the trend of things 
are, there may be quite a change in three or four years. I 
don't think we are suffering too badly. 

Mr. MacKinnon: As seconder of the motion it wasn't my intention 
to give Whitehorse more representation. I did see the point 
of redistribution on account of for instance my area runs 
from 1202 then around to Pelly River. It is so far to travel 
it is hard to give them good representation . 
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.Mr. Thompson: There is a report prepared, I am not'sure who 
prepared it, I think probably it comes under the elections 
act that is prepared after each election. I don't know how 
long after it takes to come out but I know this report is 
prepared and I think that thi~ would probably give us .a'· 
much clearer position on the actual numbers involved. So 
I would suggest that this motion be referred to Committee 
until coneei vably the Clerk ·qo.~.ld inform us whether this 
report is available for the last election and i~ not the 
last election then those who were actually enumerated and' 
counted in the election previous. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker I could not agree with su~ha :roposal 
and I don't feel that the information to be gain~d will be of 
any value to this Councilor the Committee of Council. I 
think we are all aware of the facts. The information gained 
from an enumeration at the last Territorial election isn't 
going to change the situation one wit and M:r'. Speaker:I would 
suggest that the question be ~alledon this matter atid it be 
dealt with once and for all. 

Mr. Thompson: Mr. Speaker, I made a motion that thi~ b~referred 
to Committee. 

Mr. Speaker: Did you make a motion? 

Mr. Thompson: Yes, Mr~ Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker: Is there a seconder for the motion? There is . 
no seconder for the motion. Are you ready for the question. 
on the' main motion? 

MOTION DEFEATED with 
Mr. Thompson & Mr. Watt in favor and Mr. MacKinnon 
Mi. Southam and Mr. Taylor contrary. 

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Southam that Mr. Speake~ do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of the 
Whole for the purpose of discussing bills, memoranda, sessional 

-p~pers, motions and iri part~cular public bills. : 

MOTION CARRIED 

y' 
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IN COMNITTEE OF THE WHOLE. 

Mr. MacKenzie, Territorial Treasurerj and Mr. Baker, Territorial 
Engineer, attended Committee. 

~ 

Committee proceeded with Bill #It and after the Chairman read 
the Bill, Committee referred to Schedule "A". 

Discussion 
Bill #1 

Committee passed Item (1), Territorial Buildings. 
Committee passed Item (2), Dempster' Highway • 
Committee passed Item (3), Canol Road-Special Winter Maintenance 
Committee passed Item (4), Dawson Boundary Road-Special Winter 

Total Expenditures 
Total Recoveries 

Clear. 

$ 62,000.00 
44,000.00 

Maintenance. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. MacKenzie 
on establishment number 271, are there no recoveries on that 
item? That is for the maintenance of Territorial Buildings. 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, no recoveries. If you are dealing with 
Federal Buildings, naturally you recover thewhole of it as we 
do. 

Mr. Watt: Couldn't a territorial building such as garages be 
considered part of maintenance and operation of say the Demp ster 
highway as part of the up-keep on it? This is 85% recoverable 
isn't it? 

Mr. MacKenzie: This is different. These Territorial buildings 
are not the road side garages. 

Mr. Watt! Would it be 85% recoverable if it were road side 
garages? 

Mr. MacKenzie: If it were, yes. 

Mr. Shaw moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that Bill #1 be report
ed out of Committee without amendment. 

Hotion Carried. 

Committee proceeded to Bill #2. 

Mr. Chairman: I have a question I would like to ask Hr. 
MacKenzie at this time if I may be permitted to do so, and 
that is, is it clearly understood that in adopting 1/12th of 
the budget figure as contained here, that we will not be 
expected to accept in principle those items as they reflect 
in the budget? 

Hr. It is Mr. Chairman. 

Committee passed Item 1, Yukon Council. 
Committee passed Item 2, Territorial Treasurer and 

Collector of Taxes. 
Committee passed Item 3, Education. 
Committee passed Item 4, Territorial Secretary & Tax Assesso~ 
Committee passed Item 5, Health. 
Committee passed Item 6, Hunicipal & Area Development 

Administration. 
Committee passed Item 7, Game. 
Committee passed Item 8, General 
Committee passed Item 9, Roads Bridges and Public Works. 
Committee passed Item 10, Vocational °Training. 
Committee passed Item 11, Yukon Hospital Insurance Service. 
Committee passed Item 12, Travel and Publicity 
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IN COMHITTEE OF THE WHOLE. 

Mr. MacKenzie, Territorial Treasurer, and Mr. Baker, Territorial 
Engineer, attended Committee. 

Committee proceeded with Bill #1, and after the Chairman read 
the Bill, Committee referred to Schedule "A". 

Committee passed Item (1), Territorial Buildings. 
Committee passed Item (2); Dempet~r' Highway , 

Discussion 
Bill #1 

Committee passed Item (3), Canol Road-Special Winter Maintenance 
Committee passed Item (4), Dawson Boundary Road-Spe6ial Winter 

Total Expenditures 
Total Recoveries 

Clear. 

$ 62,000.00 
44,000.00 

Maintenance. 

Mr. Watt.: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. MacKenzie 
on establishment number 271, are there no recoveries on that 
item? That is for the maintenance of Territorial Buildings. 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, no recoveries. If you are deaiing with 
Federal Buildings, naturally you recover thewhole of it as we 
do. 

Mr. Watt: Couldn't a territorial building such as garages be 
considered part of maintenance and operation of say the Dempster 
highway as part of the up-keep on it? This is 85% recoverable 
isn't it? 

Mr. MacKenzie: This is different. These Territorial buildings 
are not the road side garages. 

Mr. Watt: Would it be 85% recoverable if it were road side 
garages? 

Mr. MacKenzie: If it were, yes. 

Mr. Shaw moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that Bill #1 be report
ed out of Committee without amendment. 

Motion Carried. 

Committee proceeded to Bill #2. 

Mr. Chairman: I have a question I would like to ask Mr. 
MacKenzie at this time if I may be permitted to do so, and 
that is, is it clearly understood that in adopting 1/12th of 
the budget figure as contained here, that we will not be 
expected to accept in principle those items as they reflect 
in the budget? 

Mr. It is Mr. Chairman. 

Committee passed Item 1, Yukon Council. 
Committee passed Item 2, Territorial Treasurer and 

Collector of Taxes. 
Committee passed Item 3, Education. 
Committee passed Item 4, Territorial Secretary & Tax Assessor 
Committee passed Item 5, Health. 
Committee passed Item 6, Municipal & Area Development 

Administration. 
Committee passed Item 7, Game. 
Committee passed Item 8, General 
Committee passed Item 9, Roads Bridges and Public Works. 
Committee passed Item 10, Vocational °Training. 
Committee passed Item 11, Yukon Hospital Insurance Service. 
Committee passed Item 12, Travel and Publicity 
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Mr. Thompson: There is a report prepared, I am n9t sure .who 
prepared it, I think probably it comes under the elections 
act that is prepared after each election. I don't know how 
long after it takes to come out but I know this report is 
prepared and I think that this would probably give usa'" 
much clearer position on the actual numbers involved. So 
I would suggest that this motion be referred to Committee 
until coneeivably the Clerk.cqijld inform us whether this': 
report is available for the i~;t election and if not the 
lastelect:i,on then those who were actually enumerated and 
counted in the election previous. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker I could not agree with such a :roposal 
and I don't feel that the information to be gained will be of 
any value to this Councilor the Committee of Council. I 
think we are all awure of the facts. The information gained 
from an enumeration at the last Territorial election isn't 
going .to change the situation one wit and M;r. Speaker;I would 
suggest that the question be called on this matter and it be 
deal t with ·once and for alL 

Mr. Thnmpson: Mr. Speaker, I made a motion that this be referred 
to Commi~tee. 

Mr. Speaker: Did you make a motion? 

Mr. Thompson: Yes, Mr~ Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker: Is there a seconder for the motion? There is ' 
no seconder for the motion. Are you ready for the question. 
on the main motion? 

. MOTION DEFEATED with' 
Mr. Thompson & Mr. Watt in favor and Mr. MacKinnon 
Mr. Southam a~d Mr. ~aylor contrary. 

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Southam t~at Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee o~ the 
Whole for the purpose of discussing bills, memoranda, sessional 

. papers, motions' and in particular public ~ills. 

MOTION CARRIED 

.• -
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Committee passed Item 13. 
Committee passed Item 14. 
Committee passed Item 15. 
Committee passed Item 16. 
Committee passed Item 20. 
Committee passed Item 19. 
Committ~e passed Item 31~ 

Total gross expenditure $819,301.00. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Shaw, that Bill #2 be passed 
out of Committee without amendment. 

Motion Carried. 

Committee proceeded to Bill #3. An Ordi,nance for Granting to 
the Commissioner Certain Sums of Money to Defray the Expenses 
of the Public Service of the Territory. 

Mr •. Chairman: The first item under Vote20 is Education. 
Christ the King High School - Extension and Renovations -
$105,000.00. 

Mr. Chairman: May I ask what are the 48 Oak chairs for? 
; : ':, ,,'! . !.,~ 

Mr. MacKenzie: I suggest, Mr. Chairman, for the detail of 
these schools we ask Mr. Thompson to attend. 

Mr~ Chairman: Do you gentlemen wish Mr. Thompson to attend. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, it is better to buy an aak chair than 
a spruce chair, it will last longer. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, are they having the same kind of a 
renovation tn the F.H. Collins School as well. 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, the extension at the F.H Collins 
School is an extension to the metal workshop the woodshop and 
provi'des also for a new draftroom. This isent,irely dif,fere:qt· 
from what is proposed for Ch±ist the King. 

.~ .. ,: : 

Clear on this Item. 

Dawson Elementary/High School Extension $106,000.00. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, I thought this was going to extend the 
classrooms up, in other words make to floors 'out of ·the . ':d:; 
existing school, is that the way it is going to be? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we looked at this very closely and 
it was concensus of opinion of the Department of Education 
that perhaps it would be better to provide a new extension 
entirely and not to undertake renovation to the existing 
bailding. The Department of Education has some objection to 
the operation of woodworking machinery within the present 
school and, thought it would be disturbing the other classes. 

Mr. Shaw: Is the existing heating equipment adequate to handle 
this addi t.ion? 

Mr. Baker: It is so. 

Mr •. Shaw: . There is just one item here I have noticed and that· 
is electric stoves. That is a normal kind of stove to have 
here, ,1: just. hope that the members of Council don't complain . 
too much when the bill comes in for operating the stoves. 
Although. I hope that by that time we will be able to. afford to·· 
run them. 
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Mr. Boyd; I would like to ask Mr. Baker, Mr. Chairman, if we 
have any trouble with sewage problems in this school, thi~ year, 
and water+ 
Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman~ to my knowledge there has been no 
trouble with water and sewer. 

Mr. Boyd: May I take it that there will be no ex~ra monies 
required for sewer and water problems concerning the further 
addition on this school. 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, I don't think there ~ill be. 

Mr. Watt: M~. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Shaw if this 
school is on the new proposed sewer and water system ? 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, it'is right across from the Federal 
Building so it seems that if any place should get sewer and 
water it should go past that particular area.' Further to go 
on and answer the question that Mr. Boyd has raised, the 
present water and sewer facilities are' adequate for the school. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Chairman, may I ask if these stoves and all 
this equipment is bought by tender. 

Mr. Ha~Ke~zie: We buy nothing without getting quotations from 
more than bne ~upplier. 

Mr. Boyd: Is it ~ight to assume that the Indian department 
will month by month, or year ~y year, increase their contribu
tion according to the extra money spent for this purpose? 
Or db they just remain atn set fixed figure? 

Mr. MacKenzie: I take it gentlemen that this annual fee of 
$350.00 is concerned. Tha't will remain j'ixed' -.for .th.~ t;erm of. 
the life of the Financial Agreement,' on the 1st of ~pril 1967 
it will be revised upward and remain fixed for a further 
five years. 

Mr. Boyd: Conoerning this electric light bill lam wondering 
if we are in a positiontb bargairi with this Electric Light 
Goepany and to get.a rats with them or something. Surely 
we are not going to stand up and pay the rate that these 
individuals pay, we'll go broke as far as bills are concerned. 
The cost of educating a pupil there on account ·of the electric 
light bill is going to be rediculous. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Well I think that the Dawson City situation 
is temporary anyway. The hope is that in the very near future 
electricity costs will come down through the use of N.C.P.C. 

Mr. Boyd: ·This is a certainty? 

Mr. MacKetizie: No, a hope. 

Mr. Shaw: Yes this is q~itecorrect. I am very happy to see 
that Mr. Boyd is so conce-rned. ItJe hope that this will be 
rectified in the very near future. 

Watson Lake Elementary/High School Extension $ 65',000.00.' 

Clear on this item. 

Carcross School - Ne,>! 114,350.00. 

Mr. Taylor (with.Mr. Southam in the Chair): Mr. Chairman, 
'during our discussions on the Financial Advi'sory Committee 
this matter raised a great deal of attention and consideration 
and it was generally felt, or I got the impression it was 
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Mr. Boyd; I would like to ask Mr. Baker, Mr. Chairman, if we 
have any trouble with sewage problems in this school, this year, 
and water, 
Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, to my knowledge there has been no 
trouble with water and sewer. 

Mr. Boyd: May I take it that there will be no extra moni~s 
required for sewer and water problems concerning the further 
addition on this school. 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, I don't think there wil~ be. 

Mr. Watt: M~. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Shaw if this 
school is on the new proposed sewer and water system ? 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, it is right across from t.he Federal 
Building so it seems that if any place should ·get sewer and 
water it should ko past that particular area.· Further to go 
on and answer the question that Mr. Boyd has raised, the 
present water and sewer facilities are adequate for the school. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Chairman, may I ask if these stoves and all 
this equipment is bought by tender. 

Mr. Ha&Ke~zie: We buy nothing without getting quotations from 
more than ~ne supplier •. 

Mr. Boyd: Is it ~ight to assume that the Indian department 
will month by month, or year by year, increase their contribu
tion according to the extra money spent for this purpose? 
Or do they just remain at a set fixed £igure? 

Mr. MacKenzie: I take it gentlemen that this annual fee of 
$350.00 is c·oncerned. That will remain fixed· ,for tne t·erm of.} 
the life of the Financial Agreement,· on ~h~ 1st ~i April 196i . 
it will be revised upward and remain fixed for a further 
five years. 

Mr. Boyd: Conoerning this ele.ctric light bill lam wondering. 
if we are in a position t'o bargain with this Electric Light 
Oo.pauy and to get.a rat$ with them at so~ething. Surely 
we are not going to stand up and pay the rate. that these 
individuals pay, we'll go broke as far as bills are concerned. 
The cost of educating a pupil there on account of the electric 
light bill is going to be rediculous. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Well I think that the Dawson City situation 
is temporary anyway. ~he hope is that in the very near future 
electricity costs will come down through the use of N.C.P.C. 

Mr. Boyd: This is a certainty? 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, a hope. 

Mr. Shaw: Yes this is quite correct. I am very happy to see 
that Mr.~ Boyd is so concerned. . We hope that this will be 
rectified in the very near future. 

Watson Lake Elementary/High School Extension $ 65,000.00.· 

Clear on this item. 

Carcross School - New 114,350.00. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Southam in the ChaiT): Mr. Chairman, 
during our discussions on the Financial Advisory Committee 
this matter raised a great deal of attention and consideration 
and it was generally felt, or I got the impression it was 
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Committ~e passed Item 13. 
Committ~e passed Item 14. 
Committee passed Item 15. 
Committee passed Item 16. 
Committee passed Item 20. 
Committee passed Item 19. 
Committee passed Item 31. 

Total gross expenditure $819,301000. 

Mr. Boyd moved, ~econded by Mr. Shaw, that Bill #2 be passed 
out of Committee without amendment. 

Motion Carried. 

Committee proceeded to Bill #3. An Ordinance' for Granting to 
the Commissioner Certain Sums of Money to Defray th~ Expenses 
of the Public Service of the Territory. 

Mr. Chairman: The first item under Vote20 is Education. 
Christ the King High School - Extension and Renovations -
$105,000.00. 

Mr. Chairman: May I ask what are the 48 Oak chairs for? 
" .., " t: 

Mr. MacKenzie: I suggest, Mr. Chairman, fo~ the detail of 
these schools we ask Mr. Thompson to attend. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you gentlemen wish Mr. Thompson to attend. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, it is better to buy an aak chair than 
a spruce chair, it will last longer. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairma~, are they having the same kind of a 
renovation in the F.H. Collins School as well. 

Mr. Baker: Hr. Chairman, the extension at the F.H Collins 
School is an extension to the metal workshop the woodshop and 
provi'des also for a new draftr'oom. This is enti::rely" dif-iferent::, 
from what is proposed for Ch±ist the King. 

[,"! ,,) ~:" ~\r 

Clear on this Item. 

Daw'son Elementary/High School Extension $106,000.00. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, I thought this was going to extend the 
classrooms up ,in' other words make to floors out of the ':;S 
existing school, is that the way it is going to be? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we looked at this very closely and 
it was concensus of opinion of the Department tif Education 
that perhaps it would be better to provide a new extension 
entirely and not to undertake renovation to the existing 
b~ilding. The Department of Education has some objection to 
the operation of woodworking machinery within the present 
school and thought it would be disturbing the other classes. 

Mr. Shaw: Is the existing heating equipment adequate to handle 
this addi t·ion? 

Mr. Baker: It is so. 

Mr. Shaw: . There is just one item here I have noticed and that'· 
is electric stoves. That is a normal kind of stove to have 
here, T Just hope that the members of Council don't complain 
too much'when;the bill comes in for operating the stoves. 
Although 1 hope that by that time we will be able to afford to 
run them. 
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generally felt a~ong all concerned that it may not be advisable 
to build this school nt this time. It was thought that 
possibly some of the children in Carcross could be obsorbed 
into the Care ross Residential School by merely bussing the 
chi1dre~ to and from'the community to the s~hoo1, and it was 
also felt, or I certainly feel at any rate, that this may 
be a very premature move in building the school at this time 
however I think that possibly Mr. Thompson should be with us 
when we discuss this. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Chairman, I think in the Financial Advisory 
meeting before there was anything struck out we wanted to 
hear from the member from the area as he is more familiar with 
the circumstances. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I know there is some talk that we 
could us~ that school, and I would certainly have liked to 
have been able to suggest that this would be so. How they 
come to put this school a mile or two where nobody lives 
is beyond me. Strictly a case of segregation is all I can 
see that prompted their thinking when they built that school. 
They certainly didn't loo~ forward to ever using it by the 
people of Barcross because they don't live there, its miles 
away. I don't think that it is feasible or logical when you 
have to bus them year after year from Carcross over there. 
The Indian Schbo1' was empty here a year ago, now its full to 
capacity, you can't tell who is running who or what they're 
doing, nobody seems to know. I think in a long run they will 
Qave to find another means for this school, I think the people 
of ~arcross will want the schoo1~ they got one now and'they 
are not going to give that up to go two miles to sehoo1 they'll 
keep what they've got rather than do that, I'm, sure of that. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Southam;in the Chair): Mr. Chairman, I 
would again suggest that Mr. Thompson join with us in this 
discussion. I believe h~ could lend information simi1~r to 
that provided at the Financial Advisory meeting. And; I think 
the intention was, as I understood it was that the present 
schob1at Carcross would still function but possibly Dn~ or 
two of the grades 6ou1d integrated with the other school 
thus not necessitating a large c~pita1 expendi~ure on the new 
school at this time. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, perhaps if you just skip this 
particular item and go on with the rest and Mr. Thompson 
could be here at 2:00 o'clock this afternoon. 

Agreed. 

Committee p~oc~e~~d to'the next item, Roads, Bridges and 
Public Works. 

Road and Garage Equipment in the amount of $221,200.00. 

Mr. Chairman: May I ask Mr. Baker as to whether or not three 
graders will be replaced. Would it be possible to put the 
smaller graders and surplus units in the sma11~r communities 
in the Yukon for p.urposes of snow plowing and such thing? 

Mr. Baker: Well Mr. Chai~man, this is a question of policy 
of cou~~e and I don't know how the Commissioner woh1d r~ply 
to ~t but I wi1i say;that' in most small communities the 
graders are owned by small contractors and we do make use of 
these machines. In some cases for road maintenance summer and 
winter. It is our intention that possibly one of these 
machines here that we are replacing', to send one of these to 
Old Crow when we get around to constructing the flight strip 0 

there. Some of this equipment we turn over to the Vocational 
Training School and they undertake repairs to it and of 
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course they contemplate an operators training course and they 
can make use of this equipment. 

Mr. Shaw: These 30' trailers Mr. Chairman, are the flatdecks 
or lowboys or would. they be bunkhouses? 

Mro Baker: This is a bunkhouse type trailer Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I am wondering if we are going to 
take over the Alaska Highway one year from now if the 
equipment there will become somewkat·; surplus, or will we 
need that as well as this? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we have looked at this and have 
determined that the equipment now held cy the Alaska Highway 
will be staying there, and we will require additional equip
ment for all the development roads which of course will be 
turned over to us. 

Clear.on this Item. 

Dawson Garage - New $ 63,000.00. 

Mr. Sha~: Mr. Chairman, where will this be located? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, it will be located in the existing 
compound •. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I'm wonderirig what is wrong with the. 
other garage. Also if we don't need a garage at· the top of 
60~mile in view of the activi~y that is going to take place 
there. Have we got more equipment in Dawson now. than before 
or what is creating the shortage? 

Mr. Baker: . Well Mr. Chairman, the existing garage is quite 
old, it is very delapitated and hard to heat· and for this 
reason we ~ave elected to replace it, weieel that this garage 
will, in its present location, be able to serve the 60-Mile 
Road and it'will not be necessary, as far as ~e know no~,~o 
construct a small grader station on the 60-Mile Road. We 
hope to be able to o~erate entirely out of Dawson City~ 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, is this old garage going to be 
demolished and in view of the fact that it is so old has no 
value? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we did contemplate demolishing the 
building but the City of Dawson approached me and asked if 
they could have the building for their purposes and I have 
tentatively agreed to this.Thisof course requires the 
Commissioner's approval also. They feel it is good enough 
for their public works operation. 

Mr. Chairman: Is the proposed building to be steel and fire
proof. 

Mr. Baker: Yes it is. 

Mr. Shaw: I might add, Mr. Chairman, that this garage services 
an area from Dawson to Gravel· Lake which is .about70 or 80 
miles, then it goes 100 miles up the Dempster Road and now 
it is going to encompass another 60 miles up this other road 
besides, it has quite an area to look afte~. 

Mr. Boyd: This new garage you are proposing to build, ~o we 
have the ground, do we own it now, or are we going to have to 
acquire ground. to put it on? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman,we own,the property • 
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course they contemplate an operators training course and they 
can make use of· this equipment.· 

Mr. Shaw:· These 30' trailers. Mr. Chairman, are the flatdecks 
or lo~boys or ~ould: they be bunkhouses? 

Mr. Baker: This is a bunkhouse type trailer Mr, Chairman~ 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I am wondering if weare 
take over the Alaska Highway one year from now if 
equipment· there will become somewkat·; surplus, or 
need that as well. as this? 

going to 
the 
will. ltle 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we have looked at this and have-. 
determined that the equipment now held ty the Alaska Highway 
will be stuying there, and we will requtre additional equip
ment for all the development roads which of course will be 
turned over to us. 

Clear on this Item. 

Dawson.Garage - New $ . 63 , 000 .• 00 ' 

Mr. Shaw:. Mr. Chairman, where will this be located? 

Mr. Baker: Mr •. Chairman, it will. be located in the existing 
compound. . 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I'm wondering what is wrong with the;, , 
other garage. Also if we don't need a garage ~t;the top of" 
60-mil, in view of the activity that is going to take place 
there. Have we got mpre equipment in Dawson now than before 
or what is creating the shortage? 

Mr. Bak.Br: ~ We;:Ll Mr .• Chairman, the existing garag~ is. quite 
old, ~t.isve~y de~apitated and hard to heat: and for this 
reasonjwe have el~cted to replace it, we feel that this garage 
will,Jin it~ present location, be able to serye the 60-Mile 
Road and it will not be necessary, as far as we know now, to 
construct a· small grader station on the 60-Mile Road. We 
hope to be able to operate entirely out of Dawson City. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, is this old garage going to be 
demolished and in view of the fact that it is so old has no 
value? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we did contemplate demolishing the 
building but the City of Dawson approached me and asked if 
they could have the building for their purposes and I have 
tentatively agreed to this.This of course requires the. 
Commissioner's approval also. They feel it is good enough 
for their public works operation. 

Mr. Chairman: Is the proposed building to be steel and fire
proof. 

Mr. Baker; Yes it is. 

Mr. Shaw: I might add, Mr. Chairman, that this garage services 
an area from Dawson to Gravel' Lake which is about 70 or 80 
miles, then it goeE? 100 miles up the Dempster Road and now 
it is going to encompasS another 60 miles ~pthis other road 
besides] it has quite an area to look after. 

Mr. Boyd: This new garage you are proposing to build, do w~ 
have the ground, do we own it now, or are we going to have. to 
acquire ground to put it on? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, we own- ,t4e property • 
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gene~ally felt among all concerned that it may not be advisable 
to build this school at this timBo It was thought that 
possibly some of the children in Carcross could be obsorbed 
into the Carcross Residential School by mer~ly bussing the 
children to and from the community to the s'ohool, and it was 
also felt, or I certainly feel at any rate, that this may 
be a very premature move in building the school at this time 
however I think that possibly Mr. Thompson should be with us 
when ~e discuss this.' 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Chairman, I think in the Financ~al Advisory 
meeting before there was anything struck out we wanted to 
hear from the member from the area as he is more familiar with 
the circumstances. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman~ I know there is some talk that we 
could use that school, and I would certainly have liked to 
have been able to suggest that this would be so. How they 
come to put this school a mile or two where nobody lives 
is beyond me. Strictly a case of segregation is all I can 
see that prompted their thinking when they built that school. 
They certainly didn't loo~ forward to ever using it by the 
people of 6arcross because they don't live there, its miles 
away. I don't think that it is feasible or logical when you 
have to bus them year after year from Carcross over there. 
The Indian School was empty here a year ago, now its full to 
capacity, you can't tell who is running who or what they're 
doing, nobody seems to know. I think in a long run they will 
bave to find another means for this school, I think the people 
of ~arcross will ~ant the school, they got one now and they 
are not going to give that up to go two miles to school they'll 
keep what they've got rather than do that, I'm sure of, that. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Southam;in the Chair): Mr. Chairman, I 
would~gain suggest that Mr. Thompson join with us in this 
discussion. I believe he c6uld lend information similar to 
that provided at the Financial Advisory meeting. And I thihk 
the intention was, as I understood it was that the ~~esent' 
scho61 at Carcross would still function but possibly one or 
two of the grades could integrated with the other school 
thus not necessitating a large capital expenditure on the new 
school at this time. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, perhaps if you just skip this 
particular item and go on with the rest and Mr. Thompson 
could be here at 2:00 o'clock this afternoon. 

Agreed. 

Committee procee~edto the next item, Roads, Bridges and 
Public Works. ' 

Road ~nd Garage Equipment in the amount of $221,200.00. 

Mr. Chairman: May I ask Mr. Baker as to whether or not three 
graders will be replaced. Would it be possible to put the 
smaller graders and surplus units in the small~r commfinities 
in the Yukon for ~urposes of snow plowing and such thing? 

Mr. Baker: Well Mr. Chairman, this is a question of policy 
of course and I don't know how the Commissioner would reply 
to it but I will sayjthatin most small communities the 
graders are owned by small contractors and we do make use of 
these machines. In some cases for road maintenance summer and 
winter. ~t is oUr intention that possibly one of these 
machines here that we are replacing; t~ send one of these to 
Old Crow when we get around to constructing the flight strip 0 

there. Some of this equipment we turn over to the Vocational 
Training School and they undertake repairs to it and of 
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Mr. Watt: I would like to ask Mr. Shaw, do they have a 
separate public works system in Dawson C~ty for the mainten
ance of the streets. Wouldn't it be cheaper for us instead 
of increasing the grant, to do the work for them? Rather 
than have two garages, two machine shops, two repair shops 
and duplicate equipment? 

Mr. Shaw: That is a matter of policy. It might be cheaper. 
if the Territorial Government looked after the streets~ Then 
of course you also get the sidewalks, the sewers, and deliver
ing water, which would be a little bit out of line of work 
for the Territorial Government. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, tke thou,;ht ·tba~ ·,you. wiluld letD~wson 
City Council have the old garage, means ihat they can use it 
only, you're not giving them anything property-wise or other 
wise, just the use of the garage. 

Mr. Baker: That is correct Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Thompson: Is this an outright gift or is there any money 
changing hands. There is$i77fOOOoOO in the capital expense 
for Dawson, I was wondering if the Territorial Treasurer can 
tell me if there is anything more in the budget off hand ~hat 
he knows of for this area. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Offhand, Mr. Cha.irman, I would say no. I 
would have to examine the budget to see. You have. to take 
into account the grants that we make to the City of Dawson 
every year. There would be the hospital and the nursing 
home, if you tried to extract all the figures to the Dawson 
area it would probably run into millions. 

Mr. Watt: Am I correct Mr. Shaw, .is the generator at this 
electrical plant that was purchased by the Territory is it 
housed in the old. Territorial Ga:r;.a.,&e" and if so will :i:.t be...'" 
put it in the new one ? . ,--j 

Mr. Shaw: This generating plant is a lone from another 
department of Government and it is a trailer that you can put 
a tractor underneath and move it anyplace in the Territory, 
it is just parked alo.ng side of the power plant and it is 
quite a·. few b.locks away from the new installation. This is 
a loan proposition I understand through the NCPC Department 
of National Defence and the Department of Public Works, I 
couldn't explain all the details. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I don't kno.w why Dawson needs this 
garage I don't know what they are going to use it .,for. . The 
thought strikes me that we will move out as its not good 
enough for us and then we will be asked by the Dawson Oity 
Council to fix this garage up, . make it so that it is warm 
eno~gh to wotk in and so on, we move out of it bec,use it is 
cold, but they apparently want to use it and I a~ ~ondering 
if this proposition came to us would we be spending some 
money on it fixing it up for the City of Dawson, and how 
much money have we spent on it in the last few years? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, I don't know just how much money 
would have to be spent by the City of Dawson to put this 
building back in shape. They would have to install some 
heating units, there is some insullation in the building. 
trat would have to be repaired. How much money has been 
spent over the last little while over the maintenance 01 this 
building by the Territorial Government is something that I 
cannot answer, and whether or not Dawson would be asking 
the Territory for money to make these repairs is something I 
cannot answer. 
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Mr. Boyd: Do you know what they are going to use it for? 

Mr.' Baker:, It will be used primarily for the storage of 
theirDepart~ent of Public Works equipment. 

Mr. Boyd: In other words ~t ~ a live garage. It is going 
to be heated and occupied, and ~hey are going to do their 
repair work and so on in their ~ust exactly what it has been 
used for in the past. 

M~.B~ker: I don't kriow if they do their owti repairs or riot 
Mr. Chai~man, perhap~Councillor Shaw could tell you. 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, I am not quite sure just what 
repairs they do but r;'d6n't' 't!'hink' that it amounts to a g:reat 
deal, they don't have very mucht6-repair, except a pick-up 
truck, a couple of dump trucks and a grader. They need a ' 
place to store the steam boiler ~nd their picks ahd shovers 
and other sundry pieces of equipment. They need a place to 
store the truck they use for a wat~r wagon. Theone they 
use at present is an old one dates back to 1900 which was 
the original Territorial Garage. This is where the T~rritory 
gets better faeilities ~ instead of tearing down 'this buiid- ' 
ing it is utilized by th-e City. I don,' t think it costs the 
Territory anything in th~ sense of a direct costas far as 
the garage is concerned, it is just a little better facility. 
The Territorial Government gets the best of quarters, they 
have the money and the City takes what is left over rather 
than tear the building down'. " 

Mr. Watt: I would like to ask Mr. Baker if he has any 
idea what i tcosts to keep th,e old garage in operation each 
year? 

Mr. Baker: I couldn't say Mr. Chairman. 

l(r. Vatt: The poililt I·'wa.e' 'i:r,.1~g to ml?1ke is that i:f:,the 
'f.rritory can' tlaffo1'4' t.o· h~at .this,' thing and keep it up 
which is one of the main reasons why we are building a new 
one, it might possibly be better to add on to our present 
ga~~ge, make it iarger ~nd let the greater portion of that 
to the City and ~~ would be money ahead, because a lot of this, 
money the city is going to hav~ to get from tis anyway and 
this, would give them an upgraded building cheaper, and if we 
wer~: to, under the same construction contract, make a larger 
building and r~rit part of it o~t to Dawson City and let the 
old one fall by the wayside - because it appears it is not 
econo~ic to the territory to keep the old garage up so it 
must be uneconmmic to the City too , and the Territory would 
be saving nothing but money. 

Mr. Shaw: Well Mr. Chairman, I can visualize quite an affair 
there where the City ha.s a welder and the Territory has a 
welder - there would be things like you are using my equip
ment, bring that back. 

Clear on this Item. 

Committee recessed until 2:00 p.m. 
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Mr. Boyd: Do you know what they are,goi:Q.B,tp use it for? 

Mr. Baker: It willb'~ used' primarily for the storage of 
their Dep~rtmeht of Public Wo~kseq~i~m~nt. ' ' 

Mr. Boyd~In other words 'it ~ a li~e garage~-Itis going 
to be heated and occupied, and ~hey are going to do their 
repair work and so on in their oust exactly wpat it has been 
usedfor--in the 'past. ' 

Mr~Baker: I d6ri't·khow if th~y do thei~ 6w~ rep~irs or not 
Mr. Cha~rman, ~~rhapsCoun6ilior Shaw, could tell jou~ 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, I am not quite sure j~st what 
repairs,theydo"~but'Ifdon't';/,think that 'it 'amounts to a g;reat" 
deal,they don't"h~v~ very ~uch to repair, except & pick~up' 
truck, acoupie'of'dump trucks and a gradero They need,a' 
place to store the steam boiler and their picks and shovels 
and other sundry pieces of equipmento They need a place to 
store the truck they use for a water 'wagon. The 'one they 
use at present is an old one dates back to 1900 which was ,. 
the origirialTerritorial Garage. This is where the TerritoI'Y 
getsb~tterfa.e,ilities":' instead of tearing down this build":' 
ing- i,t:is uti'lized by the City.! don't thi:Q.k itcOl?ts'the 
Te'rri toryanyth:tng i'il the sense 6f a direct 'cost as far as 
the garage is concerned, it is just a little 'O'etter facility. 
The Territorial Government gets the best of quarters, the~ 
have the mO'ney and' the City takes what is left' over rather 
than tear the building down. 

!. ,:' ' 

Mr. Watt: 'I would liket:o ask Mr. Baker, if he has any 
idea what it cos:ts to 'keep the old garage in operation each 
year? ' 

Mr. Baker: I couldn't say Mro Chairman. 

1(1'. Vatt:The' poiJilt I.'wa.e,e:rt1~g to ml!1Ke is that i~{'~he 
Territory canttlaffor4to'h~at.thi8thing and keep it up 
which is one of the main reasons why we are building a new 
one, it might possibly be better to add on'to our present' 
garage, make it larger and let the greater portion of' th~t: 
to the City ~nd ~~ would be money ahead, be6atise a lot' of this, 
money the ci~y'i~goin~ to h&~e to get from us a~yway'and 
this ,would give them 'an 'upgraded ' building' cheaper, and if we 
wereto,under the same const'ruction 'contract, make a larger 
building and 'rent'p:artof it but to Dawson Ci tyarid let the 
old one fall by the wayside - because it'appears it is not 
economic to the territory to keep the old garag,e up ,so it 
must be uneconmmictothe City to'o , and the Territory ,would' 
be saving nothing l:nit moneyo 

Mr. Shaw: W~ll Mr.Chairmah, r;can'vi~ualite ~uite an affair 
there where'the City has a welder and the Territory has a 
weld~r -there would bething~ like you are using ~y equip-
ment, bring that back. , ' " , 

Clear orithis Item~ 

Committee recessed until 2:00 p.m., 
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Mr. Watt: I weuld like to. ask Mr. Shaw, de they have a 
separate public werks system in Dawsen c~ty fer the mainten
ance ef the streetso Weuldn't it be cheaper fer us instead 
ef increasing the gran~, to. de the werk fer them? Rather 
than have two. garages, tWo. machine sheps, two. repair sheps 
and duplicate equipment? . 

Mr. Shaw: That is a matter ef pelicy. It might beche~per 
if the Territerial Gevernment leeked after the street~. Then 
ef ceurse yeu also. get the sidewalks, the sewers, and deliver~ 
ing water, which weuld be a little bit eut ef line ef:wotk 
fer the Territerial Gevernment. 

Mr. Beyd: .Mr. Chairman, t~e thou~httha)·yeu.wQuld let Dawsen 
City Ceuncil have the eld garage, means that they can use .it 
enly, yeci're net giv{ng th~m anything preperty-wise 6r ether 
wise, just the use ef .the garage. 

Mr. Baker: That is cerrect Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Thempsen:· Is this aneutright gift er is there anymeney 
changing hands o. There is$177,000.00 in the c~p':i,tal expense 
fer Dawsen,I wa~ wondering if the Territerial.Treasurerc:an 
tell me if there is anything mere.in the budget.eff hand that 
he knews ef fer this area. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Offhand, Mr. Chairman, I weuld say no.. I 
weuld have to. examine the budget to. see. Yeuhave. to. take 
into. acceunt the grants that we make to. the City ef Dawsen 
every year. There weuld be the hespital and tne nursing 
heme, if yeu tried t·e extract all the figures to. the Dawsen 
area it weuld prebably run into. milliens. 

Mr. Watt: Am I cerrect Mr. Shaw, is the generater at this 
electrical plant that was purchased by the Territery is it 
heused in .. the .old. TerriterialGJi;r.a;g~,. and. if so. will i:ti pe: ,'\~~ 
put it in the .new ene ? ".1: .': .. : ...... 

Mr. Shaw: This generating plant isa lene frem anether 
department ef Gevernment and it is a trailer. that yeu can put 
a tracter underneath and meve it anyplace in the Territery, 
it· is just parked aleng side ef the pewer plant and it;.is 
quite a· few blocks away frem the .new installatien. Th~~ is 
a lean.prepesitien I understand threugh the NCPC Department 
ef Natienal Defence and the Department ef Public Werks, I 
ceuldn't explain all the details. 

Mr. Beyd: Mr. Chairman, I den't knew why Dawson needs this 
garage I den't knew what they are geing to. use it fer. The 
theught strikes me that we will meve eut as its net geed 
en,9ugh fer us and then we· .will be 9-sked by the Dawsen City 
Ceuncil to. fix this garage up, . make it so. that it is warm 
eneugh to. werk in and so. en, we meve eut ef it because it is 
celd, but they apparently wani to. use it and I am wende ring 
if this prepesitien came to. us weuld we be spending seme 
meney en it fixing it up fer the City o.f Dawsen, and hew 
much mo.ney have we spent en it in the last few years? 

Mr. Baker: Mr. Chairman, I den't knew just hew much meney 
weuld have to. be spent by the City ef Dawsen to. put this 
building back in shape. They weuld have to. install seme 
heating units, there is seme insullatien in the building. 
ttat weuld have to. be repaired. Hew much meney has been 
spent ever the last little while ever the maintenance 0.1 this 
building by the Territerial Gevernment is semething that I 
cannet answer, and whe~her er net Dawsen would be asking 
the Territery fer meney to. make these repairs is semething I 
cannet answer. 
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Wednesday, March 24, 1965 
2:00 e'cleck P.M. 

Cemmittee was called to. erder. 

Mr. Chairman: We are preceeding with Bill No.. 3, B.nd we Discussien 
ceme to. the item Dawsen Sterage Shed - New - $8,000.00, thisBill #3 
is feund in yeur Vetes and Preceedings, Vete 20, Page 32. 
Are clear en this item? 

Mr. Beyd:. Ne.! What have we been using up to. new? 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Baker. 

Mr. Baker, Well, there is an eld sterage building that is in 
decrepit cenditien, and we want to. replace it with a new 
building, because it is in such decrepit cenditien. 

Mr. Beyd: Mr. Baker, it seems to. me indicatiens are that we 
are geing to. have a pretty fair establishment beyen? Dawsen 
Ci ty, which is geing to. require a let ef at tentien.' I weuld· 
think that yeu are taking this all into. censideratien b~fere 
spending this kind ef meney in Dawsen City. Weuld this be 
right? 

Mr. Baker: That is right, after all Dawsen.City will re
main the base ef eperatiens fer that sectien ef the ceuntry, 
and we must have these facilities so. that we can eperate 
efficiently. We may still, ef ceurse, require additienal 
facilities well eutside ef Dawsen .. It gees witheut saying~ 
ef ceurse, that eventually we may require semething en the 
60-mile limit, but we still have to. have these bases in 
Dawsen City. 

Mr. Chairman: Is that clear? 

Mr. MacKenzie: May I say semething here. Befere the lunch
een adjeurnment Ceuncil asked abeut the ameunt ef meney to. 
be spent in Item 6 in the Dawsen area, ef ceurse, these 
figures are net easily available, we have very few ef the 
estimates :in abstractien, but I de have befere me figures fer 
thre~ years, which mighi be ef interest. I den't knew· . 
whether they are er net. 

Mr. Chairman: By all means. 

Mr. MacKenzie: In 1963-64 we spent in the Dawsen area 
$1,629,172.47, in 1962-63 the figure ~856,516.42, and in 
1961-62 $803,030.22. So., as I said this merning, the fig
ures are quite substantial. 

Mr. Shaw: Whe's we? I den't quite knew. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Did I use the werd "we"? 

Mr. Shaw: Yeu used the werd "we" in all cennectiens. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Oh, I see. I think perhaps the Territorial 
Gevernment is intended, in that case. 

Mr. Shaw: Yeu spent ever a million dellars in Dawson!? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Yes. I have the breakdewn right here. 

Mr. Shaw: Weuld yeu give me the breakdewn, please • 
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Mr. MacKenzie: Certainly. Yukon Council - Travelling 
Expenses (in other words, the cost of bringing Councillor 
Shaw to Counci~) $1,699'.27; Education -

Mr. Shaw: For ,travelling expenses? 

Mr. MacKenzie: TravellinG expenses. 

Mr. Shaw: This, of course, is the same for all the Council
lors. Right? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Not quite. In the case of the Whitehorse 
Councillor there is no travelling expense involved. 

Mr. Shaw: They receive thier indemnity and they can stay 
at home. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Education, $93, 840.15. 

Mr. Shaw: Just a moment. That't out of of one million and 
a half dollars. Is that correct for the Territory? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Yes, yes, yes. 

Mr. Shaw: Thank you, thank you., 

Mr. MacKenzie: Health, $46,896.56. 

Mr. Shaw: I wonder how the hospital here would compare. 
Since we are getting these figures we might have the compar
ison. 

Mr. MacKenzie: The hospital here. You mean Whitehorse 
General Hospital? 

Mr. Shaw: Right, Whi tehorseGeneral Hospital. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Comparing the Dawson Hospital w:i,th Whitehorse 
Hospital? How can you? 

Mr. Shaw: I'm merely comparing costs, I have not the quali
fications -

Mr. MacKenzie: The in rates? 

Mr. Shaw: No, the cost. That amount there, it would be ten 
times as much for say -

Mr. MacKenzie: But of course. 

Mr. Watt: Is it Mr. Shaw's suggestion that we're sending as 
many people up to Dawson City to go to the hospital as he'$ 
sending down here? If you want a fair figure -

Mr. Shaw: I'm not suggesting anything. I'm asking for 
facts. 

Mr. Chairman: Proceed, Mr. IVladKenzie. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Welfare, ,$75,379.89; Municipal and Area 
Development, :~73,393.32; General, which included Yukon Re
gional Library, Museum Grant, Sport, and so on, $7,544:96; 
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Mr. MacKenzie: Certainly. Yukon Council - Travelling 
Expenses (in other words, the cost of bringing Councillor 
Shaw to Council) $1,699'.27; Education -

Mr. Shaw: For travelling expenses? 

Mr. MacKenzie: TravellinG expenses. 

Mr. Shaw: This, of course, is the same for all the Council
lors. Right? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Not quite. In the case of the Whitehorse 
Councillor there is no travelling expense involved. 

Mr. Shaw: They receive thier indemnity and they can stay 
at home. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Education, $93; 840.15. 

Mr. Shaw: Just a moment. That't out of of one million and 
a half dollars. Is that correct for the Territory? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Yes, yes, yes. 

Mr. Shaw: Thank you, thank you. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Health, $46,896.56. 

Mr. Shaw: I wonder how the hospital here would compare. 
Since we are getting these figures we might have the compar
ison. 

Mr. MacKenzie: The hospital here. 
General Hospital? 

You mean Whitehorse 

Mr. Shaw: Right, Whitehorse General Hospital. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Comparing the Dawson Hospital with Whitehorse 
Hospital? gow can you? ' 

Mr. Shaw: I'm merely comparing costs, I have not the quali-
fications - ' 

Mr. MacKenzie: The in rates? 

Mr. Shaw: No,the cost. That amount there, it would be ten 
times as much for say -

Mr. MacKenzie: But of course. 

Mr. Watt: Is it Mr. Shaw's suggestion that we're sending as 
many people up to Dawson City to go to the. hospital as he's 
sending down here? If you want a fair figure -

Mr. Shaw: I'm not suggesting anything. I'm 'asking for 
facts. 

Mr. Chairrrian:P.roceed, Mr. MadKenzie. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Welfare, .$75,379.89; Municipal and Area 
Development, :a73,393.32j General, which included Yukon :Re
gional Library, Museum Grant, Sport, and so on, $7,544.96; 
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Wednesday, March 24, 1965 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 
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Mr. Chairman: We are proceeding with Bill No. 3 ,a.nd we Discussion 
come to the item Dawson Storage Shed - New - $8,000.00, thisBill #3 
is found in your Votes and Proceedings, Vote 20, Page 32. 
Are clear on this item? 

Mr. Boyd:. No.! What have we been using up to now? 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Baker. 

Mr. Baker, Well, there is an old storage building that is in 
decrepit condition, and we want to replace it w~th a new 
building, because it is in such decrepit condition. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Baker, it seems to me indications are that we 
are going to have a pretty fair establishment beyond Dawson 
City, which is going to require a lot of attention.' I would· 
think that you are taking this all into consideration before 
spending this kind of money in Dawson City. Would this be 
right? 

Mr. Baker: That is right, after all Dawson,City will re
main the base of operations for that section of the country, 
and we must have these facilities so that we can operate 
efficiently. We may still, of course, require additional 
facilities well outside of Dawson. It goes without saying, 
of course, that eventually we may require something on the 
60-mile limit, but we still have to have these bases in 
Dawson City. 

Mr. Chairman: Is that clear? 

Mr. MacKenzie: May I say something here. Before the lunch
eon adjournment Council asked about the amount of money to 
be spent in Item 6 in the Dawson area, of course, those 
figures are not easily available, we have very 'few of the 
estimates in abstraction, but I do have before me figures for 
three years, which might be of interest. I don't know 
whether they are or not. 

Mr. Chairman: By all means. 

Mr. MacKenzie: In 1963-64 we spent in the Dawson area 
$1,629,172.47, in 1962-63 the figure ~856,516.42, and in 
1961-62 $803,030.22. So, as I said this morning, the fig
ures are quite substantial. 

Mr. Shaw: Who's we? I don't quite know. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Did I use the word "we"? 

Mr. Shaw: You used the word "we" in all connections ~" 

Mr. MacKenzie: Oh, I see. I think perhaps the Territorial 
Government is intended, in that case. 

Mr. Shaw: You spent over a million dollars in Dawson!? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Yes. I have the breakdown right here. 

Mr. Shaw: Would you give me the breakdown ,. please • 
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Mr. Shaw: Could I have that last one again? 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. MacKenzie, pleaseo 

Mr. MacKenzie: $7,544.96; Roads, Bridges and Public Works, 
$297,460.43. 

Mr. Shaw: )I{ell, I suppose you have the Alaska Highway put 
in that too? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Not the Alaska -

Mr. Shaw: That is, not money spent, that is maybe money 
that is spent for ~oads, and so forth, but three hundred 
thousand dollars included, in the cost of operating Dawson 
City ~ight create the wrong impression. 

Mr. MacKenzie: The roads included in this amount, areas , 
follows: Stewart Crossing - Dawson Road, $141,000.00, the 
Dawson Bo:undary Road ,and Ferry, $57,000.00; th~ Dawson Dome, 
Road, $1,300.00; Bonanza Road 1 $1,400.00; the Dawson Airport 
$3,100.00; Granville Road, ~15,000.00; Dempster Highway,' 
$77,000.00; a total of ~297,000.00. Hospital Insurance 
Service, $67,291.00; Travel & ?ublicity, $2,777.60; Justice) 
$17,939.26; Capital, ~371,245.47~ and Maintenance of Build
ings, $32,698.49. : That's a total of $1,069.00, whi~h, as I 
said this morning, is a lot of money for Dawson. 

Mr. Shaw: Could we have a breakdown in all fairness to find 
out what is expended in the City of Whitehorse? And the 
area surrounding it. 

Mr. MacKonzie: Yes, of course. I could obtain those fig
ures in due course. It is not actually available now. This 
is a special project. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. ,MacKenzie. Gentlemen, may we 
proceed. The next item is the Ross River Garage, $50,400.00, 
that is on page 33, Establishment No. 2916. Is that clear, 
gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Power Plant Building - Ross River Garage, 
$7,500.00, Establishment No. 2917. 

Mr. Thompson:' Has there been any consideration given along 
this line with surveying of Ross River and such like, and 
the possibility of Yukon Electric going in with a plant? 
Has there been any consideration that this might supply the 
balance of the village, or is this going to be strictly a 
production pl~nt, or just the garage itself. 

Mr. Baker: This is primarily concerned with the garage 
building itself. I don't know at the moment whether Yukon 
Electric or any other, power firm would be interested in mov
ing into Ross River to supply power. 

Mr. Thompson: In other words, the diesel generating gener
ating plant will be over and above this figure that you have 
in here for the building? 
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Mr. Baker: Not exactly, because we do have generating plants 
that we salvaged from Old Crow that we could use, and this 
is our intention, of course. 

Mr. Chairman: (speaking from the Chair) Yes, I might say 
that the gentleman that used to run the Post, and so forth, 
at Ross River, is now deceased, a very short while ago had 
intetided applying for the power franchise. Of course, with 
his leaving us, why, this means that there will be no such 
action in that way. 

Mr. Watt: I'd like to ask Mr. Baker, what would be the 
feeling of the Administration if somebody , or three people 
wanted td lo~ate in that are~, and had the extra power .to 
supply? Would it be allowed, or,. if there are not too many 
homes in the village, if say, there was a store there that 
wanted to use Territorial power, and had it to spare, would 
the policy bsfo let then use it, and sell it to them? 

Mr. Baker: I think if we had a surplus capacity, I think 
you.'ll find the Commissioner agreeable, to sell power, I 
should say, to the people in the community. . 

Mr~' Chairman: I have one question - Wbuld this also provide 
not only for the grader station but ,for the Forestry, Nurs
ing Cebtre, and, othof'T~~~itorinl buildin~s: would 'the ~lant 
be of sufficient size? 

Mr. Baker: Perhaps the Forestry, but I think we may ,find 
that the Nursing Centre is just too far. away. 

Mr. Chairman: It is quite possible to relocate that building. 

Mr. BakeT:· Well, I think the Council House should be re
located in any case. Last year it was surrounded by water, 
and it should be moved to higher ground, and if it was 
moved closer to the garage building then it could' be con
nected to' the power station. 

Mr. Watt: On that point, I'd just like to go on record as 
saying I'm certainly in agreement that if the Territory has 
excess power sell it to the whole, the whole neighbourhood 
if they have it. If they're getting a plant that's already 
in the Territory that may have a larger capacity, if sofue
body wants to use it I think we should make it as easy as 
possible for the people in the outlying areas. I'd just 
like to go on record. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen,arewe clear on this point? 

Mr. Boyd: May I draw your attention to the fact that Mr~ 
Thompson is here and maybe we are holding him up. We only 
need him for one subject, I think, and then he could go 
back. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes, this is my intention. I wonder if we 
could just conclude these la~t two items, gentlemen, and 
clear away this section on bridges and public works? It 
shouldn't take us too long. The ne~t item is the Whitehorse 
-Keno Road -
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Mr. Baker: Not exactly, because we do have generating plants 
that we salvaged from Old Crow that we could use, and this 
is our intention, of course. 

Mr. Chairman: (speaking from the Chair) Yes, I might say 
that the gentleman that used to run the Post, and so forth, 
at Ross River, is now deceased, a very short while ago had 
intended applying for the power franchise. Of course, with 
his leaving us, why, this means that there will be no such 
action in that way. 

Mr. Watt: I'd like to ask Mr. Baker, what would be the 
feeling of the Administration if somebody , or three people 
wanted ,to locate in that area, and had the extra power to 
supply? Would it be allowed, or, if there are not too many 
homes in the village, if say, there was a store there that 
wanted to use Territorial power, and had it to spare, would 
the policy b6 to let then use it, and sell it to them? 

Mr. Baker: I think if we had a surplus capacity, I think 
you'll find the Commissioner agreeable, to sell power, I 
should say, to the people in the ~ommunity. 

Mr. Chairman: I have one ques tion - 1,1ould this also provide 
not only for the grader station but ,for the Forestry, Nurs
in~ Centre, and· othor" Ter.r:itorial buildin;::s: would 'the 'plant 
be of sufficient size? 

Mr. Baker: Perhaps the Forestry, but I think we may find 
that the Nursing Centre is just too far. away. 

Mr. Chairman: It is quite possible to relocate that building. 

Mr,'Baker: Well, I think the Council House should be re
located in any case. Last year it was surrounded by water, 
and it should be moved to higher ground, and if it was 
moved closer to the garage building then it could be con
nected to the powet station. 

Mr. Watt: On that point, I'd just like to go on record as 
saying I'm certainly in agreement that if the Territory has 
excess power sell it to the whole, the whole neighbourhood 
if they have it. If they're getting a plant that's already 
in the Territory that may have a larger capacity, if some
body wants to use it I think we should mak~ it as easy as 
possible for the people in the outlying areas. I'd just 
like to go on record. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, are we clear on this point? 

Mr. Boyd: May I draw your attention to the fact that Mr. 
Thompson is here and maybe we are holding him up. We only 
need him for one subject, I think, and then he could go 
back. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes, this is my intention. I wonder if we 
could just conclude these last two items, gentlemen, and 
clear away this section on bridges and public works? It 
shouldn't take us too lbng. The next item is the Whitehorse 
-Keno Road -
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Mr. Shaw: Could I have that last one again? 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. MacKenzie, please" 

Mr. MacKenzie: ~7,544.96; Roads, Bridges and Public Works, 
$297,460.43. 

Mr. Shaw: Vfell, I suppose you have the Alaska Highway put 
in that too? 

Mr. MacKenzie: Not the Alaska -

Mr. Shaw: That is, not money spent, that is maybe money 
that is spent for roads, and so forth, but three hundred 
thousand dollars incl.udod in the cost of operating Dawson 
City might create the wrong impression. 

Mr. MacKenzie: The roads included in this amount are as 
follows: Stewart Crossing - Dawson Road, $141,000.00, the 
Dawson Boundary Road and Ferry, $57,000.00; the Dawson Dome 
Road, {n, 300.00; Bonanz.a Road) $1,400000; the Dawson Airpo'rt 
$3,100.00; Granville Road, $15,000.,00; Dempster Highway, 
$77,000.00; a total of ~297,000.00. Hospital Insurance 
Service, ~67,291.00; Travel & ?ublicity, $2,777.60; Justice, 
$17,939.26; Capital, $371,245.47; and Maintenance of Build
ings, $32,698.49. : That's a total of $1,069.00, which, as I 
said this morning, is a lot of money for Dawson. 

Mr. Shaw: Could we have a breakdown in all fairness to find 
out what is expended in the City of Whitehorse? And the 
area surrounding it. 

Mr. MacKenzie: Yes, of course. I could obtain those fig
ures in due course. It is not actually available now. This 
is a special project. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. MacKenzie. Gentlemen, may we 
proceed. The next item is the Ros? River Garage, $50,400.00, 
that is on page 33, Establishment No. 2916. Is that c~ear, 
gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: POvler Plant Building - Ross River Garage, 
$7,500.00, Establishment No. 2917. 

Mr. Thompson: Has there been any consideration given along 
this line with surveying of Ross River and such like, and 
the possibility of Yukon Electric going in with a plant? 
Has there been any consideration that this might supply the 
balance of the village, or is this going to be strictly a 
production plqnt, or just the garage itself. 

Mr. Baker: This is primarily concerned with the garage 
building itself. I don't know at the moment whether Yukon 
Electric or any other power firm would be interested ih mov
ing into Ross River to supply power. 

Mr. Thompson: In other words, the diesel generating gener
ating plant will be over and above this figure that you have 
in here for the building? 
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Mr. frhompson: Mr. Boyd, the Member from Whitehorse East 
made a suggestion, and I am inclined to agree with him. We've 
asked for somebody to come over here and give us some help 
and I think in view of this we should look into. this at this 
time, rather than go ahead and spend another half-hour or so 
on these other two points, maybe we won't, maybe we will. 
But I think. that this is a reasonable request, and I think 
that we should do it. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, 'I am at the direction of the Com
mittee~, I am undertaking as your Chairman of Committees to 
conduct the business of the House in the most orderly and 
efficient manner possible. If you wish to detract from this 
I am, of course, at your direction. Do you wish to conclude 
this item or do you wish to leave this in abeyance. I only 
say this because we are going to get so confused here some
thing ~ill be missed. I leave it to your dir~ction. 

Mr. Shaw: Well, it's six of one and half a dozen of the 
other. Mr. Thompson might just as well get through. It 
makes no difference to me one way or the other. 

Mr. Chairman: Does the.Committee wish Mr •. Thompson to come 
at this time. 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. }!. Thompson enters t.fue.~Council Chamber. 

Mr.H.Tho.~pson: Good afternoon. 

Mr. Chairman: Good afternoon. This is on page 16 and is 
Establishment No. 2347, in the amount of $114,350.00. Will 
you proceed, Mr. Boyd. 

Mr. Boyd: ~'lell, the School ho.s been proposed here, and the 
Financial Advisory Committee have, come up with a proposal 
that. possibly the overflow at Carcross, for the time being, 
could go to school at the the Indian Residential School, and 
that they would dispense with the building of this building. 
I make these remarks for Mr. Thompson's benefit, and I would 
like to know what Mr. Thompson's reaction is. 

Mr. H. Thompson: At the time that the Financial Advisory 
Committee met the enrolment at the Carcross Public School had 
dropped from 29 in September to 23 in October. I believe it 
was around 21 in the Sessional Paper which was presented to 
you last fall the enrolment of the school was given at 23. 
The pre-school survey taken in the Fall showed that 6 students 
would be starting in 1965, 7 in 1966, 5 in 1967, 5 in 1968, 
and 4 in 1969. Now with an enrolment of 23 and no children 
in grade 8, 6 beginning in September, the school would have 
29 students, which, when we examined the Committee. on Educa
tion~sreport, the school would qualify for two classrooms, 
two teachers. The present building, as those of you who have 
seen it know, is built like a house, the first floor is used 
for classrooms, the top floor is used as. a teachers' resi,d
ence. With the enrolment having dropped to 21 in January, 
the Financial Advisory Committee wondered if it would be right 
to go ahead with the construction of the school, as the en
rolment seemed to fluctuate. The latest enrolment figure we 
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have for the school is 24, this is for the erid of Feb~uary, 
so the enrolment has gone up~Gain. ThesS 24 students are 
all in the first seven grades, 7 of them are in grade 1, 
4 in grade two, 2 in grade 3, 4 in grade 4, 5 in grade 5, 
none in grade 6, and only 2 in grade 7. If we assume that 
the number of beginners will remain as the pre-school survey 
shows - 6 next year, and 7 the following year - you can see 
that the enrolment of the school would grww quite rapidly in, 
or over, the next two or three years. The school definitely 
would be overcrowded if we carryon with one room. Now, the 
suggestion was that perhaps these children could be trans
ported to the Carcross Indian Residential School, about two 
or three miles away. I approached Mr. Fry on this and he 
said they would be quite agreeable to accepting these students 
providing the Territorial Department of Education said that 
there was room in the school for these students. That is, 
provided we weren't overcrowding the Residential School. 
Conversely, they would also be qUite agreeable to having some 
of the children who are in residence at the Indian Residen
tial School attend the public school if their school was 
overcrowded. In other words, the children could just live in 
residence at the Residential School, but not attend it. 
Well, ~n all honesty, if I were to examine the Carcross 
Indian Residential situation I would have to say the school 
is overcrowded. There are five classrooms in operation there, 
only four of the rooms are regular classrooms, the fifth room, 
which is used for the pre-primary class, is not a proper 
classroom, it's about half the size of a regular clarrsoom. 
It's not up to standard. The grade 4 classroom at the 
residential school is also overcrowded, there are 37 students 
and this is a pretty heavy load, considering the variety of 
eapabilitieJill of the students in that group. Certainly I think 
that, my feelin is, that if we did have a two-r6om school at 
Carcross, if there was a two-room school in operation right 
now, Indian Affairs would be quite prepared to have, say, 
about 7 of those students who are in the overcrowded grade 4 
room, attend the public school. They would arrange for the 
transportation, and help to fill up our school, and also this 
would help the operating costs, aleviate the operating costs 
of our school. This is the situation as I see it, and the 
facts as I have them. ' 

Mr. Thompson: Could you tell me how many students, or how 
many residents, there are in the Carcross Residential School 
at the moment, how many stUdents. 

Mr. H. Thompson: Yes, I "have the figures here. In thepre
primary room there are 19, in the grade 1 classroom there are 
27, in the grade 2 classroom there are 27, in grade 3, 32, 
in grade 4 there are 37, making a total of 122 students. 

Mr, Thompson: Is this as far as the Indian Residential School 
go, to grade 4, or is this because they don't have teachers 
for the other grades, or it's all the school will accommodate? 

Mr. EI. Thompson: No, The school just goes to grade 4, this 
is true. Some years ago, those of you who have been in White
horse the last 7 or 8 years recall, there was an Indian Day 
School operated in Whitehorse by the Baptist Missionary 
Society, which had grades one to eight. There was also a 
Residential School at Carcross. When a start was made to 
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have for the school is 24, this is for the erid of Febr~ary, 
so the enrolment has gone up again. These 24 students are 
all in the first seven grades, 7 of them are in grade 1, 
4 in grade two, 2 in grade 3, 4 in grade 4, 5 in grade 5, 
none in grade 6, and only 2 in grade 7. If we assume that 
the number of beginners will remain as the pre-school survey 
shows - 6 next year, and 7 the following year - you can see 
that the enrolment of the school would grww quite rapidly in, 
or over, the next two or three years. The school definitely 
would be overcrowded if we carryon with one room. Now, the 
suggestion was that perhaps these children could be trans
ported to the Carcross Indian Residential School, about two 
or three miles away. I approached Mr. Fry on this and he 
said they would be quite agreeable to accepting these students 
providing the Territorial Department of Education said that 
there was room in the school for these students. That is, 
provided we weren't overcrowding the Residential School. 
Conversely, they would also be quite agreeable to having some 
of the children who are in residence at the Indian Residen
tial School-attend the public school if their school was 
overcrowded. In other words, the children could just live in 
residence at the Residential School, but not attend it. 
Well, in all honesty, if I were to examine the Carcross 
Indian Residential situation I would have to say the school 
is overcrowded. There are five classrooms in operation there, 
only four of the rooms are regular classrooms, the fifth room, 
which is used for the pre-primary class, is not a proper 
classroom, it's about half the size of a regular clarrsoom. 
It's not up to standard. The grade 4 classroom at the . 
residential school is also overcrowded, there are 37 students 
and this is a pretty heavy load, considering the variety of 
capabilitiew of the students in that group. Certainly I think 
that, my feelin is, that if we did have a two-r6om school at 
Carcross, if there was a two-room school in operation right 
now, Indian Affairs would be quite prepared to have, say, 
about 7 of those students who are in the overcrowded grade 4 
room, attend the publi6 school. They would arrange for the 
transportation, and help to fill up our school, and also this 
would help the operating costs, aleviate the operating costs 
of our school. This is the situation as I see it,and the 
facts as I have them. 

Mr. Thompson: Could you tell me how many students, or how 
many residents, there are in the Carcross Residential School 
at the moment, how many students. 

Mr. H. Thompson: Yes,! have the figures here. In thepre
primary room there are 19, in the grade 1 classroom there are 
27, in the grade 2 classroom there are 27, in grade 3, 32, 
in grade 4 there are 37, making a total of 122 students. 

Mr. Thompson: Is this as far as the Indian Residential School 
go, to grade 4, or is this because they don't ha~e teachers 
for th~ other grades, or it's all the school will iccommodate? 

Mr. S. Thompson: No. The school just g00S to grade 4, this 
is true. Some years ago, those of you who have been in White
horse the last 7 or 8 years recall, there was an Indian Day 
School operated in Whitehorse by the Baptist Missionary 
Society, which had grades one to eight. There was also a 
Residential School at Carcross. When a start was made to 
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Mr. ~hompBon: Mr. Boyd, the Member from Whitehorse East 
made a suggestion, and I am inclined to agree with him. We've 
asked for somebody to come over here and give us some help 
and I think in view of this we should look into this at this 
time, rather than go ahead and spend another half-hour or so 
on these other two points, maybe we won't, maybe we will. 
But I think that this is a reasonable request, and I think 
that we should do it. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, I am at the direction of the Com
mittee. I am undertaking as your Chairman of Committees to 
conduct the business of the House in the most orderly and 
efficient manner possible. If you wish to detract from this 
I am, of course, at your direction. Do you wish to conclude 
this item or do you wish to leave this in abeyance. I only 
say this because we are going to get so confused here some
thing will be missed. I leave it to your direction. 

Mr. Shaw: Well, it's six of one and half a dozen of the 
other. Mr. Thompson might just as well get through. It 
makes no difference 'to me one way or the other. 

Mr • Chairman: Does theCommi t tee wish Mr. Thompson to come. 
at this time. 

Al'l: Agreed. 

Mr. II. Thoopson enters tfue.·~Council Chamber. 

Mr.H.Tho~pson: Good afternoon. 

Mr. Chairman: Good afternoon. This is on page 16 and is 
Establishment No. 2347, in the amount of ~114,350.00. Will 
you proceed, Mr. Boyd. 

Mr. Boyd: VJell, the School he,s been proposed here, and the 
Financial Advisory Committee have, come up with a proposal 
that. possibly the overflow at Carcross, for the time being, 
could go to school at the the Indian Residential School, and 
that they would dispense with the building of this building. 
I make these remarks for Mr. Thompson's benefit, and I would 
like to know what Mr. Thompson's reaction is. 

Mr. H. Thompson: At the time that the Financial Advisory 
Committee met the enrolment at the Carcross Public School had 
dropped from 29 in September to 23 in October. I believe it 
was around 21 in the Sessional Paper which was presented to 
you last fall the enrolment of the schQol was given at 23. 
The pre-school survey taken in the Fall showed that 6 students 
would be starting in 1965, 7 in 1966, 5 in 1967, 5 in 1968, 
and ~ in 1969. Now with an enrolment of 23 and no children 
in grade 8, 6 beginning in September, the school would have 
29 students, which, when we examined the Committee on Educa
tion~s report, the school would qualify for two cl~sqrooms, 
two teachers. The present building, as those of you who have 
seen it know, is built like 2. house, the first flQor is .. ,:u.se,d, 
for classrooms, the top floor is used as a teachers' resi.d
ence. With the enrolment having dropped to 21 in Janu~ry, 
the Financial Advisory Commi tt'ee wondered if it would be right 
to go ahead with the construction of the Bchobl, as the en
rolment seemed to fluctuate. The latest enrolment figure we 
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integrate Indian students into the regular school system, 
the school facilities cf the Indian Day School were not up 
to standard. The classrooms were in army huts. The agree
ment was, thi Territorial Government and the Indian Affairs 
Branch, made an agreement that the Selkirk St. Sch.ool would 
be constructed. This shool would teach grades 1 to 8, The 
Indian Affairs Bral1llch would pay approximE'.t ely one-half of 
the costs of the ~chool, and would be permitted ~o have one
half of the enrolment. Indian Affairs Branch wou~d close 
down the day school here in Whitehorse, the children would 
be placed in the newly-built hostels, which would be oper
ated by the Indian Affairs Branch. The school at C~rcross 
would teach grades 1 to 4 only, then the children would come 
into Whitehorse for grade 5 and up. They would live in the 
Yukon Hostel at Riverdale. So that is the arrangement. 
Children, the Indian chilrlren who have to live in hostels, 
and if they are in grades I to 4 they are placed in the Car-. 
cross Indian Residential School.Wh&~ they are promoted to 
grade 5 they come to town and live in the Yukon Hostel, and 
are students in town. This is another possibility at Car
cross, sometimes you he0r the principals of these schools, 
or supervisors, saying that if they had some older students 
around in the residences they could do a little bit more in 
them in the way of sports programmes, etc. I think it's 
entirely possible if our Public School at Carcross, which 
does go to grade 8, had room for some 6,7, or 8 students, 
a few of these studonts could continue to live in the resi
dence at the Residential School, and attend the school at 
Carcross. I have heard it said that possibly some of the 
students who come to the hostel here to live are somewhat 
immature for the large institution here, and there would be 
a better situation for them iri a place such as Carcross. 

Mr. Boyd: One more question. Would you know if Indian 
category in Carcross , with children, are they going to the 
Carcross school or are they going to the children's school? 

Mr. H. Thompson: The ones that live in the settlement go to 
the public school. There are about four of them now, this 
year. Over the years we've always had Indian children in 
the public school. These are the youngsters who live in the 
Indian settlement at Carcross. There is a settlement across 
the bridge on the other side that neck of water. 

Mr. Boyd: Are you saying that there are no Indian children 
whose residence in Carcross goingto the children's school? 
In other words, all the pupils resident of Carcross , re
gardless of creed, are going to the Carcross school? 

Mr. H. Thompson: Yes, to the best of my knowledge this is 
true. 

Mr. Thompson: Am I correct in assuming that the Indian 
residential school is operating a kindergarten? 

Mr. H. Thompson: No. There may be one or two of these 
students who are of kindergarten age, but they are mostly 
children who should be in grade 1, but we have actually been 
trying to get away from this so-called pre-primary , they 
call it pre-primary, and in the past they've been in the 
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habit of giving these youngsters who are six years of age, 
when t~ey first come into school, kindergarten programme, 
if th~y haven't the readiness for the regular grade 1 pro
gramme. They put them in this what you call pre-primary 
classroom for a year, and then they go into a regular grade 1 
class. Since we've taken over supervision of the school we 
have felt as much as possible that those youngsters should 
get right into their regular reading writing, and arithmatic, 
as soon as poasible. Some of these youngsters who are termed 
"pre-primary" are actually into the grade 1 work now. Under 
our level system of promotion, we have throe different 
levels, some of them may be at level one or level 2, they 
might not be at level 3, either at the first or second level. 
They are not of kindergsrten age age, though. 

Mr. Chairman: May I ask a question from the Chair. I under
stand there ar~ some 140 or so students at the thildren's 
school. It seems to me that rather than being jam-packed 
full this school should be "reducing its number of children, 
and allowing these chi~dren to go to day school in their own 
community. Have you had any discussions with Allan Fry as to 
what possible reduction pupil enrolment to the school would 
be affected say this coming year? 

Mr. H. Thompson: I was speaking with Mr. Fry on this for 
the next year. He thought that the enrolment at both of the 
Residential Schools, both Lower Post and Carcross, would not 
change appreciably, but remain about the same. On the other 
hand, he has also spoken to me very recently, expressing an 
interest in having a school established at Pellee Crossing. 
He is a little concerned about this because there is no 
economic base at Pellee Crossing, and any school that we 
establi.sh there may not howe an enrolment two or three years 
later. 

Mr. Chairman: Does he refer to an Indian Affairs school or 
a Territnrial school? 

Mr. H. Thompson: It would be a Territorial school. I have 
suggested to him, if he is interested, he should write to the 
Commissioner. 

Mr. Chairman: 1rJell'j I don't know. It's my opinion some
body should get after these Indian Affairs people they can't 
possibly be doing their job if this situation continues to 
exist. 

VIT. Thompson: This matter was discussed with the Department 
of Education when we were in Ottawa, and there seemed to be 
some doubt in their minds as to who actually was administer
ing this Indian Residential School. Some of them had the 
idea it was still a church-inspired activity, with the Depart
ment of Education assistant, and Indian Affairs participa~ion. 
There seemed to be no common ground for discussions or for 
concrete proposals to bo brought forward. After having gone 
through that, and having heard there is Indian participation, 
tho Indian affairs participation, the Yukon Education side of 
it, and this includes the Territory, I am just wondering what 
is the overall picture? Are we taking it over from the Terri
torial side, or is the Indian Department taking it over, are 
we working in conjunction with them? Just how do we stand 
on this? 
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habit of giving these youngsters who are six years of age, 
when ttrey first come into sch.ool, kindergarten 'programme, 
if they haven't the readiness for the regular grade ,I pro
gramme. They put thorn in this what you call pre-primary 
classroom for a year, and thon they go into a regular grade 1 
class. Since we'vo taken over supervision of the school we 
hav0 felt as much as possible that those youngsters should 
get right into their rogular reading writing, and arithmatic, 
as 'soon as possible. Some of theso youngsters who are termed 
"pre-primary" are 'act'ually into the grade 1 work now. Under 
our level system of promotion, we have three different , 
levels, some of them may be at level one or level 2, they 
might not be at level 3, either at the first or second level. 
They are not of kindergsrten age age, though. 

Mr. Chairman: May I ask a question from the Chair. I under
stand there are some 140 or so students at the children~s 
school. It seems to me that rather than being jam-packed, 
full this school should be:f~ducing'its number of children, 
and allowing these chi+dren to go to day school in their own, 
community. Have you had any discussions with Allan Fry as to 
what possible reduction pupil enrolment to the school wo~ld 
be affected say this coming year? 

Mr. H . 'Thompson: I was speaking with Mr. Fry on this for 
the next year. He thought that the enrolment at both df the 
Residential Schools, both Lower Post and Carcross, would not 
change appreciably, but remain about the same.' On the other 
hand, he h~s also spoken to me very recently, expressirig an 
interest in having a school establis~ed at Pellee Crossirig. 
He is a little concerned about this because there is no ' 
economic base at Pellee Crossing, and any stihool that we 
establ±sh there may not hav~ an enrolment two or three years 
later. 

Mr. Chairman: Does he refer to an Indiari Affairs school or 
a Territo~ial school? 

Mr. H. Thompson: It would be a Territorial school. I have 
sugge~~~d to him, if,he i~ interested, he should write to the 
Commissioner. 

Mr. Chairman: Well, I don't know. It's my op~n~on some
body should get after these Indian Affairs people they can't 
possibly be doing their job if this situation continues to 
exis~. ' 

Hr. Thompson: This matter was discussed with the Dopartmen.t 
of Education when we were in Ottawa, and ther~ seemed to be 
some doubt in their minds ,as to who actually was administer
ing this Indian Residential Sdhool. Some of thorn had the 
idea it was still a church-inspired activity, with the Depart
ment of Education assistant, and Indian Affairs participa~ion. 
There seemed to be no common ground for discussions Qr for 
concrete proposals fo be brought forward. After having gone 
through that, and having heard there is Indian participation, 
the Indian affaiis pa~ticipation, the Yukon Edubation side of 
it, and this includes the Territory, I am just wondering what 
is the overall picture? Are we taking it over from the Terri~ 
torial side, or is the Indian Department taking it over, are 
we working in conjunction with them? Just how do we stand 
on this? 
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integ~ate .Indian students into the regular school system, 
the school facilities cf the Indian Day School were not up 
to standard. The classrooms were in army huts. The agree
ment was, the Territorial Government and the Indian Affairs 
Branch, made an agreement that the Selkirk St. School would 
be constructed. This shool would teach grades 1 to 8, The 
Indian Affairs Bramch would pay approximately one-half of 
the costs of the school, and would be permitted to have one
half of the enrolment. Indian Affairs Branch would close 
down the day school here in Whitehorse, the children would 
be placed in the newly-built hostels, which would be oper
ated by the Indian Affairs Branch. The school at C~rcross 
would teach grades 1 to 4 only, then the children would come 
into Whitehorse for grade 5 and up. They would live in the 
Yukon Hostel at Riverdale. So that is the arrangement. 
Children, the Indian chilrlren who have to live in hostels, 
and if they are in grades I to 4 they are placed in the Car
cross Indian Residential School.Wh&~ they are promoted to 
grade 5 they come to town and live in the Yukon Hostel, and 
are students in town. This is another possibility at Car
cross, sometimes you hear the principals of these schools, 
or supervisors, saying that if they had some older students 
around in the residences they could do a little bit more in 
them in the way of sports programmes, etc. I think it's 
entirely possible if our Public School at Carcross, which 
does go to grade 8, had room for some 6, 7, or 8 students, 
a few of these students could continue to live in the resi
dence at the Residential School, and attend·the school at 
Carcross. I have heard it said that possibly some of the 
students who come to the hostel here to live are somewhat 
immature for the large institution here, and there would be 
a better situation for them in a place such as Carcross. 

Mr. Boyd: One more question. Would you know if Indian 
category in Carcross , with children, are they going to the 
Carcross school or are they going to the children's school? 

Mr. H. Thompson: The ones that live in the settlement go to 
the public school. Thore are about four of them now, this 
year. Over the years we've always had Indian children ~n 
the public school. These are the youngsters who live in the 
Indian settlement at Carcross. There is a settlement across 
the bridge on the other side that neck of water. 

Mr. Boyd: Are you saying that there are no Indian children 
whose residence in Carcross goingto the children's school? 
In other words, all the pupils resident of Carcross , re
gardless of creed, are going to the Carcross school?; 

Mr. H. Thompson: Yes, to the best of my knowledge, this is 
true. 

Mr. Thompson: Am I correct in assuming that the Indian 
residential school is operating a kindergarten? 

Mr. H. Thompson: No. There may be one or two of these 
students who are of kindergarten age, but they are ,mostly 
children who should be in grade 1, but we .have actually been' 
trying to get away from this so-called pre-prima~y , they 
call it pre-primary, and in the past they've, been in the 
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Mr. H. Thompson: Carcross Indian Residential School, the 
people who are adm~nistering the, (by school I mean residen
tial areas, the dormitories and the classrooms, it's all in 
one building) it's operated by the Anglican Ch~rch.Thej are 
the ones who are actually administering it. The hospital is 
paid for oy the Federal Government, that is, the Department 
of Citizenship and Immigration. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I ask you one question. Now, in this 
church administration and operation, dq they supply th~ tea
chers, or do you supply the teachers? 

Mr. H. Thompson: Teadhers qre supplied by the Indian Affaits 
Branch, but Indian Affairs Branch has asked us to supervise 
the instruction in the classrooms, so we provide the same 
supervision in their classrooms as we do in our own. Wo 
have visited the classrooms, and we have had meetings with 
the teachers there four or five times during the past year. 

Now the long term plan, as far as Indian Affairs Branch is 
concerned, and speaking with Mr. Davey who is in charge of. 
their Education Division, he would like to see us take over 
the complete operation of the school there. And he would 
like to see us take over the operation of the residence as 
well. From what he says the sooner this comes about the 
better, ~s far as their Branch is conce~ned. 

Mr. Thompson: I can see why they were confused in Ottawa. 
It's quite a round about -

Mr. H. Thompson: The children come into our school, into the 
regular school, after grade 4, and they feel that because of 
this we should have some say in the education of these young
sters before they come into our school - the first four grades 
as well. This applies to the Lower Post Indian Residential 
School. We are, as 01 this current year, we are supervising 
the instruction in the classrooms now. 

Mr. Thompson: One more question. From hearing your sub
mission, and seeing the overcrowded conditions that exist at 
the Residential School'where you say the optimum is 25 and 
ove~ that, then we should be thinking in terms of different 
teachers. We're well over it there, so from all these fig
ures I can see no other course but to approve the school at 
Carcross. Mr. Baker, maybe you could tell me of the $110,000 
that is set aside for it. There's also some in here for 
playground, would this amount to around $10,000 or something 
like this out of the overall $110,000 that is proposed? 

Mr. Baker: Yes. This is approximately what it would cost. 

Mr. Boyd: Well, to stick strictly to the subject, this deal 
is a mixed-up mongrel, alright. At the present time the 
school they have is definitely nothing much more than a 
dwelling, and there is no playground atall, not evon a little 
2 acres - nothing. Carcross is still going to be there for 
a long time to come. The population doesn't actually fluc
tuate very much one way or the other, but is standard this 
way now for many years, and I don't see much change, unless 
there is, unless a road goes through to Skagway, then there 
could be quite a change upward. So I would like to see this 
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school built, and then there would be something that looks 
presentable. 

Mr. H. Thompson: I think it was taken oyer, and wqs a house 
~tone time. it WetS taken oyer by the Territory, and the 
first flocir was conyerted and used as a classroom. The· 
school building that preced~d it also is still standingi 
As far as the public school at Carcross is concerned, there 
has been a school ~here for years and years and y~ars .. In 
fact, a former Member of Parliament went to school at Car
cross in the early 1900's. 

Mr. Shaw: It's only been there 65 years, 

Mr. H. Thompson:, Well, it mixhtn' t be as old as, Dawson. 

Mr. Watt: When we were discussing this in the Financial 
AdYisory Committee meeting I didn't realize how many children 
were going to the Residential children's school, this is the 
reason why I mentioned there I differed until we heard from 
the Member, and got more information on it, rather than metke 
a motion that it be struck from the, Budget. I think we did 
the right thing in waiting until we heard, more about it. 
I'd just like to ask - in our school there, what about the 
land and theland etround it, do we hold sufficient acreage 
there? Or are we going to haye to purchase some now or in 
the near future? 

Mr. Baker: I think I can answer that question. We will hnve 
to purchase peoperty there to build thi. ~ew school, and to 
build ~ playground. 

Mr. Boyd: A point here. This is a good one, I think. We 
haVe some of this White Pass-held ground when they amalga
ma ted, and according to the Commissioner it isn't worth. 
nothing. Now, I hope you will get it just for about that 
much money, Mr. Baker. 

Mr. Thompson: We picked our site at Christmas time. One 
day last winter we went with Mr. Bayer,cwho has lived there 
many years, and~picked the most ,central site. It's away from 
the Lake and they do get a lot of wind there, but there's lots 
of land. It's kitty-corner from the present Community Hall. 

Mr. Watt: This school is in a state where we hope that the 
contract will be called in in the very nearfuture, so there 
must be some negotiating for the land. How much land have 
we got, 'andwhat did we pay for it? 

Mr. Baker: The land question has not been solved as yet. 
Wilen I last spoke to Mr. Spray on this he said that hew0s 
still corresponding with the White Pass and Yukon people. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it possible to find <)ut what price White 
Pass wantfor the land? 

Mr. Shaw: There's no provision for land in this proposal. 

Mr. MacKenzie: The expenditure could be tnken out of ~his 
towards the development, although .there is no specific pro
yision to purchase the land. 
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school built, and then there would be something that looks 
presentabl.e. 

Mr. H. Thorripson:' I think it was taken over, and wl3:s a house 
~t one time. It wo.s to.ken over by the Territory, and the 
first floor was converted and used as a classroom. The 
schocil building tha~ pre6eded it alio is. still standing .. 
As far as the public school at Carcross is concerned, there 
has beBn a school there for years and years and years. In 
fo.ct, a former Member of Parliament went to school' at Car-.. 
cross in the early 1900's. 

Mr. Shaw: It's only been there 65 years. 

Mr. H.Thompson: Well, it miGhtn't be as old as Dawson. 

Mr. W0tt: When we were discussing this in the Financial 
Advisory Committee meeting I didn't realize how many children 
were going to the Residential children's school, this is the 
reason why I mentioned there I differed until we heard from 
the Member, and got more infor~ation on it, rather. than make 
a motion that it b~ struck from the Budget. I think we did . 
the right thing in waiting until we heard more about it. 
I'd just like to ask - in our school there, what about the 
land and theland around it, do we hold sufficient acreage 
there? Or are we going to have to purchase some now or in 
the near future? 

Mr. Baker: I think I can answer that question. We will have 
to purchase peoperty there to build thi. »ew school, and to 
build a playground. . 

Mr. Boyd: A point here. This is a good one, I think. We 
have some of this White Pass-held ground when they amalga
ma t.ed, and according to the Commissioner it isn't worth 
nothing. Now, I hope you will get it just for about that 
much money, Mr. Baker. 

VIT. Thompson: We picked our site at Christmas time. One 
day last winter we went with Mr. Bayer,~who hos lived there 
many years, and~picked thQ most central site. It's away from 
the Lake and they do get a lot of wind th~re, but the~e's lots 
of land. It's kitty-corner from the Present Community Hall. 

Mr. Watt: This school is in a state where, we hope that the 
contract will.be called in in the very nearfutur~, so there 
must be some negotiating for the land. How much land have 
we got, and what did we pay for it? 

Mr. Baker: The land question has not been solved as yet. 
When I last spoke. to Mr. Spray on this he said that he was 
still corresponding with the White Pass and Yukon peopie. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it possible to find out what price White 
Pass want for the land? 

Mr. Shaw: There's no provision for land in this proposo.l~ 

Mr. MacKenzie: The expenditure could be to.ke~ out of this 
towards the development, o.lthough there is no specific 'pro
vision to purchase the land. 
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Mr. H. Thompson: Carcross Indian Residential School, the 
people who are administering the, (by school I mean residen
tial aroas, tho dormitories and the classrooms, it's all in 
one building) it's operated by the Anglitan Church. They are 
the ones who are actually administering it. The hospital is 
paid for by the Federal Government, that is, the Department 
of Citizenship and Immigration. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I ask you one question. Now, in,this 
church administration and operation, do they supply the tea
chers, or do you supply the teachers? 

Mr. H. Thompson: Teadhers qre supplied by the Indian Affairs 
Branch, but Indian Affairs Branch has asked us to supervise 
the instruction in the classrooms, so we provide the same 
supervision in their classrooms as we do in our own. Wo 
have visited tho classrooms, and we have had meetings with 
the teachers there four or five times during the past year. 

Now the long term plan, as far as Indian Affairs Branch is 
concerned, and speaking with Mr. Davey who is in charge of 
their Education Division, he would like to see us take over 
the complete operation of the school there. And he would 
like to see us take over the operation of the residence as 
well. From what ,he says the sooner this comes about the 
better, as far as their Branch is concerned. 

Mr. Thompson: I can see why they were confused in Ottawa. 
It's quite a round about -

Mr. H. Thompson: The children come into our school, into the 
regular school, after grade 4, and they feel that because of 
this we should have some say in the education of these, young
sters before they come into our school - the first four grades 
as well. This applies to the Lower Post Indian Residential 
School. We are, as of this current year, we are supervislng 
the instruction in the classrooms now. 

Mr. Thompson: One more question. From hearing your sub
mission, and seeing the overcrowded conditions that exist at 
the Residential School where you say the optimum is 25 and 
over that, then we should be thinking in terms of different 
te~chers. We're well over it there, so from all these fig
ures I can see no other course but to approve the school at 
Carcross. Mr. Baker, maybe you could tell me of the $110,000 
that is set aside for ito There's also some in here for 
playground, would this amount to around $10,000 or something 
like this out of the overall $110,000 that is proposed? 

Mr. Baker: Yes. This is approximately what it would,cost. 

Mr. Boyd: Well, to stick strictly to the subject, this deal 
is a mixed-up mongrel, alright. At the present time the 
school they have is definitely nothing much more than a 
dwelling, and there is no playground atall, not even a little 
2 acres - nothing. Carcross is still goirig to be there for 
a long time to come. The population doesn't actually fluc
tuate very much one way or the other, but is standard this 
way now for many years, and I don't see much change, unless 
there is, unless a road goes thrbugh to Skagway, then there 
could be quite a change upward. So I would like to see this 
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Mr. Shaw: There's nothing in here to say to purchase land for 
for playground construction and the school, and a vacuum cleaner. 

Mr. MacKenzie: There doesn't really need to be specific pro
vision to purchase land. It is one round sume of money for 
the construction of the school and for ev~rything. 

Mr. Thompson: I feel that a long hard look should be taken 
at this new school in relation to the existing Residential 
School. As Mr. Boyd has said, C2.rcross has been there for 
a 16ng time, and it's going t6 be there for a lot longer, and 
I agree. But I also agree that there hasn't been that much 
fluctuating in actual school attendance in Carcross. If the 
fact that we do build a new school there, and this will take 
off some of the load from the Residential School I then I 
say by all means. But if it's a case of still having the 
same old crowing in the Residential School, and you have a 
two-room classroom for 23, 24, 21, 27 - I don't think that 
this is a very economical outlook either. But if it can be 
integrated between the two, if there is something in the long
range picture that says the Territory are going to take over 
the. operation of this residential school, and some change be 
instigated then, I say, then we are probably headed in the 
right direction. But if this is not the case, then I think 
I would be a little hesitant .and take a second look at a 
brond-new $100,000 school for anywhere from 20 to 29 or. 30 
cn[ldren, because the fluctuation we have had in just this 
short time that we have been concerned with attend~nce there 
is, - I think it was 29 when we started, then it went down to 
21, it's up to 24. Mr. Thompson has figures to show that 
we will have another 7 next year, how many drop outs, how 
many move away - I think these are all factors that should be 
considered. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair): I've got some 
thoughts on this school. I've think we also got to watch one 
thing, and that is the fact if we take the surplus away from 
the Indian School, then Indian Affairs will just chuck it 
right full again. I think it is everybody's wish that we 
empty these residential schools until they become absolutely 
vacant. I know a couple of years ago we went through the 
Territory and made great investments in classrooms in many of 
our schools, and school additions, based on pupil enrolment 
figures worked out with Indian ~ffairs. Then that same year 
they turned around and they jammed their schools full, so we 
were left with partially empty classrooms and this type of 
thing. And this is what I feel we've got to do, is start 
emptying the school. Now, just in further considering this 
item I thought that if we could have held off another year, 
until we saw what the economic future of Carcross would be, 
it might be an idea. On the other hand, if this is an old 
building, and these people require another schoolroom, I 
also feel that if we do take a load off the School that the 
Federal Government, Department of Citizenship and Immigration, 
should re-imburse us accordingly for the capital cost of this 
school. Now here we've got 5% recoverable from Canada. If 
they don't wish to do that, turn the whole thing over to UB, 
but also turn over all the Citizenship and Immigration res
ponsibilities in the Yukon, that is, the control and so forth 
of the Natives, integrate them, let us do it. I am not so 
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sure we should build out of Territorial Funds a school to 
get the Federal Government off the hook. They could possibly 
start cramming that school. So you can see the intertwining 
of several prcblems here. But if this school is required 
I would be the last person tc vote against it, but I think 
that this is one aspect that should be looked into - this 
cost-sharing aspect and also whether or not the Indian 
l.ffairs are, in fact going to start cramming thnt school full. 

Mr. MacKenzie: This recovery factor 0 f 5% is purely noo.... ..
innl.- The actual recovery factor would depend on the number 
of Indian pupils 

Mr. Taylor resumes Chair. 

Mr. ShE'.w: We're getting into quite a subject here. We have 
been doing a lot of' discussing on the Indian l~ffairs Depart
ment. I think that perhaps We should review this more in 
the line of what we should do, not what they should do. In 
the first ~hstance, the Indinn people in the Territory are 
the responsibility of the Federal Government. It is up to 
the Indian people to decide whether they belong to the Terri-, 
torial Government or any other government. They ar~ charges 
of the Governm~nt, and the Government has certai~ defined 
responsibilities toward them, toward these people. Part of 
these responsibilities are to try and educate them, and it is 
necessary to put up schools, in places like th2t because so 
many of the Indian people are out trapping, and various 
places where there are no educational facilities possible, 
so that I think that is something for the Indian Lffairs 
Department and the Department of Immigration, and also, I 
say also, the Indian people themselves. It's fine, perhaps, 
if you take and shuffle them around. I feel there definitely 
should be some agreement between the two governments, so we 
at least know how we stand. Are they goin~ to put them in 
hostels in this place and that place, and do they want us to 
provide facilities, will the assure us that this policy won't 
change every year. In other words, so that we know exactly 
where we stand when we start putting out money. l\. number of 
years ago we did expand the school facilities in the Terri
tory quite some extent in various locations. Dawson was one 
of them, these locations, and all of a sudden instead of the 
children going to school as ~as expected, they brought them 
to the hostels in Whitehorse, Carmax and Lower Post or Car
cross. The results were they put our system somewhat helter
skelter because some schools that should have been fairly 
well filled were not filled. I do feel that there should be 
some understanding between the two Governme~ts so that we can 
plan and they can plan and get together on this. Now as far 
as C~rcrossis concerned, the people going to school there are 
the responsibility of the Territorial Government, ~nd if they 
need a school there we shouldn't have to go to the Indian 
l.ffairs Department and say "What are you going t9 do". We 
know their policy is to put them in that schbol. We know 
that it is our responsibility to educate the ch,ildren in-I 
Carcross. I think we should just proceed and educate our 
child~en, or any of the other children that ,want to come 
if they're in the Territory, and just let it go at that~ 
The Administration have possibly given us a lot of thought, 
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sure w~ should build out of Territorial Funds a school to 
get the Federal Go~ernment off the hook. They could possibly 
start crftmming that school. So you cnn Gee the intertwining 
of several problems here. But if this school is required 
I would be the last person tc vote against it, but I think 
that this is one aspect that should be looked into - this 
cost-sharing aspect and also whether or not the Indian 
11.ffairs are in fact going to start cramming that school full. 

Mr. MacKenzie: This recovery factor of 5% is purely mIn .. _
inal,' The actual recovery factor would depend on the number 
of Indian pupils 

Mr. Taylor resumes Chair. 

Mr. She.w: We're getting into quite a subject here. We have 
been doing a lot of' discussing on the Indian 1.ffairs Depa,rt
ment. I think that perhaps we should review this more in 
the line of what we should do, not what they should do. In 
the first instance, the Indian people in the Territory are 
the responsibility of the Federal Government. It is up to 
the Indian people to decide whether they belong to the Terri-. 
torial Government or any other government. They are charges 
of ihe Government, ahd the Government has certain defined 
responsibilities toward them, toward these people. Part of 
these responsibilities a~e to try and educate them, and it is 
necessary tbput up schools in places like thnt because so 
many of the Indian people are out trapping, and various 
places where there are no educational facilities possible, 
so that I think th~t is something for the Indian Affairs 
Department and the Department of Immigration, and also, I 
say also, the Indian people themselves. It's fine, perhaps, 
if you take and shuffle them around. I feel there definitely 
should be some agreement between the two governments, so we 
at least know how we stand. ~re they goin~ to put them in 
hostels in this place and that place, and do they want us to 
provide facilities, will the assure us that this policy ~on't 
change every ye~r. In other woids, so that we know exactly 
where we stand when we start putting out money. A number of 
years ago we did expand the school facilities in the Terri
tory quite some extent in various locations. Dawson was one 
of them, these locations, .and all of a sudden instead of the 
children going to school as was expected, they brought them 
to ~he hostels in ~hitehorse, Carmax and Lower Post or Car
cross. The results were they put our system somewhat helter
skelter because some sc1001s that should have been fairly 
well filled wete not filled. I do feel that there should be 
som~understanding between the two Governmcints so that we can 
plari and they can plan and get together on this. Now as far 
as Carcross is concerned, the people going to school there are 
the risponsibility dr the Territorial Government, ~nd if they 
need a school there we sh0uldn't have to go to the Indian 
1.ffairs Department and say "What are you going to do". We 
know their Ijolicy is to put them in that school. vIe. know 
that it is our responsibility to educate the children in 4 

Carcross. I think we should just proceed and educate our 
children, or any of the other children that want to come 
if th~y're in the Territory, and just let it goat that. 
The Administration have possibly given us a lot of thought, 
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Mr. Shaw: There's nothing in here to say to purchase land for 
for playground construction and the school, and a vacuum cleaner. 

Mr. MacKenzie: There doesn't really need to be specific pro
vision to purchase land. It is one round sume of money for 
the construction of the school and for ev~rything. 

Mr. Thompson: I feel that a long hard look should be taken 
at this new school in relation to the existing Residential 
School. As Mr. Boyd has said, CETcross has been there for 
a long time, and it's going to be there for a lot longer, and 
I agree. But I also agree that there hasn't been that much' 
fluctuating in actual school attendance in Carcross. If the 
fact that we do build a new school there, and this will take 
off some of the load from the Residential School , then I 
say by all means. But if it's a case of still having the 
same old cr6wing in the Residential School, and you have a 
two-room classroom for 23, 24, 21, 27 - I don't think that 
this is a very economical outlook either. But if it can· be 
integrated between the two, if there is something in the long
range picture that says the Territory are going to take over 
the operation of this residential school, and some change be 
instigated then, I say, then we are probably headed in the 
right direction. But if this is not the case, then I think 
I would be a little hesitant and take a second look at a 
brand-new $100,000 school for anywhere from 20 to 29 or 30 
children, because the fluctuation we have had in just this 
short time that we have been concerned with attend~nce there 
is, ~ I think it was 29 when we started, then, it went down to 
21, it's up to 24. Mr. Thompson has figures to show that 
we will have another 7 next year, how many drop outs, how 
many move away - I think these are all factors that should be 
considered. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair): I've got some 
thoughts on this school. I've think we also got to watch one 
thing, and that is the fact if we take the surplus away from 
the Indian School, then Indian Affairs will just chuck it 
right full again. I think it is everybody's wish that we 
empty these rosidentialschools until they become absolutely 
vacant. I know a couple of years ago we went through the 
Territory and made great investments in cla,ssrooms in many of 
our schools, and school additions, based on pupil enrolment 
figures worked out with Indian Affairs. Then that same year 
they turned around and they jammed their schools full, so we: 
were left with partially empty classrooms and this type of 
thing. And this is what I feel we've got to do, is start 
emptying the school. Now, just in further considering this 
item I thought that if we could have held off another year, 
until we saw what the economic future of Carcross would be, 
it might be an idea. On the other hand, if this is an old 
building, and these people require another schoolroom, I 
also feel that if we do take a load off the School that the 
Federal Government, Department of Citizenship and Immigration, 
should re-imburse us accordingly for the capital cost of this 
school. Now here we've got 5% recoverable from Canada. If 
they don't wish to do that, turn the whole thing over to UB, 
but also turn over all the Citizenship and Immigration res
ponsibilities in the Yukon, that is, the control and so forth 
of the Natives, integrate them, let us do it. I am not so 
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but they require educational facilities there. It does se~m 
a lot. For a two-room school that's a lot of money, but it 
appears to me if we are going to have $35,000 classrooms, 
may be it's a little expansive, but if they need a school 
there (this one is falling down around their ears, it's been 
there for 65 years) then it appears to me to be quite 
reusonable. 

Mr. Boyd: I've just got one more remark to make to Mr. 
MacKenzie. This land is bugging me, this Lake land is bugging 
me ever since I heard what happened. I'd just like to men
tion I don't think, though they've held this land since 1900 
or thereabouts, I don't think they've paid any taxes on it 
for years and years and years. So when you go to buy it from 
them they'll say they've held it for all these years, and 
they're entitled to quite a price, maybe. I can't forget 
what Mr. Cameron told me about not being worth anything, and 
it was o.k. for them to do a lot of things. I am going to 
be very interested in knowing what we paid for this ground. 
I hope you get it, and I hope you get it your price, not 
theirs. 

Mr. Watt: I'd like to say a point on that same thing Mr. 
Boyd was talking about. I think when they're choosing a loca
tion for this the Government should take into consideration 

what isn't owned by the Company, because this may direct 
how the Council goes in the future. We have a situation here 
in Whitehorse where a company owns a large tract of land, and 
consequently there has been an exodus from this company-owned 
land. So if there is land up near the School it should be 
away from the sub-divided land, company-owned land. I think 
some consideration should be given to this if at all possible, 
if there isn't a location where in the future land can be 
purchased by individuals and used by individuals, because if 
there is a change, a fairly drastic change, such as the Skag
way Highway, or something like this, then you are going to 
want, individuals are going to want to purchase land, and 
they're going to build homes there. If they have a situation 
something like they've got here in ~hitehorse, where the com
pany's not going to subdivide property again for fear of los
ing part of it, then your houses are going to be quite a way 
from the school. I think this should be given some consider
ation, and I certainly hope that the ~dministration does. 

Mr. Chairman: Well, gentlemen, in the light of the remarks 
are there any further questions or remarks or comments in 
regard to the Carcross School? 

1.11: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you Mr. Thompson. 

Mr. Thompson withdrew. 

Mr. Chairman: Lre you agreed then gentlemen in the item under 
Education of ~390,350.00? 

: ... 11: :.greed. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is the White-horse-Keno Road, 
page 35, Establishment No. 3100. ~re you gentlemen clear on 
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this item? It is also noted that this is 100% recoverable, 
from the Department of Northern ~ffairs and National Re
sources. 

;~ll: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Next item is the Stewart Crossing - Dawson 
Road in the amount of S141,000.00, Establishment No. 3101. 
This is also 100% recoverable. ~re you clear therefore in 
the sum of $918,600.001 . 

1..11: Clear. 

Committee declared in recess for tea. 
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this item? It is also noted that this is 1000;& recoverable, 
from the Department of Northern 1ffairs and National Re
sources. 

11.11: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Next item is the Stewart Crossing - Dawson 
Road in the amount of $141,000.00, Establishment No. 3101. 
This is also 100% recoverable. ~re you clear therefore in 
the sum of $9,18,600. OO? ' 

All: Clear. 

Committee declared in recess for tea. 
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but they require educational facilities there. It does seem 
a lot. For a two-room school that's a lot of money, but it 
appears to me if we are going to have $35,000 classrooms, 
may be it's a little expansive, but if they need a school 
there (this one is falling down around their ears, it's been 
there for 65 years) then it appears to me to be quite 
reasonable. 

Mr. Boyd: I've just got one more remark to make to Mr. 
MacKenzie. This land is bugging me, this Lake land is bugging 
me ever since I heard what happened. I'd just like to men
tion I don't think, though they've held this land since 1900 
or thereabouts, I don't think they've paid any taxes on it 
for years and years and years. So when you go to buy it from 
them they'll say they've held it for all these years, and 
they're entitled to quite a price, maybe. I can't forget 
what Mr. Cameron told 'me about not being worth anything, and 
it was o.k. for them to do a lot of things. I am going to 
be very interested in knowing what we paid for this ground. 
I hope you get it, and I hope you get it your price, not 
theirs. 

Mr. Watt: I'd like to say a point on that setme thing Mr. 
Boyd was talking about. I think when they're choosing a loca
tion for this the Government should take into consideration 
what isn't owned by the Company, because this may direct 

how the Council goes in the future. We have a situation here 
in Whitehorse where a company owns a large tract of land, and 
consequently there has been an exodus from this company-owned 
land. So if there is land up near the School it should be 
away from the sub-divided land, company-owned land. I think 
some consideration should be given to this if at all possible, 
if there isn't a location where in the future land can be 
purchased by individuals and used by individuals, because if 
there is a change, a fairly drastic change, such as the Skag
way Highway, or something like this, then you are going to 
want, individuals are going to want to purchase land, and 
they're going to build homes there. If they have a situation 
something like they've got here in Whitehorse, where the com
pany's not going to subdivide property again for fear of los
ing part of it, then your houses are going to be quite a way 
from the school. I think this should be given some consider
ation, and I certainly hope that the ~dministration does. 

Mr. Chairman: Well, gentlemen, in the light of the remarks 
are there any further questions or remetrks or comments in 
regard to the Carcross School? 

1..11 : Cl ear. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you Mr. Thompson. 

Mr. Thompson withdrew. 

Mr. Chairman: "'.re you agreed then gentlemen in the item under 
Education of ~390,350.00? 

:.11: :l.greed. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is the White-horse-Keno Road, 
page 35, Establishment No. 3100. ~re you gentlemen clear on 
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Later 

The Chairman called the Committee to order. 

Mr. C~rman: Mr. Southam will not be with us for a short 
while and we will proceed to the Vocational Training School 
Extension ~n the amount of $229,900.00. 

Mr. Watt: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you clear? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: It says "50% recoverable from the Department 
of Labour". 

Mr. Thompson: I just forget how many classrooms we are going 
to provide. Do you know offhand? 

Mr. McKenzie: I believe it is 4 classrooms. 

Mr. Boyd: I don't think there should be too much discussion 
on th{s.· 

Mr. Chairman: Order please. 

Mr. Boyd: . As it was understood, that building had to expand 
and has to expand in order to give proper services. 

Mr. Chairman: Are we in agreement on this? 

Mr. Clerk: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Th~ next item is the Yukon Regional Library 
which is the new. Regional Library of Whitehorse in the 
matter of $150,000.00. This is found on page 45. 

Mr. Watt: There have been several suggestions made that 
this new regional library be put in the centennial complex 
of Whitehorse and I don't think the Administration has 
given this adequate consideration. We asked them to consider 
putting the libary in with the centennial complex money to 
see what type of a building we could come up with oi:l this. 
Has the Administration taken this into consideration? What 
have its findings been? 

Mr. Baker: I did discuss this with the Regional Librarian~ 
this point of building a library down there between Wood 
Street and Steele Street, and she was against this because it 
would make the library adjacent to a cocktail lounge. She 
felt that this was not the way things should be. 

Mr. Watt: Was that the only objection? 

Mr. Baker: In addition to that, she desires this library 
this year and it would be impossible, of cou~~e, to construct 
it this year on that particular site because the site is not 
clear. It probably won't be clear until sometime in 1966. 

Mr. Boyd: I discussed this with the Librarian and one point 
she brought up that I thought made sense was that this place 
should be where people q~n come and sit and be quiet and 
restfull and away from the throbbing pulse of the people • 
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Mr. Watt: What is the suggested location for this? 

Mr. Baker: The suggested site is down at the COrner of 
2nd Avenue and Hawkins. 

Mr. Thompson:·~nd Avenue? 

Mr. Baker: 2nd Avenue and Hawkins. 

Mr. Thomflson: Ri~ht next to Jacobs Welding S'hop, where it 
is quiet and peaceful? 

Mr. Baker: No, this will be on the same block that the 
Hansen Street Teachers are on, where the old hospital ~sed 
to be. 

Mr. Shaw: Is this a Whitehorse Libary or is it a library 
for distributing. books to the rest of the Te~ritory? 

Mr. Baker: As I understand, it will serve two purposes. 
It will serve Whitehorse as a Whitehprse library and also 
serve as the regional library for the entire Territory. 

Mr. Shaw: Could the library that they have at the present 
time not be a local library, and then could we set up a 
regional one for passing books allover the Territory and 
keep these things separate? 

Mr. McKenzie: I think the idea is to have the existing 
joint library used solely as the Whitehorse library and then 
have a new regional library. 

Mr. Baker: This is incorrect. The Regional Library want~ 
both functions in the same building. '. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Could we give some consideration to the . 
Takhini area. It seems there are some nice buildings thEre. 

Mr. Bjod: That is rather a long way for a stude~t to walk 
when he wants to look .up something in the library from' the 
schools downtqwn. I don.' t think it wou:ld be· applicable. 

.' . 
Mr. Shaw: I think we have a library down here that is used 
for both:purposes. That is of course ~ Te~ritorial Govern
ment building. We need larger facilities audif that was 
used as a Whitehorse library it would be a tremendous 
library. It would, in fact, be the only real library in the 
Territory. If that was done we would not have to go to 
$167,OO~OO to obtain exactly the same purpose. This build
ing that we have down here is a fine building. I am sure 
that it will adequately supply the .needs of this community 
for a long time to come and why, after this is all· set up, 
should we go out and build another one. It seems to me that 
it is somewha.t of a duplication and I don't quite understand 
the thinking. 

Mr. ;Baker: Mrs. C("!l,.lier, the L'ibrarian, feels that if 
there were two separate buildings there would have .to be 
two sets of. ·staf.f. If both functions are',under one roof 
then one staff could look after them • 
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Mr. Watt: What is the suggested location for this? 

Mr. Baker: The suggested site is down at the COrner of 
2nd Avenue and Hawkins. 

Mr. ~homJ?son :'. 2nd Avenue? 

Mr. Baker: 2nd Avenue and Hawkins. 

Mr. Thom~son: Ri~ht next to Jacobs Welding Shop, where it 
is quiet and peaceful? 

Mr. Baker: No, this will be on the same block that the 
Hansen Street Teachers are on, where the old hospital 'used 
to be. 

Mr. Shaw: Is this a Whitehorse Lihary or is it a library 
for distributing books to the rest of .the Territory? 

Mr. Baker: As I understand, it will serve two purposes. 
It will serve Whitehorse as a Whitehorse library and· also 
serve as the regional library for the enti~e Territory. 

Mr. Shaw: ~ould the library that they have at the present 
time not be a local library, and then could we set up a' . 
regional one for passing books allover the Territory and 
keep these things separate? 

Mr. McKenzie:r think the ide~~i~ to have the existing 
joint library used solely as the Whitehorse library and then 
have a new regional library. 

Mro Baker: This is incorrecto The Regional Library wants 
both functions in the same building. 

Mr. MacKinnon~ Could we give some consideration to the 
Takhini area. It seems there are some nice buildings the:eo 

Mro Bjod: That is rather a long way for a student to walk 
when he wants to look up something in t.he library from' the 
schools downtowno I don't think it. would be applicableo 

Mr. Shaw: . I think we have a library down here that is used 
for both purposes. That ,is of course a Territorial Govern
ment buildingo We need larger facilities and if that was 
used as a Whitehorse library it would be a tremendous 
library. It would, in fact, be the only real library in the 
Territory. If that was done we w.ould not have to go to 
$167,00.00 to obtain exactly the ,same purpose .:: This build
ing that we have down here i;:; a rine building·~··.; I a~ sure 
that it will adequately supply. the needs of this p6mmunity 
for a long time to come and why, after this is ali: set up, 
should we go out and build another one. It seems tome that 
it is somewhat of a duplication and I don't quite understand 
the thinking. 

Mro Baker: Mrso C~11ier, the Librarian, feels that if 
there we,re two separate buildings t.here would have to be 
two sets of staff. If both functipns are under one roof 
then one staff 66uld look after them • 
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Page 237 
Later 

The Chairman called the Committee to order. 

Mr. C~rman: Mr. Southam will not be with us for a short 
while and we will proceed to the Vocational Training School 
Extension in the amount of $229,900.00. 

Mr. Watt: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you clear? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: It says "50% recoverable from the Department 
of Labour". 

Mr. Thompson: I just forget how many classrooms we are going 
to provide. Do you know offhand? 

Mr. McKenzie: I believe it is 4 classrooms. 

Mr. Boyd: I don't think there should be too much discussion 
on this. 

Mr. Chairm~n: Order piease. 

Mr. Boyd: As it was understood, that building had to expand 
and has to ~~pand in order to give proper services. 

Mr. Chairman: Are we in agreement on this? 

Mr. Clerk: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is the Yukon Regional Library 
which is the new Regional Library of Whitehorse in the 
matter of $150,000.00. This is found on page 45. 

Mr. Watt: There have been several suggestions made that 
this new regional library be put in the centennial complex 
of Whitehorse and I don't think the Administration has 
given this adequate consideration. We asked them to consider 
putting the lihary in with the centennial complex money to 
see what type of a building we could come up with on this. 
Has the Administration taken this intd coheideration? What 
have its findings been? 

Mr. Baker: ~ did discuss this with the Re~ional Librarian, 
this point of building a library down there between Wood 
Street and Steele Street, and she was against this because it 
would make the library adjacent to a cocktail lounge. She 
felt that this was not the ~ay things should be. 

Mr. Watt: Was that the only objection? 

Mr. Baker: In addition to that, she desires this library 
this year and it would be impossible, of course, to construct 
it this year on that particular site because the site is not 
clear. It probably won't be clear until sometime in 1966. 

Mr. Boyd: I discussed this with the Librarian and one point 
she brought up that I thought made sense was that this place 
should be where people can ,come and sit and be quiet and 
restfull and away from the throbbing pulse of the people • 
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Mr. Taylor (Mr. Boyd in the Chair): We have been reviewing 
this business of a regional, library annually and Ithi!).k 
there are ~couple of points to consider he~e. On~, of 
cours~, i~.the one Mr. Baker has just raised to do with 
maintenance, but I think the most important item is the ~fact 
that the space in the library down here is grossly iri.ade
q1al.te. The problem has been that there is no shelf '~pac,e to 
put up even enough books to serve Whitehorse and th:is res
tricts the amount of books that they can carry. Also" '-of 
course, they have books which they qre currently circulating 
through the outer library. I feel that the library is 
warranted but what I question is whether or not we can;get 
sone participation. This is a cultural type of thing and I 
think it was suggested that possibly we approach the Canada 
Council for a grant or something of this nature. It,: was . 
also su.ggested .that we cOlJ,ld contact the Carnegie FCillridation 
or the Gugenheim Foundation or one of ,those philanthr:o-pic 
groups and see if we could get some contributio'n f'rolh tb,em 
for this library., But I' think the librarY is a ve'i:iy 'good 
thing, ,T don't, need to e~pound on that, bri~ T would like to 
see some contribution jrom some ,other sou~ce~ on it. 

Mr. McKenzie: I don't t~ink we can expect'a~y contributio~, 
from Council. We ~aye ~~ceived an annual!j~rant from them for 
the existing library for th~~ast few yea~s and they have 
drawn the line at giving ,any more, but we did agree to 
explore the possi~ity of tapping other philanthropic 
sources like the Gugenheim Foundation and so on and that is 
being investigated •. 

Mr. Taylor resumed the Chair. 

Mr. Boyd: Within the last 7 days there was quite a talk 
over the radio concerning this very subject and it was 
pointed out that Canada is 50% behind the rest of the world. 
in this library set-up_ It was pointed out that they ar~ 
going to go ahead and catch up so it is obvious that we are 
in the same boat. 

Mr. Shaw: What would happen to the existing building? 
I believe that the I.O.D.~. have some equity in this •. Is 
that not so? 

Mr. McKenzie: I don't know about flcts, but the building 
is suitable for adaptation to housing if necessary. In fact 
it looks more like a house than a library. 

Mr. Boyd: I asked Mrs. Collier about this too and she did 
tell me what they have planned for it. I have forgot~en 
what it was but it sounded sensible to me. I have forgotten 
what she did say but at least I asked and I was satisfied. 
with the answer I got, so that point I think is fairly well 
covered. 

Mr. Watt: I still feel that the Administration should have 
given Mr. Thompson's original suggest~on a little bit more 
consideration. So fa~, I see that there are two objections 
againf' putting this in with the centennial complex which, 
would put a few attractive public buildings together and 
make a unit out of them. First of all the location and 
secondly the need of having it right now. I don't se,e 
where there is much, difference in the location down on 2nd 
and Hawkins and on the proposed site where the City Hall is 
now. , The City Hall and liquor store are still there and it 
is a bl~ck £rom a cocktail lounge but there are only these 
two ciisadvantages. I think that the advantages outweigh th~ 
disadvantages because, first of all, you are going to have 
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one heating system that will supply he.at to quite a few. 
buildings and secondly you ~ill have your caretaker who ~an 
look after these several Govern~ent buildings. You have 
fire protection and the fact that you are going to have a 
spot where you a~e going to have a museum and a city hall 
which is usuall'y a thing of beauty in a town, particularly 
a new one. A museum is a thing to attract tourists and is 
also a thing of beauty. You have a park infront of it, the 
Whitehorse Metropolitan Pa~k along the riv~over a little 
bit •. 1 thi~k that the town is going to be sorry in a few 
years if th~y don't put .all these things together and m~ke 
a thing of beauty out of this libra~y because $150,000.00 
is only 3 times the building.that we've got there now. It 
will be a nice building off .by itself and a,s far as the 
objection ~o time is concerned, it is just an additional 
year of' waiting timewhi,ch was sufficient up till now and 
we have expanded this far beyond what the Administration h~d 
requested us to do originally. I believ~ it was 2 sessions 
ago but. the Council here added something to the budget on 
the suggestion of Mr~. Collie~ atid I don't think that the 
extra year ~efore someone could move into the new librarj 
if they waited for the centennial complex to begin would 
cause ,any real hardship. I am sorry to see that this has 
not been:- given more consideration. I thought it was an· 
original idea of Mr. Thompson's and a very good orie. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any fu·tther discussion? 

Mr. Boyd: I just want to say that I can't concur with Mr. 
Watt's remarks. First of all, it is more central where 
they proposed it than it is down here. Everything beyond 
here consists of trucks and warehouses. After all, that is 
a pretty fair location that old Yukon hospital site. 

Mr. Chairm~n: Is there. any further discussion? Are. you 
agreed with Primary 3402, the Yukon Regional'Lihary in the 
amount of $150,000.00? .. 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman. The next item is Welfare, St .• Mary's Nursing 
Home, Dawson, $30,850.00. ' 

Mr. McKenzie: Page 47. 

Mr. Chairmari: . E~tablishment No. 3504. 

Mr. Clerk: Agreed. 

Mr. S~aw:Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Ar~ you cle~r?· 

Mr. Boyd: Let me have a look. 

Mr. Shaw: ~ake a :look at this. This is something. 

Mr. Boyd: Might I ask is this the building .that they are 
now g,ing to reclas~ify as a nurse~' hom~? 

:":.:."1 

Mr. Shaw: Th~ nurses do stay there, yes. The heating plant 
they put in there is the heatingplarit they put in in 1901 
so I think it. needs review. .Instead of having it underneath 
where it has been, .i t will be put on .the same level. It is 
a fact that where it is now, wl?-en.it floods, the first thing 
that floods is the boiler syst~m. That has been happening 
for years and years.and~ears •. Last·'year it wa~ecess~ry to 
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one heating system that will supply heat to quite a few 
buildings and ~ec9ndly you ~ill have your caretaker who can 
look after tli.ese several Gov.ernment buildings. 10u have 
fire protection and the fact that you are going to have a. 
spot ,where you ,are going to .have a muse.um and a city, hall 
which is usually a thing of beauty in a town, particularly 
a new one,. A museum is a, thing to attract tourists a'nd is 
also aihirig of beauty. You have a park infront of it, the 
Whitehorse Metropolitan Park along the, river over a lit;tle 
bit. I ,think that the town is going to be sorry in a ,few 
years if they don't put all these things together and ma,ke 
a thing of beauty out of this library because $150,QOO.OO 
is only 3 times the building that we've got there now., It 
will.b~anice buil~{ng off by itself and as far as the 
obj~6tion to ti~~ i~ concerned, it is just an additional 
year of waiting time, vlhich was,' sufficient up till now and 
we have 'expanded this far beyond what the Administration .had, 
requested us tO,do origin~lly. I believe it was 2 sessions 
ago but the, Council here added something to the budget on,', 
the suggestion of Mrs. Collie~ and I don't think that the 
extra year before s6meone could move into the new library 
if they waited for the centennial complex to begin would 
cause ·any real hardship. I am sorry to see that this has 
not, beem, given more consideration. I, thought it was an ' 
original idea.of Mr. Thompson's and a very good one. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further ~iscussion? 

Mr. Boyd: I jus~ want to say that I can't concur with Mr. 
Watt's remarks. First of all, it is more central where' 
they proposed it than it is down here. Everything beyond 
here consists of trucks and warehouses. After ~ll, that is 
a pretty fair location that old rukon hospital site. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there. any further discussion? Are you 
agreed with'primary 3402, the Yukon Regional Lihary in the, 
amount of. $150,000 .,OO? ' 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman. The next item is Welfare, St. Mary's Nursing 
Home, Daws6n, 130,850~00. ' 

Mr. McKenzie: Page 47. 

Mr. Chaiiman: Establishment No; 3504. 

Mr. Clerk: Agreeq. 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you clear? 

Mr. Boyd: Let me have a look. 

Mr. Shaw: Take a look a t this.. This, is something. 

Mr. Boyd,: Might I a.sk is this the build'ing that t·hey are 
now g"ling to reclassify as a nurses' ho.me'? 

Mr. Shaw: The, nurses do stay there, yes. The heating plan.t 
they put in there is t"he heating plant they put in in 1901 
so I think it needs ieviewo Instead of having it under~eath 
where it has, been, 1 t will be '. put on the same level. It is 
a fa~t that where it is now i when.it floods, the first thing 
that floo,ds is, the boiler system. ' That has been happening 
for years and years ,and years.I"ast year, i~ wa~ecessary to' 
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Mr. Taylor (~r. Boyd in the Chair): We have ~een reviewing 
this b~siness of a regional library annually and I think 
there are a couple of points to consider here. One, of 
course, is t~e one Mr. Baker has just raised to do with 
maintenance t but I' think the mO,st important item is the fact 
that the ~pace in the library ,down here is grossly iriade
qwte. The problem has been that there is no shelf space to 
put up even enough books to serve Whitehorse and this res
trict~ the amount of b60ks that they can carry. Also. of 
course,. they have books. which they are currently circulating 
through the outer library. I feel that the library is 
warranted but what I question is whether or not we can get 
so~c participation. This is a cultural type of thing arid I 
think it was .suggested that possibly we approach the Canada 
Council for ~ grant or something of this nature. It was 
also ~uggested .that we could contact the Carnegie Foundation 
or the Gugenheim Foundation or one of those philanthropic 
groups and see if we could~et some contribution from them 
for this library •. But.I think the library is a very good 
thing,.I don't need to expound on that, but I would like to 
see some contribution f~om some other sources on it. 

Mr. McKenzie: I d'on' t t,hink we can expect any contribution' 
from Council. We have ~eceived an annual grant from them for 
the existing libra~y for the past few years and th~y have 
drawn the line at giving ,any more, but we did agree to 
explore the possibD.ity·of tapping other philanthropic 
sources like the Gugenheim Foundation and so on and that is 
being investigated. 

Mr. Taylor resumed the Chair. 

Mr. Boyd: Within the last 7 days there was quite a talk 
over the radio concerning this very subject and it was 
pointed ou.t that Canada is 50% behind the rest of the world 
in this library set-up_ It was pointed out that they are 
going to go ahead and catch up so it is obvious that we are 
in the same boat. 

Mr. Shaw: What would happen to the existing building? 
I believe that the I~O.D.E. have some equity in this.' Is 
that not so? 

Mr. McKenzie: I don't know about f~cts, but the building 
is suitable for adaptation to housing if necessary. In fact 
it looks more like a house than a library. 

Mr. Boyd: I asked Mrs. Collier about this too and she did 
tell me what they have planned for it. I have forgott.en 
what it was but it sounded snnsible to me. I have forgotten 
what she did say but at least I asked and I was satisfied 
with the answer I got, so that point I think is fairly well 
covered. 

Mr. Watt: I still feel that the Administration should have 
given Mr. Thompson's original suggestion a little bit more 
consideration. So far, I see that there are two object~ons 
againf' putting this in with the centennial complex Which. 
would put a few attractive public buildings together and 
make a unit out of them. First of all the location and 
secondly the need of having it right now. I don't see 
where there is much. difference in the location down on 2nd 
and Hawkins and on the proposed site where the City Hall is 
now. The City Hall and liquor store are still there and it 
is a blpck from a cbcktail lounge but there are only these 
two disadvantages. I think that the advantages outweigh the 
disadvantages because, first of all, you are going to have 
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pump it out to keep it dry at all times and that raised heck 
with the foundations. .If all those things were taken from 
the bottom and put on the same level as the. hospital then 
you could let the water go in underneath and you could pump 
out the silt without making any difference to the foundation. 
This is a wooden foundation. It is not the original one. 
It was the old courthouse years ago. 

Mr. McKenzie: This building houses the nurses' home and the 
aged men's home as well as St. Mary's Hospital. The idea is 
to put into the basement of a joint building all the utility 
equipment. 

Mr. Shaw: It is just an old building converted half into 
an old folk's home and half into a hospital. It is a 
technical matter whether you call it a hospital or a nursing 
station and is something to do with how you get funds and 
how you don't get them and how you spend them and how you 
don't. It is a very sensible idea. This place is a building. 
The original hospital burned down in 1951 so they moved into 
this old Government building that had not been used for years. 
The Sisters of St. Anne spent $100,000.00 converting it into 
a hospital. That was the amount of insurance they had for 
the old hospital and they put that into this new old place 
and tried their best to make it into a hospital so that 

. there would be a hospital there. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you clear on this item? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: This brings us to a total project capital 
expenditure of $1,719,700.00. Are you clear on that? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: You will note under Schedule B the recoveries 
as listed. For Christ the King High School, Dawson Elemen
tary, Watson Lake Elementary and Carcross School. The 
Whitehorse/Keno Road, the Stewart Crossing/Dawson Road, the 
Whitehorse Vacational Training School extension, totalling 
$702,968.00 on capital recovered. How do you wish to pro
ceed with this ~ill? 

It was moved by Counoillbr Sh~w, sec~nded by Councillor~Bbyd 
that Bill #3 be r.eported out of Committee without amendment. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish at this time to discuss a 
matter with Mr. Spray or do you wish to go on with Sessional 
Papers? 

Mr •• oyd: I think it would be wise to have Mr. Cameron with 
us at the same time as Mr. Spray, inasmuch as he was 'in this 
discussion some time ago with us. 

Mr. Chairman: Would .you agree then to go on with the 
Sessional Papers so that we may get caught up on those mat
ters? 

Mr. Thompson: ' Agreed/ 
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Mr. 'Chairman: I w.d.ll be two minutes here 'catching up on 
book work. Idon;tt believe we will require the services of 
Mr. McKenzie and Mi". Baker at this time. 

All w~re in,agr~~meht with this andMr~ McK&nzie and Mr. 
Baker: left the Council Chamber. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item for consideration is Sessional 
Paper #25. 

Mr. Cha.irman reads Sessional Paper #25. 

Mr. Chairman; Any questions on this Paper? 

Mr. Boyd: No questions. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #26. 

Mr. Chairman: 'Any questions on this Paper. 

Mr., Shaw: I note, that high rate for bne'month October/ 
Nov~mber, $2,468~00. I was given to understand that the 
heating system broke down and they were tising a special 
device so that it would not: freeze up. 

Mr. Chairman: Are we clear on this item? 

Mr. Boyd: I think someone t61d me that this company was 
going to be asked to reduce their rates. I don't know, but 
it is certainly quite something to have to payout that 
kind of money for what you get and I think if no change has 
come bynthe Fall then we had better think about it pretty 
seriously. 

Mr. Shaw: I am also very concerned about this. Howeve~, 
I believe in all fairness that we almost have to let this 
run for a year to see what the situation is and that comas 
round about July. We will then have a year's picture to 
draw from and I think at that time it may be lowered 
although it may not be possible to lower it. The point is 
that in a reaso~able manner we have to let it go for a year 
and then,if nothing is done I will certainly ask for a 
review of the whola situation. It is just a little early, 
at this time. It is a very remote area and it is very . 
expensive. 

Mr. yhairman:' 
Paper? 

Ii. 

Is there any furtherdiscu~sion on this ~ 
.;-: 

Mr. Boyd: Would Mr. Shaw know how many homes these lights 
are in. rJ the natives have their homes wired or is this 
just for one or two Governmen~ installations ? 

Mr. Shaw: Quite a number of the natives do have their homes 
wired and they have complained to me about the cost of the 
thing. They might have 100 Watt bulbs and when you have tel 
pay this kind .of. electrici tyyou have to cut dowl):"on consump
tion. It is anew thing and as I say I am very concerned 
about the cost of utilities. I think the situation should 
be reviewed at the end of a. year to find out whether these 
people are paying what they should or if it should be 
lowered. It appears to me that it should be lowered because 
I think the consumption is way higher than what it was 
intended to be but I don't know the answers at this time • 
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Mr. Chairm~n: ,I will be two minutes here catching up on 
book work. l' don't believe we will require the services of 
Mr. McKenzieandMro Baker at this time. 

All were in agre'ement 1I1ith this ahd' Mr ~ McKenzie' and Mr. 
Baker left th~,Cotincil Chamber. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item for consideFation is Se~sional 
Paper #25. 

Mr., Chairman reads Sess:i.onal Paper #25. 

Mr. Chairman: Any questions on this Paper? 

Mr. Boyd: No' questions. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #26. 

Mr. Chair~an: Any questions on this Paper. 

Mr~ Shaw: I note that high rate 'for bne'month October/ 
Nove~b~r,'$2,468,00., I was gii~n to understand th~tthe 
heating system broke down and they were using a ~~ecial 
device so that it would not freeze up. 

Mr. Chairman: Are we clear on this item? 

Mr. Boyd: I think someon~ t61d me that this company was 
going to be asked to reduce their rates. I don't know, but, 
it is certainly quite something to have to pay 6u~ thai 
kind of money for what you get and I think if no change has 
come bynthe Fall then we had better think about it pretty 
seriously. 

Mr. Shaw: I am also very concerned about this. Howe~~i, 
I believe in all fairness that we almost have to let this 
run for a year to see what the situation is and that c6mes 
round about July. We will then have a year's picture to 
draw from and I think at that time it may be lowered 
although it may not be possible to lower it. The point is 
that in a reasonable manner we have to let it go for a year 
and then ,if· nothing is done I will certainly ask for a 
review, of the whole situation. It is just a littl~ early 
at this-time. It is a very remote area and it is very 
expensive. • 
Mr. ,G):1airman:' Is there any further discussion' on this 
Paper? 

Mr. Boyd: Would Mr. Shaw know how many homes these lights 
are in. ro the natives have their homes wired or is this 
just for one or two Government; installations ? 

Mr. Shaw: Quite a number of the natives do have their homes 
wired and they have complained to me about the cost of the 
thing. They might have 100 Watt bulbs: :and when YOll have tcJ 
pay this Idnd of electricity you have to cut dowr,!onconsump
tion~: It is a new thinif~nd as I sai I am'very conc~rned 
about the cost of utilities. I think the situation should 
be reviewed at the end of a year to find out whether these 
people are paying what they should or'if it should be 
lowered. It appears to me that it should be lowered because 
I think the consumption is way higher than what it was 
intended to be but I don't know the answer~ ~tthis time • 
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pump it out to keep it dry at all times and that raised heck 
with the foundations. If all those things were taken from 
the bottom and put on the same level as the hospital then 
you could let the water go in underneath and you could pump 
out the silt without making any difference to the foundation. 
This is a wooden foundation. It is not the original one. 
It was the old courthouse years ago. 

Mr. McKenzie: This building houses the nurses' home and the 
aged men's home as well as St. Mary's Hospital. The idea is 
to put into the basement of a joint building all the utility 
equipment. 

Mr. Shaw: It is just an old building converted half into 
an old folk's home and half into a hospital. It is a 
technical matter whether you call it a hospital or a nursing 
station and is something to do with how you get funds and 
how you don't get them and how you spend them and how you 
don't. It is a very sensible idea. This place is a building. 
The original hospital burned down in 1951 so they moved into 
this old Government building that had not been used for years. 
The Sisters of St. Anne spent $100,000.00 converting it into 
a hospital •. That was the amount of insurance they had for 
the old hospital and they put that into this new old place 
and tried their best to make it into a hospital so that 

'there would be a hospital there. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you clear on this item? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: This brings us to a total project capital 
expenditure of $1,719,700.00. Are. you clear on that? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: You will note under Schedule B the recoveries 
as listed. For Christ the King High School, Dawson Elemen
tary, Watson Lake Elementary and Carcross School. The 
Whitehorse/Keno Road, the Stewart Crossing/Dawson Road, the 
Whitehorse Vecational Training School extension, totalling 
$702,968.00 on capital recovered. How do you wish to pro
ceed with this _ill? 

It was moved by Counoillor Sh~w, sec~nded by Councillor~BOyd 
t~at Bill #3 be r.eported out of Committee without amendment. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish at this time to discuss a 
matter with Mr. Spray or do you wish to go on with Sessional 
Papers? 

Mr. :loyd: I think it would be wise to have Mr. Cameron with 
us at the same time .as Mr. Spray, inasmuch as he was in this 
discussion some time ago with us. 

Mr. Chairman: Would you agree then to go on with the 
Sessional Papers so that we may get caught up on those mat
ters? 

Mr. Thompson: . Agreed/ 
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Mr. Thompsoh: It is not clear. I think all you are dling 
is perpetrating quite a racket here. $1,000000 a month for 
a year, that is $12,000.00. Let's ask for some answers now 
and cut it off at $6,000.00. I think this should be brought 
to the attention of the Yukon Electrical and have them give 
us some very concrete answers 9ne way or the other. I think 

. . J . ." 
somebo,dy LQ,und out that for one month in.the HoC.M.P •. 
barracks it was $5,000.00, s~ there are $6,000'.00 a month 
just 1rom 2 irtstallations so it is not going to. take th~m 
too long to get their capital costs back at this rate. I 
would suggest that this be looked into now and not a year 
from now. 

Mr. Shaw: I also heard about this $5,000000. As far as 
this actual part goes it probably isn't costing us any more 
now than it cost the Territorial Government to produce their 
own electricity at the time. Certainly it should have an 
investigation. That is why I mentioned oae year which will 
bring us to July 29th or something li~e that. That will be 
the time to have a look at this. iig.t at the moment I 
can't give you the answers. 

Mr. Boyd: We are over the winter months. 
not going to be used too much till July ~r 
Fall and I think Mr. Shaw should undertake 

The lights are 
even till the 
to assure us that . . 

he will have all the statistics this Fallo Either that or 
Council will go through it again. I aould like to see some 
of these accounts and an itemized statement of who is burn
ing what and so on to show how that money is arrived at. 

Mr. Watt: I. think there is an item in the budget for the 
Public Utilities Commission and if we can get this Commis
sion on t~e ball this summer and make this survey all 
through the Yukon Territory, including Old Crow, it would 
be a good t~ing. It would not take a group of experts long 
to find out what the cost is up there. It is a very basic 
thing, reduction of electricity. It would not take them 
very long to determine whether the cost was justified or 
not. It is too bad that this had not been carried forth a 
couple of years ago with the NOrthwest Territories. I think 
we should give all the encouragement we ean and when we come 
to this thing in the budget just ask for this thing to be 
done right away and try and get some action on it. This 
problem of power comes up frequently in our discussions here 
and if we can find out onee and for all what percentage of 
these costs are justified it will put an end to the matter. 

Mr. Shaw: I am not trying to take the part of any particu
lar company but look at it this way. Every month they have 
employed a local person in that area to look after the light 
plant and he is doing a very good job. He was born up there 
and is doing such a good job that, instead of sending a man 
every mouth (as they had to) to check over the plant, they 
have now reduced that to every two months. That in itself 
would be a saving of chartering a plane from Dawson, .which 
is $250.00, plus the cost from here to Dawson so that would 
knock off a considerable amonnt every month. That is one 
way they have brought this particular thing down and possi
bly more economies will be effected after they get the 
organization running. That is why I said that a year was 
not unreasonable. I am just as concerned as you, and per
haps more so. I shall certainly look int~ every phase of 
it but I can't just jump off like this uLtil I get a few 
facts together. 
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Mr. Watt: Am I getting Mr. Shaw right? We are paying for 
the elebtricity and we are also p~ying for the ser~i6e of it 
besides this? Does Yukon Eleotric' charter' an aeroplaiw'to 
go up there? Who pays for this plane? 

Mr. Shaw: ~hen you go into ~ grocery store yoU see that 
they have cler,ks' and they' have this and that ~ T ,/6\11d 
assume the consumer pays for it. It usua'liy ' happern3 that 
way and I imagine it, happens exactly the, same way in tlis' 
instance. ,It is charged up to the cost of the electric 
light and the profit and loss of the company that is operat:';' 
ing the plant. ' 

Mr. Chairman: Have we concluded Paper #26? 

Mr. Boyd: I hear remarks "I am clear", but I am not happy. 
I am willing to wait till this Fall. ' 

Mr. Shaw: I am not happy either. 

Mr. Chairman: May we thtn;proceed to the next Paper? 

Mr. Shaw: Just before we proceed, perhaps it might be a 
very good time to make a recommendation. I don't know 
whether it requires a~motion but I would recomme~d that the 
Government de~tainly look into this and keep a v~ry close 
eye on ~t, and ~o ask for a review of this sometime during 
the course, of the Summe~. ' ,.I, 

Mr. Boyd: I think a motion would be better. 

Mr 0 Ch,airman: All these things would be noted na t:urally. 

Mr. Shaw: J will move that the Administration, during the 
course of the Sqmmer, check this over and see if ~verything 
is warranted in relation to the prices charged, with the 
possibility of getting a reduction in rates for all the 
people. ' 

Mr. ~hairman: dould I have a copy of your motion? I have 
learned that since the Financial Advisory Committee discus
sions on this, item, at the request of the Financial Advisory 
Committee the Territorial Govertiment despatched somebody to 
Old Crowtp look into the situation and find otit why this 
power was so high and I believe they have effected some 
changes in the school up there and the~e was some reasonini 
behind the fact that it was so high. I believe they are 
looking into it. 

It was md~ed by Councillor Shaw, seconded by Councillor 
Boyd that the Administration, during this Summer, investi
gate the rates charged for electricity at Old Crow for th,e 
purpose of selling this power at a lower rate to all the ' 
users ~~ th~s village. 

Mr. Chairm'an: Are you prepared for the question? 

Mr. Watt: I would l~ke to ask the ma~er cif the ~otion if 
this is instead of the Ccnmi~~icin' that ~s co~ing Up. 

Mr. Shaw: This is not my intention. In the event,the 
Commission does not come up we have something to turnto~ 
If the Commission d,oes come up I would say it ,would be the 
duty of the Commissi'on. Just in case they don't the 
Administration may come back with the answer • 
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Mr. Watt: Am I getting Mr. Shaw right? We are paying for 
the electricity and we are also paying for the service of it 
besides this? Does Yukon Ele.ctric charter an a,eroplanE/to 
go up there? Who pays for this plane? . 

Mr. Sha~: When you go ihto 'a grocery store you,see th~~ 
they have clerks and th~y have this and thaL I 90u'td " 
assume the consumer pays for it. It usually happen-S thP:t'< 
way and I imagine it happens exactly the, same way in. .. tJis t· 
instance. It is charged up to the cost of the electric 
light and the profit and loss of the company that is operat
ing the plant. 

Mr. Chairman: Have we concluded Paper #26? 

Mr. Boyd: I hear remarks "I am clear", but I am not happy. 
I a~ ~illing to wait till ~his Fall. . , . 

Mr. Shaw: I a~ not happy either. 

Mr. Chairman: . May we th~t/ proceed to the next Paper? 

Mr. Shaw: Just before we proceed, perhaps it might be a 
very good time to make a recommendation. I don't know 
whether it requir~s a~motion but I would rec~~mend that the 
Government certainly look int? this and keep ivery close 
eye on it, and to ask for Qreview of this sometime during 
the course of the Summer. 

Mr. Boyd: I think a motion would be better. 

Mr. Chai~~an: All these things would be noted naturally.,' 

Mr. Shaw: I will move that the Administration, during the 
course of the Summer, check this over and see if ~verything 
is warrarited in relation ioi~e prices charged, with the 
possibility of getting a reduction in rates for all the 
people. 

Mr. Chairman: Could I have a copy of your motion? I have 
learned that since the Finan6{al Advisory Committee discus
sions on this item, at the re~uest of the Financial.Advi~ory 
Committee the Territorial Government despatched somebody to 
Old Crow tp look. into the siiuation and find out why this 
power was so high and I belie~e they have effecte~ some 
changes in th~ school up there and there was some reasoning 
behind the fact that it was so high. I believe they are 
looking into iL 

It was mov~d by Councillor Shaw, seconded by Councillor 
Boyd that the Administration, during this Summer, investi
gate the rates charged for electricity at Old Crow for the 
purpose of selling this power at a lower rate to all the 
users 6f this village. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you prepared for the question? 

Mr. Watt: I would like to ask the maker of the motion if 
thi~ is instead of the Ccnmission that is coming up~ 

Mr. Shaw: This is not my intention. In the ev~nt the 
Commission d6ei no~ come u~ we haye som~thing to turn to. 
If the Commission d9~8 come up I would say it would be the 
duty of the Commissibn~ Just in case they don't the 
Administration may come back with the answer • 
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Mr. Thompeoh: It is not clear. I think all you are dling 
is perpetrating quite a racket here. $1,000.00 a month for 
a year, that is $12,000.00. Let's ask for some answers now 
and cut it off at $6,000.00. I think this should be brought 
to the attention of the Yukon Electrical and have them give 
us some ve~y concrete answers one way or the other. I think 
somebody f,Qund out that for one month in the R.C.M.P. 
barracks it was $5,000.00, se there are $6,000.00 a month 
just from 2 installations so it is not going to take them 
too long to get their capital costs back at this rate. I 
would suggest that this be looked into now and not a year 
from now. 

Mr. Shaw: I also heard about this $5,000.00. As far as 
this actual part goes it probably isn't costing us any more 
now than it cost the Territorial Gove~nment to produce their 
own electricity at the time. Certainly it should have an 
investigation. That is why I mentioned 08e year which will 
bring us to July 29th or something li~e that. That will be 
the time to have a look at this. iig_t,at the moment I 
can't give you the answers. 

Mr. Boyd: We are over the winter months. The lights are 
not going to be used too much till July nr even till the 
Fall and I think Mr. Shaw should undertake to assure us that 
he will have all the statistics this Fall. Either that or 
Council will go through it again. I aould like to see some 
of these accounts and an itemized statement of who is burn
ing what and so on to show how that money is arrived at. 

Mr. Watt: I think there is an item in the budget for the 
Public Utilities Commission and if we can get this Commis
sion on t~e ball this summer and make this su·r·vey all. 
through the Yukon Territory, including Old Crow, it would 
be a good thing. It would not take a group of experts long 
to find out what the cost is up there. It is a very basic 
thing, reduction of electricity. It would not take them 
very long to determine whether the cost was justified or 
not. It is too bad that this had not been carriad forth a 
couple of years ago with the NOrthwest Territories. I think 
we.ei~ould give all the encouragement we ean and when we come 
t~'this thing in the budget just ask for this thing to be 
done right away and try and get some action on it. This 
problem of power comes up frequently in our discussions here 
and if we can find out onee and for all what percentage of 
these costs are justified it will put an end to the matter. 

Mr. Shaw: I am not trying to take the part of any particu
lar company but look at it this way. Every month they have 
employed a local person in that area to .lo·ok after the light 
plant and he is doing a very good job. He was born up there 
and is doing such a good job that, inste·ad of sending a man 
every month (as they had to) to check over the plant, they 
have now reduced that to every two months. That in itself 
would be a saving of chartering a plane from Dawson, which 
is $250.00, plus the cost from here to Dawson so that would 
knock ~ff a considerable amonnt every month. That is one 
way they have brought this particular thing down and possi
bly more economies will be effected ~fter they get the 
organization running. That is why I said that a year was 
not unreasonable. I am just as concerned as you, and per
haps more so. I shall certainly look int~ every phase of 
it but I can't just jump off like this uLtil I get a few 
facts together. 
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Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discussion on the 
motion? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #27. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe that there are some efforts being 
made along this line at the present time. Are you clear? 

Mr. Shaw: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #28. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe Mr. Commissioner is tied up at the 
present time. 

Mr. Boyd: I would suggest that we do not discuss this at 
all without Mr.· Commissioner being here and possibly any 
other interested personnel connected with the Administration. 

Mr. Chairman: If it is your desire, we have a matter of 
daylight saving time requiring discussion with the Commis
sioner along with a matter in relation to the Carcross 
School and also this Liquor Store matter. Possibly we 
could set this up for tomorrow morning following the Orders 
of the day if Mr. Commissioner could be with us. 

Mr. Boyd: Set all three of them up. 

Mr. Chairman: Would Committee agree to this? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessionai Paper #29. 

Mr. Watt: I think this memorandum was the result of a 
motion that I made and I would like to have this deferred 
until sometime when the Legal Advisor is with us. I don't 
think it is necessary for Mr. Cameron to be here, just the 
Legal Advisor. 

Mr. Chairman: Do Commi ttoo agree? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: We will be taking all these papers for final 
review at the end of the Session. That concludes the 
Sessional Papers and I have the other items set up for 
tomorrow. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Watt, that Mr. Speaker 
resume the Chair and hear the report of the Chairman of 
Committees. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Committee convened at 10:55 a.m. this 
morning to discuss bills, memorandums, sessional papers and 
motions. Committee first discussed Public Bills with Mr. 
McKenzie and Mr. Baker in attendance. It was moved by 
Councillor Shaw, seconded by Councillor Southam, that 
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Bill #1 be reported out of Committee without amendment'. 
Motion carried. 
It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Shaw that Bill #2 be reported out of Committee without 
amendment. Motion carried. 
Committee recessed at 12 noon and reconvened at 2 p.m. this 
afternoon. It was moved by Councillor Shaw, seconded by 
Councillor Boyd, that Bill #3 be reported out of Committee 
without amendment. Motion carried. 
Committee then considered matters related to Sess'ional 
Papers. It was moved by Councillor Shaw, se~on~ed by Coun
cillor Boyd, that the Administration, during the course of 
this summer, investigate the rates charged for electricity 
at Old Crow with the purpose of selling this power at a lower 
rate to all the users of this village. Motion carried. 
It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Watt, that Mr. Speaker do resume the Chair and hear the 
report of the Chairman of Oommittees. Motion carried. 

Council accepted the report of the Chairman of Committees 
and ,adjourned until 10:00 o'clock a.m., Thursday, March' 
25th, 1965. 

"i'",' . 
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Bill #1 be reported out of tommittee without amendment~ 
Motion carried. 
It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Shaw that Bill #2 be reported out of Committee without 
amendment. Motion carried. 
Committee recess~d at 12 noon and reconvened at 2 p.m. this 
afternoon. It was moved by Councillor Shaw, seconded by 
Councillor Boyd, that Bill #3 be reported out of Commi~tee 
without amendment. Motion carried. 
Committe~ then considered m~tterA'related to, Sessional 
Papers. It was moved by Councillor Shaw, seconded by Coun
cillor Boyd, that the Administration, during the course of 
this summer, investigate the rates charged for electricity 
at Old Crow with the purpose of selling this power at a lower 
rate to all the users of this village. Motion car~i~d. 
It was moved by, Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Watt, that Mr. Speaker do resume the Chair Bnd hear the 
report of the Chairman of Committees. Motion carried. 

Council accept~d the report df the Chairman of Commit~ees 
and adjourned until 10:00 o'clock a.m., Thursday, March, 
25th, 1965. 
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Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discussion on the 
motion? 

Mr. Boyd: Clear. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #27. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe :thatthere are some efforts beipg 
made along this line at the present time. Are you clear? 

Mr. Shaw: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #28. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe Mr. Commissioner is tied up at the 
present time. 

Mr. Boyd: I would suggest that we do not discuss this at 
all without Mr. Commissioner being here and possibly any 
other interested personnel connected with the Administration. 

Mr. Chairman: If it is your desire, we have a matter of 
daylight saving time requiring discussion with the Commis
sioner along with a matter in relation to the Carcross 
School and also this Liquor Store matter. Possibly we 
could set this up for tomorrow morning following the Orders 
of the day if Mr. Commissioner could be with us. 

Mr. Boyd: Set all three of them up. 

Mr. Chairman: Would Committee agree to this? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #29. 

Mr. Watt: I think this memorandum was the result of a 
motion that I made and I would like to have this deferred 
until sometime when the Legal Advisor is with us. I don't 
think it is necessary for Mr. Cameron to be here, just the 
Legal Advisor. 

Mr. Chairman: Do Committooagree? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: We will be taking all these papers for final 
review at the end of the Session. That concludes the 
Sessional Papers and I have the other items set up for 
tomorrow. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Watt, that Mr. Speaker 
resume the Chair and hear the report of the Chairman of 
Committees. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Committee convened at 10:55 a.m. this 
morning to discuss bills, memorandums, sessional papers and 
motions. Committee first discussed Public Bills with Mr. 
McKenzie and Mr. Baker in attendance. It was moved by 
Councillor Shaw, seconded by Councillor Southam, that 
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Thursday, March 25, 1965, 
10:00 o'clock a.m. 

Mr. Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called to 
order. 

The following memorandum from the Commissioner dated March 23, 
1965, was tabled. 
Attached is a copy of the Minutes of the tenth meeting of the 
Advisory Committee on Finance, held in Room 307, F~de~al 
Public Building, Whitehorse, during the period covering 
February 1st to 4th, 1965, inclusive. 

Sessional 
Paper 
#30 

Mr. MacKinnon gave not1oe of llbt~on respecting Historical 
Site or Tourist Amenities at Mount Kennedyo 

Notices of 
Motion 

#18 

Mr. Watt gave Notice of Motion respecting Cemesto Buildings Motion 
at the Camp Takhini Area. #19 

Mr. Watt gave Notice of Motion respecting Winter House 
Building Incentive Programme as applicable to North of the 
60~ Parallel and particularly the Yukon Territory. 

Mr. Thompson gave notice of Motion respectingIssuin~ of 
Motor Vehicle Licences. 

Mr. Shaw gave Notice of Motion respecting Yukon Fishing. 

Motion 
#20 

Motion 
#21 

Motion 
#22 

Mr. Shaw (with Mr. Taylor in the Chair), gave notice' of 
Motion respecting Airport Facilities. 

'Motion 
#23 

Mr. MacKinnon moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd that it is 
respectfully requested that the Administration make a study 
with resp~ct to the establishment of a nursing station at 
Carmacks and report the findings of the study back to Council 
a~early 'as possible. 

Motion 
. #15, 

Mr. MacKinnon: As you all might realize the town of Carmacks 
is expanding very rapidly. We have near to 100 employees, at 
the near by mining area. I think it is a real necessity at 
this time. 

Mr. Boyd: I seconded this motion and all it asks for is that 
it be looked into and I think it is worthy of being looked 
into. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I think this is a sensible motion and 
I think it is well worded we have had motions before here 
saying we should do this and we should do that, but this is 
a request to have the Administration make a study and as we 
all know it is a growing community and we hope there will be 
two mills inthere within the next twelve months and the 
Administrati.on probably know more about this than we db,' and 
they can report back. As we he~rd from the Community Club 
up there there'is need for this and the nurse in the area has 
suggested there is possibly a need for this. I .:'.i,; t:l.,~,t 

v',ll G ... ..: 
• \oj !.J. .1. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker, while in the Carmacks area I t06k 
it upon myself to inquire from the nurse approximately how 
many men were employed at the two mines at Mount Nansen 
discovery and she told me there were approximately 50 in each 
mine~ I asked her how many accidents they had whether severe 
or otherwise , and she told me they had a fair amount some of 
the men had to be tied up and so forth, and of course I . 
inquired where they go from there.' They come into Whitehorse~ 
How much does it cost to bring them into Whitehorse? $55~00 
by taxi. It seems to me that when you have the two mines, 
the town, it seems to me there is adequate room for sometiing, 
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especially if these mines go ahead. I agree with Mr. Mac
Kinn~n it should be looked into first but it also appears to 
me that we should go further at another time may te when we 
find out what all this amounts too I have spoken to Mr. 
Hibberd at, the Coal Mines on several occasions as you know 
being in my position I come down to the Coal Mines once or 
twice a year for safety inspection and Le hdS told me on 
several occasions where people have had temperatures 'and 
things like this, and nobody to look after them, and they' 
have had.to rush them fromCarmacks to Whitehorse; which I 
think §rl.ything could happen in that distance.! think is a 
thing that ia well worth out support. 

Mr. Taylor: I can only whole heartedly concur with the 
Members'lNho have sp ken before me'. It is interesting to note 
that there are no less than at least three proposals voiced 
both in and out of Council over the past -'l~o~t &s Many da 
of smallco~munities seeking relief,from their medical 
problems through '~he placemet: of nurses and I feel th 
is a very legitimate request. 

Motion Carried. 

DiscussionMr. Taylor moved, seconded b;y- 1111'0 Shaw that in jifle op~n~on of 
Motiori Council, the Administration, in c6-oper~tion w"h the Northern 

@16 Administration Branch, N.A. & N.R. and the Fe ,'ral Department 
of Labour, undertake at the earliest possib, moment a 
complete study of existing labour legislat" " in the Territory, 
with a view to forwarding to Council at th Fall Session 
recommendations respecting legislative r 
Yukon Territory. ' , 

Mr. Taylor: This motion "'Tas prompted /'Y two factors. , One 
of course is the need for more adequa~e labour legislation 
in the Yukon Terri tory ',-,hieh isappa ,.ut here at home • The 
other is as a result . of the dJ 8C L,ss"":,'n',3 of the Financial 
Advisory CommiJ"tee in Otta\"ra. Dur~g tbat time we took up 

1"-' 

some of i''1e problems related to tht strike that we encountered 
here last fall at the Tourist Serv';f,lces site and matters 
related to arbitration a'nd 'this tlpe of thing. We pointed 
out the need for basic minimtims,~rotection for the workman, 
protection for tho enployer, an<l1:a11 these prob'lems 0 tie 
also pointed O'.lt the ant:~quity ~''f our Ordinance, so rather 
than attempt to s::' t hore and p~:~k a1t.ray at the Ordinance and 
amend it' and change it and so ,tbrth, this motion would ask 
that acomple~0 review of al! liboui legislation be made 
-our own existing legislation$ and the compilation of a draft 
ordinance respecting labo~r id the Yukon Territory. I feel 
that certainly all Members whb have dealt with labour will 
agree that this is a ~ost important matter and I feel that. 
it shciula be given the full~~t and most immediate attention 
that the ~arious respective k6vernm~nt departments can give 
this request. 

Mr. Watt: I beli~ve it was last session or session before 
last that we'had ~ document before us which gave 'a list of 
questions and th~ Administt~tion wanted our opinion on this 
list of around 80 que~tions so that they could draft an 
Ordinance on our opinions. Does Mr. Taylor remember what 
considerations w~had given in thatidocument? 

Mr. Taylor: Yet, Mr. Speaker, I have that document her~ 
this was' forwarded to us, I believe, in October of 1963, 
and it asks in effect 86 different questions related to 
proposed labour relacions ordina:r!0e - I""'l'mpr.ation- of points 
in ~hich (~~~~t~.o~·o~ C~~~jil is desired, in fact~t that 
time we h~d asked that a senio~ official 6f the Federal 
Department of Labour come io Council ~nd discuss: this matter 
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especially if these mines go ahead. I agree with Mr. Mac
Kinnon it should be looked into first but it also appears to 
me 'that we sho'uld go. further at another time mayte when we 
find out what all this amounts to. I have spoken to Mr. 
Hibberd at the Co~l Mines pn several occasions as you know 
being in my position I come down to the Coal Mines once or 
twice a year for safety inspection and Le hds told me on 
s,everal occasions where people have had temperatures 'and 
things like this, and nobody to look after them, and they 
have had to rush them fromCarmacks to Whitehorse, which I 

'think anything ,could happen in that distance. Tthinkis a 
thing that is well worth our support. 

~Mr. Taylor: I can only whole heartedly concur with the 
'Members who have sp' ken befor~ me. It ,is interesting to note 
that there are no less than at least three proposQlsvoiced 
both in and out of Council over the past ,'l~O~~ as many days 
of small communities se~king relief from their medical 
problem~ through the placeme~~ of nurses and I feel that this 
is a very legitimate request. 

Motion Carried. 

DiscussionMr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Shaw that in the op1n10n of 
Motio~ Council, the'Administration, in co-operation with the Northern 

/'-

~. 

r' 
~-

@16 Administration Branch, NoA. & N.Ro and the Federal Department 
of Labour, undertake at the earliest possible moment a 
complete study of existing labour legislatio~ in the Territory, 
with a view to forwarding to Council at the Fall Session 
recommendations respecting legislative requirements in the 
Yukon Territory. 

Mr. Taylor: This motion lITas prompted by two factors. One 
of course is the need for more adequate labour legislation 
in the Yukon, Territory "."hich is apparent here at home. The 
other is as a resul toJ the dl sCl:ssio~:::; of the, Financial 
Advisory Committee in Ottawa. During that time we took up 
some of the problems relat~d to the strike that we encountered 
here last fall at the Tourist Services site and matters 
related to arbitration and this type of thing. We pointed 
out,the need for basic minimums, protection for the wbrkman, 
protection for the er.:ployer, and all these problems. !Ie 
also pointed out the antiquity of our Ordinance, so rather 
than attempt to sit here and pick away at the Ordinance and 
amend·it'and change it and, so forth, this motion would: ask 
that accmplete review of all'labour legislation be made 
-our own existing legislation, and the compilation of a draft 
ordinance respecting labo~r in the Yukon Territory. I feel 
that certainly all Members who have dealt with labour will 
agree that this is a most important matter and I feel that' 
it shpuld be given the fullest and most immediate attention' 
that the various respective government departments can'give 
this request. 

Mr. Watt: I believe'it was-last session or session"befor~ 
last irhat we had a document "before us which gave a list of 
questions ind the Administr~tion wanted our opinion ,on this 
list of around 80 questions so that they could draft an 
Ordinance on our oplnions. Does Mr. Taylor remember what 
considerations we had given in that,:document? 

Mr. Taylor: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I have that document here 
this was-forwarded to us, I believe, in October of 1963, 
and"it asks in effect 86 different questions related to 
proposed labour relations ordinanc<9 - ~Y1'Jm"?ration" of points 
in ',:"hich r>·:'·,:,,~,';:~,o~\-C"'."C\";r:',':d,l is desired, in fact at that 
time we had asked that a senior official of the Federal 
Department of Labour come to Co~ncil and discuss this matter 
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Thursday, March 25, 1965, 
10:00 o'clock a.m. 

Mr. Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was cal~e'd to 

order. '" ,/:};:~ 

The following memorandum from the Commissioner datetMarch ,t,ty 

1965, was tabled. t 
23, 

Attached is a, copy of the Minutes of the tenth m~~ting of 
Advisory Committee on Finance, held in Room 307,.,1Federal 

the Sessional 
Paper 

Public Building, Whitehorse, during the period #30 
February 1st to 4th, 1965, inclusive. 

Mr. MacKinnon gave I~::liioe of 
Site or Tourist Amenities at 

{'i' 
~f 

llotruon respectiJ,fg Historical 
Mount Kennedy.'" 

Notices of 
Motion 

#18 

Mr. Watt gav'e Notice of Motion respecting.l!Cemesto Buildings 
at. the Camp Takhini Area 0 Hi 

Motion 
#19 

Ofi" 

Mr. Watt gave Notice of Motion respecti~~ Winter House 
Building Incentive Programme as applic~~le to North of the 
60~ Parallel and particularly the Yukoi Territory. 

Motion 
#20 

fll 
Mr. Thompson gave notice of Motion re~:pecting Issuing of 
Motor Vehicle Licences. f 

# 
Mr. Shaw gave Notice of Motion respe~ting Yukon Fishing. 

.f! 
/J 

Mr. Shaw (with Mr. Taylor 
Motion respecting Airport 

;j( 

in the Cliair), 
Facilities. 

", 

gave notice of 

Mr 0 MacKinnon moved, seconded by ~'r. Boyd that it is 
respectfully requested that the Administration make a study 
with re~pect to the establishmen~of a nursing station at 
Carmacks'and report the findings of the study back to Council 
as early as possible. 

Mot:i,on 
#21" 

Motion 
#22 

Motion 
#23 

Motion 
#15 

Mr. MacKinnon: As you all might realize the town of Carmacks 
is expanding very rapidly. We have near to 100 employees at 
the near by mining area. I think it is a real necessity at 
this time. 

Mr. Boyd: I seconded this motion and all it asks for is that 
it be looked into and I think it is worthy of being looked 
into. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I think this is a sensible motion and 
I think it is well worded we have had motions before here 
saying we should do this and we should do that, but this is 
a request to have the Administration make a study and as we 
all know it is a growing community and we hope there will be 
two mills inthere within the next twelve months and the 
Administration probably know more about this than we do, and 
they can report back. As we heard from the Community Club 
up there there is need for this and the nurse in the area'has 
suggested there is possibly a need for this. I .~:.i; t,.\;::'t 

·.;~.u G', •• ~.;.' ~j. '; ! 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker, while in the Carmacks area I took 
it upon myself to inquire from the nurse approximately how 
many men were employed at the two mines at Mount Nansen 
discovery and she told me there were approximately 50 in each 
mine.. I asked her how many accidents they had whether severe 
or otherwise , and she told me they had a fair amount some of 
the men had to be tied up and so forth, and of course I 
inquired where they go from there. They come into Whitehorse. 
How much does it cost to bring them into Whitehorse? $55~00 
by taxi. It seems to me that when you have the two mines, 
the town, it seems to me there is adequate room for sometliing, 
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so that we didn't feel that we wereinccG~etentto decide issu~s 
in matters of this type of thing. Of course this was turned 
down by Ottawa and I think at that time I very strongly pointed 
out well if the Feder~Government wont send us these people 
maybe the unions wouid send us somebody, and that is about 
where the whole thing died. There has never, to my knowledge 
been anyt~irtg done about it up until the Spring' Session of 
the Advisory Committee when I did raise it in Ottawa. 
Consequently it was suggested that this may be the best 
approach to have a review, so this is what I am suggesting 
in the motion. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Taylor, you mentioned that you raised this 
in Ottawa, what kind of a reaction did you get? 

Yr. Taylor: Well Mr. Speaker, as I just outlined, that the 
conclusion of the whole discussion, it was a very short 
discussion, was that they would be quite receptive to a 
review if the Council so desires. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I think that was the general reception 
that was received on this point, I feel that the Administrat!o~ 
has already taken steps towards drafting labour legislation 
and that the co-operation they had received from Council was 
very little. I think that we should take up where we left 
off and go make another request to have somebody from the 
Department of Labour and go through these 86 questions that 
have been ~sked of us and on the basis of that the Legal 
Advisor can proceed with the drafting. Something along that 
line - is this what you mean Mr. Taylor. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, yes this is true. I won't get 
involv~d in the other argument. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe last fall we did have a man from the 
Labour Relations Office. 

Mr. Taylor: Yes, Mr. Speaker, this is true. He was only 
able, aftermariyhours of discussion, to answer about 5% 
of the questions. 

Mr. Southam: Mr~ Sp~aker, I think that if you don1t do 
something like this that the union will do something, from 
what I gather. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr~ Taylor moved', seoonded by Mr. Boyd, that C6uncil discus~ 
~n Committee of the Whole, matters related to ge~e~al 
taxatiort,' wit~ Mr. tommi~sioner and Mr. MacKenzie in 
attendance. 

Mr. Taylor: I will be very brief in this Mr. Speaker, I 
think this is a subject near and dear to all our hearts 
around this table, and the motion would merely officially put 
this matter in Committee of the Whole for discussion and I 
did not iriclude ~h~ Assessor as the Tax Assessor is also 
Clerk~of-Council;·and I would assume that he would be here 
during the dis~~s$iori. 

Mr. ~att: Mr. 'Chairman;' I belie~e we will be discussing the 
budget, and this would be coming up in Committe~ of the Whole 
and does the maker 6f th~ motion want tw~ separate meetings 
on this or would he be content to vvai t until we discuss the 
budget, because there are severai items relatirig'to taxation.' 
What is the point Df the motion Mr. Speaker? 
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Mr. Taylor: Mr~ Speaker, let us just say that this is 
another separata item respecting all facets of Territorial 
Taxation. 

Mr. Speaker: :Does that answer your question Mr~ Watt? 

Mr. Watt: Yes, if the rest'of Council want tw~ meetings on 
taxation, its fine with mef ~J 

~" 

Mr. Taylor: Yes, there is no duplication i~tended here, 
Mr. Speaker. 

ii, 

Motionftcarried. 
;";,', 

" 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Southam,;!i'that third reading 
be given to Bill #1. (Second Supplement~ry Appropriation 
Ordinance) 1964/65. I 

Mot/ion Carried. 
if" . 

Mr. Southam moved, seconded by Counc~~lor Boyd, that third 
~ea~ing be given to Bill #2. (Interi' Supply Appropriation 

:.Ol'!.Ylinance 1965). I"',;~r' , 
·otion Carried. 

I {, 

~i 
Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mf. So~tham, that third reading 
be g~ven to Bill #3., AN ORDINANCE 'OR GRANTING TO THE 
COMMISSIONER CERTAIN SUMS OF MONE~:i TO DEFRAY THE EXPENSES OF 
THE PUBLIC SERVICE OF THE'TERRITO~Y. (First Appropriation 
Ordinance 1965-66). , 

J\~, 

tf M t' C 'd fi: 0 ~on arr~e • 
>' 
~;,: 

Mr. Speaker: Now gentlemen to r'~tify a previous area you 
will now go back to questions. i 

&, 
fif, 

The following question was dire~~ed to the Administration by 
Mr. MacKinnon: Does C.N.T. pay {gas tax, and if so how much? , 

t 
'.' ~ 

Clerk-of-Council: I can answer~that Mr. Speaker, if 
Councillor MacKinnon will accepi an oral answer. 

Mr. Speaker~ Will you accept a~ oral reply Mr. MacKinnon. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Yes. 

Clerk-of-Council: The, answer i~ yes they do, they started 
last year and they pay the same as you and I, as a matter of 
fact last year there was a bill· which went through the House 
of Commons ,which put all Crown corporations under the 
Provincial Legislat~on as far as motor vehicle licences and 
gasoline tax is concerned. They now, in other words, pay 
full priQe for their automobile licences, truck licences, 
etc., the same as you and I. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Thank you .Mr. Clerk. 

Mr. Boyd: I have a question Mr. Speaker, it is out of the 
ordinary I think, in last nights paper I noticed a big ad 
-one girl looked as though she had just fallen in love, and 
the other girl looked as though she had just taken a dose 
of headache tablets or something and it was stating that if 
you were sick about YQur income, tax,You could go and get ~ome 
forms at the,Post Office. Now I notice that we paid - the 
Federal Government paid - $200,000.00 to some advertising 
company to print' our name on those personalized forms. ,Here, 
we are squabbling and,trying to save nickels and dimes and 
how far is this advertising going to go? Surely we have got 
into a funny state of affairs. I wonder if Council is concerned 
how there money has been spent with regard to advertising 
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Mr~ Taylor: Mr. Speaker, let us just say that ·this is 
another separate item respecting'all facets of Territorial 
Taxation. 

Mr. Speaker:.Does that answer your question Mr. Watt1 

Mr. Watt: Yes, if the rest of Council want two meetings on 
taxation, its fine with mej . 

Mr. Taylor: Yes, there is no duplication intended here. 
Mr. Speaker. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that third reading 
be given to Bill #1. (Second Supplementary Appropriation 
Ordinance) 1964/65. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Southam moved, seconded by Councillor Boyd, that third 
~eading be given to Bill #2. (Interim SQpply Appropriation 

:,Ol,"rUnance 1965) •. 
Motion Carried. 

Mr. Boyd moved,seconded by Mr. Southam, that third reading 
be g~ven to Bill #3. AN ORDINANCE FOR GRANTING TO THE 
COMMISSIONER CERTAIN SUMS OF MONEY TO DEFRAY THE EXPENSES OF 
THE PUBLIC SERVICE OF THE:TERRITORY. (First Appropriation 
Ordinance 1965-66). 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Speaker: Now gentlemen to rectify a previous area you 
will now go back to questions. 

The following question was directed to the Administra'tion by 
Mr. MacKinnon: Does C.N.T. pay gas tax, and if so how much? 

Clerk-of-Council: I can answer that Mr. Speaker, if 
Councillor MacKinnon will accept an oral answer. . 

Mr. Speaker: Will you accept an oral reply Mr. MacKinnon. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Yes. 

Clerk-of-Council: The answer is yes they do, they started 
last year and they pay the same as you and I, as a matter of 
fact last year there wai? a bill which went through the House 
of Commons which put all Crown corporations under the 
Provincial Legislation as far as motor vehicle licences and 
gasoline tax is concerned. They now, in other words, pay 
full priQe for their automobile licences, truck licences, 
etc., the same as you and I. 

Mr. MacKinnon: ~hank you.Mr. Clerk. 

Mr. Boyd! I have a question Mr. Speaker, it is out. of the 
ordinary I think, in last nights paper I noticed a big ad 
-one girl looked as though she had just fallen in love, .and 
the other girl looked as though she had just taken a dose 
of headache tablets or something and it was stating that if 
you were sick about your income tax you could go.and get some 
forms at the.fast Office. Now I'notice that we paid - the 
Feder~l Government paid - $200,000.00 to some advertising 
company to print'9ur name on those personalized forms. Here 
we are squabbling and trying to save nickels and dimes and 
how far is this advertising going to go? Surely we have got 
into a funny state of affairs. I wonder if Council is concerned 
how there money has been spent with regard to advertising 
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so that: we didn't feel that we wereincoo~etentto decide issu~s 
in matters of this type of thing. Of course this was turned 
down by Ottawa and I think at that time I very strongly pointed 
out well if the FederruGovernment wont send us these people 
maybe the unions would send us somebody, and that is about 
where tl+e :w;hole thing died. There has never ,to my knowledge 
been anything done about it up until the Spring 'Session of 
the Advisory Committee when I did raise it in Ottawa. 
Consequently it was suggested that this may be the best 
approach to have a review, so this is wnat I am suggesting 
in the motion. . 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Taylor, you mentioned~hat you raised this 
in Ottawa, i'fhat kind of a reaction q,{d you get? 

"/' 
I:' 

Yr. Taylor: Well Mr. Speaker, as t just outlined, that the 
conclusion of the wholediscussioni~ it was a very short 
discussion, was that they would b.; quite receptive to a 
reviewi£ the Council so desiresj' 

':i<i'~ 
,_1 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I thinklWthat was the general reception 
that was received on this pointi'; I feel that the Administr'atiOlil 
has already taken steps toward~' drafting labour legislation 
and that the co-operation the~jhad received from Council was 
very little. I think thatwe4should.take up where we left 
off and go make another requ~!'¥'t to have somebody from the 
Department .of Labour and go#:hrough these 86 questions that 
have been asked of us and o~the basis of that the Legal 
Advisor can proceed with th~ drafting. Something along that 
line - is this what you meari Mr. Taylor. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, :/~s this is true. I won't get 
invoived in the other arguffiento 

:"/ 
Mr. Chairman:. I believe ];;~st fall we did have a man from the 
Labour Relations Office. , 

Mr. Taylor:. Yes, Mr. Spe~ker, this is true. He was only 
able, after m~ny hours ofUdiscussion, to answer ~bout 5% 
of the questions. 0 
Mr. South~m: Mr. Speiker, I think th~t if you don't do 
something like this that~the union will do something, from 
what I gather. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd, that CouJ;lqil discuss 
~n Committee of the Whole., matters related to gerie~al 
taxation, with Mr. Commi~sioner and Mr. MacKenzi~ in 
attendance. 

Mr. Taylor: I will be very brief in this Mr. Speaker, I . 
think this is a subject ne.ar and dear to all our hearts 
around this table, and the'motion would merely officially put 
this matter in Committee of the Whole for discussion and I 
did not include the A~sessor as the Tax Assessor is also 
Clerk-of-Council, and I would assume that he would be here 
during the disn~ssion. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Chairman, I believe we will be discu~sing the 
budget, and this would be. coming up in Committee of the Itlhole 
and does the maker of the ~otion want two separate meetings . 
on this or would he be content to wait until we discuss th~ 
budget, bec~use there are several items relating to taxation. 
What is the p~intof the motion. Mr. Speaker? 
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girls and,so on when they are squeezing the dollars out of 
you income taxwisec 

Mr. Speaker: Who do you direct that question to Mr. Boyd? 

Mrc Boyd: Anybody who feels they are capable of an«lwering 
it will suffice. 

Mr. W~tt: Well if the question is are we concerned ~ith 
where are tax dollars are going I can certainly say lam 
concerned. 

Mr. Watt: I would like to ask a question. ,Has the Territorial 
Council in its official or unofficial capacity done anything 
towards congratulating Mr. Robert Kennedy for a succes~fui' ' 
climb on the mountain. 

Mr. Speaker: Not that I know of in an official manner. 
Perhaps the Clerk could answer that question Mr. Watt. 

Clerk-of-Council: Y6u expected the Commissioner, to be here 
at 10:30 this morning and I have sent the message to his 
office but he is tied up this morning with Senator Kenn'edy 
and I expect that he will be heFe with Senator Kennedy, at 
approximately 11:30. You will be able to give him YOllr 
congratulations at that time. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, this gives raise to another ~uestion. 
Would it be possible for this House to waive the regu~ar 
Orders of the Day, I, think there is a written motion b~fpre 
the house concerning Mount Kennedy and ~ historical~ite, s6 
if we could waive the uS1.\al 2'4 hpurs notice so that we pould 
consider this possibly before,Mr. Kennedy came. It would of 
course take full agreement of the house here. Do you ~hink 
this could be done Mr. Speaker1 It is a very good motion. 

Mr. Speaker: What would be the pleasure of the House? 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to put ihat in the f6rm 
of a motion" t~e proper way is to move that we waive the 
us,u,al procedure of the House to consider Motion #18 
respecting Historic~l Site or Tourist Amenities at Mo:unt 
Kennedy. 

Mr. MacKinnon! I second that motion Mr. Speaker. 
" :.'.: 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, if there was ariy urgency to this 
matter r could agree but in this case I don't feel I could. 
In: the first place I would like a written copy of the 
motiori before me before considering ~ny motion regardless of 
what it is" and I do not see the urgeppy here, I, of course 
have no idea of what the context. 'is, 'and I don't feel that 
we should necess:arily do this unless as I say it is a matter 
of some, urgent 'concern, or at least until we find out what 
the context oJ Jhe mot ion is, in w,ri ting. 

Mr. Speaker: I might mention at this time, that due to the 
fact that this climb has recently been accomplished with a 
great deal of publicity, and thie g$ntleman that has done 
this will be leaving in the very very near future. The 
matter which has been brought up, if it is jU,st a matter of 
24 hours earlier it can still get discussion in the nor~al 
manner, by handling it today. 

Mr. Watt: Yes Mr. Speaker, anybody here can ~~row a 
monkeywrench into this. It is the right of anyone of u~ 
here to agree to the suggestion that we discuss this now 
but if one or two Councillors would like to do that that is 
fine, but I think it is a motion that would have far more 
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effect if the Council were going to pass it anyway, if it 
were done today~ Not onlj that but it may have results -
more effective results. 

Mro Boyd: Mr. Speaker, I don't know what the motion. is or 
how it reads but if we are going to pass it be it today, 
to-morrow ~r a week from now it seems to me we can be' 
bogged down in red-tape all the time and I am pre~~red to 
listen to it, discuss it, and pass it if the wording suits 
me. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, if the house so d~Cides th~t they 
wish to discuss this motion I would certai~ly go along with 
it. 

Mr. Thompson: Mr. Speaker, could we ha~~ Mr. Clerk read the 
motion and maybe we can decide then whether or not we shall 
proceed. 

Mr. Speaker: If this is agreed to the motion will be read 
and then it will be up to the member~to discuss it and 
pass '.~ opinion on the motion. In q~herwords we are just. 
putting it a day forward. Are you ~greed with this motion 
requesting that the Orders of the P~y be put forward and 
this motion be discussed at this tt~e? 

Agreed. 

Mr. MacKinnon moved, seconded by;·iiMr. Watt that because of 
the historical significance of ~he selection of Mount 
Kennedy to c6mmemorate the memo~i of the late Presid~nt of 
the United States of America iIt:" the Yukon and \tJhereas the 
present successful climb by Sedlator Robert Kennedy is 
attracting international attention to the area it is 
respectfully requested that this Administration immediately 
assess the possibility of 1l1ak:img the area more accessible 
to tourists and construct som~thing of a historical n~ture 
to commemorate this historic occasion. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, in s~'~onding the motion, it is the 
actual r~que~t in the motion~~s first of all to more or less 

').' 

congratulate the Government ~t Canada for selecting a 
mountaiti in the Yukon to co~~emorate the late President~ 
Secondly to credit to the Se~ator from New York, Bobby 
Kennedy for tbe interest thai he has taken in this mountain 
in the Yukon Territory, and the international attention, 
that this occasion has attracted. Thirdly it is a simple 
request for the Administration to assess the possibility 
of making the area more acce~sible and pos~ibly to construct 
something of a historical nat',ure there. I think that'if 
this motion did go to Ottawa,\and aft~r the attention it 
has received, possibly something could be done aboutthi~. 
We mQyget ~ lot of support from Ottawa on this and if we 
did and the cost was not too great' .nd Dttawa was willing to 
supply the funds for something of a nature Buch as this, 
then I am sure that the ;number o£ tourists that come in to 
the country may multiply to over three fold. It may keep 
these tourists in the country an extra day or two,: that is 
lovely area and if the mountain was accessible I ~nderstand 
it is a beautiful view yo,u'ca'hi see the Pacific Ocean on 
One side 'and the lovely Yukon on the other, and the' fishing' 
and the game - it is a request, it is not putting anybody 
on the spot and it is up to the Administration to proceed 
with this further and I certainly hope they will do so 
at the Federal level and possibly the Yukon could benefit 
possibly many times over. 
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effect if the Council were going to pass it anyway, if it 
were done today. Not only that but it may have results -
more effective results. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Speaker, I don't 'know what the motion is or 
how it reads but if we are going to pass it be it today, 
to-morrow ~~ a week from now it seems to me we can be 
bogged down in red-tape all the time and I am pre~~~ed to 
listen to it, discuss it, and pass it if the wording suits 
me. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, if the house so decides that they 
wish to discuss this motion I would certainly go along with 
i:t. 

Mr. Thomps6n: Mr. Speaker, could we have Mr. Clerk read the 
motion and maybe we can decide then whether or not we shall 
proceed. 

Mr. Speaker: If this is agreed to the motion will be read 
and then it will be up to the members to discuss it and 
pass _. opinion on the motion. In other words ~e are just 
putting it a day forward. Are you agreed wlth this motion 
reqtiesting that the Orders of the bay be put fo~ward and 
this motion be discussed at this time? 

Agreed. 

Mr. MacKihnon moved, seconded by Mr. Watt that because of 
the historical significance of the selection of Mount 
Kennedy to commemorate the memory of th~ late President of 
the United Sta~es of America in the Yukon and whereas the 
present succe~sful climb by Senator Robert Kennedy is 
attracting international attention to the a~ea it is 
respe~tfully t~quested that the Administration immediately 
assess the pos~ibility of making the area more accessible 
to tourists and construct something of a historical nature 
to commemorate this historic occasion. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker,in se60nding the motion, it is'the 
actual request in the motion is first of a'lJ!,; t6i :mo,reor less 
congratulate the dovernment of Canada for selecting a 
mountain in the Yukon to commemorate the late Pre'sident. 
Secondly to credit to the Senator trom New York, Bobby 
Kennedy for tb& interest that he has taken in this mountain 
in the Yukon Territory, and the international attenti6n, 
that ~his occasion has attracted. Thirdly it is a simple 
request for the Administration to assess the possib~lity 
of makirig the area more accessible and possibly t6construct 
something of a historical nature there. I think that'if 
this motion did go to Ottawa, and after the attention it 
has received, possibly something could be done about 'this. 
We may get a lot 6f support from Ottawa on this and if we 
did and the cost was not too great' ~nd Ottawa was willing to 
supply the funds for something of a nature such as this, 
then I am sure that the ;number of tourists that come in to 
the country may multiply to over three fold. It may keep 
these tourists in the 'country an extra day or hlO, that is 
lovely area and if the mountain was accessible I ~nderstand 
it is 'a beauti'ful view you cah see the Pacific Ocean on 
one side and the lovely Yukon on the other,and the fishing 
and the'game - itisa r'eques't, it is not putting anybody 
on the spot and 'it is up to the Administration to proceed 
with this further and I certainly hope they will do 'so 
at the Federal level and possibly the Yukon could benefit 
possibly many ti~es over. 
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girls and so on when they are squeezing the dollars out of 
you income tax wiseo 

Mr. Speaker: Who do you direct that question to Mr. Boyd? 

Mr. Boyd: Anybody who feels they are capable qf anawering 
it will suffice. t" 

2: 
~ 

Mr. Watt: Well if the question is are we cQ,if'berned with 
where are tax dollars are going I can certa:j{nly say I am 

A, 
concerned. 

o,~c:': , 

Mr. Watt: I would like to ask a question'i Has the Territorial 
Council in its official or unofficial c~pacity done anything 
towards congratulating Mr. Robert Kenne~'y for a successful 
climb on the mountain. 

Mr. Speaker: Not that I know of in a:1Ii official manner. 
Perhaps the Clerk could answer that ~hestion Mr. WatL 

.' 

Clerk-of-Council: You expected the:bommissioner to be bere 
at 10:30 this morning and I have sept the message to his 
office but he is tied up this morning with Senator Kennedy 
and I expect that he will be here with Senator Kennedy at 
approximately 11:30. You will be~ble to give him your 
congratulations at that time. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, this gives raise to another ~uestion~ 
Would it be possible for this House to waive the regular 
Orders of the Day, I think th,ere is a written motion before 
the house concerning Mount Kennedy and a historical sit~, so 
if we could waive the usual 24·hours notice so that we could 
consider this possibly. before Mr. Kennedy cameo It wOllld of 
course take full agreement· of the house here. Do youtbink 
this could be done Mr. Speaker? It is a very good motion. 

Mr. Speaker: What would be the pleasure' of the House? 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to put that in the. form:· 
of a motion, t~e proper way is to move that we waive the 
usual procedure of the House to consider Motion #18 
respecting Historical Site or Tourist Amenities at Mount 
Kennedy. 

. :~:; r 
Mr. MacKinnon: I second that motion Mr. Bp~aker~ 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, if there was any urgency to this 
matter I could agree but in this case I don't feel I could. 
In the first place I would like a written copy of the 
motion before me before considering any motion regardless of 
what it is~ and I do not see the urgency here, I of course 
have no idea of what the context is, and I don't feel that 
we should necessarily do this unless as I say it is a matter 
of some urgent concern, or at least until we find out what 
the con~ext of the motion is, in writing. 

Mr. Speaker: I might mention at this time, that due to the 
fact that this climb has recently been accomplished with a 
great deal of publicity, and thie gQatleman that has done 
this will. be leaving in the very very near futUre. The 
matter which has been brought up, if it is jU,st a matter of 
24 hours earlier it can still get discussion in the normal 
manner, by handling it today. 

Mr. Watt: Yes Mr. Speaker, anybody here can ~hrow a 
monkeywrench into this. It is the right of anyone of us 
here to agree to the suggestion that we discuss this now 
but if one or two Councillors would like to do that that is 
fine, but I think it is a motion that would have far more 
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Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I am just prompted to ask the 
Honourable Member if he has any idea where this mountain is 
when he talks in accessibility. I wonder if he does know or 
if he is talking about an area he doesn't know. 

Mr. Watt: I haven't been up the mountain and I'm sure if 
anybody here has, then all the press releases aren't quite 
accurate. If the Member from Watson Lake has been up there 
I suggest that he not say t~o much about it. I have been in 
the area, and I have worked around the area, it may be a 
bit difficult, and if it is difficult I'm sure the Administra
tion will take this into 60nsideration. It is not saying that 
the Yukon Territory have to build a road there or the 
Federal Government has to build a road there. It is a 
simple request asking the Administration to assess it and 
consider it. It is not putting anybody in a spot it is 
a simple request. I don't think it is too demanding, and I 
think it is sensible, considering the occasion. 

Mr. Taylor: Well Mr. Speaker, just to qualify one remark 
made, I prospected many years in that area even though I've 
never been on this particular site for the one reason teat 
it is very isolated, very remote, high on the ice cap ranges 
and quite inaccessible except by aircraft or a foot party. 
There are no trees or anything of this nature in that 
particular region it is many, many miles distant and as I 
say I.have prospected many years in the fringe areas of this 
mountain and I also had that in my district as a Park Warden 
in 1954, so I think I am familiar with the area. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to get Council's support 
of this. I have heard of Mr. Taylor's - I have heard of his 
figures allover the Territory and there is not much that he 
isn't professional on and it is a simple request and I would 
like to see the Administration assess this for themselves 
and they can do what possibly can be done, if something can 
be done, and I don't think the request is out of the ordinary 
if Mr. Taylor is an expert on it maybe he. could advise the 
Administration on it. I would like to see this motion get 
the support of Council and I am sure if this mouritain had 
been down in Mr. Taylor's area I would certainly support 
his motion in this respect if he had made it instead. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I just suggest to' the Honourable 
Member that if he wants sarcasim he sure found the right 
place to get~t. 

Mr. Boyd: This monumental thinking may become an international 
deal whereby both Governments might do something together. 
The motion is quite in order, it is only a simple request 
to think about it, and I think we might as well agree to 
call the question. 

Mr. Taylor: The only comment I can make at this time. 
Mr. Speaker is that unless I can see the motion written out 
before me, I don't remember what it was, and I am not 
prepared to vote on it, I will abstain, you fellows vote.' 
I want to know what I am voting for. 

A short recess was called to have the motion typed • 
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Mr. Speaker: We have a motionbefore?the Hotise moved by 
Mr. MacKinnon, ,seconded by Mr. Watt .,Ias follows:. 

Because of the 'histori~al signific~ilce of the selection of 
Mount.K;ennedy to commemorate the ll);~mory of the late President 
of the United States of America iIi the Yukon and 

Motion 
#18 

. )~~. 

Whereas the present successful cJriimb by Senator Robert Kennedy 
is attracting international attel1ti'on to the' area 

"i" 

It is respectfullyrequ,ested thlt. the. Administration .immediately 
assess the possi bili ty of makil1~ .the area more. accessi b~e to 
tourists and construct somethiR~ of .a. historical.nature to 
commemorate this historic occa,!~ion. 

HI' 

It MOTION GARRIED. 

Mr. Boyd moved,seconded by 
now leave the Chair and Coun 
Whole for the purpose of di 
sessio~al papers, etc. 

Southam that Jvlr. Speaker do 
.1 resolve in~o Com~ittee of the 
ssing'bills, memoranda, motions, 

MOTION CARRIED 

In Committee of the Whole: ., 
Committee proceeded to disctss Bill No.5; An Ordinance to 
Ament the Engineering Profe~sion Ordinance with Mr. Hughes, 
Senior Advisory Coun6el,pr~~ent. 

J . 
Mr. Hughes: All you are be~~g asked to do is to take out 
subclause (ii) of paragrapb!l~~} (d) • The request, as" noted,' . 
comes ·from the Association;twe simply bring it before you. 

In 
Committee 

Discussion 
Bill #5 

They do intend, sooner or l~ter, to ask you to ap~rove a 
completely new Ordinance, b:1llt this is just an interim change 
they want to be made. If you desir~ toh~ai any of the members 
of the Association or Mr. D~ S. Collins; whdacts for them, 
I can arrange for this to be done. The 'Administration has no 
comment on this, the Engineers tfy to run thei~ 6wn affairs 
and we try to stay out of it. There is one cihange in the 'Bill 
that you have in front of you - the word "and" is a typing 
error and after"Canada"·the.re should be'a period, "and" should 
be deleted. . 

Mr. Shaw:, Mr. Chairman, I would be correct in accepting that 
this is professional engineers of any province of Canada or 
that he is fully qualified. Would that be correct? - deleting 
the stuff in between. 

Mr. Hughes: Yes, that is correct. You take out (ii) and go on 
to (iii). 

Mr. Boyd: What is the purpose of making this change, what are 
they trying to get around or accomplish? 

Mr. Hughes: It is 'at this point that I think you~would be best 
assisted by having those who want this change. The Administration 
doesn't feel either pro or con on this. We have·tio helpful 
comment. As you know they have had their difficulties and I 
don't know what the long term objective is here except that 
they do hope to :\lP'grade their membership. At your pleasure 
I would arrange to obtain their attendance. 

Mr. Chairman: Would there be anY0ne, Mr. Hughes, in the building 
or handy that would be able to attend at this time or would 
this mean a de feral of this item. 
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Mr. Speaker: We have a motion 'before the H6use moved by 
Mr. MacKinnon, seconded by Mr. Watt as follows: 

Because oJ, the historical significance of the selection of 
Mount Kenriedy '1;0 commemor,ate the memory of the late President 
of'~he United State~ of America in the Yukon and 

Motion 
#18 

Wh~reasthe present successful climb by Senator Robert Kennedy 
,is attracting intern~tional attent~on to the arei 

It is respe2tfully~equested tha~ the Administration,immedia~ely 
assess th,e possibility of making the area mor'e accessible to 
to~rists and, construct something of a historical nature to 
commemorate this historic occasion., 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. Boyd mbved, seconded by Mr. Southam that Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of the 
Whole for the purpose of discussing bills, memoranda, motions 
sessional papers, etc. 

MOTION CARRIED 

In Committee of the Whole: 

Committee proceeded to dis6uss Bill No. 5~ An Ordinance to, 
Ament the Engineerin~ Profession Ordinance with Mr~ Hughes, 

In 
Committee 

Senior Advisory Counsel,present. :, Di$cussion 

Mr. Hughes: All you are being asked to do is to take out 
subclause (ii) of paragraph Cd). The reqUest,asnoted, 
comes from the Association; we simply bring it before you. 

Bill #5 

They do intend, sooner or later, to ask you to approve a 
completely new Ordinance, but this is just an interim change 
they want to be made. 'If you desir~ to h~a~ any of the members 
of the Association or ,Mr. D. S. Collins, who acts 'for them, 
I can arrange for this to be done. The 'Ad'ministratioh has no 
comment on this, the Engineers try to run their own affairs, 
and we try to stay out of it. There is one change in the Bill 
that you have in front of you -- the 'word "and" is a typing 
error and after"Canada" there should be a period, "and 'l should 
be deleted. . 

Mr. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, I would be 'corr'ect in accepting that 
this is prbfessional engineers ot any province of Canada or 
that he is fully qualified. Would that be correct? - deleting 
the stuff in between. 

Mr. Hughes: Yes, that is correct. You take out (ii) and go on 
to (iii). 

Mr. Boyd: What is the purpose of making this change, what are 
they trying to get around or accomplish? 

Mr. Hughes: It is at this point that I think you would be best 
assisted by having those who want this change. The Administration 
doesn't feel either pro or co~~n thi~. We have no helpful 
comment. As you know they have had their difficulties and I 
don't know what the long term objective is here except that 
they do hope to up~rad~ their memb~rship.At your pleasure 
I would arrange to obtain their attendance. 

Mr. Chairman: Would there be anyone, Mr. Hughes, in the building 
or handy that would be able to attend at this time or would 
this mean a deferal of this item • 
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Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I am just prompted to ask the 
Honourable Member if he has any idea where this mountain is 
when he talks in accessibility. I wonder if he does know or 
if he is talking about an area he doesn't kn,bw • 

.f. 
;c 

Mr. Watt: I haven't been up the mountain \~'nd I'm sure if 
anybody here has, then all the press rele,lses aren' t quite 
accurate. If the Member from Watson Lak;~! has been up there 
I suggest that he not say t~o much abo~f it. I have been in 
the area, and I have worked around theiarea, it may be a 
bit difficult, and if it is difficultli:'m sure the" Administra
tion will take this into considerati~. It is not saying that 
the Yukon Territory have to build a > .. oad there or the 
Federal Government has to build a r;&d there. It is a 
simple request asking the Administ.&tion to assess it and 
consider it. It is not putting a~'body in a spot it is 
a simple request. I don't think ~:t is too demanding, and I 
think it is sensible, considerin/ii'the occasion. 

iP:. 

Mr. Taylor: Well Mro Speaker, 1~st to qualify one remark 
made, I prospected many years i~ that area even though I've 
never heen on this particular J~te for the one reason that 
it is very isolated, very remoie, high on the ice cap ranges 
and quite inaccessible except~y aircraft or a foot party. 
There are no trees or anything of this nature in that 
particular region it is manyJmany miles distant and as I 
say I have prospected many Years in the fringe areas of this 
mountain and I also had that/in my district as a Park Warden 
in 1954, so I think I am familiar with the area. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to get Council's support 
of this. I have heard of Mr. Taylor's - I have heard of his 
figures allover the Territory and there is not much that he 
isn't professional on and iJ is a simple request and I would 
like to see the AdministratJion assess this for themselves 
and they can do what possi~+y can be done, if something can 
be done, and I don't think~he request is out of the ordinary 
if Mr. T.aylor is an expert on it maybe he could advise the 
Administration on it. I would like to see this motion get 
the support of Council and J am sure if this mountain had 
been down in Mr. Taylor's area I would certainly support 
his motion in this respect ,if he had made it instead. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I just suggest to the Honourable 
Member that if he wants sarcasim he sure found the right 
place to get ,it. 

Mr. Boyd: This monumental thinking may become an international 
deal whereby both Governments\ might do something toge>ther. 
The motion is quite in order, \it is only a simple request 
to think about it, and I think we might as well agree to 
call the question. 

Mr. Taylor: The only comment I can make at this time. 
Mr. Speaker is that unless I can see the motion written out 
before me, I don't remember what it was, and I am not 
~repared to vote on it, I will abstain, you fellD~s ~ote. 
I wanf to know what I am voting for. 

A short recess was called to bave the motion typed~ 
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Mro Hughes: We might be able to get Mro Choate on short order 
and Mro Collins was in the buildingo I could find out very 
shortlyo 

Mro Boyd: I noticed Mro Collins leaving the building ten 
minutes ago but I am still not - can't Mro Hughes tell us what 
the purpose iso Do we have to bring a lawyer or someone else 
in to tell us the purpose of thiso I'm not trying to be 
critical or sarcastic but I just don't want to accept the fact 
that we have to bring someone in here b~fcre we know why we 
are bringing themo 

Mro Hughes: The underlying purpose is to upgrade and obviously 
to keep out some people whose designation as a member d~esn't 
satisfy the local Associationo The local Association 
does work in step with the other bodies across Canada an~ 
whether this forms part of the pattern I don't knowo Iq,n) no,t 
aware that it is aimed at any particular individuaL I feel 
reluctant to offer any comment beyond that because I w~uld be 
interpreting their wishes when I am not instructed toaet 
as their solicitoro We just brought this before yo~f6r 
convenience rather than they should do the drafting on this 
thing we did and brought it in for themo 

Mro Shaw: My interpretation would be the fact that the only 
difference , this change would make would be that a person 
would not have to be a member in good stan,ding of some Canadian 
Engineering Instituteo In other words if he is a duly registered 
member of a corporation of Professional Engineers of any 
province of Canada then he doesn't have to belong to the 
Engineering Institute of Canadao In other words it opens the 
door to something that may have been to rigido It is somewhat 
ambiguous because almost that very - sub item (~) and (ii) 
of sUbsection (d) are very closely associatedo, It is more of 
a technical part of what outfit this person belonged to or 
what he doesn't belong to, whether he is eligible to join this 
council in the Yukono I agree with Councillor Boyd that perhaps 
some engineering explanation is necessary before we can really 
determine what this meanso 

Mro,Hughes: This is the point of my remarks Mr. Chairman, that 
these people know the whole backgroundo I could only possibly 
succeei in misleading you if I offered you my commentso I 
can have these people here on quite short notice and I would 
recommend that you have them before YOUo 

Mro Chairman: Gentlemen would you then care to leave this matter 
until a later time in order that possibly Mro Hughes may be 
able to obtain the services of one of these gentlemen to come 
and explain certain aspects of this matter and possibly if you 
so desire we can proceed to Bill Noo 70 

Mro Hughes: Could Committee give me a convenient time? Mro 
Collins will be going out of t~~n on businesso 

Mro Chairman: Would 4:00 o'clock be suitable for everyone? 

Agreedo 

Mro Watt: I think we would be better off to have someone from 
the Engineering rather than the solicitor. I would like to 
hear from somebody that can talk more basic language oris 
easier to understando This is my preference anyway 0 

Mro Hughes: I can assure the Councillor that I will concentrate 
on getting someone from the Engineerso 
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Committee proceeded to discuss Bill No.7, An Ordinance to Amend 
the Workmen's Compensation Ordinance. 

Mr. Watt: Could I ask Mr. Legal Adv.~sor to give us the 
intent of this. Is it as straightjorward as it seems. 

i 
Mr. Hughes: The explanatory notes{are the first edition of 

Discussion 
Bill #7 

my comments and I am not sure th~t I can do very much more 
than that but to put it.in actua' cases and see how it operates 
at present. Take say Taylor's ~~ne-up for instance. Now that 

,.( 

is what we would call a family ~usiness and because they were 
running it themselves th'2'Y didnt~t have to take out Workmen's 
Compensation Insurance. When ~~ey incorporated they were on· 
the payroll to themselves theyi'found they had irereased their 
cost. This is just one firm ~hat I am referring to by name. 
The matter was brought to the fat ten tion of the Territorial 
Secretary and the Administratl.jon by a f~rm o~ accountants in 
the town who found that a num'er of thelr cllents had been 
caught in this way. Now it ii only a few hundred dollars a 
year but this is serious mon~w in the Yukon for these small 
outfits. Now last time we cje before you the test was more 
by reference to the title of :Jhe office. You felt, the point' 
was a very good point, that l,bU could give the fellow who 
swept the floors the title 0, ..• • vice-president and then refuse 
to insure him. Now you can", do this under the proposed 
amendment. You are going to.~ave a look at his function, 
what he actually does. It slems impossible to come up with ' 
a really water tight definition of an executive. So you look 
at his job and also give himlthe right to consid~!:rwhether, he 
wants to be insured. We hay' put the reins in the hands of 
the man whohis most affectedia.nd if he feels that the boss 
is promoting7~h th a brand nei title but isn't giving him 
matching pay, he can say no, ~~ want to be insured and get his 
protection that way. If this~, thing is to go through I can't 
think of any better formula fir giving an optional privilege. 
The question which you would ~,ike to consider1twhether they 
should be given the optional p;ri vilege at all, if so I can't 
think of any better way. Mr. !~.J. Taylor may be able to give 
you some comments on how it wotks elsewhere and what the 
general feeling is. ~ 

Clerk-of-Council: Mr. Chairman, I don't think that I can add 
anything to what Mr. Hughes has said in his marginal notes or 
explanatory notes. I know it is'the desire of every small 
company that has to incorporate that this option be put in the 
Ordinance because it works a hard~hip of sometimes $400-$500 
by the mere fact of incorporating a'J;,j.d not changing the actual 
working of the company and'its manag~ment. 

Mr. Shaw: This subsection (2) - I think is very well written 
for to prevent any person, such has been stated the office boy 
can b~ given the job as President in some section of the 
sanitafy department and maybe as an executive be exempt. This 
I think ties up the ordinance and does permit these persons that 
are actually - it is a small family business but due to certain 
ramificrations has to be incorporated under ~he Societies 
Ordinance. I myself very much concur with this bill and I 
think serves a very useful purpose and will prevent, as much 
as possible, contraventions of the meaning of the Act. 

Mr. Chairman: One question I would like to ask Mr. Hughes, 
is there any possible way we can avoid a situation whereby we, 
as indicated in our Monthly Newsletters, where we find these 
great huge lists of exemptions from the Workmen's Compensation 
Ordinance. Is there any way that our system or ordinances can 
be designed to get away from this, I mean by publishing these 
exemptions? 
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Committee proceeded to discuss Bill No.7, An Ordinance to Amend 
the Workmen's Compensation Ordinance. 

Mr. Watt: Could I ask Mr. Legal Advisor to give us the 
intent of this. Is it as ~traightforward as it seems. 

Mr. Hughes: The explanatory notes are the first edition o~ 
my comments and I am not sure that I can do very much more 

Discussion 
Bill #7 

than that but to put it in actual cases and see how it operates 
at present. Take say Taylor's Tune-up for instance. Now that 
is what we would call a family business and because they were 
running it themselves th~y didn't have to take out Workmen's 
Compensation Insurance. When they incorporated they were on· 
the payroll to themselves they found they had i~reased their 
cost. This is just one firm that I am referring to by name. 
The matter was brought to the attention of the Territorial 
Secretary and the Administration by a firm of accountants in 
the town who found that a number of their clients had been 
caught in this way. Now it is only a few hundred dollars a 
year but this is serious money in the Yukon for these small 
outfits. Now last time we came before you the test was more 
by reference to the title of the office. You felt, the point 
was a very good point, that you could give the fellow who 
swept the floors the title of vice-president and then refuse 
to insure him. Now you can't do this under the proposed 
amendment. You are going to have a look at his function, 
what he actually does. It seems impossible to come up with 
a really water tight definition of an executive. So you look 
at his job and also give him the right to consid~r whether. he 
wants to be insured. We have put the reins in the hands of 
the man whohis most affected and if he feels that the boss 
is promoting1yh th a brand new title but isn't giving him 
matching pay, he can sE!'j no, I want to be insured and get his 
protection that way. If this thing is to go through I can't 
think of any better formula for giving an optional privilege. 
The question which you would like to consider'lwhether they 
should be given the optional privilege at all, if so I can't 
think of any better way. Mr. H. J. Taylor may be able to give 
you some comments on how it works elsewhere and what the 
general feeling is. 

Clerk-of-Council: Mr. Chairman, I don't think that I can add 
anything to what Mr. Hughes ha9 said in his marginal notes or 
explanatory notes. I know it is the desire of every small 
company that has to incorporate that this option be put in the 
Ordinance because it works a hardship of sometimes $400-$500 
by the mere fact of incorporating and not changing the actual 
working of the company and its management. 

Mr. Shaw: This subsection (2) - I think is very well written 
for to prevent any person, such has been stated the office boy 
can b~ given the job as President in some section of the 
sanitary department and maybe as an executive be exempt. This 
I think ties up the ordinance and does permit these persons that 
are actually - it is a small family business but due to certain 
ramifications has to be incorporated under the Societies 
Ordinance. I myself very much concur with this bill and I 
think serves a very useful purpose and will prevent, as much 
as possible, contraventions of the meaning of the Act. 

Mr. Chairman: One question I would like to ask Mr. Hughes, 
is there any possible way we can avoid a situation whereby wel 
as indicated in our Monthly Newsletters, where we find these 
great huge lists of exemptions from the Workmen's Compensation 
Ordinance. Is there any way that our system or ordinances can 
be designed to get away from this, I mean by publishing these 
exemptions? 
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Mr. Hughes: We might be able to get Mr. Choate on short order 
and Mr. Collins was in the building. I could find out very 
shortly. 

Mr. Boyd: I noticed Mr. Collins leaving the building ten 
minutes ago but I am still not - can't Mr. Hughes tell us what 
the purpose is. Do we have to bring a lawyer or someone else 
in to tell us the purpose of this. I'm not~trying to be 
critical or sarcastic but I just don't wanttto accept the fact 
that· we have to bring someone in here bl'tfc,re we know why we 
are bringing them. ; 

""f/ 
)1 
.11 

Mr. Hughes: The underlying purpose is toj'upgrade and obviously 
to keep out some people whose designati~~ as a member doesn't 
satisfy the local Association. The loc~l Association 
does work in step with the other bodies)i' across Canada and 
whether this forms part of the pattern{:I don't know. I am not 
aware that it is aimed at any particulrr individual. I feel 
reluctant to offer any comment beyond~hat because I would.~e 
interpreting their wishes when I am ~It instructed to ac~-' 
as their solicitor. We just brought Jhis before you for . 
convenience rather than they should ~b the drafting on this 
thing we did and brought it in for tfem. 

Mr. Shaw: My interpretation would be~the fact that the only 
" difference ,this change would mak~would be that a person 

would not have to be a member in gofd stan,ding of some Canadian 
Engineering Institute. In other W01l.!dS if he is a duly registered 
member of a corporation of Professi~nal Engineers of any 
province of Canada then he doesn't lave to belong to the 
Engineering Institute of Canada. I~ other words it opens the 
door to something that may have beef to rigid. It is somewhat 
ambiguous because almost that very 1 sub item (~) and (ii) 
of subsection (d) are very closely Jssociated. It is more of 
a technical part of what outfit thi~ person belonged to or 
what he doesn't belong to, whether ~e is eligible to join this 
council in the Yukon. I agree with~Councillor Boyd that perhaps 
some engineering explanation is nec~ssary before we can really 
determine what this means. 

Mr. Hughes: This is the point of my remarks Mr. Chairman, that 
these people know the whole background. I could only possibly 
succeei in misleading you if I offered you my comments. I 
can have these people here on quite short notice and I would 
recommend that you have them before you. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen would you then care to leave this matter 
until a later time in order that possibly Mr. Hughes may be 
able to obtain the services of one of these gentlemen to come 
and explain certain aspects of this matter and possibly if you 
so desire we can proceed to Bill No.7. 

Mr. Hughes: Could Committee give me a convenient time? Mr. 
Collins will be going out of town on business. 

Mr. Chairman: Would 4:00 o'clock be suitable for everyone? 

Agreed. 

Mr. Watt: I think we would be better off to have someone from 
the Engineering rather than the solicitor. I would like to 
hear from somebody that can talk more basic language or is 
easier to understand. This is my preference anyway~ 

Mr. Hughes: I can assure the Councillor that I will concentrate 
on getting someone from the Engineers. 
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Mr. Hughes: ~hoae exemptions are requested very often and 
Mr. Tayl'or merely receives them. Some industries are exempted 
because of the nature of the: ~ndustry and others are exempted 
because they are already insured Oll. satisfactory terms in say 
Alberta and are in here for a short while, there are practical 
day to day reasons. I don't know how many companies this 
represents in terms of percentage. I agree there appears to 
be quite a lot of companies making ;he application but this 
may be only 20% of the companies which are setting up in 
business. Perhaps Mr. H.J. Taylor Can giv~~~ow background to 
that, I will, if he can't clear it up for you, sit down and 
work it out for you. . . 

Mr. Boyd moved,seconded by Mr. Southam, that Mr. Speaker do 
now resume the Chair. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. Speaker resumed his Chair. 

Mr. Speaker: I will now call this ~ouncil to order and would 
also like to call the attention of thi ~ Council to the presence 
in the public gallery of a distinguished visitor f~om the 
United States, Senator Robert Kennedy. I~ it the wish of 
the House to call a recess at this time? 

Mr. Boyd moved that they recess until 2.:00 P.M. 

Committee recessed until 2:00 P.M. 

:'t 
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Thursday, March 25th, 1965. 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

j , , .. ,.. 

It was moved by Councillor Taylor, sqconc1ed ~')yC'6·unc.il10r 
Southam, that Mr. Speaker do nOl,ol lec;.;'vo the Cr4dr and tho 
Council resolve itself into ~mmitt~~ as a whole to discuss 
b 'll . 1 " :~, l s, seSSlona papers anet !nemorr~.l1'clUms. 

~iTION Cl\.RRIED 
cl·' ;~~' 

Mr. Taylor resumed the Chair.~l:i 
,~~, 

Mr'. Chairman: jie have Mr. Comm;l!sioner with us this after-
-'f" 

noon and we have three items whith you deferred yesterday 
for this purpose. These are th:i new liquor store and ware
house, the matter of dayliGht ~,ving and the matter of land 
at Carcross. Would you like t~rproceec1 with thG new liquor 
store and warhouse, Sessionall'aper #28.' , 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

- .' . ftl" Mr. iNa t t . Mor e e d. \~,\ 
,,' if! 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Commissionjr, I wonder if you could 
give us an outline in view o~~the fact that we have already 

",,~. 

read the Sessional Par er. !~1 
"Ii 

Mr. Commissioner: I don't k~~W that there is very much I 
can add. I would appreciate tome suggestions from Counc~l 
on the matter as to whether ~~ should build a liquor store 
ourselves or go to a private~nterprise and whether we 
should lease it on e. long teri~ basis of 10 ye2rs or more. 
1,>Je went to a private enterpr~\~e and asked how much their 
char ges would be in keeping v/..:j;. th the Gla.sgow Commission 
Report and the tendency of tl1~ Department of Northern 
Affairs and other departments~of Government to get away now 
from the Government building ~ll of these structures them
selves. Instead of that, thet are going to get private 
enterprises to build them. T~is means, of course, that we 
would not be hirin['; any furthe,r employees to operate the 
building 2nd the owner of the 'structure would ~Je responsible 
for light, heat and janitor services. The one thing that 
we had to clear in the first iistance was that you can 
hardly permit money for a lease that extends beyond our 5 
year fiscal agreement without first obtaining the Treasury 
Board's approval and our Deputy.Minister and the Director 
of Northern Affairs were both prepared to approach the 
Treasury Board. They did not think there would be any 
problem in getting their approval in principle to recogniz
ing this ope:rctinr::; and maintenance eost would continue over 
into another 5 year agreement assuming that they operate on 
a type of financial arrangement in accordance with the lease. 

Mr. Shaw: This figure that we have before us surprises me 
because I expected that it would be much more than our 
costs of operation. I don't know whether the figures have 
been gone into in fine detail or just generally but these 
people have been asked what they think they can do this 
matter for. In other words, it is a proposal. These pro
posals look very sound to me and would certainly justify 
the report of the Glasgow Commission in the matter of 
economy, but what assurance have we that if tenders were 
called would we come up with figures like these or would 
these figures substantially increase for rental, more than 
was made out in this first preliminary report? 
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Thursday~ March 25th, 1965. 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

It was moved by Councillor Taylor, second~d"by-a~nncillor 
Southam~ that Mr. Speaker do now leave the C~~ir and the 
Council resolve itself into ~mmittee as a wholo to discuss 
bills, sessional papers and:~emorn~dums. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Taylor resumed the Chair. 

Mt. Chairman: de have Mr. Commissioner with us this after
noon and we have three items which you deferred yesterday 
for this purpose. These are the new liquor store and ware
house, the matter of dayliGht saving and the matter of land 
at Carcross. Would you like to proceed with the new liq~or 
store and warhouse, Sessional Paper #28. 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Watt: il,,;reed. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Commissioner, I wonder if you could 
give us an outline in view·of the fact "that we have already 
read the Sessional Parer. " .. 

Mr. Commissioner: I don't know that there is very much I 
can add. I would appreciate some suggestions from Council 
on the matter as to whether we should build a liquor store 
ourselves or go to a private enterprise and whether we 
should lease it on a long term basis of 10 years or more. 
We went to a private enterprise and asked how much their 
charges would be in keeping with the Gl~sgow Commission 
Report and the tendency of the Department of Northern 
Affairs and other departments of Government to ~et away now 
from the Government building all of these structures them
selves. Instead of that, they are going to get private 
enterprises to build them. This means~ of course, that we 
would not be hiring any further employees to operate the 
building and the owner of the structure would be responsible 
for light, heat and janitor services. The one thing that 
we had to clear in the first i~stance was that you can 
hardly permit money for a lease that extends beyond our 5 
year fiscal a:::reement without first obtainins the Treasury 
Board's approval and our Deputy Minister and the Director 
of Northern Affairs were both prepared to approach the 
Treasury Board. They did not think there would be any 
problem in getting their approval in principle to recogniz
ing this openting and maintenance cost would continue over 
into another 5 year agreement assuming that they operate on 
a type of financial arrangement in accordance with the lease. 

Mr. Shaw: This figure that we have before us surprises me 
because I expected that it would be much more than our 
costs of operation. I don't know whether the figures have 
been gone into in fine detail or just generally but these 
people have been asked what they think they can do this 
matter for. In other words, it is a proposal. These pro
posals look very sound to me and would certainly justify 
the report of the Glasgow Commission in the matter of 
economy, but what assurance have we that if tenders were 
called would we come up with figures like these or would 
these figures substantially increase for rental, more than 
was made out in this first preliminary report? 
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Mro Hughes: !fhoae exemptions are requested/very often and 
Mro Taylor merely receives themo Some in~tistries are exempted 
because of the nature of the industry andJY"others are exempted 
because they are already insured OJil. .sati*~1'actory terms in say 
Alberta and are in here for a short whil~, there are practical 
day to day reasonso I don't know how m~ny companies this 
represents in terms of percentageo I ikree there appears to 
be quite a lot of companies making ;;l-}~lapplication but this 
may be only 20% of the companies ~hici are setting up in 
businesso Perhaps Mro HoJo Taylor c~ giv¥~~ooo background to 
that',I will, if he can't clear it ut for you, sit down and 
work lt out for youo , 

~~~f'~ 
Mro Boyd moved, seconded by Mro Sou/ham, that Nro Speaker do 
now resume the Chairo i 

Nro Speaker resumed his Chairo 

!~ MOTION CARRIEDo 
,~~~ 

)~ 
;1. 

r 
Mro Speaker: I will now call this~ouncil to order and would 
also like to call the attention ot thi J Council to the presence 
in the public gallery of a distin~uished visitor from the 
United States, Senator Robert Kenpedyo Is it the wish of 
the House to call a recess at thr~ time? 

Mro Boyd moved that they recess uhtil 2.:00 PoMo 

Committee recessed until 2:00 PoNo 

~ 
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Mr. Commissioner: 'We would enter into a contract if it was 
aGreed that this is the way it should go. We would enter 
into a contract wiih the private bJilder and in the contract 
it would spell out' ihe cost per square foot and the number 
of years this would involve. If it was agreed by all con
cerned that we should go to a private enterprise and we 
approached the low bidder in this case and he said "Well, I 
was just giving a rough estimate'and will have to fim up 
these figures", then of course the enly answer we would 
have would be 1I1rVell, 1'Ve are sorry but we wiil have to go to 
all other individuals agiin " . We would only accept this 
parti~ular price that we have been looking at if it is firm. 
If it was not, the other men who had bid on this at a 
higher price would say "We would like to'try it a,?;ain too", 
and they would possibly give a lower cost. We are assuming 
that this 'is' a firm price. It was a difficult query when 
we aske? for these figures but we did point out that it was 
not established that this was an acd~ptable thing, to build 
our own liquor store or go on the economy, and therefore' 
we sug~ested' to them that they should not ~et involved in 
great large expenditures of working and building plans which 
would,2bst many thousands of dollars, jusi to give'us a 
squaie footage price. We askod them to do it by the slide 
rule with the normalarithmetio and advanced mathematics 
available to design engineers. 

Mr. Shaw:, That is what I was getting at. These are more 
or less t~ntative proposals and after these ~eople have 
gone iritb the matt~r in more detail, they may of cours~ 
come up with something significartly different with regard 
to figur~s w~~n it'comes to a firm contract. In other 
words,e.ould these figures that we have b~ construed as 
firm contracts or ,is it necessary to let these tenders out 
again with more specified details? Caj this be accepted as 
it is? 

Mr. Commissioner: As far as I am concerned, these are the 
figur~s that we are accepting as they are~~bmitted now. 
I m1~ht'just expand on this a little bit. Time is of the 
essence in this case. Just to refresh your memories on it, 
the idea is that a new city hall complex should'be estab
lished on the ground that it is now partly occupied by the 
present liquor store, so we would like to have the present - , 

liquor store out for a bid for removal by February ~f next 
year and we would like to have the new liquor store avail-

, -
able,to move into by the end of this year or by February 
of ~e~i 'year. Iri' that ~ai, in the early Spring, the old 
liquor store could be torn down and the city hall complex 
could be started so that it would be a completed centennial 
project by 1967. 

Mr. -w'?<t t: ,It says here that the figures have be'en looked 
ove~in Ottawa, and on this basis it says that there ~ould 
be a fairly sUbstantial financial benefit' to the Territory 
with reG~rd to financial arrangements. If'the building is 
adequate and the price is'no greater than that suggested on 
this paper, I would be in agreement with' it. Ottawa 
appears to be of the opinion that we are going to save 
money. I,think we should proceed further'with this ori 
account of that together with the incentive it may give 
private enterprise'plus the tax ~aving. If the ~ental 
agreement that is wanted to be entered into exceeds this 
340,400.00, then it should corne back to us to have another 
look at it. In this case, I feel we should go ahead on it • 
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Mr. Boydt First of all, Mr. Cameron states that we will 
save janitor fees. W,? ate not going to e;ave·them. We are 
going to pay for them in this price artd I will go so,iar as 
to say that whoever builds this building, if it were a 
private .nterptise, will not·get janiior service any cheaper 
than the Territorial Government is geftingit. I~ave 
figures in here underneath this top table which indicate 
that the Territorial Government are past masters;at getting 
real cheap janitor service. How can you come u:r;>with an 
argument of that kind. On top of this, Ottawafts you 
yourself stated states that we are going to ma~e money by 
putting it into the hands of somebody in private enterpr~se 
who is also going to make money. How can we 'both make . 
money? I don't accept this as being gospel,1this 
:~40,OOO.00 figure at all. Furthermor.e, nobqdy is going to 
operate at a loss and this is what Mr. Cameton, or whoever 
suggested this be accepted here, suggestedJ They are going 
to operate at a loss so that we can make a profit •. This 
doesn't happen. They are not that crazi. ;If somebody 
should get the contract for this, there i~~nothing to say 
that it won't be changed before it is finf'shed or immedia
tely aft er it is finished or one year aftj;¢r, all they have. 
to do is say "We need an elevator or we n.eed another stair
way and we'll get the. price up",. I have {seen these things 
before. Unless somebody can show me whe~e we can't operate 
a building as cheaply as somebody else and still allow 
somebody else a profit of what would no:dhtallY· be 12% on the 
overall, on a. basis of 10%, in ten year~ y.ou have paid for 
your building. Eve:cy ten years you are (going to pay for it 
again. Otherwise these people are not ~oing to put that 
building y:p. They are not going to put {their money into 
it. So I don't accept the.theory that .• ~ are savi~g~pney 
by any means. I am against this propos~tion. '. .."~' 

{i 

Mr. Commissioner; I would just like to~'expand on Mr. 
Boyd's remarks a little bit. I merely ~sed the term 
"janitor" in the sense of any individua$ or any services 
required to keep such a building who wo~ld not be Govern-. 
ment personnel and as the Government. increases the number ;,. 
of their structures then so much will their employees. be 
increased. This is one of t):le things th'?-t the Glasgow 
Commission Report has recommended to trYrand cut down on 

\. 
the numb~r; of Government employees. In q.ther words ,we 
would not have to hire a janitor, we wouli,d not be taking 
him on for medical, health and death bene~its. Workmen's 
compensation and all of these things would be done by 
private enterprise and any other service which was norao.lly 
done or paid for by Government personnel would in' this 
case be done by private enterprise •. I don't ~ant to leave 
the impression that necessarily a lot of money will be 
saved by going to private enterprise. These are compari
sons as preferring the one to the other, but it is a 
saving within the project •. It is not a case of saying that' 
we in the Territory will save a ~ot 6f money or that a. 
private enterprise is going to lose money so that we can 
make money. I don't think this enters in.to it. I think 
the Government spending money has been estimated at 
~310,000.00 and the cr:!Uparison is between this and how 
much private enterprise would spen and how long it would 
take the Government on a lease basis to come up to the 
$300,000.00 capital expenditure. This is where they have 
been working a .comparison. 
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Mr. Boyd: First of all, Mr. Cameron states that we will 
save janitor fees. We are not going to save ,them. We are 
going to pay for them in this price and I will go so ,far as 
to say that whoever builds this building, if it were a 
private enterprise, will not get janitor service any cheaper 
than the Territorial Government is getting it. I have 
figur~s in here underneath this top table which indicate " 
that the Territorial Government are past masters at ,getting 
real cheap janitor service. How can you come up'· wi th an 
argument of that kind. On top of this, Ottawa as you 
yourself ,stated states that we are going to make:money by 
putting it into th~ hands of somebody in priva~~!~~terpr~se 
who is also going to make money. How can we both make 
money? I don't accept this as being gospel, this 
$40,000.00 figure at all. Furthermore, nobody is going to 
operate at a loss and this is what Mr. Cameron, or whoever 
suggested this be accepted·here j suggested. They are going 
to operate at a loss so that we can mak~ a profit. ,This 
doesn't happen. They are not that crazy. If somebody 
should get the contract for this, there is nothing to say 
that it won't be changed before it is finished or immedia
tely after it is finished or one year after, all they have, 
to do is say "We need an elevator or we need another stair
way and,we'll get the price up",. I have seen these things 
before. Unless somebody can show me where we can't operate 
a building as cheaply as somebody else and still allow 
somebody else a profit of what would normally be 12% on the 
overall, on a basis of 10%, in ten years you have paid for ' 
your building. Every ten years you are going to pay for it 
again., Otherwise these people are not going to put that 
building ~p. They are not going to put their money into 
it. So I don't accept the theory that we are saving ~9ney 
by any means. I am against this proposition. ~, 

Mr. Commissioner; I would just like to expand on Mr. 
Boyd's remarks a little bit. I merely used the term 
"janitor" in the sense of any individual or any services " 
required to keep such a building who would not be Govern
ment personnel and as the Government increases the number ~ 
of their structures then so much will their employees ,be , . 
increased. This is one of the things that the Glasgow 
Commission Report has recommended to try and cut down on 
the numb~r;of Government employees. In other words, we 
would not have to hire a janitor, we would not be taking 
him on for medical, health and death benefits. Workmen's 
compensation and all of these things would be done by 
private enterprise and any other service which was nore~lly 
done or paid for by Government personnel would in'this 
cas, b~ done by private enterprise. I don't want to leave, 
the impression that necessarily a lot of money will be 
saved by going to private enterprise. These are compari
sons as preferring the one to the other, but it is a 
saving within the project •. It is not a case of saying that', 
we in ,the Territory will save a:lot of money or thata. 
priv~te enterprise is going to lose money so that we can 
make money. I don't think this enters into it. I think 
the Government spending money has been estimated at 
~310,000.00 and the c~~parison is between this and how 
much private enterprise would sp,en, and how long it would 
take the Government on a lease basis to come up to the 
$300,000.00 capital expenditure. This is where they have 
been working a ~omparison •. 
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Mr. Commissioner: We would enter into a contract if it was 
aC\reed that this is the way it should go. We would enter 
into a contract with the'private builder and in the contract 
it would spell out the cost per square fdot'and the number 
of years this would involve. If it was~greed by all con
cerned that we should go to a private enter?rise and we 
approached 'the low bidder in this case ,:and he said "Well, I 
was just gi,!"ing a rough estimate 'and w:[ll have to fim up 
these figures!!, then of course the on:jiy answer we would 
have would be HINell, we are sorry butfwe wiil have to) go to ' 
all other individuals again". We wOWld only accept this 
partiQular price that we have been ll~oking at if it is firm~ 
If it was not, ,the other ~en who haibid on thi~,at a 
higher price would say "We would li~e to try it a:sain too", 
and they would possibly give a low~f cost. We are assuming 
that this is a fir6 price. It was~ diffi6ult query when 
we aske~ for these figures but w~ ~id point out that it was 
not established that t'his was' an a~ceptable thing, to build 
our own liquor store or goC on the ~conomy, and therefore 
we su~iested to them that they shiul~ not get involved in 
great large expenditures of workirfg and building plans which 
would' cost many thousands of doll~rs, jusi t6 give'us a 
squai-:b footage l)rice. 11Je asked t,llem to do it by the slide 
rule' 'with the normal arithmetio :anc1 advanced mathematics 
avaiiable to design engineers. 

" ' 

Mr. Shaw:, That is what I was :~ettine; at. These are more 
or l~ss ~entative proposals and ~fter these ~eople hav~ 
goneirito the matter in more detail, they may of cours~ 
come up with something significartly different with regard' 
to fig~r~s when it comes to a firm contract. In other 
words, ooul~the6e figures that we have b. cbnst~ued as 
firm contracts oris it necessary to let these tenders out 
again with more specified details? Caj this be accepted as 
it is? 

Mr. Commissioner: Ls far as I am concerned, these are the 
figur~s that we are accepting as they are ~ubmitted now. ' 
I mishtjust expand on'this a little bit. 'Time is of the 
essence in this case. Just to refresh your mem?ries on it, 
the idea is that a new city hall complex 'should be estab
lished on the ground that it is now partly occupied by the 
present ;Liquor store, so we would like to have the present 
liquor store out for a bid for removal by February ~f next 
year and we would like to have the n~w liquo~ store avail
able to move into ~y ~he end'of this year or by February 
of nexf'year. Ii that way, in the early Spring,the old 
liquor store cou16 be torn down and the'~ity hall complex 
could be start~d sot~at it would be a completed centennial 
project by 1967. 

Mr • Watt: It says here that tpe figures have been looked 
over in Ottawa, and on this basis it says that there would 
be a fairly substantial financial benefit to the Territory 
with regard to financial arrangements. If the building is 
adequate and the price is no grekter than t~at suggested on 
this paper, I would be in agreement with it. Ottawa 
appears to be, of the opinion that we a~e 'going to save 
money. I, think we sh6uld pr6ceedfurther with this on 
account of that together :with the incentive it may' give 
privat~ enterprise' plus the tax saving. If the rental 
agreement that is wanted to be enter-ed i'nto exceeds 'this 
340,400.00, then it should come back to us to have another 
look at it. In this case, I feel we should go ahead en it • 
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Mr. Boyd: If this kind of business was good~ nobody would 
own a home. Everybody would be renting their homes from 
somebody. It wouldn't pay to own your own home. You can 
juggle figures. That is what bookkeepers are hired for. 
You can put these figures down in many, many way. 'I know 
where firms hire their own auditors so that they can get 
the figures down in a manner that will suffice insofar as 
taxes are concerned. Everything has a meaning behind it. 
Once again you can riUt figures down in many different ways. 
It just depends on how you look at it, but you can't get 
around: the fact that somebody is going to make money out of 
this and 12% interest on the money and we the Territory are 
going to pay for it. I might ask you a question. It is 
going to cost us more money this way. I can't see how you 
can say that ii's not .. When you build a building you own 
it. You pay nothing' to :anyone. But here we are, we are 
paying somebody a 12% interest on their investment. Would 
it be safe to assume that the price of beverages should 
increase to take,care of the extra cost that we are going 
to be up against? 

Mr. Commissioner: Here again, the extra cost referred to 
by Mr. Boyd is assuming that we were to pay this continual 
fixed amount for 30 or 40 years and if that was so we 
would have paid alot more than the $300,000.00 that we were 
estimating the cost would be if we built it ourselves. I 
don't know what this would prove to us. It is to be 
expected that if you pay rent on something for ever and, 
ever and do not"gain an equity onit~ then it will be more 
expensive than if you had borrowed the money in the first 
place and built your own home, because at the end of the 
ten year period or whatever it is you have paid ~X and you 
still have a tangible asset with a certain value left in it. 
It would cost us more assuming we stayed in the same 
structure and renewed the contract at the end of ten years. 

Mr. Boyd: Would it not be very foolish to build something 
that we don't figure on occupying say for 40 years? I had 
the idea that we were looking forward to many many years, 
not just ten years. 

Mr. Commissioner: That is a difficult one to answer. If 
we were successful in selling liquor or alcoholic beverages 
to the public in the outlying districts by a private enter. 
prise, I would assume that we would soon be doing the same 
in the City of Whitehorse. Then your liquor store require
ments would merely be warehousing" but you could be per- " 
fectly right. It might go on for 40 or 50 years. This i$ 
crystal ball gazing and I am afraid I just can't say what 
will happen. ,I might say that I am completely open on 
this. I am not trying to, sell private enterprise or our
selves. I would like to have Council come up and help us 
arri~e at a decision. p I can see advantages and disadvan
tages. 

Mr. Shaw: There is an old saying that any fool (or 
Government)' can :,,'.uke money but it take s a wise man to' save 
it. It might be applicable in this particular instance. 
I am assuming these figures are correct and if they are 
correct as to the actual cost of this building they look to 
me quite good. The Government has an estimated cost of 
operation of .ti48,000.00. We have a liquor store building 
here. Have we any information as to the cost of operating 
that building as far'as heat,"light, janitor service and 
probable taxes are concerned? Let us add all those 
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figures together to ascertain what our existing building is., 
costing. We have ~3l0,000.00 for building this building. 
We are building a fancy city hall for :~250,000.00. The 
liquor store and warehouse seer:1S to be pretty fancy for. 
$310,000.00. I ac wondering how all the costs of this have 
been taken into consideration with our present cast~ and the 
costs of an actual building. $310,000.00 seerlS to. be a 
pretty fancy building for a liquor store and warehouse, just 
for eClpty space. 

Mr. Commissioner: . Possibly we could have the ~erritorial 
Engineer come up and see how they arrived at/this figure. 
I am inclined to agree with you that the figure is .very 
high. It's a lot of money but it is the figure that was 
presented by the engineering department •. T. don't know what 
the cost of the city hall will be but it viiI 1· be consider
ably less than ~he ~250,000~00 available~0 I. would say it 
will be more in the neighbourhood of ~17W,000.00, but this 
is just the centennial money that is av~$..lable and if their 
pla.:Qs, which look farly elaborate to me; call for another 
~25,000.00 or $50,000.00 I am afraid the City is going to 
have to dig this up. We might get th~;engineer up here to 
ask about this. . );,~~ 

;" 

Mr. Shaw: I think, in yiew of the i;,~~io,ooo.OO, it would be 
a good idea, if he was available, to~discussthe valueDf 
this building with the Territorial, Ehg;Lneer.: 

Mr. Chairman: 
all. 

I wonde:c if you woul;~ wish Mr. MaKenzie at 
':: 

Mr. S haw: A gr e e d -. 

Mr. Boyd: No. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you agreed to asking Mr. Baker to join 
us? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 'f ;':, 

Mr. Chairman: How about Mr. MeKenzie? Did you want him 
here. 

Mr. Commissioner: I think that would be a good idea. 

Mr. Clerk requested the attendance of Vir. Baker and Mr. 
McKenzi.e while a short recess was held • Mr. Baker entered 
the Council Ch~mber and Committee was called back tq'order. 

Mr. Shaw: I was enqulrlng about the fact that this is just 
a liquor store plus a large space even though it is 
reinforced and that ~3l0,000.00 is quite a deal of money for 
such a building, and I was wondering as t~ the necessity of 
an expenditure like that on a building for the use it is 
intended for. 

Mr. Baker: I~dmittedly it is a lot of money, but it isa 
lot of ?pace too and in consultation with Mr. Bayers we 
determin~d that we required. 10.,000 sq. ft. of warehouse and 
5,000 sq. ft~9f retail storage space and office space,and 
the price of, construction being.what it is these days then 
~3l0, 000 .• 00 :j.s not out of line at all. 

Mr. Shaw: 15,000 ft.,·l3.nd how mucl1 a foot? 

Mr. Baker: ~2l.00 a foot. 
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figur~s together to ascertain what our existing building is. 
costing. We have Z310.,0.0.0..0.0. for building this building. 
We are building a fancy city hall for $250.,0.0.0..0.0.. The 
liquor store and warehouse seens to be pretty fancy for 
:~310.,0.0.0..0.0.. I an wonderinG how all the·costs of this have· 
been taken into consideration with our present cOsts ahd the 
costsef an actual building. :3310.,0.00..0.0. seerlS to be a 
pretty fancy building for a liquor store and warehouse, .just 
for ~r:lpty space. 

Mr. Commissioner: Possibly we could have tn,e Territorial 
Engineer come up and see how they arrived at-this figure. 
I am inclined to agree with you that the figure is very 
high •. It's a lot of money but it is the figure that· was 
presented by the engineering depart~ent. , T don't know what 
the cost of the city hall will be but it will be consider
ably less tha~ the ~250.,Oo.o..0.0. available. I would say it 
will be mQre in the neighbourhood of ~175,0.0.0..0.0., but this 
is just.the Genten~ial money that is available and if their 
pl4.:r:l.s,which look farly elaborate to me, call for another 
Z25,0.0.0..0.0. or $50.,0.0.0..0.0. I am afraid the City is going to 
have to dig .. this up •. We might get the engineer up 'here to 
ask about this. 

Mr.S.haw: I. think, in view of the i~310.,Oo.o..o.O, it would be. 
a good idea, if he was available, to discuss the value of 
this building with the Territorial Engineer.' . 

Mr. Chairman: I wonde!! if YOlf would wish Mr. Me.Kenzie at ' 
all. 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Boyd: No. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you agreed to asking Mr. Baker to join 
us? 

Mr. Sh~w:Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: How about Mr. MeKenzie? Did you want him 
here. 

.' 

Mr. ,Commissioner: I think that would be a good idea. 

Mr. Cl,e~k requested the attendance of Mr •. Baker and Mr. 
McKenzie' while a short recess was held. .' Mr. Baker entered 
the Cou'ncil Ch?-mber and Committee wascailed back t<lordef •. 

Mr. Shaw: I was enquiring about the fact that this is just· 
a liquor store plus a large. space even though it is 
reinforced and that 3310.,0.0.0..0.0. is quite a deal of money for 
such a building, and I was wondering as t~ the necessity of 
an expenditure like that on a buildi.ng for the use it is 
intended for. 

Mr. Baker:. Admittedly it i.s a lot of money, bt!-t it is a 
lot of space too and in consultation with Mr. Bayers we 
determined that we required 10.,0.0.0 sq. ft. of warehouse and 
5,0.0.0. sq~ .ft. of retail storage space and office space,and 
the pricB ,of construction being what it is these days then 
~310.,o.o.O.O? is not out of line at all. 

Mr. Shaw: 15,0.0.0. ft., and how much a foot? 

Mr. Baker: $21.0.0. a foot. 
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Mr. Boyd: If this kind of business was good, nobody would 
own a, home. Everybody would be renting their homes from 
somebody. It wouldn't pay to own your own home. You can 
juggle figures. That is what bookkeepers are hired for. 
You can put these figures down in many, many way. 'I know' 
where firms hire their own auditors so that they 6an get 
the figures down in a manner that will suffice insofar as 
taxes are concerned. Everything has aimeaning behind it. 
Once again you can }iut figures down i11 many different ways. 
It just depends on how you look at i~: but you can't get 
around the fact that somebody is goil'1g to make money out of 
this and 12% interest on the money siihd ',,,,e the Terri tory are 
going to pay for it~ I might ask ~6u a question. It is 
going to cost us more money this w~y. I can't see how you 

"~I, 

can say that it's not.' When you ~uild a building you own 
it. You pay nothing to'anyone. put here we are, we are 
paying somebody a 12% interest oni'their investment. Would' 
it be safe to assume ,that the prtbe of beverages should 
inc~~ase to take care of th~ extfa cost that we a~e going 
to be up against? $ 

, ~ 
/" 

Mr. Commissioner: Here again, ~he extra cost referred to 
by Mr. Boyd is assuming that w~: were to pay this contitlual 
fixed amount for 30 or 40 year$ and if that was so we 
would have paid alot more thant.the l300,000.00 that we were 
estimating the cost would be i'f we built it ourselves. I 
don't know what this would prG)ve to us. It is to be 
expected that if you pay rent~on something for ever and 
ever and do not gain an equity on it,then it will be more 
expensive than if you had borrowed the money in the first 
place and built your own home, because at the end of the 
ten year period or whatever i~ is you have paid ZX and you 
still have a tangible asset with a certain value left in it. 
It would cost us more assuming we stayed in the same 
structure and renewed the contract at the end of ten years. 

Mr. Boyd: Would it not be very foolish to build something 
that we don't figure on occupying say for 40 years? I had 
the 1dea that we were looking forward to many many year~, 
not just ten years. 

Mr. Commissioner: That is a difficult one to answer. If' 
we were successful in selling liquor or alcoholic b~ve~ages 
to the public in the outlying districts by a pi-ivate enter
prise, I would assume that we would soon be doing the same 
in the Gity of l1Thitehorse. Then your liquor store require:
ments'would merely 'be warehousing" but you could be per- ' 
fectly right. 'It might go on for 40 or 50 years. Thi's is 
crystal ball gazing and I am afraid I just can't say what 
will happen. I might say that I am completely open on 
this. I am not trying to sell private enterprise or our
selves. I would like to have Council come up and help us 
arrive at a decision.- I can see advantages and disadvan
tages. 

Mr. Shaw: There is an old saying that any fool (or 
Government) can ~~ake money but it take s a wise man to save 
it. It might be applicable in this particular instance. 
I am assuming these figures a~e correct and if they are 
correct as to the actual cost of this building they look to 
me quite good. The Government has an estimated cost of 
operation of ~48,000.00. We have a liquor store building 
here. Have we any information as to the cost of operating 
that building as far as heat, light, janitor'service and' 
probable taxes are concerned? Let us add all those 
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Mr. Shaw: What I don't quite understand is the cost of 
these things. $21.00 a foot, okay. I just complet~d a 
building, and that building cost me ~10.00 a foot. Mind 
you, I superintended the job myself and made sure they put 
in what I wanted and ~ll the rest but nonetheless, with the 
exception of the heating system, it included all the 
plumbing, painting, etc., and I just don't see where this 
$21.00 a foot comes in. That is what that building cost. 
Those are the figures, and I have them to prove it~ I 
didn't do any work myself. That was all done by contractors 
and so on and so forth. That was excluding the heating 
system and it was in 1961. Mr. Boyd, I think, was alive at. 
that time. 

Mr. McKenzie entered the Council Chambers. 

Mr. MacKinnon: You must have used a lot of ch~ material. 

Mr. Shaw: 
I thought 
area says 
was local 

Some of it came from the Kluane area, the lumber. 
it was pretty good but if the member from that 
it was cheap material then I suppose it was. It· 
material as far as the lumber was concerned. 

Mr. Commissioner: I don't think that Mr. Baker, or any of . 
us, would say at this time t~at there would not definitely 
be a saving. In other words, it is quite possible that the 
building when completed, which we are putting at $310,000.0~ 
might be $275,000.00. Unfortunately when you look at it in 
this light it makes the figures that have been worked out 
on a camparison basis between our $310,000.00 and the pri
vate enterprise committment appear out of line. In other 
words, there could be a considerable difference and I think 
there really is a principle involved here, possibly more 
than anything else. Do we consider going to a private 
enterprise at this particular time to build such a structure 
or do we say "Let's build the structure ourselves". 

Mr. Ghairman: If the Government were to construct this' 
liquor store, what would the site location be and what if 
any, would the ~ost of ·the land be? 

M~. Commissioner: The cost of the land would be Zl.OO and 
the site we have in mind is the site of the old post office 
which is approximate~y 100 x 100, on 1st Avenue and Elliott 
Street. 1 

Mr. Chairman: If we have Z310,OOO.00, which is the rough 
figure we are quoting, within our budget even though it 
wasn't included in the fiscal agreement, we are not too far 
short then of the five year plan. 

Mr. Commissioner: I believe Mr. McKenzie could answltr' that 
one. 

Mr. McKenzie: I take it that you mean that we are not far 
short of the total provided in the plan. The answer is 
that we are not far short but I don't think you understand 
the position clearly. The $310,000.00 is allowed for in 
the t591,000.00 which I speak of in the preface to this 
book that you have. IDhther words, if the $310,000.00 is 
not spent on a liquor store then it may be added to 591 
which provides funds. 
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Mr. Boyd: These bids were called, I think, on the basis of' 
what they would lease it for and where they would build the 
building. Are you prepared to accept the location of the 
building on the basis of the lowest bidder and are you also 
prepared td accept the lowest bidder's bid? I asked this 
question because you are using'this lowest b,1.d as 11 basis 
for yo~r discussion. ~ 

.', 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, the lowest bid ha:F>~ens to be one of 
the best locations of all of the private0bidders. 

Mr. Chairman: If Council were to accept the princip:j.e of 
lettinG private enterprise build this ind release it, what 
would be the basic terms of the 1ease;;in regard to the end 
of the ten year period? If we, at tl~13.t time, wished to go 
ahead and construct our own store welwould not tie ourselves 
down beyond that. We would make a ~fovision so that it 
could be renegotiated if we so desir'ed. Is this correct'? 

t,;' 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, there woultii be a renewal option il! 
there and also a cancellation agr¢;eab1e to both parties for 
the termination of the period of ".e'hat five year contract. 

Mr. ,shaw,: There is one part I nqt ed on this particular 
thing, on the matter of 15,000 $:~. ft. at ~"\3.00 p'2r foot 
per annum. I couldn' t questic'n'i~th8 reasonableness of such 
a proposal because I don't thin~ you can go in any place in 
any city of Canada and get any {bffice space for less than 
:S5.00 a foot. Of course, I und;erstand that two-thirds of 
this 'is more or less warehouse~;~pace but even so it does 
seem to be a reasonable figure.iper foot. In fact it actually 
runs ~bout ~2.75 a sq. foot. 

Mr. 'vvatt: When they called tJ:ie bids did they specify a 
particular location or could 'It.his be a location chosen by 
a contractor and could they u$e these funds for helping them 
to form the hasis of a construction of a hotel in another 
part of the building or an apartment house or something like' , 
that. Did you specify that it h'as to bo in such and such a 
lot and it has to be a building alone with nothing else in 
it. 

Mr. Commissioner: 
this bu~ I believe 
Federal Building. 

I believe Mr. Baker could correct me on 
we s:Jecified within fo~ blocks of the 

Mr. Baker:' We have the s'Decifications here if you will 
allow me ~- j'The building ;ust be located wi thin the commer':" 
cia1 area of the City, preferably within a few blocks of 
Main Street". That is the way' we described it. 

no 
Mr. Commissioner: And there is/restriction as to what the 
use of the building is put. For example, this one building 
that the figures have beeen taken from, a portion of that 
structure would be for C.B.C. for a new station they are 
going to build. So we had no objections, nor did we indi
cate any as to the size of the building. I think we could 
build any,n~mber of stories and use it for any other 
purpose. ',j 
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Mr. Boyd: These bids were called, I think, on the ba$is of 
what they would lease'it for and where they would build the 
building. Are you prepared to accept the location of the 
building on the basis of the lowest bidder and are you also 
prepared to accept the lowest bidder's bid? I asked this 
question because you are using,thiS lowest bid as a basis 
for your discussion. 

Mr. Commissiotier: Yes, the lowest bid happens to be one of 
the best locations of all of the private bidders. 

Mr. Chairman: If Council were to accept the princip~e of 
letting private enterprise build this and release it, what 
would be the basic terms of the lease in regard to the end 
of the ten year period? If we, at that time, wished to go 
ahead and construct our own store we would not tie ourselves 
down beyond that. We would make a provision so that it 
could be renegotiated if we so desired. Is this correct? 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, there would be a renewal option il1 
there and also a cancellation agreeable to both parties for 
the termination of the period of that five year contract. 

Mr. Shaw: There is one part I noted on this particular 
thing, on the matter of 2.5,000 sq. ft. at :~\3.00 per foot 
per annum. I couldn't question the reasonableness of such 
a proposal because I don't think you can go in any place in 
any city of Canada and get any office ~pace for less than 
$5.00 a foot. Of course, I understand that two-thirds of 
this ~s more or less warehouse space but even so it does 
seem to be a reasonable figure per foot. In fact it actually 
runs about J2.75 a sq. foot. 

Mr. Watt: When they called the bids did they specify a 
partic~lar location or could this be a location chosen by 
a contractor and could they use these funds for helping them 
to form the basis of a construction of a hotel in another 
part of ihe building or an apartment house or something lik~ , 
that. Did you specify that it has to be in such and such a' 
lot and it has to be a building alone with nothing els~ in 
it. 

Mr. COmn1issioner: I believe Mr. Baker could correct me on 
this bu:t I believe we sr:;ecified within foU' blocks of the 
Federal Building. 

Mr. Baker: We have the specifications here if you will 
allow me '- "The buildinG'.' !!lust be located within the commer-

~ , , 

cial area of the City, preferably within a few blocks of 
Main Street". That is the way we described it. 

no 
Mr. Commissioner: And there is/restriction as to what the 
use of the building is put. For example, this one building 
that the figures have beeen taken from, a portion of that 
structure would be for C.B.C. for a new station they ate 
going to build~ So we had no objections, nor did we indi
cate any as to the size of the building. I think we could 
build any number of stories and use it for any other 
purpose. 
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Mr. Shaw: What I don't quite understand is the cost of 
these things. J2l.00 a foot, okay. I just completed a 
building, and that building cost menO.OO a foot. Mind 
you, I superintended the job myself and made sure they put 
in what I wanted and all the rest but nonetheless, with the 
exception of the heating system, it included all the 
plumbing, painting, etc., and I just don't see where this 
$21.00 a foot comes in. That is what that building cost. 
Those are the figures, and I have them to prove it. I 
didn't do any work myself. That was all done by contractors 
and so on and so forth. That was excluding the heating 
system and it was in 1961. Mr. Boyd, I think, was alive at 
that time. 

Mr. McKenzie entered the Council Chambers. 

Mr. MacKinnon: You must have used a lot of crhe:p material. 

Mr. Shaw: 
I thought 
area says 
was local 

~ .. 
',' 
.~ 

Some of it came from the Kluane c=l.rea, the lumber. 
it was pretty good but if the mem~er from that 
it was cheap material then I supppse it was. It· 
material as far as the lumber wa~ c(1ncerned. 

',( 

Mr. Commissioner: I don't think that Mr.)Baker, or any of 
us, would say at this time that there would not definitely 
be a saving. In other words, it is quite}possible that the 
building when completed, which w.e are putt'ting at <~3l0,000.00, 
might be $275,000.00. Unfortunately when" you look at it in 
this light it makes the figures that hav~ been ~orked out 
on a camparison basis between our $310,090.00 and the pri
vate enterprise committment appear out ot line. In other 
words, there could be a considerable dif·:ference and I think 
there really is a principle involved he~;~, possibly more 
than anything else. Do we consider going to a private 
enterprise at this particular time to build such a structure 
or do we say "Let's build the structure:.ourselves". 

Mr. Chairman: If the Government were to construct this 
liquor· store, what would the site location be and what if 
any, would the cost of the land be? 

Mx. Commissioner: The cost of the land would be Zl.OO and 
the site we have in mind is the site of the old post office 
which is approximate~y 100 x 100, on 1st Avenue and Elliott 
Street. ~ 

Mr. Chairman: If we have $310,000.00, which is the rough 
figure we .are quoting, within our budget even though it 
wasn't included in the fiscal agreement, w.e are not too far 
short then of the five year plan. 

Mr. Commissioner: I believe ]\IIr. McKenzie could ansWflr that 
one. 

Mr. McKenzie: I take, it that you mean that we are not far 
shor t of the total provided in the plan. The answer is 
thatwB are not far short but I don't think you understand 
the p6sition clearly. The $3l0jOOO.00 is allowed for in 
the ~59l,000.00 which I speak of in the preface to this, 
book that you have. Iq6ther words, if the $310,000.00 is 
not spent on a liquor store then it may be added to 591 
which provides funds. 
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Mr. Thompson: If it goes to private enterprise, then 
actually wb~t is involved is the 15,000 sq. ft. space that 
we will require excluding any other storeys or additions. 
The reason I ask this is because I think the original tender 
was a little ambiguous in its proposal. I think if you 
have six bids then you are going to eet six sets of plans 
and six'different approaches to the same problem and you 
will have six different prices which probably wouldn't 
relate' too closely. I am wondering if you go to a private 
enterprise and you are 'going to stay with the same pr~ces, 
will this be on an;quitable basis? I feel that you sh611ld 
make definite proposals as to this. You have already 
stated the size but a little bit more detail would be 
helpful so that you will know the cost in relation to the 
rest of the building if such an extension or addition is 
going to be placed. Am I right in this assumption? 

Mr. Baker: I think that this is quite a reasonable 
approach. t believe the Commissioner looked at it this way: 
this was to be a preliminar~ canter and he therefore advised 
everybody not to spend too much m~riey preparing their bids 
simply because he felt that Council" may have other things 
to say about it and we didn't want these people wasting 
time and money preparing somethins real firo, because it 
was quite possible that they may not be approved. 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, this is correct. I am not pretend
ing for one mClk>.l.t that this is an easy subject to throw on 
your lap. It is a difficult subject as far as the Adminis
tration is concc?'ned because the principle we have been 
going on in the Fedetal Government study,' namely the 
Glasgow Commission Report, and we felt that we could not 
just go ahead and continue to construct Government buildings 
without having some 'figures of what private enterprise 
should be prepared to do for us. Then it is a case of d~ 
we want to go along with the principle of private enterprise 
for Go~ernment buildings on a lease basis or do we want to 
stay away from that and continue to build our own for some 
time~ If we did not act as we di~, we feel that Ottawa 
might have come back and said "We:~l look, you are not even 
giv:i.ngthis a try" and the Department 'itself is trying in' 
Ottawa, so I don't feel that we should necessarily be 
chastised by the Department or by anybody if we decided,not 
to go along with it in view' of the figures we have now. At 
the same time, if we decide to go and try it in this case I 
think we are perfectly at liberty to do so. That is why, as 
I say " it seems to be more of a principle invomd than the 
actual figures because these figures can be varied. 

Mr. Thompson: I don't think I made myself quite clear or 
at lease I didn't get an answer to what I started out to 
ask the last time. If we go to private enterprise are we 
accepting the lowest bi4 that we received to go ahead on 
the construction? 

Mr. Baker: I think the CommissionGr had best answer that. 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, this is what the plans are at the 
present time, out of ~as it six bids that we rec~{ved? 

Mr. Baker: Yes, six bids. 
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Mr~ Commissioner: These six bids have all been computed 
on and the one we have been looking at is the lowest 
bidder which was Casca Enterprises. We have not considered 
any of the others. 

.~., 

i~'" 

Mr. Shaw: Perhaps this question is best ans,,:0"ered by the 
Territorial Treasurer and very likely it ca~not be. I'll 
raise it anyway. We pay ~3.50 per foot rew~al for the 
space we use in the Federal Building. WO'4i~d Mr. McKenzie 
know whether this was the same as the coslto the Federal 
Government or greater? Would he assume t~~at they made a 
profit on this particular matter? t¥'~: 

IL(~:'i: 
:/,i: 

Mr. McKenzie: I cannot say how the Fed9!:r.al Government come 
out I would say it is probably lower •.. j.~ doubt if they get , 
back what they spend. ~. 

Mr. Watt: One of the questions that siioems to be in the 
mipds of. the Councillors and myself i~;i that there is some 
profit maybe after this agreement is :~ntered into that could 
be extras added on. The increases co!~t from ~40 ,400 a year 
to possibly another $3,000.00 or ~4,6Po.00 a year. Is there 
any assurance at all if we go along With this in principle 
that anoiher $1,000.00 won't be adde4 on here and another 
$1,000.00 there, or'is the agreement"'in such a stat~ now 
that you've Got a basic figure provided as floor space and 
this is going to provide all the, es~entials that we will 
need? 

Mr •. Commissioner: I would like to pe able to answer in the 
affirmative, in other words that th~ figures we contracted 
for will be those ten years from now. However, I am 
afraic~ there are weaknesses that show up in such an opera
tion and for some reason or other there could be an addi
tional elevator or some other equipment required or a 
modification to the building during the term of the lease 
which would put the original contract in a very bad posi
tion. It would be in a. posi tion whe,rc; it would be quit e 
legal to open it and r~negotiate th~ price. I would like 
to be able to say that hazard does not exist but I think it 
does. Do you agree Mr. Baker? 

Mr. Baker: Yes, this is quite true, but it would also 
apply if w~ ask for additronal space. We may find, for 
instanc~~ that the warehousing space is inadequate and if 
we ask the firm to increase the size of the warehouse space 
then quite likely we will have to pay more money for it. 
As you know construction costs are risi\n.G every year. 

\. 

Mr. Boyd: I know there are some people'that didn't quote 
on this because there weren't enough facts and. because of 
the situation in general. Now, if we were to accept this 
here there might be some contractors not too happy. I am 
not saying that there would be but it is a thought. Could 
Mr. Baker tell me if you have a blueprint of what you want 
for a building? I don't think this has been said. If so, 
could this be submitted without any ifs and ands to the 
public to bid on? Could we have the answers in time to 
get a true figure without any guess work? 
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Mr. Commissioner: These six bids have all been computed 
on and the one we have been looking at is the lowest 
bidder which was Casca Enterprises. We have not considered 
any of the others. 

Mr. Shaw: Perhaps this question is best answered by the 
Territorial Treasurer and very likely it cannot be. I'll 
raise it anyway. We pay $3.50 per foot rental for the 
space we use in the Federal Building. Would Mr. McKenzie 
know whether this was, the same as the cost to the Federal 
Government or greRter? Would he assume that they made a 
profit on this particular matter? 

Mr. McKenzie: I cannot say how the Federal Government come 
out I would say it is probably lower. I doubt if they get 
back what they spend. 

Mr. Watt: One of the questions that seems to be in the 
minds of the Councillors and myself is that there is some 
profit maybe after this agreement is entered into that could 
be extras added on. The increases cost from $40,400 a year 
to possibly another $3,000.00 or ~4,000.00 a year. Is there 
any assurance at all if we. go along with this in prinCiple 
that another $l,ooo.bo won't be added on here and another 
$1,000.00 there, or is the agreement in suchastate.now 
that you've Got a basic figure provided as floor space and 
this is going to provide all the essent~als that we will 
need? 

Mr. Commissioner: I would like to be able to answer in the 
affirmative, in other words that the figures we contracted 
for will be those ten years from now. However, lam 
afraic~ the.re are weaknesses that show up in such an opera
tion and for some reason or ot~er there could be an addi
tional elevator or some other equip,ment required or a 
modification to the building during the term of the lease 
which would put the original contract in a very bad posi
tion. It would be in a'position where it would be quite 
legal to open it and renegotiate the price. I would like 
to be able to say that hazard does not exist but I think it 
does. Do you agree Mr. Baker? 

Mr. Baker: Yes, this is quite true, but it would also 
apply if we ask for additional space. We may find, for 
instance., that the warehousin8' space is inadeq1:late and if 
we ask the firm to increase the size of the warehouse space 
then quite likely we will have to pay more money for it. 
As you know construe tion. costs are risinG every year.· 

Mr. Boyd.: I know there are some people that didn't quote 
on this. because there weren't enough facts and· because of 
the situation in general. Now, if we were to accept this 
here there might be some contractors not too happy. I am 
not saying that there would be but it is a thought. Could 
Mr. Baker tell me if you have a blusprint of what you want 
for a building? I don't think· this has been said. If so, 
could this be submitted without any ifs and Rnds to the 
public to bid on? Could we have· the answers in time to 
get a true figure without any guess work? 
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Mr. Thompson: If it goes to private enterprise, then 
actually wb~t is involved is the 15,000 sq. ft. space that 
we will require excluding any other storeys or additions. 
The reason I ask this is because I think the onginal tender 
was a little ambiguous in its proposal. ~I think if you 
have six bids then you are going to eet ,:Six sets of p.;Lans 
and six different approaches to the sa~~ problem and you 
will have six different prices which p:robably wouldn't 
relate too closely. I am wondering if'you go to a private 
enterprise and you are 'Going to stay ,Wi th the same prices, 
will this be on an ':quitable basis?Xfr feel that you should 
make definite proposals as to this. ,YYou have already 
stated the size but a little bit mo~~ detail would be 
helpful so that you will know the c,st in relation to the 
rest of the building if such an ext~nsion or addition is 
going to be placed. Am I right in:?hhis assumption? 

r~j!' 

Mr. Baker: I think that this ist~ite a reasonable 
approach. I believe the Commissi!t5ner 100kE,d at it this way: 
this was to be a preliminary cant,:r~r and he therefore advised 
everybody not to spend too muchmC'hey preparing their bids 
simply because he felt that Coun,¢,il' may' have other things 
to say about it and we didn't w~nt these people wasting 
time and money preparing someth~ns real firn, because it 
was quite possible that they maJr not be approved . 

. ":', 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, this isi;,' correct. I am not pretend
ing for one mODcnt that this i~an easy subject to throw on 
your lap. It is a difficult slj,:bject as far as the, Adminis
tration is concc!'ned because tie principle we have been 
going on in the Federal Goverll!~ent study,' namely the 
Glasgow Commission Report, and1we felt that we could not , 
just'go ahead and continue to ~onstruct Government buildirigs 
without havinr: some figures of\:what private enterprise 
should be prepared to do for uSo Then it is a case of do, 
we want to go along with the p~inciple of private enterprise 
for Government buildings on a lease basis or do we want to 
stay away from that and contimfe to build our own for some 
time. If we did not act as we~id, we feel that Ottawa 
might have come back and said 'l~e~l look, you are not even 
gi ving this a try" and the Department itself is trying in 
Ottawa, so I don't feel that we should necessarily be 
chastised by the Department or by anybody if we d6cided,not 
to go along with it in view' of the,' figures we have now . At 
the same time, if we decide to go and try it in this case I 
think weare perfectly at liberty to do so. That,is why, as 
I say,it seems to be mQre of a principle invo~d than the 
actual figures because these figures can be varied. 

Mr. T~ompson: I don't think I made myself quite clear or 
at least I didn't get an answer to what I ~tarted out to 
ask the last time.' If we go to private enterprise are we 
accepting the lowest bid t~at we received to go ahe~d on 
the construction? 

Mr. Baker: I think the Commissioner had best answer that. 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, this is what the plans are at the 
present time, out of was it six bids that we re~eived? 

Mr. Baker: Yes, six bids. 
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Mr. Baker: We don't have a blueprint of the buildings 
simply because a building can ceme in many sizes and shapes 
and all we did wks to describe the space that we wanted and 
we left it entirely up to them to lay it out, and accompany
ing each proposal was a drawing showing what these people 
had planned to give us. 

Mr~ Boya: Do I take it then that this $40,000.00 and the 
building submitted is quite satisfactory and you would 
accept it as diagramed for this money. 

Mr. Baker: Not necessarily. I don't think that Mr. Bayers 
has had a chance to look at these drawings that have been 
submitted. He is the person that has to operate this 
building and he, will have to approve the drawings. 

Mr. Commissioner: Here again the difficult thing is that we 
are dealing basically with a principle. The figures we have 
can be challenged one way or another, and in fhe final 
aaiysis they might not come out the same as they appear at 
the present time. The reason that the Glasgow Commission 
came out with the recommendation and suggestion was mainly 
that it has been proven that private enterprise has been 
able to operate buildings much more efficiently and economi
cally than the Government. I wouldn't want to see that each 
time we came up with a new building to have to deal with 

,that particular building. Do we want to vy the private 
enterprises offered or do we want to stick with our own 
present system? 

Mr. Boyd: I wonder if it would suffice to say that Council' 
will go for this proposal providing the rental per square 
foot does not exceed the figure which you may wish to set. 
In this case it might be ~3.00. According to this bid it 
is, roughly speaking, an average of :~3.00 or so for the 
15,000 feet which is less than what we are paying our own 
Government for this ~uilding. 

Mr. Th0mpson: You stated that if the J310,000.OO is not 
used then this is added to our surplus. What does this do 
to our five year agreement? Do we have the $40,000.00 
available from other so~rces to perpetuate this 
t400,000.00 that we arc going to require in the next ten 
years if we go to a rental basis? 

Vir. McKenzie: The S;330,000.00, if not spent, would be 
added to the balance of monies available for capital pur
poses which would increase the figure to $900,000.00 effec
tive April 1st, 1966. The rant of ~45,000.00 would be would 
be operating expenses and would come out over the profits 
which at present are running in the region of $15,000.00 a " 
year net. It would not have a serious effect on our posi
tion because we are carrying a substantial surplus and could 
easily absorb ~40,000.00 a year for a couple of years. The 
new ag~eements will take into account the fact that we have 
undertaken to pay this $40,000.00. Ottawa have told us that 
if we do decide to build in the next five years they will 
take that fact into account. 
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Mr. Shaw: The net average figure is :J2.69 a foot according 
to my calculation which is certainly a rea~onable price for 
a building which has heating and janitor work and'so on and 
so, forth. If these figUres don't change and the plan can be 
made so it is complete that when the Government moves in 
and that is the way it is going to be then it might baworth 
trying on the basis of a trial balloon to see how it works 
out for future expenditures. I think the Glasp,:ow Commission 
recommended this stuff and probably had very good reasons 
behind it and we could keep very close tabs on what cu~ 
other buildings are costinG us in the future and see how 
that compares. 

Mr. Thompson: ~.'.;:. Baker, woulfe you mind readinc; the, 
specification as it was published in the paper. 

Mr. Baker: The'advertisement in the paper? 

Mr. Thompson: Yes. 

Mr. Baker: We don't have it herG but I think it wept some
thing like this: "Written proposals are invited from inter
ested parties for the provision of office accomodation, 
retail store area and warehousing space, ,all for the 
Department of Liquor Control on a lease basis. This accomo
dation is to be located in the City of Whitehorse", I think 
this is the way it ran in the newspaper. We went ,on then to 
say that specifications could be obtained from~my office and 
they were further described. 

Mr. Thompson: 1,1Jhat we are doing is taking their lease 
figure and applying it against our proposed building costs. 
This $310,000.00 is a very rtice figure but 1 don't imagine 
that it w6uldbe anywhere near the private:ertterprises' 
figure. I am just trying to relate the :~5b,ooo.00 a year 
for a lease and I would imagine from thes~ figures that are, 
whown that there would be no question. Ii would be for a 
ten year lease. If we built it we would}have $310,000.00 
and at ~48,000.00 a.year there's approxi~ately ~800,000.00. 
Using our lease figures it is ~~400, 000. ob so there is a 
saving to us of $400,000.00 over a period of ten yearS'which 
sounds very nice. Here again I am wondering about the 
relationship between their proposed costs and our lease 
price. Is there a relative figure there or have we any way 
of knowinc? 

Mr. Baker: We have no way'of knowing. The c::'nstruction 
cost was not.askedfor, nor'was it given to us. 

Mr. Boyd: It seems to me that Eatons or The Bay or some 
euch ccimpany endeavoured to get a building put up for them 
so that they could lease it~ They had a set price of so 
mu6h per s~uare foot that they wQuld pay and nobody put the 
building.up for them. I think it was more than we are talk
ing abOut here that they were asked for and that was fo .. r 
years ago. We have already got a 15% sales tax added to 
what it was then plus the cost in labour and so on. As far 
as I am concerned I don't think this can happen when we get 
down to the details. If it does happen I wouldn't mind 
going for it for a ten year lease but I can't see anybody 
losing money on it and I am afraid that this is what's 
going to happen. They are certainly not going to put their 
money in it unless they are going to make money. Mr. Baker 
would this have an effect on the price? The very fact that 
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Mr. Shaw: The net average figure is ~2. 69 a foot according, 
to my calculation which is certainly a reasonable price for 
a building which has heating and janitor work and' so on and 
so. forth. If these figures don I t change .and the plan can be 
made so it is complete that when the Government moves in 
and that is the way it is going to be then it· might be worth 
trying on the basis of a trial balloon to see how it works 
out for future expenditures. I think the Glasgow Commi~sion 
recommended this stuff and probably had very ~ood reasons 
behind it and we could keep.very close tabs on what cur 
other buildings are costinc us in the future and see how 
that. compares. 

Mr. Thompson: ~.~. Baker, woul(, you mind readinr; the. 
specificatio~ as it was published in the paper. 

Mr. Baker: The advertisement in the paper? 

Mr. Thompson: Yes. 

Mr. Baker: We donlt have it here but I think it went some
thing like this: "Written proposals are invited from inter
ested parties for the provision of office accomodation, 
retail store area and warehousmng space j 'all for the. 
Department of Liquor Control on a le~se basis. This accomo
dation is to be located in the City of Whitehorse". I think 
this is the way it ran in the newspaper. We went.on then to 
say that specifications could be obtained from my office and 
they were further described. 

Mr • Thompson : IrVhat we are doing is taking their lease 
figure and applying it against our proposed building costs. 
This $310,000.00 is a very nice figure but I don't imagine 
that it would be anywhere near the private enterprises I 
figure. I am just tryi!}g to relate the t$!;JO,OOO.OO a year 
for a lease and·I would imagine from these figures that are. 
shown that there would be no question. 'It would be for a 
ten year lease. If we built it we would have $310,000.00 
and at $48,000.00 a ,year there's approximately t;8oo,000.00. 
Using our lease figures it is $400,000.00 so there 'is a 
saving to us of $400,000.00 over a period of ten years' which 
sounds very nice. Here ~gain I am wondering about the 
relationship between their proposed costs and our lease 
price. Is there a relative figure there or have we any way 
of knowing? 

Mr. Baker: We have no way of knowing. The c:::nstruction 
cost ·was not .askedfor, nor ::was it gi ve·n taus. 

Mr. Boyd: It seems to me that Eatons or The ·Bay or some 
auch company endeavoured to get a building put up for them· 
so that they could lease it. They had a set price of so 
much per sE!uare foot. that· they wQuld pay and nobody put the 
building ,up for them. I think it was more than we are talk
ing about here that· they we.re asked for and that was fo .. r 
years ago. We have already got a 15% sales tax added tb 
what it was then plus the cost in labour 'and so on. As far 
as I am conc arned I don I t think this ,c·an· happen when we get 
down to the details. If it does happen I wouldn't mind 
going for it for a ten year lease but I canlt see anybody 
losing money on it and I am afraid that this is what's 
going to happen. They are certainly not going to put their 
money in it unless they are going to make money. Mr. Baker 
would this have an effect on the price? The very fact that 
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Mr. Baker: We don't have a blueprint of the bu*ldings 
simply because a buildinG can come in many siZ5~"S and shapes 
and all we did was to describe the space that/2&e wanted and 
we left it entirely up to them to lay it out,;~it and accompany
ing each proposal was a drawing showing whajf these people 
had'planned to give us .i'v 

~ y", 

Mr. Boya: Do I take it then that this i$~8;000.00 and the 
building submitted is quite sat is factor;Y/'Emd you would 
accept i't as dias-ramed for this money. /' 

JI;'\, 

Mr. Baker: Not necessarily. I don't {think that Mr~ Bayers 
has had a chance to look at these dr~jings that have been 
submitted. He is the person that ha'~.to openate this 
building and he will have to approv'~€tthe drawings. 

~,. 

Mr. Commissioner: Here again the J&fficult thing is that we 
are dealing basically with a princ~ple. The figures we have 
can be challenged one way or anot;ler, and in fhe final 
aniysis they might not come out ~e same as they appear at 
the present time. The reason t,h}t the Glasgow Commission 
came out with the recommendatio ' .. ': and suggestion was mai"nly 
that it has been proven that pr:~va:te' enterprise has been 
able to operate buildings much ore efficiently and economi
cally than the Government. Ibuldn't want to see that each 
time we came up with a new bui ding to have to deal with 
that particular building. Do:. e want to ~y the private 
enterprises offered or do we ~nt to' stick with our own 
present system? ;1i 

I' 
Mr. Boyd: I wonder if it WOtld suffice to say that Council 
will go for this proposal pr.'.,Vidingthe rental per square 
foot does not exceed the fi!ure which 'you may wish to set. 
In this case it might be~~3~,OO. According-to this bid it 
is, roughly speaking, an av,~rae;e of :~3.0:0 or so 'for the 
15,000 feet which is less tlf1an what we are paying our own 
Government for this l;Juildirj;g. 

. ,r' 
Mr. Thompson: You stated fhat if the :iJ;310,000.00 is not 
used then this is added tofour sur~luso What does this do 
to our five year agreement,f[ Do we have the $40,000.00 
available from other sourgfes to perpetuat e thi·s 
~400,000.00 that we ara g4ing to requi~e in the next ten 
years if we go to a renta$ basis? 

I' 

Vir. McKenzie: The ::;;330,000.00, if not spent, would be 
added to the balance of mbnies available for capital pur
poses which would increase the figure to $900,000.00 effec
tive April 1st, 1966. The r0nt of $45,000.00 would be would 
be operating expenses and would come out over the profits 
which at present are running in the region of $15,000.00 a 
year net. It would not have a serious effect on our posi
tion because we are carrying a substantial surplus and could 
easily absorb Z40,000.00 a year for a couple of years. The 
new agr«eements will take into account the fact that we have 
undertaken to pay this :~40,000.00. Ottawa have told us that 
if we do decide to build in the next five years they will 
take that fact into account. 
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they are intending to have another session of this same 
building leased to the Government. Would this have a 
bea:ring on the cost of rental basis? 

Mr ~ -Baker: I would think so, yes. 

Mr. Watt: I am in favour of the principle of :renting out a 
buildin~ for ten years but by ~oing along with this I drin't 
want it to be int~rpret~d that th~ Government go ahead and 
take out a bunch of these right away". . By going along with 
this suggestion we are going along with the principle on a 
trial basis. We would like to find out how this is going 
so I wrote out a motion which was seconded by Mr. Southam 
that the Administration proceed further with the plan to 
rent liquor store and warehouse space to private enterprise 
for a ten year period. 

He passes the motion to the Chairman. 

Mr. Chairman: "Is this to proceed further? 

Mr. Boyd: Unless that motion is clarified considerably and" 
made more fac{ual, it won't hold wat~r with fue. That is 
not good enough. This just says i'Go ahead gentlemen, build 
it".· That is what it means. It doesn't say on"v-;ho.t basis 
or under what. conditions. 

Mr. Watt: Might I ask Mr. Boyd to offer an amendment to 
the motion or if he can write a better motio~ then I will 
withdraw this one. The motion is asking for approval in 
principle of this on the basis of the memor,udum and the 
prices that have been submitted for this one project at this 
time. I think from the conversations in our votes and pro
ceedings that the Administration would not vary too far, if 
at all, from the prices that have been submitted. I think 
it is certainly worth a try, particularly when they are 
doing it in Ottawa on a larger scale and it is proving to 
be a boon to both private enterprise ~nd Government. 

Mr. Thompson: I would just like to make one comment on that 
last one you made about private enterprise in Ottawa. I 
think the only reason that they are going to private enter
prise in Ottawa is because they are so busy building that 
they haven't got enough men and equipment to build them 
fast enough and this is their only alternative. I think 
this is why Northern Affairs are going to private enterprise. 
They can't possibly get a new building within ten years so 
they are going into this one with a ten year lease so that 
at the end of that time, if they want to move or they want 
to get D.P.W. to make them one, they probably will, so I 
don't think that this should have a bearing on our findings. 

Mr. Chairman: There has been a motion proposed here. It 
has also been suggested that possibly the mover may wish to 
withdraw the motion. Possibly we could call a recess at 
this time and all parties can get together and draft a 
motion which would be acceptable or you could let this one 
stand. I would like your direction on this • 
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Mr. Commissio·ner: I am probably out of order,' speaking 
when a motion is being passed, but I would just like to say 
these few words for what they may be worth. I think I know 
what Councillor Watt is trying to say. We could probably 
add a little to the motion by saying that the understanding. 
of the prices placed before us in the memorandum are, 
adhered to. Mr. Baker would then immediately conta~it these 
people, Casca Enterprises and find out if they ar~;'>prepared 
to firm up a contract with us, giving us what we/~{;Jant at the 
price they have submitted. Should they say the,,~t are not 
then I feel we would like to come back to thi9:95Council 
table. This can be done within a.week, can ;j?t not Mr. Baker? 

j/ 
Mr. Baker: Yes. 

j, 

l: 
Mr. Commissioner: In other words, there/is no problem in 
getting it back in time so we can have t-Urther discussion. 
I think this is what you had in mind) isn't it? 

Mr. Watt: I would certainly go along'with that. 
l: 

Mr. Boyd: This was the, p.oint I wasf,?get ting at. The moment 
I mentioned it Mr. Watt clarified :ft so I think we should 

. J: 

just continue. on in accordance wi~h the paragraph designated 
here.. The $40'; 000.00 per annum qfJ: the i$2. 70 pelJ'foot. This 
would tie it down and I see no r!.~ason why you shoUld. not 
add it to the motion and let us/deal with one thing. 

Mr. Chairman declared a short recess. . . 

.: ... :::' 
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Mr. Commissioner: I am probably out of order, speaking 
when a motion is being passed, but I would just like to ~ay 
these few words for what they may be worth. I think I know 
what Councillor Watt is trying to say. We could probably 
add a little to the motion by saying that the understanding 
of the prices placed before us in the memorandum are 
adhered to. Mr. Baker would then imme,diately contact these 
people, Casca Enterprises and find out if they are prepared 
to firm up a contract with us, giving us what we want at the 
price they have submitted. Should they say they are not 
then I feel we would like to come back to thi~ Council 
table. This can be done within a week, can it not Mr. Baker? 

Mr. Baker: Yes. 

Mr. Commissioner: In other words, there is no problem in 
getting it back in time so we can have further discussion. 
I think this is what you had in mind, isn't it? 

Mr. Watt: I would certainly go along with that. 

Mr. Boyd: ,This was the point I·was getting at. The IPoment 
I mentioned it Mr. vvatt clarified it so I think we should 
just continue on in accordance with the paragr~ph designated 
here. The $40~000.00 per annum or the $2.70 peJ(foot. Thi~ 
would tie it down and I see no reason why you should not 
add it to tho motion and let us deal with one thing. 

Mr. Chairman declared a short recess. 

; " 
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they are intending to have another session q,f this same 
building leased to the Government. Would X,h.is have a 
bearing on the cost of rental basis? ,if 

Mr. Baker: I would think so, yes. 

/1' 
.is;' 

,t' 
j;~ 

',"'.' 

Mr. Watt: I am in favour of the priny.~ple of renting out a 
building for ten years but by goin[~ Iti[ong with this I don't 
want it to be interpreted that the qp~ernment go ahead and 
take out a bunch of these right awa,#. By going along with 
this suggestion we are going along/!;t';,ith the principle on a 
trial basis. We would. like to fi9f!:t out how this is going 
so I wrote out a motion which wastseconded by Mr. Southam 
that the Administration proceed further with the plah to 
rent liquor store and warehouse lspace to private enterprise 
for a ten year perio~. I 

l 
He passes the motion to the C4~irman. 

l 
Mr. Chairman: . Is this to pr~6eed further? 

i 
Mr. Boyd: Unless, that motiqp is clarified considerably and 
made more factual, it won'tthold water with me. That is 
not good. enough. This justA~says "Go ahead gentlemen, build 
it I! • That is what i t mean~'. It do esn 't sayan v-;hb.. t basis 
or under what conditions. , 

J;' 
Mr. Watt: Might I ask Mr~;: Boyd to offer an amendment to 
the motion or if he can wii"ite a better motio~ then I will 
wi thdraw this one. The m\~tion is asking for approval in 
principle of this on the ~asis of the memor,gdum and the 
prices that have been su~!mitted for this one project at this 
time. I think from the $ibnversations in our votes and pro
ceedings that the Adminiltration would not vary too far, if 
at all, from the prices i~;hat have been submit ted. I think 
it is certainly worth a $ry, particularly when they are 
doing it in Ottawa on a iarger scale and it is proving to 
be a boon to both privai;!~ enterprise ~nd Government. 

Mr. Thompson: I would j;hst like to make one comment on that 
last one you made about }rivate enterprise in Ottawa. I 
think the only reason that they are going to private enter
prise in Ottawa is because they are so busy building that 
they haven't got enough ~en and equipment to build them 
fast enough and this is ~heir only alternative. I think 
this is why Northern Aff~irs are going to private enterprise. 
They can't possibly get ~ new building within ten years so 
they are going into this}one with a ten year lease so that 
at the end of that time, :~f they want to move or they want 
to get D.F.W. to make the~ one, they probably will, so I 
don't think that this sho~ld have a bearing on our findings. 

Mr. Chairman: There has been a motion proposed here. It 
has also been suggested th~t possibly the mover may wish to 
withdraw the motion. Possl~lY we could call a recess at 
this time and all parties can get together and draft a 
motion which would be acceptable or you could let this one 
stand. I would like your direction on this • 
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Latera 

Committee called to ordera 

Mra Chairman: We have a motion proposed by Councillor Watt 
and seconded by Councillor Southam which reads as follows: 
That the Administration proceed further with the plan to rent 
Liquor Store and Warehouse Space from private enterpries for 
a ten year period providing the overall price does not exceed 
$2075 per square foota Is there any discussion on thisa 

Mra Commissioner: May I comment for just a moment? Is that 
figure just something that has been considered here, or is it 
an actual figure,the way it works out? I'm just wondering if 
you could specify that as a footage amount, instead of saying 
as per the figure submitted by the Sessional Papersa 

Mra Boyd: $40,000 works out to $2069 a foot, for the over
all building. 

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on the motion, gentle~ 
men? 

Mr. Boyd: Question. 

Mr. Chairman: The question has been called, are you agreed 
with the motion. 

All: Agreed. 

Chairman: Any contrary. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Boyd: Might I ask Mr. Baker or Mr. Cameron,providing 
this runs into any obstacles, if they would know, to let us 
know, and maybe we could have another shot at something. 

Mr. Cameron: This is correct. It is our intention to work 
on this immediately. Any variation or changes, if there are 
any, will be brought before Council, because as I pointed out 
before we are asking for your help on this item. 

Mr. Chairman: We have the matter of Carcross land and day
light saving. Do you require either of these' two gentlemen 
here for either of these subjects? 

Mra Boyd: The Carcross land is a very simple one, and we 
could take, and it wouldn't take us very many minuteso I'd 
like Mr. Cameron to be here, and probably Mr~ Baker who m~ght 
not be in too much of a hurrya Daylight saving's quite a 
long talk. 

Mra Cha~rman: Do you agree to discuss Carcross land with 'us 
at this time? 

Mra Cameron: Yes 

Mr. Watt: Could we have Mra Spray herea I don't think we 
need Mra MacKenzie, but I would like Mr. Spray to be here • 
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Mr. Shaw: This is kind of tied up with the school, not the 
land necessarily, the whole land, but tied up with the school. 
Isn't that it? A specific piece of land, right? 

Mr. Chairman: May Mr. MacKenzie be excused? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. MacKenzie withdraws. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Clerk, would you see if Mr. Spray could 
be with us. } 

'i 

A short recess was declared pe~iding arrival of Mr. Spray. 
. . 

·Mr. Chairman: Mr. Spray, COU4cillor Boyd raised a question 
respecting Carcross land. Wi~l you proceed, Councillor Boyd. 

Mr. Boyd: Yesterday we weretdiscussing the school at Car
cross. We learned that we wi~re going to have to put it on 
property"that we don't own.)t Ground by the way, which has 
sand dunes and is not worthfanything. Mr. Cameron knows 
that groundquite well, it'sZin Carcross. We are going to 

t;t, 

have to buy it now, and I ~~s a little concerned about the 
price we are going to have~to pay for it. I have since 
learn~d that possibly we mtght swap some ground, but I think 
it would be much wiser if we bought this no-good ground and 
keep our own ground at the;isame time. I was just wondering 
if we could have some opi~ions from the Administration on it. 

<" , 
.{j 

Mr. Cameron: Well, we ar~attempting to, we have written 
to the White Pass people ahd asked them if they would trade 
ground with us. As yet we}haven't heard back. I don't 
understand the problem. W~y would we buy additional land and 
keep an eye on it if we've~already got it? What's wrong with 
trading sand du~es? I 

It'~ 

~ 
~ 

Mr. Shaw: 
deal. 

We'd just have ~ sand dune at the end of this 
b 

:.,~ 

i~' Mr. Cameron: I think both;};parties would have the sand' dunes. 
They'd just be in a differe:~lt location, that's all. ,. 

o 
Mr. Chairman: I wonder if ~e could, if it would be possible 
to have an idea where this land is and what land is what in 

.~ 

Carcross. 
\ 

Mr. Spray: It was suggested~that Lot 23, which is held by 
the Crown, be .exchanged withjLot 17, which is held by White 
Pass.· (Mr. Spray produces map of Carcross) Lot 17 shows 
the site for the school. 

Mr. Chairman: How much of this land is held by White Pass? 

Mr. Spray: All the land shown in red is held by White Pass. 

Mr. Chairman: All the red? 

A short recess was declared for examination of the map • 
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Mr. Shaw: This is kind of tied up with the school, not the 
land necessarily, the whole land, but tied up with the school. 
Isn't that it? A specific piece of land, right? 

Mr. Chairman: May Mr. MacKenzie be excused? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. MacKenzie withdraws. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Clerk, would you see if Mr. Spray could 
be with us. 

A .short recess was declared pending arrival ofMr oSpr.ay. 

"Mr. Chairman: Mr. ,Spray, Councillor Boyd raised a 4u~stion 
respecting Carcross land. Will you proceed, Councillor Boyd. 

Mr. Boyd: Yesterday we were discussing the school at C~r
crosso We learned that we were going to have to put it on 
property that we don't owno Ground by the way, which has 
sand dunes and~is not worth anything. Mro Cameron knows 
that groundquite well, it's in Carcrosso We are going to 
have to buy it now, and I was a little concerned about the 
price we are going to have to pay for it. I have since 
learned that possibly we might swap soine ground, but I think 
it would be much wiser if we bought this no-good ground and 
keep our own ground at the same timeo I was just wondering 
if we could have some opinions from the Administration on ito 

Mr. Cameron: Well, we are attempting to, we have written 
to the Whi~e Pass people and asked them if they would trade 
ground with uSo As yet we haven't heard backo I don't 
understand the problemo Why would we buy additional land and 
keep an eye on it if we've already got it? What's wrong with 
trading sand dunes? 

Mro Shaw: We'd just have a sand dune at the end of this 
dealo 

Mro Cameron: I think both parties WOUld. have the sand dunes. 
They'd just be in a different location, that's allo 

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if we could, if it would be possible 
to have an idea where this land is and what land is what in 
Carcrosso 

Mro Spray: It was suggested that Lot 23, which is held by 
the Crown, be exchanged with Lot 17, which is· held by Wh~te 
Passo (Mro Spray produces map of Carcross) Lot 17 shows 
the .site for the schoolo 

Mr. Chairman: How much of this land is held by White Pass? 

Mro Spray: All the land shown in red is held by White Pass. 

Mro Chairman: All the red? 

A short recess was declared for examination of the map. 
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Later. 

Committee call~d to order. 

Mr. Chairman: We have a motion proposed by Councillbr Watt 
and seconded by Councillor Southam which reads as followR£ 
That the Administration proceed further with the plan ti~rent 
Liquor Store and Warehouse Space from private enterprie~ for 
a ten year period providing the overall price does no.t:'exceed 
$2.75 per square foot. Is there any discussion on this. 

c;;!'.' 

Mr. Commissioner: May I comment for just a moment$ Is that 
figure just something that has been considered he~)~! or is it 
an actual figure, the way it works out? I' m just;~;Nondering if 
you could specify that as a footage amount, insit~~'ad of saying 
as per the figure submitted by the Sessional H'iK'pers. 

Mr. Boyd: $40,000 works out to $2.69 a 
all building. 

the over-

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on motion, gentle-
men? 

Mr. Boyd: Question. 

Mr. Chairman: The question has been cali;~d, are you agreed 
with the motion. ',". 

All: Agreed. 

Chairman: Any contrary. 

,: MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Boyd: Might I ask Mr. Baker or Mr. Cameron,providing 
this runs into any obstacles, if they would know, to let us 
know, and maybe we could have another shot at something. 

Mr. Cameron: This is correct. It i~ our intention to work 
on this immediately. Any variation or changes, if there are 
any, will be brought before Council, because as I pointed out 
before we are asking for your help on this item. 

Mr. Chairman: We have the matter of Carcross land and day
light saving. Do you require either of these' two gentlemen 
here for either of these subjects? 

Mr. Boyd: The Carcross land is a very simple one, and we 
could take, and it wouldn't take us very many minutes. I'd 
like Mr. Cameron to be here, and probably Mr. Baker who might 
not be in too much of a hurry. Daylight saving's quite a 
long .talk. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you agree to discuss Carcross land with us 
at this time? 

Mr. Cameron: Yes 

Mr. Watt: Could we have Mr. Spray here. I don't think we 
need Mr. MacKenzie, but I would like Mr. Spray to be here • 
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Mr. Chai~man called committee back to order. 

Mr. Boyd: I thought it would be a good'idea to buy this land 
but first find out how much it is worth and so on, rather than 
monkeying around changing titles and what have you. Being as 
everybody was of the opinion it. wasn't worth much I didn't 
think White Pass would be too concerned with it at all. 
They'll probably be glad to get rid of it. It's a thought to 
leave with the Administration. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair): After seeing this 
ans finding this is controlled by one organization I can't 
see any r06m for community expansion in Carcross, unless 
someone can make a deal with the White Pass and Yukon route. 
I certainly feel that if the landis valueless to White Pass, 
that possibly the Administration could consider a proposal 
whereby we could buy sufficient land from White Pass, to build 
a community in that area. I don't feel that,one company 
should have control. Either that or re-locate the whole town 
somewhere where people would be away from this. I knew that 
they had quite a bit of land up there, but I didn"t expect 
to see something like this, where they control the whole ' 
thing. I can't see the sense in trying to put an organized 
community therefor anybody but White Pass, I really can't. 
And if they've paid substantial taxes, I understand, I heard 
a figure quoted here a short while ago, and this figure 
doesn't seem like a great deal, ~onsidered from 1900 to 1965. 
Those are my thoughts on it. As far as the land for the 
school goes in the interim, I would certainly say that we 
should have White Pass set a price on the land, and negotiate 
to purchase the land,rather than swap. I'd be more in favour 
of that than I would be for swapping lots. 

Mr. Cameron: The Government has no requirements for,the 
land. There's been no population explosion in the area, an~ 

there has been no demand for peoperty :to my knowledge. The 
White Pass have never said the land was valuable to them, 
and they have never said they won't sell land. So I don't 
know why the Territory would want to go and try to nego~iate 
a price to buy it. We've had no complaints from individuals 
wanting to build in Carcross and not being able to get pro
perty, not one, to my knowledge. 

Mr. Taylor: There must be a value placed on the land, and 
I'd like to know at some time or another what value they do 
place on these lots. As I say, I think that any Governmeht 
Crown land we have in the area we should hold on to. I'think 
that if they ownfue land, the Administration rather than swap, 
shoUld purchase the land, and find out just what value they 
do place on this lando I really do. 

Mr. Boyd: I might mention that the assessment of property 
taxes in Carcross was $3,44000 per year, for last year at 
leaseo I don't know what that includes, whether it includes 
a bunch of those cabins and so on. Certainly no tax was col-" 
lected, particularly from a hotel, a store, and that's all. 
I wonder if White Pass said you could have that ground for 
$lOO~OO, wouldn't that be simple, to give them $100000 ch~qu~? 
You're going to have to transfer titles and have it surveyed, 
I suppose, I don't know. 
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Mro Cameron: What I'm getting at is, why are we trying to 
obtain more land inCarcross? Just because one individual, 
Joe Smith, happens to own the whole of Carcross why is it we 
want to take it from him? We have no plans for it" and no use 
for it that I know of at the present timed: The present ownet, 
has certainly never indicated to me, or to this Administration 
that he is not prepared to sell any of ito 

Mro Watt: I think the idea behind it i# we are using Govern
ment money and we're going in to an ar~~ that is owned by a 
single company. In oth~r words, we ar:EJ going to have a sit u
ation something like we have in White~orse, the Federal 
building down here, and you surround it completely by a com
pany's land. If you put this on a piece of undeveloped pro
perty such as ..... p at the hill, or anyplace els e, where land 
could have been avafuble, then other', sateli te places would 
not have to open upo Now, you say"'that this land; is ava.il
able, but I know several people that have tried to purchase 
land down there, and have taken stE,(ps to get land to use in 
Carcross and I think the same situ?:tion is going to happen 
there as i~ happening here; you'r~going to have this commu
nity, and we're building all the amenities in the community,' 
such as schools j and 'then you're going to have, people who 
want to build a home in the area ~re going to have to go be
yond the town limits 0 You're going to have anoth'er, si tuation 
such as Porter Creek, Crestview - everything is building up. 
I don't see how this can be avoided. At this time, and let's 
look at it realistically, there'~ a school out at Chooutla, 
two miles out of Carcross, and quite a few of the students 
will be using this Chooutla scho~l, q~ite a few of the stu
dents for this new school will b~ using the Chooutla school, 
and youve' got to have to bus th;\:: children back and forth 
between Chooutla and the Communi~y. Why not let this school, 
if this land is privatly owned, put near the Chooutla, and 
you're still going to have to bu~ the children from the Town
site out to the Chooutla, and patticularly if that land out 
there is privately owned, the Government should sub divide it 
and allo~ it to be purchased privately, an~ put it up for 
sale. Anyone who does want to b~ild out in the area can 
build, and they'll be close to the school. This is a realis
tic ai ternati ve, because I know the troubles we" ve had here, 
and I'd certainly hat to see Carcross wind up in the same way. 

Mr. Spray: I'd like to say that t~is map does not necessarily 
give you a true picture of the pr~perty ownership of Carcross. 
We have to bring it up -to-date by searching land titles 
records, and finding out which lan~is held by White Pass. 

Mro Watt: I'd like to ask Mr. Spray -what about that land 
around the Chooutla school, in that area, say a mile around 
there? 

Mr. Spray: I couldn't tell you the ownership of that property, 
we'd have to do a search on it. 

Mr. Camer6n: I think the airport is still under a ,lease 
through Mr. Simonds, I believe he still holds the lease on 
the airport, which would be about half a mile from the school. 
Mr. Taylor: It seems to me that rather than exchange public 
land for private land in view of the peculiar circumstances 
here whereby one group or one organization control the Carcross 
land, there are 300 n"rmal -sized lots involved in this, I 
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Mr. Cameron: What I'm getting at is, why are we trying to 
obtain more land in 'Carcross? Just because One individual, 
Joe Smith, happens to own the whole of Carcross why is it we 
want to t~ke it from him? We have no plans for it, an~ no use 
for it that I know of at'the present time. The present owner 
has ciertainlynever indicated to me, Or t~ this Administration 
that he is not prepared to sell any of it. 

Mr. Watt: I think the idea behind it is we ~re using Govern
ment money and we're going in to an area that ~s owned by a 
single company. In other words, we are going to have a situ
ation something like we have in Whitehorse, the Federal 
building down here, and you su~round it c6mpletely by a com
pany's land. If you put this On a piece of undeveloped pro
perty such as ~p at the hill, or anyplace else, where land 
could have been avaliable, then other satelite places would 
not have to open up. Now, you say that this land; is avail
able, but I know several people that have tried to purchase 
land down there, and have taken steps to get land to use in 
Carcross' and I think the same situation is going to happen 
there as is happening here; you're going to have this cD~mu~ 
nity, and we're building :9.11 theamenlties in the community, 
such as schools , and then you're going to have, people whO 
want to build a home in the area are going to have to go be-, 
yond the town limits. You're going to have another situation 
such as Porter Creek, Cre~tview ~ eve~ything is buildin~ up. 
I don't see how this can be avoided. At this time, 'and let's 
look at it realistically, there's a school out at Chooutla, 
two miles out of Carcross, and quite a few of the students 
will be using this Chooutla school, quite a few of the stu- ' 
dents for this new school will be using the Chooutla school, 
and yOuve' got to have to bus the children back and fOrth 
between Chooutla and the Community. Why not let this school, 
if this land is privatly owned, out near the Chooutla, and 
you're still going to have to bus the children from the Town-, 
sit~ out to the Chooutla, and particularly if that l~nd out 
there is privately owned, the Government should sub divide it 
and allow it to be purchased privately, and put it up for 
sale. Anyone who does want to build but in the area can 
build, and they'll be close to the school. This is a realis
tic ai ternati ve, because I know the troubles we·' ve had here, 
and I'd certainly hat to see Carcross wind up in the same way. 

Mr. Spray: I'd like to say that this map does not necessarily 
give you a true picture of the property ownership of Carcross. 
We have to bring it up -to-date by searching land titles 
records, and finding out which land is held by White Pass. 

Mr. Watt: ltd like to ask Mr. Spray - 'what about that land 
around the Chooutla school, in that area, say a mile around 
there? 

Mr. Spray: I couldn't tell you the ownership of that property, 
we'd have to do a search on it. 

Mr~ Camer'Bn: I think the airport is still under a ,lease 
through Mr. Simonds, I believe he still holds the lease on 
the airport, which would be about half a mile from the schooL 
Mt.Taylor: It seems to me that rather than exchange public 
larid £or private land in view of the peculiar circumstances 
here whereby one group or one organization control the Carcross 
land, there are 300 nnrmal -sized lots involved in this, I 
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Mr. Chairman Galled committee back to order. 

Mr. Boyd: I thought it would be a good idea to b~y this land 
but first find out how much it is worth and so on, rathe~. than 
mon~eying around changing titles and what have you. Bei,ng as 
everybody was of the opinion it. wasn't iY.orth much I didn't 
think White Pass would be too concerned foith it at all. 
They'll probably be glad to get rid of at. It's a thought to 
leave with the Administration. I 

! 
Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Cha~T): After seeing this 
ans finding this is controlled by onporganization I can't 
see any room for community expansion,in Carcross, unless 
someone can make a deal with the White Pass and Yukon route. 
I certainly feel that if the landip valueless to White Pass, 
that possibly the Administration c~~ld co~sider a proposal 
whereby we could buy sufficient la~d fiom White Pass to build 
a community in that area. I don'~ feel that one company 
should have control. Either that or re-locate the whole town 
somewhere where people would be away from this. I knew that 
they had quite a bit of land. up Jhere, but I didn"t expect 
to see something like this, whe;e they control the whole 
thing. I can't see ~he sense i~ trying to put an organized 
community there for anybody but: White Pass, I really can't. 
And if they've paid substantiat taxes, I understand, I heard 
a figure quoted here a short while ago, and this figure 
doesn't seem like a great deal~ ;onsidered from 1900 to 1965. 
Those are my thoughts on it. As far as the land for the 
school goes in the interim, I,~ould certainly say that we 
should have White Pass set a price on the land, and negotiate 
to purchase the land,rather than swap. I'd be more in favour 
of that than I would be for swapping lots. 

;r, 

Mr. Cameron: The Government has no requir~ments for the 
land. There's been no populai,tion explosion in the area, and 
there has been no demand forpeoperty :to my knowledge. The 
White Pass have never said the land was valuable to them, 
and they have never saiq they.i" won't sell land. So I don't 
know why the Territory would¥ant to go and try to negotiate 
a price to buy it. We've had~no complaints from individuals 
wanting to build.in Carcross and not being able to get pro
perty, not one, to my knowled~e. 

Mr. Taylor: There must be a value placed on the land, and 
I'd like to know at some time 9r another what value they do 
place on these lots. As I sayt I think that any Go~ernment 
Crown land we have in the area ~e should hold on to •. I think 
that if they own me land, the AdIpinistration rather than swap, 
should purchase the land, and firld out just what value they 
do place on this land. I really do. 

Mr. Boyd: I might mention that the assessment of property 
taxes in Carcross was $3,44.00 per year, for last yeat at 
lease. I don't know what that includes, whether it includes 
a bunch of those cabins and so on. Certainly no tax was col-~ 
lected, particularly from a hotel, a store, and that's allo 
I wonder if White Pass sai,d you could have that ground for 
$100.00, wouldn't that be simple, to give them $100.00 ch~que? 
You're going to have to transfer titles and have it surveyed, 
I suppose, I don't know. 
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think it would be to the advantage of these people and our
selves to enter into negotiation to purchase a pi~ce of 'land. 
Now I'm not saying we should go for any price they want to 
throw before us, but I am saying negotiate with them, and 
find out just what they think this land is actually worth, 
per lot. Secondly, I think in view of the fact they control 
by property the community of Carcross, and they have a pretty 
sUbstantial investment I imagi~ in their White Pass set-up 
there, possibly they'd be very pleased if we'd build this new 
school at the taxpayers' expense for the whole Territory. 
They might be able to give us a very good deal on these 
lots. In this way we can retain those lots that we have. 
We also don't have to swap lots and we would know what this 
ground is worth. 

Mr. Cameron: It seems to me we're talking about a subject 
that none of us know very much about. I would suggest that 
we have Mr. Spray contact the Company and contact the Regis
trar of Lands and find out how much exactly is this land we 
are talking about, how much of it is available, and whether 
the Company have any plans for it, what they feel about the 
value of the land, and how many pieces of property are pre
sently available that are not controlled by them but are 
contro~d by the Government. I've certainly no objections 
to approaching the Company to purchase land; but I think it's 
rather foolish. You might just as well go out and purohase 
some at Highgrain Mountain, there's nobody requiring it, 
there's nobody want to go to Carcross that I know of, or has 
not moved because the land was not available. The only thing 
that I have heard over the years that the White Pass have in 
mind, ana the reason it is of value to them, this came to 
the surfece quite predominantly a very few years ago when 
Tentina looked so active, then the White Pass thought they 
might, if this became a large mining operation, have to 
establish large trackage and yardage in the Carcross area~ 
if the mineral would come through and across the Tagish Road 
Cut-off , an~ come into C~rcross and be taken out by train 
from there. But I think we should have some of these facts 
before we argue and discuss such a thing, because obviously 
we are missing a lot of information. 

Mr. Boyd (with Mr. Taylor back in Chair): This is just the 
real point. I don't think we can deny the fact there will 
never be a road, or we can say there will never be a road to 
Skagway. Let's assume there is one. And let's assume there's 
somebody capable of doing some trucking and so on, and they 
may need a warehouse for their business, they won't even get 
get close to the boondocks the way the situation is. I know 
of one chap, he was after me, it's a year or more ago now, 
and he was trying to buy land and he couldn't get. I don't 
know why, but the White Pass wouldn't sell it to him. He 
could get some out quite some distance where it was too far 
for his kids even to go to school, so to speak. He was on 
the outskirts of this bunch of red stuff we see here, some
thing like this, is the way he put it to me. We can't just 
shut our eyes and say "That's no good" to allybody, and that 
w~ll never need it. We will need it. White Pass probably 
realizes this quite ~ell. Some day there's going to bea 
road to tidewater. 

;, 
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Mr. Watt: I think that Mr. Commissioner's suggestion was a 
good one. Let's be willing to hear from the Company, hear 
what they have to say. 

Mr. ,Commissioner: We can have this information available for 
you in two or three days. It's not that difficult to find, 
and if you should so desire, to have the General Manager of 
the White Pass discuss the subject with jou. I'm quite sure 
he'd be happy to'do so. 

Mr. Chairman: Would the committee agree. to defer this mat
ter at the present time, and await the arrival of further 
information from the Administration? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: We then, gentleman, ~ave the matter of Day
light Saving. I wonder if Mr. Spr~y and Mr. Baker· could be 
excused at this t'ime . '. 

All: Agreed. ? 

Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker withdrew. 

Mi. Chairman: 1m' afraid, it's"just been brought to my 
attention, that we are booked a~ 4 o'clock on Bill No.5. 

Mr. Shaw: Proceed. If we are~lOor 15 minutes over, the 
gentleman will have sufficientfipatience as to wait insofar 
as these proceedings are concerned. 

Mr. Chairman: Is the Committee agreed. 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: We come theh to a memorandum from the Com
missioner, which we read the day before yesterday, I believe, 
respecting Daylight Saving. Mr. Commissioner has asked for 
an opportunity to discuss this, so will you proceed, Mr. 
Commissioner. 

Mr. Commissioner: Thank you"Mr. Chairman. I believe ciost 
of you have read the information we have put into the paper, 
and i~ has been bantered back and forth for some time. Now, 
here again the flgood book" saYf5 the Administration can 
change the hours of the day by eo designating the change. 
Well, I am, 6f course, quit~ ptepared to accept that resons
ibility providing you gentlemen are with me. I am not pre
pared to go out on my own and'make the change. So far we 
are in a difficult to say whether its good or bad because 
we've never had it. Over the past few years there have been 
a number of discussions on it by different organizations 
throughout the Territory. The people in the Northern part 
of the Territory have very little, if any, interest~ I can't 
say that I blame them. They have many more weeks of daylight 
than is the case down~here. People in ihe Southern end of 
the Territory on the other hand appear to be very mudh in 
favour, so whatever decision we arrive at, it's not going to 
be satisfactory to all concerned. We are not looking for an 
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Mr. Watt: I think that Mr. Commissioner's suggestion was a 
good one. Let's be willing to hear from the Company, hear 
what they have to say. 

Mr. ·Commissioner: We can have this information available for 
you in two or three days. It's not·that difficult to find, 
and if you should so desire, to have the General Manager of 
the White Pass discuss the subject with you. I'm quite sure 
he'd be happy to do so. 

Mr. Chairman: Would the committee agree to defer this mat
ter at the present time, and await the arrival of further 
information from the Administration? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: We then, gentleman, have the matter of Day
light Saving. I wonder if Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker' could be 
excused at this time. 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker withdrew. 

Mr. Chairman: Im' afraid, it's just been brought to my 
attention, that we are booked at 4 o'clock on Bill No.5. 

Mr. Shaw: Proceed. If we ar~ 10 or 15 minutes over, the 
gentleman will have sufficient patience as to wait insofar 
as these proceedings are concerned. 

Mr. Chairman~ Is the Committ~e agreed. 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: We come th~n to a memorandum from the Com
missioner, which we read the day before yesterday, I believe, 
respecting Daylight Saving. Mr. Commissioner has asked for 
an opportunity to discuss this, sO will you proceed, Mr. 
Commissioner. 

Mr. Commissioner: Thank you, Mr~ Chairman. I belie~e most 
of yo~ have r~ad the information we have put into the paper, 
and it has been bantered back and forth for some. time. Now, 
here again the "good book" says the Administration can 
change the hours of the day by so designating the change. 
Well, I am, of course, quite prepared to accept that resons
ibility providing you gentlemen are with me. I am not pre
pared to go out on my own and make the change. So far we 
are in a difficult to say whether its good or bad because 
we've never had it. Over the past few years there have been 
a number of discussions on it by different organizations 
throughout the Territory. The people in the Northern part 
of the Territory have very little, if any, interest~ I can't 
say that I blame them. They have many more weeks of daylight 
than is the case dd~n~here. People in the Southern end of 
the Territory on the other hand appaar to be very much in 
favour, so whatever decision we arrive at, it's not going to 
be satisfactory to all concerned. We are not looking for an 
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think it wo~ld be to,the advantage of thes&~people and our
selves to enter into negotiation to purchase a piece of lando 
Now I'm not saying we should go for any price they want to 
throw before us, but I am saying negoti~te with them, and 
find out just what they think this landis actually worth, 
per loto Secondly, I think in view of the fact they control 
by property the community of Carcros~, and they have a pretty 
substantial investment I imagirf3 in i;iheir White Pass set-up 
there, possibly they'd be very pleq;$ed if we'd build this new 
school at the taxpayers' expense rSr the whole Territoryo 
They might be able to give us a v~ry good deal on these 
lotso In this way we can retainfthose lots that we haveo 
We also don't have to swap lots Jind we would know what this 
ground is wortho 

/< 

Mro Cameron: It seems to me w0're talking about a subject 
that none of us know very muc~;abouto I would suggest that 
we have Mro Spray contact thEt>Company and contact the Regis
trar of Lands and find out h~~ much exactly ~s this land we 
are talking about, how much Of it is available, and whether 
the Company have any plans rbr it, what they feel about the 
value of the land, and how many pieces of property are pre
sently available that are nbt controlled by them but are 
controlJ.ed by the Governmeni;'o I've certainly no 0 bj ections 
to approaching the Compan~to purchase land, but I think it's 
rather foolisho You migh~.just as ~ell go out and purohase 
some a.t Highgrain Mountain, there's nobody requiring it, 
there's nobody want to go~to Carcross that I know of, or has 
not moved because the lan~ was not availableo The only thing 
that I have heard over the years that the White Pass have in 
mind, ana the reason it is of value to them, this came to 
the surface quite predominantly a very few years ago when 
Tentina looked so active, then the White Pass thought they 
might, if this became a large mining operation, have to 
establish large trackage and yardage in the Carcross area~ 
if the mineral would come through and across the Tagish Road 
Cut-off , and come into Carcross and be taken out by train 
from thereo But I think we should have some of these facts 
before we argue and disc~ss such a thing, because obviously 
we are missing a lot of informationo 

Mro Boyd (with Mro Taylor back in Chair): This is just the 
real pointo I don't think we can deny the fact there will 
never be a road, or we c~n say there will never be a road to 
Skagwayo Let's assume t~~re is oneo And let's assume there's 
somebody capable of doin~some trucking and so on, and they 
may need a warehouse for i~eir business, they won't even get 
get close to the boondocks the way the situation iso I, know 
of one chap, he was after me, it's a year or more ago now, 
and he was trying to buy land and he couldn't geto I don't 
know why, but the White Pass wouldn't sell it to himo He 
could get some out quite some distance where it was too far 
for his kids even to go to school, so to speako He was on 
the outskirts of thi~ bunch of red stuff we see here, ~ome
thing like this, is the way he put it to meo We can't just 
shut our eyes and say "That's no good" to .soy-body, and that 
well never need ito We will need ito White Pass probably 
realizes this quite wello Some day there's goiog to be a 
road to tidewatero 
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answer:that will satisfy everybody, because I don't think we 
will fin~ it in this case. However, the most work was done 
in Councillor Taylor's riding. They got sheet after sheet, 
I guess they went around knocking on doors ,by the look of 
it, and getting signatures, and they have presented these. 
This came out when they had a Chamber of Commerce meeting. 
I was down there ~ddressing the Chamber of Commerce, and , 
Councillor Taylor spoke at that time, and said he woul~ like 
to know the wishes of the people. If they were wanting to 
promote this they better get out and hammer at doors and 
give him this information. They have passed this on. There 
are 241 for, and 29 against. The complaints we've had don't 
vary too much, they are mostly people complaining that their 
children won't be able to sleep because there would be too 
much sunshine. Another was, that we'd be the laughing-stock 
of North Amer~ca, because we have daylight all the tim3. 
Now this daylight we have is not all the time. The effect 
of Daylight Saving Time would be felt mainly as far as the 
individual is concerned, and the hour of enjoyment for rec
reational purposes would be felt at this time of the year 
and in the fall. During the latter part of May, during the 
month of June and the first half of July, very little change 
would be felt. The big thing for it, and what everybody has 
discussed, is that we can phone Vancouver or Edmonton 4 o'clock 
our time, and it is 4 o'clock their time, and they can in 
most instances make a special effort to get a particular 
camp part, or piece of equipment that you'd require on the 
next day's plane, and you'd receive it the following day. 
That's about the sum and substance of what I have to say. 
I would like you to give me the opinions of Council. I 
would like them to make a recommendation or, just my own 
personal feeling is, I have no objection to s~eing it tried. 
At least we would say well, we know it's not good. So far 
it's all on one side of the ledger. We've never had it. 
We're just guessing, surmizing. Another objection I might 
say that dis come up, was that it would put us three hours 
different from the St~te of Alaska, but the people in the 
tourist industry say this does not affect them, because 
they are open 24 hours a day during the, tourist business, 
and the actual constructicn or mining, business that is car
ried on in the Yukon is practically nil as far as business 
transactions between the State of Alaska and ourselves, it 
is a very small amount. Another one was, that the mining, 
companies, if they operate under a union, would be stuck for 
quite a few thousand dollars in the spring, and again in,the 
Fall, because their union contract says that if they only 
work 6 hours,instead of 8, they must be paid for 8. Then on 
the changeover back again even if they were working only, 8, 
they would hav~ to be paid for 10. The way they get around 
this apparently in other parts of the world is to stay on 
Standard Time. You recall that when war came along in 1939 
one of the first things they did was to put the whole of 
Canada on DaY+,ight Saving the year around, which meant 
greater hours 'of daylight for the working crews and greater, 
h~urs, of daylighi,for your recreational time when everybody 
was working at fever pitch in the War effort. Now, any of 
these, if you wish to read the list, as I say, most of them 
are from Watson iak~, and the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce 
has submitted a run-down as to how many or for it, and why 
they are for it. I didn't ask for this, asked for opposition 
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but they asked flAre you in favour of Daylight Saving Time for 
the Yukon Territory", and there were 41 said "Yes", and 5 said 
"no", there was 37 said "Yes" to the year around, 5 said 
"Summer only", there was 1 said "One hour advance all year", 
5 said "Two hours advance all yearil, 26 ~aid "Two hours summer 
and 1 hour winter", 5 said "One hour during summer", 4 said 
"Two hours during summer". This is just an expression of 
opinion from the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce. They sent 
out questionnaires. I think that is about all I have to say 
a~ the moment. If you would like to have some discu~sibn on 
it, I would like to have the feelings and opinion of CounciL 

Mr. Taylor(Mr~ Boyd in Chair): I too possess one of these 
fine bundles of documents. These were' gathered by the Cham
ber of Commerce in Watson Lake, and Gover Swift'River and 
Teslin, which I notice came out fifty-fifty. They indicated 
whether they wanted a full year, or the first of April, or 
what it was. I haven't gone through them all to get the 
statistics o~t of them. I personally, as you probably kriow, 
am opposed, as are many others. However, I must take the 
stand that my people have aske~ m~ to do, arid approve the 
principle of Daylight Saving.' However, I might say, in dis
cussing this point of view, that I certainly wish there had 
have been a pleb'isci te before this, matter was brought' up." 
I f~el that what you've done - you've split the population 
to the degree that in presenting this problem at the Council 
Meeting you have plated the elected representatives in a v~cy 
very untenable position, i~ the sense that it is subh a con
troversial theme, and it's left to each one of us individu
ally to try and satisfy a mixed group. It certainly affects 
us to a very big degree. I admit there are pressure groups 
- the Chamber of Commerce,and so forth. I had thought that 
if a $20,000 plebiscite could not be run, then possibly ~ 
paper plebi~cite in the form of letters s~nt to e~ch voter 
in the ~erritory, with a ca~d enclosed, a pre~stamped card 
enclosed, asking each voter to indicate his preference, and 
so forth, to make any notes or comments they wish, and given 
a reasonable period of time by which to get these returned; 
we would then have left it up to the people to decide. Now 
as I say, ,I have a petition here from the Chamber of Commerce 
which indicates whole-heartedly they wish Daylight Saving 
Time. However, there are other people in the Northern end of 
the Territ6ry I understand who are quite opposed to this sqrt 
of thing. I also recall there was a plebiscite held in the 
Municipality of Whitehorse some years ago, and I believe the 
difference was not really too great. In other words, there 
wasn't a whole-heatted majority in favour, and there was a 
very sUbstantial number 'of people who were in effect opposed 
to this. Now whether or riot in accepting Daylight Saving in 
principle we are imposing 'the wishes of a minority on a maj
ority inte~ms of population I don't know. It might just b~ 
the exact reverse. But I. know quite a few people aren,' t going 
to be happy about this, at least in the,initial stage. 
However, I just thought that for the record I'd put my 
thoughts on the rec6rd, so that no man will ever"get the wrong 
opinion of what I express at this Table in this regard. That's 
all I have to say. (Th~nk you~ M~. Boyd, I'll take the Chair). 

Mr. Boyd: The plebisciteyoL). mentioned was taken in October 
1962, 417 said"yes',' and 365 said "No" ., 16 spoiled ballots. 
Since 1962 three years have passed by; or about to pass, and 
the attitude towards Daylight Saving has changed considerably 
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but they asked "Are you in favour of Daylight Saving Time for 
the Yukon Territory", and there were 41 said "Yes", and 5 said 
"no", there was 37 said "Yes" to the year around, 5 said 
"Summer only", there was 1 said "One hour advance all year", 
5 said "Two hours advance all year", 26 scStid "Two hours summer 
and 1 hour winter", 5 said "One hour during summer", 4 said 
"Two hours during summer". This is just an expression of 
opinion from the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce. They sent 
out questionnaires. I think that is about all r have to say 
at the moment. If you would like to have some discussion on 
it, I would like to have the feeling~ and opinion of Council. 

Mrp Taylor(Mr. Boyd in Chair): I too possess one of these 
fine bundles of documents. These were gathered by the Cham
ber of Commerce in Watson Lake, and cover Swift River.and 
Teslin, which I notice came out fifty-fifty. They indicated 
whether they wanted a·full year, or the first of April, or 
what it was. I haven't gone through them all to get the 
statistics out of them. I personally, as you probab~y know, 
am bpposed, as are many others. However, I must take the 
stand that my people have asked me to do, and approve the 
principle of Daylight Saving. However, I might say, in dis
cussing this point of view,that I certainly wish there had 
have been a plebiscite before this.matter was brought up. 
I feel that what you've done - you've split the population 
to the degree that in presenting this problem at the Council 
Meeting you have placed the elected representatives in a v~cy 
very untenable position, in the sense that it is such a con
troversial theme, and it's left to each one of us individu
ally to try and satisfy a mixed group. It certainly affects 
us to a very big degree. I admit there.are pressure groups 
- the Chamber of Commerce ,and so forth. I had thought that 
if a $20,000 plebiscite could not be run, then possibly a 
paper plebiscite in the form of letters sent to each voter 
in the Territory, with a card enclosed, a pre-stamped card. 
enclosed, asking each voter to indicate his preference, and 
so forth, to make any notes or comments they wish, and given 
a reasonable period of time by which to get these returned, 
we would then have left.it"up to the pe6ple to decide. Now 
as I say, I have a petition here from the Chamber of Commerce 
which indicates whole-heartedly they wish Daylight Saving 
Time. However, there are other people in the Northern end of 
the Territory I understand who are quite opposed to this sort 
of thing. I also recall there was a plebiscite held in the 
Municipality of Whitehorse some years ago, and I believe the 
difference was not really too great. In other words, there 
wasn't a whole-hearted majority in favour, and there was a 
verysubsta~tial number of people who were in ~ffect opposed 
to this. Now whether or not in accepting Daylight Saving in 
principle we are imposing the wishes of a minority on amaj
ority in terms of population. I don't know. It might just be 
the exact rev~rse. But I know quite a few people aren't going 
to be happy about this, at least in the initial stage. 
However, I just ·thocight thatfo~ the record I'd put my 
thoughts on the record, so that no man will ever"~et the wrong 
opinion of what I express at t~is Table in this regard. That's 
all I have to say. (Thank you, Mr. Boyd,I'll take the Chair). 

Mr. Boyd: The ~l~biscite·you mentioned was taken inOciober· 
1962, 417 said"yes',' and 365 said "No" ., i6 spoiled ballots. 
Since 1962 three years have passed by, or about .to pass, and 
the attitude towards Daylight Saving has changed considerably 
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answer, that will satisfy everybody, because I do,~\ t think we 
will find it in this case. However, the most W~}k was done 
in Councillor T,aylor' s riding. They got sheetafttfter sheet, 
I guess'th~ywent arou~d knocking on doors by~:~the look of 
it, and getting signatures, and they have pre§jtf?nted these. 
This came, out' when they had a Chamber of Com~frce meeting. 
I was down there addressing the Chamber of ClTImerce, and 
Councillor Taylor spoke at that time, an~ s~~ he would like 
to know th~ wishes of the people. If they ,~;~re, wanting to 
promote thls they better get out and hamme~~j'at doors and 
give him this information. They have passf,r this on. There 
are 241 for, and 29 against. The complain:~'s we've had don't 
vary too much, they are mostly people com'aining that ,their 
children won't be able to sleep because t~ere would be too 
much sunshine. Another was, that we' d b~~~the laughing-stock 
of North Ameri~a, because we have daYlig~t all the tim3. 
Now this daylight we have is not all theJ,~ime. The effect 
of Daylight Saving Time would be felt m~!nly as far as the 
individual is concerned, and the hour oiienjoyment for rec
reat~onal purposes wb~~d be felt at thi~time of ' the, year 
and In the fall. Durlng the latter pa~ of May, durlng the 
month of June and the first half of Ju~~" very little change 
would be felt. The big thing for it, ~d what everybody has 
discussed, is that we can phone VancouJbr or Edmonton 4 o'clock' 
our time, and it is 4 o'clock their time, and they can in 
most instances ~ake a spec~al effort t~ get a pa::ticular 
camp part, or plece of equlpment that ~ou'd requlre on the 
next day's plane, and you'd receive it'the following day. 
That's about the sum and substance of .i~what I have to say. 
I would like you to give me the opini~ns of Council. I 
would like them to make a recommendation or, just my Qwn 
personal feeling is, 'I have n, a object,lon to s~,eing it tried. 
At least we would say well, we know i~'s not good. So far 
it's all on one side of the ledger. We've never had it. , 
We're just guessing, surmizing. Anot~er objection I might 
say that dis come up, was that it wougd put us three'hours 
different from the St~te of Alaska, b~t the people in the ,', 
tourist industry say this does not avlect them, because 
they are open 24 hours ,a day during t~e tourist business, 
and the actual constructio'n or miningij:,business that is car
ried on in the Yukon is practically nil as far as business 
transactions between the State of Al~~ka and ourselves, it 
isa very small amount. Another one las, that, the mining 
compani~s, if they operate under a unlon, would be stuck for 
quite a few thousand dollars in the sFring, and again in,the 
Fall, ,because their union contract sais that if they only 
work 6 hours instead of 8, they must ~,e paid for 8. Then on 
the changeover back again even if the~ were working onlY,8, 
they would have to be paid for 10. Tn,e way they get around 
this apparently in other parts of the w,orld is to stay ,on 
Standard Time. You recall that when war came along in 1939 
one of the firs~ things they did was to put the whole of 
Canada on Daylight Saving the year around, ,which meant 
greater hours ·.'of daylight for the working crews and greater, 
hours, of daylight for your recreational time when everybody 
was working at fever pitch in the War effort. Now, any of 
these, if you wish to read the list, as I say, most of them 
are from Watson Lake~ and the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce 
has submitted a run-do~n as to how manyor'for it, and w~y 
they are for it. I didn't ask for this, asked for opposition 
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in the Whitehorse area, I am safe in saying this, I think~ 

Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce made a survey of business 
very recently, and for the year around there was 41 said. "Yes" 
and 5 said "no", 37 for "Year around" and 5 for "Summer only", 

"2 hours in the summer and 1 hour in the winter" - 2.6 said 
"Yes", "one hour during summer" - 5 said "Yes", and "two 
hours during summer" - 4 said "Yes". Here we want 37 out of 
41 who want Daylight Saving Time, which is an example' of 
their thinking. I would say that we should give this a try, 
certainly for one year, and we will soon find out where we 
stand, and I don't think the people would condemn us too 
harshly if we have madS a mistake, which I don't think we 
are making. I think we will make a mistake if we don't give 
it a try. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Boyd has given you the figures from the White
hors~ area • It has been more of a personal thing, and will 
affect the lives of people personally. I will go along with 
the wishes of the people. I think that's a fair indication' 
of what the people in my area think, outside the Municipality 
as well a£ in the Municipality. There are some that are 
viol~ntly opposed, there are some that are violently for it, 
and others, I would say almost half, are quite willing to 
give it a try. Personally I have just spent a little time 
outside where they do have Daylight Saving Time, and the hours 
of sunlight,(evening, late afternoon,) do help quite a little 
bit at this time of year. I would certainly vote for it, and 
I think I would be justified in doing it. I wouldn't hesit
ate for one minute to go back to my constituents and say 
this is waht I did, and give them my reasons. 

Mr. Shaw: This is my opinion on this matter. We have various 
figures given to us, one by a group of business men in White
hors~, that is very much for this particular change. We have 
also a similar request from the businessmen of Watson Lakeo 
I would feel that this is quite a serious matter, it is no 
trifling matter when you are changing peoples' lives as to 
what time they get up in the morning and what time they go to 
bedo It's fine to say "Well, we need this and we need that", 
but any time something is instituted there is usually some
thing on the other side of the balance of these scales to try 
and balance this up, otherwise its lopsidedo .A plebiscite 
was taken in Whitehorse some years ago, in which the answer 
was 417 for and 365 against, and 16 spbiled ballots. Now that 
to me is pretty well a fifty-fifty splito No. one can say to 
me that that's convincingo When we take any action in a 
Municipality in most cases that affect the lives of the peo
ple, affect their pocket books, we take a two-thirds majority 
and say most of the people want thiso This particular Day
light Saving Time is a very controversial issue. British 
Columbia has seen fit to have one hour Daylight Saving Time, 
the Provinc&of Alberta doesn't even want one hour, they keep 
it at Standard Timeo Some people in the Yukon want two hourso 
Now, apart from the advertising which we put on our licence 
plates "The Lsnd of the Midnight Sun", it seems quite funny 
that Be want to save daylight when we've got daylight 24 hours 
a dayo In the north end of the Territory, as far as the 
people coming in from Alaska, from the north end, they become 
quite confused with this one-hour ohangeo Now, if they. had 
three hours of change, i~ they start out and want to travel, 
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to Dawson, and they start at 9 o'clock - they're going to get 
there about supper time, because three hours is a vast differ
ence in just crossing over a border. That's exactly what it's 
going to be. Now, the peopl~ I have spoken to, in the area 
which I represent, most of them look on it as very ridicu
lous. Ocassionally I find someone who thinks maybe it's 
good idea. I honestly feel myself, that before we ins~i,te 
anything like this we must have so~e form of a plebiscie~ 
with a two-thirds majority, to let us know what the pe ple 
want. Then when this is instituted we will know it i 
thing they want, the people, it's not something whic 
ganized (something like this can be organized eithe 
or the other, it depends on how energetic the orga 
be. I hpnestly feel that be!ore I can accept the rinciple 
of Daylight Saving Time, I would feel that the pe ple of the 
Yukon Territory must definitely give their viewp int on this 
m attar. This isn't a matter of life or death. We have 
carried on in this ferri~ory for 65 or 70 years without Day~ 
light Saving' Time,and I don't think anybody h s suffered by 
it, ~ut if we just go and plunk! put on twoh rs difference, 
it's going to affect a lot of people. I don' think this is 
something we can lightly ehter into, and I f 1, in all sin
cerity, that before we enter into this we mu b get the voice 
of the people, on a vote conducted by the G ernment in some 
form or other, then we get the true picture If they say 
IIYes", I'll take the same attitude as I di with the new flag 
we have, that was accepted by the majority of the people, and 
that's it, and I accept it as such. And' 11 accept Daylight 
Saving Time in the same way. 

Mr. Thompson: I'd just like to ask Mr. 
voted on that plebiscite for the flag. 

aw which way he 

Mr. Commissioner: I can't say that I a ree with Mr. Shaw 
because I don't feel it is a serious is ue. I don't think 
it makes a darned bit of difference, pa ticularly in this 
country, as to the number of hours of nshine, or whether we 
will be able to sleep or not. I think outside they just 
accept it every day, it's a very minor issue. I'd like to 
have the feeling of all the people. B t as far as liThe Land 
of the Midnight Sun" is concerned, wh~, we would be doing the 
tourist a favour. There isn't any pl ce in the Ylikon that 
you can drive your car and see the mi night sun, but you 
would with Daylight Saving. Two hour , why the sun would be 
up at midnight. That's ~hat you want to get, the tourist 
picture, and that would help the~ out,a lot. The idea of 
two hours or one hour is simply to st y on the same time as 
the people we do 90% of our business ith, B. C. and Alberta. 
The reason I suggested one hour the yeararoun~ is that it , 
would still keep us on B.C. time .at least during the ~inter. 

Mr. Shaw: If this is so important how come the Province o~ 
Alberta doesn't have any Daylight Saving Time? The~ seem to 
get along without it, and they're farmers. They like to get 
up 'early in the morn~ng, and they like lots of daylight, 
they've got lots of work. 

Mr. Commissioner: I think the reason for that is that nobody 
has bothered to make an issue out of it. 

Mr. Watt: They have. They have two hours,of it, but they 
don't call it Daylight Sa~ing Time. It's their ordinary 
time now 
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to Dawson, and they start at 9 o'clock - they're going to get 
there about supper time, because three hours is a vast. differ
enc~ iri just crossing over a border. That's exactly ~hat it's 
going to be. Now, the people I have spoken to, in the area 
whi~h I repre~ent, most of them look on it as very ridicu
lous~ .06assion~11y I find someone who thinks maybe it'sa 
good idea. I honestly feel myself, that before we institute' 
anything like this we must have some form of a plebiscite, 
with a two-thirds majority, to .let us know what the people 
want. Then when this is instituted we will know it is some
thing they want, the people, it's riot something which is .or
ganized (something like this can be organized. either one way 
or the other, it depen~i bn how energetic the organizers may 
be. I honestly feel that be£ore I can accept the principle 
of Daylight Saving Time, I would feel that the people of the 
Yukon Territory must definitely give their viewpoint on this 
m attar. This isn't a matter of life or. death. We have 
carried on in this Territory t6r 65 or 70 years without Day
light Saving Time, and I don't think anybody has suffered by 
it, but if we just go and plunk! put on two hours difference, 
it's going to affect a lot of people. I don't think this.is 
something we can lightly enter into, and I feel, in all sin
cerity, that before we enter into this we musb get. the voice· 
of the people, on a vote ~ond~6ted by the Gov~rnment in some 
form or other, then we get the true picture. If they say 
"Yes", I'll take the same attitude as I did with the new flag 
we have, that was accepted by the majority of the people, and 
that's it, and I accept it as such. And I'll accept Daylight 
Saving Time in the same way. 

Mr. Thompson: I'd just like to ask Mr. Shaw which way he 
voted on that plebiscite for the flag. 

Mr. Commissioner: I can't say that I agree with Mr. Shaw 
because, I don't feel itisa serious issue. I don't think 
it makes a darne4 bit ot difference, particularly in this 
count~y, as to the number of hours of sunshine, or whether we 
will be able to sleep or not. I think outside they just 
accept it every day, it's a very minor issue. I'd like to 
have the feeling of all the people. But as far as "The Land 
of the Midnight Sun" is concerned, why, we would .bedoing the 
tourist a fav·our. There isn't any place in the YTikon that 
you can drive your car and see the midnight sun, but you 
would with Daylight Saving. Two hours, why the sun would be 
up at midnight. That's what you want to get, the tourist 
picture, and that would help them out a lot. The idea of 
two hours or one hour is simply to stay on the same time as 
the people we do 90% of our business with, B. C. and Alberta. 
The reason I s~ggestedone hour the year around is that it 
would still keep us on B. C ~ .d.me .at least' during the winter. 

Mr. Shaw: If this is so important how come the Province of 
Al berta doesn't have any Daylight. Saving Time? Theji seem to 
get along without it, and they're farmers. They like to get 
up early in the morning, and they ,like lots of daylight, 
they've got lots of work. 

Mr. Commissioner: I think the reason for that is that nobody 
has bothered to make an issue out of it. 

Mr. Wat~: They have. They have two hours of it, but they 
don't call it Daylight Saving Time. It's their ordinary 
time now 
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in the Whitehorse area, I am safe in saying this, I think.. 
Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce made a survey of busihess 
very recently, and for the year around there was 4d. said "Yes" 
and 5 said "no", 37 for "Year around" and 5 for~JS.ummer only", 

"2 hours in the summer and 1 hour in the winter",i~ 26 said 
"Yes", "one hour during summer" - 5 said "Yest,., and "two 

. ~ 

hours during summer" - 4 said "Yes". Here we.;want 37 out of 
41 who want Daylight Saving Time, which is ad example of 
their thinking. I would say t~at we should~ive this a try, 
certainly for one year, and we will soon fihd out where we 
starid, and I don't think the people wculd londemn us too 
harshly if we have made a mistake, which t don't think we 
are making. I think we will make a mista~e if we don't give 
it a try. I 

. , 
,) 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Boyd has giveri you the figures from the White
horse area. It has been more of a per~onal thing, and will 

• affect the lives of people personally.l I will go along with 
the wishes of the people. I think th9it's a fair indication 
of what the people in my area think, ~utside the Municipality 
as well as in the Municipality. Ther,~ are some that are . 
violently opposed, there are some th~t are violently for it, 
and others, I would say almost half,/are quite willing to 
gi ve ita try. Personally I have ju;!'3t spent a little time 
outside where they do have Daylight ~avirig Time, ~nd the hours 
of sunlight,(evening, late afternoo~,) do help quite a.little 
bit at this time of year. I would @ertainly vote for it, and 
I think I would be justified in doi~g it. I wouldn't hesit-

~, 

ate for one minute to go back to m~ constituents and say 
this is waht I did, and give them ~y reasons. 

. I 
~ 

Mr. Shaw: This is my opinion on tlis matter. We have various 
figures given to us, one by a group of business men in White
horse, that is very much for this particular change. We have 
also a similar request from the bu~inessmen of Watson Lake. 
I would fe~l that this is quite a herious matter, it is no 
trifling matter when you are changiRng peoples' lives as to 
what time they get up in the mornipg and what time they go to 
bed. It's fine to say "Well, we n~eed this and we need that", 
but any time something is ~nstitut~d there is usually some
thing on the other side of the bal~nce of these scales to try 
and balance this up, otherwise itsi lopsided. A plebiscite 
was taken in Whitehorse some years! ago, in which the answer 
was 417 for and 365 against, and 16 spoiled ballots. Now that 
to me is pretty well a fifty-fiftylsplit. No. one can say to 
me that that's convincing. When w~ take any action in a 
Municipality in most cases that affect the lives of the peo
ple, affect their pocket books, w5itake a two-thirds majority 
and say most of the people want th!s. This particular Day
light Saving Time is a very contro~ersial issue. British 
Columbia has seen fit to have one h~ Daylight Savirig.Time, 
the Provinde of Alberta doesn't even want one hour, they keep 
it at Standard Time. Some people in the Yukon want two hours. 
Now, apart from the advertising which we put on ,our licenc.e 
plates "The Lsnd of the Midnight Sun", it seems quite funny 
that we want to save daylight when we've got daylight 24 hours 
a day. In the north end of the Territory, as far as the 
people coming in from Alaska, from the north end, they become 
quite confused with this one-hour ohange. Now, if they had 
three hours of change, if they start out and want to t~avel 
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Mro Southam: This seems to be a kind of oontroversial 
ispueo Up in our neck of the woods if you want to see the 
morning sun come up you can come up and have a look at it, 
and you don't have to shove the clock ahead eithero Now I 
don't know whether you've been up there on 21st June, but you'll 
see-ito Now, anybody I've spoken to in my area has asked me 
what's srong with my heado I, personally, don't see any 
need for Daylight Savingo That's my personal opiniono But, 
if the majority of the people wanted it, and it came to a 
plebiscite, I think the hinterland would be snowed under. 
I think we should probably give it a trial, and if you go to 
try it, you'll have to try it pretty soon or it will be too 
late, because we only have the sun for two months of the year. 
We lose it from the 9th of November to the 9th of February, 
and the rest of the time from February to June is dark, and 
the rest of the time we get a little of sun alright, about'a 
couple of months. Maybe we should have Daylight Saving, 
we'd get a little bit more of it. But personally I am against 
it, and I know the majority of my constitue~ts are against 
it, I know that. But I do think, for once, we should .give it 
a try and see what happens. 

Mro Commissioner: I hate to change the subject, but I see these 
people waiting, and I believe you were supposed to meet with 
themo I don't want to hold this upo We can discuss it fur-
ther tomorrow, if you wisho 

Mro Chairman: Do you wish to discuss this further with the 
Comittee of the Whole tomorrow morning; ge~tlemen? 

All: Agreedo 

Mro Chairman: Thank you, Mro Camerono 

Mr. Cameron withdrawso 

Mro Hughes, Mro RoEo Fairey, (Department of Public Works) 
Mro Ro Choate, (of Yukon Electric) and Mro Ko Jo Baker, 
(Teritorrial Engineer) enter Council Chambero 

Mro Chairman: I believe it was your request that witnesses 
be present to explain the central reasoning behitid the Bill, 
is this correct, I am speaking of the Engineering Ordinance, 
Bill Noo 50 Mro Hughes, are the witnesses pre~~nt whO would 
be willing to sit with the Committee? 

Mro Hughes: Yeso This is Mro Choate, Mro Fairey and Mro 
Bakero They have made themselves availableo 

Mro Chairman: Gentlemen, I wonder if you would proceed with 
the questionso 

Mro Shaw: If we could just have explained to us the reason 
for deleting item (ii) under subsection (d) of Section 120 

Mro Choate: Ther~ is onlj~6ne reason for it, and that 'is to 
bring our membership into line with all the provinces of 
Canadao 

Mro Chairman: I think we should indicate that Mro Legal 
Advisor indicated ther{;l w~a·a req'lJired change or amendment 
to this Bill 
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Mr. Hughes: This Bill which is before you, was prepared 
exactly as requested by the Council of the Associatio~, It 
has been brought to my attention that it would be il~ogical 
to paragraph (b) of Section 12, and"subparagraph (b), of 
paragraph (iii) of SUbsection (1) (it takes a bit of finding) 
but it does day, and I'll summarize the effect of ~t,; 
Council shall admit to membership in the Associat¥~n a person' 
who applies, is over 23, etc., and establishes t~ the satis
faction of the Council that he is a duly registe,fed member. 
Then we come to the part that you are asked to iake out; 
"or that he is a duly registered member in gooqf standing of 
the Engineering Institute of Canada" etc. "or that he is , 
fully qualified for admission to membership id one of the 
associations refered to in the subparagraph (t)!' or for ad
mission to membershiR at the grade of 'membe~' in the Insti
tute referred tO,in subparagraph (ii)". Well, it would be 
illogical to take out ~)"membership" as a qua~. fication, but 
allow the"eligibili,;tJ' for membersh. ip"to conti tute a qualifi
cation. I don't know whether I make the po nts as clearly as 
I might in a world ihat is full of fuss anq ponders, but you 
will see there is no point in keeping in pdragraph, heavy 
lettered (d)if you do away with sub (ii) ot para (d) sib (1) 
Section 12. So there should be no considerations, it would 
bethought, that the ~~ll would have to b~ amended, but it 
doesn't ch~nge the fundamental point - wh~ther the request is 
. t· f· d .J JUs l le • ~ 

\ 

Mr. Thompson: Am I correct in ass~ming, 'hen that, the quali
fications for admittance to the ProfessioJnal Engineering 
Association are more stringent than thos, to the Engineering 
Institute? ~ 

Mr. Choate: This is correct. ~ 
:, , 

Mr. Thompson: I take it that up until t~is time you have 
admitted the existence or konoured the mimbership of anybody 
who has - ~ 

t,i 

i" 

Mr. Choate: Anybody who has applied wit~ those qualifications 
\' has been admitted. I might say that out 10f a total of 70 some 

,now there has been 2, who have applied thr:~)Ugh this means. 

~\ 
Mr~ Shaw: Would this mean that this woulq broaden the area 
in which engineers could join, by agreeing to this and cut
ting this out, would this broaden the are~ in which engineers 
could join your Association, or would it r~strict the field 
in which members could. join your Associatio,:\].? 

'1\. 

Mr. Choate: I would say that the way it appears it does 
restrict it, but not in fact. A person who is an engineer_in 
Canada in Canada is a person who is, who has the other quali
fications, has a university degree, or has written the,neces
sary examinations under our Ordinance. 

Mr. Thom~son: I am to assume thGn,that members of the Engin
eering Institute don't fall under this category? 

Mr. Choate: This is correct. 

, ~ 

Mr. Thompson: This seems, mdl~3, rat!er:a st~~id question, 
but are these two character~ causing this much trouble? 
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Mr. Hughes: This Bill which is before you, was prepared 
exactly as requested by the Council of the Association, It 
has been brought to my attention that it would be illogical 
to paragraph (b) of Section 12, and~subparagraph (b) of· 
paragraph (iii) of subsection (1) (it takes a bit.of finding) 
but it does aaYr and I'll summarize the effect of it,; 
Council shall admit to membership in the Association a person 
who applies, is over 23, etc., and establishes to the satis
faction of the Council that he is a duly registered member. 
Then we come to the part that you are .asked to take out; 
"or that he is a duly registered member in good standing of 
the Engineering Institute of .Canada" etc. "or that he is 
fully qualified for admission to wembership in one of the 
associations refered to in the subparagraph (i)lI or for ad
mission. to membership at the grade of 'member' in the Insti
tute referred to in,.subparagrap!:l.(ii)". Wel~, it would be 
illogical to takeout~"membership" as a qualification, but 
allow the"eligibility for membership"to constitute a qualifi~ 
cation. I don' t k~'ow whether 'I make the points as clearly as 
I might in a world that is full of fuss and ponders, but you 
will see there is no point in keeping in paragraph, heavy 
lettered (d)if you do away with sub (ii) of para Cd) anb (I) 
Section 12. So there should be no considerations, it would 
be thought, that the ~~ll would have to be amended, but it 
doesn't change the fundamental point - whether the request is 
justified. 

Mr. Thompson: Am I correct in assuming, then that, the quali
fications for admittance to the Professional Engineering 
Association are more stringent than those to the Engineering 
Institute? 

Mr. Choate: This is correct. 

Mr. Thompson: I take it that up until this time you have 
admitted the existence or konoured the membership of anybody 
who has -

Mr. Choate: Anybody who has applied with those qualifications 
has been admitted. I might say that out of a total of 70 some 
now there has been 2 who have applied through this means. 

Mr. Shaw: Would this mean that this would broaden the area 
in which engineers could join, by agre~ing to this and cut
ting this out, would this broaden the area in which engineers 
could join your Association, or would it restrict the field 
in which members coul~ join your Association? 

Mr. Choate: ,I would say that the way it appears it does 
restrict it, but not in facto A person who is an engineer_in 
Canada in Canada is a person who is, who has the other quali
fications, has a university degree, or has written the neces
sary examinations under our Ordinance. 

Mr. Thomrson: I am to assume than that members of the Engin
eering Institute don't fall under this category? 

Mr. Choate: This is correct. 

Mr. Thompson: This seems, md!ba, rat~er)a s~u~id question, 
but are these two character~ causing this much trouble? 
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Mr. Southnm: This seems to be n kind of oontroversial 
ispue. Up in our neck of the woods if you want to ~ee the 
morriing'sun come up you can come up and have a look at ~t, 
and you don't have to shove the clock ahead either. Now I 
don't know whether you've been up there on 21st June, but you'll 
see-it. Now, anybody I've spoken to in'my aren has asked me 
what's srong with my head. I, personally, don't see any 
Deed for Daylight Saving. That's my personal opinion. But, 
if the majority of the people wanted it, and it came, to a 
plebiscite, I think the hinterland would b~ snowed under. 
I think we should probably give it a trial, and if you go to 
try it, you'll have to try it preety soon or it will be too 
late, because we only have the sun for two months of tha year. 
We lose it from the 9th of November to the 9th,of,February, 
and the rest of the time from February to June is, dark, and 
the rest of the time we get a little of sun alri,ght, about a 
couple of months. Maybe we should have Daylight Savirig' , 
we'd get a little bit more of it. But personally I am against 
it, and I know the majoritj of my constitue~ts are against 
it, I know that. But I do think, for once, we should give it 
a try and see what happens. 

Mr. Commissioner: I hate to change the subje~t, but I see these 
people ~aiting, and I believe you were suppo~ed to meet with 
them. I don't want to hold this up. We cah discuss it £ur
ther tomorrow, if you wish. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish to discuss this further with the 
Comittee of the Whole tomorrow morning, ge*tlemen? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Cameron. 

Mr. Cameron withdrnws. 

Mr. Hughes, Mr. R.E. Fairey,(Departm~nt of Public Works) 
Mr. R. Choate, (of Yukon Electric) nnd Mr. K. J. Baker, 
(Teritorrial Engineer) enter Council Chamber. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe it was your request that witnesses 
be present to explain the central reasoning behitid the Bill, 
is this correct, I am spenking of the Engineering Ordinance, 
Bill No.5. Mr. Hughes, are the witnesses pr8s~nt wh6 would 
be willing to sit with the Committee? 

Mr. Hughes: Yes. This is Mr. Chonte, Mr. Fairey and Mr. 
Baker. They have made themselves available. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, I wonder if you would proceed with 
the questions. 

Mr. Shaw: If we could just have explained to us the reason 
for deleting item (ii) unde~ SUbsection (d) of Section 12. 

Mr. Choate: There is onli~6ne'~eason for it, and that ;is to 
bring our membership into line with all the provinces ~f 
Canada. 

Mr. Chairman: I think we should indicate that Mr. Legnl 
Advisorindicate:d, there wa!.6·a req'4ired change o·~ amendment 
to this Bill 
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Mr. Choate: No. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I finish my question first. If this is 
the case, and we agree to this change, what happens to these 
two characters, or two engineers, or two members. Are they 
immediately, is their membership t~rfuinated in your organiza
tion 

Mr. Choate: No, they are still, as long as they continue to 
pay their dues they would be considered members of the Yukon 
Association of Professional Engineers. It just avoids what 
could be an embarassing point with the other provinces at a 
future. date. We are, through an organization called the 
Canadian Council of Professional Engineers attempting to 
standardize, in as many ways as possible, the practice of 
professional epgineering in Canada. Such things as transfer
ring from province to province, and from province to territory, 
and a standard fee schedule. 

Mr. Thompson: Might I ask, in your original preparation of 
this Ordinance, you must have got this section from somewhere, 
or copied it from somewhere. Did this come from one of the 
other provinces? 

Mr. Choate: Originally. Mr. Baker was here when this was 
drawn, perhaps he could answer. 

Mr. Baker: I believe this is right, that the Ordinance was 
copied from the other professional associations, and I believe 
at that time other associations did accept E.I.C. people. 

Mr. Shaw: Would this indicate that to become a member of 
the Engineering Institute of Canada you don't necessarily 
have to have an Engineering Certificate? In fact, you would 
really not qe an engineer, but still be able to join your 
Association? Is that correct. . 

Mr. Baker: This is correct. You don't necessarily have to 
be an engineer to belong to the Engineering Institute of 
Canada. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, what is your pleasure in regard to 
this Bill? 

Mr. Boyd: This bring you in line with the rest of the pro
vinces of Canada. Is this so. 

Mr. Choate, Mr. Baker and Mr. Fairey agreed that this was so. 

Mr. Boyd: I have nothing more to say. 

.i 

Mr. Thompson: The Legal Advisor intimated that you .are pre
paring an entirely new ordinance. Am I correct in this assump
tion, and if so, how soon is this Ordinance likely to be pre
sented to us, or are we, is that a stop gap for the next Fall 
or Spring Session? 

Mr. Baker: The Ordinance is under review by the Association 
now. How long it will take to have it revamped I hav;eno 
way of knowing. It may take one or two years. , : 

Mr. Hughes: I discussed this with Mr. Collins, and my under
standing is that if any changes are thought worth while, those 
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changes would be timed it's not a case of coming back next 
Session with a brand new Engineering Ordinance, which will 
bring the Association up-to-date with Canada as it is nowo 
I understand this change puts them on a proper footing, but 
they are taking a long look at the legislation related to 
the Association across Canadao I perhaps misunderstood, I 
thought it would be coming off in the next yearo I anderstand 
now that it will probably be longer than that nowo You know 
how these things areo 

Mro Chairman: Gentlemen, do you have any more questions on 
this item: 

All: No questionso' 

Mro Chairman: Do you then wish Mro Legal Advisor to draft an 
amendment that may be further processed at that time? 

All: Agreedo 

Mro Chairman: May thes~ gentlemen be excused? 

Mro Choate, Mro Baker and Mro Fairey withdrewo 

DiscussionMro Chairman: Would you agree to proceed with Bill Noo 70 
of Bill#70~e'were 'dealing with it this morningo 

All: Agreedo 

Mro Chairman: I had raised the point respecting the list of 
exemptions in here, to be publisheg in our News Letter, and I 
was wondering if with the new systfim, therevision.of the 
Ordinance, or something, could do ~way with.thiso 

Mr 0 Taylor: If I remember correct:;j..y, Mr 0 Hughes enlarged 
on this somewhat, and I would lik~to because there may be 
some misunderstanding, as to the ~~emption Orderso 

\~. 

Mro Chairman: Proeeed: 

Mro Taylor: The only companies wh9 are granted exemption 
orders under our Ordinance are companies who have brought· 
men into the Territory from adjoining provinces, who are already 
covered by their own home jurisdictiono Any men those com
panies hire in the Yukon Territory Jthey can not get an 'exem
ption foro This exemption if they~roceed, might cost them 
$100 I can't think of any other w~y you could handle ito A 
gt'eat majority of those companies w'ib.o do have an Exemption 
Order also have an insurance policy\for men they hire in the 
Territoryo They can't get an Exempf~on for themo 

Mr 0 Southam: I believe this covers t'J;1e contractors who come 
in, is that righto \ '\ 

Mro Taylor: Yeso Before they must show a letter from the 
Compensation Board of their own Province, to the effect that 
their men they have brought in here are covered 

Mro Hughes: May I have the privilege of raising the point, 
perhaps the Clerk could give us the answer quicklyo A man who 
is imported by his firm, say one with a contracting job here, 
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changes would be timed _ it's not a case of coming back next 
Session with a brand new Engineering Ordinance, which will 
bring the Association up-to-date with Canada as it is now. 
I understand this change puts them on a proper footing, but 
they are taking a long look at the legislation related to 
the Association across Canada. I perhaps misunderstood, I 
thought it would be coming off in the next year. I anderstand 
now that it will probably be longer than that now. You know 
how these things are. 

Mro Chairman: Gentlemen, do you have any more questions on 
this item: 

All: No questions.' 

Mro Chairman: Do you then wish Mro Legal Advisor to draft an 
amendment that may be further processed at that time? 

All: Agreed. 

MroChairman~ May these gentlemen be excused? 

Mr. Choate, Mro Baker and Mro Fairey withdrew. 

(JDiScussionMro Chairman: Would you agree to proceed with Bill No.7. 
~ of Bill#7oVe'were 'dealing with it this morningo 

(1 

All: Agreedo 

Mro Chairman: I had raised the point respecting the list of 
exemptions in here, to be published in our News Letter, anq I 
was wondering if with the new system, the revision of the 
Ordinance, or something, could do away with this. 

Mro Taylor: If I remember correctly, Mr. Hughes enlarged 
on this somewhat, and I would like tobe6ause there may be 
some misunderstanding, as to the Exemption Orderso 

Mr. Chairman: Proeeed: 

Mr. Taylor: The only companies who are granted exemptio:q. 
orders under our Ordinance are companies who have brought 
men into the Territory from adjoining provinces, who are already 
covered by their own home jurisdiction. Any men those ,com
panies hire in the Yukon Territory they can not get an ~xem
ption foro This exemption if they proceed, might cost them 
$10. I can't think of any other way you could handle it. A 
g:t'eat majority of those companies who do have an Exemption 
Order also have an insurance policy for men they hire in the 
Territoryo They can't get an Exemption for them. 

Mro Southam: I believe this covers the contractors who come 
in, is that right. 

Mr. Taylor: Yes. Before they must show a letter from the 
Compensation Board of their own Province, to the effect that 
their men they have brought in here are covered 

Mro Hughes: May I have the privilege of ralslng the point, 
perhaps the Clerk c6uld give us the answer quicklyo A man who 
is imported by his firm, say one with a contracting job here, 
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Mr. Choate: No. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I finish my question first. If this is 
the case, and we agree to this change, what happens to these 
two charact~rs, or two engineers, or two members. Are they 
immediately, is their membership terminated in your organiza
tion 

Mr. Choate: No, they are still, as long as they continue to 
pay their dues they would be considered members of the Yukon 
Association of Professional Engineers. It just avoids what 
could be an embarassing point with the other provinces at a 
future, date. We are, through an organization called the 
Canadian Council of Professional Engineers attempting to 
standardize, in as many ways as possible, the practice of 
professional engineering in Canada. Such things as transfer
ring from province to province, and from province to territory, 
and a standard fee schedule. 

Mr. Thompson: Might I ask, in your original preparation of 
this Ordinance, you must have got this section from. somewhere, 
or copied it from somewhere. Did this come from one of the 
other provinces? 

Mr. Choate: Originally. Mr. Baker was here when this was 
drawn, perhaps he could answer. ::;'\ 

Mr. Baker: I believe this is right, that the Ordinance was 
copied from the other professional associations, and I believe 
at that time other associations did accept E.I.C. people. 

Hr. Shaw:' Would.this indicate that to become a member of 
the Engineering Institute of Cariada you don't necessarily 
have to have an Engineering Certificate? In fact, you would 
really not ~e an engineer, but still be able to join your 
Association? Is that correct. 

Mr. Baker: This is correct. You don't necessarily have to 
be an engineer to belong to the Engineering Institute of 
Canada. . 

Mr. Ch&irman: Gentlemen, what is your pleasure in regard to 
this Bill? 

Mr. Boyd: This bring you in line with the rest of the pro
vinces of Canada. Is this so. 

Mr. Choate, Mr. Baker and Mr. Fairey agreed that this was so. 

Mr. Boyd: I have nothing more to say. 

Mr. Thompson: The Legal Advisor intimated that you are pre
paring an entirely new ordinance. Am I correct in this assump
tion, and if so, how soon is this Ordinance likely to be pre
sented to us, or are we, is that a stop gap for the next Fall. 
or Spring Session? 

Mr. Baker: The Ordinance is under review by the Association 
now. How long it will take to have it revamped I have no 
way of knowing. It may take one or two years. 

t .. ' 

Mr. Hughes: I discussed this with Mr. Collins, and my under
standing is that if any changes are thought worth while, those 
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and who is say B.C.-covered, I suspect would have a sre~ter 
degree of insurance cover than the man wh6 is 'hired 6rithe 
spot here. His insurance is covered by our. standards: I 
think. The incoming man has the advantage. This ~oint has 
beeh raised indirectly respecting the increasing cbverage of 
the'Yukon. I wonder whether the Clerk wouic offer comment 
on this at the present time. 

Mr. Taylor: I can only say that that is quite correct. 
This does happen, but it happens so very seldomg I can't re
member the last time. But the problem is there. 

Mr. Watt: I have heard this complaint fairly often,tha. 
we should be covered more extensively. But I h~V~ beeti told 
we should be covered to the extent of B.C., which is natur.:.., 
ally higher than ourselves, I believe. I have been asked ta' 
bring this up, and I was going to bring it before we finish~d 
with this Ordinance. Mr. Legal Advisor started thi~ subject~ 
aJ;l.d I would like to pursue ita little bit further'. I would' 
ask Mr. Clerk, what would be the procedure if w~~id want to 
be covered to the extent B.C. is? 

Mr. Taylor: The first thing would be to find if we were not 
covered as much as B. C. in the first place. I don't know 
just what their coverage is, I'd have to look it up. I ~ave 

all the figures downstairs. Then it would be a simplemat~ 
ter of amending one or two lines of the Ordinance to bring 
it up in line with them. 

Mr. Southam: I don't know whether I can ask your question 
or not, but B. C. I think, is 75% of $6,000, in the Yukon 
it's 75% of $4,000. 

Mr. Taylor: Thank you very much, Mr. Southam. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Clerk, could you do that. I understand it 
was something like Mr. Southam said. 

Mr. Taylor: I could have these figures for you t9morrow 
morning. ' 

Mr. Watt: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, could I suggest, unless 
there is another subject on this Bill, could we defer this 
until we get these figures? That is my last question on it. 

Mr. Sh~w: It's nothing to do with the Customer Insurance 
Coverage. 

Mr. Watt: A couple of these amendments are in the Wormmens 
Compensation Ordinance. Am I right, Mr. Legal Advisor. 

Mr. Hughes: The answer has just been given. I am sure the 
Clerk would giVe the figures, the comparative figures early 
tomorrow morning. But I think ybu should try and prepare a 
slightly more considered subject. There does seem to be 
room for improvement from the Yukon point of view; but there 
may be considerations in marginal industries and so on. We 
could see ,what we can come up with in the early part of next 

week. 
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Mr. Watt; Would this entail the consideration of Workmens 
Compensation Ordinances. 

Mr. Hughes: No, it doesn't pertain to thie bill you have 
before you, Bill No.7, which is simply this optional thing. 
But you would have to go back on it to consider other parts 
of the Workmens Compensation Ordinance. I would ask you if 
you wouldn't hold up Bill 7 to await th~ outcome of this 
question of Councillor Watt. We will 'try to get you a copy 
to study by Tuesday or Wednesday of next week. 

Mr. Watt: Would the Committe~ agbee then if we did pass this 
Bill that we could come back and put in amotion concerning 
the Workmens Compensation Ordinance, Would that be con
sidered the same topic brought up twice? If W& pass this 
Bill without, a~ it is, ordinarily there is another amend
ment to the Workmens Compensation Ordinance that is required, 
then we make an amendment to this Bill and pass this Bill to
amend the Workmens Compensation Ordinance, What I am worried 
about here is if we pass this bill we may not be able to 
bring the subject up in motion form or Bill form again. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe, gentlemen, if you recall. the rules, 
its' quite in order to raise another Bill related to Work
mens Compensation, but not in relation to this particular 
section. 

Mr. Shaw: I'm referring just to this piece of paper we have 
before us. It has nothing to do with the strange matters 
that have been discussed relative to this Bill. Actually, 
we were not discussing this Bill, we were discussing many 
other facets of Workmens Compensation. If we were permitted 
to gamble in this country I would be prepared to wager,(it 
isn't so I'~ not allowed to,)that this brief of the Mine 
Mill and Smelter Workers will have considerable proposals 
in relation to Workmens Compensation, and I think. that would 
be a very good time to give a very look at this, because 
this has profound meanings, both for the people who receive 
the benefits, and the people who have to pay for the benefits. 
But in this respct, in this particular Motion, ~r Bill, I 
think it is innocuous in relation to that part of it. I 
would approve that this bill be reported Out of Committee for 
Amendment. 

Mr. Thompson: I am wondering if in the last section of tfuis 
Ordinance No.2, for the purposes qf this section, an "Execu
tive Officer" means a person who is employed by a corporation 
and who has power to guide or control the purposes and policies 
of that corporation. Now personally, I feel there is quite 
a margin of laxity in the definition of "guide and co:q.trol". 
I feel that an executive officer should control the policies 
whereby you could probably have an executive officer in name 
who could guide, and i think to tighten this up slightly, it 
would be preferable to put in "who has the power to control 
the policies of purposes of the corporation". Now this is 
just an observation. I wonder if the Legal Advisor would 
mind commenting on that. 

Mr. Hughes: To make sure that I understand, who has the 
power to "control"? 

Mr. Thompson: This I feel, would define an executive officer, 
in actual fact. 
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M~. Watt; Would this entail the cpnsideration of Workmens 
Compensation Ordinances. 

Mr. Hughes: No, it doesn't pertain to thie bill you have 
before you, Bill No.7, which is simply this uptional thing. 
But you would have to go back on it to consider other parts 
of the Workmens Compensation Ordinanc~. I would ask you if 
you wouldn't hold up Bill 7 to await th~ outcome of this 
question o~ Councillor Watt. We will ~try to get you a copy 
to study by Tuesday or Wednesday of next week. 

Mr. W~tt: Would the Committee agtee then if we did pass this 
Bill t~at we could come back and put in a motion ~ongerning 
the Workmens Compensation Ordinance, Would that be con-. 
sidered the same topic brought up twice? If we pass this 
Bill without, a~ it is, ordinarily there is another amend~ 
ment to the Workmens Compensation Ordinance that is required, 
then wernake an amendment to this Bill and pass this Bill to. 
amend the Workmens Compensation Ordinance, What I am worri~d 
about here is if we pass this bill we may not be able to 
bring the subject up in motion form or Bill form again. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe, gentlemen, if you recall.therules~ 
its' quite in order to.raise another Bill related to Work
mens Compensation, but not in relation to this particular 
section. 

Mr. Shaw: I'm referring just to this piece of paper we have 
before us. It has nothing to do with the strange matters 
that have 'been discussed relative to this Bill. Actually, 
we were not discussing this Bill, we were discussing many 
other facets of Workmens Compensation. If we were permitted 
to gamble in this country I would be prepared to wager, (it 
isn't so I'~ not allowed to,)that this brief of the Mine 
Mill and Smelter Workers will have considerable proposals 
in relation to Workmens Compensationl and I think that would 
be a very good time to give a very look at this, because 
this has profound meanings, both for the people who receive 
the benefits, and the people who have to pay for the benefits. 
But in this respct, in this particular Motion, ~r Bill, I 
think it is innocuous in relation to that part of it. I 
would approve that this bill be reported Out of Committee for 
Amendment. 

Mr. Thompson: I am wondering if in the last section of tfuis 
Ordinance No.2, for the purposes of this section; an "Execu
tive Officer" means a person who is employed by a corporation 
and who has power to guide or control the purposes and policies 
of that corporation. Now personally, I feel there is quite 
a margin of laxity in the definition of "guide and control". 
I feel that an executive officer should control the policies 
whereby you could probably have an executive officer in name 
who could guide, and I think to tighten thi~ up slightly, it 
would be preferable to put in "who has the power to control 
the policies of purposes of the corporation". Now this is 
just an observation. I wonder if the Legal Advisor would 
mind commenting on that. 

Mr. Hughes: To make sure that I understand, who has the 
power to "control"? 

Mr. Thompson: This I feel, would define an executive officer, 
in actual fact. 
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and who is say BoCo-covered, I suspect would have a greater 
degree of insurance cover than the man who is hired on the 
spot hereo His insurance is covered by our. standards I 
think: 'The incoming man has the advantageo ~his point has 
be~n'tai~ed indirectly respecting the increasing coverage of 
th~ ytikono I wonder whether the Clerk woulc offer comment 
on this at the present timeo 

Mro Taylor: I can only say that that is quite correcto 
This does happen, but it happens so very seldomg I can't re
member the last timeo But the problem is thereo 

Mro Watt: I have heard this complaint fairly often,tha. 
we should be covered more extensivelyo But I have been told 
we should be covered to the extent of BoCo, which is natur
ally higher than ourselves, I believeo I have been asked to 
bring this up, and I was going to bring it before we finished 
with this Ordinance 0 Mr. Legal Advisor started this subject, 
a~d I would like to pursue it a little bit furthero I would 
ask Mro Clerk, what would be the procedure if we did want to 
be covered to the extent BoCo is? 

Mro Taylor: The first thing would be to find if we were not 
covered as much as Bo Co in the first placeo I don't know 
just what their coverage is, I'd have to look it upo I have 
all the figures downstairso Then it would be a simple mat
ter of amending one or two lines of the Ordinance to bring 
it up ~n line with themo 

Mro Southam: I don't know whether I can ask your question 
or not, but Bo Co I think, is 75% of $6,000, in the Yukon 
it's 75% of $4,0000 

Mro Taylor: Thank you very much, Mro Southamo 

Mro Watt: Mro Clerk, could you do thato I understand it 
was something like Mro Southam said. 

Mro Taylor: I could have these figures for you tomorrow 
morning~ 

Mr~ Watt: Thank youo Mro Chairman, could I suggest, unless 
there is another subject on this Bill, could we defer this 
until we get these figures? That is my last question on ito 

Mro Shaw: It's nothing to do with the Customer Insurance 
Coverageo 

Mro Watt: A couple of these amendments are in the Wormmens 
Compensation Ordinanceo Am I right, Mro Legal Advisoro 

Mro Hughes: The answer has just been giveno I am sure the 
Clerk would give the figures, the compaiative figures ea~ly 
tomorrow morningo But I think you should try and prepare a 
slightly more considered subjecto There does seem to be 
room for improvement from the Yukon point of view, but there 
may be considerations in marginal industries and so ono We 
could see what we can come up with in the early part of next 

weeko 
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Mro Hughes:, To come away to the other side of the coin for 
the momento Everybody works whose on a payroll is goine to 
have to be insured, and then there are cert0in people ,who 
don't have to be 'insured if they ask to be uninsured. ' This 
is the real aafeguardo When we embark upon a dicsus,s.ion of 
whether a person "guides" or "controls", that is abso:),.ute 
control or just partial cont,rol, is this completely"guidedt' ? 
I may think that I guide, but if I work in a big corporation 
I have a voice at the table of directors~ the president, in 
fact I could say that I "guide"o In fact there are plenty 
of corporations in Canada, where the officers, to all intents 
and purposes "guide and control the policies", but in fact 
when anything of significance is being decided, t~ey ~et a 
hot wire froM New York or London or Pariso To a certain 
extent they "guide" and "control" but when the chips are 
down they do exactly as they're toldo We could go on trying 
to analyze these words, but I think the real strenght is that 
unless the man himself opts out he is going to be insuredo 

Mro Chairman: Any further discussion, gentlemen? 

Mro Boyd: I'll second the motion of Mro Shawo 

Mro Chairman: I'm sorry, I didn't bring that to your atten
tion before, gentlemen, at the last discussiono Is there 
any discussion on the motion? It has been moved that Bill 
Noo 7 be reported Out of-Committee without amendment 0 Are you 
prepared for the questiono 

All: Questiono 

Mro Chairman: Are you Agreed? 

All: Agreedo 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mro Chairman: Gentlemen, I shall report progress on Bill 
No~ 50 

It having been regularly moved and seconded, Mro Shaw resumed 
the Speaker's Chair and Mro Hughes left the roomo 

Mro Speaker: I will now call the Council to order and hear 
the Report of the Chairman of Committeeso 

Chairman of Committees reported as follows: 

Committee convened at 11:10 aomo this morning to discuss 
Bills, Memorandums, Sessional Papers and Motionso 
Committee first discussed Bill #5 and then moved on to 
Bill Noo 70 It was moved by Councillor Boyd and 2nd 
by Councillor Southam that Mro Speaker do resume the 
Chair 0 MOTION CARRIEDo Committee re-convened at ' 
2:00 PoMo thi~ afternoon to consider Bills, Sessional 
Papers, Motions arid Memorandumso Commissioner Cam-
eron attended committee to discuss matters related to 
Liquor Store, Daylight Saving and Carcross lando It 
was moved by Councillor Watt and 2nd by Councillor 
Soritham th~t khe' Administration proceed further with 
the plan to rent Liquor Store and Warehourse space from 
Private enterprise for a 10-year period, providing that 
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the overall price does not exceed $2.75 per square 
fooL MOTION CARRIEDo Mro MacKenzie'Land Mr. Baker 
attended the foregoing discussions and Mro Spray at
tended for discussion respecting Carcross lando 
Committee then discussed Daylight Saving_Time. It 
was moved by Councillor Shaw and 2nd by Councillor 
Boyd that Bill Noo 7 be reported out of Committee 
without Amendmento MOTION CARRIEDo I can report 
progress on Bill #5. It was moved by Councillor ~ 
Boyd and 2nd by Councillor Southam that Mro Speaker i W': 

. ~'} 

do resume the Chair and hear the Report of the Chair~' 
Man of Committees. MOTION CARRIED. I::~J/ 

71;; 
f.(1' 

Mr. Speaker: You have heard the Report of the Chair~Sn of 
Commi ttees 0 Are there any errors or corrections'? A",f"e you' 
agreed with the Report? -

All agreed with the Report 

Mro Sp~aker: Gentlemen, we have the agenda for t 
and what is has here so far is that after routin 
morning we have the Question Period with Mro Ca 
may take him until 12 o'clock. 

Mro Taylor: As you have pointed out we have a 
Period in the morning, but following Orders of 
have set ~p a general Committee discussion wit 
ioner, being Friday, and I am wondering if fo 
may continue the debate on ~aylight Saving Ti 
left with three Motions, one respecting Insur 
ing Dust Control, and another the medical sit 
Other than that I believe all we have is the 
I would suggest we continue with Bills, Memo 
Sessional Papers 

uestion 
he Day, we 
the Commiss-

owing that we 
Then we are 

ce, on respect
ation at Teslino 
upply Bill, so 
ndums and 

Mr. Watt: With respect to the Agenda, I bel 
motion Noo la, to set aside time, beginning 
beginning Monday, concerning a meeting with 
bers of the Chamber of Commerce, The Commis 
before Council, with respect to the Robert ' 
I would suggest around 4 o'clock Monday or 

eve we have a 

Mr. Speaker: This 'coming Monday? 

Mr. Watt: Yes, this coming Mondayo 

Mr. Speaker: Is that agreeable, that we me 
Service Campground delegation at Monday at 

All: Agrred. 

ext week possibly, 
couple of mem

oner, to appear 
rvice Campground. 
esday afternoono 

with the Robert 
',clock? 

Mro Taylor: I apologize for not noting that itemo It.was 
just a matter of bad bookkeeping on my part. 

Mr. Speak~r: Mro Clerk, would you please notify these 
people, and 'see if you can have them here at 4 o'clock on 
Monday,-these people in Motion Noo 10. I haven't the Motion 
with meo ' , 

Mro Watt: Two names are open, one i~ the representative from 
Chenechee Camping Gro~nd and the other is a wamber of the 
Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce. Also there is the Chairman 
of the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce campground committee, 
and the Commissionero It's pretty well spelt out in the 
Motiono 
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the overall price does not exceed $2075 per square 
footo MOTION CARRIEDo Mro MacKenzie .• and Mro Baker 
attended the foregoing discussions and Mro Spray at
tended for discussion respecting Carcross lando 
Committee then discussed Daylight Saving. Time 0 . It 
was moved by Councillor Shaw and 2nd by Councillor 
Boyd that Bill Noo 7 be reported out of Committee 

. without Amendment 0 MOTION CARRIEDo I can report 
progress on Bill #50 It was moved by Councillor 
Boyd and 2nd by Councillor Southam that Mro Speaker 
do resume the Chair and hear the Report of the Chair
Man of Committeeso MOTIO~ CARRIEDo 

Mro Speaker: You have heard the Report of the Chairman of 
Committeeso Are there any errors or corrections? Are you' 
agreed with the Report? 

All ag~~ed~with the Report of the Chairman of Committeeso 

Mro Speaker: Gentlemen, we have the agenda for tomorrow, 
and what is has here so far is that after routine.in the 
morning we have the Question Period with Mro Camerono It 
may take him until 12 o'clocko 

Mro Taylor: As you have pointed out we have a Question 
Period in the morning, but following Orders of the Day we 
have set up a general Committee discussion with the Commiss
ioner, being Friday, and I am wondering if following that we 
may continue the debate on ~aylight Saving Timeo Then we are 
left with three Motions, one respecting Insurance, on respect
ing Dust Control, and another the medical situation at Teslino 
Other than that I believe all we have is the Supply Bill, so 
I would suggest we continue with Bills, Memorandums and 
Sessional Papers 

Mro Watt: With respect to the Agenda, I believe we have a 
motion Noo 10, to set aside time, beginning next week possibly, 
beginning Monday, concerning a meeting with a couple of mem
bers of the Chamber of Commerce, The Commissioner, to appear 
before Council, with respect to the Robert Service Campgroundo 
I would suggest around 4 o'clock Monday or Tuesday afternoon. 

Mro Speaker: This coming Monday? 

Mro Watt: Yes, this coming Mondayo 

Mro Speaker: Is that agreeable, that we meet with the Robert 
Service Campground delegation at Monday at 4 o'clock? 

All: J\grred 0 

Mro Taylor: I apologize for not noting that itemo It Was 
just a matter of bad bookkeeping on my parto 

Mro SpEuilkfilr: Mro Clerk, would you please notify these 
people, and see if you can have them here at 4 o'clock on : 
Monday,-these people in Motion Noo 100 I haven't the. Motion 
with meo 

Mro Watt: Two names are open, one is the representative from 
Chenechee Camping Ground and the other is . a wamber of the 
Whitehorse Chamber of Commerceo Also there is the Chairman 
of the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce campground committee, 
and the Commissionero It's pretty well spelt out in the 
Motiono 
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Mro Hughes: To come away to the other side of the coinfor 
the momento Everybody works whose on a payroll is goipe to 
have to be insured, and then there are certain people,,/'who 
don't have to be 'insured if they ask to be uninsure4:i£ This 
is the real aafeguardo When we embark upon a dicsl,¥,§sion of 

."t,$' 

whether a person "guides" or "controlsll, that is '1)nsolute 
control or just partial control, is this complet~Y"guidedtl? 
I may think that I guide, but if I work in a bi~~'qorporation 
I have a voice at the table of directors:, the plesident, in 
fact I could say that I II guide"o In fact ther;/are plenty 
of corporations in Canada, where the officers ,f}to all intents 
and purposes "guide and control the policies" ,,:, but; in fact 
when anything of significance is being decid ~, ~hey ~et a 
hot wire from New York or London or Pariso :b a certain 
extent they II guide" and "control" but when ,'he chips are 
down they do exactly as they're toldo We c,' ,,'ld go on trying 
to analyze these words, but I think the rea':I strenght is that 
unless the man himself opts out he is goin fto be insuredo 

.~: 

Mro Chairman: Any further discussion, gentlemen? 

Mro Boyd: I'll second the motion of Mro ~awo 

Mro Chairman: I'm sorry, I didn't bringJhat to your atten
tion before, gentlemen, at the last discu ~iono Is there 
any discussion on the motion? It has bee I moved that Bill 
Noo 7 be reported Out of-Committee witho,' amendment 0 Are you 
prepared for the questiono 

All: Questiono 

Mro Chairman: Are you Agreed? 

All: Agreedo 

TION CARRIED 

Mro Chairman: G8ntlemen, I shall report trogress on Bill 
Noo 50 

It having been regularly moved and secondld, Mro Shaw resumed 
the Speaker's Chair and Mro Hughes left te roomo 

Mro Speaker: I will now call the Cowncil 
the Report of the Chairman of Committeeso 

I Chairman of Committees reported as follows~ 

and hear 

Committee convened at 11:10 aomo this morning to discuss 
Bills, Memorandums, Sessional Papers and Motionso 
Committee first discussed Bill #5 and then moved on to 
Bill Noo 70 It was moved by Councillor Boyd and 2nd 
by Councillor Southam that Mro Speaker do resume th~ 
Chairo MOTION CARRIEDo Committee re-convened at 
2:00 PoMo this afternoon to consider Bills, Sessional 
Papers, Motions and Memorandumso Commissioner Cam-
eron attended committee to discuss matters related to 
Liquor Store, Daylight Saving and Carcross lando It 
was moved by Councillor Watt and 2nd by Councillor 
Southam that 'the' Administration proceed further with 
the plan to rent Liquor Store and Warehourse space from 
Private enterprise for a 10-year period, providing that 
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Mr. Speaker: Well, to conelude the Agenda for Friday, to
morrow we have a questio period, discussion period, and we 
have rhe Commission~r, and Daylight Saving,(which will be 
included in that), this Insurance paper, Dust Control paper. 
and further to that Bills, Memorandums, and Sessional Papers. 

Mr. Taylort: I wonder I could have that Agenda a little 
more slowly. You wanted dust control tomorrow. Would this 
not be covered very nicely by Bills, Memorandums, Motions, 
and Sessional Papers? If not, could I have the items in line 
so that I'll have them for tmorrow? 

Mr. Speaker: Well, this was proposed from the Floor where 
we discussed this Daylight Saving Time tomorrow, the Insur
ance and Dust Control, so I wrote that~accordingly. 

Mr. Taylor: Insurance and Dust Control~ 

Mr. Speaker: Yes. And following that make sure that the 
Agenda had some work to do. The smggestion came for Bills 
Memorandums and Sessional Papers exactly as I have put it 
down. Now we have on Saturday, and I mention this a day 
ahead, the reason I bring this to your attention is that on 
Saturday, if you require any witnesses, this is the day the 
employees of the Territorial Government will not be at work 
in this bUilding. I think it would be a good point to en
deavour to settle that now, who you would like to see, and 
if possibly they could be here for Saturday morning. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, d,pending on what progress we make 
tomorrow and where we wind up, with the amount of items we 
have before us it seems very difficult to say what we would 
be doing on Saturday morning until tomorrow night. We could 
see how far we progress. 

Mr. Speaker~ I brought it to your attention, and if you do 
not see your way to doing anything further at this time that's 
fine. What's your pleasure now? 

Mr. H. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I would like to remind you of 
your luncheon engagement tomorrow with. the Board of Directors 
and the Chamber of Commerce. 

Mr. Speaker: What time is that? 

Mr. H. Taylor: At 12 o'clock. 

Mr. Speaker: At 12 o'clock. 

Council adjourBed until 10 o'clock Friday, 26 March, 1965 • 
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Friday, March 26, 1965, 
lq:OO o'clock a.m. 

Mr. Speaker read the daily prayers an~ ~otin6il was call~d to 
order. 

The following corresponde~ce was tabled: 

1) Memorandum from the Commissioner dated March 25, 1965' re
garding Reference for Advice - New Applications for Liquor 
Licences. Set out as Sessional Pa~er.#31. 

2) Letter from Carmacks Co~muniiy,Ci~b, addressed to 
Mr. R. MacKinnon, Member Carmacks-Kluane, Whitehorse, Yukon, , 
dated March 22, 1965, which rea~s as follows: 

The residents of C~rmacks wish y6u t6 express their appreQia
tion to the CQmmissioner--Coun6illors a~d oth~r Officials of 
the Territorial Government, who so courteously listened to, 
and discussed local problems at the Carmacks Community Club 
with us~ It was ,all the more gratifying, when we consider, 
the occasion was a Suriday afternoon, and on the delegation's 
own time. 

We feel this was a wonderful opportunity to ~r~ng the people 
and the Gqvern:i..ng bodies t,Ogether, and trust it will not be 
their last visit to this tli'siest growing community and maybe 
the best producer to the e.c~nomy of the Yukon. 

We sincerely thank you. Signed Mrs. Vera F. Liden, 
Secretary-Treasurer 

Carmacks Community Club. 

Sessional 
Paper 
#31 

Mr. Watt gave notice of Motion respecting Safety Inspector 
on Construction Jobs in the Yukon Territory. 

Notice of 
Motion #2~ 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Thompson that it is the opin
ion of Council that the cemestos at Camp Takhini be withdrawn 
from dis~osal by The Crown Ass~ts Disposal Corporation and Motion #19 
that they be offered for sale to the public under an 
agreement embodying the following points: 

(1) The purchaser will upgrade,and improve the standard of' 
the building ,to comply with the minimum set out by C.M.H.C. 
within two years from the time it is purchased. 
(2) The lots will be subdivided and the sale of each home 
will include the land and other improve~ents on it. 
(3) Prior'i·ty of sale will be given to those of low income 
and of good credit ratings. 
(4) Prio.rity should be given to those who have children and 
who would but for their low 'incomes be able to finance under 
C.M.H.C. 
(5) A price for the homes be established eommensurate with 
the generally accepted price for a similar home in a similar 
area and distance from existing facilities. 
(6) Financing of these homes to be allowedth~ough the 
Yukon Low.Cost Housing Ordinance and the proper amendments 
to the Low Cost Housing Ordinance be prepared ~or 
presentation to Council at this session so the homes can be 
sold this spring. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I have a request that the Council 
refer this to,·'Committee to a time when Mr. Spray and possibly 
the ~or:l!lli.s_$j.oner be ,her~ to' attend ,vr.ith us, particularly 
Mr. Spray, so I ask the Council to de£er this. 

Mr. Speaker: Is ,this a motion Mr. Watt. 

Mr. Watt: Yes, I would like to move that this be deferred 
to Committee to a time when Mr. Spray and the Commissioner 
can attend. 
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Mr. Thompson: I would second that motion Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, is it within the rules that the 
Member move his own motion into Committee? 

Mr. Thompson: If it is not Mr. Speaker, then I will move 
that this motion be eeferred for discussion. in ,Committee. . " . 

Mr. MacKinnon: I will secop~·that motion Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker: A few days agot had asked you if possible that 
if you wish a motion ~iscus~ed in Committee that yo~ include 
this in your motion, it would facilitate matters, it would 
prevent ~uestions ~ei~g rai~ed. In other words it would make 
ii much easier for myself. ' Now we have a mo~ion put b~fora 
the House duly moved and secohded, by Mr: Watt and Mr!!' 
Thompson, and immediately after we ,have the same mot;t'on put 
up in a different manner. Once a motion :i8 made w.~l'ether 
it is made by mistake or otherwise';" once a inotion/is.made 
and seconded, I have to, under our 'rules and regy.1ations, " 
ask you if you - it has, to ·be withdrawn with thi perinission 
of :the seconder and theh it has to have unanim(:l~s consent '. . . ~. . 
of the Council. I have no choice in conductip.'g this in ·any 
other manner. The fact that Mr. Watt moved ~at this be 
def,e:r;red .to Committee ,and Mr. Thompson secow:lled it ,. in my . 
opip,io.n woul·dn' t make a gre~ t deal. of diff?'t-enc,e. ~n other 
worQ.s thi,s could have b.een .putrieht in tlJ.k motion itself 
as a continuati .. on of the actual motion lr'n .. ,ltrOduced. I ·feel 
in this case that this motion is quite i order. So at 
th~ present, moment ,I have, a ·motion move by Mr. Watt, .: 
secop-:dpd .py Mr •. Thompson, that Motion 1/'19 be referred to 
Committee .• · . I 

Motion Carr,ied. . . 

Motion #20'Mr. \fJatt moved, seconded by Mr. Thoipson that it 'is 
respectfully requested .that the Gov~~nment of Ottawa be 
reo qUeste,d to adv. ance the starting 4ate from Nov'ember 15th 
to Septeciber 15th so that the peopJe north of the 60th ' 
parallel can take advantage of thl[s incentive program. 

" 

Mr. Watt: This thought embodied ln this motion has been 
discussed in this Council preV'iou~lywith a Mr. Boulgerwho 
had been here, and later in Ottawa. It was thought by . 
Mr. Boulger that if the YUk'on 'Territorial Council made a 
motion such as. this and if the Northwest Territories would. 
make a similar motion ~hat not only the Yukon Territory but 
also the:Northwest Territories' would be able to make more 
use of this winter incentive programme. At that time the 
Clerk was asked to contact the Northwest Territorie~, I 
don':t,know whether he has done ·this, but I hope he has,' 
and if he has not I hope that they do, to see if they will 
mak~;~similar motion. In Ottawa they seem to be 01 the 
opini6n that an excepti6n could be m~de north of the 60th 
parallel. There were ~ev~ral hou~~s built here in ~helate 
fall last year, they couldn' tmake use of this pro'gramme 
because they had to start th~ir house about 5 or 6 weeks 
before the starting date. Th~y just couldn't make use of 
this $500.00. It is there, and' these people should have 
been able to make use of it and merely by advancing the 
starting date for the building then these people could have 
made use of it and this coming' year it may enabl~ more' 
people that· are planning homes in the Yukon Territory to 
make use of' this $500.00. It isactu'ally workingoutsiCle'''' 
but it is not working here' becau~eof our early freeze-ups 
because you have to put your basements in before your 
freeze up or the cost of putting the building up is going to· 
far exceed the $500.00, but if this could be advanced two 
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Mr. Thompson: I would second that motion Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, is it within the rUles that the 
Member move his own motion into Committee? 

Mr. Thompson: If it is not Mr. Speaker, then I will move 
that this motion be ":e,ferred for, discussion .in,Commit,tee. 

Mr. MacKi~non: I will second that motion Mr.·Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker: A few days ago I had asked you if possible that 
if you wish a motion discussed in Committee that you include 
this in your motion, j,t would "facilitate matters, it would 
pr:event questions being raised. In" other wor:ds it would make 
it much easier fqrmyself. Now we have a motion put ,before 
the House duly moved and seconded, by Mr. Watt and Mr. 
Thompson, and, immediately after we . have the same motion put 
up in a different mam.:.er. Once a motion is made whethe-r 
it is made by mistake or otherwise.- once a motion is made 
and,seconded, I,have to, under our rules andregu1attons, 
as~ you i£,you - it has to be withdrawn with the permission 
of tlle -seoonder and then it has to have unanimous consent 
of the CounciL I have no choice in conducting this in :any· 
other manner. The fact that Mr. Watt moved that this be 
deferred to Committee and,Mr. Thompson seconded it, in my, 
opinion woulcj.n' t make a great d:ea1 of difference. In other 
words this could have been.put r1ghb in the mo~ion itself, 
as a continuation of the actual,motion introduced. I,feel 
in this case that this motion is quite in order. So at 
the present moment I have a motion moved by Mr. ,Watt, 
seconcj.ed by Mr. Thompson, that Motion #19 be referred to 
Committee. 

Motion Carrie,d. 
" .' 

Mr. 1.rJatt moved, seconded by Mr. Thompson that it is 
respectfully requested.that the Government of Ottawa be 
requested to advance the starting date .from November ;J;5th, 

,", .to Septembe'r, 15th so that the people north pf ,the 60th 
., parallel can take advantage of this i~centive:program:. 

<J 
Mr. Watt: This thought embodied in this motion has been 
discussed in this Council previously with a Mr. Bou1ger who 
had beeri here, and late~ in Ottawa. It was thought by 
Mr. Boulger that if the Yukon Territorial Council made a 
motion such as.this and if t~e Northwest Territories would 
make a similar motion thatno~ only the Yukon Territoiy but 
also the Northwest Territories would be able to make more 
use of this winter incentive programme. At that time the 
Clerk was asked to contact the NO,rthwest Territories, I 
don't know whether he has done 'this, but I hope he has, 
and ~f he has not I hope tha~ ~hey do, to see if they ~il1 
make .a.simi1~r m6tion •. In Ot~awa t~ey seem to be cif th~ 
opinion that ~n exceptirin could be made north of the' 60th 
parallel. There were s~vera1 houses built heie in the late 
fall last year, they couldn't make use of this programme 
becau'se they had to start their house about 5 or 6 weeks 
before the starting date •. They just couldn't make use of 
this $500.00. It is there, and these people should have 
been able to make use of it and merely by advancing the 
starting date for the building then these people could have 
mad~ uie 'of it and this coming year it may enable more 
people that are planning homes 'in the Yuk'on Territory to ._ 
make use' 6f this l500.00. It is actually working outside: 
but it is not working here because of our early free'ze-ups 
because you have to put your basements in before your 
freeze up or the cost of putting the building up is going t·o 
far exceed the $500.00, but if this could be advanced two 
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Friday, March 26, 1965, 
10:00 o'clock a.m. 

Mr. Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called to 
order. 

The following correspondence was tabled: 

1) Memorandum from the Commissioner dated March 25, 1965 re- Sessional 
garding Reference for Advice - New Applications for Liquor Paper 
Licences. Set out as Sessional Paper #31. #31 

2) Letter from Carmacks Community Club, addressed to 
Mr. Ro MacKinnon, Member Carmacks-Kluane, Whitehorse, Yukon, 
dated March 22, 1965, which reads as follows: . 

The residents of Carmacks wish you to express their apprecia
tion to the Commissioner--Councillors and othel Officials of 
the Territorial Government, who so courteously listened to, 
and discussed local problems at the Carmacks ~ommunity Club 
with uSo It was all the more gratifying, wh,'Em we consider, 
the occasion was a Sunday afternoon, and on/the delegation's 
own time. . , , 

We feel this was a wonderful opportunity foo bring the people 
and the G~verning bodies together, and ttust it will not be 
their last visit to this fastest growing community and maybe 
the best producer to the economy of thefYukon. 

We sincerely thank you. Signed Mrs. Vera F. Liden, 
! Secretary-Treasurer 

~armacks Community Club. 

Mr. Watt gave notice of Motion respecting Safety Inspector 
,; 

on Construction Jobs in the Yukon T~rritory. 
Notice of 
Motion #24 

I 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Tho,fupson that it is the opin
ion of Council that the cemestos a~ Camp Takhini be withdrawn 
from disposal by The Crown Assets pisposal Corporation and Motion 
that they be offered for sale to the public under an 
agreement embodying the followingyoints: 

(1) The purchaser will upgrade,atid improve the standard of 
the building to comply with the minimum set out by CoM.H.C. 
within two years from the time it is purchased •. 
(2) The lots will be subdivided and the sale of each home 
will include the land and other improvements on it. 
(3) Priority of sale will be given to those of low income 
and of good credit ratings. 
(4) Priority should be given to those who have children and 
who would but for their low incomes be able to finance under 
CoM.H.C. 
(5) A price for the homes be established commensurate with 
the generally accepted price for a similar home in a similar 
area and distance from existing facilities. 
(6) Financing of these homes to be allowed through the 
Yukon Low Cost Housing Ordinance and the proper amendments 
to the Low Cost Housing Ordinance be prepared for 
presentation to Council at this session so the homes can be 
sold this spring. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I have a request that the Council 
refer this to Committee to a time when Mr. Spray and possibly 
the ~orJ;:!'Ls~.Lone:, be here.. to' attend :with us, parti.cularly 
Mr. Spray, so I ask the Council to defer this. 

Mr. Speaker: Is this a motion Mr. Watt. 

Mr. Watt: Yes, I would like to move that this be deferred 
to Committee to a time when Mr. Spray and the Commissioner 
can attend. 
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months so that the climate is similar to that of another 
locality - I would like to have the support of Council on 
this and if the Council does agree I certainly hope that the 
Administration contacts the Northwest Territories and ask 
that they make a similar request so that our joint problems 
will go tQ Ottawa together and will receive more consideration 
tha~ as a single unit. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. ShavJ , (with Mr. Taylor in the Chair ) , moved, seconded 
by Mr. Taylor that the Administration is respectfully 
requested to approach the Government of Canada with the 
request that the Yukon Territory be given control of all 
fresh water fi,shing as a part of its natural resources; and 
that the control of fresh water fishing by the Yukon w(,)Uld 
be administratively simple as a senoible and natural under
taking of the Yukon Game Department; and that the accept
ance of this proposal would be a small step forward by the 
Federal Government of its avowed intention to allow the 
Yukon Territory more autonomy in the management of its own 
affairs at no great stress on the Federal Treasury. 

Mr. Shaw: This motion is fairly self-explanatory. It would 
appear to me, Mr. Speaker, that it would be a logical and 
sensible action to bring the fiah and game department under 
one heading. It would assist considerably insofar as the 
manner in which these fi~hing oampe operate would be under 
the control ~f our own department of game and they would 
be able to fairly well assure that the people that came from 
far away, paid a great deal of money had accommodations which 
were sanitary and operated in a manner that would provide an 
incentive to build up the industry. It is also, as stated 
in the last paragraph a means whereby the Yukon Territory 
will make a very small step forward, possibly the first for 
many, many years, in acquiring a'part of its natural 
resources under their direct c~ntrol. It is something that 
involves small amounts of revenue, relatively small, and,it 
would indicate the Federal Government's sincerity in trying 
to get this Territory started off to run another section of 
their own affairs. I think most Council Members, Mr. Speaker 
are well aware of this particular operation, and I would 
certai~ly appreciate Council's support in this particular 
motion. 

":( ~ .. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, I would like to mention that 
you have got my supvort. 

Motion Carried. 

Motion 
#22 

Mr. Shaw moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that the Administra- Motion 
tion is respectfully requested to approach the Department of . #23 
Transport to urgethe~ to hardsurface the Dawson and Mayo Air~'" 
ports to permit the landing of tricycle landing gear aircraft; 
That without such nece~sary i~provement these northern 
communities cannot have landings larger than a D.C. 3 type 
of aircraft with restricted take-off passenger load; 
That it is accepted that these airports are behind the times 
and except for minor gravel appiications the Dawson runway 
is identical with \Arhat it vias thirty years ago without even 
a shack provided by any government department for any type 
of shelter or relief. 

Mr. Shaw: For Bbme~time I have been endeavouring ta get 
improved facilities in the north for aircraft Mr.' Speaker. 
At the present moment, these two strips, one at Dawson and 
one at Mayo ar~ gravel strips. The one at Dawson is 
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relatively short •. The only type of aircraft that is 
practically used or allowed to be used in the Dawson strip 
- I should say the ·:::>.C03 type what is used in this country .
it cannot take .off .with a full load - possi.bly in :Mayo the 
same condition~ dori't exist. However, they do ~a~~ in both 
these airports, gravel runways and when you have a g;ravel 
runway it is not permissible or practical for any ~ircraft 
with tricycle landing gear to land on it. I am t,fking 
about big' aircraft, Dc6, because they need to br~"ak with .. ~ 

reversing their propellors and that picks up a ~ot of gravel 
and digs holes in the aircraft and so on. Theft~ is no 
question that the two areas of Dawson and May~\I' are due for 
expansion and when you expand communities sugh as this you must 
have facilities for larger aircraft to land'l,i,jl I have been 
informed by various and sundry people of C,iI'.A., that there 
would be distinct possibilities that if tn/se airports were 
hard surfaced that they could continue wi:lh the route from 
Whitehorse right through both of these c,@'fmmunities, and unless 
something ~s done .. in t}j,is line Mr. spea.J )~r, we Wil. 1 never 
have anythlng better than a DC 3, somef11ngthat .they are 
actually going out of. business all ovet the. country wi th . 
because it does not pay to keep one a~'rcraft on hand at all 
times to make these short runs. It;: nk myself that this 
would be a tremendous benefit to who, e ar.ea of the north 
it would e:p.able many of these· aircr,'ftto come from, in the 
summer time from Alaska, this is,q#te a very important 
source of revenue these .days and tJ,:ie best they can do' is 
this normal DC 3 or j\l~t a .1arger.,!i>imilar type of aircraft, . .. . . ..' . . .,.~ .. 
I think they call them a. 46. or . soJitething, we. can never get 
that type of landing gear there a;bd I think this· is the time 
it. is necessary to improva.thesejfacilities. It is a. case 
of what comes first, the chtcke~l or the egg. You may' say 
the traffic doe~n't warrant it ~ut I think if you conduct 
an investigation you will find '.f that these airports. get far 
more t"l.n!'lc~ger and freight trafific than say the airports at 
Williams Lake. and Quesnel wh:i..c~ are. paved. 'I,think it i~ 
just about time that the two a,~rports got a little recognition 
from the Department of TranspO,;irt that they need these ' 
facilities and that is why I b,,'ave introduced this motion which 
I hope Coup-cil will accept. ,:i 

Mr. Southam: I quite.agree with .douncillor Shaw, Mr. Speaker, 
and I. think the amount·of traffic·ioingin and out of·the 
Mayo airport warrants paving.: The amount of dust that is. 
raised up around that country;when the airoplanes are landing 
you can't see Mayo at all for )Igne ~hing. . On the. other hand 
too the airport should be paved because I believe that about 
50% of all traffic that comes into the north is pretty well 
up there and with a labour turn-over like we've got I think 
we're keeping the C.P.Ao going, because I think it is some
w~ere in .the neighbourhood of about 80% •. 

Mr. ... Thompson: Mr. Speaker, I whole heartedly concur with the 
~de~ofupgrading both theseairports f I feel that this is 
something that is definitely required for the expansion of 
the north. I don't agree with sonie of Councillor Shaw's 
reasoning but the overall need is ther~ and I think that 
anything we can do to create an' interest and stimulate a 
little spark of action on Ottawa's part would be greatly 
appreciated by both of those communities. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Thompson moved, seconded by Mr. MacKinnon, that it· is 
respectfully requested that commenringwith the issuing of 
the 1965 automotive licence plates that a .block o~ numbers 
commencing at number two be set aside eachiyear for the 
Members of the Territorial Council. It is further suggested 
that any person wishing to reserve an automotive licence 
number be permitted to do so. 
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relatively short. The only type of aircraft that is 
practically used or allowed to be used in the Dawson strip 
- I should say the J.C.3 type what is used in this country -
it cannot take off with a full load - possibly in Mayo the 
same conditions don't exist.. However, they do have in both 
these airports, gravel runways and when you have a grave~ 
runway it is not permissible or practical for any aircraft 
with tricycle landing gear to land on it. I am talking 
about big aircraft, Dc6, because they need to break with 
reversing their propellors and that picks up a lot of. gravel 
and digs holes in the aircraft and so on. There is no 
question that the two areas of Dawson and Mayo are due for 
expansion and when you expand communities such as this you must 
have facilities for larger aircraft to land. I have been 
informed by various and sundry people of C.P.A., that there 
would be distinct possibilities that if these airports were 
hard surfaced that they could continue with the route from 
Whitehorse right through both of these communities, and unless 
something is done in this line Mr. Speaker, we will never 
have anything better than a DC 3, something that they are 
actually going out of business allover the country with 
because it does not pay to keep one aircraft on hand at all 
times to make these short runs. I think myself that this 
would be a tremendous benefit to whole area of the north 
it would enable many of these aircraft to corne from~ in the 
summer time from Alaska, this is quite a very important 
source of revenue these days and the best they can do is 
this normal DC 3 or just a larger similar type of aircraft, 
I think they call them a 46 or something, we can never get 
that type of landing gear there and I think this is the time 
it is necessary to improve these facilitias. It is a ~ase 
of what comes first, the chicken or the egg. You may say 
the traffic doesn't warrant it but I think if you. conduct 
an investigation you will find that these airports get far 
more j:!\'f!eellger and freight traffic than say the airportaat 
W1111 ... Lab uel QU .. I1.'\ "hiOb .... ,..,.el. I tilt-Ok·· it if 
just about time ~hat the two ai~~orts got a l!ttl& reoosn~~ 
from the Department of Transport that they need these 
facilities and that is why I have introduced this motion which 
I hope Council will accept. 

Mr. Southam: I quite agree with Councillor Shaw, Mr. Speaker, 
and I think the amount of traffic going in and out of the· 
Mayo airport warrants paving. The amount of dust that is 
raised up around that country when the airoplanes are landing 
you can't see Mayo at all for one thing. On the other hand 
too the airport should be paved because I believe that about 
50% of all traffic that comes into the north is pretty well 
up there and with a labour turn-over like we've got I think 
we're keeping the C.P.A. going, because I think it is some
where in the neighbourhood of about 80%. 

Mr. Thompson: Mr. Speaker, I whole heartedly concur with the 
idea of upgrading both these airports, I feel that this is 
something that is definitely requireA for the expansion of 
the north. I don't agree with some of Councillor Shaw's 
reasoning but the overall need is there and I thin~ that 
anything we can do to create an interest and stimulate a 
little spark of action on Ottawa's part would be greatly 
appreciated by both of those communities. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Thompson moved, seconded by Mr. MacKinnon, that it is 
respectfully requested that commen~ing with the issuing of 
the 1965 automotive licence plates that a block of numbers 
commencing at number two be set aside each;year for the 
Members of the Territorial Council. It is further suggested 
that any person wishing to reserve an automotive licenee· 
number be permitted to do so. 
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months so that the climate is similar to that of another 
locality - I would like to have the support of/Council on 
this and if the Council does agree I certainly hope that the 
idministratioti contacts the Northwest Territgries and ask 
that the~ make a similar request so that ou~ joint problems 
will go to Ottawa together and will receivepmore consideration 
than as a sirigle unit. f 

~~ 

Motion q&rried. 

Mr. Shaw, (with Mr. Taylor in the Chair~, moved, seconded 
by Mr. Taylor that the Administration :L}3 respectfully 
requested to approach the Government 01 Canada with the 
request that the Yukon Terri tory be g:i1.:Ven control of all 

,\ 

fresh water fishing as a part of its ,atural resources; and 
that the control of freshwater fish:i;'hg by the Yukon would 
be administratively simple as a sens:(ble and natural under
taking of the Yukon Game Department # and that the accept
ance of this proposal would be a sm~ll step forward by the 
Federal Government of its avowed inftention to allow the 

.\ 
Yukon Territory more autonomy in t¥e management of its own 
affairs at no great stress on the 'ederal Treasury. 

if 
Mr. Shaw: This motion is fairly ~elf-explanatory. It would 
appear to me, Mr. Speaker, that i,-t would be a logical and 
sensible action to bring the ~i8ij and game department under 
one heading. It would assiSt co~siderably insofar as the 
manner in which these fi£'hing G&lllpe operate would be under 
the control of our own departmerit of game and they would 
be able to fairly well assure. that the people that came from 
far: away" paid a great deal of.~oney had accommodations which 
were ~sanita't',y.;'a11d· ope!r'p:ted in' ai. mt;tnnerc ,th13. t.' w'ould p:rovide ,13.n, 
in~entive to build up the industry. It is also, as stated 
in the last ,paragraph a means whereby the Yukon Territory 
will make a very small step forward, possibly the first for 
many, many years, in acquiring a part of its natural 
resources under their direct control. It is something that 
involves small amounts bf revenue, relatively small, and it 
would indicate the Federal Government's sincerity in trying 
to get' this'Territory started off to run another section of 
their Dwn affairs •• ~: think most Council Member~, Mr. Speaker 
are well aware of this particular operation, and I would 
certainly appreciate Council's support in this particular 
motion. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, I would like to mention that 
you have got my support. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Shaw moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that the Administra
tion is respectfully requested ~o approach the Department of 
Transport to urge them to hardsurface the Dawson and Mayo Air~ 
ports to permit the landing of tricycle landing gear aircraft; 
That without such necessary improvement these northern 
communities cannot have landings larger than a D.Co 3 type 
of aircraft with restricted take-off passenger load; 
That it is accepted that these airports are hehind the times 
and except for minor gravel applications the Dawson runway 
is identical with \Arhat it viaS thirty years ago without even 
a shack provided by any government department for any type 
of shelter or relief. 

Mr. Shaw: Vor.Bome~time I have been ertdeavouring to get 
improved facilities in the north for aircraft Mr. Speaker. 
At the present moment, these two strips, one at Dawson and 
one at Mayo are gravel strips. The one at Dawson is 
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Mr. Thompson: I feel. that there is a certain amount of 
prestige connected with being an elected member of this 
Council and therefore it is onl~ fitting that some form 
of recognition be awarded memberse This is one tangible 
method of identificatione Every province and territory 
other than this, reserve a block of numbers for their 
elected representatives so we are not setting any precedent 
in this manner. I feel that the Commissioner should 
retain the number 1 licence plate and then each year number 
2 should be reserved fOD the speaker of this legislation 
and the next six numbers for the remaining members. I also 
feel that any person who so wishes should be able to reserve 
a licence number and retain that number yearly. I can't 
see where it would cause any undue hardship on the licencing 
department, in fact I think it would facilitate their work 
a great deal as persons reserving numbers would in all 
probability repeat for several years so that conceivably 
the licencing department could have some of their paper . 
work prearranged. This system of reserved licence numbers 
is in effect at the present time in a small way, so this 
is merely asking for an extension of an existing service 
that is required. It should be clearly understood that there 
should be no added cost for this privilege. I would at this 
time ask for a concurrence of the other Members in this 
matter. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, this motion surprises me very 
muc~in that we ask that we get these licence plates. I 
admit that in some areas licence plates were given by 
Admini$tration to Members of their Legislature but I believe 
this~as done as a courtesy qf the Administration directed 
towa~~sLthe legislatu~e. I wouldn't think that any 
legi~liture would ask that it be done. I· suppose it would 
be p~ett1 nice to have a ~ittle low licence number plate 
but mY·ego hasn't got high enough yet that I would go after 
such a thing as this - I certainly couldn't support this 
motion. The whole substance of the motion dictates this -
I feel that if the Administration at any time wish to do 
this, this is fine, but I don't feel it is our place to 
ask for this. I think it is a little bit foolish. 

Mr. Boyd: My comments on this is that certainly there are 
those ~ho want or desire to have a number that is outstand
ing or conspicuous. I notice that we have one of our own 
very Members that rates one of these numbers year to year, 
no qiffi9ulty what ever. I don't know why he does this 
but it is noticeable. Personally I couldn't care less about 
what number I have but there is certainly room for thought 
in this connection. If e.e Mr. Taylor p·oints out it is I!l. matter 
of courtesy, this may be a fact I don't know, but we seem 
to be neither fish nor fowl in the sense of the word - we're 
doing so~~thing for some people including our own members 
of this Council ,and outsiders for some other reason they 
can have this and that ,so it is a question that is certainly 
fair. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, as seconder of the motion, I 
would think it is a very good idea. Somebody must get these 
~umbers and I think that we might as well have them. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, as Mr. Boyd pointed out, some people. 
like a special number, not only Councillors but other people 
and this is done in the Provinces.I understand. I would 
like to ask Mr. Clerk if there is any hardship, I don't haye 
any strong feelings on this but if some members want numbers 
they should have them and other people. I hear of quite a 
scramble on different occasions down in the licence bureau 
to try and be in a certain position in a certain line on 
a certain date to get a certain number. This should avoid 
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a lot of that where they could make a bit of a remuneration 
for the Clerk for the trouble, this is what I believe is 
done in the provinces, and I don't see anything wrong with 
it being dorie here and some of us haven't got cars but 
maybe they could make' this applicable for T plates too. 
My question to the clerk is th~ amount of book work and 
troubl~ involved in this> and what do they do'in the provinces, 
I believe there is s~me remunerat~ori to th~issuer of ' 
licences for the t:rouble of going by and pIcking these plates 
up for the general public. t , 1 
Clerk,' -of-Council (,in h~,' s capacity of Reg"t's,trar of Motor 
Vehicles): Hr. Speaker, as far as the ~rst half of the 
matron is concerne9. you all no doubt ,re"lize that it has 
been an established practice for the 1 rt twelve years that' 
the firs~ 25 licence plates be reserve for Territorial ' 
Administra~ion. I think if Territori 1 Council wanted a 
special block of numbers they could g t,them, but I don't 
think they should ask for the first :5. This is only a 
personal feeling, and it strikes me," hat this is not even 
the place to discuss the matter. A for the secon~ sentence 
where the suggestion iS,that we shq'ld make any number 
availab~e t6 ~ny person was Cu~ ou; in nearly all the Provi~ces 
years ago. I know in my home Prov nce it was cut out years 
ago. I do know how much trouble d unnecessary bother arid 
mess it makes in the Motor Vehicl Office. If we were to 
do it down stairs, and indeed ext,nd it to "T" plates also 
as Mr. Watt has suggested -'I do t know whether you realize 
it o:r not but our li6ence plat~s!come in cartons 'of 25, ~5 
pairs of plates; we have one are' of the office set aside 
for storage of these plate$ ~nd hey are used from the top 
in numerical sequence in each c, e - this would mean that 
we would have to have these lic~ ce plates spread allover 
the motor vehicle office and wo d mean a tremendous job 
for us to keep trac~ of them an, they would never be in any 
solid sequen6e for the Tre~surj.Dc~~rtment. I can see utter 
chabs in ~ffice if,we were to d' that for everybody. Anbther 
point which I ,.rc:'11d like to cle. r up' is the matter of an 
extra charge for this privilege I think,I ha~e heard,,'t, 
our Motor vehicle Conference, 0, one Province who do let 
people request and r~-e them ce, ain numbers, but they have 
a special c~arge in addition to ' he licence fee of at least 
$5.00 whi6h goes into the Govern We haven't 
got legisiation which would allo IUS to do that, but I don't 
think myself that the extra revenne would warrant the bother 
it would put us to.' I would most sincerely request Council 
to throw this motion o~t. 

Mr. Thompson: Well, M~. Speaker, Iiistened with some 
doub~ to our Territorial Secretary as opposed ,to our Clerk 
I think he exaggerates a great deal and I don't know which 
Province he was referring to ~~it levied a $5.0Q additional 
Charge. I may be ~rong, but before I left British Columbia 
I know that this was definitely a practice that at that .' 
time the first 3,000 numbers were reserved for anybody who' 
wanted them and it was a case o~ sending the amount of the 
licence and mailing it to Vic"'0ria and you got the plate ' 
ba6k period, no fus~ ~r ~"+her. As far as plates ~~~ 
lying allover his office I think that this is a gross over
statement as well. I feel that if we are going to let any
body have some numbers lets pick a number out of the air -
lets say 100 for the first year, maybe there aren't a 
hundred people who want a licence piate of their own. So 
thi~ is four boxes so I think Hr. Taylor has a fairly large 
of~ice down there that he could put four boxes of licence 
plates without tripping over them every morning when he came 
in.' If~el that this is a legitimate request I can understand 
the feeling of !~ministration - t~ey have had this recognition 
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a lot of that where they could make a bit of a remuneration 
for the Glerk for the trouble, 'this is what I believe is 
done in the provinces, and I don't see anythi~g wrong with 
it beitig ~one he~e'a~d some of us haven't got cars but 
maybe ihey 60uld make ,this applicable for T plates too. 
My question 'to the clepk is th~ amount of book work and 
tr6ubl~:tnvolved in this and what dO,they do in the province~, 
I believe there is some remuner&tion to the iss~er of 
licences for the tfouble of going by and picking these plates 
up for the gene~al public. ' 

CI~~k~of~Council (in hie capacity of Registrar of Motor 
Vehicl~s): ,Mr. Speaker, as far as the first half of th~, 
motibnis concerned you all no doubt, realize that it has 
beei'ari established practice for the laFt twelve y~&rs that' 
the fir~t 25lic~nce plates be reserved for Territorial 
Administration. I think if Territorial Council wanted a 
speciai block of numbers they could g~t them, but I don't 
thinkfhey should ask tor the first 25. This is only a 
personal feeling, and it strikes me 'that this is not even 
the place to discuss the matter. As for the second sentence 
where the suggestion is that we should make any number 
a~~iia~le to any person was c~~ out in nearly all the Provinces 
years ago. I know in my home Province it was cut out years 
ago. I do know how much trouble and unnecessary bother and 
mess it makes in the Motor Vehicle Office. If we were to 
do it down st<;l.irs, and indeed extend it to "T" plates also' 
as Mr. watt has suggested - I don't know whether you realize 
it or nqt but our licence plates come in cartons of 25, 25 
pairs cit plaies, we ha~e one area ~f the office set aside 
for 'storage of these plates and they are used from the top 
in numerical sequence in each case - this would mean that 
we would have to have these licence plates spread all over 
the ro~tor vehicle office and would mean a tremendous job 
fo~~us,t6 keep track of them and they would never be in any 
solid sequence " for the Tree.sur.)' Dc:;;;.::.rt:nent. I can see utter 
chaos in "ffice if . "vIe were to do that for everybody. Another 
point which I\vmild; like to clear up' is the matter of an 
extra char~e .fo~ thjs p~ivilege. I think I have heard, ~t 
our Motor vehicle Conference, of one Province who do let 
people request and(~'-ethem certain numbers, but they have 
a s~ecialcha~8e in' addition to the licence fee of at least 
$5 :'00 which goes into the Government coffer. W~ haven't 
got legislation \~hich would all 01,;[ us to do that, but I dO+J,'t 
think myself that. the extra i'evenue would warrant the. bother 
it would put us ~qo I would most sincerely request C6uncil 
t6 throw ihis motion out. " 

Mr. Thompson: Wei1, Mr. Speaker, I listened with some 
doubi,to our 'Tetritorial Secreiary as opposed to our Clerk 
I 'thinkhe exaggerates.a great deal and I don't know which 
Provi~ce ~e was referring to ~~~t levied a $5.00 additional 
c~a~ge~I may be wrong, but before I left British Col~mbia 
I know that this was definitely a practice that at that .. 
time the first 3,000 numbers "vlere reserved for anybody who 
wanted them and it was a case o! sending the amount of the 
licence anB.mailingit to Vic~0ria and you got the plate 
back"period;no fu~"; ::1r '~"'+h.er~ As far ,as plates 'IJ~:~ 
lying all o~er his 'offibe I think that this is a gross over
statement as well. ,I feel that if we are going to let any
body have' some numbers lets pick a number out of the air -
lets' say 100 for the first year, maybe there aren't ,a 
hundred ,people who want a licence plate of their own. So 
this is four boxes, so' I think Hr., Ta;Tlor has a fairly large 
office down there that h~ could put four boxes of licence 
plates wi:thout tripping over them every morning when he carrie 
in.': I ·teel .that this is a legitimate request I can und~rstand 
the fe'eling of' "ministration - they have had this recognition 
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Mr. Thompson: I feel that there is a certain amount of 
prestige connected with being an elected member of this 
Council and therefore .it is only fitting that some form 
of recognition be awarded members. This is one tangible 
method of identification. Every province and territory 
other than this, reserve a block of numbers for their 
elected representatives so we are not setting any pree edent . 

'in this manner. ,I feel that the Commissioner should! 
retain the number 1 licence plate and then each yea:'!:" number 
2 should be reserved fOD the speaker of this legisiation 
and the next six numbers for the remaining member~. I also 
feel that any person who so wishes should be abl~ to reserve 
a licence number and retain that number yearly.;: I can't 
see where it would cause any undue hardship on./the licencing 
department, in fact I think it would facilitat;¢ their work 
a great deal as persons reserving numbers wou;I¥d in all . 
probability repeat for several years so that ~onceivabll 
the licencing department could have some of :6heir paper 
work prearranged. This system of reserved ~3..cence numbers 
is in effect at the present time in a small:lway, so this . 
is merely asking for an extension of an ex~f.sting service 
that is required. It should be clearly un~erstood that there 
should, be no added cost for this pri vilegE¥;: I would at this 
time ask for a concurrence of the other Mfmbers in this 
matter. J 
Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, this motion suiprises me very 
much in that we ask that we get these l~~ence plates. I 
admit that in some areas licence piatesi/\"ere given by 
Administration to Members of their Legi~lature but I believe 
this was done as a courtesy 9f the Admi~istration directed 
towards the legislature. I wouldn't tri!ink that any 
legislature would ask that it be done.f I suppose it would 
be pretty nice to have a little low liqence number p~ate 
but my ego hasn't got high enough yet }that I would go after 
such a thing as this - I certainly couidn't support this 
motion. The whole SUbstance of the mqtion dictates this -
I feel that if the Administration at ri;ny time wish to do 

~ 

this, this is fine, but I don't feel ft is our place tb 
ask for this. I think it is a iittlei:bit foolish. 

~: 
[, 

Mr. Boyd: My co~ments on this is tha~ certainly there are 
those who want or desire to have a nurrtber that is outstand
ing or conspicuous. I notice that we ~ave one of our own 
v~ry Hembe.rs that rates one of these n:umbers year to year, . 
noq.~ffioulty what ever. I don't know why he does this 
but it'is noticeable. Personally I couldn't care less. about 
what number I have but there is certainly room for thought 
in this connection. If e.!'J Mr. Taylorp'oints O\l.t it is a matter 
of courtesy, this may be a fact I don't know, but we, seem 
to be .neither fish nor fowl in the sense of the word ~ we're 
doing something for some people including our own members 
of this Council ,and outsiders for some other reason they 
can have this and that ,so it is a question that is certainly 
fair. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, as seconder of the motion, I 
would think it is a very good idea. Somebody must get these 
Rumbers and I think that we might as well have them. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, as Mr. Boyd pointed out, some people 
like a special number, not only Councillors but other people 
and this is done in the Provinces I understand. I would 
like to ask Mr. Clerk if there is any hardship, I don'~:~Ave 
any strong feelings on this but if some members want nU~bers 
theY,should have them and other people. I hear of quite a 
scramble on different occasions down in the licence bureau 
to 'try and be in a certain position in a certain line on 
a certain date to get a certain number. This should avoid 
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they have had this honour, they have had this privilege for 
the last 12 years, they are probably a little reluctant to 
l~t'g~ of it but I don't see that there is any undue hard
ship here in any case. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I think I can see the problems 
inherent with the possible passage of this motion - as 
outlined by Mr. Clerk one, and by my own observations for 
another. I might say that one of the reasons I am very much 
opposed to this motion is the principle behind itD When we 
come to this table we come to the work in the common interest 
of the people of the Yukon Territory and this is the first 
time since I have been in Council that I can tecall ever 
seeing a motion proposed which was to give us something from 
which no benefit could accrue to the people of the T~rritory& 
r w6nld feel ~appy ou this business of having a nice low 
licence plate I think it would be quite a privilege indeed 
if the Administration saw fit to convey this upon us at their 
own expressed wish but to turn around and ask by motion. of 
Council this sort of thing is absolutely ridiculous and as 
I say my ego isn't inflated that much that I would even 
consider this motion. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask Mr~ Clerk -
is the first hundred licence plates already reserved? 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Registrar of Motor 
V~hicles): No Mr. Speaker, only the first 25. From then 
on the licences are sent out from 26 up to about 400 to 
Dawson City, the next block of numbers go to Mayo, the next 
block of numbers go to Watson Lake, the next block of numbers 
go to Haines Junction, and the balance are sold in our office 
down stairs. We only start at 1200, 1300 or 1400, I am not 
sure of the number but we sell the remainder down stairs 
and there are no more numbers reserved in any case. This 
was a practice that was set up by the Commissioner back in 
1952 and it is still the practice today. 

Motion Carried with 
Councillor Thompson, Councillor MacKinnon and 
Councillor Watt in favour and with 

Councillor Taylor opposed 

Councillor Boyd and Councillor Southam abstained 
from voting. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that third reading 
be given to Bill #7, AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE WORKMEN'S 
COMPENSATION ORDINANCE. 

Motion Carried • 
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Mr. Sp~aker~I am informed by the Clerk that we have a rather 
important paper he wishes to read. Is it in agreement with 
Council to re¥_~t bac~ to Orders of the Day to have this 
read. 

Agreed. / 
l 

A memorandum ,was tabled regarding Property/ Tax - Alaska Yukon 
Refiners 'arid Distributors Limited - Alask~ Yukon Pipe Lines 
Limi ted.' -' (Set' out as Sessional Paper No.l32.) 

, , 
Mr. Taylor: If it is the desire of counjil I can bring this 
to the attentio~ of Committee 'of the Whqle while the 
Commissioner is with us this mornirtg. 

Mr. Speaker: I think that would be verj much in or~er Mr~ . 
Taylor. 

s.P. 
# 32 

Mr. Taylor: I would like to direct a t:)~estion to Commissioner 
Cameron. In view of the location of -anada Tungsten Hining 
Corporation in relation to the Yukon, oundary and the difference 
in the game laws between the two Terl·tori~S' would the " 
Administration consider affec~ing a , olution to this. problem 
we have at Canada Tungsten WhlCh wou d all,ow the resldents 
of that community resident hunting p ivileges in the Yukon 
Territory. 

Commissioner Cameron: Yes, 
to do that. May I pass on 

Mr. Speaker: Proceed. 

~r, we are quite prepared 
rmation Mr. Speaker? 

Commissioner Cameron: You will reC~l yesterday we were having 
a discussion regarding the Carcross "property and I suggested 
that the Administration·should come up with more information 
for the members of Council and I ju t thought I would pass 
this invitation on which is from th1White Pass.If the Council 
is agreeable they would like to tak the Council by train, 
tomorrow morning, to'Carcross and shrw them around Carcross 
and the property in question. They ~ill pick you up in 
Carcross with two vehicles. This invitation was made this 
morning and I said I would pass it o~ to you. If the Council 
so wishes I will inform the White Pa~~ officials and this 
trip -can be laid on for tou!::'!'row morrrp.ng. They would like 
to know as soon as possible. The tra~n leaves at either 
8:00 or 8:30. \ 

Mr.Spea~e~: Thank you Mr. 
.. 1n this repect or would you 

\ 

C6mmission~r, ,what is your pleasure 
like to dis~uss it further? 

Council decided to postpone the invitation for a week and go 
to Carcross next Saturday morning. 

Mr. Taylor: In view of the proposed changed in the Canadian 
Pacific Airlines schedule servicing the Yukon affects all 
areas of the Yukon. '~vered by this service, have the 
Administration received any amount of protests from any parts 
of the Territory with regard to this change of schedule? 

Commissioner Cameron: Mo, Mr. Speaker, to my knowledge there 
has been no official protest. I have heard some verbal 
complaints indirectly and in fact even from the employees 
of Canadian Pacific Airlines that are not particularly happy 
with this schedule. But I don't believe there has been an 
official complaint come in, to my knowledgeo I might say 
along the same line that they are asking about this Daylight 
Saving Time because they do go on Daylight Saving wherever it 
is in effect so they have been concerned about this point • 
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Mr. Speaker: I am informed by the Clerk.iha~ we hav~ a r.th~r 
imp~rtant pap~r h~ wishes to read. Is it in agreement with: 
Council to rev ~:~t baclf to Orders of the Day to have this ," 
read. 

Agreed. 

A memorandum was tabled regarding Property Tax - Alaska Yukon 
Refiners and'Distri butors Limited - Alaska Yukori Pipe. Lines' 
Limited i1 ;(S~t out as Sessional Paper No. 32) . ,.:. f~:'~ :":'::," . 
Mr. Tsylor: If it is the desire of Council I can bring this 
to the attention of Committee of the Whole while the 
Commissioner is with us this morning. 

Mr. Speake~: I thirik that would be very much in'order Mr_ 
Taylor. 

S.P. 
# 32 

Mr. Taylor: I would like to direct a question to Commissioner 
Cameron. In view of the location of Canada Tungsten Hining 
Corporation in relation to the Yukon boundary and the" dif.ference 
in the game laws between the two Territori~~, would the 
Administration consider affecting a solution to this problem 
we have at Canada Tungsten which would allow the residents 
of that community resident hunting privileges in the Yukon 
Ter:i:'i tory. 

Commissioner Cameron: Yes, Mr. Speaker, we are quite prepared 
to do that. May I pass on some information Mr. Speaker? 

Mr. $peaker: Proceed. 

Commissioner Cameron: You will recall yesterday we were having 
a discussion .regarding the Carcross property and I suggested 
that the Administration should come up with more information 
for the members 'of Council and I just thought I would pass 
this invitation on which is from the White Pass.If the Council 
is agreeable they would like to take the Council by train, 
tomorrow moining, to Carcross and show them around Carcross 
and the prciperty in question. They will pick you up in 
Carcross with two vehicles. This invitation was made this 
morning and I said I would pass it on to you. If the Council 
so wishes I will inform the White Pass officials and this 
,trip can be laid on for tOli!.~!'row morning. : They would like 
to know as soon as possible. The train't'eaves' at either 
8:00 or 8:30. 

4;!: 

Mr. Spclak~~~ Thank you Mr. Commissioner, what is your pleasure 
~,. in this repect or would you like to discuss it further? 

Council decided to postpone the invitation for a week and go 
to Carcross n~xt'Saturday morning. 

Mr. Taylor: In view of the proposed changed in the Canadian 
Pacific Airlines schedule servicing the Yukon affects all 
areas of the Yukon. '~vered by this service, have the 
Administration received any amount of protests from any parts 
of the Territory with regard to this change of schedule? 

Commissioner Cameron: Ro, Mr. Speaker, to my knowledge there 
has been no official protest. I have heard some verbal 
complaints indirectly and in fact even from the employees 
of Canadian Pacific Airlines that are not particularly happy 
with this schedule. But I don't believe there has been an 
official complaint come in, to my knOWledge. I might say 
along the same line that they are asking about this Daylight 
Saving Time because they do go on Daylight Saving wherever it 
is in effect so they have been concerned about this point • 
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they have had this honour, they have had this privilege for 
tqe,last 12 years, they are probably a little reluctant to 
let go of it but I don't see that there is any undue hard
ship here in any case. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I think I can see the problems 
inherent with the possible passage of this motion - as 
outlined by Mr. Clerk one, and by my own observations for 
another. I might say that one of the reasons I am very much 
opposed to this motion is the principle behind it. When we 
come to this table we come to the work in the common interest 
of the people of the Yukon Territory and this ~s the first 
time since I have been in Council that I can t;'€lcall ever 
seeing a motion proposed which was to give us:.' something from 
which no benefit could accrue to the people qf the Territory. 
r w6nld feel tappy ou this business of havin~ a nice low 
licence plate I think it would be quite a p~ivilege indeed 
if the Administration saw fit to convey thi,s upon us at their 
own expressed wish but to turn around and ~sk by motion. nf 
Council this sort of thing is absolutely #diculous and as 
I say my ego isn't inflated that much tha~ I would even 
consider this motion. ! , 

J 
Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to dsk Mr. Clerk -
is the first hundred licence plates alre~dy reserved? 

( 
j 

Clerk-of-Council in his capacity as Registrar of Motor 
Vehicles): No Mr. Speaker, only the fitst 25. From then 
on the licences are sent out from 26 u~ to about 400 to 
Dawson City, the next block of numbers igo to Mayo, the next 
block of numbers go to Watson Lake, th~ next block of numbers 
go to Haines Junction, and the balance~are sold in our office 
down stairs. We only start at 1200, l~OO or 1400, I am not 
sure of the number but we sell the rem:~inder down stairs 
and there are no more numbers Teserve~ in any case. This 
was a practice that was set up by the~ommissioner back in 
1952 and it is still the practice today. 

Motion Carried with 
Councillor Thompson, Councillor MacKinnon and 
Councillor Watt in favour and with 

Councillor Taylor opposed 

Councillor Boyd and Councillor Southam abstained 
from voting. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that third reading 
be given to Bill #7, AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE WORKMEN'S 
COMPENSATION ORDINANCE. 

Motion Carried • 
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Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I would ask some direction at this 
point. Mr. Commissioner is now sitting with us in Council 
and wonder if it would be his pleasure at this time to give 
assent to Bills 1, 2. and 3 in view of the urgency of these 
bills in relation to the Administration. 

Mr. Speaker: That i~ quite correct. We have three bills Mr. 
Commissioner they are ~oney bills: 

Bill No. 1 - Second Supplementary Appropriation Ordinance 
1964/65 

Bill No. 2 - Interim Supply Appropriation Ordinance 1965 

Bill No. 3 - First Appropriation Ordinance 1965-66 

~nd they have been duly passed through this Council and we 
would ask your assent·. 

Commissioner Cameron: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am happy to assent 
to the bills as enumerated by yourself. 

Mr. Boyd: 
now leave 
Whole for 
and other 

moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that Mr. Speaker do 
the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of the 
the purpose of discussing bills, memoranda, motions 
matters of interest. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

In In Committee of the Whole: 
Committee 

Committee proceeded to discuss Sessional Paper #32, Property 
Tax - Alaska Yukon Refiners and Distributors Limited - Alaska 

DiscussionYukon Pipe Lines Limited, with Commissioner C~~eron present. 
S.P.#32. 

Commissioner Cameron: Mr. Chairman, if I might speak on this. 
The members of the Financial Administration will recall there 
was a meeting held in Ottawa with Mr. Sparling and one of his 
business associates and they were quite co~cerned because we 
had written them a very final. letter saying that we wanted 
all our money or else we were going to close them down. We 
didn't feel that what they had to offer was goo~ enough. So 
we did some horse trading, talked the thing over. There 

0' 
contention was that we wjuld never lose our tax money because 
there was always enough, the plant itself was worth enough 

c 

to offset any amount of ta-·res that were owing. We said we 
wanted some assurance so they said they would have an assessor 
or appraiser come up and appraise it. We felt this wasn't 
good enough and wanted a scrap appraisal. Looking at it from 
the worst side possible, that if someone bought it as junk 
and cut it up a blowtorch and a hacksaw we would still be able 
to recover our taxes and this is what the offer is from this 
man Berry. He has made a scrap offer and he is saying here 
that he will buy it fer $50,000 as is-where is until December 
31, 1968. We said when we get this information we will place 
it before the Coumil and ask for their recommendations on it. 

Mr. Shaw: There is an offer to pay on April 30, $10,000 and 
on September 30 an amount of $3,2.61000 and $1,610 and then 
follow the payments along. I have that correct have I? That's 
what it would appear and it would appear that they are making 
an honest effort to pay this and that there is a firm offer 
that goes until the 1968 time period by this Mr. Berry to 
purchase the assets for $50,000 as a guarantee purchase. From 
the point. of legalities would everything be in order in that 
respect to assure that we were covered • 
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Commissioner Cameron: I believe, Mr. Chairman that everything 
is in order. I think Mr. MacKenzie is satisfied with the 
exception of the errors that they have made in arithmetic 
in certain places which will have to be brought to their 
attention. In principle'it appears that everything is in 
order and our main concern, of course, is to get our tax 
money. We don't want a separation plant on our hands and we 
would just as soon not have to go to the trouble of selling 
it or disposing of it. If we can get our money back within 
the next tJNO 'o.r three years and this can becQme a money making 
oper~tion, I think we have accomplished something to help 
out the area of Haines Junction and could b~ help for the rest 
of the Territory. I 

},1 

Clerk-of-Council: Mr. Chairman, there is ~bmething I would 
like to say on this if I may. You will n¢tice that the 
proposi tion by AYRD is to pay the tax ar:q!~a:rs ·of $10,000 and 
then the current taxes at $3261. plus $1$10. which you will 
note is only $4800. The reason for tha~is that during the 
last year the assessment on that Yukon iefinery was reduced 
considerably because of the addition od' an obsolescence 
allowance which the assessors applied ~~~ the place because it 
had been sitting idle and was gatherinl rust for so many years. 
If they reactivate that plant this yecfr I cannot guarantee you 
that that assessment won't go back tolwhere it was bEifore .' 
namely $10,000-$12,000 a year rather 'han $4800. and I think 
it should go back up once it is reac~lvated. The figures 
would be correct for April 30, 1965 fnd September 30, 1965 
but then the next three years may be~considerably changed. 
Of course this would have to be diS1::' ssed with the Commissioner 
and Treasurer and whatno~ before we ; ..... ake this move. This' would 
seem to me to' be theloglcal move t :'i make. 

Mr. 

30; 
pay 
and 

':) 
" Boyd: Does this mean that this 1 .. lax arrears payment April 

1965, September 30, 1965, does Ihis mean that they will 
$10,000 in between that period ~f time - between April 
September.' '1 . 

\Ji 
~" 

Commissioner Cameron: Yes, Mr. Chai~man. The first payment 
of tax arrears will be $10 ,000 paid~: on the 30Y:! of April. 

'ili 
1
1
:\ 

'\6r ' BOY'd-' On "~'·"'t"'m"her the 3::~'l then:i.' w.ould be the current tax 
J.~ .,.. /..!"....; '-' t..J '-' /..,.), • :1.··. 

payment of $48qO. ~ is that what th~t means? 

Commissioner Cameron: That's right. 

Mr. Boyd: How long is it ariticipated that this plant wi~~' 
remain open? .. . 

Commissioner Cameron: If the company have their way it will 
remain open indefinitely. They claim they have very go~d 
market possibilities in Alaska and they realize they hav~ 
very poor marketing possibilities in the Yukon at the present 
time. They hdpe it will imp~ove. Certainly if there is any 
agreement reached whereby the highway will be surfaced in any 
way - asphalt or a bunker oil of any kind they claim they would 
be in a position to supply it. chep-per than anyone else because 
of their location. SO.it is their intention to get it back 
in oper~tion and payoff all its debts 0 If they fail and 
at the ~nd. of the first year they find it is going to close 
then we will have received some of our tax money and then 
we will foreclose again and the thing will be sold on a tax 
sale. 

Mr~ Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I think we should go along with this 
because we may wind up by ha~ing them ~n business here, we 
will certainly wind up with getting our money over a period 
of time. The reason I am in favor of this wholeheartpdly 
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Commissioner Cameron: I believe, Mr. Chairman that everything 
is in order. I think Mr. MacKenzie issatistied w~th the 
exception of the errors· that· they have made in arithmetic 
in certain places which will have to be brought to their 
attention. In principle it appears that everything is in 
order and our main concern, of course, is to get our tax 
money. We don't want a separation plant on our hands and we 
would ju·st as soon not have to go to the trouble of selling 
it or disposing of it. If we can get our money back withi~ 
the next tMo'or three years and this can become a money making 
ope~~tion, I ~hink we have accomplished something to help 
out the area of Haines Junction and could be help for the rest 
of the. Territory. 

Clerk-of-C6~ricil: Mr. Chairman, there {s something I would 
like to say on this if I may. You will notice that the 
proposi tion by AYRD is to pay the tax arrears' of $10,000 and 
then the current taxes at $3261. plus $1610. which you will 
note is only $4800. The reason for that is that during the 
last year th;e:· assessment on that Yukon Refinery was reduced 
considerably because of the addition of an obsolescence 
allowance· which the assessors applied to the place because it 
had. been sitting idle and was gathering rust for so many years. 
If they reactivate that plant this year I cannot guarantee yo'u 
that that assessment won't go back to where it was before 
namely $10,000-$12,000 a year rather than $4800. and I think 
it should go back up once it is reactivated. The figures 
would be correct for April 30, 1965 and September 30, 1965 
but then the next three years may be considerably changed. 
Of course this would have to be discussed with the Commissioner 
and Tr,E?a',surer and whatnot before we make this move. This would 
seem to me to be the logical move to make. 

Mr. Boyd: Does this mean that this tax arrears payment April 
30, 1965, September 30, 1965, does this mean that they wiil 
pay $10,000 in between that period of time - between April 
and September. 

Commissioner Cameron: Yes, Mr. Chairman. The first payment 
of tax arrears will be $10,000 paid on the 30!JJ of April. 

'Mr •. Boy;d:~ On 3tutcmher the 3J'>; thl?n:.v.:,~uld be. the current. tax 
payment 6f $48QO; ~ is that what th~tmeans? 

Commissioner Cameron: That's right. 

Mr. Boyd: How long is it ariti(!;ipated that this plantw;L:)..l'o' 
remain open? 

Commissioner Cameron: If the company have their way it will 
remain open indefinitely. They claim they h~ve very good 
market possibilities in Alaska and they realize they have 
very poor marketing possibilities in the Yukon at the present 
time. They hope it will improve. Certainly if there is any 
agr.eement reached whereby the highway will be· surfaced in any 
way - asphalt or a bunker oil of any kind they claim they would 
be in a. posi tion to supply it, cheaper than anyone els,e becau,se 
of th~ir l6cation. So it is their intention to get it back 
.in operation and payoff all its debts. If they fail and 
at the ~nd, of the first year they find it is going to 6lose 
then we will have received some of our tax money and then 
we will foreclose again and the thing will be sold on a tax 
sale. . . . 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I think we should go along with this 
because we may wind up by having them in business here, we 
will certainly wind up with getting our money over a period 
of time. The reason I am in favor of this wholeheartpdly 
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Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I would ask some direction at this 
point. Mr. Commissioner is now sitting with us in Council 
and wonder if it would be his pleasure at this time to give 
assent to Bills 1, 2 and 3 in view of the urgency of these 
bills in relation to the Administration. 

Mr. Speaker: That is quite correct. We have three bills Mr. 
Commissioner they are ~oney bills: 

Bill No. 1 - Second Supplementary Appropriation Ordinance 
1964/65 

Bill No. 2 - Interim Supply Appropriation Ordi~ance 1965 

Bill No. 3 - First Appropriation Ordinance 19~5-66 
IV 

and they have been duly passed through this Co~iicil and we 
would ask your asaent·. . , I' 

J" 
f 

Commissioner Cameron: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I atlllhappy to assent 
to the bills as enumerated by yourself. ; 

Mr. Boyd: 
now leave 
Whole for 
and other 

moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, "t1hat Mr. Speaker do 
the Chair and Council resolve info Committee of the 
the purpose of discussing bills ,I memoranda, motions 
matters of interest. i.t 

~/ 
I'!! 

MOTION CARRIED. 
i1 

In Committee of the Whole: 
-Committee . 

Committee proceeded to discuss SessionaJR Paper #32., Property 
Tax - Alaska Yukon Refiners and Distri1:f~tors Limited - Alaska 

DiscussionYukon Pipe Lines Limited, with Commissioner Cameron present. 
S.P.#32. 

Commissioner Cameron: Mr. Chairman, it I might speak on this. 
The members of the Financial Adminis tr:ation will recall there 
was a meeting held in Ottawa with Mr. ~parling and one of his 
business associates and they were qui t'e cOllllcerned because we 
had written them a very final letter saying that we wanted 
all our money or else we were going t~ close them down. We 
didn't feel that what they had to offe~ was good enough. So 
we did some horse trading, talked the thing over. There 
contention was that we w)uld never lose our tax money because 
there was always enough, the plant itse~f was worth enough 
to offset any amount of ta~es that were owing. We said we 
wanted some assurance so they said they would have an assessor 
or appraiser come up and appraise it. We felt this wasn't 
good enough and wanted a scrap appraisal. Looking at it from 
the worst side possible, that if someone bought it as junk 
and cut it up a blowtorch and a hacksaw we would still be able 
to .recover our taxes and this is what the offer is from this 
man Berry. He has made a scrap offer and he is saying here 
that he will buy it fer $50,000 as is-where is until December 
31, 1968. We said when we get this information we will place 
it before the Cou~l and ask for their recommendations on it. 

Mr. Shaw: There is an offer to pay on April 30, $10,000 and 
on September 30 an amount of $3,2.61.00 and $1,610 and then 
follo~ the. payments along. I have that correct have I? That's 
what it. would appear and it would appear that they are making 
an honest effort to pay this and that there is a firm offer 
that goes until the 1968 time period by this Mr. Berry to 
purchase the assets for $50,000 as a guarantee purchase. From 
the point of legalities would everything be in order in that ~ 

respect to assure that we were covered • 
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is that it could be, if they are capable of supplying Bunker 
'C' oil - there is going to be a demand for that from the 
mining sources I am thinking. I know the Hudson's Bay, if 
they operate that QUill Creek deal are going to use many 
millions of gallons and there is no reason to assume that 
others won't be in the same boat. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I think it is very necessary th~twe go along 
with this on account of the town itself which needs the revenue. 

Mr. Watt: I have my doubts about going along with this 
suggestion. It ~"lts us in the position where we have endorsed 
the refinery and its operation. From talking with Mr. Sparling 
in Ottawa I understand that they will - if we go along with 
this - go back to their stockholders and possibily arrange for 
new financing and I think that if this company was sincere, 
very sincere, in opening this thing and getting it in operation 
I think that they would soon come up with the arrears in taxes. 
My basic objection to going along with this is that if anyone 
else in the Territory comes to us and asks us for a bit of a 
tax holiday they will get turned down in I think 90% of the 
cases, probably 100% of the cases. Unless there is some far 
reaching reason why this should be done I can't see it. If 
there is something out of the ordinary and these people really 
needed the money to get going, then I could see going along 
with this. This seems to be a continual postponement, a new 
story every year or two, saying that we should be given special 
exemptions and I feel that if we do this we should go to their 
competitors and say - we will give you the same consideration. 
I think what is fair for one is fair for others. I think that 
special consideration is given to some co~panies in the northern 
areas here for a short while on a particular basis before 
they even start but I don't think this falls into that 
category. From what I understand the chances of this reopening 
and operating are very remote and I haven't been convinced at 
all that we would be assisting anything, we would only be 
hurting ourselves and maybe hurting some innocent people by 
going along with this postponement which would, in effect, be 
an endorsement of the refinery and its future. I think itAs 
wrong in principle. I think that I was wrorig before in voting 
for this tax holiday - i really feel this now. At the time 
it sounded as if it was just going to be a short time before 
the refinery was going to open. At that time there was talk 
of the Alaska Highway being paved in the very near future. But 
that highway being paved appears to be further i~ lhe distance 
now than it· was at that time. It looks as if we could be 
carrying this thing on our hands for quite a while and all 
the while we are subject to other tax payers coming to us and 
saying you are doing this for Alaska-Yukon Refiners why can't 
you do i~ for us. They may have just as good an argum~nt. 
UnlBss there is some firin proof that this thing is going to 
open up and stay open right away then I can't go for this. 
I dori't se~ how the company can keep asking us to give them 
this tax holiday. The Territory needs money the same as . 
anybody else and the owners of this refinery - they aren't 
people, I don't think,that cannot spra~up a little bit of 
money such as $45,000. in a hurry. They appear to be a large 
company that if they want to keep the refinery and if there 
is any chance of it opening up at all - they can certainly 
scrape up the money, open it and operate it the same as anybody 
else. I feel that we were wrong in principle in doing this to 
begin with and I don't want to perpetrate the wrongs that I 
feel I have done in voting for this in the past • 
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Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair) I can't agree for this 
reason. When this proposal was first put before us in the 
old Council, the former Council, the only reason that this so 
called tax holiday was granted was to offer incentive to an 
industry and this is a Territory that is desperately in need 
of an industry of any sort, major or secondaryo It was felt 
at that time,due to the slackness of conttacts and the forced 
closure. of this operation by reason of lack of w~rketthat we 
would let it go for a little while and seeo T.'~e Administration 
brought this to the attention of Council, I mi~ht add, and 
asked for our direction, and we said we don'tlwant to cha.se 
a potenfuRl industry out"especially in view ijJ;sr the fact that 
at that ~ime they were beginning to talk ab~:t the paving of 
the Alaska Highway and future pavement in WS'tehorse and in 
fact they were talking in terms that would ,; ndicate new markets 
being created in the Territory for the pro ct as turned out 
by this refinerYoNow this has gone alon a little too long 
aad as Councillor Watt has very properly inted out, we can't 
give.everybody in the. Yukon a tax holiday~so why should we 
give the.sepeople a tax holidayo Howeveril' I feel that we do 
have a peculiar circums tance here and in,' iew of the fact that 
it is the only industry of its. kind, rea~ly, in the Territory 
and potentially the thing does have meri;', it does make economic 
sense provided some of these projects dcl come offo I think 
that even if they go to partial product~ n this is going to 
reflect itself not only through the tax.' we m~y collect here 
but it is going to reflect itself throu!, revenue spent in the 
c.ommunityof Haines Junction and in the i.:' eneral area and areas 
involved here, in employment, in all f~eldso I think that 
~s long as we have gone along this far ~. d they have to come 
t.o.us arid saie. we are willing to put th~t.1.' th~ng into production, 
have another go.at it, we are so close ~ thls factor I feel 
that we should concur with their requestl~1 as discussed in 
Ottawa. They have given us assurances o~ a scrape appraisal 

'Ii 

which is quite acceptable, at least to mYi:selfo They have set 
down payments and so forth, the bargain ~~at they are willing 
to stick to and if they fail to stick to }his bargain well ~f 
course we seize the unito I would say th~t we would be very 
wize' to go along with these people now tha:t they are just 
getting started again, they have been dorm~nt for quite some 
timeo Now that they are at this point let's give them an 
opp6rtunity to see what they can doo If they fail, chop, we 
will take the refinery but if they go, the benefits which 

, . could aRcrue to both the 1016 area and the. Yukon as a 
whole woud7iubetantial I would thinko . In closing I would say 
that I woUrl approve of this arrangement being made, however, I 
would also note the matters enumerated by Mro Clerk this 
morning in relation to future assessments. 

Mr~ 'Thompson; I concur with some of Councillor Taylor's 
remarks but I feel thai I more fully concur with Councillor 
Watto .1 feel that if these poeple have the faith and the 
courage in their own future that vith the backing of American 
interests that they could quite easily pay these tax arrears 
and start afreaho Ihav8 the feeling where it may be a very 
good thing to givethem.this tax relief, I feel that the 
payments that are beinifoffered are not in any great excess 
to harm a fully producing plant and therefore I'feel that this 
giving an opportunity to speculators or promoters to further 
line their own pockets at. the express harm of the publico 
What this will prob~bly mean is that they will be able to go 
out and sell new sh~res in a newly formed company and thereby 
give the~ considerrible extra money for operating this, and 
whose to say how much of it goes back into the company and we 
get our little pittance each year or sOo I agree that the 
overall picture may work out but I am inclined to think the 
principle was wrong in the first place and we should make 
amends for that nowo 
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MrD'1;'aylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair) I can't agree for this 
reason. When this proposal was first put before us in the' 
old C~~ncil, the former Council, the only reason .thatthis so 
called tax holiday was granted was to offer incentive to an 
industry and this is a Territory that is desperately in need 
of an industry of any sort, major or secondary. It was felt 
at that time,due to the slackness of contracts and the forced 
closure of this operation by reason of lack of market that we 
would let it go for a little while and see. The Administration 
brought this to the attention of Council, I might add, and 
asked for our direction, and we said we don't want to chase 
a potenfuiJ.l .industry . out, especially in view of the. fact that 
at .that time they were beginning to talk about the paving of 
the Alaska Highway and.future pavement in Whitehorse and in 
fact they were talking in terms that would indicate new markets 
being create~in the ~erritory for the product as turned out 
~ythis refinery. Now this has gone along a little too long 
and, as ·Councillor Watt has very properly pointed out, we can 't 
give ,everybody in the Yukon a tax holiday so why should we 
give. the·sepeople a tax holidCl.Y. However ,lfeel that we do 
have a peculiar circumstance here and in view of the fact that 
it is the only industry of its :/(ind, really, in the Territory 
and potentially the thing does have merit, it does make economic 
sense. pro.vided some of these projects do come off. I think 
that even if they go to partial production this is, going to 
reflect itself not only through the' taxes we may collect here 
but it is going to reflect itself through revenue spent in the 

.community pf Haines Junction and in the general area and areas 
.~nvol ved here, in employment, in all fields. I think that 
as long as we haVe gone along this far and they have to come 
to.us ~ri~ said we are willing to put this thing into production, 
have another go at it, we are so close to this fCl.ctor I feel 
that we should concur with their request, as discussed.in 
Ottawa. They have given us assurances of a scrape appraisal 
which is quite acceptable, at least to myself. They have set· 
down payments and so forth, the bargain. that they are willing 
to stick to and if they fail to stick to this bargain well of 
cour~ewe seize the unit. I would say that we would be very 
wize to go along with these people riow that they are just 
getting started again, they have been dormant for quite some 
time. Now that they are at this point let's give them an 
oppo~tunity to see what.they can do. If they fail, phop, we 
will take the refinery but if they go, the benefits which 

. could af..crue to both the 1016 area and the Yukon as a 
whole wolld7iubetantial I would think. In closing I would say 
that I woUd approve of this arrangement being made, however, I 
would also riote the matters enu~erated by Mr. Clerk this 
mo~ning in relation to future assessments. 

M~. Thompson: I concur with some of Councillor Taylor's 
remarks but I feel that I more fully concur with Councillor 
Watt. I feel that if these poeple have the faith and the 
courage in their own future that'd th the backing of American 
interests that they could quite easily pay these tax arrears 
and start afreah.I have the feeling where it may be avery., 
good thing to gi vethem ... this tax relief, I feel that the 
payments that are being offered are not in any great excess 
to harm a fully producing plant and therefore I feel that this 
giving an opportunity to speculators or promoters to further 
line their own pockets at the express harm of the public. 
What this will probably ~ean is that they will be able to go 
out and sell new shares in a newly formed:company and thereby 
give them considerable extra money for operating this, and 
whose to say how much of it goes back into the company and we 
get our little pittance each year or so. I agree that the 
overall picture may work out but I am inclined to think the 
principle was wrong in the first place and we should make 
amends for that now. 
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is that it could be, if they are capable of supplying Bunker 
'C' oil - there is going to be a demand for that from the 
mining sources I am thinking. I know the Hudson's Bay~ if 
they operate 'that Quill Creek deal are going to use many 
millions of gallons and there is no reason to assume that 
others won't be in the same boat. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I think it ~s very necessary that we go along 
with this on account of the town its~lf which needs the revenue. 

Mr. Watt: I have my doubts about go~ng along with this 
suggestion. It ~"ltS us in ,the posi:tion where we have endorsed 
the refinery and its operation. F~om talking with Mr. Sparling 

" 

in Ottawa I 'understand that they ~'&ll - if we go along 'with 
this - go back to their stockhold~'rs and possibily arrange for 
new financing and I think that if&this company was sincere, 
very. sincere, in opening this th~:hg an~ getting it in ~peration 
I thlnk that they would soon'com, up wlth the arrearSln' taxes. 
My basic objection to going alent with this is that if anyone 
else in the Territory comes to ~ and asks us for a bit of a t

\J 

tax holiday they will get turns; down in I think 90% of the 
cases, prObably 100% of the casls, Unless there is some far 
reaching reason why this should,~~be done I can't see it. If 
there is something out of the oldinary and these people really 
needed the money to get~oing, 'hen I could see going along 
with this. This seems to be a~ontinual postponement, a new 
story every year or two, sayin~that we should be given special 
exemptions and I feel that if ~ do this we should go to their 
competitors' and say - we will '-ve you the same consideration. 
I think what is fair for one i~ fair for others. I think that 
special consideration is given Jo some companies in the northern 
areas here for a short while o~a particular basis before 
they even start but I don't thi~k this falls into that 
category. From what I understa'd the chances of this reopening 
and operating are very remote ald I haven't been convinced at 
all that we would be assisting ~nything, we would only be 
hurting ourselves and maybe hurt;,;Lng some innocent people by 
going along with this postponemd~t which would, in effect, be 
an endorsement of the refinery a~d its future. I think it~s 
wrong in principle. I think that: I was wrong before in voting 
for this tax holiday - i really f;,eel this now. At the time 
it sounded as if it was just goirik to be a short time before 
the refinery was going to open~ A~ that time there was talk 
of the Alaska Highway being paved in the very near future. But 
that highway being paved ap~ears t~ be furthe~ in the distance 
now than it was at that time. It looks as if we could be 
carrying this thing on our hands for quite a while and all 
the while we are subject to other tax payers coming to us and 
saying you are doing this for Alaska-Yukon Refiners why can't 
you do it for us. They may have just as good an argument. 
Unless there is some firm proof that this thing is going to 
open up and stay open right away then I can't go for this. 
I don't see how the company can keep asking us to give them 
this tax holiday. The Territory needs money the same as 
anybody else and the owners of this refinery - they aren't 
people, I don't think,that cannot 'spra~up a little bit of 
money such as $45,000. in a hurry. They appear to be a large 
company that if th~y want to keep the refinery and if there 
is any chance of it opening up at all - they can certainly 
scrape up the money, '6pen it and operate it the same as :~nybody 
else. I feel that we were wi6ng in principle in doing this to 
begirt with and I don't want to per~etrate the wrongs that I 
feel I have done in voting for this in the past. ' 
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Commissioner Cameron: I can sec what Councillors Watt and 
Thompson are getting aL The only thing is that we have to 
consider that this plant has been closed down, for I belteve 
six years, and it has been looked at each year. It has been 
fel tit is a separation plant and is something that every 
family doesn't require, it is a very difficult thing to 
dispose off So the companies request was accepted that the 
thing be?gff a~d we we" informed them that they wouldn't 
be able to go into operation until they had come up with the 
tax money, in some form of agreement with us and if we had 
come again this year in the same situation I am sure we would 
all say - we have reached the end of the line now we have to 
dispose of this. Now that this company, Mr. Sparling has come 
along, they have worked many many months as he pointed out 
through a ton or a ton and a half of paper work tha,twas 
dumped in their laps to sort out from the corporate mess that 
was established in the first place and they now have it trimmed 
down to operating size, as far as the shareholders are concerned, 
and now thei are going to try and operate. Now we are saying 
to them, sorry too late boys you can't operate. We put it up 
to them the same way as was mentioned here. How about getting 
the taxes and'paying them off right up to date and go ahead 
and operate. They pointed out the expense they had gQne to 
in trying ,to sort out the bookkeeping mess and getting the 
shares straightened around and ge~ting the large shareholders 
to agree to waiving their interest, etc, etc, in the company 
until they pould get it back on its feet. There was one 
corporation alone that has $600,000. invested. We were told 
that we can set every dollar of our taxes but it will be paid 
by this larger company and the plant will be moved to Prince 
George. It ¥ould appear a little improper, I would say, at 
this time after they IlO~ saying we are going to try to operate 
this plant and hire some people, produce some oil and gasoline 
and we say sorry, we have changed our mind now you can pay up 
your taxes and move the plant out. 

Mr. Boyd: First of all we have a year to year basis, they have 
made a commitment. So the first commitment is $10,000, we get 
it - the next one is $12,000, if we don't get it we still have 
recourse. On top of this if we sho~ld some day find we are 
going to pave this highway because we were ornery and kicked 
this thing out of the Territory into BoC • .• ~ight find that 
we are supporting British Col uir." ·,P. and hauling it all the way 
up the highway. Whereas this way we aren't going to have to 
with a little luck or patience, which ever way you want to 
put it. Then again I am wondering what we are concerned with. 
Are we concerned with getting our money? Are we concerned about 
how we are going to raise it? We don't care where it comes 
from, I don't think it is any of our business - we are ~cincerned 
about getting our taxes, I don't care what pocket it comes out 
of. People are people. I am in favor with this setup the way 
it is proposed here. 

Mr. Southam: It would appear to me that we haven't got very~ 
much to lose anymore than you have lost already. You have a 
guarantee here, more or less,that the plant is worth far more 
than the taxes •. They have already said that they will pay you 
so much and more or less signed it and agreed to it. I d6n't 
see what we have to lose. The only thing you have to lose, if 
you lose the plant, you may lose work for quite a fe~ p~ople 

in the Territory which, as I understand ever ~ince I bacie to 
this Council, this is what yot/are looking for. You are trying 
to create a better edonomy, we're trying to do thici, we're 
trying to do that and now we turn around, as has been said, 
turn around and say well pay up your taxes and then we will 
go on fromthere, which is good business I will admit, but it 
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is also good business not to kick a man when he is down, that 
is to give him a chance and see if we can get someplace - make 
another industry in the Territory. It is the same thing with 
miniug - if you go belly up, so to speak, you generally give 
a man the chance to come back again sooner or later·and.9 times 
out of ten you may get what you want. I think myself we should 
give these people a chance and see what comes up. As Councillor 
Boyd has pointed out, if you get the first one and you don't 
get the second one you still have the plant. What have we 
to lose. 

Mr. Shaw: I think I would like to boil ~his down to the 
essentials, first off we will take wha~is against accepting 
this. As far as I can see at the pres~nt moment the only 
thing that might be against this is trik fact that this is a 
new method and not quite in line wit~the existing ordinance 
in respect to collection of taxes. tn that matter, of course, 
that has had the concurrence of CounSil in the past and the 
Administration. That is the part t~kt I would say would be 
the liability of this particular pr9Position. Now if we take 
a look on the assets of this particitilar matter, what is in 
favor of it, we have first the mon1~ is secured in which they 
owe us. That money we will get ov~r a period of time. If we 
don't get it we have the recourse ~t a subsequent date to 
get ito The next item, by retainilhg it here, is that will 
continue for years, we hope,to be.~ source of revenue as a 
taxable piece of property.' The t~ird is that this property, 
if we retain it here, will give j~bs for Yukoners, it may only 
be a few but it will be some whetler they are selling their 
product to the United States of Clnada doesn't really make 
any difference because people thnf:~ are here will be working 
in the Territory. So in assessiXl(~ the fore and against 
essentials it appears to me that ~ have no alternative but 
to accept the proposal as they ha~e given it with the 
modifications in figureS' which th:~ Administration has notified 
us and hope that this plant will ~et into production and get 
back into line where it was in th? first instance. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. M~cKinnon, that ~n the opinion 
of Council the Administration be authorized to enter into 
agreement with Alaska-Yukon Refine~Q Limited as outlined 
in Sessional Paper No. 32. . 

Mr. Watt: With respect to the motion I would just like to say 
that I hope that this same privileg~ is extended to other 
people in the Territory when the need arises. I still think 
that I was wrong in voting for this a while ago but the story 
sounded pretty convincing and later on it sounded pretty 
convincing again. But all good things come to an end and I 
think that the Council should be fair to everybody and extend 
this same privilege to competitors in the same field. I would 
just like to have assurances that if this motion does pass, 

I am not going to vote for it, if it does pass·that 
if by the date that the first payment is supposed to be in 
which is April 30, that if it is not there and the motion 
comes up again and is no longer considered a further tax 
problem, ITho~e.we have these assu~ances from· the maker o. f 
the motion.7amyl~pinion on the matter. I can't see where 
I or the Council here is justified in voting for a further 
extension on this. I think we have established a presidence 
which we are going to be faced with many times in the future 
particularly in a year where our taxes are raised all through 
the Territory and a lot of people are hollering about taxes 
now and rightfully so, and someone else comes in and gets a 
tax holiday of this size. We have large hotel businesses in 
town that are pressed for money too and they would like to have 
the benefit of this type of finan~ .•. g. 

MOTION CARRIED with 
Mr. Watt opposed. 

Committee recessed until 2:00 P.M" .••••.•• /304 
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is also good business not to kick a man when he is down,. that 
is to give him a chance and see if we can get so~eplace - make 
another industry in the Territory. It is the same thing with 
mini~S - if you go belly up, so to speak, you generally give 
a man the chance to come back again sooner or later' and 9 times 
out of ten you may get what you want. I think myself we should 
give these people a chance and see what comes up. As Countillor 
Boyd has pointed out, if you get the first one and you don't 
get the second one you still have the plant. What have we 
to lose. 

Mr. Shaw: I think I would like to boil this down to the 
essentials, first off we will take what is against accepting 
this. As far as I can see at the present moment the only 
thing that might be against this is the fact that this is a 
new methcid and not quite in line with the existing ordinance 
in respect to collection of taxes. In that matter, of course, 
that has had the concurrence of Council in the past and the 
Administration. That is the part that I would say would be 
the liability of this particular proposition. Now if we take 
a look on the assets of this particular matter, what is in 
favor of it, we have first the money is secured in which they 
owe us. That money we will gei over a period of time. If we 
don't get it we have the recourse at a subsequent date to 
geti to The next item, by retaining it here, is that will 
continue for years, we hope,to be a source of revenue as a 
taxable piece of property. The third is that th~s property, 
if we retain it here, will give jobs for Yukoners; it may only 
be a few but it will be some whether they are selling their 
product to the United States or Canada doesn't really make 
any difference because people that are here will be working 
in the Territory. So in assessing the fore and against 
essentials it appears to me that I have no alternative but 
to accept the proposal as they have given it with the 
modifications in figure~ which the Administration has notified 
us and hope that this plant will get into production and get 
back into line where it was in the first .instance. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by MroMacKinnon,that ~n the opinion 
of Council the Administration be authorized to enter into 
agreement with Alaska-Yukon RefinerQ Limited as outlined 
in Sessional Paper Noo 320 

Mr. Watt: With respect to the motion I would just like to say 
that I hope that this. same privilege is extended to other 
people in the Territory when the need arises. I still think 
that I was wrong in voting for this a while ago but the story 
sounded pretty conv~ncing and later on it sounded pretty 
convincing again. But all good things come to an end and I 
think that the Council should be fair to everybody and extend 
this same privilege to competitors in the same field. I would 
just like to have assurances that if this motion does pass, 
. I am not going to vote for it, if it dOGS pass'that . 
if by the date that the first payment is supposed to be in 
which is April 30, that if it is not there and th~motiori 
comes up again and is no longer considered a further tax 
problem, IT~o~e.we have these assurances from' the maker of 
the motion.7a my

l Spinion on the matter. L can't see where 
I 'or the Council here is justified in voting for a further 
extension on this. I think we have established a presidence 
which we are going to be faced with many times in the future 
particularly in a year where our taxes are raised all through 
the Territory and a lot of people are hollering about taxes 
now and rightfully so, and someone else comes in and gets a 
tax holiday of this s.ize. We have large hotol businesses in 
town that are pressed for money too and they would like to have 
the benefit of this typo of finane',: .go 

MOTION CARRIED with 
Mr. Watt opposed. 

Committee recessed until 2:00 PoMo 0 •••• 00./304 
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Commissioner Cameron: I can see what Councillors Watt and 
Thompson are getting ato The only thing is that we have to 
consider that this plant has been closed down, for I believe 
six years, and it has been looked at each yearo It has been 
felt it is a separation plant and is something that every 
family doesn't require, it is a very difficult thing to 
dispose off So the companies request was accepted that the 
thing beygff and we we· informed them that they wouldn't 
be able to go into operation until they had come up with the 
tax money, in some form of agreement with us and if we had 
come again this year in the sam2 situation I am sure we would 
all sa~ ~ we have reached the end of the line now we have to 
dispo~e of this. Now that this company, Mr. Sparling.has come 
along, they have worked many many months as he pointed out 
through a ton or a ton and a half of ,paper work that was 
dumped in their laps to sort out from the corporate mess that 
was established in the first place an¢ they now have it trimmed 
down to operating size, as far as the/shareholders are concerned, 
and now they are going to try and op~:rate. Now we are saying 
to them, sorry too late boys you canlt operate. We put it up 
to the'm the same way as was mentione#d here. How about getting 

'I 
the taxes and paying them off rightJup to date a~d go ahead, 
and operate. They pointed out the)xpense they had,~qne to 
in trying to sort out the bookkeep~ng mess and getting the 
shares straightened around and get9ing the large shareholders 
to agree to w~iving their interest] etc, etc, in the c6mpany 
until they ~ould get it back on i t1~ feet. There was one 
corporation alone that has $600,0~O. invested ~ We were told 
that ~e can get every dollar of o~r ta~es but it will be. paid 
by thl.s larger company and the pl(i).nt wl.ll be moved to Pance 
George. It would appear a Ii ttleJI improper, I would say, at 
this time after they llQW saying w,:~ are going to try to operate 
this plant and hire some people ,\~roduce some oil and gasoline 
and we say sorry, we have changeq:~our mind now you can pay up 
your taxes and move the plant outl,t. 

ir~' 

Mr. Boyd: First of all we have a ~ear to year basis, they have 
made a commit~ent. So the first ~ommitment is $10,000, we get 
it - the next one is $12,000, if .edon't get it we still have 
recourse. On top of this if we s~oll1d some day find we are 
going to pave this highway' becaus~ we were ornery and kicked 
this thing out of the Territory i~to BoC • . - ~ight find that 
we are supporting British ColUin, .. ~, and hauling it all' the way 
up the highway. Whereas this waY','we aren't going to have to 
wi th a little luck or patience, wh:;Lch ever way you want to 
put ito Then again 1 am wondering: what we are concerned wi tho 
Are we concerned with getting our money? Are we concerned about 
how we are going to raise it? We don't care where it comes 
from, I don't think it is any of, olLr business - we are conc erned 
about getting our taxes, I dOn't care what pocket it comes out 
ofo People are people. I am in favor with this setup the way 
it is proposed here. 

Mr. Southam: It would appear to me that we haven't got very-, 
much to lose anymore than you have lost already. You have a 
guarantee here, more or les~,that the plant is worth far more 
than the taxes •. They have already said that they rill pay you 
so much and more or less signed it and agreed to it. I don't 
see what we have to lose. The only thing you have to losS, if 
you lose the plant, you may lose work for quite a few people 
in the Territory which, as I understand ever since I came to 
this Council, this is what YOl/are looking for. You are trying 
to create a better economy, we're trying to do this,we'r~ 
trying to do that and now we turn around, as has been said, 
turn around and say well pay up your taxes and then we will' 
go on fro~here, which is good business I will admit, but it 
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Friday, March 26, 1965 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

Nr.Chairman: Gentlemen, we will proceed with the Main Sup- Discussion 
ply Bill, if you are in agreement, which is Bill: No.4, and Bill # 4 
I shall proceed with the re~ding of the Bill. 

Mr. Chairman read Bill No. 4 

Gentle'men, we will proceed with Vote No.1, Yukon Council, Vote #1 
Operations and Maintenance. Begin on Page 2. The first 
item is Salaries, in the amount of $1,200.00. I have noted 
here, Mr. Clerk, "add staff of one". Is there an.y change re
quired here? 

Mr. Cl~rk:c': 'The Advisory Commi tt ee will probably remember 
that we had, the Advisory Committee and I asked for $5,000. 
for the Supplementary Estimate. ' 

Mr. Chairman: I believe the problem was here, it states under 
Primary 52 that"(2) to provide for special stenographer 
during Council Session", and I believe at that time it was 
thought that two additi6nal stenpgraphers would be required, 
and the J3udget would have ,to be increased by ::P2, 500. Is 
this correct? 

Mr. Clerk: I asked for $5,000 fo.r stenographic help during 
Council and I don't see it, so ~f it is not a Supple~ehtary 
Estimate it can bo put in the Supplementary Estimates at the 
next Session. " 

Mr. Chairman: Is it clear with salaries, gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman "Professional and Special Services - $3,500." 

Mr. Clerk: You will note there there is an item to' provide 
for a special stenographer during Council sessions, there is 
another $2,500 there. I think this will carry us over. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman, Tho next is Travelling and Living' Expense 
$17,100. ' 

Mr. Boyd: I notice that the mileage of my abode, is not 
quite right, it's to Mayo, and it should be to Elsa. 

Mr. Clerk: This is an Estimate only, and when you put in 
your actual expenses you can put in the actual mileage. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman:, Telephone and Tolegraph - $200. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Chairman: Printing of Ordinances - $3,000. Clear"? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Advertising - $150. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Stationery and Office Supplies - 1~2, 000. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Purchase of Reports and Publications ~ $596. 
I 

Mr. Shaw: That see,ms to be quite a lot of 
there's not this mtich used. Personally, I 
Hansard, I think that's just $3.00 a year, 
is the $5001 . 

money. SurE:)ilLy 
just get the' 
isn't it .. l Wher e 

(:, k 

.l' 
,} , 

Mr. Clerk: This year I expect there will be consi~erably: 
less spent than there has peen in the .past, becausE?lone of 
our previous members used to get every p'l-lblica tio'n,*i'that was 
ever published. One'6r two others had a few othelpublica
tions and it did come toa considel"abi6:: amount 6flmo.~y, not 
quite that much, of course. " 

Mr. Watt: I'd like to ,,?-sk.Mr. Clerk if he coul 
for us for this "North" magazine. I think this 
for us at one time, was it not? I think it 
the Administration here. 

subscribe 
aS,received 

done through 

t;, 
Mr. Clerk: Regardless of how you got it we wifl subscribe 
for it if you wish. I 
Mr. Watt: I would like you to do this for met 
Mr. Clerk: Does anybody else? One of you isjalready re
cei ving it but I wiil put in a subscription ft •.. ·r the' rest. 

Mr. Chairman: Are clear on this item, gentleren? 

All: Clear. , ' ' 

~! . 
Mr. Chairman: The next item is Unemployment tnsurance in'the 
amount of $15.00. Clear? , 

\ ' 

All: Clear. , 

Mr. Chairman: Sessional Indemnities - :'~28, 000. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Ch~irman: In view of the fact that we have Mr. Clerk 
here, oh, this brings us to the total of - well, I'll leave 
that open for the moment. Would you care to go to Vote 4 
now that we've Mr. Clerk here, Territorial Secretary and 
TaX'Assessor? 

Mr. Thompson: I wonder, before we leave this I'd just like 
to refer back to Primary 54, "Finance Committee Trip to 
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Mr. Chairman: Printing of Ordin~nces - $3,000l Clear''? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chair'man: Advertising - $150. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Stationery and Office Supplies - 1t2, 000. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Purchase of' Reports and Public'ations $500. 

Mr. Shaw: That seelms to be quite a lot of money. ,S).lrely 
there's not this much used. Personally, I just get 'the 
Hansard, I think that's just $3.00 a year, isn't it. Where 
is the $5001 ' '., .. 

Mr. Clerk: This year I expect there will be considerably' 
less spent than there has been in trie ,past, because one of 
our previous members used to get e~ery publication that was . .' 
ever published. One or two others had a few other publica-
tions and it did come to a considerable amount of mo.~y, not 
quite that much, of course. 

Mr. Watt: I'd like to ask, Mr. Clerk if he could subscribe 
for us for this "North" magazine. 'I think this was. received 
for us at one time, was it not? I think it was done through 
the Administration here. 

Mr. Clerk: Regardless of how you got it we will'subscribe 
for it if you wish. 

Mr., Watt: I would like you to do this for me. 

Mr. Clerk: Does anybody else? One of you is already re
ceiving it but I wiil put in a subscription fot the'rest. 

Mr. Chairman: Are clear on this item, gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is Unemployment Insurance in; the 
amount of $15.00. ,Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Sessional Indemnities :~28,000.Olear? 

All: Clear r 

Mr. Chairman: In view of the fact that we have Mr. Clerk 
here, oh, this brings us to the total of, - well, I'll.leave 
that open for the moment. Would you care to go :t6' Vote 4 
now that we've Mr. Clerk here, Territorial Secretary and 
Tax'Assessor? 

Mr. Thompson: 1 ~onder, before we leave this I'~'j~st like 
to refer back to Primary 54, "Finance Committee Trip to 
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Friday, March 26, 1965 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

Mr.Chairman: Gentlemen, we will proceed with the Main Sup- Discussion 
ply Bill, if you are in. agreement, which is Bill. No.4, and Bill # 4 
I shall proceed with the re~ding of the Bill. . 

Mr. Chairman read Bill No. 4 

Gentlemen,- we will proceed with Vote No.1, Yukon Council, Vote #1 
Operations and Maintenance. Begin on Page 2. The first 
item is S21aries, in the amount of $1,200.00. I have noted 
here, Mr. Clerk,"add staff of one". Is there any change re
quired here? 

Mr. Cl,~tk:·:: . 'I'he Advisory Committee will probp,bly remember 
that we had , the Advisory Committee and I asked for 85,000. 
for the Supplementary Estimate. 

Mr. Chairman: I believe the problem was hete, it states under 
Primary 52 that"(2) to provide for special. stenographer 
during Council Session", and I believe at that time it was 
thought that two additional st enographers.would be required, 
and the ~udget would have to be i~c~easedjby l2,500. Is 
this correct? . 

Mr. Clerk: I asked for $5,000 fo.r st enographic help. during 
Council and I don't see it, so if it is not a Supplementary 
Estimate it can be put in the Supplement~ry Estimates at the 
next Session. .. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it clear with salaries, gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman "Professional and Special '::;ervices - $3,500." 

Mr. Clerk: You will note, there there is an item to provide 
for a special stenographer during Council sessions, there is 
another $2,500 there. I think this wi~l carry us. over. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear~ 

All: . Clear. 

Mr. Chairman, Tho next is Travelling and: Living' Expense 
$17,100. 

Mr. Boyd: I notice that the mileage 0 f my\.abode; is not 
quite right, it's to Mayo, and it should be to Elsa. 

Mr. Clerk: This is an Estimate only, and when you put in 
your actual expenses you can put in the actual mileage. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman:· Telephone and Telegraph - $200. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 
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Ottawa" re return tickets at $410.00. I went around on this 
on our Financial Advisory deal and it's all very well to say 
that this is an estimate, with which I whole-heartedly agree, 
but I don't whole-heartedly agree when they know a fixed 
figure and it's different .. Invariably all through these 
estimates they say "Thiso is just an estimate, 0 don't change 
it, we might have to do some re-typitig, we hav~ to change 
this and we have to change this and it's additional work." 
Well, this is fine, I'll go along with thisoto a cer~aino 

extent. But when we went to Ottawa the amount alloweod for 
travelling was $324.00, which allows you to travel cattle 
class, ip the steerage or in the hold or in tb~ tourist 
section, what8ver you like, so I think that 3 and four
tenths should be a~~nded to 3 and 3-24. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish Mr. MacKenzie down on this item? 

Mr. Thompson: No, I don't think it's? necessary. He knows 
the amount, he wrote out the purchase orders. He's aware of 
it. If they're going to put in an estimate, fine, b~t by the 
s~me token if they've got firm pri6es I don't know w~~ih~~ 
don't use them. 

Mr.o Clerk: I can agree that this is a fact. We're only 
allowed to travel tourist class, 0 and if that1s the case 
then the proper figure should be put in~ But if the p~oper 
figure had been more than this 01 would say yes, let's change 
it. Ho:woever, it's up to Council. :. 00"~'0 0 

Mr. Watt: There was f~u~ of us went, I believe. 

Mr. Clerk: There were only three members of the Financial 
Advisory Committee. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in Chair): I recall this coming 
up in Ottawa about the Advisory Committee Meeting and it waS 
pointed out at that time(it was either here ~r Ottawa I sho~i~ 
say) that this was left flexible for good reason, but I can'i 
rmmember what it was right now. Whether it was the possi
bility of changing air fares, this that and the other: thing, 
I don't recall what it was but it was explained at aomeeting. 
Mr. MacKenzie had something to say about this, 0 but Ii just 
can't remember exactly what it was, but he seemeod to have good 
reason for it . 

Mr. Thompson: I think the "good reason" is that $410.00 is 
the first-class fare. Regardless of whether yo~ chan~eOit . 
cr not, I just want to go on record as being opposed to that 
figure being there. 

Mr. Chairman: Well, gentlemen, the totals on all these 
sections I leave open for final review, of the Budget, so 
if anything is to be raised again it can be raise~. 

Mr. Boyd: Why leave it open, we have agreed to what is 
here, now, as I take it. Why don't we conclude that this is 
the figure and that we are through with it? Not waste 
time looking at something twice. I don't quite get this 
point of yours. 

Mr. Chairman: Well, the point that I raise, Councillor 
Boyd, is th~t in going th~ough as we have over the ~ast 
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four years, you recall, 'we take the items of the Budget" and 
then we say are we clear on vote 1, vote 2, vote 3, ,v~te 4, 
vote 5, in case something 'las ~risen, it will still leave us 
open to come back to tha,t, the motion , or any oth~r thought 
on this Bud~et. Howe1er, if you wish to seal this off at 
this time 

Mr. Shaw: But before you 'seal it off, - we' have an amount of 
indemnity -$28,000in 1964-65. We have the same in 1965-66. 
In 1964-65 ther~ was an election, which would utilize two 
sets of indemnities of $14,000 apiece. For this coming year 
it appears that we have a duplication of $14,00rr which should 
not be in there, according to my calculation!:? Would you ex
plain that , Mr. Chairman? This is $28, 000, ,not $65. f 

Mr. Thompson: There is $14,000 for this Sp~ing Session and 
$14,000 for the next ~prin~ ~ession. ' I 

j 

Mr. Shaw: Unless ,there' is an election we ta,re not allowed to 
g.t more than ~2,000 in otie year, so I 6ust can't see how 
you can reconcile an amount of $28,000 id one year. This 
$28,000 for spring 1966 will come in the11966-67 estimates, 

, J 
not in the 1965-661. estimates. We caimoti by law receive more 
than $2,000. How can we possibly have :ijt in the'Budget? 

~~ 

Mr. Thomp~bn: I WOUld" assume from thislthat the Spring 
Session won't start until the m::xt bUdg~," t becomes available 
to us, so we have indemnity for this Sesion, and indemnity 
for the next Session. There's two dif, rent years as: far as 
I ! can see. !) 

Mr. Watt: This year I don't think we w~ll be getting our 
indemni ty until the Session is all over:~ and this is assented 
to. I have heard rumours ~bo~t a chang~ in ou~ system of , 
indemnity, and I have heard the Administration is going to do 
this (they don't have to consult us to ~b this) so maybe we 
ar'e more fortunate than we hoped for. I think this must be 
an error, isn't it? 

Mr. Clerk: This is strictly not because of a chang'e maybe 
in the dim dark distant future, this is because you may need 
the money because, as Mr. Thompson says, you may have twenty 
days before this fiscal year - that's why it's in here. 

Mr. Shaw: I brought 'the matter Up, because this is the first 
time that this has ever been in t her'e. Leok at the previous 
years - 1960-61, $13,500.; 1961-62, $23,000 because there was" 
an election that year; 1962-63, $11,000 and $14,000. I mean, 
I just don't quite see the point in having -

Mr. Thompson: I think this,is in keeping with the present 
trend to have Council meet con~iderably earlier in the sp~ing, 
so that matters of Yukon Territorial business can be completed 
in time for the contractors ~nd what not to get their: tenders 
out~ s6 that we don't waste the good weather that we'h~ve in 
deliberations, shall we say, at this table. 

Mr. Clerk: This is true, and we fully intended to have Coun
cil start on March 1st this year, but it was held up for the 
reason which you all know , a member of the Territorios Cou,n
cil was in Ottawa. We were delayed until March 15 • 
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four years, you recall, we take the items of the Budget and 
tben we say are we clear on vote 1, v'ote 2, vote 3, .vote 4, 
vote 5, in case something las a~isen, it will still leave us 
open to come back to that, the motion, or any other thought 
on this Budget. However, if you wi~h to seal this off at 
this time 

Mr. Shaw: But before you seal it off, - we' have an amouit of 
indemnity - $28,000 in 1964-65. We have the same in 19·65~66. 
In 1964-65 there was an election, whic~ wo~ld utilize two 
sets of indemnities of $14,000 apiece. For thi,s coming' year 
it appears that we have a duplicati6n of $14,000 which should 
not be in there, according to my calculations. Would you ex
plain that., Mr. Chairman? This is $28,000, not $65.r -.... 

Mr. Thompson: There is $14,000 for this Spring S~ssion and 
$14,000 for the next Spring Session. 

Mr. Shaw: Unless there is an election we are not allowed. to g.' more than ~2,000 in one yea~, so I just can't see how 
you can reconcile an amount of $28,000 in ona y~ar. This 
$28,000 for spring 1966 will come in the 1966-6.7 estimates, 
not in the 1965,..66' estimates, II/a cannot by law receive more 
than $2,000. How can we possibly have it in the Budget? 

Mr. Thompson: I would assume from this that the Spring 
Session won't start until th~ next budget becomes available 
to us, so we have indemnity for this Se~sion, and ind~mnity 
for the next Session. Th~re's two different years as far as 
I can see. 

Mr. Watt: This year I don't think we will be getting our 
indemnity. until the Sessio).1. is allover, and this is assented 
to. I have heard rumours about a change in our system of .. 
inde~nity, and I have heard the Administration is going to do 
this .(they don't have to consult us to do this) so maybe we 
are more forttinate than we hoped for. I think this must be 
an error, isn't it? 

Mr. Clerk: This is strictly not because of a change maybe 
in the dim dark distant future, this is because you may need 
the money because, as Mr. Thompson says, you may have twenty 
days before this fiscal year - that's why it's in here. 

Mr. ShaiA!: I brought the matter up, because this is the first 
time that this has ever been in there. Leok at the previous 
years - 1960-61, $13,500.; 1961-62, $23,000 because there was' 
an election that year; 1962-63, $11,000 and $14,000. I mean, 
I just don.'t quite see the point in having -

Mr. Thompson: I think this is in keeping with the present 
trend to have Council meet considerably earlier in the spring, 
so that matters of Yukon Territorial business can be .completed 
in time for. the contractors and what not to get their' tenders 
out, so that we don't waste the good weather that we" h~ve. in 
deliberations, shall we say, at this table. 

Mr. Clerk: This is true, and we fully intended to have Coun
cil start on March 1st this year, but it was held, up for the 
reason which you all know , a member of the Territorios. Coun
cil was in Ottawa. We were delayed until March 15 . 
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Ottawa" re return tickets at $410.00. I went around on this 
on our Financial Advisory deal and it's all very well to say 
that this is an estimate, with which I ~hole-heartedly agree, 
but I don't whole-heartedly agree when they know a fixed 
figure and it's different. Invari~bly all through these 
estimates they 'say "This is just an estimate, don't change 
it, we might have to do some re-typing, we have to change 
this and,we have to change this and it's additional work." 
Well, this is fine, I'll go along with this to, a certain 
extent. But when we went to Ottawa the amount allowed for 
travelling was $324.00, which allows you to tr~vel cattle 
class, in the steerage or in the hold or in the, tourist 
section" what ... ver you like, so I think that 3 and four
tenths should be ~mended to 3 and 3-24. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish Mr. MacKenzie down <:/n this item? 

Mr. Thompson: No, I don't think it's>~ecessapy. He knows 
the amount, he wrote out the purchase orders.J He's aware of 
it. If they're going to put in an estimate, fine, but by the 
same token if they've got firm prices I don' know why they; " 
don't use them.' ,,' 

:? 

Mr. Clerk.: I can agree that this is e. faG~'. ,trie' re only 
allowed to travel tourist class, and if#hat' ,s the, case 
then the proper figure should be put in~ ~ut if the p~oper 
figure had been more than this I would sa~ yes, l~t's change r ' it. However, it's up to Council. ; , 

.~~;' 
Mr. Watt: There was fr,u;r of us went, I b:,Blieve. 

1 
\ 

Mr. Clerk: There were only three member4 
Advisory Committee. I 

of the Financial 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in Chair): I tecall this coming 
up in Ottawa about the Advisory Committee Meeting and it was 
pointed out at that time(it was either h$re or Ottawa I should 
say) that this was left flexible for goo~ reason, but I can't 
rfilmember what it was right now. Whether it was the pO,ss,i- ' 
bility of changing air fares, this that and the other'thing, 
I don't recall what it was but it was ex~lained at a, meeting. 
Mr. MacKenzie had something to say about this , but I' just 
can't remember exactly what it was, but he seemed to have good 
reason for it. 

Mr. Thompson: I think 
the first-class fare. 

, . 
cr not, I just want to 
figure being there. 

the "good reason" is that $410.00 is 
Regardless of whether you change it 
go on record 0S being opposed to that 

Mr. Chairman: Well, gentlemen, the totals on all these 
sections I leave open for final review, of the Budget, so 
if ~nything is to ~e raised again it can be raised. 

Mr. Boyd: Why leave it open, we have agreed to what is 
here, now, as I take it. Why don't we conclude that this is 
the figure and that we are through with it? Not waste 
time looking at something twice. I don't quite get this 
point of yours. 

. '1,'\; , 

Mr. Chairmim:, 1,lell, the point that I raise, Councillor 
Boy~, is that in going through as we have over the past 
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Mr. Shaw: I wish to thank very much the person that has 
helped me ciut on this. I asked a question and g~t an answer. 
It was intended toihave the Council Sessior earlier, and, 
that's fine. ' 

Mr. Chairman: Are we clear on this item, gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish to seal this off at the present 
time?, - . 

This was conserite~ to. 

Mr. Boyd: Well, we're clear on the subject, and this doesn't 
mean that we are giving the Bill third reading, something 
special might happen. In the meantime, we are through with 
it. ' w· 

Mr. Chairman: Then you will accept the amount of $55,665. 
as the expenditure foi Vote Nd. I. 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Chairman: Now, d'o' you wish to go to Vote 4? 

All: Agreed. 

Vote #4 Mr. Chairman: The first item is salaries in the amount of 
~49,r38.Clear? 

All: ' Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is Professional and Special 
Services at ~450. 

Mr. Shaw: Was this the cost of the assessors last year? 

Mr. Clerk: No, this is just the cost of the members of the 
Court of Revision. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is Travelling and Living Ex
pense - $3,635. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Freight, Express and Cartage - ~60. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Postage - $100. Clear? 

All:' Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Telephone and Telegraph - ~1,200. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Advertising - 3250. Clear? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Chairman: Stationery and Office Supplies - S5,400. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Materials ,and Supplies - $6,500. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I ask a question? The Territorial Sec
ret.ry cost of these licence plates, approximately what is 
per set? 

Mr. Clerk: The licence plate themselves, the cost of pr~nt
ing them? It's 40¢ a pair. That doesn't ,i~~ltide;the freight. 

M~. Boyd: That's done in an institution I take it. Is ~hat 
correct? 

Mr. alerk: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: We were on Matterials and Supplies. 
and Upkeep of Equipment - ilOO. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Bental of Equipment - $1,400. 

" 

/' 
Repairs 

Mr. Thompson: Doesn't your Department have a car, Mr. Clerk? 

Mr. Clerk: We don't as yet. We haven' t felt the need, of 
one, and that's why this item was put in there Id..:ke this. 

'i 

Mr. Thompson: Could I ask one further queetion? Do you feel 
that the added increase, the duties of the Labour Provisio:ns 
Officer will warrant an automobile for the Depa:r;tment?, 

Mr. Clerk: We did, in our Estimates for the next 5-Year 
Fiscal Agreement enter an automobile for the Department. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Unemployment Insurance - :~400. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Employees Superannuation Fund - $2,850. 
Clear? 

All; Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Death Benefits - ~50. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Surgical-Medical Insurance - ~400. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: That(s a total of $71,733. Clear? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Chairman: Stationery and Office Supplies - ~5,400. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Materials and Supplies - $6,500. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I ask a question? The Territorial Sec
retary cost of these licence plates, approximately what is 
per set? 

Mr. Clerk: The licence plate themselves, the cost of prlnt
ing them? It's 40¢ a pair. That doesn't ,i~elude,:the freight. 

Mr. Boyd: That's done in an institution I take it. Is that 
correct? 

Mr. (U.rk: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: We were on Matterials and Supplies. Repairs 
and Upkeep of Equipment - $100. Cl'e2.r? ' 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Rental of Equipment - $1,~00. 

Mr. Thompson: Doesn't your Department have a car, Mr. Clerk? 

Mr. Clerk: We don't as yet. We haven' t felt the need, of 
one, and that's why this item was put in there li:ke this. 

Mr. Thompson: Could I ask one further queetion? Do you feel 
that the added increase, the duties of the LabourProvisio:ns 
Officer will warrant an automobile for the Department?, 

Mr. Clerk: ~\[c did, in our Estimates for the next 5-Year 
Fiscal Agreement enter an automobile for the Departme,nt. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Unemployment Insurance - :it400. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Employees Superannuation Fund - $2,850. 
Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Death Benefits - ~50. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Surgical-Medical Insurance - ~400. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: That's a total of ~71,733. Clear? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Shaw: I wish to thank very much the person that has 
helped me o'ut on this. I asked a question and got an answer. 
It was intended toibave the Council Sessior earlier, and 
that's fine. 

Mr. Chairman: Are we clear on this item, gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 
,:" 

Mr. Chairman: 
time? ' 

Do you wish to seal this off at jhe present 

This was consented" to. /.'ci 

Mr. Boyd: Well, we're clear on the subjectji; and this doesn't 
mean that we are giving the Bill third reaJing, something 
special might happen. In the meantime, wf#l are through with 
it. .,1,' 

Mr. Chairman: Then you will accept 
as the expenditure for Vote No.1. 

All: Agreed. 

}~ 

9' 
)1/ 

the ,iamount 
l/ 

:!) 

/; , 
,~' ,. 

J 
i~ 

of $55,665. 

Mr. Chairman: 
. • • I 

Now, dd you wish to gofto Vote 4? 

All: Agreed. 

Vote #4 Mr. Chairman: 
$49,1'38. Clear'? 

All: Clear. 

I 
J: 
i 

The first item is safaries p , 
I r 
I 
~~ 

" 

in the amount of 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is Ptofessional and Special 
Services at $450. I 
Mr. Shaw: Was this the cost of the assessors last year? 

Mr. Clerk: No, this is just the cost of the members of the 
Court of Revision. 

Mr. Chairman: Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: The next item is Travelling and Living Ex
pense - ~3,635. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Freight, Express and Cartage - ~60. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Postage - $100. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Telephone and Telegraph - ~1,200. Clear? 

All: Clear. 

Mr. Chairman: Advertising - ~250. Clear? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Boyd: I would just like to ask one question. I notice 
we're, bringing a boiler inspector. in from Vancouver. Is this 
because' no such man wi t,h proper qualifications exists in the 
Yukon? 

Mr. Clerk: That is not entirely the reason. I believe there 
are qualified men in the Yukon, but the reason we bring this 
man in, is, he has been our boiler inspector for yea~S.He 
was boiler inspector for British Columbia oha full-time 
basis when we hired him, and he was allowed two months leave 
of absence ,this is what we wanted, because there' noten-ough 
work. for a:\'f::ull-timo man, and we haven't found anyone in the 
Territory who 'could take two months off from thei~ own em~ 
ployment to inspect boilers. That's the reason we bring him 
in. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, that concludes Vote 1 and Vote4~: 
What do you wish to do at this time? Do you wish to go back 
to Daylight Saving? 

Mr. BOyd: W . .;;'ve got, I'd say, 25 minutes. If Mr. Cameron is 
ava~lable we could get that Daylight Saving kioked ~round a 
li~tle bit, if'nothing else. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Clerk, I wonder if you would ask if Mr. 
Commissioner would join us.at this time. 

Committee in Recess awaiting Mr. Cameron's arrival. 

Committee called back to order. 

Mr. Chairman: We were debating before the noon hou1 ,the mat
ter of Daylight Saving. Will you ,proceed. 

Mr. Shaw: I might as well start t~is, and give my views on 
the matter. 

A recess was declared until order was restored, when qommittee 
was agmin called to order. 

Mr~ S~aw: I have before me factual information that the 
votes for Daylight Saving Time in the Yukon, as presented by 
various Members are, in Watson Lake - for it, 225; " " 
20 against; population in that area, well, I won't hazard a 
guess, possibly 1,200 people. In Whitehorse the evidence 
for the Council is, for the City of Whitehqrse, conducted by 
the Chamber of Commerce, in which 41 people' wished. to have 
Daylight Saving Time; 5 people did not want to have Daylight 
Saving Time. In other words, we have a total of 299 people 
wanting this Daylight Saving Time. Out ,of that 299 there was 
46 of them in Whitehorse with a population that runs a11the 
way from 6,000 to 10,000, it depends on whose saying, talk
ing .. So that to me does not evidence any group of people, 
any large segment of the population, wanting this. To me it 
is not sufficient indication to my agreeing, even for a tem
porary period, to any Daylight Saving legislation. I 
honestly feel that this is something that should be given by 
the people in the form of a plebiscite. When we h~v~ that, 
I think, we will know what the answer is. The story on this 
particular matter is that a plebiscite costs too much. 'So, 
if it costs too much, why the logical thing to do is to get 
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a few pressu~e groups going ahead arid they put in th~ir voice. 
It might be only one percetit, or one-half of one ~ercent, or 
one-tenth of one percent of the people. Nonetheless, it is 
not sufficient to warrant changing it, and I do not believe 
in a matter such as this, the costs of getting the peoples' 
viewp~int is either, sufficient reason for saying well we must 
take it by the viewpoint of a very very small percent~ge of 
the people. I can assure you', that there are a lot' o'f . 
people who have vory very strong views on this - very strong 
views both for and against. I would ask that no action be 
taken at this time until we can ascertain the views of the 
population, including those people, all the Electcnal Dis
tricts, not just one or two, but all of them. Get their 
viewpoint. If they go for it with something like a sUbstan
tial majority (I would suggest two-thirds, the same as we have 
in our Legislation~ in relation to Municipalities, the same I 
thipk applies to any form of plebiscite taken) then, we know 
what the people want. The. majority would then have the say 
over the minority. Until we get some definite, absolute 
advice from the people who have to live under this changing
around busin~ss I don't think it.is advisable to' take any 
step on this. Ttiose are my feelings. I won't ,say anything 
further on this. I think I have put forth my views; and will 
let it go. 

.; 

Mr. Watt: First of all I'd like to.mention that the figures 
the Member from Dawson City suggested - it's.not an opinion 
of the majority - neither is it the opinion ~f the majority 
of the 7 of us here who are sitting at this {table. There 
were probably 2,000 votes cast, and there ar,e probably 16,000 
people in the Yukon Terri tory, coun ting wom;~n and children. 
This is what you are appearing to be doing {when you are con
sidering _.e vote taken on Daylight Saving!Time. If we used 
your line of reasoning (all these 7 Territorial Councillors 
shouldn't be here because more people didW't vote than voted. 
The same with our members of the House of :Commons, they 
shouldn't be there because more people didn't vote than 
voted, We're basing our whole system here on the Democratic 
principle of majority rule. A few Sessions ago, I think about 
two years ago, there was a motion by'Councillor MacKinnon, 
seconded by myself, that we have a plebiscite. The Council
ors from the hinterland at that time sGid no, we shouidn't ' 
even have a plebiscite. Now they're asking for a plebiscite. 
We've had differerit methods of polling the 'areas, we've pol1~d 
Whitehorse for a plebiscit~, and a majority were in favour of 
it and'a minority were against it. Those thcit didn't vote 
were either too 'young to vote or they were foo old - maybe 
not too oldl So I think the figures you were using are a 
distortion. You're going by those that don't vote should 
rule. Anybody that's interested enough to have an opinion 
on this,particular~y in the 'City of Whitehorse where they had 
the opportunity - they went out and they voted, and the maj
ority voted in favour of it. I don't see anything wrong with 
that; so consequently I would go along with that suggestion. 
Now, you from the hinterlarid, the Member from Watson Lake 
came here and said 'that in his Constituency they were strong
ly against Daylight Saving Time, so a ,sampling was taken and 
there was a little bit of difference of opinion. I don't 
think a cost of a Z20,OOO plebiscite is justified at the 
moment, and I can't s~e w~at the Councillors from the hin
terland are objecting to if we give it a try for a year . 
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a few pressure groups going ahead and they put in the~r. voi,ce. 
It, might b,e only one percent, or one-half of one percent ,or 
one~tenth of one percent of the people. Nonetheless,' it is 
not sufficient to warrant changing it, and I do not believe 
in a matter such as this, the costs of getting the peoples' 
viewppint ~seither, sufficient reason for saying well we m~st 
take it by the viewpoint of a very ,very small percentage of 
the people. I can ,assure you, that there are a lot' of ' 
people who have very very strong views on this - very strong 
views both for and against. I would ask that no action be 
taken at this time until we can ascertain the views of the 
population, including those people, all the ElectCDal Dis
tricts, not just one or two, but all of them. Get their 
viewpoint. If they go for it with, something like a sUbstan
tial majority (I would suggest two-thirds, the same as we have 
in our Legislation~ in relation to Municipalities, the same I 
thipk applies to any form of plebiscite taken) then, we know 
what the people'want. The majority would thenh~ve the say 
over the minority. Until we get some definite, absolute 
advice from the people who have to live under this changing
around busin~ss I don't think it,is advisable to' take any' 
step on this. .Tl:iose are my . feelings. I won't say anything 
further on this. I think I have put forth my views, ~nd will 
let it go. 

Mr. Watt: First of all I'd like to.mention that the figures 
the Member from Dawson City suggested - it's not an opinion 
of the majority - neither is it the ,opinion of the majority 
of the 7 of us here who are sitting at this table. There 
were probably 2,000 votes cast, and there are probably 16,000 
people in the Yukon Territory, counting women and children. 
This is what you are appearing to be doing when YQu are con
sidering ~ke ~ote taken on Daylight Saving Time. If we used 
your line of reasoning (all these 7 Territorial Councillors 
shouldn't ,be here ,because ~ore people didn't vote tha~ voted. 
The same with our members of the House of Commons, they 
shouldn't be there because more people didn't vote than 
voted, We're basing our whole system here on the Democr~tic 
priricipl~ of majority rule. A few Sessions ago, I think about 
two years ago, there was a motion by'Councillor MacKinnon, 
seconded by myself, that we have a plebiscite. The Council
ors from the hinterland at that time sRidno, we shouidn't ' 
even have a plebiscite. Now they're asking for a plebiscite. 
We've had different methods ,of pollingihe'areas, we've·polled 
Whitehorse for a plebiscit~, and a majority were in favour of 
it and a minority were against it. Those that didn't vote 
were either too 'yotitig to vote or they were too old - maybe 
not too oldl So I think the figures you were using are a 
distorti~n. You're going by those that don't vote should 
rule. Anybody that's interested enough to have an opinion 
on this, particular+y in the 'City of Whitehorse where they had 
theopportcinity - they went 'out and theyvoted,and the maj
ority vot~~ in favour of it. I don't ~ee cinything wrong with 
that; so conseq~entiy I ~ould goalgng with that stiggesti~n. 
Now, you from the hinterland, the Membe~ from Watson Lake 
ca~e here and said 'that in his Constituency they were strong~ 
ly against Daylight Saving Time, so a ,sampling was taken and 
there was a little bit of difference of opinion. I do~'t 
think a cost of ~ Z20,OOOpie~{scite is justified at the 
moment, and I can't see what the Councillors from the hin~ 
terlarid are ,bbjecti~g ~o if we give'it a try for a yea~ • 
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~r; Boyd: I would just like to ask one question. I notice 
we're, bringing' a boiler inspector in from Vancouver. Is this 
because no such man with proper qualifications ~xists in the 
Yukon? 

Mr. Clerk: That is not entirely the reason. I believe there 
are qualified men in the Yukon, but the reason we bring this' 
man in, is, he has been our boiler inspector for years. He 
was boiler inspector for British Columbia on.' a full-time 
basis when we hired him, and he was allowed two/~onths leave' 
of absence, this is what we wanted, because thEire' not enough 
work. for a, ,full-time man, and we haven't found""anyone in the 
Territory who 'could take two months off from lheir own em
ployment to inspect boilers. That's the rea~on we bring him 
in. 

II' 
! 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen,' that concludes Vqfte 1 and'Vote 4.' 
What do you wish to do at this time? Do y~u wish to go back 
to Daylight Saving? • 

Mr. Boyd: We" ve got, I'd say, 25 minutesil If Mr. Cameron is 
available we .could get that Daylight Saving kicked around a 
little bit, if nothing else. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Clerk, I wonder if yo;u would ask if Mr. 
Commissioner would join us.at this time} 

t 
Committee in Recess awaiting Mr. Cameroti's arrival. 

~ 

Committee called back to order. 
\ 

Mr. Chairman: We.were.debating before the noon hO'lfi,themat-
ter of Daylight Saving.. Will you procleed. ., 

Mr. Shaw: I might as well start tb.is, ;land give my views on 
the matter.i. 

A recess was declared until order was ~estored, when qQmIDittee 
was again called to order. . 

Mr. Shaw: I have before me factual information that the 
votes for Daylight Saving Time in the Yukon, as presented by 
various Members are, in Watson Lake - for it, 225; " 
20 against; population in that area, well, I won't hazard a 
guess, possibly 1,200 people. In Whitehorse the evidence 
for the Council is, for the City of Whitehqrse, conducted by 
the Chamber of Commerce, in which 41 people wished to have 
Daylight Saving Time; 5 people did not want to have Daylight 
Saving Time. In other words, we have a total of 299 p~o~le 
wantine; this Daylight Saving Time. Out of that 299 there was 
46 of them in Whitehorse with a population that runs all the 
way from 6,0"00 to 10,000, it depends on whose saying,'talk
ing. So that to me does not evidence any group of people, 
any large segment of the population, want~ng this. To me it 
is not sufficient indication to my agreeing, even for a tem
porary period, to any Daylight Saving legislation. I 
honestly feel that this.is something that should be given by 
the people in the form of a plebiscite. When we have that, 
I think, we will know what the answer is: The story on this 
particular matt~r is that ,a plebiscite costs too much. 'So, 
if it costs too much, why the logical thing to do is to get 
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I can't see what their ~bjection to glvlng it a ·try is. If 
all else fails, leave it up t"o the l:,dministration to take a 
sampling as they did in Watson Lake, when they go up to 
Dawson City and these other places then act accordingly. 
I think this would be a fair sampling. I can't see whore 
if the outside Councillors didn't think ~20,000 was ·justi
fied a cbuple of years ago, ~hy it is justified now. 

Mr. Commissioner: We might just go over the problem br the 
situation regarding Daylight Saving Time. If the Couhcil 
or the Administration was approached by the individuals in 
Watson Lake, groups in Watson Lake and in Whitehorse; ovet 
the p~st few years, asking for· it (I think letters were 
written, certainly quite a bit of newsprint has been written 
talking about it) there was not a very great reception o~ 
response. This ~as why when we put' the piece in the paper 
within the last si:x: weeks, we asked for the pe01Yllie w'JJ.dnns.d 
legitimate excuses or reasons why ~e shouldn't have Daylight 
Saving Time to write. Now the only ~hing I can se~ ~rong 
with Coun6illor Shaw's figures is that he has only half an 
equation, he hasn't completed it. I think you used the 
figure there 300 and some odd people for out of 16,000. 
Well, I think in order to complete the mathematics you would 
have to say then, there are only 27 plus 5 , that would be 
32 people, against it, out of 16,000. What I a~ getting at 
is you could look at it either way. If there is only 300 
for, there is only 31 Br 32 out of 16,000 against it. 

Mr. Shaw: I could take a petition around Whitehorse right 
now. I am' sure that I could gather up' enought people that 
would be either for it or against it, p.nd I could say, "Well, 
how about signing this." "What's it for?",I'Oh so and so 
and so and so." I could talk to them, and pretty soon find 
out that they were opposite to what: thought. I would sai 
"Oh, \.vell, thank you very much. If you' don't care to sign 
it okay", then on to the next one. j,nd I could' produce for 
you a document which would show these people were in favour 
of this partiuular matter. I am cert~in that I could~ It 
just depends on" what group starts a particular thin,' who 
they approach, and just what kindeof propaganda they would 
give to these groups when they are doinS this. They are 
selling something. And when you are selling something it is 
a different proposition to when people go up to a booth and 
mark an "Xl' on something. It's an entirely different si tu
ati6n. It's the old approach of selling, so that whatever 
you are selling) you can sell it accordingly. You can change 
a statisti~ ~r~und on something to· fit the particular thing. 
But when the public has something that they can all ~o up 
and put' their "X" on, then you have a true picture of what 
people want, for those who are intereste~enoughto get in 
and produce it. I do not think this small group here is 
conslusive enough evidence. Now in Whitehorse, where this 
thing has been mostiy publicizedi the heat has been engen -
dered~ When they had a plebi~cite, the plebiscite was 417' 
to 365, th2t'~ just a little bit too close, I think, for 
something like this. Councillor Watt says that that is the 
feeling of the people, of this o~ganization, the~bther 
people, well they're just nOt interested, or something, so 
then we should go for it. But I recollect the same organ
ization having a proposition on something, and other times 
he's b"een diametrically opposed to it because they are a 
pressure group. Now, we've got to get our thinking straight 
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on just what,on just exactly how this ~s. To me, it's not 
conclus~ve enough proof that it's want&d. 

Mr. Thompson: We heard the 'honourable member out yesterday, 
and again toda~, and we know where he stands. I would like 
to go on record a~ agreeing with Daylight, Siving Time. I 
think most of us have ~poken on it with the exception of my
self. l'~alittle concerned about the wqy Councillor Shaw 
~nd Councillor T~y16r try to change the outcome of question
naires as you would, ple~oisci tes know. But here a.re/people, 
who have taken the time, who have gone to thet~oubje to ask 
a representative fa,ction of the community, and tha-Y have come 
back with something conclusive. ,Now, my only thi.~ing is 
that.Jh,I3,;.reBit\~pf. :the' Territory' aren't G.on'corned. And, if , 
they're not concerned enough to oppose it, then. hey must be 
willing to go along with it .. I feel that it's "ust :this 
simp+-e~. As we have had. pointed out to us, th'swill help 
not oniy the business people iw these various ommunities, 
btit it will ~lso ~eip the tourist industry, b cause these 
peopleare'coming out of British Golumbia, a they're coming 
out of Alberta. into the Territo~y, so that t ey are going to 
be ona standard time , rather than up. one an: down two" Rnd 
minus three and pI usfouf.. I feel in ng run it will 
help the. Ytikon, and for this reason I .would make a motion;. to' 
the effect that this be· instigated and give a trial period 
of a year. If at this time the people of awson, MaY9, 
Elsa or Teslin can come up with another so tition, or as 
Councillor Shaw has said,' he can convince mybody which way 
to go, and I believe him, because he con~' ces me ~everal 
times a day. Ih fact, I ser~ously thoug of asking the 
Administrntion to move Porter Creek up to Dawson~ as I think 
our benefits would be manifold greater. ut' this is besid,e 
the point. I think that Daylight SRving 
stigated, and that the Administration be iven the authority 
to go ahead, and put it into effect when ritish Columbia 
goes on Daylight Saving Time. Am I corre t that this is the' 
first of Lpril, or is it the end of Apri ?Whatever this 
time is, if and when this becomes a real'ty, or at the pro
per time. I have a Motion made out to t is effect that. I 
would like to submit. 

Mr. COmmissioner: The only embarassing oint, which I might 
have mentioned yesterday in our converso. ion, i~ that when 
people ask us why we don't do it, give u some l~gimiate 
reasons for not doing it, so far we're st umped. 'vIe ha Vien 't 
heard of a real valid reason why not to d it. This is what 
we .have to look' at, I feel. If we're say ng "no" just be
cause ,it's something new, because it's nev ~ been done be
fore, because it sound silly, bec8.use "my husband won't be 
able to sleep, there's too much daylight", none of this adds 
up. Unless there is a real i0gitimate roason why we don't 
do itj then it's very difficult for the Administration to 
keep saying "well, we just don't think it's a good idea". 
This is embarassing situation, and I have nothing to gain by 
it per~onally whether we have daylight saving or. not. 

Mr. Southam: I wonder if I could ask the Commissioner a ques
tion? In you~ add in the Whitehorse Star you said, if I remem
ber rightly, anyrine who had any reasons against it to ~rite to 
your office, or words to that effect. Did you get any from 
up around my neck of the woods? Is that too personal a 
question? 
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on just what, on just exactly how this is. To me, it's not 
conclusive enough proof that it's wanted. 

Mr. Thompson: We heard the honourclble member out yesterday, 
and again today" and we know where he stands. I would like 
to go on record ·as agreeing with Daylight Saving Time. I 
think most of us have spoken on it with the exception of my
self. I'~ a little concerned about the wqy Councillor Shaw 
and Councillor Taylor try to change the outcome of question
naires as you would" plebiscites know. But here are people, 
who have taken the time, who have gone to the trouble to ask 
a representative faction of the community, and they have come 
back with something conclusive. Now, my only thinking is 
that the rest of the Territory aren't concerned. And if 
they're not con,cerr:J,8.d en,ou(.;h to oppose it, then they must be 
willing to go along with it. I feel that it's just this 
simpt~~_y AS,1f,fi" 9-cV:y" had. pointed out to us, this will help 
not only the business people i:t1ll these various communities, 
but it will nlso help the tourist industry, because these 
people are coming out of British Co.l'umbia, and they're coming 
out of Alberta into the Territory, sq that they are going to 
be on a standard time, rather than u~ one and down two, and
minus ~hre~ and plus four.' I feel in the Ibng run. it will 
help the Yukon, and for this reason 1'. would make a motion to 
the effect that this be instigated and given a trial period 
of a year. If at this time the people of Dawson, Mayo, 
Elsa or Teslin can come up with another solution, or as 
Council16r Shaw has said, he can convince amybody which way 
to go, and I believe him, because he convinces me several 
times a day. In fact, I seriously thought of asking the 
~dministration to move Porter Creek up to Dawson, as I think 
our benefits would be.manifold greater. But this is beside 
the point. I think that Daylight Saving Time should be in
stigated, and that the Administratien be given the authority 
to go ahead, and put it into effect when British Columbia 
go~s on Daylight $~ving Time. Am I correct that this is ihe 
first of J,pril, or is it the end of April? Whatever, this 
time is, if and when this becomes a reality, or, at the pro
per tim~. I have a Motion made out to this effect that I 
would like to. submit. 

Mr. Cbmmissioner: The only embarassing point, which I might 
have mentioned yesterday in our conversation, is that when 
people ask us why we don't de it, give us some legimiate 
rensons for not doing it, so fnr we'~e stumped. We hawen't 
heard of a real valid renson why not to do it. This is what 
we have to look at, I feel .. If we're saying "no" just, be
cause it's something new, because it's never been done be
fore, because it sound silly, becC'l,Use "my husband won't be 
able to sleep, there's teo much daylight", none of this adds 
up. Unless there is a real lagitimate reason why we den't 
do it, then it's very difficult fer the Administration to 
keep saying "well, we just don't think it's a good idea". 
This is embarassing situation, and I have nothing to gain by 
it person~lly whet~er we have daylight saving er not. 

Mr. Southam: I wonder if I could ask the Commissioner a ques
tion? In your add in the Whitehorse Star you said, if I remem
ber ri~htly, anyone ~ho had any reasons ag~inst it to ~rite to 
your office, or words to that effect. Did you get any from 
up around my neck of the woods? Is that too personal e. 
question? 
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I can't see what their objection to giving it a try is. If 
all else fails, leave it up to the J,dministration to take a 
sampling as they did in Watson Lake, when they go up to 
D,awson City and these other places then act accordingly. 
I think this would be a fair sampling. I can't see whore 
if the outside Councillors didn't think ~20,000 was justi
fied a couple of years ago, ~hy it is justified now. 

/-
Mr. Commissioner: We might just go over the problem or )/11e 
situation regarding Daylight Saving Time. If the Counc;.il 

// 

or the Ldministration was approached by the individua#~ in 
Watson Lake, groups in Watson Lake and in Whitehorsej over 
the past few years, asking for it (I think letters lere 
written, certainly quite a bit of newsprint has be'n written 
talking about it) there was not a very great rece/tion or 
response. This ~as why when we put the piece in~he paper 
within the last six weeks, we asked for the pel' e wtdnn~d 
legitimate excuses or reasons Wh, y we shouldn't 'ave Daylight 
Saving Time to write. Now the only thing I ca see wrong 
with Councillor Shaw's figures is that he has, nly half an 
equation, he hasn't complete~ it. I think yo used th~ 
figure there 300 and some odd people for o~t , f 16,000. 
Well, I think in order to complete the mathe atics you would 
have to say then, there are only 27 plus 5 " that would be 

is you could look at it either way. If the e is only 300 
for, there is only 31 6r 32 out of 16,000 "ainst it. 

Mr. Shaw: I could take a petition around hitehorse right 
now. I am sure that I could gather up eno ght people that 
would be either for it or against it, e.nd, could say, "Well; 
how about signing this." "What's it for?',"Oh so and so 
and so and so." I could talk to them, and pretty soon find 
out that they were opposite to what: tho ght. I would say 
"Oh, well, thank you very much. If you d n't co.re to sign 
it okay", then on to the next one. Lnd could produce for 
you a document which would show these pe ple were in favour 
of this partiuularmatter. I am certain that I could. It 
just depends on': what group starts a part culox thin" who 
they approach, and just what kindeof proaganda they would 
give to these groups when they are doine; this. They are 
selling something. And when you are se~ ing something ~t is 
a different proposition to when people g up to a booth and 
mark an "X" on something. It I S an entir. ly different si tu
ation. It's the old approach of sellingl' so that whatever 
you are selling, you can sell it accordingly. You can change 

\ 
a statistic around on something to, fit t~e particular thing. 
But when the public has something that they can all go up , 
and put' their "X" on, then you have a tru~ picture of what 
people want, for those who are interested~ough :to get in 
and produce it. I do not think this small group here is 
conslusi ve enough evidence. Now ~ii It-lhi t ehorse, where this 
thing has been mostly publiciz~d, the heat has been engen -
dered. When they had a plebiscite, the plebiscite was 417 
to 365, that's just a little bit too close, I think, for 
something like this. Councillor Watt says that that is the 
feeling of the people, of this organization, the~other 

people, well they're just not interested, or something, so 
then we should go for it. But I recollect the same organ
ization having a proposition on something, and other times 
he's b-een diametrically opposed to it because they are a 
pressure group. Now, we've got to get our thinking straight 
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Mr. Commissioner: No, it's not personal at all. I don't 
think we got any from up around your part of the country. 

Mr. Southam: I was just wondering. The ones I have asked 
have just said "Why do we need it?" 

Mr. Chairman: Could you give us the rundown? 

Mr. Commissioner: 
them all to you. 

Well, I can read one to you. 
It wouldn't take very long. 

I can read 

Mr. Boyd: It isn't necessary to read them, if we just knew 
how many objections he had. 

Mr, Commissioner: Well, I would like to answer this question 
of Councillor Boyd's. There's one man from Porter Creek, he 
just says ttl feel we have more than enough hours bf daylight 
in the summer months,i, Anyone who wants more need only get 
up a little earlier in the morning. I'm against Daylight 
Saving Time." There's another one from Whitehorse - I can 
read the whole thing to you if you want, It's written or 
signed by somebody by the name of Midget, and he says it 
would be difficult to get the children to bed, Do you want 
me to read this letteF to you? 

Mr. Boyd: No, I was just interested in'the -

Mr. Commissioner: I believe there were two others, now 
I'm not positive, this might be the works, 
". ": ~" 

Mr. Boyd: I would just like to say that Mr. Shaw is mis-
guided in the fact that he's using 1962 figures. As I said 
a couple of days ago, the situation and attitude in the White
horse area, where there are 6,000 people is entirely to what 
it was in 1962, from what I can gather listening to people. 
It's this basis I'm going to vote on. There is no such thing 
as a fifty-fifty split according to the people of Whitehorse 
any more. I;tlimk you'll find that by and large they all 
want to give it a try, and I thiuk we should look at this. 
The Watson Lake member doesn't want ,this, 'and hEi's doing his 
beat to engineer the thinking of other Councillors when the 
Gallop Poll is what you might call it, from his constituents 
say that they want it. The Gallop Poll is a pretty good 
deal, It's something to be adhered to, thought of, so what
ever Mr, Taylor personally wants or not I think it is beside 
the point. He should listen to the results of his'people, 
and not be trying to influence others according to his own 
personal opinion, when he,'s going to vote "Yes" for it. I 
would suggest that Mr. Thompson make his motion now. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Southam in the Chair): Prior to a mo
tion being made, I'd like'to say a few words in answer to 
that, Mr. Boyd is quite correct, this is a Gallop Poll, 
galloped around and made a fast poll of who knows who or 
who know what, As I have stated before, and I'il state.,it 
again, I am forced, by reason·of these petitions, to vote 
for this if it comes toa vote. However, I am not trying 
to mislead anybody, what I am saying is, in answer to the 
Honourable Member from Whitehorse West,if he states every
body has had an opportunity to vote, this is wrong~ I feel, 
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as the Honourable Member from Dawson feels, that people should 
have an opportunity to vote. Now the only time that people 
had an opportunity to votB on this was in one area, that's 
Whitehorse, when 417 people voted in favour of it, and 365 
people voted against it. There is no two-thirds majority 
there. Cons~quently that meant that 365 people in the Muni
cipality of Whitehorse didn't want this. It's all well and 
find to say "I think the situation is changed", but do we 
know? We're doing something dhich affects'Bvery:man, woman 
and child in the Territory. Secondly, I ~eiterate that Coun
cil; and every individual Councillor at p!his table h1Cs been 

." 

placed in a very untenable position in i{ihis regard. This is 
something that should be decided by vot,:~, rather than leaving 
it on our so-called politicnl necks. 'this just separates our 
community right up and down the line, !:~ho6e in favour - no 
matter what you do at this Table, tho,'lopposed to;)Our view, 
all the people in ~our district, for Jnstance, if you vote 
for it, that disagreed with this, arG:i going to say, "Well, 
we don't think too much of this fell;" In my district 
they're going to say the same thing,;and in the district of 
every member at this T~ble. This is the position we're put 
in. I don't feel we should be in thl~ s position whatsoever. 
I think at first ,that we should hav~.~. a true representation 
from the people, and then act as a . dy on that representa
tion. This we have not got. I just point this out. This 
business of trying for a year, as I~say, if this Motion is 
proposed, I have to vote for it, th,ugh as you know I'm per
sonally opposed to it, on these gro'nds, that if the people 
of the Yukon Territory will accept ;!t by a clear--cut plebi
scite decision, banko! I'm with the', right tip and down the 
line. But I feel very poorly for t .'is idea of voting for 
something on which I have no direct, honset, opinion. I hay. 
the petition, [';athered by one grouPt~·,:. who sponsored this thing 
ri~ht along - the Cijamber 6f Commere - and as I say I stand 
on it. But I just leave you with thse thoughts, that Coun
cillors individually are placed in alvery bad position in 
this regard. I don'~ feel that this~is right •. 

~~ . 

Mr. Boyd: Well, your remarks - youB~nko! I am with it if 
you have them take a plebiscite, but ~ou'restill asin it. 
Now. don't try to kid anybody j' you're s\till agin it, but you're 
with iL Today you're with it, and at;the moment yourtre try
ing to ignore the peoples' wishes that ~re in that envelope, 
by using the figures that were voted in"62, for one example, 
and so on. The people have spoken, and·let's get this hass
leing over·with and take a motion and win it or lose it. 

Mr. Taylor: Just in answer to this, I have the representa
tions of 200 and some odd people out of 1,200 people in my 
District. Is that representative? . 

Mr. Thompson: Before I make this Motion, this two-thirds 
majority figure keeps recurring. My understanding is this
is only necessary on a money by-law. For anything else it 
was just a straight majority, two to one, or three to two, 
or something of this nature. I may be wrong, but I just 
mention this in passing. I don't think this two-thirds 
majority holds any water at all. Anyway, I would like to 
make a motion respecting Daylight Snving Time. It is moved 
by myself, and seconded by Mr. Watt that, in the opinion of 
Coundil, Daylight Saving Time should be instituted in the 
Yukon Territory to co-incide with the Province of British 
Columbia. 
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as the Honourable Member from Dawson feels, the.t people should 
have an opportunity to vote. Now the ohly time that people 
had an opportunity to vote on this was in one area, that's 
Whitehorse, when 417 people voted in favour of it, and 365 
people voted against it. There is no two-thirds majority 
there. ConsE!.quently that meant that 365 people ih the Muni
cipality of Whitehorse didn't want this. It's all well and 
find to say "I think the situation is che.nged", but do we 
know? We're doing something "'hich affects every:me.n, woman 
and child in the Territory. Secondly, I reiterate that Coun
cil, and every individual Councillor at this table has been 
placed in a very untenable position in this regard. This is 
something that should be decided by vote, rather than leaving 
it on our so-called political necks. This just separates our 
community right up and down the line, those in favour - no 
matter what you do at this Table, those opposed to JOur view, 
all the people in your district, for instance, if you vote 
for it, that disagreed with this~ are going to say, "Well, 
we don't think too much of this fellow". In my district 
they're going to say the same thing, and in the district of 
every member at this Table. This is the position we're p~t 
in. I don't feel we should be in this position whatsoever. 
I think at first ,that we ~hould have a true representation 
from the people, 'and then act as a body on that representa
tion. This we have not got. I just point this out. This 
business of trying for a year, as I say, if this Motion is 
proposed, I have to vote for it, though as you know I'm per
sonally opposed to it, on these grounds, that if the people 
of the Yukon Territory will accept it by a clear-cut plebi
scite decision, banko! I'm with them, right up an¢ down the, 
line. But I feel very poorly for this idea of voting for 
someth~ng on which I have no direct, honset, opinion~ I hATS 
the petition, gathered by one group, who sponsored t~is thing 
right along - the,C:g.amber of Commerce - and as I say I stand 
on it. But I just leave you with those thoughts, that Coun
cillors individually are placed'in a very bad position in 

, ' 

this regard. I,don'~ feel that this is right.' 

Mr. Boyd: Well, your remarks - you Banko! I am with it if 
you have them take a plebiscite, but you're~~tfll agin it. 
Now'don't try to kid anybody; you're still agin it, but you're 
with it. Today you're with it, and at the ~Qment yourtra try
ing to ignore the peoples' wishes that are in that envelop~, 
by using the figures that were voted in '62, for one example, 
and so on. ,The people have spoken, and'let's get this hass
leing over'with,and take a motion and win it or lose it. 

Mr. 'Taylor: Just in answer to this, I have the representa
tions of 200 and some odd people out of 1,200 people in my 
District. Is that representativ~? 

Mr. Thompson: Before I make this Motion, this two-thirds 
majority figure keeps recurring. My understanding is this' 
is only necessary on a money by-law. For anything else it 
was just a straight majority; two to one, or three to two, 
or something Of this nature. I may be wrong, but I just 
mention this in passing. I don't think this two-thirds 
majority holds any water at all. Anyway, I would like to 
make a motion respecting Daylight Saving Time. It is moved 
by myself, and seconded by Mr. Watt that, in the opinion of 
Coundil, Daylight Saving Time should,be instituted in the 
Yukon Territory to co-incide with the Province of British 
Columbia. 
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Mr. Commissioner: No, it's not personal at all. I don't 
think we got any from up around your part of the country. 

Mr. Southam: I was just wondering. The ones I have asked 
have just said "Why do we need it?" 

Mr. Chairman: Could you give us the rundown? 

Mr. Commissioner: 
them all to you. 

Well, I can read one to you. 
It wouldn't take very long. 

I can re<;ld 

Mr. Boyd: It isn't nece~sary to read them, if we just knew 
how many objections he had. 

Mr. Commissioner: Well, I would like to answer this question 
of Councillor Boyd's. There's one man from Porter Creek, he 
just says "I feel we J:.ave more than enough hours of daylight 
in the summer months. I, Anyone who wants mo.re need only get 
up a little earlier in the morning~ I'm against Daylight 
Saving Time." There's another one from Whiitehorse - I can 
read the whole thing to you if you want. It's written or 
signed by somebody by the name of Midget, and he says it 
would be difficult to get the children tQ bed. Do you want 
me to read this letter to. you? 

Mr. Boyd: No, I was just interested in ;the 

Mr. Commissioner: I believe there werst' two o~hers, naw 
I'm nat positive, this might be the works . 

.. . , ,. 
Mr.' Boyd: I would just like to say thaf Mr. Shmy is mis
guided in the fact that he's using 196~ figures. As I said 
a couple of days ago, the situation and/attitude in the White
horse area, where there are 6,000 people is entirely to what 
it was in 1962, from what I can gather listening to people. 
It's this basis I'm going to vote on. There is no such thing 
as a fifty-fifty split accarding to the ipeople of ~vhitehorse 
anymore. I;t~i~k you'll find that by ~nd large they all 
want to give ,it a try, and I thil:l.k we should look at this. 
The Watson Lake member doesn't want this, "anct h~'s doing his 
best to engineer the thinking of other Councillors when the " 
Gsllop Poll is what you might call it, ffom his constituents 
say that they want it. Th~ Gallop Poll is a pretty good 
deal. It's something to be adhered to, thought of, so what
ever Mr. Taylor personally wants or not I think it is beside 
the pOint. He should listen to the results of his people, 
and not be trying to influence others according to his own 
personal opinion, when he's going to vote "Yes" for it. I 
would suggest that Mr. Thompson make his motion now. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Southam in the Chair): Prior to a mo
tion being made, I'd like,to say a few words in answer to 
that. Mr. Boyd is quite correct, this is a Gallop Poll, 
galloped around and made a fast poll of who knows who or 
who know what. As I have stated before, and I'll state.it 
again, I am forced, by reason.of these petitions, to vote 
for this if it comes to a vote. However, I am not trying 
to mislead anybody, what I am saying is, in answer to the 
Honourable Member from Whitehorse West,if he states ~very
body has had an opportunity to vote, this is wrong. I feel, 
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Mr. Chairman: Could I have a copy of the motion, pl.ease? 

Mr. Watt·: First of all I would like to answer two statements 
that h~ve been made, one by the Member from Dawson CitYl say
in that the Councillor from Whitehorse West at one moment is 
contrary to the opinions of. Chamber of Commerce, the next 
moment he is favourable with the opinions of Chamber of 
Commerce. I don't think he realizes this plebiscite wasn't 
held by the Chamber of Commerce, it was held by the town of 
Whi tehorse, the Municipality of "'1hi t ehorse. The majority 
of the people who voted, took the time to go down and exer
cise their franchise, voted in favour of D~ylight Saving Time. 
Mr. Taylor. said that I had said everyone in the Territory had 
a chance to vote, I never said this, or if I did I didn't 
mean it, because they haven't had a plebiscite in the Terri
tory. They have had a chance to air their views to the Com
missioner by answering this lBtter in the paper, and as 
Mr. Commissioner said there was only 5 or 6 who objected to 
Daylight Saving Time. I can't see why we should go on with 
this argument for days and days and days. We would still 
come up with the old proposition, well, what is against it? 
outside the personal opinions of a few people. I have no 
choice but to vote for this, and I think I am doing right. 
If it doesn't worR, if something materializes that causes: 
a hardship on the people in my area, or in other peoples' 
areas then we will soon be informed about it. As Mr. Taylor 
said, the Administration is bringing something down on their 
heads that we shouldn't have to do, because a percentage of 
our population are in favour, some are against it. Well, 
this is the responsibility we take as the elected represen
tatives here. We have to accept these responsibilites, no 
matter what comes before us, whether it's a trailer court, or 
whether it's anything else, some people are in favour of it, 
and some are against it. This is what we are here for. If 
we went back to the people in the form of a plebiscite all 
theliquor outfits in the Territory would be closed. Now, is 
it our duty to have these places closed down for a day? I 
think we should take the responsibility of casting a ballot 
on ourselves, and justify o~r position when we go back to our 
constituencies. Therefore, I would vote for the motion. 

Mr. Shaw: I have been accused of being dogmatic. It's the 
first time I've been accused of that. I don't think it's 
justified. I think I will explain a little further. It 
takes a lot of explaining, sometimes. The Commissioner has 
said, "Give me a valid reason." Very well, I think I should 
give a valid reason, I will give a valid reason. Cordova 
Airlines have been operating for 4 years now of a 5 year plan 
to take tourists into Dawson City from Anchorage. The diffi
culties are that it is hard to get plane boats, except on a 
weekend, which is a Saturday. They have been building up 
this business until for the first time las year this Cordova 
Airlines have broken even on their 5-year plan. That's very 
good. They've lost money for 3 years solid brin~ing passen
gers in. Last year I forget how many they brought in, 700 
or 800 people, to Dawson City. However, due to the time 
element one of the big problems is due to the expense 0f 
travelling, how they can make this a reasonable enough pack
age deal and give these people sufficient time to spend, and 
get their money's worth in looking around the Community . 
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As it is, the best that they can do dUG to the time differ
ence, due to the distance involved coming from Anchorage, 
they do not land in Dawson until around 1 o'clock, 12 or 
1 0' c.1ock, somewhere around that time. Now, if the di·ffer-. 
ence is another two hours, which it can be, it will restrict 
their time further until 3 or. 4 0' clock in the aftGrnoon~. 
That i.s one of the big reasons why I think this thing will 
be detrimental to the tourist trade, or industry, in Dawson 
City. That is a very valid reason. That is where we get 
some of our best tourist d'ollars from - the State o'f Alaska. 
That is where we should look further to get niore from. there, 
because that is one of our largest potential ma1i'kets, it's 
right next door. That is s'omething we should ~6 everything 
to build up. Don't put anything in the way t6 prevent this 
thing going on. We've had two days, and that}s the way the 
situation is, gentlemen. ·If we have two hour;i=,less, it means 
two ours less for people to get in there. Ttl'lere, I thin, is 
a very valid reason for my attitud~ on this~until the people 
decide otherwise. That's up to them.. But ,;t[ cannot, in all 
sincerity (I'm not being dogmatio, but tru~hfull and honest 
and stating just howl feel.) :W 

\~l~ 

:;f~lJ 
Mr. Chairman: I beli~ve the Centennial qfmmi t tee are here," 
are. they not. So we'll recess Jor tea atWd carryon this 
discussion later. ~,~ • .ow 

Jf 
" All: Agreed. ;4 

11' 

;J 
Recess declared for' tea. , . y 
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As it is, the best that they can do due to the time differ
ence, due to the distance involved coming from Anchorage, 
they do not land in Dawson until around 1 o'clock; 12 or 
1 o'clock, somewhere around that time. Now, if the differ
ence is another two hours, which it can be, it will restrict 
their time further until 3 6r 4 o'clock in the afternoon. 
That. is one of the big reasons why I think this thing will 
be detrimental to the tourist trade, or irrdustry, in Dawson 
City. That is a very valid reason. That is where we get 
some of our best tourist dollars from - the State df Alaska. 
That is where we should look further to get more from there, 
because that is one of our largest potential markets, it's 
right next door. That is something we should do everything 
to build up. Don't put anything in the way to prevent this 
thing going on. We~ve had two days, and that's the way the 
situation is, gentlemen. If we have two hours less, it means 
two ours less for people to ~et in there. There, I thin, is 
a very valid reason f·or my attitude on this until the people 
decide otherwise.· That's up to them. But I cannot, in all 
sincerity (I'm not being dbgmatio, but truthfull and honest 
and stating just how I feel.) 

Mr. Chairman: I believe the Centennial Committee are here,· 
are. they not. So we'll recess for tea and carryon this 
discussion later~ 

All: Agr e·ed. 

Recess declared for tea. 
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Mr. Chairman: Could I have a copy of the motion, please? 

Mr. Watt: First of all I would like to answer two statements 
that have been made, one by the Member from Dawson City, say
in that the CDuncillor from Whitehorse West at one moment is 
contrary to the opinions of Chamber of Commerce, the next 
moment he is favourable with the opinions of Chamber of 
Commerce. I don't think he realizes this plebiscite wasn't 
held by the Chamber of Commerce, it was held by the town of 
Whi tehorse, the Municipality of 1f.Jhit ehorse. The majority 
of the people who voted, took the time to go ~own and exer
cise their franchise, voted in favour of D~;.y,light Saving Time. 
Mr. Taylor, said that I had said everyone in:'the Terri tory had 
a chance to vote, I never said this, or if 4 did I didn't 
mean it, because they haven't had a plebis~ite in the Terri
tory. They have had a chance to air thei~views to the Com
missioner by answering this letter in th~;paper, and as 
Mr, Commissioner said there was only 5 OJ;: 6 who objected to 
Daylight Saving Time. I can't see why w.i23 should go on with 
this argument for days and days and daYEMi; We would still 
come up with the old proposition, well,d;rwhat is against it? 
outside the personal opinions of a few jeople. I have no 
choice but to vote for this, and I thi~k I am doing right. 
If it doesn I t work, if something mater.;t!alizes that causes : 
a hardship on the people in my area, 0'1 in other peoples' 
areas then we will soon be informed ablbut it. As Mr. Taylor 
said, the Administration is bringing ~hmething down on their 
heads that we shouldn't have to do, b~cause a percentage of 
our population are in favour, some ar~ against it. Well, 
this is the responsibility we take as'Mthe elected represen
to. ti ves here. We have to accept thes:~ responsibili tes, no 

?(~ t 
matter what comes before us, whether ~t s a trailer court, or 
whether it's anything else, some peop,~e are in favour of it, 
and some are against it. This is wha:t we are here for. If 
we went back to the people in the for.'in of a plebiscite all 
theliquor outfits in the Territory wo~hld be closed. Now, is 
it our duty to have these places clos;~d down for a day? I 
think we should take the responsibili\ty of casting a ballot 
on ourselves, and justify o1!l.r positio~ when we go back to our 
constituencies. Therefore, I would vhte for the motion. 

Mr. Shaw: I have been accused of bein.,g dogmatic. It's the 
first time I've been accused 0 f that. . I don't think it's 
justified. I think I will explain a little further. It 
takes a lot of explaining, sometimes. The Commissioner has 
said, "Give me a valid reason." Very well, I think I should 
give a valid reason, I will give a valid reason. Cordova 
Airlines have been operating for 4 years now of a 5 yea~ plan 
to take tourists into Dawson City from AnchoraGe. The diffi
culties are that it is hard to get plane boats, except on a 
weekend, which is a Saturday. They have been building up 
this business until for the first time las year this Cordova 
Airlines have broken even on their 5-year plan. That's very 
good. They've lost money for 3 years solid brin~ing passen
gers in. Last year I forGet how many they brought in, 700 
or 800 people, to Dawson City. However, due to the time 
element one of the big problems is due to the expense 0f 
travelling, how they can make this a reasonable enough pack
age deal and give these people sufficient time to spend, and 
get their money's worth in looking around the Community . 
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Later; 

The Chairman ~alled the Committee back to order. 

Mr. Boyd: I listened to Mr. Shaw's last remarks very atten
tively but the thing that struck me was there were apparently 
no complaints received from Dawson City. 'Either they have 
ignored the situation or they didn't care so this in itself 
is something to think about, and I would ask that we call fo~ 
the question on the motion. 

Mr. Chairman: ' Is there any further discussion on th,e item. 

Mr. Shaw: I would say that the people in Dawson City do not 
all subscribe to the Whitehorse Star. They subscribe to the 
Klondyke Co~ner rather than the Whitehorse Star and that was 
not in the Klondyke Corner. It was in a Whitehorse news
paper. Just because they publish one up thereqo,es not mean 
to say that everybody has to know about it. That is, a silly 
thing to ~ay, just as r~dicuious as the idea of having , 
Daylight Saving'. ' ' , 

Mr. Watt: I think that the member from Dawson City had a 
really good point thet~ and I will certainly take' it into 
consideration when I cast my vote~ 

Mr. MacKinnon: I think we should hold this thing up for a 
while. 

Mr. Chairman: Order please. 

Mr. McKinnon: I think we should hold it up until some of 
the people from the outer districts' get a c'hance to look 
this dver. It is ~ thing that I have neve~ discussed in my 
area with the people and I can't tell just what they think. 
It is har:dto vote on such a thing as this. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discussion on this ques
tion1 

It was moved by Councillor Thompson, seconded by Councillor 
Wattithat-"in the opinion of Council, Daylight Saving Time 
should be instittted in the Yukon Territory to coincide with 
the P~ovince of British Columbia. 

Mr. Boyd, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Watt, Nr. SO,utham were all in 
favour 'of the motion~ Hr. MacKinnon and Mr. Shaw were con
trary to the motion~ 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman: What do you wish to proceed to at this time. 
We have some matters fot consideration including a Sessional 
Paper related to the new application for liquor licences. 
I wonder if ·you wish to discuss that at this time. 

Mr. Thompson: Excellent. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #31. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Commissioner,would you proceed? 
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Mr. Commissioner: I have very little to add to the Sessional 
Paper. You will recall that it was the Council's feeling 
that any additional liquor outlet li~ences should be looked 
at very closely, if not withheld, ~n view of the fact that 
there are so many outlets presently a~~ilable in the City. 
This is not in the City of Whitehors~ but it is certainly 
very close to it. It is in the Whitehorse Metropolitan Area 
and we are just asking for Council's direction and how they 
feel about it. Do they consider it as coming under their 
directi·on of a year or two ago? In other w¢rds, do th.ey 
consider it to be part of the Whitehorse a~ea they referred 
to at that time? 

'I;!' 

Mr. Shaw: I think that one' of the thingi~" thatr:ounc'il w<;l.:nted 
was to have three persons as a committe," to investigate these 
things., That .wouldput it out bfthe .. f:n.".~ea of, the Council and 
also the Administration •. , . Things like ;1his can be quite 
embarrassing. Many times you don't k~w whether it is 
adviseable to give a licence or Wheth~:'~ it isn't. I myself 
just .wouldn't have a clue on this pan ...•.. ::icular matter. Perhaps 
the member who. represents this area .,' ght have'something to 
add. H.e is certainly more conversan with it than I am. 

Mr. Thompson: The applicant has ma representation to me 
and I feel somewhat as Mr. Shaw say. that there'was ~ 
request for a committee to be set u . to hear these various 
submissions and applications, and h're again I feel that you 
are putting an onus on Territorial ,ouncil· as'a whole where 
this is not primarily one of our fu. ctions. It is not in 
the Whitehorse area sa such, but as the Commissioner h'as 
pointed out it is in the Whitehors:e; Metropolitan area. There 
is, I believe, a licence in oper'ati, n a't this time • This i's 
something I was going to try to asc~~tain. It ~eems to me 
that they were closed down for a peiod of time and it was 
my understanding that if you had a . icence for liquor of any 
so~t it was mandatory, in order to able to kee~ the 
licence, that you would remain open or the 12 months of the 
year until some of these amendments ~ r suggestions that we 
had broixght forward at the, last Cou ' il idere instituted into 
law. r don't know whether' this is t e case or not or whether 
there·.was some understanding with th Administration on this 
point, but this is something that I ' uld like to h~v~:clari
fied beforehand, but inasmuch as he h: s a licence a'jithis 
time r can! t'see too much of a proble in going from one to 
the· other. All it is doing is'saying! hat he can sell beer 
in a separate part of the building. ~ e other matter thit I 
wanted to ask is what were the terms 0, reference when the 
Kopper King got their original licence~ This again has to 
do with whether they have continual ope\~tion or whether it 
has been shut down and they just operat:\ it when they see 
fit or when the business is good, and in*thisway circumverit . 
a ;~umber of' expenses. Along these same Ifliines ari.dwi th're'fer
ence to the sub~issions that wemade'at the pievi6us C6uhcil, 
I was wondering if any action or progress had been made on 
them. It doesn't seem very like it. I hadhoped:that some 
of these suggestions and recommendations would have be~n 

brought forward to us at this time but evidently this is not 
the case but on the same question of liquor licences, I would 
like to ask on this recent'changeover of ownership Of the 
Whitehorse Inn how do they manage to continually operate it. 
I understood that there is supposed to be a waiting period 
or you have to give notice or some such thing but from what 
I gathered, they just continued operating right through this 
transition period and this is something else that I would 
like the Administration to answer for me • 
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Mr. Commissioner: I have very little to add to the Sessiona1 
Paper. You will recall that it was the Council's feeling 
that any additional liquor outlet licences should be looked 
at very closely, if not withheld, in view of the fact that 
there are so many outlets presently a~ailable in the City; 
This is not in the City of 'Whitehorse but it is certainly 
very close to it. It is in the Whitehorse Metropolitan Area ". 
and we are just asking for Council's direction and how they 
feel about it. Do they consider it as coming under their 
direc~ion ofa year or two ag01 In other words, do they 
consider it to be part of the Whitehorse area they referred 
to at that time? 

Mr. Shaw: I think that one of the things that nouncil wanted 
was to have three persons as 1'l- committee to investigate these 
things. That would put it out bfthe area of the Council and 
also the Administration. Things like this can be quite 
embarrassing. Many times you don't'know whether it is 
adviseable to give a licence or whether it isn't. I myself 
just wouldn't have a clue on this particular matter. Perhaps 
the member who represents this area might have something to 
add. He; is certainly more conversant with ~t than I am. 

Mr. Thompson: The applicant has made representation to me 
and I feel somewhat as Mr. Shaw says, that ,there" was a 
request for a committee to be set up to hear these various 
submissions and applications, and here again I feel that you 
are putting an onus on Territorial Counci~ asa whole ~he~e 
this is not primarily one of our functions. It is not in 
the Whitehorse areaaasuchi but as the C6m~issi6ner ~a~ 
pointed out 'it is in the White"horse Metropolitan area. There 
is, I believe, a licence in oper'a tion at this time. This is 
something I was going to try to ascertain. It :seems to me. 
that they were closed down foi a period of time and it was 
my understanding that if you had a licence for liquor of any 
sort it was mandat"ory, in order to be able to keep the" 
licence, that you would remain open for the 12 months of the 
year until some of these amendments or suggestions that we 
had brought forward at the" last' Cbuncil were instituted into 
law. T don"' t know whethe;r t"hisis the case or not or whether 
there' was som~ understanding with the Administration on this 
point, but this is something th~t I would like to have clari
fied beforehand, but inasmuch as he has a licence a1ithis 
time r can't see too much of a problem in going from one "to 
the other. Alli t is doing is saying that he can sell be'eir 
in a separate part of the building. The othermatte~ th~~"r' 
wanted to ask is what were the terms of reference when the 
Kopper King gdt their: or~ginal licence. This again has to 
do with whether they have continual operation or whether it 
has been shut down and they just operate it when they see 
fit or'when the business is good~ and in this way circumvent 
a ~umber' of" expenses. 'Along" these same lines and' with refer
ence to the submissions that we made"at the previous Council, 
I was wondering if any action or progress had been made on 
them. It doesn't seem very like it. I had hoped" that some 
of these suggestions and recommendations would have be~n 

brought forward to us at this time but evidently this is not 
the case but on the same question of liquor licences, I would 
like to ask on this recent changeover of ownership of the ' 
Whitehorse Inn how do they manage to continually operate it. 
I understood that there is supposed to be a waiting period 
or you have to give notice or some such thing but from what 
I gathered, they just continued operating right through this 
transition period and this is somethi~g else that I would 
like the Administration to answer for me • 
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Later; 

The Chairman called the Committee back to order. 

Mr. Boyd: I listened to Mr. Shaw's last remarks very atten
tively but the thing that struck me was there were apparently 
no complaints received from Dawson City. Either they have 
ignored the situation or they didn't care so thi~ in itself 
is something to think aboui, and I would ask that we call for 
the question on the motion; 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discussion on the it~m. 

Mr. Shaw: I would say that the people in Dawson City do not 
all subscribe to the Whitehorse Star. They jubscribe to the 
Klondyke Corner rather than the Whitehorse star and that was 
not in the Klondyke Corner. It was in a WhZitehorse news
paper. Just because they publish one upt~ere does not mean 
to say that everybody has to know about i"l:14• That is a silly 
thing to say, just as r~diculous as the ifea of having 
Daylight Saving'. ,:0 

Mr. Watt: I think that the member 
really good point there and I will 
consideration when I cast my voten 

i:~f 
from~awson City had a 
cert~~nly take it into 

I 
Mr. MacKinnon: ·I·think we should hold;~his thing up for a 
while~ ~ 

'1 ~H 
.~~' Mr. Chairman: Order please. 
,~ 

Mr. McKinnon: I think we should holdlit up until some of 
the people from the outer districts g.t a chance to look 
this over. It is ~ thing that I havejneve~ discussed in my 
area with the people and I can't tell,ti just ·wha t they think. 
It is hard to vote on such a thing aslthiS. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further di·sc.ussion on this ques-
tion? 1 .. 
It was moved by Councillor Thompson, ~econded by Councillor 
Watt· that, in the opinion of Council, (!Daylight Saving Time 
should be instittted in the Yukon Terr~tory to coincide with 
the Province of British Columbia. , 

'/, 

1:\ 

Mr. Boyd, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Watt, ·Mr. ~loutham were all in 
favour-of the motion. Mr. MacKinhon and Mr. Shaw were con
trary to the motion. 

MOTION CARR.IED 

Mr. Chairman: What do you wish to proceed to at this time. 
We;: have some matters for consideration including a Sessional 
Paper related to the new application for liquor licences. 
I. wonder if you wish to discuss that at this time. 

Mr. Thompson: Excellent. 

Mr. Chairman reads Sessional Paper #31. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Commissioner, would you proceed? 
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Mro Commissioner I I think it would be better to have Mr. 
Bayers but I'm not sure if he. will be back to work fo~ a 
week or two. He is still at hom~. I don't know just who 
else we could get. Possibly the Legal Advisor might' be able 
to explain the rules and regulations. I am not that famil
iar with them. I am wondering what the regulations are that 
C-:~ncillor ThompsQn referred to that he had hoped would be 
brought into force at this Session of Council. 

Mr. Thompson: One of the matters that was discussed at the 
Fall Ses~ion t remember, was the possible sale of liquor in 
outlets other than the liquor stores. This is just one. ' 
There were many items and lam wondering .wha t ac J; ion, if 
any, has been taken on the Liquor Committee's reo.ommenda
tions that preceded the comments of the last Session. 

Mr. Commissioner: We are looking into the sale of liquor 
in the outlying districts and this project is based on the 
Teslin request, which was made by Councillor Taylor, and we 
are prssently waiting for word back from Mr. Fleming' who is 
the local operator in the area and he informed us he would 
contact us within 10 days as he would know by then whether 
he was selling out or not. So far we have not heard from 
him. Mr. Judd had him in and discussed the situation with 
him and he said he wo~ld be prepared' to sell liquor off 
premises. He wasn't sure of the best way of being paid for 
it, whether it should be so much a bottle or as, a contract 
employee of the Government, so we ~re active in this 'field' 
and looking into it. As I pointed out bef6re, there is no 
objection to having a committee but so far it is just words. 
When you really look into it there are several factors to 
be considered including the es~ablishing of a committee, 
who you are going to g'et an'd on what basis are you g~ing to 
get it. For example, if w:e pick three businessmen here in 
town, who should pick them? Who is to say that they are 
unbiased? If they are unbiased in this particularappiica
tion that we have lnfront of uS I how would they feel ~~o~t 
the next one? Thi~ is an unfortunate situation that we find 
ourselvei in here in the Yukon where we have a very small 
number of people and everybody knows everybody 'else. 
Th~refore it is very difficult in get thre~ gentlemen who 
would sit on an application where the applicant would f~el 
that he was being justly treated. If we 6an find indivi
duals who would be satisfacJ:ory to all co'ncerned then it 
would be a loa,d offf my shoulders and in the 'meantime, this 
is why we put it to the C6uncil. Th~ Council, as represen
tatives of the peo~le, could sit as i liquo' ~ommittee the 
same as anybody else could. 

Mr., Shaw: It would appear tome that any group that would 
do thcit would have to have quite a fair knowledge of many 
fa6ets of 'this p'articular business. You would have to know 
the per capita ~opulation, the per capita drinking popula~ 
tion, the ~mnunt of profit, the amount of 'liquor and so on.: 
It is a ~ery involved affair and it woul~ still be necessary 
perhaps to get people who would know ~ll, these answers. 
Let's look at it this ~ay to get down to it basically. I a~ 
pre,sented with sorriething to make a decision on and I haven't 
the first idea about whether this person should or should 
not be granted a};'lcence. I would not be aware of any of 

, , 

the facts in it and I feel it would be something like voting 
for Daylight Saving Time. I wouldnit kriow what answer to 
give. I am quite prepared to stand up on any question but I 
do like to be somewhat conversant \~'i'-:;h 'chc question. If he 
has a liquor licence on one side I donit suppose it will 
make much difference if he selJ:s beer on the other side but 
there may be reasons I don't know about. 
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Mr. Commissioner: I should point out that the regulations, 
as far as this man is concerned, dover everything - health" 
sanitation,building, structure, ~lumbing facilities and 
proper sinks and so on. This damet6,you because o£ 
Council's feelings in Whitehorse for future outlets. Now, 
if the Council did not consider this as part of the City of 
Whitehorse and treated it as an ordinary s!plication it 
would be taken fr6m there. If you consider it to be' part of 
what you meant when you said "restrict any liquo:r;: outlets in 
the City of Whitehorse" when you were referring ,to that 
extended area then we feel we need a little ass;istance. We 
don't want to give the impression that this man is a bad 
operat6rh Be has run a fine show and we ha~e ~ll the facts 
and figures that are required to justify and ~ollow up all 
of the laid down procedure. However, the pri*ciple'involved 
is whether he comes under the grey area thati'we established 
a y~aro~ two ago or not. f 

i' 
tha t he Allay have 

Mr~ Chairman: Councillor MacKinnon has ind:i,Jtcated/to leave. 
Are Committee agreed? I 

"J;( 

, ~rir 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Thompson: I wonder if Mr. MacKinnon w,%uld have any
thing to say on this matter before he lea~;~s. 

;(1 

Mr. MacKinnon: It looks to me as if this'is already an out-' 
let and extending it doesn't really mean '00 much one way 
or the other. It is not like having a ne~ one. 

Mr. MacKinnon left the Council Chambers.J 

, d 
Mr. Boyd:'One of the Liquor Committee's;mrecommendationswas 
that an operator shall designate his houls and they must' be 
continuous ahd reinain in effect for one jear. .Licensees, 
outside of Whitehorse may choose summer and winter hours. 
That's one thing. Nbthing has ,been doneMwith that. Two 
prices fot' beer t</the different operator~ is another bone oJ' 
contention and one that I thinkdeserveslconsideration.To 
get back to this application, I am not sjre that things are 
being operated strictly according to the t!*wording of the Act 

, ",~ 

or w~atever you may call it. First of a~~, we have run into 
where' licences are being transferred frorrll'one 'Organization 
to another. We don't know why. Then we {run into the point 
where a man can close down in the Fall an'~ Apen up again :i,n 
the Spring, and we run into the fact wher. that same man 
now wants t~ obtain a licence to sell beej~ He can close 
in the Fall if he so chooses and open in B~e Spring. We had 
a recommendation in the Liquor Brief that ~here be no fur
ther licences issued in the Whitehorse vic±~ity ).mle,ss there 
were 30 rooms to go .with it. What is happeriing out here is : 
that we h&~e a man or a group of people serving nothing but 
alcoh~l~ We have in this town cafes and rooming houses, 
virtually. There is only one hotel that has a dining ro.om 
ap.d weare never going to have any more if we are going to 
allow ~eople to willy nilly get licences to serve nothing 
to the public other than this commodity. You can start o,ff 
ri'ght here. You have a cafe (looking out the window) and a 
large cocktail lounge. You go down to the next one. You've 
got no cafe, you've got rooms and a cockt4il lounge. Go 
down to the next one. You've got a cafe that will seat, 
about 10 people, a big beer parlour and a few rooms. You 
go around the town and you've got the same situation - rooms 
but no dinin'g rooms. Cell-e summertime, you can't get a tour 
group into 'any place in Whitehorse, and they are never going 
to come here. Schoolteachers, nurses, elderly people who 
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Mr. Cbmmissioner: I should point out that the regulations, 
as far as this man is concerned, cover everything - health~ 

sanitation, building, structure, ~lumbing facilities and 
proper sinks and so on. This came to you because of 
Council's feelings in Whitehorse for future outlets.' Now, 
if the Council did not consider this as part of theCitT of 
Whitehorse and treated it as an ordinary a~vlication it 
would be taken from there. If you consider it to be part· of 
what you meant when you said "restrict any liquor outlets in 
the City of Whitehorse" when you were referring to that 
ext~nded area then we feel we need a little assistance. We 
don't want to give the impression that this man is a bad 
operator~ ae has run a fine show and we hav~ all the facts 
and figures that are required to justify and follow up all 
of the laid down procedure. However, the principle involved 
is whether he comes under the grey area that we established 
a year or two ago or not. 

that he' may have 
Mr. Chairman: Councillor MacKinnon has indicated/to leave. 
Are' Committee agreed? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Thompson: I wonder if Mr. MacKinnon would have any
thing to say ori this matter before he leaves. 

Mr. 'MacKinnon: It looks to me as if this is already an ou;t-' 
let and ex'tending it doesn't really mean too much one way 
or the 6ther. It is not like having a new bne. 

Mr. MacKinnon left the Council Chambers. 

Mr. Boy'd: ,One of the Liquor Committee's recommendations was 
that' an operator shall designate his hburs and they must be 
continuous ahd remain in effect for one year. Licensees. 
ou·tsi'de of Whitehorse may choose summer and winter hours. 
That's one thing. Nothing has been done with that. Two 
prices for beer tq!the different operators is another bone of 
contention and one that I think deserves consideration. To 
get back to this application, I am not sure that things are 
being operated strictly according to the wording of the Act 
or wb.a.tever you may call it. First of all, we have run into 
where licences are being transferred from one organization 
to another. We don't know why. Then we run into the point 
where a man can close down in the Fall and apen up again in 
the Spring, and we run into the fact where that same man 
now wants to obtain a licence to sell beer. He can close 
in the Fall if he so chooses and open in the Spring. We had 
a recommendation in the Liquor Brief that there be no fur
ther licences issued in the Whitehorse vicinity unless there 
were 30 rooms to go with it. What is happening out here is 
that we haYe a man or a group of people serving nothing but 
alcohol. We have in this town cafes and rooming houses, 
virtually_ Ther~ is only one hotel that has a dining r~om 
and we 'are neve.r' going to have any more if we are·, going t·o 
allow people to willy nilly get licences to serve nothing 
to the public other' than this commodity. ' You can start of·f 
r:i'ght he:Ce. You have a cafe (looking out the window) and a 
larga:cocktail lounge. You go down to the next one. You've 
got no 'cafe, you I vegot rooms and a cockte:t~ lounge. Go 
down to the next one. You've got a cafe that will seat 
about 10 people, a big beer parlour and a fe'w rooms 0 You 
go around the- town and you've got the same situation - rooms 
but no dining rooms. Ce.~ summertime, you can't get a tour 
group into 'any place in Whitehorse, and they are never going 
to come 'here. Schoolteachers, nurses, elderly people who 
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Mr~ Commissioner: I think it would be better to have Mr. 
Bayers but I'm'not sure if he will be back to work for a 
week or two. He is still at ~om@. I don't know just who 
else we could get. Possibly the Legal Advisor might· be able 
to explain the rules and regulations. I am not that famil
iar with them. I am wondering what the regulations are that 
C-l;ncillor Thomps9n referred to that he had hoped would be 
brought into force at this Session of Coun~il. 

Mr. Thompson: One of the matters that was discussed at the 
Fall Session I remember, was the possible sale of liquor in 
outlets other than the liquor stores. This is just one. 
There were many items and I am wondering what ac~ton, if 
any, has been taken on the Liquor Committee's re~6mmenda
tions that preceded the qomments of the last Ses~ion. 

I' 

Mr. Commissioner: We are looking into the sale~of liquor 
in the outlying districts and this project is ~ased on the 
Teslin request, which was made by Councillor 'r.~ylor, and we 
are prssently waiting for \vord back from Mr. :H,!ileming who is 
the local operator in the area and he informe& us he would 
contact us within 10 days as he would know brithen whether 
he was selling out or not. So far we have n~t heard from 
him. Mr. Judd ha.d him in and discussed the~i tua tion with 
him and he said he wor,ld be prepared to sel1t[liquor off 
premises. He wasn't sure of the best way o~being paid for 
it, .whether it should be so much a bottle oJ! as· a contract 
employee of the Government, so we are activ~ in this field 
and looking into it. As I pointed' out befo~e, there is no 
objection to having a committee but so far it is just words. 
When you really look into it there are several factors to 
be considered including the es~ablishing of a committee, 
who you are going to get and on what basis are you g "ing to 
get it. For example, if we pick three businessmen here in 
town, who should pick them? Who is to say that they are 
unbiased? If they are unbiased in this particular applica
tion that we have infront of us, how would they feel about 
the next one? This is an unfortunate situation that we find 
ourselves in here in the Yukon where we have a very small 
number of people and everybody kn.ows everybody else • 
Therefore it is very difficult ~o get thre~ ~entlemen who 
would sit on an application where the applicant would feel 
that he was being justly treated. If we can find indivi
dual~ who would be satisfac~ory to all concerned then it 
would be a load oiff my shoulders and in the meantime, this 
is why we put it to the Council. Th6 Council, as represen
tativesof the people, could sit as ~liquo' ~ommittee the 
same as anybbdy else could. 

Mr. Shaw: It would appear to me that any group that would 
do that would have to have quite a £air knowledge of many 
facets of this p'srticular busl.ness. You would hav·e to know 
the p.er capita population, the per capita drinking popula
tion, the ~mount of profit, the amount of liquor and so on. 
It is a very involved affair- and it would still be necessary 
perhaps to get people who ~ould know ~ll th~se answers. 
Let's look at it this way to get down to it basically. I am 
presented with something to make a decision on and r haven't 
th~ first idea about whether this person should~r should 
not be granted a 1~'Cence. I would not be aware o.f any of 
the facts in ~t and I feel it would be something like voting 
for Daylight Saving Time. I wouldn't know what answer to 
give. I am quite prepared to stand up on any qUElstion b:ut I 
do like to be somewhat .conversant ·,~·i:ttJ. the question.' ·If 
has a liquor licence on one side I don't suppose it will 
make much difference if he sells beer on the other side b' 
there may be reasons I don't know about. 
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want the s~rvice of hotels. They are willing to'pay for it 
and,r~y well. We could have summer ~ents and winter rents 
but: nobody is going to invest their money if there is nothing 
there. They don't' get away with this kind of stuff outside. 
If you want a beer parlour or a tavern or a cocktail lounge 
they'll tell you you can have it if you put up so many rooms 
and there's no ~rgument and it is the Liquor Commission that 
tells them how much t~ey_are going to have. They can't run 
around to Mr., Cameron or their member of Parliament or any
body e~se. They are it and this is the thinking I am trying 
to get in Whitehorse. Not to build the town on liquor and 
rely on liquor for" prosperity., There has got to be more to 
serve the public than that and it is a sad state of affairs 
when we cannot take a,tour group into this town because we 
have no facilities. $ome of these places that call them
sel~es hotels are nothing but rooming houses rented the year 
round to people th~t have these rooms rented. They are not 
serving the tr~velling public at all. We have got tb get 
past this stageapd lam definitely against this licence. 
All we are doing i~ setiing up an outlet for whoever pro
duces this b~er~ It's a fine way for them, to get rid of 
their product at our expense. That is what it boils down 
too 

Mr. Taylor (Mr. Southam in the Chair): I have listened to 
the discussion on this with great interest. In relation to 
the granting of this licence, I was suddenly faced with one 
item and that is that this tavern, the Krpper King Services 
Limited, are located,between Camp. Takhini and Porter Creek 
and would be servicing a fair area insofar as a tavern is 
concerned because I don't believe there is a tavern any
where in that general area at the top of the hill. There 
is one outlet in Porter Creek but I believe there is another 
one in the Camp Takhini area which is operated by the 
Department of Public Works. If this is available in Camp 
Takhini for the 'general public to come apd use and draft 
beer can be provided I would h~ve second thoughts about 
this, but if the Department of Public Works' facilities are 
not available to the residents of the area then I think we 
must consider, something alopg the lines of granting this 
tavern providing, of course, that they live up to the 
Ordinance arid that they maintain a year round operation. I 
agree withCpuncillor Boyd that this shutting down for two 
mmths in'the winter is not a good thing. I also concur with 
Councill&~~Boyd in the matter of trying to upgrade estab
lishments in Whitehorse. The accomodation is at a premium 
in thi~town in the summer. It is very difficult to get a 
room and it is very difficult to accomodate tourists here 
let alone ourselves but I think in the graating of this 
licence you must take this into consideration. It doesn't 
really affect my atea on~ way or the other. I also feel 
that it should not even be at this table. It should 

, , 

pro~erly be in the hands of a Liquor Commission but of 
c'ourse we don't have one. This was recommended. No moves 
have been made with respect' tO,setting it up as yet but I 
hope that one will be set up in a very short time because, 
after all, this is a million dollar business and there are 
many ramifications to the operation and administration of 
the Liquor Ordinance. These are my only comments at,this 
time •. 
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Mr. Thompson: The Clerk has b:rought to my attention one of 
the matters here that I was asking about and that is this 
reference to closing. It says. "The premises' have the option 
to close for any part of the licenee year upon giving notice 
in. writing to the Inspector but may not thereafter reopen 
the premises during that year for th~ sale of beer or wine 
without prior writter/consent of the ;inspector". That means 
they can open and close pretty much as they like and this is 
a 1962 Amendment Ordinance ,and I'd,n't think there has been 
anything done about that since. Iwould just.like to bring 
to the attention of the Councillo s, Councillor Taylor's 
remark that there is no tavern i ~the area. There is a 
club: in Camp Takhini but this is ~trictly for Highway per
sonnel. There is a cocktail lo'ge in Porter Creek. There 
are motel accomodations at the bpper King but just how 
extensive they are I don't know' This is probably an over
sight on my part and I should've made myself cogniscant 
of this fact. They do have th f but I don't know how many 
are available for thetravelli 'g public. They do have a 
kitchen there and they serve s'me pretty fair meals so I 
feel that·an.a.pplication of t s so:rt is'within reason and 
inasmuch as'we don't have a lOquor commission at the moment 
I think these matters should ~ brought before Council and 
we will act in this capacity htil such time as a proper 
commission is set up. -

Mr. Watt: The Commissioner ake~ us a questior. which was 
"How do vie want to consider, tis motion curtailing liquor 
lic.ences?". The motion was m de originally by Mr. Boyd as 
Chairman of the Liquor Commit Be. I don't know who se60nded 
it at that time but'it involv ~ the whole Yukon Territory. 
and the member from Mayo at t ' time stood up and said,that 
it should just refer to the Wh,tehorse area, and the member 
from Watson Lake seconded the ~endment to the motion. I 
opposed it· violently because I ~hought that the members 
from outside the Whitehorse are'had in effect made a motion 
that affected the Whitehorse ar ',a. I think that the motion 
as it stands, should be conside ~d as a motion that was. 
requested basically by the opera;prs in Whitehorse and it 
should be considered to refer to ~he boundaries of the 
Municipality of Whitehorse. I th:.nk that th~s is· fair and 
I think that Mr. Taylor had a poin't when he said that there 
is quite a large area including Hillcrest, Valleyview, . Camp 
Takhini and there is a part of the Porter Creek area that 
would like to have services from one of these drau§ht beer 
outlets., To get a .glass of .draught beer now,' you have to 
come down the Two Mile Hill and, go back up there again and 
I think the records show .thatJ t is a dangerous hill to 
drive ifyau'v e ~ad a couple under the belt and I think 
that' peopl~ living' up on'top.of the hill should have. an 
opportunity to partake.of·a little glass of draught before. 
supper if they wish without having to run down that danger
our Two Mile Hill. . My own .opi~lion is that the Administra
tion can take this motion to mean the Municipality of White
horse and I think that this' particular ,application should be 
approved if all the other requirements are met adequately. 
I think it would be an asset to that part of town. , 

Mr. Boyd: That uotion very definitely did not inten~ to 
confine the action to the limits of the Municipality of 
Whitehorse. IVsays so and it meant what it said. Stop and 
think for a minute. You have four outlets at the top of 
the hill. Who have you got living there? You talk about 
buying draught ~eer cheaper. Those people at the outlets 
on top of the hill can buy it cheaper by the bottle than you 
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Mr. Thompson: The Clerk has brought to my attention one of 
the matters.here that I was asking about and that is thi~ 
reference to closing. It says "The premises. have tt).e option 
to close for any part of the licenee year upon giving notice 
in writing to the Inspector but may not thereafter reopen 
the premises during, that year for the sale of beer or win~ 
without prior writter/consent of the Inspector". That means 
they can open and close pretty much as they like and this is 
a 1962 Amendment Ordinance and I·don't think· there has been 
anything done about that since. I would just like to bring 
to the attention of the Councillors, Councillor Taylor's 
remark that there is no tavern in the area. There is a 
club ;i.n Camp Takhini but this· is strictly for Highway per
sonnel. There is a cocktail lounge in Porter Creek. There 
are motel accomodations at the Kopp~r King but just how 
extensive they are I don't know. This is probably an over
sight on my part and I shoul.d have made myself cogniscant 
of this fact. They do have them but I don't know how many 
are available for the travelling public. They do have a 
kitchen there and they ser~e some pretty fair meals so I 
feel that'an application of this sort is· within reason and 
inasmuch as·we don't have a liquor commission at the moment 
I think these matters should be brought before Council and 
we will act in this capacity until such time as a proper 
commission:is setup. 

Mr. Watt: Th.e Commissioner asked us a questior: which \elas 
"How do "'Ie want to consider this' motion curtailing liquor 
licences?". The motion was'made originally by Mr. Boyd as 
Chairman of the Liquor Committee. I don't know who seconded 
it at that time but:it involved the whole Yukon Territory 
and the member from Mayo at the time stood up and said that 
it should just refer to the Whitehorse area, and the member 
from Watson Lake. seconded the amendment to the motion. I 
opposed it violently because I thought that the members 
from outside the Whitehorse area had in effect made a motion 
that affected the Whitehorse area. I think that the motion 
as it stands, should be considered as a motion that was 
requested basically by the operators in Whitehorse and it 
should be co~sidered to refer to the boundaries of the 
Municipality of Whitehorse. I think that this is·£air and 
I think that Mr. Taylor had a point when he said that there 
is quite a large area including Hillcrest, Valieyview, Camp 
Takhini and there is a part of the Porter Creek area that 
wouid like to have services.from one of these drau~ht beer 
outlets. To get a glass of draught beer now, you have to 
come down the Two Mile Hiil and go back up there again and 
I think the record.s. show that it is a dangerous hill to . 
drive iLyou'v e h,a.d a couple under the belt and I think 
that· people liv~ng1~on ~o~ of the hill should.h~vean 
opportunity to partake~of a little glass of draught. before 
supper if they wish witho~t having to run down that danger
our Two Mile Hill. ·~yow~ o~i~ion is that the Administra
tion can take this motion t'o mean the Municipality of White
horse and I think that this .. particular application should be 
approve.d if all the other requirements are met adequately. 
I th~nk it would be an ~sset to that part of town. 

Mr. Boyd: That ~otion very definitely did not inten~ to 
confine the action to the limits of the Municipality of 
Whitehorse. IVsays so and it meant what it said. Stop and 
think for a minute. You have four outlets at the top of 
the hill. Who have you got living there? You talk about 
buying draught weer cheaper. Those people at the outlets 
on top of the hill can buy it cheaper by the bottle than you 
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want the service of hotels. They are willing to·pay for it 
andr~y well. We could have summer rents and winter rents 
but.nobodyis going to invest their money if there is nothing 
there. They don't get away with this kind of stuff outside. 
If you want a beer parlour or a tavern or a cocktail lounge 
they'll tell you you can have it if you put up so many rooms 
and there's no argument and it is the Liquor Commission that 
tells them how much they are going to have. They can't run 
around to Mr •. Cameron or'their member of Parliament or any
body else. They are it and this is the thinking I am trying 
to get in Whitehorse. Not to build the town on liquor and 
rely on liquor for'prosperity. There has got to be more to 
serve the public than that and it is a sad state of affairs 
when we cannot take i tour group into this to&n because we 
have no facilities. ~ome of these places th~t call them
selves hotels are not~ing but rooming houses/rented the year 
round to people that have these rooms rented!. They are not 
serving the traveliing public at all. We h4ve got to get 
past this stage and I am definitely against/this licence. 
All we are doing is setting up an outlet fair whoever pro
duces this beer. it's a fine way for them~o get rid of 
their product at our expense. That is wha"ii it boils down 

to. t 
Mr. Taylor (Mr. Southam in the Chair): I have listened to 
the discussion on this with great interes~. In relation to 
the granting of this licence, I was suddedly faced with one 
item and that is that this tavern, the Kr.d!per King Services 
Limited, are located between Camp Takhini land Porter Creek 
and would be servicing a fair are~ insofa~ as a tavern is 
concerned because I don't believe there ~s' a ta~ern any
where in'that general area at the top of t'h, e hill. There . \ 

is one outlet in Porter Creek but I believ:,e there is another 
one in the Camp Takhini area which is ope~ated by the 
Department of Public Works. If this is av!ailable in' Camp 
Takhini for the gene~al public to come andiuse and ~raft 
beer can be provided I would have second t~oughts about . 
this, but if the Department of Public Work$' faciliti~s are 
not available to the residents of the area~hen I think we 
must consider something along the lines of kranting this 
tavern pr6viding, of course, that they livelup to the . 
Ordinan~~'~rid that they maintain a year round operation. '1 
agtee_~tth Councillor ,Boyd that this shutting down for iwo 
maths in the winter is not a good thing. I also concur with 
Councillor~oyd in the matter of trying to upgtade esiab
lishments in Whitehorse. The accomodation is at a premium 
in this town in the summer. It is very difficult to get a 
room and it is very difficult to accomodate tonrists here 
let alone ourselves but I think in the gra~ting of this 
licence you must take this into consideration~ It doesn't 
really affect my area one way or the other. I also feel 
that it should not even be at this table. It should 
properly be in th~ hands of a Liquor Commission but of 
course we don~t have one. This was recommended. No moves 
have been made with respect to setting it up as yet but I 
hope that one will be set up in a very short time because, 
after all, this is a million dollar business and there are 
many ramifications to the operation and administration of 
the Liquor Ordinance. These are my only comments at-this 
time. . 
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can buy it by the glass in draught • 
.. 

Mr. Watt: I can't. 

Mr. Boyd: Yes you can. With that number ofoutlets~, tori 
can't expect them to stay in business and make money •. ·First 
of a'll, the ones that are going to stay in busineE5s are 
those that are 'Government supported. You can't blame the 
men for closing down at the' Kopper King and the one beyond 
was closed down before~ I don't know whether it closed down 
last ye~r' or not for the want of business. They ~re going 
to be in business when everybody else has closed down., What 
is going to happen is that there will be business on the 
road for the summer months and then there will be starvation 
ind this is the very thing that those operating the Licence 
Depatment are trying to avoid. It is no asset to have some
thing in the summer and then have everyone move out and go 
south with the birds in the wintertime. We want them to 
stay here and be of some use to the public in the wintertime 
as Mell., We've got to gauge it on a better basis than that. 
You cannbt justify: the operation of this new outlet other 
than by looking at it by reason of the fact that they are in 
your area and you are going to be,for them. If you are 
going to think of the population and the Municipality and 
the district as a whole, then you cannot justify this as 
being warranted under any circumstances. 

Mr. Chairman: If the Government sponsored club was shut 
down would there then be sufficient population to warrant 
these' outlets? 

Mr. Boyd: You are talking about the top of the hill. That 
ia the D.P.W. crowd, and I ~magine if they didn't hav~ an 
outlet there where they could get it at cost price thefi they 
would probably go over to the Kopp~r King, but the lice~ces 
wer~ given t6 them on a tr&nsfer basis much to the anxiety 
of the citizens of Whitehorse. However, their rumblings 
meant nothing and the licences and' the transfers went ' 
through. Here is another thing, can you transfer licenc~~1 
Mr. Clerk of the Court, you have the book there. Is it 
possibl~ ~o' transfer a licenc~ from one party to another? 

Mr.· Clerk: r don't beli~ve it is. 

Mr. Boyd: 'That was my oplnlon too and it is theoplnlon of 
manyotherl3. These are questions that a lot of people would 
like' to have ans~ered. I notice for one thing in this rec.:.. 
ommendation that the· public is a'little bit vague on the 
laws and we could make a recommendation that some of these 
laws should be published so tha~ people know whether they 
are coming or going. I know that they can come and get a 
book but a lot of these, people are like the people in 
Dawson: they don't get the Whitehorse Star. 

Mr. Watt: As far as this transferring of licences is con
cerned I think there is a bit' of complaint right nuw about 
licences having been transferred recently'but I think you 
will find that over the last ten years in Whitehorse every 
licence has been transferred the same way. It is just a 
matter that at this time' somebody is complaining ~nd com
plaining pretty loudly and I th'ink that if we look into it' 
we will find that just about every place tliat has been 
transferred has-,been transferred the same way. There lias ' 
been no shutdown period during'the transfer and I don't 
think there is much hardship there. The Ordinance could be 
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changed to fill the gap and probably the Legal Advi'sor, could 
be instructed to do so. I don't think that there is a 
draught beer outlet anywhere on top of the hill or in uN,er' 
Whitehorse to service the whole area which could be a couple 
of thousand people taking in Valleyview, Hillcrest, Camp , 
Takh:thi and the private areas up there and'the Porter Creek' 
area, and the Crestview area. I think that this application 
is farr and if the merr;bers from the hinterland believed a 
year a'go that this motion should include the whole Territory 
then I don't see why it should include just the Whitehorse 
area. I think it should include' the surrounding areas. If 
the'peoplein Whitehorse want this motion for curtailihg 
licences to stan~ within the town then·th~t's fine, but I 
share to a certain extent the feeling of the members :from the 
hinterl~nd at the time that you should controi the ' 
licensing for the whole Terri tory'. 'If they want 
to do it within a restr'icted area that's fine too. I will 
certainly go along with thi~ applination at'this time but I 
db feeD that a comm~ttee should be set up as recommended in 
the Liquor Committee Report if it can be done. 

Mr. Chairman: I don't believe that the motion i~ necessary 
but I wonder if you could give your direction to the Commis
sioner as to whethe:r you would cbncur with the granting 'of 
this application 0r whether you would feel that' th'is applica
tion shouLd not be granted. Would those who approve the 
granting of this application please signify. 

Mr. Thompson and ~~. Watt sig~i~Y their ap~roval.' 

Mr. Watt: I think ~r. MacKinnon signified that he was in 
fav6nr of thesppliBation being g~ant~~. 

Mr. Chair~an: Yes',this is bnu reason'why I didn't want to 
put it to the motion. ' 

Mr. Shaw': I re'ally don't kil.:ow anything'abont this situation. 
I don't know what the location is or any> of the details 
about it so I 'can't be again.stit. The member from that 
particular area ha~ advocated :tha t ,the, licence' begra:nted 
and I 'would feel' that he kh'OWS m'ore about' his area than I 
do and I will listen to his advice and Co along with it. It 
is not a matter that involv&s' the peo~leiil.'my particular 
area or the people outside that particular area. However, 
I can also very much sympathize Councillor'B'oyd's loints"on 
this matter. If we continuallyencoura.ge people to take off 
thecrearr; of the summer business we will hever land up with: 
any accomodations because ,they will spread:th~ b~siness S0 
thi~ ••• they can, take off in'the winte~,'~heTdbn't have 
the expen'se of keeping UP' t'he ~hotel. The~eis no incentive 
for any person to build a d~6ent hotel and to operate' for 
12 months'ofthe yea~. '~hou~h I go alohgvery much with 
the recommendations Sf thisC.:lmmittee, I also have to take 
into consideration the present law which says that these 
people' can do the~e thihg~. There is'nothing to brevent 
50 new places in'this'area. I am'against it but there is 
no law whi6h,i says that they can't and I think that we will 
have to have a tommis~ion ~o study this thi~g. Some means 
will have to be devised even if it does cost $3,000.00 or 
$4,000.00 a year to investigate thOroug&ly the whole 
aspects of this giving out and granting of licences. I 
think it would be well worth it. This liquor business 
brings a huge profit into the area and it could well be 
established6 It would only amount to maybe 5~ a bottle but 
I think it would be really wort~ it and they would come up 
with their findings based on sound knowledge of the whole 
business 0f this liquor matter. I would not go against 
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can buy it by the glass in draught. 

Mr. W.att: I can't. 

Mr. Boyd: . Yes you· ca~. With that number of outlets, you 
can't ·expect them. to stay in business and make money. First 
of all, the ones that are going ~o stay in business are 
those that are Government supported. You can't blame the 
men for closing down at the Kopper King and the one beyond 
was closed· down before. I don't know whether it closed down 
last year or not for the want of business. TheT are going 
to be in business when everybody else has clos,~ down. What 
is going to happen is that there will be business on the 
road for the summer months and then there will be starvation 
and this is the very thing that those operat~ng the Licence 
Depa:tment are trying to avoid. It is no a9~et to have some-. 
thing in th~ summer and then have everyon~move· out and go 
south with the· birds in: the wintertime. ~e want them to 
stay here and be of some use to the publ~c in the wintertime 
as welL We've got to gauge it on a better basis than that. 
You cannot justify the operation of th~~ new outlet other 
than by looking at. it by reason 0 f the ;/fact that they' are in 
your area and you are going to be for.%hem. If· you are 
going to think of the population and #he Municipality and 
.the- district as a whole, then you ca~hot justify this as 
being warranted under any circumstan'es. 

)l 
Mr. Chairman: If the Government sp~nsored club was shut 
down would there then be sufficienipopulation to warrant 
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these outlets? 
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Mr. Boyd: You are talking about the top of the h~ll. That 
i~ the D.P.W. crowd, and I imagin~ if they didn't have an 
outlet there where they could ge~it at co~t price then they 
would probably go over to the Kop~er King, but the licences 
were given to them on a tr&nsfer~asis much to the anxiety 
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of the citizens of Whitehorse. ¥owever, their rumblings. 
meant nothing and the licences ahd the transfers went 
through. Here is another thing,1 can you transfer licences? 
Mr. Clerk of the Court, you hav~ the book there. Is it 
possible to transfer a licence from one party to another? 

Mr. Clerk: I don't believe it IS. 

Mr. Boyd: That was my opinion too and it is the opinion of 
many others. These are questions.that a lot of people would 
like·to have answered. I noti6~ for one thing in this rec
ommendation that the public is a little bit vague on the 
laws and we could make a recommendation that some of th~se 
laws should be published so that pe_ople know whether they 
are coming or going~ I know that_they can come and get a 
book but a lot of these people are like the people in 
Dawson: they don't get. the Whitehorse Staro 

Mr. Watt: As far as this transferring of licences is con
cerned T think there isa bit of complaint right now about 
licences having been transferred recently but I think you 
will find that over the-last ten years in'Whitehorse every 
licence has b~en transferred the same way~ It is just a 
matter that at this time somebody is complaining ~nd com- . 
plaining pretty. loudly and I think that if we look into it 
we will find that just about every place that has been 
transferred has been transferred the same way. There has . 
been no shutdown period during the transfer and I don't 
think there is much hardship there. The. Ordinance could be 
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this motion under the ci~cumstances ~s I have pointed out 
but I think myself that it is unfortunate that I, who knows 
nothing about it, has to cast a decision' on it. That is 
just my opinion. 

Mr. Boyd: I am not so sure that they can close down of 
their own free will. I haven't got any books here and it 
would maybe take me a while to find out/I am led to believe /but 
they close down under the pretext of renovations and if you 
have to renovate you have to clos8 down. I may be wrong 
but this is ~hat I am led to believe. You fellows will 
probably vote this in but I am going to vote against it on 
principle. I have no bones to pick with those people but I 
want ~o ~ee a hotel. I'd like to see those fellows build a 
real hotel. I'd give them a licence and three or five years 
tax free if they'd build a thirty room hotel out there and 
make it' a hotel where we can serve pe6ple but it no not 
giving the public anything just to convert what was going to 
be a garage into a tavern and we are going to stay jus~ 
where we are in the same boat. We'll get another one 
alvngside of them. There is one a mile or so down and that 
is having a tough time financing. It is just going too far. 

Mr. r.ommissio~cr: As I have said before, I would like to 
see a liquor committee. I think liquor commission is not 
the right term because a liquor commission doesn't cost 
$3,000.00 or $4,000.00. It might b~ $300,000.00 or 
$400,000~00. You are talking about liquor commissions in 
provinoes involving a few million people. But if the 
Couridil ~6uld name names, as to people. I presume you ar~ 
talking about 3 or 4 people" maybe 5. Who are they going 
to be? This is not going to be a permanent position. They 
are not goiJ1g to be paid $6,000.00 or $7,000.00 a year. 'Ar'e 
they going to be businessmenf Where are you going to find 
thr~e busiriess~en in here ~ho will satisfy you people and 
will satisry" the people who are asking for licences'? This' 
committee is not the be and end all by any means. They are 
going to ask under what rules and regulations you wish them 
to look. We can't crystal bal~ gaze. If we had a commit
tee right now, how wou].d they handle that particular case? 
They'd go back to the votes and proceedings and see that 
Council felt they should look,pretty .close or restrict anf 
expansion of liquor outlets in the City of Whitehorse. What 
do you want a commitiee to sit for? A committee would just 
say there was no use in them sitting amd that they don't 
want any more liquor. I think Councillor Boyd had a com
pletely valid and legitimate reason for saying what he did. 
The lack ~f rooms and accomodation in this town is a: ve'ry 
seri6~s situation and ~e was not spouting idle wQrds when'he 
said that tourists are being diverted from this city. They 
are, and they have been for some months because there is no, 
place for them to stay. Hotels in this town ae booked up 
and we do need hotel~~ We also have to decide whether you 
are going to legislate the liquor business right dOW:l to the 
letter of the law in all respects as to the number of,out
lets and the amount a man will sell and buy for as som~ 
places do, or whether you are going to allow it to operate 
as any bther business would which yori h~ve iudicated you 
would like to do in one particular instance. All of these 
things will have to be solved. There is no star rising in 
the east:rbr any committee that will sit under the present 
situatiori. 'I will be very happy to hear the names of the 
people that you care to submit to me to sit as a committee 
because other~ise it puts me right on the spot. I have sat 
on these committees before and have had to try and come up 
with a miracle decision. It is a pretty difficult thing to 
do. 
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Mr. Shaw: I can appreciate the difficulties that th~ Com
missioner has. There is no question that it is not as easy 
as it sounds. I can't hame names because I don't know 
enough people round here but I would suggest a member of 
the retail outlets in Whitehorse, one member of your execu
tive administration and one member of the general publtc or 
it may be a person who is good on facts and figures and so 
on and so forth •. I would suggest that these people eire 
appointed for a term of two years and are given some sort' of 
a small retainer fee. They are given all the information 
and asked to study it and then when an application bom~s up 
they sit on it and they decide whether they shou.ld or should 
not recom~end a licence to a particular person. That a~ 
least takes it out of the politic~l arena. I think it is 
only fair that one person who sits on that committee should' 
understand the. liquor retail business. You have a person 
who is' one of your executive assistants who should haTe a 
knowledge of how the Government operates and ~o forth. Theh 
the me~ber of the'general public could be a person who is 
adept at figures or maybe has some other qualifications. 

Mr. Commissioner: Don't you think you are defeating the 
purpose of your thre~man committee if one of them is from 
the retail liquor outlet business. He is obviously goin~ to 
be opposed to any future liquor outlets because they are all 
opposed to them now ahd I don't think he would change his 
opinion, so you could obviously write him off in each 
instance as far as further applications were concerned. 

e 
Mr. Shaw: I ~ould say that a person frdm a retail liquor 
outfit'wou~d be able to give their side of the story. There 
is a person who is involved in this business. He could,be 
prejudiced or he could be biase~ut you have the other two 
people and this thing will have to be settled on logic as 
m~ch as possible. Perhaps it requires a larger com~ission~ 
maybe 5 people so that you don't get an overridi_g p~rt of 
it but I do feel in'all fairness that someone should be : 
able to present the'side of t~B people who already have a 
great:deal of money invested in these hotels'and so forth. 
They are entitled to some consideration. They may come up 
witt a suggestion that might be very helpful and something 
that could be put into practical use. I feel very strongly 
that they should have some say in it because of their know
ledge' of the particular business. I don't say that they 
should sway the whole thing but they'll give the logic in' 
relation to their end of it. 

Mr. Boyd: We are off on another tangent now and we had 
better get back to where we started because after you live 
with this thing for a little while you'Jl be wrapped up in' 
it like a ball. I would 'suggest that we dispose of this ' 
piece of paper here at another day. You might go to'this' 
and spend a little time but dispose of it. That is what 
we are dealing with, is'it not? 

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if I, could have your concurrence or 
otherwise with the proposals 'as set out in Sessional Paper 
#31. Will you agree to the gr&nting of a taVern as out
lined here •. Are you agreed? 

Mr. Shaw, Mr. Thompson and Mr. Watt were agreed. Mr. Boyd 
and Mr. Southam were contrary, Mr. MacKinnon being absent • 
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Mr. Shaw: I can appreciate the difficulties that th~Com
missioner hap. There is no question that. it is. not.as:'e?sy 
as it sounds. I can't name names because I don't; know 
enough people round here but I would suggest a member of 
the retail outlets in Whitehorse, one member of your execu
tive administration and one member of the general public or 
it may be a.person who is good on facts and figures and so 
on and so forth. I would suggest that these people are . 
appointed for a term of two years and are given some'sortof 
a small reta~ner fee. They are given all the information 
and asked to study it and then when an application comes up 
they sit on it and they decide whether they should or should 
not recommend a licence to a particular person. That at. 
least takes it out of the political arena. I think it is 
only fair that one person who sits on that committee should 
understand the liquor retail business. You have a person 
who is one of your executive assistants who should haTe a 
knowledge of how the Government operates and so forth. Then 
the me,ber of the general public could be a person ~ho is 
adept at figures or maybe has some other qualifications. 

Mr. Commissioner: Don't you think you are defeating the 
purpose of your threiman committee if one of them is from 
the retail liquor outlet business. He is obyio~sly going t~ 
be opposed to' any future liquor outlets bepause they ~re all 
opposed to. them now and I don't think he would chang~ h~s 
opinion, so you cou~d obviously write him off in each 
instance as £ar as further applications were concerned~ . 

;" 

Mr. Shaw: I would say that a person from a retail liquor 
outfit· would be able to give their side of the story. There 
is a.person·who is involved in this business. He could.be 
prejudiced. or he could be biase~~t you have the qther two 
people and this thing will have to be settled on logic as 
m~ch as possible. Perhaps it requires a larger commission, 
maybe 5 people so that you don't get an overridi_g part. of 
it but I do feel in all fairness that someone should be 
able to present the::sid~ of t~e people who already have a : 
great· deal of money invested in these hotels'and so forth. 
They are entitled to some consideration. They may come up 
witr a suggestion that might be very help~ul and something 
that could. be put into practical use. I feel very strongly. 
that. they should have some say in it because of their know
ledge' of the particular business. I don't say.that they·· 
should'sway the whole thing'but they'll give the logic in 
relation to their end of· it. 

Mr. Boyd: We are off on another tangent now and we had, 
better get back to where we started because after; you l~ve. 
with this thing fora little while you']l be wrapped up in: 
it like a ball. I.would.suggest that we dispose~of this. 
piece of paper .here at another day. You might go to this· . 
and spend a little time but .dispose of it. That is what 
weare.dealingwith, is·it not? . 

Mr. Chairman: .1 wonder if T. could have your concurrence or 
otherwise with the proposals·as set out in Sessiona~ Paper 
#31. Will you·agree to the grantingot a tavern as out
lined here. Are you agreed? 

Mr. Shaw, Mr.' Thompson and Mr. Watt were agreedo MroBoyd 
and ~r. Southam were contrary, Mr. MacKinnon being absent.; 
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this motion under the circumstances as I have pointed out 
but I think myself that it is unfortunate that I, who knows 
nothing about it, has to cast a decision on it. That'is 
just my opinion. 

er~' 

Mr. Boyd: I am not so sure that they can close d.6i.Jn' of 
their own free wilL I haven't got any books he.re and it 
would maybe take me a while to find out/I am leI to believe /but 
they close down under the pretext of renovatioifs and if you 
have to renovate you have to close down. I m¥y be wrong 
but this is what I am led to believe. You f~lows will 
probably vote this in but I am going to votel against it on 
principle. I have no bones to pick with th~se people but I 
want to see a hotel. I'd like to see thosJ fellows build a 

.1':. 

real hotel. I'd give them a licence and tpree or five years 
tax free if they'd build a thirty room holel out there and 
make it a hotel where we can' serve peopl~ but it no not 
gi ving the public anything just to conve;'t what 1Nas going to 
be a garage into a tavern and we are go~g to stay 'jus~ 
where we are in'the same boat. We'll g't another bne .. 
alungside of them. There is one a mil~ or so down and that 
is having a tough time financing. It fs just goirig too far. 

f ' 
Mr. ('!ommissioRBr: As I have said bef~re, I would like to 
see a liquor committee. I think liqu~r commission is not 
the right term because a liquor' comm~~sion doesn't cost 
$3,000.00 or $4,000.00. It might be [$300,000.00 or 
$400,000.00. You are talking'about ~iquor commissions in 
provino9s involving a few million pe~ple. But if the 
Council would name names as to peopl~. I presume you are 
talking about 3 or 4 people, maybe 5~ Who are they going 
to be, This is not going tb be a permanerit position. They 
are not' goi~g to be paid $6,000.00 o~ $7,000.00 a year. Are 
they goirig to be businessmen? Where' are you Coing to find 
three businessmen· in here who will s~tisfy you people and 
will satisfy·th~ people who are askihg for licences, This, 
committee is not the be arid end all by any means. They are 
going to ask under what rules ahd regulations you wiDh them 
to look. We can't crystal ball gaze. If we had a commit
tee right now, how would'they handle that particular case? 
They'd go back to the votes and proceedings and see that 
Council felt they should look pretty .closeor restrict any 
expansion'of'liquor outlets in the City of Whitehorse. What 
do you want a'cQmmittee to sit for? A committee would just 
say ther~ was no us~ in them sitting amd that they don't 
want any more liquor. I think Councillor Boyd had a com
pletely valid and legitimate reason for saying what he did. 
The lack vf rooms and accomodation in this town is a,very 
serious situation and he was not spouting idle words when he 
said:that tourists are'being diverted from this 6ity. They 
are, and~they have'been for some months because there is'no 
place for them to stay. Hotels in this town aB booked up 
and we do n~ed hotela~ We also have to decide 0hether you 
are going to legislate the liquor business right dOW:1 to the 
letter of the law in all respects as to the number of out
lets and the amount a man will sell and buy for as some 
places do, or'whether you are going to allow it to operate 
as any oth~r business would which you have iudicated you 
would li~e to do in one particular instance. All of these 
things will have to be solved. There is no star rising in 
the east for any committee that will sit under the present 
situation. I will be very happy to hear the names of the 
people that you care to submit to me to sit as a committee 
because other~dse it puts me right on the spot. I have sat 
on these committees before and have had to try and come up 
with a miracle decision. It is a pretty difficult thing to 
do. 
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Mr. Chairman: I will have to then report in Committee that 
Committee, on division, agrees tqthe granting of this 
licence. Where do you wish to proweed from here? 

It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Southam, that the Speaker do now resume his chair and hear 
the report of the Chairman of Committees. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Committee convened at 11:15 a.m. this morning 
to discuss bills, sessional papers, memorandums and motions. 
It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
MacKinnon, that in the opinion of Committee, the Administra
tion be authorized to enter into agreement with Alaska Yukon 
Refiners Ltd. as outlined in Sessional Paper #32. Motion 
carried with Councillor Watt and Councillor Thompson opposed. 
Committee recessed at 12 noon and reconvened at 2 p.m. this 
afternoon. Committee proceeded with Bill #4, the main supply 
bill. I can report progress on Bill 14. It was moved by 
Councillor Thompson, seconded by Councillor Watt, that in 
the opinion of Council, Daylight Saving Time should be insti
tuted in the Yukon Territory to coincide with the Province 
of British Columbia. Motion carried with Mr. Shaw and Mr. 
MacKinnon opposed. 
Committee then considered Sessional Paper #31 related to 
liquor licences. Committee on division agreed to the grant
ing of a tavern licence as outlined in Sessional Paper #31. 
It was moved by Councillor ~oyd, seconded by Councillor 
Southam, that Mr. Speaker do resume the chair and hear the 
report of the Chairman of Committees. Motion carried. 

Council accepted the report of the Chairman of Committees 
and adjourned until 10:00 o'clock a.m. on Monday, March 29th, 
1965. 
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Monday, March 29, 1965 
10: 00 c· clock AoM 0 

Mro Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called to 
order • 

•. " ''U 
, . .J 

The following correspondence was tabled for Council's 
consideration: 

(1) Memorandum from Commissioner Cameron, dated 
regarding Question Noo 2 - Taxes - (Set out 
Paper Noo 33;. 

March 26, 1965, 
as Sessional Sessional 

Paper #33 
(2) Memorandum from Commissioner Cameron, dated March 26, 

regarding Passenger Hazard Coverage on School Buses -
(Set out as Sessional Paper Noo 34) 

1965, 
Sessional 
Paper #34 

Mr. Taylor gave Notice of Motion respecting Basic Minimum 
Wage. 

Notices of 
Motion #25 

Mr. Boyd gave Notice of Motion concerning Land Taxes. #26 

Mr. MacKinnon gave Notice of Motion respecting Payment of #27 
Business Licences. 

Mr. Watt gave Notice ,of Motion respecting the Degree of #28 
Parliamentary Privilege Extended to Territorial Councillors. 

Mr. MacKinnon gave Notice of Motion respecting Outfitters and #29 
Guides. 

Mr. MacKinnon gave Notice of Motion regarding Electrical Wiring 
of Indian Homes. #30 

Mr. Boyd gave Notice of Motion for Production of Papers 
regarding Land Policy, Agriculture, etc. 

Notice of 
Motion P.ofP. 

#5 
Mr. Speaker: Have you anything further on your Motion #1, 
Mr. Southam? 

Mro Southam: Yes, Mro Speaker, I have received the brief from SoP. 
the Him, l'Ull & Smelter Workers and there is a copy for each #35 
Member. I was thinking it should be tabled now. (Set out as 
Sessional Paper No. 35) 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that it is respect
fully requested that Mr. A. Oliver and any other member of 
the Administration be requested to attend Council in Committee 
to discuss Safety Inspector on Construction Jobs in the Yukon 
Territory. 

Mr. Watt: I have had representa~ions made to me concerning 
safety inspection of construction jobs in the Territory and 
this is what prompted me to put in this request to have Mr. 
Oliver, and I believe he is in a position to know if we can 
be of help and to what extent and anyone else that might 
assist us in this matter. It is just a simple request to have 
this discussed in Committee at a time that is convenient for 
Mr. Oliver and anyone else they wish to have present at that 
time. It is pretty well self-explan~tory. 

Mr. Southam' Mr. Speaker, I think, from what I have seen 
going on around the Territory, expecially with the Outside 
contractors, that this is a good idea although I do under
stand Mr. Oliver is the Safety Inspector for the whole 
Territory taking in all industries. I still think we should 
probably have it clarified so we wbuld know if anything does 
happen we would know who to go to. 

MOTION CARRIEDo 
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Mr. MacKinnon directed the following questions to the 
Administration: 

(1) Is the U.S. Government paying tax for the pipeline 
right-of-way extending through the Yukon? If so, ~ow 
much? 

(2) Are U.s. Army vehicles stationed in the Yukon permitted 
to travel on highways without licences? 

Mr. Boyd moved, secol1ded by Mr. Southam, that Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of 
the Whole for the purpose of discussing bills, motions, 
memoranda arid anrthing els~ that might come up. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

In In Committe~ of the Whol~: 
Committee 

Committee proceeded to discuss Motion No~ 3 regarding 
Discuss:im Insurance with Mr. MacKenzie, Terri toriAl.l Treasurer, present. 

Motion j 

#3 Mr. Boyd: The motion is self-explanatlory. It just' seems, 
when you look at the areas, the vast~ess of it, and the manner 
in which our buildingp are scattereA plus the fact that we 
do have considerable'fire protecti~ that we should start and 
assume a little responsibility - aybe some of our risk. I 
cannot see where you can expect t have an overall fire that 
would be classified as disastrou to the financial structure 
of the Yukon and this thing is aying out $50-$60,000. 
premium every year,give it ten years and it is half a 
million dollars. By the time en years comes along it will 
be considerably higher than th t as the premiums will keep 
increasing each year. We are going to spend another few 
million. So, it is getting ou of proportion. I would think 
that this motion is worthy of consideration and I would like 
to hear Mr. MacKenzie's reac 

Mr. MacKenzie: In the first I should like to correct 
a statement in the motion t at we show up a replacement 
valu.e well we do not, we sh wit for what it is going to 
cost us. What cost us a mi lion dollars ten years ago is 
insured today for a million dollars although the replacement 
cost is proba~ly a million nd a half. So we do carry a 
certain amount of risk ourselves. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I remember discussing this at the 
last session and if my memo y serves me right Mr. MacKenzie 
stated that if a building b rns down it will be ~culaced 
period, that's the motive a d the principle of the insurance 
we carry. We run no risk. This is what you led us to 
believe, or led me to belie e, last year •. You stated, I 
am sure, that if a building urned down you (". uld shut your 
eyes. It would be put back ere. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I think, Mr. Chairman, the intention was to 
say that we would get back our full insurance coverage, 1 \ 
think so. I do recollect this point Mr. Boyd mentioned and 
I telephoned Mr. Howard Firth at the time wben we were in 
meeting with the Finance Committee and he confirmed that 
we get back our full coverage but I don't think that I said 
the building would be repl~ced, obviously not. 

Mr. Shaw: I haven't seen the policy so I can't say what the 
terms and conditions are but generally speaking if you have 
a building insured for a certain amoun~ - $5-$20,000., you 
will get that back if it is completely destroyed, less the 
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Mr. MacKinnon directed the following questions to the 
Administration: 

(1) Is the U.S. Government paying tax for the pipeline 
right-of-way extending through the Yukon? If so, tow 
much? 

.) 

(2) Are u.s. Army vehicles stationed in the Yukon permitted 
to travel on highways without licences? 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Southam, that Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of 
the Whole for the purpose of discussing bills, motions, 
memoranda and ahY,thing else that might come up. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

In In Committee of the Whole: 
Committee 

Committee proceeded to discuss Motion No. 3 regarding 
Discussin Insurance with Mr. MacKenzie, Territorial Treasurer, present. 

Motion 
#3 Mr. Boyd: The motion is self-explanatory. It just seems, 

when you look at the areas, the vastness of it, and the manner 
in which our buildings are scattered plus the fact that we 
do have considerable fire protection that we should start and 
assume a little responsibility - maybe some of our risk. I 
cannot see where you can expect to have an overall fire that. 
would be classified as disastrous to the financial structure 
of the Yukon and this thing is paying out $50-$60,000. 
premium every year, give it ten years and it is half a 
million dollars. By the time ten years comes along it will 
be considerably higher than that as the premiums will keep 
increasing each year. We are going to spend another few 
million. So, it is getting out of propo:r:-tion. Iw·()uld thi·nk 
that this motion is worthy of consideration and I would like 
to hear Mr. MacKenzie's reaction. 

Mr. MacKenzie: In the first place I should like to correct 
a statement in the motion that we show up a replacement 
value well we do not, we. show it for what it is going to 
cost us. What cost us a million dollars ten years ago is 
insured today for a million dollars although the replacement 
cost is probably a million and a half. So we do carry a 
certain amount of risk ourselves. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I remember discussing this at the 
last session and if my memory serves me right Mr. MacKenz'ie 
stated that if a building burns down it will be ~~ulaced 
period, that's the motive and the principle of the insurance 
we carry. We run no risk. This is what you led us t.o 
beli~ve, or led me to believe, last yearw You stated~ I 
am s)lre; that if a building burned down. you (', uld shut your 
eyes p ~t would be put back there. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I think, Mr. Chairman, the intention was to 
say that we would get back our full insurance coverage, ~ 
think so. I do recollect this point Mr. Boyd mentioned ahd 
I telephoned Mr. Howai~d F=i-rth at the time when we were in 
meeting with the Finance Committee and he confirmed that 
we get back our full coverage but I don't think that I said 
the building would be repl~ced, obviously not. 

Mr. Shaw: I haven' tae.en the policy so I can't say what the 
terms ,and conditions are but generally speaking if you have 
a building insured for a certain amount '- $5-$20,000., you 
will get that back if it is completely destroyed, less the 
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Monday, March 29, 1965 
10:00 c· clock A.M. 

Mr. Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called to 
order. 

The following correspondence was tabled for Council's 
consideration: 

(1) Memorandum from Commissioner Cameron, dated 
regarding Question No. 2 - Taxes - (Set out 
Paper No. 33). 

March 26, 1965, 
as Sessional Sessional 

Paper #33 

(2) Memorandum from Commissioner Cameron, dated March 26, 
regarding Passenger Hazard Coverage on School Buses -

(Set out as Sessional Paper No. 34) 

1965, 
Sessional 
Paper #34 

i 
Mr. Taylor gave Notice of Motion r~specting Basic Minimum 
Wage. / 

Notices of 
Motion #25 

, 
Mr. Boyd gave Notice of Motion c~Cerning Land Taxes. 

Mr. MacKinnon gave Notice of Motfon respecting Payment of 
Business Licences. l 
Mr. Watt gave Notice of Motion especting the Degree of 
Parliamentary Privilege Extendid to Territorial Councillors. 

Mr. MacKinnon gave Notice of M tion respecting Outfitters and 
Guides. . 

#26 

#27 

#28 

#29 

Mr. MacKinnon gave Notice of M~tion regarding Electrical Wiring 
of Indian Homes. I #30 

Mr. Boyd gave Notice of Motionlfor Production of Papers 
regarding Land Policy, Agriculture, etc. 

Notice of 
Motion P.ofP. 

#5 
Mr. Speaker: Have you anything\further on your Motion #1, 
Mr. Southam? 

Mr. Southam: Yes, Mr. Speaker, 1 have received the brief from S.P. 
the Mi~ Mill & Smelter Workers and there is a copy for each #35 
Member. I was thinking it shou d be tabled now. (Set out as 
Sessional Paper No. 35) 

Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Nutham, that it is respect
fully requested that Mr. A. Oliv r and any other member of 
the Administration be requested t attend Council in Committee 
to discuss Safety Inspector on Co struction Jobs in the Yukon 
Territory. 

Mr. Watt: I have had representa'tion concerning 
safety inspection of construction j bs in the Territory and 
this is what prompted me to put in t is request to have Mr. 
Oliver, and I believe he is iti a po~ition to know if we can 
be of help and to what extent and any e else that might 
assist us in this matter. It is jtist· simple request to have 
this discussed ~n Committee at a tim~ that is convenient for 
Mr. Oliver and anyone else they wlsh to have present at that 
time. It is pretty well self-explan~tory. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker, I think, from what I have seen 
going on around the Territory, expecially with the Outside 
contractors, that this is a good idea although I do under
stand Mr. Oliver is the Safety Inspector for the whole 
Territory taking in all industries. I still think we should 
probably have it clarified so we would kno~ if anything does 
happen we would know who to go to. 

NOTION CARRIED. 
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depreciation value from the time it was constru~ed. They always 
put in a clause for depreciation value. Now whether it is in 
this policy or not I couldn't say. I think though rather than 
- I am not so much concerned with trivialities in this 
particular matter - I would wonder if we pay $60,000. every 
year for fire insura~ce for our property that it is a pretty 
large premium and I am wondering if we and Mr. MacKenzie may 
have these figures, with the objective, my viewpoint is that 
we carry our own insurance. Now over the last 10-20 years 
in 20 years how much have we paid in policies and how much 
have we received in compensation for buildings that have been 
destroyed by fire~ That would be a good yardstick to give us 
an idea about where we are going. Could Mr~ MacKenzie give 
us some idea of that? 

Mr. MacKenzie: I think I can help a little here Mr. Chairman. 
In the past ten years in fire insurance claims we have 
received say a $110,000. Premiums paid now I can't tell you 
that off hand. It would naturally exceed the money we have 
received. It is agreed that we should aim at carrying our 
own risks. It is considered at the present time that we are 
not yet big enough to do so, but we should eliminate as many 
small risks as we can by not renewing policies and letting 
small risks that come up run at our own risk. Fire is the 
big one and it is I think considered that we are not quite 
big enough y'et to carry that ourselves although we are 
rapidly reaching that stage. I would say that Mr. Boyd's 
motion is a very good one and I think I should approach our 
insurance agent and see what can be done in the way of 
alternative forms of coverage with the object of reducing the 
amount of premium we pay. It is a very complex matter and 
would take time to explore and time on the part of ' the 
insurance company. Just , imagine their difficulties here in 
the Yukon we've got a hundred buildings of different types, 
sizes, different types of heating, some with basements some 
without, all at different rates and premiums, each building 
as a separate rate and premium - it would be an enormous job 
to come up with an alternative proposal. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, this is my very point. If I owned a 
bunch of Cats I wouldn't care if one was black or white or 
whether it was worth $5. or $7.00. I would take the average 
and ~ay - now this is all I want out of this bunch and I think 
this is what we should do with our build~~gs - blanket in 
effect and I think':this is not tough,as far as insurance 
compani~s are concerned. We have an area, they can size it 
up, they know what the fire protection is and they can surely 
put a rate on it and we can surely assume that we are never 
going to have ten million - we are insured for ten million 
dollars as I understand it - per year - each year - when we 
can't possibly have this kind of fires. All_we want to do is 
be able to say we don't Vant to have to say this is the building 
it is going to be - put them all in'ihe'sack and I don't think 
y' ,~ \\lill have any trouble Mr. HacKenzie and I am very glad to 
hear you s~~ that you will look into this and endeavor to get 
it down to something. 

Mr. Shaw: In ten years we have had $110,000. loss which was 
paid. Assuming that we are paying $60,000 a year on these 
buildings I don't think in the preceding years that the 
premium has been very little different to that. Had we 
insured ourselves we would have almost half a million dollars 
now in the kitty or at least $400,000. which would be sitting 
there to pay for a building that is going to burn up. In 
another ten years we would have our million dollars right 
there. Where we. have a large installation of one building 
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depreciation value from the time it was constru~ed. They always 
put in a clause f6r depreciation value. Now whether it is in 
this policy or not I couldn't say. I think though rather than 
- I am not so ~uch concerned with trivialities in this 
particular mattet :::. I would wonder if wi» pay $60,000. every 
year for fire insurance for. our property that it is a pretty 
l$lrge premium and I am wondering if we and ~r. MacKenzie may 
have thes,e figure.;:;, with the objective, my;viewpoint is that 
we carry 0MrQwn insurance. Now over the Jast 10-20 years 
in 20 years how much have we paid in poli;cies and how much 
have we received in compensation for buildings that have been 
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destroyed by fiie~ That would be a goor yardstick to give us 
an idea about where we are going. Could Mr. MacKenzie give 

" 

us some idea of that? J 
" 

Mr. MacKenzie: I think. I can help a little here Mr. Chairman. 
In the past, ten years in fire insurante claims we have 
received say Cl. $110,000. Premiumsp</id now" I can't tell you 
that off hand. It would naturally ~,ceed the money we have 
received. It is agreed that we should aim at carrying our 
own risks. It is considerid at the~resent time that we are 
not yet big enough to do so, but we/ShOUld eliminate as many 
small risks as we can by not renewi'g policies and letting 
small risks that come up run at our' own risk., Fire is the 
big one and it is I think consider~~ that we a,re not quite 
big enough yet to carry that ourse~es although we are 
rapidlyreachtng that stage. I wo~ld say that Mr. Boyd's 
motion is a very good one and I th~nk I shou+d approach our 
insurance agent and see what can bi done in the way of 
alternative forms of coverage with~the object of reducing the 
amount of premium we pay. It is a :lver'y complex matter and 
would take time to explore and tim~! on the part of the , 
insurance company. Just imagine t~ir difficulties here in 
the Yukon we've got a hundred buil~ngs of different types, 
sizes, different types of heating, ~ome with basements some 
without, all at different rates andlpremiums, each building 
as a separate rate and premium - it'~ould be an enormous job 
to come up with an alternative propo~al. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, this is my ve;r:y point. If I owned a 
bunch of Cats I wouldn't care if one ~as black or white or 
whether it was worth $5. or $7.00. I~,~Uld take the average 
and say - now this. ~s all I want out of this bunch and I think 
this is what wesh6uld do with our build~~gs - blanket in 
effect and I think this is not tough as far as insurance 
companies are concerned. We have an area, they can size it 
up, they know what the fire protection is and they can surely 
put a rate on it and we can surely assume that we are never 
going to have ten million - we are insured for ten million 
dollars as I understand it - per year - each year - when we 

.can't possibly have this kind of fires. All_we want to do is 
be able to say we don't want to have to say this is the building 
it is going.tq.be - put them all in the sack and I don't think 
y .• 1 will have' any trouble Mr. NacKenzie and I am very glad tci 
hear you say that you will look into this and endeavor to get 
it down to something. 

Mr. Shaw: In ten years we have had $110,000. loss which was 
p~id. Assuming that we are paying $60,000 a year on these 
buildings I don't think in the preceding years that the' 
premium has been very little different to that. Had we 
insured ourselves we would have almost half a million dollars 
now in the kitty or at least $400,000. which would be sitting 
there to pay for a building that is going to burn up. In 
another ten years we would have our million dollars righ{ 
there. Where we have a large installation of one building 
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that is worth that amount of money we have as a rule that in 
an area where there is fairly good fire protection. The 
smaller coverages of $200,000 would be located in smaller 
areas in the Yukon. Of course fire risk is always a risk in 
any event. It appears to me that had we done our own 
insurance we would be well ahead of the game at the present 
time. This $110,000 I believe that would be the Dawson school 
would it not? 

Mr. MacKenzie: $106,000 for the Dawson School and $5,000 for 
a bui~ding at Carmacks. 

Mr. Shaw: This Dawson School was abo~t as big a fire hazard 
as you would get anywhere, it has only been there since 1901 
and you could almost expect something like that to burn up 
in one sau~e because it was so old - the old Wiring, etc. 
They never did determine what set it afire. 

Mr. Boyd: This brings to point another thought, you said 
1901 - that is 60 years ago. That school has been written 
off and paid for three different times money wise. If there 
was no insurance on it at all it wouldn't owe you anything 
as it has paid for itself three times. in the sense of how 
you work your financial structure to get rid of debts or be 
exempt from tax and so ona Mr. MacKenzie please report back 
to us when you can what success you have had. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I certainly will Mr. Boyd. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I would like to ask Mr. MacKenzie if this 
fire policy of the Territorial Government goes up for public 
tender and how many bids have been received. 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, it does not Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. MacKinnon: What is the purpose for that. 

Mr. MacKenzie: There is nothing to be gained I do not think, 
by going to public tender. This is not an old question I 
examined it quite carefully and made some notes on it in 
1962 and have them here. It might be of interest if I read 
them out: liOn the question of obtaining only quotations from 
all interested insurance companies for the risks that the 
Territory takes out, the following points are relevant and 
should be D0nsidered when deciding whether or not to obtain 
quotations: 

I. Only companies represented by agents who are registered and 
are resident in Yukon Territory should be considered eligible 
for the reason that it wou~d be most unfair to receive quotations 
from agents outside the Territory and to find thom gaining the 
business. II I think there is a point to that. 

112. If this restriction is adopted then it will be found that 
only two insurance companies are qualified to quote, namely 
fhe Royal Insurance Company and Yorkshire Corporation Ltd. , 
other companies would be found to be too small to handle it 
without considerable reinsurance. 

3. Only a non-board company would be in a position to quote 
substantially lower rates and only one such company operates 
in the Yukon Territory, namely Wawanesa, and that is too small 
a company to handle our business." 

Another point which is really of interest to me "In order to 
obtain quotations it would be necessary to specify each risk 
to be insured so that there is no' doubt as to what we want 0 

This would be quite a substantial piece of work and would be 
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risky in that there would be the danger of leaving something 
out. The comparison of quotations received would also be 
onerous. It would be the sort of thing for ~hich specialized 
insurance knowledge would be necessary." That is purely of 
secondary importance I think. The big thjng is that the number 
of companies who could quote or attend t9 it are too small or 
few. You would gain nothing. ' 

, 
Mr. MacKinnon: These notes you are 
do~s that relate to 19622 

referring to Mr. MacKenzie, 
! 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, they are applicabJ,i~ today juat ~s they were 
then. The question arose in that yea,r and I investlgated it. 

Mr. Shaw: One point, Mr. 
number of years ago that 
premiums are distributed 
agents in the Yukon. Is 

i 

! 
Chairman, ~ think I was informed a 
the commis~ions arriving from these 
among all the licenced insurance 

a 
that corre'ct? 

t 
Mr. MacKenzie: That is correct Mr. 'Shaw. There are 
them Humme, Rolph Bailey Agency, Ftrth and McCowan. 

four of 
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risky in that· there would be the danger of leaving something 
out. The comparisdn of quotations received would also be 
onerous~· It would be the sort of thing for which specialized 
insurance knowledge would be necessary." That is purely of 
secondary importance I think. The big thing is that the number 
of companies who could quote or attend to it are too small or 
few. You would gain nothing. 

Mr. MacKinnon: These notes you are referring to Mr. MacKenzie, 
dogs that relate to 1962? 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, they are applicable today juat as they were 
then. The question arose in that y6ar and I inve~ii~ated it. 

Mr. Shaw: One point, Mr. Chairman, I think. I was informed a 
number of years ago that the commissions arriving from these 
premium~ are distributed among all the licenced insurance . 
agents in the Yukon. Is that correct? 

Mr. MacKenzie: That is correct Mr. Shaw. There are four of 
them Humme, Rolph Bailey Agency, Firth and McCowan. 
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that is worth that nmount of money we have as a rule that in 
an area where there is fairly good fire protection. The 
smaller coverages of $200,000 would be located in smaller 
areas in the Yukon. Of course fire risk is always a risk in 
any event. It nppears to me that had we done our own 
insurance we would be well ahead of the game at the present 
time. This $110,000 I believe thnt would be the Dawson school 
would it not? 

Mr. MacKenzie: $106,000 for the Dawson School and $5,000 for 
a bui~ding at Carmacks. 

Mr. Shaw: This Dawson School was abbut as big a fire hazard 
as you would get anywhere, it has only been there since 1901 
and you could almost expect something like that to burn up 
in one saUoe because it was so old - the old wiring, etc. 
~hey never did determine what se£ it afire. 

Mr. Boyd: This brings to paint/another thought, you said 
1901 - that is 60 yenrs ago. That school has been written 
off and paid for three differ~ht times money wise. If there 
was no insurance on it at all!it wouldn't owe you anything 
as it has paid for itself thrfoe times in the sense of how 
you work your financial strudture to get rid of debts or be 
exempt from tax nnd so on. ¥r. MacKenzie please report back 
to us when you can what succ~ss you have had. 

" Mr. MacKenzie: I certainly ~ill Mr. Boyd. 
H 

Mr. MacKinnon: I would likeYto ask Mr. MacKenzie if this 
h 

fire policy of the Terri torl~al Government goes up for public 
tender and how many bids h~ye been received. 

if 
Mr. MacKenzie: No, it does ~ot Mr. Chairman. 

;-;:1 

Mr. MacKinnon: What is the ~urpose for that. 

Mr. MacKenzie: There is nothing to be gained I do not think, 
by going to public tender. This is not an old question I 
examined it quite carefully and made some notes on it in 
1962 and have them here. It might be of interest if I read 
them out:"On the question of\obtaining only quotations from 
all interested insurance comp~nies for the risks that the 
Territory takes out, the following points are relevant and 
should be onnsidered when deciding whether or not to obtain 
quotations: 

1. Only companies represented by agents who are registered and 
are resident in Yukon Territory should be considered eligible 
for the reason that it would be most unfair to receive quotations 
from agents outside the Ter.ritory and to find thom gaining the 
business." I think there is n point to that. -"2. If this restriction is adopted then it will be found that 
only two insurance companies are qualified to quote, namely 
fhe Royal Insurance Company and Yorkshire Corporation Ltd., 
other companies would be found to be too small to handle it 
without considerable reinsurance. 

3. Only a non-board company would be in a position to quote 
sUbstantially lower rates and only one such company operntes 
in the Yukon Territory, namely Wawanesa, and that is too small 
a company to handle our business.1! 

Another point which is really of interest to me "In order to 
obtain quotations it would be necessary to specify each risk 
to be insured so that there is no' doubt as to what we want. 
This would be quite a substantial piece of work and would be 
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Committee proceeded to disouss Motion #17, with Commissioner 
Cameron and Mr. M~cKenzie, Territorial Treasurer in attend~nce. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair): Mr. Chairman this 
motio~ was carried' in Council and the motion asked that this 
m~tter be referred to Comm~tt~e of the Whole for discussion. 
While in Ottawa, and prior to going to Ottawa, to discuss this 
I think it generally agreed by most members and most people 
in the Territory the taxes levied this year as a result of 
the reassessment were far, far considerably too high and I 
know it has been recommended by at least one Chamber of 
Commerce that n6body pay there taxes at all. This being 
the Watson Lake Chamber of Commerce until this matter is 
straightened out~ In some cases taxes have doubled and in 
some cases they have tripled. So when we were in Ottawa I 
took the matter up and they said in essence this was purely 
et local matter, for discussion at the, local leveL So this 
is why I bring it to the table today. I pointed out that 
taxes - I know ~n' one of the Hotels in Watson Lake they went 
fro'm $1365.00 in 1963, and :this year their taxes were $3044.00 
for 1964, the taxes have nearly tripled. A residence has 
gone from $145.00 piid in 1963 to' $227.00, 1964. Even a 
little cottage ~ant u~to ~16~OO from $13.00. It was my 

. t.:... . 

understanding that in .. the r'~:ras,sessment that they would take 
the reass~ssad value and theyr~ou1d, in order to arrive at 
the same amount of revenue required, they would reduce the 
mill rate to compensate for this sort,of bu~inesso Still 
the taxes are far too high and I frankly don't know what 
to do about it, but I think something has to be done about 
it because ~he people of the Territory do strongly feel that 
the taxes imposed uppn them are extirbitant!nnd unnecessary. 

Mr. Bo'yd (with Mr. Taylor in the Chair): Mr. Chairman, I 
would find it very difficult to believe Mr. Taylor. I have 
figures here from the Treasury where it shows that the 
taxes' for 1964-65, total 'taxes $20},000.00, and also the 
taxe~'for the ensuing year suppo~ed1y wi1~ be $202,000.00. 
So maybe Mr. Taylor could be wrong. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Southam in the Chair) !Mr. Chairman, 
I can tell you one tting conclusively, and that is these 
figures don't lie, these are tax notices ," and I mi'ght also 
say that throughout the district - I know of no-one whose 
taxes have reduc'ed and they hav'e doubled, and in some cases 
tripled. As I ~ay I just g~abbad three, a residence, a 
business ~ hotel, and a cottage~ but I can certainly go back 
and get ~ots more to substantiate this and if' t~e.8 aeeeeel2lents 
do not reduce, they'have got to increase and if last year 
it was 200,000.00 and this year it is to be $202,000.00 well 
there is something very wrong here, somebody is very wrong, 
and I know it. isn't the people. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask 
Mr. MacKenzie if when he was submitting these figures did 
ha take into consideration the new assessment roll, because 
it is not like the Treasury Department to co~e' up with a 
decrease when everybody is talking about increase and it 
doesn't matter where you go the same thing happ'ens 0 

Commissioner Cameron: Mr. Chairman, I might just say that 
I think what Mr. Boyd is getting at is that Councillor Taylor 
has said that if they have increased doubled and tripled 
which would natu~a1iy make one think that our total taxation 
should be doubled or tripled. This is not the' case, there 
were a lot of places that the taxation was cut down and then 
on the new assessment this is what happens places that 
die off or depreciate, then th~ tax drops, then it is applied 
and built up to the areas that are more desirable and there 
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is more activity and, I don't think that the amount of mone, 
Mr. MacKenzie has 'taken in has doubled or tripled what we 
have taken in in the past. 

Mr. MacKenzie: This figure of $202,041.00 is based upon' the 
revised assessed values. In the second place, Mr. Chairman, 
I should' like .to.' say that w.e ,:' ~_d in fact ':' , reduce our mill 
rate by 4, milJ,s and applie~hthe reduced rate of 32 to the 
revised assessed values. That change produced for the 
Territory$1845.00 more than wa s envisaged. $805.00 more 
than would have been produced on the old values, on the old 
rate, so we tried to produc,e the same amount of money on 
the new assessed value as wE:! would have got on the old one, 
and' we did, " , ! 

, I, ' 
Mr. Boyd: This is real/good, I remember seeing a whole page 
of delinquoQ.ttaxes wgere the Government was, taking the 
land b~8k so they did~'t collect the taxes. Here, Dawson City 
and, elsewhere. It sefms to me that those taxes are being " 
charged up· to you ai" I. My thoughts would be that you've 
go~ your ground back·- do you still want to collect. taxes 
on it too? From us ' from the people - there should ha~e 
been, something some here in the financial 5-year agreement 
to, allow for this, fnd O,f a SUi, t. I,ts all. very well, peop::Le 
don't pay any, taxe, and you .just add it on to - which appears 
tO,be the case - y u are going to hold that land regardless 
of what, but you'v' got the lar,td and you have got the taxes 
too even though'yo ,still own the land. Is this right? 

Mr. MacKenzie: N~" Mr. Chairman, this is not so. If any 
land is sold for, elinqueI;lt taxes then those taxes are 
written off. The are not recovered later on by an increase 
in mi,ll rate or a ything of that sort. It is a loss which 
we sustain. . 

Mr. Shaw: Taxes e something which we all have to look 
forward tp, I don' look forward to them, but we have to 
have them. It see s to me where a business dowJ;l in the 
area of Watson Lak , pays over $3,000.00 a year in taxes -
I q~ite realize th t this property has the value of so much 
and so it is taxed accordingly - what I think has to be 
considered in some ing like this are the actual facts that 
that business in Wa son Lake, I assume is a 4 or 5 months 
business, they may .perate during the winter and manager 
to keep. going, but would imagine that their revenue is 
obtained in just 4 0 5 months. Not a year round business. 
-If .. Jth.e~ ... have" to· pay ver $3,000.00 in taxes - I don't know 
what the property is but I do know that that particular 
building is a fine 10 king establishment and is a credit to 
tt,Le Yukon and to Watso La.ke, but how much can you syphon 
out of the profjts of a 'siness such as that and still 
operate. These people thatacome up from Alberta and other 
places and,assess the property ·of the Yukon Territory they 
assess on some book which they have which is a yardstick 
of assess;ing property in Alberta and British Columbia, How
ever when you get up into the" Yukon Terri tory there are 
many places, Whitehorse may be the one odd exception, whereby 
in the Winter time their business is barely enough to kee~ 
them in business. However their assessment and their taxes 
will be based according to these men who come up - on a 12, 
month peripd of business. What this person pays in relation 
to the amount of prof:i.t, I don't know but it certainly is a 
credible establishment, it is a fine building, to improve 
the standard,S, but when it is improved, up to this point, 
then of course,the taxes mount up,to $2,000.00, $3;000.00, 
$4,000 .. 00 which is an awful.lot to pay, you would have to 
make a profit to pa.y that, amount. It is not possible for 
them to be able to afford to pay such a tax. You also,have 
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is more activity apd Ido~'t think that the amount of mone~ 
Mr. MacKenzie .. has 'taken 'in has doupled or tripled what we 
have taken in in the past. . 

Mr .. MacKenzie: Th'is figure of $202,041.00 is based upon ;the 
rev-ised assessed values. In the second place, Mr. Chairman, 
I should: like .tosay that we " ~_(} in fa.ct ': - , reduce our mill 
rate by4 mills and applied the reduced rate of 32 to the 
revised assessed valuea. That change produced for the 
Territory$1845.00 more than wa s envisaged. '$805.00 more 
than would have been produced on the old values~ on the old 
rate ,: so we tried to produce the same amount of money on, 
the new assessed value as we would have got on the old one, 
and' we did" 

Mr. ,Boyd: This is real good, I remember seeing a whole page 
of' delinquont taxes where the Government was taking the 
land bask so they didn't collect the taxes. Here, Dawson City 
and elsewhere. It seems tome that those taxes are being 
charged up to you and,I. My thoughts would be that you've 
got your ground back - do you still want to collect taxes 
on it too? From u~- from the people - there should have 
been something somewhere .in the financial 5-year agreement 
to allow for, this kind of ~ suit. Its all very well, people 
don't pay any taxes, and you just ~dd it on to ~ which appears 
to be the case -you are going to hold that land regardless 
of what, but you've got the land and you have got the taxes 
too even though· you still own the lando Is this right? 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, Mr. Chairman,this is not sao If any 
land is sold for,delinquellt taxes then those taxes are ., 
written offo They are not recovered later on by an increase 
in mill rate or anything of that sort. It is a loss which 
we sustain. 

Mr. Shaw: Taxes are som!9thing which we all have to look 
forward to, I don't look for\vard to them, but we have to 
have them. It seems to me where a business dow~ in the 
area of Watson Lake, pays over $3,000.00 a year in taxes -
I q~ite realize that this pro~erty has the value of so mU9h 
and so it is taxed acc~rd.ingly - what I think has to be 
considered in something like this are the actual facts that 
that busines~ in W~tson Lake, I assume is a 4 or 5 months 
business, they may ~perate during the winter and manager 
to keep going, but I would imagine that their revenue is 
obtaine~ in just 4 o~ 5 months. Not 'a year round business. 
I£~the¥.have,to.pay over $3,boo.oo in taxes - I don't know 
what the property is - but I do know that that,particular 
building is a fine looking establishment and is a credit to 
t~e' Yukon and to Watson Lake, but. how much can you syphon ' 
out of the profjts of a business such as that and still 
operate. These people thatacome up from Alberta and other 
places and assess the property of the Yukon Territoryt~ey 
assess on some book which they have which iS,a yardstick 
of assess~ngproperty in Alberta and British Columbia, How
ever when you get up into the Yukon Territory there are 
many places, .. Whitehorse may be the one odd exception" whereby 
in the Winter time their business, is barely enqughto keep· 
them in business. However their assessment and their taxes 
will be based according to these men who come up - on a :1,2 
month period of business. What this person pays in relation 
to the amount of profit, I don't know but it certainly is a 
credible establishment, it is a fine building, to improve 
~he standards, but when it is improved, up to this point, 
then of ~oursethe taxes mount up to $2,000.00, $3,000.00, 
$4,000.00 which is an awful lot to pay, you would have to 

,make a profit to p~y that amounto It is not possible for 
them to be able, to afford to pay such a tax. You alsO,have· 
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Committee proceeded to disoussM6tion #17, with Commissioner 
Cameron and Mr. MacKenzie, Territorial Treasurer in attendance. 

Mr. Taylor (with Mr. Boyd in the Chair): Mr. Chairman this 
motion was carried" in Council and the motion asked that this 
matter be referred to Committee of the Whole for discussion. 
While in Ottawa, and prior to" going to Ottawa, to discuss this 
I think it generally agreed by most members and most people 
in the Territory the taxes levied this year as a result of 
the reassessment were far, far considerably too high and I 
know it has been recommended by at least one Chamber of 
Commerce that nobody pay ther~ taxes at all. This being 
the Watson Lake Chamber of Commerce until this matter is 
straightened out. In some cases taxes have doubled and in 
some cases they have tripled. So when we were in Ottawa I 
took the matter up and thei'sai~ in essence this was purely 
a local ma~ter, for disdu~lion at the local level. So this 
1's why I bring it to the t,able today. I pointed out that 
taxes' - I know on one of ~'he Hotels in Watson Lake they went 
from' $1365.00 in 196}, anA this y~ar their taxes were $3044.00 
for 1964, the taxes have &early tripled. A residence has 
gone from $145.00 p~id i4 1963 to $221.00, 1964. E~en a 
little cdttag~ went u~ t' $16.00 from $13.00. It was my 
u~derstanding that in th! reassessment that they would take 
the reassessed value and'they:,would, in order to arrive at , 
the same amount of revenfue required, they would reduce the 
mill ~ate to compensate kor this sort of business. Still 
the taxes' are far too h~igh and I frankly don't know what 
to do about it, but I tijink something has to be done about 
it because ~he people o~ the Territory do strongly feel that 
the taxes imposed upon t1ib.em are exerbitant, and unnecessary. 

"j 

Mr. Boyd (with Mr. TaYIO~ in the Chair): Mr. Chairman, I 
would find it very diffi~ult to believe Mr. Taylor. I have 
figures here from the Tr~asury where it shows that the 
taxes for 1964-65, total~axes $~97,000.00 and also the 
taYes'for the ensuing yeair supposedly will be $202,000.00. 
So maybe Mr.· Taylor could'~be wrong • 

. : 

Mr.' Taylor (with Mr. South~m" in the Chair) Mr. Chairman, 
I can tell you one t)',ing c'6nclusively, and that is these 
figures don't lie, these ar\e' tax notices , and I might also 
say that throughout the district ..:. I know of no-one whose 
taxes have reduced and th~y h~ve dOUbled, ~nd in some cases 
tripled. As I say I. just grapbed three, a residence, a 
business - hotel, and a cotta~e~ but I ~an certainly go back 
and get lots more to substanti:ate this and:tf t:beae aeeeeu!tllents 
do not reduce, they have got to increase ~nd if last year 
it was 200,000~00 and this'year it is to be $202,000.00 well 
there is something very wrong here, somebody is very wrong, 
and I know it isnit the people. ' • 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask 
Mr. MacKenzie if when he was submitting these figures did 
he take into considerati6n the new acisessmentroll; because 
it is not like the Treasury Department 'to come' up with a 
decrease when everybody is talking about increase and it 
doesn't matter where you go the same thing happens. 

Commissioner Cameron: Mr. Chairman, I might just say that 
I think what Mr. Boyd is getting at is that Councillor Taylor 
has said that if they have increased doubled and tripled 
which would naturally make one think that our total taxation 
should be doubled or tripled.' This 'is not the case, there 
we~e a lot of places·that the taxation was cut down and then 
on the new assessment ,this is what happens places that 
die off or depreciate, then the tax drops, then it is applied 
and built up to the areas that are more desirable and there 
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to consider that these pecple, accordingt"o the assessment 
now, pay so much 'foT,the: electric light, so' much for the 
water - if you~ve got wate~ in there yaU get cha~g~d so 
much according to the number of bathrooms you have in the 
place. It might be something to reflect that those bath
rooms that are put in this particular'place are not serviced 
by a municipality, or by the Government in any form, and 
they are taxed on top of what they have providedth!;)ti1selves 
at no cost to the public whatsoever. It comes to ~Pbint 
where this, particular amount seems to be an awfullo.t;: to' 
have to pay. Almost $3,000.00 for a· hotel on the'Hig'hway 
where they have 3 or 4 months of possibly full occupancy _. 
the balance of the time I would imagine they can hardly get 
enough revenue to pay their expenses. It does happen in 
many, many cases. If I had a building which cost $10,000.00 
to build, apIIDximately what would be the assessed value of 
that building, and what would the taxes be? 

Mr. MacKenzie: If the Assessor decided that the fair value 
of that building was the same as the cost value; then the 
taxable value would be 65%0 

Mr. Boyd: It costs 100% on the property? 

Mr. MacKenzie: On the land, yes. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I·believe that Mr. Taylor is not too far 
wrong ~n what he ~aid. I have a letter here that I read to 
Council'so~e days ago, outlining the figur~s ot the incr~ase 
in tax, without any improvement, from $205.36 to $503.00. 

Clerk of'Council represented by Mr. S. Borgundvaag (in his 
capacity as assistant Tax Assessor): The taxable'value 
would not be 65% because a hamlet allowance is always 
applied which may vary from 5% up to a maximum of 45% depend
ing on where the building is in the Territory. For example, 
at Watson Lake the hamlet allowance is 28%. 

Mr. Taylor: Apart from this, I still maintain that there 
has 'been a general increase and this general increase is 
going to bringfa~ more revenue. It ~as to. There seems to 
be a general,increase in land evaluation. I don't' think 
anybody's land could have gone down and I'll teli you why.' 
In'those figures I quoted you, the property value in the' 
case of a residence increased from $3,900.00 to $6,645. 00 
without any improvements being made. The land value went 
from $385.'00 to $450.00 resulting ina tax payable incre~se 
from $145.00 to $227.00. Further on this land business, 
leased land, which the' people could not buy and still 
cannot buy (although I believe they can make application to 
putchas~ if they get a survey done), which oonsisted of a 
little: cottage site on Watson Lake went from $350.00 to 
$45~.OO and the landwerit from $50.00 to $60.00. In other 
words, it seems that everything is going up and Ihav9"yet to 
find one person who can show me where the taxes have dropped. 
Consequently, I can't understand these figures because here 
we 'have everybody with substantial increases in taxation 
doubling and trebling and I can't understand how these 
figures can then be realistic. I can understand last year's 
figure but I certainly 'cannot unde:istand the proposed figure' 
this year. What is really happening is that we'are 'just, 
taxing people right out of the Territory. You 'have to fi~d 
a spot outside to make enough maney to come 'back here and 
live. 
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Mr. MacKenzie: I think we must examine individu~lly re
ductions to offset these individual increases that are men
tioned. Overall we are not coll~cting any mor~ money. 

Mr •. Ta.ylor: Could you tell me of anyone or any group who 
has had a reduction in taxes bs lause I have yet to find them. 

Mr. Boyd: I was in error. I thought these figures I had 
were identical but I do see in the 64/65 figures that· 
Dawson City taxes are in there for ;the tune of '$25,000.00, 
Whitehorse taxes are $48,000.00, s9 there is an increase of 
$75,000.00 over last year's taxes~ 

Mr. Shaw: I don't think that is.the case. I think they 
are referring there' to th~ outskirts of the City Df Dawson 
and the outskirts of the City of! Whitehorse. They have been 
paying taxes on that property f9r quite some time. 

i' 

Mr. Taylor: If we conside-r thaft the peoples' taxes are 
doubling and trebling, then obviously that figure of 
$200,000.00 should be $400,000l~00 or maybe even $500,000.00. 
If we say there have been reddctions in taxation to compen
sate for this somebody must b~ getting a couple of hundred 
thousand dollars in tax reductions and they have not made 
themselves known anywhere in the Territory. Who would 
these people be? Would it b~ for instance a corporation? 

f 
1 

MI Borgundvaag: I can thin~ of a couple offhand. Fo~ 
example,' the pipeline betweeri Mile 918 and Haines Junction. 
was lifted and removed. The~e was a reduction ther~, an' 
assessed value of $112,000.00. Then the refinery at 
Haines Junction, which has depreciated considera.bly since 
1959 and which has also earned a considerable' obsolescence 
factor, als 0 had a considethble reduction in assessment •. 

J 

i· . 
M~. Taylor: This shows over $100,000.00 reduction this 
year over last year but why in the heck should the people of 
the Territory have to pick this up? 

Mr. MacKinnon~ Did I hear correctly when it was stated that 
taxes had dropped at Haines Junction? Nobody that I have 
talked to has tolq me that. They have' increased, nearly 
double what they were, and as a result along the Highway 
there are five places up for sale which you might n~ver get 
your tax on. 

Mr. Boyd: Do those figures for this year include the Muni
cipality or is this $25;000.00 collected at Dawson City from 
people who are not in the Municipality of Dawson Gity? 
Who pays' this kind of money? Can we get some figures that 
are concrete? Can we'getso~8thing to go by? Who knows of 
where people have had taxes decreased to offset the amount 
that we know are increased? There must be some equalizing 
point here if you are going to use these figures as being 
correct. 

Mr. MacKenzie: 
ties at all. 

:These figures do not include the Municipali
They are Territorial property tax. 

Mr. Taylor: I,haveone very basic question to ask on this 
subject,'possibly two. 'Where, and how, can the people of 
the Yukon Territory as a result of this.assessment find 
relief in excessive taxation. These people want the.answers 
and they have got to the point where the Watson Lake Chamber 
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Mr. MacKenzie: I think we must examine individu~lly re
ductions to offset these individual increases that are men
tioned. Overall we are not collecting any more money. 

Mr. Taylor: Could you tell me of anyone or any group who 
has had a reduction in taxes b~ sause I have yet to find them. 

Mr., Boyd: I was in error. I thought these figures I had 
were identical but I do see in the 64/65 figures that 
Dawson City taxes are in there for .the tune of $25,000.00, 
Whitehorse taxes are $48,000.00, so there is an increase of 
$75,000.00 over last year's taxes. 

Mr. Shaw: I don't think that is the ~ase. I think they 
are referring there to the outskirts of the City of Dawson 
and the outskirts of the City ~f Whitehorse. 'They h~ve been 
paying taxes on that property for quite some time.' 

Mr •. Taylor: If·we consider that the peoples' taxes are 
doubling and t~ebling,then obviously that figure of 
$200,000.00 should be $400,000.00 or maybe even $500,000.00. 
If we say there have been reductions in taxation to compen
sate for this somebody must be getting a couple of hundred 
thousand dollars in tax reductions and they have not made 
themselves known anywhere in the ;I:'erritory. Who would 
these people be? Would it be for instance a corporation? 

MIBorgundvaag: I can think of a couple offhand. For 
example,· the pipeline between Mile.9~8 ~nd Haines Junction 
was lifted and removed. There was a reduction there, an· 
assessed value of $112,000.00. Then the refinery at 
Haines Junction, which has depreciated considerably since 
1959 and which has also e~rned'a considerable' obsolescence 
factor, als 0 had a considerable reduction in assessment. 

Mr. Taylor: This shows over $100,000.00 red~ction this 
year over last year but why in the heck should the people of 
the Territory have to pick this up? 

Mr. MacKinnon: ,Did I hear correctly when'it was stated that 
taxes had dropped at Haines Junction? Nobody that I have 
talked to has told me that. They have increased, nearly 
double what they were, and as a result along the Highway 
there are five places up for sale which you might never get 
your tax o~. 

Mr. Boyd: Do those figures for this year include the Muni
cipality or is this $25.000.00 collected at Dawson City from 
people who are not in the Municipality of Dawson ~ity? 
Who pays· this kind of money? .Can we get some figures that 
are concrete? Can we·get.something to go by? Who knows of 
where people have had taxt?s decreased to offset the amount 
that we know are increased? There must be some equalizing 
point here if you are going to use these figures as being 
correct. 

Mr. MacKenzie: 
ties at all. 

·These figures do not include the Municipali
They are Territorial property tax. 

Mr. Taylor: I have one very basic .qu.estion to ask on this 
subject, 'possibly twoo 'Where, and how., can ·the people of 
the Yukon Territory asa result of this.assessment find 
relief in excessive taxationo These people want the .answers 
and they have got to the point where the Watson Lake Chamber 
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to consider 'that these pecple, according to the assessment 
now,'pay so' much·f.or the electric l'ight, so much for the 
water - 'if you "ve gbt' water in there' you get charged so 
much according to the number of bathrooms you have in the 
place. It might be something to reflect that those bath
rooms that are put in this particular place are not serviced 
by a municipality, or by the Government iuany form, and 
they are taxed ~n top of what they have provided themselves 
at no cost to the ~ublic whatsoever. It comes to a point 
where this· particular amount seems to be an awful lot to 
have to pay. Almost $3,000.00 for a hotel on the Highway 
where they have 3 or 4 months of po~sibly full occupancy -
the balance of the time I would imagine they can hardly get 
enough revenue to pay their expenses.t 'It does happeh in 
many, many casei:i. If I had a buildiig which, cost $10,000.00 
to build, ap:r;roximately what would be, the assessedV'alue of 
that building, and what would the t~xes be? 

Mr. MacKenzie: If the Assessor de~ided that the fgir value 
of that building was the same as tliecost value, then the 
taxable value would be 65%. 

Mr. Boyd: It costs 100% on the property? 

Mr. MacKenzie: On the land, yes~ 

Mr. MacKinnon: I believe that Mr. Taylor is not too far 
wrong in what h~ said. I have a~letter here that I read to 
Council' so~e days ago, outlinin~the figures of the increase 
in tax, withciut aby improvement,r from $205.36 to $503.00. 

" [" 
I 

Clerk of Council r~presented by ~r. s. Borgundvaag (in his 
capacity as assistant Tax Asses~p~): The taxable value 
would not be 65%' because a hamlJ't allowance is always ~ 
applied which may vary from 5% u;:p to a maximum of 45% depend
ing on liJ'here'the building is in [the Territory. For example, 
at Watson Lake the hamlet allowarce is 28%. 

, 
Mr. Taylor: Apart from this, I ~till maintain that there 
has been a 'general increase and this general increas~ is 
going to bring far more revenue. \ It has to. There seems to 
be a general.increase in land evaluation. I don't think 
anybody" s land could have gone down and I'll tell you why. 
In 'those figures I quoted you, the property value in the 
case of a residence increased from $3,900.00 to $6,645.00 
without any improvements being mad\~ The land value went 
from ~~85~OO tD $450.00 resulting '~a ~ax payable, ibcrease ' , 
from $145.00 to $227.00. Further 0 th1s land bus1ness, 
leased land, which the' people could\ not buy and still 
cannot buy (although I beJi..eve they can make application to ' 
purchase, if they get a survey done), which oonsisted of a 
lit~~~ c~ttage'site on Watson Lake went from $350.00 to 
$45e;OOl~tid the land went from $50.00 to $60.00. In other 
words, 'it seems that everything is going up and I hav9"yet to 
find one person who can show me where the taxes have dropped. 
Consequently, I can't understand these figures because here 
we :have "eiverybody with substantial increases in taxation' 
doubling and trebling and I dan't 'understand how these 
figures can then be realistic. I can understand last year's 
figurs';but' I 'certainiy cannot undellStand the proposed figure 
this year. What is really happening is that we are 'just 
taxing people right out of the Territory. You have to find 
a spot outside to make enough maney to come back here and 
live. 
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of bom~erc~ has advised e~erybody not t6 pay their taxes 
until this· thing is straightened out •. Sec·~ndly, would the 
Administration adopt·an attitude towards this taxation of 
"Whether you like it or not, you are going to pay it"? 

Mr. Ma~Kenz~e: At.the present moment we have to enforce the 
Ordin~noe as it ~tands. The Ordinance says that a certain 
action sh~ll be taken if the t~xes are not paid. It sh~ll 
go up for auction. It shall go down to the Government and 
so on. We have no choice in the Administration but to carry 
o~t th~ provisions laid down in the Ordinacee. 

Mr. Taylor: This is one way that Bennett could possibly buy 
the Yukon because this might be what could just happen 
because the people just don't have the money. As Councillor 
Shaw pointed out, winter comes along and in that one 
establishment you m~ntioned they have to ~ake out all the 
phones from the ro~msand the switchbo~rd because they can't 
afford to keep this going. How can they afford to pay 
double the taxes to boot? I'm just wondering about my first 
question. Where can we possibly find relief for the general 
public from these excessive taxes? 

Mr. Commissioner: I am interested in Mr. Taylor's last 
questi~n because this is th~ question that has been going 
through:my mind. I can't· sit here and say that I am sat is
fi~d with the taxes. They have been doubled on my own 
house. However, I would like to clarify one or two points. 
In the first place, whether your business is for two months 
or twelve months doesn't enter into it. Taxes are paid for 
certain. services· th~t are given by the Government for 12 
months of the y~a~. The Government expenditures are· greater 
during the winter·as far as snow removal and freeze ups ~nd 
so on are concerned than in the summer. The man that puts 
in his own utility service and is assessed on thenumbe~ of 
bathroom facilities he has, is not paying additional tax f6r 
that. He has put it in himself. This has nothing to do 
with it. This is part of the general assessment. If he was 
using a service that was supplied by a municipality or.by 
the Government, over and above his normal taxation he would 
pay a frontage tax and he would pay operating costs, so 
much per month for ~ater and sewer. There are one or two 

other things that I think we overlooked. In the first place, 
out~ide taxes have gone up at a fantastic rate and I don't 
think there is anybody in the Territory paying taxes equal 
to what they are paying outside (I am t-::.lking about in the 
larger centres). I understand that in the urban areas 
they assess the same way as they do up here, and unfortun
ately the salaries haven't increased in the Yukon. Territory 
to make up for the increase the way they have outside. It 
used·tob~that an individual came up to the Yukon Territory 
and~as e~pi6yed as a truck'driver, or a waitress, or a 
clerk in a.store, and could make half again as much as they 
could ~utside. This is no longer true. In fact, in som~ 
casmthey are paying more in the Provinces than they are 
paying up here. This has come to us in a number of forms 
over the last few moniths. It is becoming serious 0 I don 't 
know what.the answer.is.· It is certainly a nice 'wide .<?Pen-:
ing for 'unions to 'move right in, in alJ, phases of busi:t-iess. 
Private enterprise is not paying the amount of s~lary. We 
have been fooling oursel~es that we ~re now nariowirig the 
gap ?'lot faster than is actual fact, between·the cost of 
living in the Yukon and the cost·of living outside. It is 
not equalS It still costs considerably mo~e to li~e here , 
than it does outside and yet we have not upgraded salaries •. 
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I would +ike to take this back to Ottawa and ask what they 
would,redommend because I know there are a lot of complaints. 
The unfortunate thing is that an awful lot of these com
plaints did not even appear at the Court of Revision. I 
have heard someone say that they didn't even know it was 
being ):leld and this goes back to the old saying,of tlIgp.orance 
is the law of no excuse". It is every individual's re~pon
sibility to understand why he is paying taxes and how he can 
deal with his case. We have a number of complaints on 
rec.ord where the,people did not E1ven go to the Court of 
Revision although they knew it was there. They are now com
pl. 'dning. As the Ordinance states, onee the tax roll is 
laid down that is it and that i~ what we have to follow. I 

" am not trying to justify the priesent tax structure. As I 
say, I am personally not happy/with it and I think the only 
way we could answer your question Mr. Taylor, is that I will 
go to Ottawa with the problem :and ask what they suggest. 
Perhaps we could have anot):ler:assessment, have sQmebody else 
do the assessment. I am not convinced in my own mind that 
this was dQne in t~e best intrrests of the Territory. 

Mr. Taylor: If we do go to qttawa as Mr. Commissioner has 
suggested, I think it would be well to point out that taxa
tion outside.and,taxation in~ide are two vastly different 
things. If you pay these high taxes outside at least you 
get many things for them. P~vement, paid fire protection, 
mail service to your door, s~wer and water, g~rbage collec
tion, in some cases police sJrvices and so on. Property 
values are generally on the ~ncrease in these big urban 
areas outside, whereas here t:hey are just paying excessively 
high taxes on wasteland and th)ere is no encouragement. How 
a young couple can get marrie~ in the Territory in this day 
and age, when faced with this\type of thing, and manage to 
survi"e I just don't know. I\don't see how we can start 
populating the Yukon and upgrctde industry and have nice 
homes and so on. The more yow do, the more you are taxed. 
There is no inrentive for anyb9dy to build or do a thing 
here. I think something shoul~ be done on it and the 
Ottawa level might be the level\, to discuss this at although 
they kiGked it right back to us~here and S:', id that it was 
an internal matter. I think how~ver, that something will 
have to b~ done and I think that\the people are going to 
have to be notified as to what th~ situation is, because 
e~erybody is up in the air. It id a real bone of contention 
right now. 

Mr. Bdyd: I am given to understand that a man with the name 
of Mr. Hislop was here last summe~ and stated that there 
have to be more taxes collected. Out in Vernon for an 
ordinary 50' lot in an ordinary normal home, you pay $80~00 
in taxes on your prope:rty and Y01r lot. ,So it is obvious that 
the objective is, and has been, to get as much money as you 
can without'regard for the people of the Yukon. We pay 
dearly to live here as Mr. Cameron points out. We've been 
kidding ourselves. We are paying plenty of,money to live in 
this place. It's true that we can get out of here and as, 
Mr., Genesse said "We will soon have to get out of heretl. 
For my money,' it is just about time that Ottawa started to 
think in terms of encouragement b~cause if they don't, it 
will be as people say "I'm going to go". There are shining 
examples of it now. People moving who are just,a little 
wary of the long, cold winters and,taxes galore. It is not 
only these taxes they are'faced with. They are faced,with a 
tax ev~ry time they draw a pay cheque. ,Look ~t a r,yroll 
slip. I think you'Jl find at least five deductions on it 
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I would ~iketo take this back to Ottawa and ask what they 
would redommend because I know there are a lot of complaints. 
The unfortunate thing is that an awful lot of these com
plaints did not even appear at the Court of Revision. I 
have heard someone say that they didn't even know it was 
being held and this goes back to the old saying of "Ignorance 
is the law of no excuse". It is every individual's r~~pon
sibility to understand why he is paying taxes and how he can 
deal with his case. We have a number of complaints on 
record where the people did not even go to the Court of 
Revision although they knew it was there. They are now com
p1~ining. As the Ordinance states, onee the tax roll is 
laid down that is it and that is what we have to follow. I 
am not trying to justify the present tax structure. As I 
say, I am personally not happy with it and I think the only 
way we could answer· your question Mr. Taylor, is that I will 
go to Ottawa with the problem and ask what they suggest. 
Perhaps we could have another assessment, have somebody else 
do the assessment., I am not convinced in my own mind that 
this wa~ done in the best interests of the Territory. 

Mr. Taylor: If we do go to Ottawa as Mr. Commissioner has 
suggested, I think it would be well to point out that taxa
tion outside· and tax~tion inside are two vastly different 
things~ If you pay these high taxes outside at least you 
get many things for them. Pavement, paid fire protection, 
mail service to your door, sewer and water, garbage collec
tion, in some cases police services and so on. Property 
values are generally on the increase in these big urban 
areas outside, whereas here they are just paying excessively 
high taxes on w~eland and there is no encouragement. How 
a young couple can get married in the Territory in this day 
and age, when faced with this type of thing, and· manage to 
survi~e I just don't know. I don't see how we can start 
populating the Yukon and upgrade industry and have nice 
homes and so on. The more you do, the more you are taxed. 
There is no inrentive for anybody to build or do a thing 
here. I think something should be.done on it and the 
Ottawa level might be the level to discuss this at. although 
they ki~ked it.right back to us here and s~id that it was 
an internal matter. I think however, that something will 
have to b~ done and I think that the people are going to 
have to be notified as to what thw situation is, ,because 
everybody is up in the air. It is a real bone of contention 
right now. 

Mr. Boyd: I am given to understand that a man with the name 
of Mr. Hislop was here last summer and stated that there 
have to. be more t~xes collect~d. Out in Vernon for an. 
ordinary 50' lot in an ordinary normal home, you pay $80~00 
in. taxes on your propeEY and yo~ lot. So it is obvious that 
the objective is, .a~d has been, to get as much money as you 
can without'regard for the'people of the Yukon. We pay 
dearly to live here as Mr. Cameron points out. We've been 
kidding ourselves. We are paying plenty of money to live in 
this place. It's true that we can. et out of here and as 
Mr.·Genesse said "We will soon have get out of here". 
For my money, it is just about time tho.. started to 
think in terms of encouragement because if don't, it 
will be as people say "I'm going to go". ere are shining 
examples of it now •. People moving liTho are just 0. little 
wary of the' long, cold winters and.to.xes galore. It is not 
only these taxes they are faced with. They are faced with. a 
tax every time they draw a pay cheque. Look at a ffyroll 
slip.· I think you']l find at least five deductions on it 
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of C9mmerce has advised everybody not to pay their taxes 
until this thing is straightened out. Secondly, would the 
Administration adopt an attitude towards this taxation of 
"Whether you like it or not, you are going to pay it"? 

M~. M~~Kenzte: At,the present moment we hav~;to enforce the 
Ordi~~~d~ as it stands. The O~dinance says,ihat a certain 
action sh~ll ~e taken if the taxes are not haid. It shall 
go up for a~ction. It shall go down to thk Government and 
so on. We'have no choice in the Administtation but to carry 
out th~ provisions laid down in the Ordiifacee. 

f 

Mr~ Taylor: This is one way that Bennett could possibly buy 
the Yukon b~6ause this mtght,be what cq,t.ld just happen 
bec~use the:people just don't have the/money. As Councillor 
Shaw pointed out; winter comes along ~hd in that one 
establishment you mentioned they have/to ~ake out ~ll the 
phones from the rooms, and the switchb!bard because" they can't 
afford to keep this going. How can iihey afford to pay 
double the taxes to boot? I'm just ~ondering about my first 
question. Where can we possibly fi~a relief for the general 
p~blic from these excessive taxes? t ' 

:; 

Mr. Commissioner: I am interested ~n Mr. Taylor's iast 
questi9n because this is th? questi~n that has been goirig 
through my'mind. I can't sit here rnd say that I am satis~ 
fied with the taxes. They have be~n doubled on my own , 
house. However, I would like to c~arify one or two points. 
In the first place, whether your b~siness is for two months 
or twelve months doesn't enter int~ it. Taxes are paid for, 
certain services that are given bYj'the Government for 12 
months of the year. ,The Gove~nmen: .. expenditures are greater 
during the winter as far as snow r,moval and freeze ups and 
so on are concerned than in: the su~mer. The man that,puts 
in his own utility service and is ~ssessed on the number of 
bathroom facilities he has,'is not ~aying additional tax for 
that. He has put it in himself. ~;his has nothing to do 
with it. This is part of the gene~al assessment. If he was 
using a service that was supplied bW a municipality or,by 
the Government, over and above his hormal taxation he wou~d 
pay a frontage tax and he would pay\operating costs; so 
much per month for water,and sewer. \ There are one or two 
othe~ things that I think we overlooked. In the fi~st place, 

oritside taxes have gone up at a fant~~tic rate and I'don't 
think there is anybody in the Territoty paying taxes equal 
to what they, are paying outside (I am t~lking about in t~e 
larger centre~). I understand that in the urban are~s·' 
they assess'the sam~way as they do up here, and unfortun
ately the salarie~ haven't increased in the Yukon Territory 
to make up for the,increase the way they have outside. It 
used'to 'be': that an individual came up to the Yukon Territory 
and was employed as a truck driver, or a waitress, or a ' 
clerk in a,store, and could make half again as much as they 
co~ld 9utside. This is no longer true. In fact, in some 
cas$they are paying more in the Provinces than they are 
paying ,up here. This has come to us in a number of forms 
over the last few months. It is becoming seri9us. I don't 
know~ha~.the answer is. It is certainly a nice wide open
ing for'unions to move right in, in all phases of business., 
Prlvate'~~terprise is not paying the amount of s~lary. We 
have been fooling ourselves that we ~re now nar~owing the 
gap ?'lot faster than is actual fact, between the cost of 
livini in the tukon and the cost of living outsid~. It is 
not equal~ It still co~ts considerably more to live here , 
than it does outside and yet we have not upgraded s~laries • 
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before the man gets his net amount. I would go'further and 
say that we the~overnment are just as gui~ty fors6me of , 
these low pRid ~a~~s~ 'There are people working for us who 
are helpless to help themselves but they are men and theyrure 
doing 8 hours work,6ut6eba~se thej are i~ a helpless 
nature or helpless positionCth~y are at the'mercy of such as 
us. If we all have a college ed~cation there are not ~oini 
t6 be any of th~se men and I don't feel that :s6me of these 
college students who walk around here are going to be inclined 
to do the janitor ~ork or any other kind of work~ These 
people are raising families. They can't raise them this way 
and I would sincerely hope that we will come up with some
thing that is a little more encouraging to the people. 

Mr. Commissioner: I would hope that Mr. Boyd wasn't think
ing in his st'atement that the taxeEJ\von' t, go up. Th,e; tax'es 
will go up. They've been going up all over the country, 
allover the world where they do have such thi~gs as taxes, 
and in our new 5 year agreement wher8 wei ~re going to' be 
nego:ating for a considerably larger sum of" money we ',are 
going to have to sh~w that our intent is to r~i$ m6~emoney 
also. :;: think we shou11 probably follow this up and' find 
out if we can't come up \dth some more equitable basis. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I w~uld like to point out that, alons the 
HiGhw~y, these people are provided with no facilities by the 
Government~ You stake a piece of land, build yours~lf up a 
little business and the Government comes along and doubles 
your taxes. "They don't even plough out your yard 0' 

Mr. Watt: Could you give us any more examples of larGe 
reductions ir, the assessed values such as the two that have 
been diven to: us 0 I could leave this as a question w,ith you 
tb see if there are other large areas of reductiori'in any 
parts of the Territory over ~50,000oOO or $60,000,00.,: This 
is so that we could set an idea of what areas in the Terri
tory have had reductions and the total as'sessed valuu to 
make up for this. It was a surprise to me that th~pipeline 
had been assessed at such ~ large amount. When we ~ere in 
Ottawa it was requested that a graph be made (and this is 
included in my report') to draw a paralle .. line be""ween:the 
expenses i~ the Territory which we know are going to eo~p 
and the re~enue. The feeling in ,Ottawa is that if there is 
a rise in expenses in the Territory then there shouldbs'a 
parallel· ~_ine to indicate an increase ,in reventiTe. ' At the 
same time, Ottawa is expecting us, over the next fe~ ie~rs, 
to take over the administration of the hospital here. 
Instead of the Territory paying $25.00 a day, we are expea
ted t~ pay around $40.00 a day and we ars expected to take 
over the 'forestry services. W.' are probably expected to 
take over the administration of some of the mining services 
and possibly more of the maintenance of our roads and high
ways. If W& cannot increase the number of taxpayers in the 
Territory, then the same numbsr of taxpayers are going to be 
burdened with all this which would put many of us J:'ight out 
of business. I think that if Mr. Cameron is contacting 
Ottawa, he should start along the line right now that there 
are an awful lot of people who are objecting to the taxes 
that they are now payin[so If the thought in Ottawa' is to 
carryon as hasbeeri indicated, it is f,oin8 to put us right 
out 6f business and I think that the principle behind 
assessing the cost of living in the Territory with outside 
• ~"~ bonsider the paycheque and offset it with the cost ,of 
living. I would hate to leave this motion of Mr. Taylor's 
now because I think it should be pursued further and I think 
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Mr. Borgnndvaa~ : 

away. We did 
I can answer that last part of it riGht 
actually assess the Camp Takhini area. 

Mr. Shaw: In t e matter of these taxes, I think that the 
philosophy oft xation is. r very important point to ta~e 
into consideraU·on. First of all, so much money has to be 
collected. So a whole b h of assessors are brought in 
and let loose .itoryand they say "We'll need to 
reassess this nd bri g t up to date and we need so much 
money". It i . taken utI of the ,3enara l picture and it 
shows that it requir s so much revenue. If, as happened in 
the Territory just r~ ce ltly, a large block of $100,000.00 
assessed valu has b l~ eni taken off the rolls, another one of 
$50,000.00, t t of 'ours e if reflected. You ge t an equal 
amount throus the w o ~e structure and the people that are 
remaining wil o[ pay more. If there was a substantial 
increase it w . . ld gi e ,it a pe::fection. Howe~e::, taxation 
to me must be based 0 a certaln extent on ablllty to pay. 
If it is not ased 0 hat then some people will have a very 
hard time in rder take a living . We in the Territory, 
for quite som owing how i~portant the tourist 
business is, that we must have better facilities. 
To Get bette~ facili s a considerable amount of money 
must be expe ded. T ut up a building that is creditable 
at all requi es an e nse of possibly $150,000.00. An 
expenditure.t that ~nt of money isn't something that 
you just dra~ out 0 I at. It takes a lot of saving and 
perhaps a 1 1 of pe 1 to put it in and it earns interest 
at so much Po r year you take that $150,000.00 and 
invest it i Yanco dmonton or places like that, the 
possibiliti u will have a much large r volume of 
business. have much Gr ea t er source of revenue 
in order to taxes that are there. When you expend 
or invest t ,000.00 in say qhotel such .as you might 
have at Wa on L e, then you are informed that it is worth 
so much an the ility to invest the money means that you 
have the a 0 pay the taxes each year. If you have 
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that the Territorial Council right now should keep makinG a 
lot of noise about this so that we are heard in Ottawa. I 
would like to pursue this ano I will stay with it as long 
as any member here wants to say something about it. I will 
be Glad to spend time on it and I think it will be time well 
spent. I would like to leave that question with the 
Administration and find out if there are any other large 
areas of taxation assessments that have been reduced so that 
we could have an idea of the slats that had to be picked up 
by home owners and other property owners. I am particularly 
wondering about the Camp Takhini area. What assessemants 
have changed in that area? I know there have· been quite a 
few buildings removed from the area. Has that affected the 
tax structure? 

Mr. Borgnndvaag: I can answer that last part of it right 
awayo We did not actually assess the Camp' Takhini area. 

Mr. Shaw: In the matter of these taxts~ I think that the 
philosophy of taxation is a very important point to ta~e 
into consideration. First of all, so much money has to be 
collected. So a whole bunch of assessors are brought in 
and let loose on the Territory 'and they say "We" 11 need to 
reassess this and bring it up to date and we need so much 
money". It is taken out of the z;enaral picture and it, 
shows that it requires so much revenue. If, as happeped in 
the Territory just recently, a large block of $100,000.00 
assessed·Yalue has been ~aken off the rolls, another one of 
$50,000.00, that oJ course if reflected. You get an equal 
amount through the whole structure and the people that are 
remaining will have to pay mo~e. If there was a substantial 
increase it would give it a perfection. However, taxation 
to me must b~ nased to a certain extent on ability to pay. 
If it is not based on that then some people will have a very 
hard time in order to make a living. We in the Territory, 
for quite some time, knowing how illiportant the tourist 
business is, have B~id that we must have' better facilities. 
To ~et better facilities a considerable a~ount of money 
must be expended. To put up a building that is creditable 
at all requires an expense of possibly $150,000.00. An 
expenditure at that amount of money ~sn't something that 
you just draw out of a hat. It takes a lot of saving and 
perhaps a lot of people to put it in' and it earns interest 
at so much per year. If you take that $150,000.00 and 
invest it in Yancouve~, Edmonton or places like that, the 
possibilities are that you will have a much larger yolume of 
business. You will have a much greater source of revenue 
in order to pay the taxes that are there. When you expend 
or invest this $150,000.00 in say cyhotel such ,as you might 
have at Watson Lake, then you are informed that it is worth 
so much and the ability to invest the money means that you 
have the ability to pay the taxes each year. If yo~ have 
four'month.s of business or 12 months of business, it makes 
no difference. In other words, the philosophy of t~xation. 
is not compatible IVith the actual facts in relation to what 
it cost :s, t'o operate at these various places. When oome
body has to pay over $3,000.00 for a building on the 
Highway, it takes a lot of turnover in order to pay thut 
amount of money for the limited'amount of business. They 
will have to pay quite a large. chunk of interest on the 
money that is invested on it each month apart from other 
ancillary services that are required. In order to pay all 
this, they must have a tremendous volume of business. Whe
ther they have it there or not, I don't know but none the 
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before the man gets his net amount. I would go further and 
say that we the Government are just as guilty for some of 
these low paid wages. TherE are people working for us who 
are helpless to help themsel~es but they are men and they~e 
doing 8 hours work, but because they are in a helpless 
nature or helpless position they are at the mercy of such as 
us. If we all have a college education there are not ~oini 
to be any of these men and I don't feel that some of these 
college students who walk around here are going to be inclined 
to do the janitor ~ork or any other kind of work. These 
people .'ire raising families. They can't raise t:~'l'em this way 
and I w6uld sincerely hope that we will come up!~ith some
thing that is a little more encouraging to th~/people. 

Mr. Commissioner: I would hope that Mr. Boy1' wasn't think
ing in his statement that the taxe,iwon' t go Iup. The taxes 
will go up. They've been going up all ove; the country, 
allover the world where they do have such/thi.tJ;gs as taxes, 
and in'oUr new 5 year agreement where we ~e going to be 
nego:ati~g for a considerably larger sum~. m:oney we are 
gOi.ng. ~o ha:e to show that. our intent is; to. rb.ire more ~oney 
also. I thlnk we shou11 probably followthls up and flnd 
out if we can't come up with some more equitable basis. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I \1I'0uld like to point dlt that, alons the 
Hishway, these people are provided Wi~ no facilities by the 
Gove~n~ent~ You stake a piece of land build yourself up a 
little business and the Government co s along and doubles 
your taxes. They don't even plouSh o'llt your yard. 

Mr. Watt: Could you 3ive us any more examples of larGe 
reductions ir, the assessed values sue, as' the two that have 
been Jiven to' us. I could leave this:as a question with you 
tb see if there are other larse areas' of reduction in any 
parts of' the Territory over $50,000.0 or $60,'OOO~00. This 
is so tha'twe could set an idea of wbJ t areas in the Terri
tory have had reductions and the tot assessed valuu to 
make up for this. It was a surprise 0 m~ that the pipeline 
had been assessed at such a large amo nt. When we were in 
Ottawa it was requested that a graph e made (and this is 
included in my report) to draw a para~lE' _ line be~:ween the 
expenses in the Terri tory '''hich we kn 'ware going to go up .' 
and the revenue. The feelinG in Otta is that if there is 
a rise in expenses in the Territory th,n there should be a ' 
parallel, line to indicate an increase i~revenu~. At the 
same time, Ottawa is expectins us, over :the next few' yea'rs, 
to take over the administration of the h pital here. 
Instead of the Territory paying $25.00 a day, we are expe~
ted to pay around $40.00 a day and we are, expected to take 
over the forestry services 0 Wf' are proba.bly expected to 
take over the administration of some of' the mining services 
and possibly more of the maintenance of our road~ and high
ways. If we cannot increase the number of taxpayers in ihe 
Territory, then the same numbe,r of taxpe,yers ar.e' going' to he 
burdened with all this which would put many of us l'ight out 
of business. I think that if Mr. Cameron is contacting 
Ottawa, he should start along the line richt now that there 
are an awful lot of people who are objectin3 to the ta~es 
that they are now payin~. If the thought in Ottawa is to 
carryon as has been indicated, it is Goin£!: to put us right 
out of business and I think that the principle behind 
assessing th~ cost of living in the Te~rit0ry with outside 
• .:. bonsider the pay cheque and offset it with the cost of 
living. I would hate ~~. ieave this motion of Mr. Taylor's; 
now because I think it should be pursued further and I think 
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less the facts remain that if is quite possible that, if the 
taxes ar~contiriued at this particular rate, when a business 
man comes along he' will say "In the Yukon Territ'ory, where 
you' pay such high costs, it is not' worth putting 'it ifi-' , and 
we end up with a bunch of old shacks and a bunch of'bld 
army buildings, one put on top of the other and those ar~ the 
hotels. It would }ppear that, apart from the ass~ssprs 
going around and assessing', ~hich is necessary ,:t-her'e should 
perhaps be some 'type of a' survey by some economist o~ some 
group of people to determine whether these people can pay 
these kind of taxes. May be, they can. I don't know. It 
looks like a lot to me. I feel that th~re must: b~ some 
incentive to somethinW-like this if you want to. bring some
thing in. I am not saying to give everybody everything. 
I just ask for some incentive, the same way as whe::6. you 
put a mine into production. The Federal Governmep.t recog
nizes that and takes some steps. I am not saying:,that 
tho'se actual steps could be taken but it appear ~'o me that, 
if we want people to invest $150,000.00 in a building and 
are going to char~e them $5,000.00 a year taxes, they'll go 
SO"f'ne-where else. 

Mr. Watt: What yardstick do they use in the Northwest 
Territories for assessing private property? Are there many 
homees ih the Northwest Territorie~. I think o~e of our 
p~oblems:here in the Yukon Territory is that we have so much 
G6~~fri~~nt'owned property that there are only a small number 
of people who are very interested in tax. If everybody 'who 
was living in a Government owned home was in a pr~vate home 
thenybu would find twice a's much holleri~g about'-_ tax~;si:ts 
there is now and' c~msequently yve might get more tax reli-~f 
from Ottawa and more consideratIon from bttawa when they, 
try to scrape up money through' taxation from the resident~ 
of the Territory. ' 

) 

Mr. Borgundvaag: I am not quite sure how they assess in the 
Northwest Territories but I do believe that the~r ordinances 
are similar to ours. I also do believe that assessors'fr6m 
the Department of Municipal Affairs do the assessment in the 
Northwest Territories. 

Mr. Commi~§iCJner: Yes, I understand that the same assessors 
do the'.'Northwest Territories. I should point out, in, regard 
to the other part of Councillor Watt's comments,'that:we " 
receive grants through the Government proper~y to go along 
to makeup our budget.' Don't get the idea:~that when;t;Y:t'~re 
is a GO~6rnment structure here, it is tax free. This is 
where we get additional revenue iJ!l. the form of grants from 
the Federal Govanment • 

• 
Mr. Taylor: There is one question that just arose. When 
employing this new manual which we use as a basis~for 
assessment, I noted that they have shack type dwellings and 
all these different dwellings itemised and they show:pic
tures of typical buildings and in mo~t cases there is ~ave
ment and all those other amenities a~ail~bleo Iri bofupdtirig 
assessments, is the f~ct that these f~bili~ies donr~ exist; 
such as sewer and water and all the other things, taken into 
consideration and is there a reduction m~de on the figures 
and formulas in that manual? 

Mr. Borgundvaag: Yes, there is. In the assessment manual 
it tells us right there whether there are dtilities included 
and not in the rclB. It says in the book that utilities are 
included in the rate. It also tells us how much to deduct • 
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Mr. Watt: Has the Government grant gone .down in the last 
year? If the expected Government grant had gone down a 
couple of hundred thousand dollars then this loss woul<1have 
to be ~:athered through an increa.sein the assessed value in 
other parts. Has this Government grant gond down so that 
this can be made up. 

Mr. Commissioner: To my knowle'd~e, it hasn't gone down and 
it is not bein~ made up by taxation. Mr. MacKenzie could 
enlarge on that. / 

Mr. MacKenzie: I think that municipalities will be mostly 
concerned with this grant. All the federal buildings are in. 
Frankly, I don't know offhand. whethet grants in Whitehorse 
have gone up or down. I would have/to look it up. . , { 

Mr. Watt: I was not necessarily rJferring to.the Federal 
Bui.ding. There are a lot of bUildl" ngs outside the Munici
pali ty of Whitehorse, such a.sCamp', Takhini, Hillcrest, 
Valleyview and there must be mill~ons and millions of . 
assessed dollars there. Hasthet· rant for these areaa out
side the Municipality been decrea. ed at all? If so, by how 
m.ch? . . . . . . . 

Mr. MacKenzie: The only grant t at we receive from tha 
Federal Government in theway:ofltax free buildings is this 
payment at the rate of ~350.0b p~r year for the education of 
Federal children in the Territor~al schools. 

l. 

Mr. Watt: The difference inthelcategories of these two 
grants is that one is consideredla tax that is gathered at 
the local level and the operatiolal. grant is more or less 
considered a Federal contributiorl so if there were 150 .. 
children from the Federal housing areas then our tax would 
possibly go down ••• our revenue ~oUld possibly be reduced 
by $35,000.00 to $50,000.00 if,these figures were right. 
Therefore, this money. would have ~o b,e. recovered in the . 
general assessment. Would that l~e o;f thought be right? 

. \ . 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, it is not so. \Income' from this 
$350.00 has in fact been reduced du~ to the army leaving but 
that has had no effect whl.l.tsoe.ver ori taxation position. It 
simply means that their income is reduced. There is no 
attem~ to r~c?ver the shortage. 

Mr. Boyd: I ~m'interested in this.pipeline that has now 
been lifted. I was seeing that these people paid th~ir 
taxes yearly and they were pai~. . 

Mr. MacKenzie: At the moment arrears to the exten. of about 
$4,000.00 are outstanding and those arrears are covered in . . 
the settlem~nt which was discussed the other day. 

Mr. Boyd: I find it rather strange. that all this pipe worth 
$100,000.00 or so could be bought by the White Pass and 
shipped out of the country. What did they do with the money 
they got for the pipeline? Why didn't they pay·t~eir taxes? 

Mr. MacKenzie: It was bou~ht, I believe, by White· Pass from 
Crown Assets and their normal method of disposal was used • 
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Mr. Watt,: Has the Government grant gone down in the last 
year? If the expected Governwent grant had gone down a 
couple of hundred' thousand dollars then this loss woul9'have 
to be .~:a-thered through an increa·se in, the asse,ssed value in 
other parts. Has this Government grantgond dowfr so that 
this can be made up. 

Mr. Commissioner: To ~y knowled~e, it hasn't gone down and 
it is not being made up by taxation. Mr. MacKenzie could 
enlarge on that. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I think that municipalities will be mostly 
concerned with this grant. All the Federal buildings are in. 
Frankly, I .don't know offhand whether grants in Whitehorse 
have gone up or down. I would !lave to look it .up .. 

Mr .. Watt: I was not necessarily referring to the Federal 
Buiding. There are a lot of buildings outside. the Munici
pality of Whitehorse, such as Camp Takhini, Hillcrest, 
Valleyview and there must be' millions and millions of . 
assessed dollars there. Has the Grant for these areaa out
side the Municipality been decreased at all? If so, by how 
m .. ch? 

Mr. MacKen~ie: The only grant that we receive from the 
Federal Government in the . .way· .o.f tax fr·ee buildings is this 
payment at the rate of $350.00 per year for the education of 
Federal children in the Terri t or.ial schools. 

Mr. Watt: The difference in the categories of these two 
grants is that one is considered a tax that. is gathered at 
the local level and the Dperational grant is more or less 
considered a Federal contribution so if there were 150 
children from the Federal housing areas then our tax would 
possibly go down ••• our revenue would possibly be reduced 
by $35,000.00 to $50,000.00 if, these figures ~ere right. 
Therefore, this money would have to be recovered in the 
general assessment. Would that line of thought be right? 

Mr. MacKenzie: No, it is not so. Income from this 
$350.00 has in fact been reduced due to the army leaving but 
that has had no effect wha.tsoever on taxation position. It 
simply means that their income is reduced. There is no 
attem~ to r~c?ver the shortage .•. 

Mr. Boyd: I am'interested in this pipsline that has now 
been lifted. I was seeing that these.people paid their 
taxes yearly. and they were pai~~ 

Mr. MacKenzie: At the moment arrears to the exten~ of about 
$4,000.00 are outstanding and those arrears are covered in 
the settlement which was discussed the other day. 

Mr. Boyd: I find it rather strange·that all this'pipe worth 
$100,000.00 or so could be bought by the White .Pass and 
shipped o~t of the country. What did they do with the money 
they got for the pipeline? Why didn't they pay·t4eir taxes? 

Mr. MacKenzie: It was bou~ht, I believe, by White'Pass from 
Crown Assets and their normal method of disposal was used • 
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less th~ facts remain that if is quite possible that, if the 
taxes are continued at this particular rate, when a busi:ness 
man comes along he will S,o.y "In the Yukon Territory, where 
you pay such high costs, it is not worth putting it irt", and 
we end up with a bunch of old sha6ks and a ~unch of old ; 
army buildings, one put on top of the other and those ~r~ the 
hotels. It would !ppeo.r that, apart from the assessors 
going around and assessing, \Nhich is necessa'ry,' .there should 
perhaps be some type of a surv~~ by ~ome Bconomist or some 
group of people to determine whether these people can pay 
these kind of taxes. May be they can. I don't know. It 
looks like a lot to me. I feel that there must: be some 
incentive to somethingi.l.ike this if you w,ant to. bring some
thing in. I am no·t saying to give everybody everythi'ng. 
I just ask fOr some incentive, the same/way as when you 
put a mine into production. The Feder~l Government recog
nize~ that and takes some steps. I am!no~ saying that . 
thci~e actu~l steps co~ld be taken but ~t appear to me th~t; 
if we want people 'to invest $150,000.0'0 'in a building and' . 
are going to charge them $5,000.00 a Je~r taxes, they'll go 
scime:1tlhere else. 

, 
Mr. Watt: What yardstick do they us~ in the Northwest 
Territories for assessing ,private proJperty? Are .there many 
hom~es . ip. the Northwest Terri to~ies. II think ohe of our 
probl~~~ here in the Yukon Territory~s tha~ w~ have so much 
Gdver'nment' owned property th13.t t):J.ere lare only a small number 
of people who are very interested inltax. If everybody who 
was living in a Government owned hom~ was in a private home 
then you wo~ld find twice as much ):J.o~leri~g about taxes as 
there is noW-and consequently !Ie migh~ get more tax relief' 
from ottawa and more consideration frbm Ottawa when they: 
try to scrape up money through, taxation from the residert'ts, 

. . I 

• 

of the Territory. ; 

Mr. Borgundvang: I am not quite sure now they pssess in the 
Northwest Territories but I db believe ~ho.t their ordinances 
o.re similar to ours. I o.lso do believe\that assessor~ from 
th:e Department of Municipal Affairs dq t'p,e assessment in the 
Northwest Territories. ' , 

'\ 

Mr. Commissioner: Yes, I understand. that the same assessors 
do the Northwest Territori~s. I should point out, in regard 
to the other part of Councillor Watt's comments,' that:~e 
receive grants through the Gpvernment property to go along 
to make up our budget.' Don't get the ide~ that when:i~~re 
is a Government structure h~re, it is tax f~ee. Thi~is 
where we get additional revenue i~ the form of grants from 
the Federal Govanment • 

• 
Mr. Taylor: There is one question that just arose. When 
employing this new manual which we use as a basis'for 
assessment, I noted that they have ahack type dwellings and 
all these different dwellings itemised and they show pic
tures of typical buildings and in most cases there is pave
ment and all those other, ameni ties available. ' In c6mpttting 
assessments, is the fncttha t these faci·lities don't exist 
such as sewer and water and all the other things, taken into 
consideration and is ,there a reduction made on the figures 
and formulas in that manual? ' 

Mr. Borgundvaag: Yes, there is. In the assessment manual 
it tells us right there whether there are dtilities included 
and not in the r~. It says in the book that utilities are 
included in the rate. It also tells us how much to deduct • 
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Mr. Thompson: I am inthe same boat as everybody else and 
so is the majority of people in my constituency. Firstly, 
like the Commissioner, my taxes have doubled this year and 
if the phone calJ.s I've got regarding this are any criterion 
••• everybody else's in the neighbourhood have gone up pr'o
portionately. At the Fall Session last year we were led to 
believe that the last year's Tax Assessment Roll amounted to 
something like $5,000,000.00. Thi~ was the amount from which 
our taxes could be received. In other words, the amount of 
money that we could expect taxes from amount ed to 
$5,000,000.00 and we, as a Territorial Council, sat here and 
argued for 3 or 4 days that we did not want the overall 
revenue from taxes to be increased, and they felt that' with 
an increased amount of taxable revenue thi~ would conceive
ably be •. ~ can't find it here infront of me but it ~eems 
to me tha~ thi~ new taxable a~ount was something like 
$6,000,000~OO or a difference of $500,000.00 or some such 
figure in added t'axable revenue. In other words, there 
wasn't a decrease. We should not have had to be required 
to cover for any decrease so therefore if the amount of money 
is over and above that of last year, and our mill rate i~ 
still down, why are all our taxes doubled? These are the 
figures that I have in the back of my mind. When you are 
away from a municipality in 9 times out of 10 you are 
required to supply your own services. The Commissioner has 
pointed out that thi~ is not aetually taxable because you 
dont have it, but in the assessment you are taxed one way 
or the other. You put it in yourself and you have it so 
you are assessed this much more for it. ~t may not sound 
like tax but it is in the as~essment and 'therefor~ it still 
comes out as tax. I feel that these are detriment~ in the 
long run because in places like this, you can't get Central 
Mortgage and Housing Loans to bu·ild. This detracts from an 
area. This keeps out a certain amount of people who. would 
otherwise build so here again you are keeping out potential 
taxpayers instead of stimulating interest. 

Mr. MacKenaie: I can comment en this I think. The old 
assessed values were $5,500,000.00 and the revi~e'd "ai3Bes3sd 
values were $6,0,00,003.00 so we have an increase of ' 
$800,000.00. On the old assessed values at the mill rate 
we would have cha~~ad, had there been nor~vision at ~ll, 
we would have prodaced $200,057.00 in the way of tax profit. 
We have these devised values and we didn't'w~nt as a result 
of the Fall Sessien of Council to increase eut inceme 
beyond this $200,000.00 so the mill rates were reduded to 
produce $201,903.00. Wh'at we have gained is $1,800.00 as I 
said earlier on and the reason for the gain is that it is 
so small you cannet arrive at an easily werkable mill rat~ 
to knock it out. 

Mr. Taylor: I think there is one thing that becomes 
abundantly clear and that is the fact that somehow we have 
got to come to seme arrangement whereby, if somebody wants 
to go and pick up a pfpeline the restef the Territory have 
to pick'up'~he tab fer this. A thin~ like this makes toe' 
great an i~pact en a small ecoremy.' If it was oti~side in 
one ef the previnces it weuld not have that impert. I 
think that is ene point that .sheuld be stressed v,ery 
strongly in yeur deli~.' eratiens in Ottawa. We ha,ve get to. 
be abl~ to. AJ back to. the people in a very short~e~iod of 
time and give them an answer because they are reluctant to. 
pay their taxes and I think they are justified in taking 
this view at the present time because ••• 
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Mr~ Shaw: I don't know of any instances where the taxes 
have increased exdept what I have ha~rd around the table. 
However ~ I just danno.t see how we can [",tid up 2 and 2 and get 
10. There must have been some huge blocks of property 
which you would think would have been deleted from some 
place and yet we could still have an increase in assessed 
value and we could still have lost 50% of our taxable pro
pe~y because the increase in assessment would have been 
reflected in the new assessment on a total value and it 
would appear to me there is a large block of taxes that have 
either been dropped below or gone out of the tax bill to 
make up for t~e baiance of the increas~ from what is 
remaining with an increased assessment: 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. MacKenzie stated that ~and that. was taken 
back because the taxes were not paid b~came a straight losso , 
There is no such thing because if it/was a straight loss 
and you increased the rate oftaxatiop your tax receipts for 
this year would be down by the amouryt of people who have 
disappeared or whose taxes have not/been paid. You have 
charged it back to those of us who I:tre living here and this 
is where I made the point. There s;hould be. something in the 
5 year agreement to take care of t~is kind of a situation. 
You are not losing the money and w~ are paying it and I 
think this is something for Ottawafto consider. They should 
have had this taken into their 5 y~ar agreement for consi
deration. We are behind the irendlinsofar as increaooin 
wages is concerned but we are expe¢ted to go above the 
trend when it c6mes to .taxes and I~hope Mr. Cameron will gO 
there ana will be prepared to let the people know wher.e we 
stand in this tax situation. 

Mr. Taylor resumes the Chair. 

Mr. Commissioner: How is it that they decided to change 
their method of assessing? What wap wrong with the old 
method? 

Mr. BO.t'~llc.dTa~g: First of all they changed the manual 
because the new manual was so much more complete. In the 
old manual there was one description of abuilding that 
could fit a great number of buildings. In the new manuil 
it~as broken down. It was easier to get a deeper assess
ment. Possibly the most important reason 'was that the old 
manual was based on 1942 r.eplacement costs so if they used 
the old manual they would have to add a considerable per
centage to bring it up to the 65% which is what is called 
for. The new manual gave us 1957 replacement costs which 
were very close to the 1965 costs. There are two good 
reasons. There is more detail and it is an assessm~nt 
which is equal to 65%. 

Mr. Chairman: Would the taxes of any large corporation 
have decreased appreciably? I am thinking in view of wl.at 
Councillor Boyd has said and also the f·act that .our mill 
rate is down by a lot which makes t·his all the more compli
cated. Have White Pass resulted in a ~reat reduction in 
taxes? 

Mr. MacKenzie: I have been trying to t.hink if there are 
any explanations for this and I can't think of an'y large 
reductions 0 .' 
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Mr. Shaw: I don't know of any instances-where the taxes 
ha v~, increased except what I have haard around the table. 
However, I just cannot see how we can ~1d up 2 and 2 and get 
10. There must have been some huge blocks of property 
which you would think would have been deleted from some 
place and yet we could still have an increase in ass~ssed 
value and we could still have lost 50% of our taxable pro
perty because the increase in assessment would have been 
reflected in the riew assessment on a total value and it 
would appear to me there is a large block of taxes that have 
either been drppp~d below or gone out of. the tax bill to 
make up for the balance of the increase from what is 
remaining with an increased assessment. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. MacKenzie stated that land that was taken 
back because the taxes were' notp3.id became a straight loss. 
There is nO,such thing pecause if it was a straight loss 
and you increased the,rate ~taxation your tax receipt~ tor 
this year would be down by the amount of people who have, 
disappeared or whose taxes have n6t been paid. You have 
charged it back to those of us who are living here and this 
is ~here I made the point'. There ,should be something in the 
5 year agreement to take care of this kind of a situation. ' 
You are not losing the money and we· are paying it and I 
think this is, something for Ottawa to consider. They should, 
have had this taken into their 5 year agreement for consi
deration. We are behind the trend insofar as increaooin 
wages is concerned but we are expected to go above the 
trend when it comes to taxes a~d I hope Mr. Cameron will go 
there ana will be prepared to let the people know where we 
stand in this tax situation. 

Mr. Taylor resumes the Chair. 

Mr. Commissioner: How is it that they decided to changEl 
their method of assessing? ' What was wrong with the old 
method? ' 

Mr. BO.t"8uudTaag: First of all they changed the manual 
because the new manual was so much mo~~ complete. In the 
old manual there was one description of a building that 
could fit a great number of buildings. In ,the new manual 
it was, broken down. It w-as easier to get a deeper assess
ment. Possibly the, most important reason 'was that the old 
manual was based on 1942 replacement costs so if they used 
the old manual they would have to add a considerable per~ 
centage to bring it up to the 65% which is what is called 
for. ' The new manual gave us 1957 replacement costs~ which 
were very close to the 1965 costs. There are two good 
reasons. There is more detail and it is an assessm~nt 
which is equal to 65%. 

Mr. Chairman: Would the taxes of ,any large corporation 
ha ve decreased apprec.iably? I am thinking in view of wr.a t 
Councillor Boyd has said and also the, fact that our mill 
rate is down by a lot which makes this all the morecompli
cated. Have White Pass resulte'd ina,[;reat reduction in 
taxes? 

Mr. MacKenzie: I have been trying to ,~hink if there are: 
any explanations for this and I can't think ,of ai;\Y large 
reductions. ' . 
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Mr. Thompson: I am inthe same boat as everybody else and 
so ,is the majority of people in my constituency. Firstly, 
like the Commissioner, my taxes have doubled this year and 
if the phone calls I've got regarding this are any criterion 
••• everybody else's in the neighbourhood have gone up pro
portionately. At the Fall Session last year we were led to 
believe that the last year's Tax Assessment Roll amounted to 
something like $5,000,000.00. This was the amount from which 
our taxes could be received. In other words, the amount of 
money that we could expect taxes from amount ed to 
$5,000,000.00 and we, as a Territorial Coun~il, sat here and 
argued for 3 or 4 days that we did not want/the overall 
revenue from taxes to be increased, and thl~y felt that with 
an increased amount of taxable revenue thfs would conceive
ably be. I can't find it here infront oime but it seems 
to me that this new taxable amount was stmething like 
$6,000,000.00 or a difference of $500'OlO.00 or some, such 
figure in added taxable revenue. In ot er words, there 
wasn't a decrease. We should not have ad to be required , 
to cover for any decrease so therefore/if the amount, of money 
is over and above that of last year, ~d our mill rate is 
still down, why are all our taxes dou~led? These are the 
figures that I have in the back of 'my I mind. When you are 
away from a municipality in 9 times opt of 10 you are 
required to supply your own services.' The Commissioner has 
pointed out that this is not actuall taxable because you 
dont have it, but in the assessment ou are taxed one way 
or the other. You put it in yoursel and you have it so 
you are assessed this much more fort. Jt may not sound 
like tax but it is in the assessment and therefore it Btill 
comes out as tax. I feel that these are detriments in the 
long run because in places like th~s you can't get Central 
Mortgage and Housing Loans to bu'ild. This detracts from an 
area. This keeps out a certain amou .t of people .who would 
otherwise build so here again you ar ' keepirig out potential 
taxpayers instead of stimulating inte est. 

Mr. MacKenaie: I can comment on this\I think. .~he.. ?fd 
assessed values were $5,500,000.00 and the r~vised ~s~~a~ed 
values were $6,000,003.00 so we have ah increase of 
$800,000.00. On the old assessed valu~~ at the mill rate 
we would have char~dd, had there been no'rev~sion at all, 
we would have produced $200,057.00 ~n the way of tax profit. 
We have these devised values and we didn't want as a result 
of the Fall Session ~fCouncil to increase out income 
beyond this $200,006.00 so the mill r~tes were r~duced to 
produc,e $201,903.00. What we have gained is $1,800.00 as I 
said earlier on and the reason for the gain is that it is 
so small you cannot arrive at a~ easily workable mill rate 
to knock it outo 

Mr. Taylor: I think there is one thing that becomes 
abundantly clear and that is the fact that somehow we have 
got to come to' some arrangement whereby, if somebody wants 
to go and pick up a pi~eline the rest of the Territory have 
to pick up the tab for this. A thin(~ like th.is makes too 
great an impact on a small ecrnomy. If it was outside in 
one of the provinces it would not have that import. I 
think that is one point that should be stressed very 
strongly in your deli~9ration~ in Ottawa. We have got to 
be able to A~ back to the people in a very short period of 
time and give them an answer because they are reluctant to 
pay their taxes and I think they are justified in taking 
this view at the present time because ••• 
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Mr. Watt: Wouldn't the chan~e in thenBthod of assessing the 
land at Cara:oss cou:\t for a building reduction? It would 
account for some reduction. It astounded~e that Mr. Shaw 
asked ,whether these increases in taxes throughout the 
Territory were an actual fact. I kriow I have had a lot of 
compl~ints in my area. Did they take this assessment all 
over the Territory or just part of the Territory? Do you 
tax the Haines pipeline and the buildings that Co with it, 
and ,if so to what extent? Is that considered revenue raised 
in the Territory? 

Mr. Borgundvaag: Yes, we do assess one pipeJ.ine that is 
held by the White Pass. As far as the assessmerit is con
cerned the same manual and the same peopl& go ,allover the 
Terr~tory. The only difference as I meriti6ned before, is a 
certain hamlet allowance which is ap~~i~d to the improvement 
depending upon where it is. ' " 

Mr. Watt: You gave us the wrong pipeline. I meant the 
Haines pipeline and the buildings that are attached to it. 

Mr. Borgundvaag: I couldn't answe~th~t offhand. I would 
have to look it up. 

Mr. Shaw: I didn't say that I doubted these things. I 
inferred that I didn't have fadtual evidenc~ irifront of me. 

,Mr. Chairman~ Would Committee be agreed if I noted this in 
the r~port that ,tbe Administration referred' this m'ci:'fter to 
Ottawa for f~~ther advice and c~n~iderat{~~? Would'this 

. , ' ' 

meet with your approval? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 
ll! 

Mr., Thompson: We brouc;ht this up ,when we were down 'there' 
~n~ we gO~ :the answer that this wa~ a iocai problem and they 
wa~~~J ~o ~art of it, so to me thii is just a perpetuation 
of'the old merry-go-round. By all ,m~ans let them become 
aware' of it or know our feelinGs qnit but I don't think 
th~~;the Qommissioner is going to 60me ba6k with any cut and 
dri~d proposal. I feel that if,the~e is a~y answer to be 
found, it is going to be have to be done ri~ht here. 

Mr. Commissioner: I can rorrect that, because there is 
nobody here whohas any power to change it. It is law now, 
and what I want to find out is how do we go about correcting 
it. When it was brought up in Ottawa, we hadn't had a dis
cussion such as this and the fire was still building up as 
far as irate taxpayers were concerned. There is nothing 
that we can do here. We can't turn arouddand,Say that we 
will change it all and go back to the old system. I have to 
ha~e some direction from Ottawa as to 0 •• I ~ould like them 
to appoint 2 or 3 people to come in and give us an idea how 
tax assesslment should be dOne. There must be some way out 
of it but we don't have the answers here. 

Mr. Watt: I think that we assess the mill rate at this 
level here, the Territorial level, and I for one fe~l that 
it is better off for the Territory to be broke than every
body in the Territory. If the Territory found itself a 
bit short of money we could cut down our overhead or increase 
our grant from Ottawa. I think most of the people in the 
Territory feel the same way. 
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Mr. Commissioner: This is all well.and good. I wo~ldn't 
object to that except under the 5 year agre~ment which says 
that we will raise so much mon~y in. or4ef to get so much 
money, so if we turn atound and say. that we ar~ not pre
pared to raise that much money, then Ottawa is quite with~n 
its rights to say that they are not prepared to honour 
their side of the agreement sb.~e would be not .0Qly bankrupt 
bu~ doubly bankrupt. It is a little more involved than that. 
If there was any way that we could lighten the,.load and if 
Ottaw~ can come along and way that we have ih~ir permission 
to aliow the tax relief then this is fine. l have no 
objection to it. 

Mr. Chairman: In view of the urgency of :the situation, and 
in view of the fact that we have to. be. alhe to let the 
people 'of the Yukon know what to .do. (as /1 say, many of them 
are refusing to pay their taxes), how .. ~pon do you think we . 
could get a reply from Ottawa and be a¥le to formulate 
something. I 
Mr. Commissioner: I am afraid that jJ~ t'he $64.00 question. 
I'll dig up what information we have/on it and .get .the 
information out tomorrow if I can. I , 
Mr. Thompson: If the people do no4pay their :taxes .an~it 
relates back to the Territory, thi, again will lower YQur 
grant so you will ~e no further ah~ad. 

. .' ,: . 
Mr •. MacK~lHde :·When the question of, reducing mill rates 
was under consideration because 0, the high increa,ses in 
assessed values, Ottawa required 'hat the new mill rates 
produce th~ same amount of money FS would have been produced 
had there been no revision of va~ues. 

j' 
j, 

Mr. Shaw: I just hope that whenj:the Commissioner goes to 
Ottawa, he will have the minuteslof this committee with him. 
Perhaps it may give some indication to the economic experts 
in that area as to some of the t.inking; Pe~h~ps the philo
sophy of taxes in a position sucl'). as this might have some 
merit in view of the existing aroial conditions .of how much 

/. 
money you have and how much monex the people haven't got, . 
the amount of business that is ca.r.ried on, for what period 
of time and all these other factors. I think that that is 
where the start should be made. We should have a real stu<;ly 
of the thing to find ocit •.•• and 60me up po~sibly with some 
fo~mula that will provide a littli.inceritive for investment 
in the Territory rather than the opPQsite which is what is 
happening right now. There is no question about it. 

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if Mr. MacKenzie ~ould like to be 
excused at this tim~? I believe the next item is dust con
trol. Would you require Mr. Commissio~er for dts~ussion on 
dust cont~cl?' . 

It was decided that Mr. Commissioner would not be required 
for dust cont~ and he and Mr. MacKenzie left the room. 

Committee recessed for lunch • . 
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Mr. Commissioner: This is all well and, go.od. I wou.ldn' t 
object to ~hat except under the 5 year agreement, ~hich says 
that we will raise so mudh money i~ order 'to get SO ~uch 
money, so ~f we turn atound and say, that we are not pre~ 
pared to raise that much money, then Ottawa is quite with:in 
its rights to say that they are .not prepared to honour 
the:ir side of the agreement s6 we would be not .only bankrupt 
but do~bly bankrupt. Itii a little mo~e involved tha~that. 
If there was any way that we could lighten the load and if 
Ottawa can come along and say that we have their permission 
to allow the tax relief then this is fine. I have no 
objectioh to it. 

Mr. Chairman: In view 01 the urgency of the situation, and 
in view of the fact .that we have to be a~Le to let the 
people 'of the Yukon know what to do (as I say, many of them 
are refusing to pay their taxes), how soon do you think we 
could get a reply from Ottawa and be able to formulate 
something. 

Mr. Commissioner: I am afraid that is the $64.00 question. 
I'll dig up what information we have on it and get the 
information out tomorrow if I can. ' 

Mr. Thompson~ If the people do not pay their taxes ,and it 
relates back to the Territory, this again will lower your' 
grant so you will be no furfher ahead. 

Mr. MacK(:I~Bie: When .the question of reducing mill rCl.tes 
was under consideration because of the high increases in 
assessed values, Ottawa required that the new. mill rates 
produce the same amount of money as would have been produced 
had there been no revision of values. 

Mr. Shaw: I just hope that when the Commissioner goes to 
Ottawa, he will have the minutes of this commit~ee with him. 
Perha~s it may give some indication to the economic experts 
in that area as to some of the thinking; Perhaps the philo
sophy of taxes in a position such as this might have some 
merit in view of the existing aclual condit,ions ,of how much 
money you have and how much money the people haven't got, 
the amount of business that is carried on, for what period 
of time and all these other factors. I think that that is 
where the start should be made. We should have a real study 
of the thing to find out ••• and come u.p possibly with some 
formula that will provide a little incentive for investment 
in the Territory rather than the opposite which is what is 
happening right now. There is no question about .:it. 

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if Mr. MacKenzie would like to be 
excused at this time? I believe the next item is dust con
trol. Would you require Mr. Commissioner for discussion on 
dust control? 

It was decided that Mr. Commissioner would not be required 
for dust cont~ and he and Mr. MacKenzie left the room. 

Committe~ recessed for lunch. 
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Mr. Watt:. Wouldn't the chance in the~thod of aS$essing the 
land at Cara:oss COUllt for a buildin$ redpctio.n? It. would 
account for some reduction. It astounded me that Mr. Shaw 
asked .whether these increases in taxes /throughout the 
Territory were an actual fact; I kno~ I have had alotof 
compl~ints in my area. Did they take this assessment all 
over the Territory or just part of the Territory? Do you 
tax the Haines pipeline and the buildings ~hat go with it, 
and if so to what extent? Is that qonsidered revenue raised 
in the Territory? 

Mr. Borgundvaag: Yes, we do asaes~ one pipeline that is 
held by the White Pass. As far a~the assessment is con
cerned the same manual and the sarrle peo;p18go allover the 
Territory. The only difference a. I mentioned before, is a 
certain hamlet allowance which isPappl1.edto the improvement 
depending upon where it is 0 I . 

I 

Mr. Watt: You gave us the wrOng/PiPeline. I meant the 
Haines pipeline and the ,buildinQ'~ that are attached to it. . '-'f! 

Mr. Borgundvaag: I couldn't ans~er that offhand. I would 
have to look it up. i .' ±i. 
Mr •. Shaw: I didn't say that Ioubted th&se things. I 
inferred that I didn't have fac~ al evidence infront of me. 

I 
. Mr. Chairman: Would Committee b~ agreed if I noted this in 

the report 'that the Administrati~n ref~~~ed this matter td 
Ottawa for further advice and corsideration? Would this 
meet with your approval? \ . 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. ( 
til 

Mr., Thompson: We brouc;ht this upLwhenwe were down there . 
an~ we got the answer that this .w~s a local problem and they 
warit~dno part of it, so to me th~s is just a perpetuation 
of the old merrY-80-round. By ali.meanslet them become 
awa~e of it or know our feel~ngs on it but, I don'tth:i.,nk 
that the Commissioner is going to come back with any ~ut and 
dried proposal. I feel that if .there is ~ny answer to be 
found, it is going 'to be have to be done right here. 

Mr. Commissioner: I can rorrect that, because there is 
nobody here whohas any power to change it. It is law now, . . 
and what I want to find out is how do we ~o about correcting 
it. When it was brought up in Ottawa, we hadn't had a dis
cussion such as this and the fire was still building up as 
far as irate taxpayers were concerned. There is nothing 
that we can do here 0 We can't turn aroudd .and .say tha t w~., 
will change it all and go back to the old system. I have ~'o; 
have some direction from Ottawa as to 0'. I would like them 
to appoint 2 or 3 people to come in and give us an idea how 
tax assesslment should be done •. There must be some way out 
of it but we don't have the answers here. 

Mr. Watt: I think that we assess the mill rate at this. 
level here, the Territorial level~ and I for one fe$l that 
it is better off for the Territory to be broke than every
body in the Territory. If the Territory found itself a 
bit short of money we could cut down our overhead or increase 
our grant from Ottawa. I think most of the people in the 
Territory feel the same way. 
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Monday, March 2,9th, 1965. 
2:00 o'clock PaMo 

Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker entered the Council Chambers and 
the Committee was cal10d to order. Mro Chairman read Motion 
#4 respecting dust control. 

Mr. Thompson: This is just further to Sessional Paper #11 
that you were given, the only difference being that the 
Administration does not feel that this expenditure is justi
fied at this particular time with which I am inclined to 
agree to a certain extento Their dust control programme and 
my idea of a dust control programme are two different mat
ters. As I mentioned before, I feel that the spraying of 
these roads should be done with oil but not tb the d~nsity 
or concentration that was done last year. It held up very 
wel~ut you can tell, having travelled the Alaska Highway 
between the ~nd of pavement and Porter Creek, what if can 
become likeo It breaks up making it very rough for travel
ling but when I~ntioned dust control I had primarily 'in 
mind a very light spraying of diesel oil or bunker ,c or 
whatever we can get, and if we can get it10r lessthcin 
251 then it would be a good possitility if we are 'going to be 
using it in any quarti.ties. Something th~t couI.d bespaayed 
on and graded in would be ideal and by working it into the 
roads 'say twice a year would be quite sufficient oIn 'this 
way you c'ould probably do all the roads in the Territory 
for half the price that is quoted here which is based ori 
what they did last year, and is far more than we require or 
needo It is very nice but is primarily a dust control and 
not a road improvement programme 0 

Mro Taylor (Mro Southam in the Chair): This'matterof,dust 
control is of great concern to us in Watson Lake as I'm 
sure it is in other communi ties ancYsubdi visions 0 'It is 'a 
real bugbear where, during the summer months, youhav~' 
nothing but traffic pouring up and down in ~any'caseS resi
dential roads causing a constant boil of dust which hever 
really settled ~nd people have to live and breathe in thiso 
I notice in this Sessional Paper that the streets in Watson 
Lake which require this dust control are not even mehtioned, 
such as the street which goes by the Post Office where 
everybody travelso I think I must concur with Councillor 
Thompson that there must be a cheaper means of doing this 
dust control than there is right nowo I would like to ask 
Mro Baker if he can conceive of a system which wo~ld~be 
cheaper than this ~20,000000 post expenditure'h~re in order 
to at least attempt to combat some of ths dust problems ,in 
these outlying communitieso 

Mro Baker: I think that there are three methods that a 
person can use to lay dusto You can use water, you can 
use calcium chloride or you can use some sort of petroleum 
producto Of the three, I think the petroleum product would 
probably give us the best resulto In P6rter Creek th~y 
used ~ gallon of oil to a yard of road ~nd we could perhaps 
halve thato By making two applications ay~ar,it would 
perhaps make the overall price cheapero Whether or'not it 
would achieve the desired results is something that I don't 
knowo This we would have to try 0 
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Monday, March 2.9th, 1965. 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

i 

Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker entered the Council Chambers and 
the Committee was cal10d to order. Mr. Chairman read Motion 
#4 respecting dust control. 

Mr. Thompson: This is just further to.'Sessional Paper #11 
that you were given, the only differen'ce being that the 
Administration does not feel that thia expenditure is justi
fied at this particular time with wh:i/ch I am inclined to 
agree toa certain extent. Their duit control programme and 
my idea of a dust control programme ~re two different mat
ters. As I mentioned before, I fee¥ that the spraying of 
these roads should be .done with oilibut not to the density 
or concentration that was done lastlyear. It held up very 
wel~ut you can tell, having trave~led the Alaska Highway 
between the end of pavement and Po~terCreek, what it can 
become like. It breaks up making it very rough for travel
ling but when I~ntioned dust control I had primarily in 
mind a very light spraying of dies~l oil or bunker c or 
whatever we can get, .and if we can{ get i tfor less than 
251 then it would be agoodpossitl:Lity if we are going to be 
using it in any quam ties. Someth~ng that could be spaayed 
on and graded in would be ideal ar¥ct by working it into the 
roads say twice .a ye~r would be qu~te sufficient. In this 
way you could probably do all the ~oads in the Territory 
for half the price that is quoted :p.ere which is based on 
what they did last year, and is far more than we require or 
need. It is very nice. but~s pr'm~rily a dust control and 
not a road improvement programme.· ~ . 

:~ 

Mr. Taylor (Mr. Southam·in the Cha~): This matter of dust 
control is of great concern to us ip Watson Lake as I'm 
sure it is in other communities ancY~ubdi visions. It is a 
real bugbear where, during the summ~r months, you have 
nothing but traffic pouring up and dpwn in many cases resi
dential roads causing a constant boi+ of dust which never 
really settled and people have to li,J\.e and breathe in this. 
I notice in this Sessional Paper that\the streets in Watson 
Lake which require this dust control ~re not even mentioned, 
such as the street which goes by the P,?st Office where 
everybody travels. I think I· must con6ur with Councillor 
Thompson that there must be a cheaper means of doing this 
dust control than there is right now. I would like to ask. 
Mr. Baker if he Gan conceive of a system which would be 
cheaper than this3Z0,000.00 post expenditure here in order 
to at least attempt to combat some of the dust problems in 
these outlying communities. 

Mr. Baker: I think that there are three methods that a 
person can us~to lay dust. You can use water, you can 
use calcium chloride or you can use some sort of petroleum 
product. Of the three, I think the petroleum product would 
probably give. us the best result. In Porter Creek they 
used % gallon of oil to a yard of road and we could perhaps 
halve that •. By making two applications a yaar it would 
perhaps makethe6verall price cheaper. Whether or not it 
would achieve the desired:results is something that I don't. 
know. This we would have to try. 
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Mr. Thompson: Mr. Baker, I believe you mentioned last sum
mer that there was some kind of experiment going on in ~he 
Northwest Territories that you were highly interested in and 
I am wondering if you have since be~n able to £indout 'any
thing further along these lines, as to whether it was suc
cessful and how it relates to what we had in mind for the 
Territoryo 

Mro Baker: We did write to the Northwest Territories to 
find out what they were doing in this connection and found 
that they were using s11phate and water mixed with a p~tro
leum producto I forget offhand just what the costs were 
and just how successful the programme was I couldn't really 
say. I have not followed it up of course and we 'won' t. 
really be able to follow it up until sometime this summer 
so that they can observe what has happened over one winter's 
freeze up and break upo 

Mro Thompson: Have you got comparable priceso How does 
calcium chloride 'compare with your petroleum products? 

Mr. Baker: It has been tried in Whitehorse, calcium chlor
ide mixed with water, but they gave it up because it was 
too expensiveo Just how much more expensive it was, I don't 
know. 

Mro Taylor: Calcium chloride presents a rust problem which 
is not too goad for your vehicle. In the mining areas in 
particular we have a silicosis hazard in the form of sili
cone dusto I know that a mining inspector goes round to all 
these different mines and mills and takes air samples to 
find air pollution in the form of this dust and they attempt 
by regulation, to keep these hazards at a minimum but des
pite this silicone dust is floating around throughout all 
aurcommunities in the Territory which have these gravel 
roadso It seems to me that we should be placing importance 
on this from a medical standpoint as well as anything else, 
and I agree with Councillor Thompson that if there is any 
possibility what~oever to hauling in some of these petroleum 
products we should bend over backwards to do sOo This ia a 
pretty rough situation and has been for some timeo 

Mro Baker: Does Mr. Spray have ~oney in the estimates for 
such a project? 

Mr. Spray: No I don't. Rather than put money in the e~ti
mat~s this year for dust control of any sort, we pr~s~nted 
it in the farm of a sesSional pape~o 

Mr. Baker: If it is the wish of Council to undertake this 
programme then the ·cost ~f the programme will have to be 
covered by something else. 

Mro Watt: Can those holes in that Section in Porter Cr&ek· 
on the Alaska Highway be filled easily? The job that they 
did there seemed to me to be pretty good if it were not for 
the holeso The majority of the surface seems to be pretty 
sound but when they put that application on it rained, and I 
was wondering if that had something to do with the spots 
that have formed since that time where the water has got in 
and aplashed out and taken a lot of 'the road with it causing 
a sharp little holeo Could these holes be filled easily? 
That seems to be a pretty good type of application and if 
these holes could be easily filled then you just about have 
the surface upgraded for the next yearo 
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Mr. Baker: Thes'e' holes can be patched quite easily by 
usinli a hand mixed asphalt and gravel which you would place 
and compact, and there you 'have your repair. However, as 
Councillor Thompson pointed out, if this type of surface is 
too high a quality and if we reduce the amount of oil per 
square yard then we won't end up with chuckholes, such as 
Mr. Watt has just described. With a lighter application 
you end up with a looser type of surface. 

Mr. Boyd: What type of oil did you pse, and how much did 
it cos~? ' 

M~. Bakeri We used a fuel oil whi~h was described as bun
ker c. It isn't really bunker c f~el oil at all. It has 
another designation which I don't (recalL The rate of ' 
application was a quarter of a gallon per square yard and 
the cost at Porter Creek was 2511per gallon,' so that one 
gallon of fuel oil will do four ,quare yards of roadway. 

Mr. Watt: Having they ever cons~dered putting a double 
layer of asphalt about 2" just Jfn the roadbed that is 
al~eady e~iablished in an area ,ike Porter Creek. How long 
would ±t ~ast'and how much woul it cost? 

Mr. Baker: We have never consilered this. I suppose the 
reason that we have never consi, ered it is that we have 
ne~er had money ~n the estimate

i 
to cover such a project. 

Mr. Watt: I think 'that was the method that they used 'around 
the circle and alon~ the air ba'e ten years ago, and it is 
still holding up. They just us d the old roadbed with 
littl~ or no upgradihg at all a d then laid ~n old burich of 
excess asphalt that they had 'to I would have been wil-
ling to bet that it wouldn't lasted two years but 
we've still got it ,there and s still pr~tty satisfactory 
after being there for pretty e to ten years. The Ter-
ritory is a lot better off with ~ than without it and I 
would say that the upkeep of that particular piece of the' 
road would be a lot less than any other part of th~road 
close to Whitehorse, both for win r snow removal and for 
summer upkeep. 

Mr. Taylor resumed the Chair. 
~ 

\ 
\ 

Mr. Shaw: I think the Administration feels that this cost 
of$l?,OOO.OO cannot be justified at \his time but I, think 
the motion asked for something that can be justifie~~ ,! Do 
you think that money can he fouLd for perhaps a smaller 
programme that will still keep the dust down? 

Mr. Spray: :In addition to the $17,000.00, we hav~ th~ 
$16,000.00 for a distributor and vehicle to cover. Ifit 
is Committee's wish, we can of course investigate either 
cutting back to one or two applications instead of the 
three we have outlined,. possibly using less oil per applica
tion or a lower priced distributor. 

Mr. Shaw: I was thinking that something like an old tank 
truck could be used. You could shove an old doings on the 
back with holes in it and just go up and down the road 
packing it down and grading it. I wasn't thinking of any 
fancy truck irythe region of $16,000.00 or $17,000.00. Just 
some old truck. 
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Mr. ,Baker: These holes ,can be patched quite easily by 
usin! a hand mixed asphalt and gravel which you would place' 
and compact, and 'th,ereyou have' your repair. Howev'er, as 
Councillor Thompson pointed ou~, if this type o~ surface is 
too high a quality and if we reduce the amount o'f 'Oil per 
square yard then we won't end up with chuck holes, ~uch as 
Mr. Watt has just described. With a lighter application 
you end up with a looser type of surface. 

Mr. Boyd: What type of oil did you use, and how much did 
it cost? 

Mr. Baker:' We used a fuel oil which was described as bu.n
ker c. It isn't really bunker c fuel oil at all. It has 
another designation which I don't recall. The rate of 
application was ,a quarter of a gallon per square yard and 
the cost at Porter Creek was 25~ per gallon, so that one 
gallon of fuel oil will do four sqnare yards of roadway. 

Mr. Watt: Having they ever considered putting a double· 
layer of asphalt about 2" just on the roadbed that is 
already established in an area like Porter Creek. How long 
would ±t last ,and how much would it cost? 

Mr. Baker: We have never considered this. I suppose the 
reason that we have never considered it is that we have 
nev~~ had money in the estima~es to cover such ~ project. 

Mr. 'watt: I think that was the method that they used around 
the circle and along the air base ten years ago, and it is 
still :holdingup; They just used the old roadbed with 
littleo~ no upgrading at all and then laid an old buncho£ 
excess asphalt 'that they had on it. I would have been wil
ling to bet that it wouldn't have lasted two years but 
we'v~ still got it ,there and,~t is still pretty satisfactory 
after being there for pretty close to ten years. The Ter
ritory is a lot better off with it than without it and I 
would say that ,the u.pkeep of that particular piece of the 
road would be a lot less than any other part ofth~ road 
close to Whitehorse, both for winter snow removal and for 
summer upkeep. 

Mr. Taylor resumed the Chair. 

Mr. Shaw: I think the Administration feels that this cost 
of '$1'7,000.00 cannot be justified at this time but 'I think 
the motion asked for something that can be justified. Do 
you think that money can De four.d for perhaps a smaller 
programme that will still keep the dust down? 

Mr. Spray: ,In addition to the $17,000.00, we have the 
$16,000.00 for a distributor and vehicle to cbver. If it 
is Committee's wish, we can of course investigate either 
cutting back to one or two applications instead of th~ 
three we have outlined, possibly using less oil per applica-
tion or a lower priced distributor. ' 

Mr. Shaw: I was thinking that something like an old tank 
truck could be used. You could shove an old doings on the 
back with holes in it and just go up and down the road 
packing it down and grading it. I wasn't thinking of any 
fancy truck i¢he region of $16,000.00 or $17,000~bO. 'Just 
some old truck. 
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Mr. Thompson: Mr. Baker, I believe you mentioned last sum
mer that the,re was some kind of experiment going on in t,he 
Northwest Territ~ries that you were highly interested in and 
I am wondering i~you have since been able to find out any
thing further along these lines, as to whether it was suc
cessful and how it relates to what we/had in mind for the 
TerritorY· 

Mr. Baker: We did write to the No~thwest Territories to 
find 'out what they were doing in Vhis connection and found 
that they were using sdphate and ~ater mixed with a p~tro
leum product. I forget offhand iust what the costs were 
and just how successful the pro~amme was I couldn't really 
say. I have not followed it up/of cou,rse and we won't 
really be able to follow it uppntil sometime this summer 
so that they can observe what/as happened over one winter's 
freeze up and br~ak up. • 

Mr. Thompson: Have you got cpmparable prices. How does 
calcium chloride 'compare wit~your petroleum products? 

Mr. Baker: It has been trie

t
' in Whitehorse, calcium chlor

ide mixed with water, but th'y gave it up because it was 
too expensive. Just how muc more expensive it was, I don't 
know. 

Mr. Taylor: Calcium chloris presents a rust problem which 
is not too goad for your ve icle. In the mining areas in 
particular we have a silico is hazard in the form of sili
cone dust. I know that a mOning inspector goes round to all 
these different mines and mOlls and takes air samples to 
find air pollution in the f rm of this dust and they attempt 
by regulation, to keep these hazards at ,a minimum but des
pite this silicone dust is f oating around throughout all 
our~ommunities in the Terri ory which have these gravel 
roads. It seems to me that e should be placing importance 
on this from a medical stand int as well as anything else, 
and I agree with Councillor Tompson that if there is any 
possibility whatsoever to hau ing in some of these petroleum 
products we should bend over ckwards to do so. This ia a 
pretty rough situation and has been for some time. 

\ 
Mr. Baker: Does Mr. Spray have\money in the estimates for 
such a project? ' 

Mr. Spray: ,No I don't. Ratherthan-~ut money in the esti
mates this year for ~ust control of any sort~ we pr~sented 
it in the form of a,sessional pape~. 

Mr. Baker: If it is the wish of Council to undertake this 
programme then the ,cost of the programme will have ~o be 
covered by something else. 

Mr. Watt: Can those holes in that Section in Porter Creek 
on the Alaska Highway be filled easily'? The job that they 
did there seemed to me to be pretty good if it were not for 
the holes. The majority of the surface seems to be pretty 
sound but when they put that application on it rained, and I 
was wondering if that had something to do with the spots 
that have formed since that time where the water has got in 
and aplashed out and taken a lot of the road with it causing 
a sharp little hole. Could these holes be filled easily? 
That seems to be a pretty good type of application and if 
these holes could be easily filled then you just about have 
the surface upgraded for the next year. 
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Mr. Spray: With that type of outfit, you would not be able 
to cont~ol your application and you may' end up using more 
petroleum product than you set out to do in the first place. 
In other words, you would never be able to spread a product 
at a % of a ga10n per sqnare yard. 

Mr. Shaw: Well, we will go a little further on this. The 
farmers have weal control stuff that they shove on the ~ack 
of their tractors with pipes sticking out; and they go up 
and down the road. I'm sure it can't co~t $16,000.00 for 
their outfits. There must be some simple kind of a method 
that can be devised for just doing these few miles of road
way that we have here. How do the farmers do it? 

Mr. Boyd: Is there such a machine as you talk about within 
the Northwest Highway System? 

Mr. Baker: There is not, but there is only one asphalt 
distributor in the Whitehorse area and that is owned by Daw
son Companies. I don't think this distributor would be 
available for out of town use. 

Mr. Boyd: Are you talking about the plant that lays the 
asphalt or are you talkineS about a truck? 

Mr. Baker: A truck with a tank on it, with a spray bar and 
pump mounted on the rear. 

Mr. Watt: Does the City have one? 

Mr. Thompson: It seems rather unlikely that this truck 
would be tied up all summer en other jobs. I would think 
that, just like any other business transaction, you could 
conceiveably ask for a price for doing such and such a job 
at such and such a time and conceiveably make some kind of 
arrangement with them. We are quoting three applications 
here. We feel that we might conceiveably be able to get 
away with two or a little less. If cost is a testing fac
tor this year, I would definitely suggest that we go to the 
least expensive, but I think that if the Administration are 
thinking in terms of upgrading our area development por
tions of the Territory, then I apologize. I was of the 
opinion that this road ~~ney was coming out of Roads and 
Maintenance whereas I see that it is under Area Devekpment. 
I think there is enough scope between the two to make some 
funds available even if we do have to go to supplementaries. 
They don't seem to hesitate to go to supplementaries in a 
lot of instances and I can't see that this isn't justifiBd. 

Mr. Baker: If we are going to get into a d~st laying.pro
gramme then I would certainly recommend that we purcha$e a 
proper asphalt distributor, because we will obviously be 
doing this from year to year and we must have the proper 
equipment to start with. 

Mr. Shaw: Could you put this particular applicator on the 
existing truck that you have? 

Mr. Baker: An asphalt distributor consists of a tank with 
a heating device inside it, a pump, a spray bar, a meter, 
and some other bits and pieces. It is a pretty expensive 
piece of equipment and at the moment we don't have any 
spare trucks on which this tank could be mounted, so if we 
wereL~o do the programme with our own equipment then it 
wouldlbe necessarynto buy a new truck upon which the tank 
coul·d· be, mounted. The Department of Public Works of Canada 
have mentioned to me that, if we did buy an asphalt distri
butor, then they would be interested in renting it from us • 
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Mr. Thompson: I feel then that we could conceiveably get 
back·some of our outlay and I would like to make a def.inite 
recommendation that the Administration look into this possi
bility of purchasing a truck for this specific purpose. 
Being this late, I doubt if anythin~ will come of it this 
ye~r for it seems to take quite a while for any of these 
pi.oes of equipment to appear, and after you have them 
orde~ed there may be a strike and you have to start your 
negotiations allover again. If Council will concur I would 
like tomake a ,definite suggestion thatw.e look into the pos
sibility of purc4asing this vehicle immediately but, at the 
same time, make some arrangement to cover the Territory 
adequately this summer in the areas that specifically 
request dust control. 

Mr. Baker: Would a request fcr dus~ control come from the 
Councillor or would it come from tb~ community organization? 

Mr. Chairman: It would come from .,itl:'),sr I wQuld suppose. 
!) 

f 
Mr. Thompson: I think that the pr¢per procedure would 
probably be for individual communi~y councils to contact 
their territorial councillQr and h!'avei tcome through Coun
cil, or any individual councillor~ I think in this wai they 
will have some idea of who are re~uesting it in such and 
such an area and will have some cdntrol. 

• k 
[:1 
~:. 

Mr. Boyd: What is detrimental to ~'water spraying? Why do 
1. 

we talk about other expensive deals? 
~ 
~, 

Mr. Baker: The only objection th4t I have to it is that 
you are doing something continuou~ly and achieving no 
result. \ 

.\ . 

Mr. Watt: I think that thG motion~leaves it open for the 
Administration to pursue these suggestions ·that have been 
made and come up with the best one \for these localities, 
rather than have someone like myseJ).;f try to pin them down 
on specific dates to do this. I think the motion is good 
and I would support it. I think it leaves it up to the 
Administration to pursue these different methods which would 
include the aifferent types of oiling and different types of 
petroleum products and possibly water and anything else they 
cQuld think of that would help. I woul~certainly support 
the motion. 

Mr. Thompson: The motion does not specify the purchase of 
a truck. I am just wondering whether this should·be spelt 
out. What do you feel is the best way to circumvent this? 
I don't want to ask for my cake and eat it: too, sort of 
thing, but. I would not like them to come back next fall and 
say that they were not bound to provide it as it did not 
say anything about that. I am just wondering whether we 
would have any recourse here. 

Mr. Chairman: Would the discussions as noted in the Votes 
anJ Proceedings in relation to this motion, be given consi~ 
deration? 

Mr •. Spray: We will not only take into consideration the 
motion as such, but all of the discussion that has taken 
place in Committee. 

It was moved by Councillor Thompson, seconded by:, Counc:i.llor 
Watt, that, in the opinion. of Council adu.;l·tc·ontrol pro~: 
gram should be instigated this summer in. those. areas and 
communities requesting sUGh coverage. 

c.~ 
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Mr. Thompson: I feel then that we could conceiveably get 
back some of our outlay and ;r: would like. to make .i3.def.ini te 
recommendation that the Administration look into this possi
bility of purchasing a truck for this speciftc purpose. 
Being this late, I doubt if anything, will come of it this 
ye~r for it seems to take quite a while for any of these 
pi.o~s of equipment to appear, and after you have them 
orden,ed there may be, a strike and you have to start your 
negotiations allover again. If Council will concur I would 
like tomake a .definite suggestion that we look into the pos
sibility of purchasing this vehicle immediately but, at the 
same time, make some arrangement to cover the Territory 
adequately this summer in the areas that specifically 
request dust control. 

Mr. Baker: Would a request fer dust control come from the 
Councillor or would it come from tbe community organization? 

Mr. Chairman: It would come from .,ither I.would suppose. 

Mr. Thompson: I think that the proper procedure would 
probably be for individual community coupcils to contact 
their territorial councillor and have it come through ,Coun
cil, or any individual councillor. I think in this way they 
will have some idea of who are requesting it in such and 
such an area and will have some control. 

Mr. Boyd: What is detrimental to water spraying? Why do 
we talk about other expen~ive deals? 

Mr. Baker~ The only objection that I have to it is that 
you are doing something continuously and achieving no 
result. 

Mr. Watt: I think that the motion leaves it open for,the 
Admini~tration to purgue these suggestions 'that have been 
made and come up with the best one for these localities, 
rather than have someone like myself try to pin them down· 
on specific dates to do this. I think the mbtion is good 
and I would support it. I think it leaves it up to the 
Administration to pursue these different methods which would 
include the lifferent types of oiling and different types of 
petroleum products and possibly wate~ and anything else 'they 
could. think of that would help. I would certainly support· 
the motion. 

Mr. Thompson: The motion does not specify the purchase of 
a truck. I am just wondering whether this should be spelt 
out. What do you feel is the best way to circumvent this? 
I don't want to ask for my cake and eat it too, sort of 
thing, but I would not like them to come back next fall and 
say that they were not bound to provide'it as it did not 
say anything about thato I am just wondering whether we ' 
would have any recourse here. 

Mr~ Chairman: Would the discussions as noted in the Votes 
and Proceedings in relation to this motion, be given cbnsi
deration? 

Mr 0' Spray: \ve will not only take into consideration the 
motion as such~ but all of the.discussion that has taken 
place ~n Committee. 

It was moved by Councillor Thompson, seconded by Councillor 
Watt, that " in the opinion of Counci,l a dust control .pro'-, 
gram should be instigated this summer in those areas and 
co~munities requesting subh cove~age. 
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Mr. Spray: With that type of outfit, you would not be able 
to cont~ol your application and you may end up using more 
petroleum product than you set out to do in the first place. 
In other words, you would never be able to spread a prO.duct 
at a ~ of a galon per sqttare yard. 

Mr. Shaw: Well, we will go a little further on th,;i:s. The!' 
farmers ha~e weeJ control stuff that they shove ori the ~ack 
of their tractors with pipes sticking out, and tiey go up 
and down the road. I'm sure it cantt cost $16,¢oo.oO for 
their outfits. There must be some simple kind/of a method 
that can be devised for just doing these few rrfiles ·of road
way that. we have here. How do the farmers doi'it? 

Mr. Boyd: Is there such a machine as you t41k about within 
the Northwest Highway System? l 

1 ; 
Mr. Baker: There is not, but there is on~lf one asphalt 
distributor in the Whiteh~rse area and thit is owned by Daw
son Companies. I don't think this distr\putor would be 
available for out of town use. I 

A' ., 
Mr. Boyd: Are you talking about theplaht that lays the 
asphalt or are you talking about a trucl1? 

t 
1! 

Mr. Baker: A truck with a tank on it, lith a spray bar and 
pump mounted on the rear. U 

I 

Mr. Watt: Does the City have one? 

Mr. Thompson: It seems rather unlikelYlthat this truck 
would be tied up all summer en other jos. I would think 
that, just like any other business tran,action, you could 
conceiveably ask for a price for doing ~uch and such a job 
at such and such a time and conceiveabl~ make some kind of 
arrangement with them. We are quoting~hree applications 
hered We feel that we might conceiveabl~ be able to get 
away with two or a little less. If cost\is a testing fac
tor this year, I would definitely suggest that we go to the 
least expensive, but I think that if the Administration are 
thinking in terms of upgrading our area development por
tions of the Territory, then I apologize. I wa~ of the 
bpiriion that this road ~~ney was coming out of Roads and 
Maintenance whereas I see that it is under Area Devekpment. 
I think there is enough scope between the two to make some 
funds aVailable even if we do have to go to supplementaries. 
They don't seem to hesitate to go to supplement aries in a 
lot of instances and I can't see that this isn't justifi~d. 

Mr. Baker: If we are going to get into a d~st laying pro
gramme then I would certainly recommend that we purchase a 
proper asphalt distributor, because we will obviously be 
doing this from year to year and we must have the proper 
equipment to start with. 

Mr. Shaw: Could you put this particular applicator on the 
existing truck that you have? 

Mr. Baker: An asphalt distributor consists of a tank with 
a heating device inside it, a pump, a spray bar, a meter, 
and some other bits and pieces. It is a pretty expensive 
piece of equipment and at the moment we don't have any 
spare trucks on which this tank could be mounted, so if we 
were to do the programme with our own equipment then it 
would be necessarynto buy a new truck upon which the tank 
could be mounted. The Department of Public Works of Canada 
have mentioned to me that, if we did buy an asphalt distri-' 
butor, then they would be interested in renting it from us • 
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Mr. Chairman: I wonder, in view of the fact that Mr. ~aker 
arid Mr. Spray are here, would you care to discuss the'motion 
on ceme.sto housing at this time? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Taylor (Mr. Southam in the Chair): We have encompassed 
a lot of_t~ings in this motion but I just want to make 
things abundantly clear. We are going to try and dispose of 
these thipgs and ask people to fix them up to the standard 
that you'll find in the Camp Takhini area. First of all you 
are just sinking money into a bunch of dead issnes as far as 
I am concerned. These buildings are pretty old and it is 
going to cost a tremendous amount of money to fix them up. 
If a person has $4,000;00 or $5,000.00 to inv~st in one of 
these things they might just as well go and buy a Low Cost 
Housin.g Loan and go out to Porter Creek and build a proper, 
decent type building. I saw some of these old buildings 
that came from the airport at Watson Lake scattered around 
thec'ommunity and they are nothing more 'than an eye-sore. 
You can't fix them up or do anything with 'them and I'd hate 
like heck for such a situation toapp~~r here when you are 
trying to upgrade buildings. 

Mr. Boyd: I would suggest that if we have the right tenant 
in it, he will get a beer tavern licence and make quite a 
go of it, and might find himself well off in one of these 
buildings. 

Mr. Watt: The motion was intended to be a constructive 
suggestion, not an article to be poked fun at and it was 
made in all seriousness. I have a building that was built 
at the same time as that and it was considered in the same 
light as these present buildings are, by the Administration, 
and I think that the Tax Assessor would agree that the 
estimated value of this building has gone up considerably 
and:the.aamething could happen to the other buildings that 
we're built in the same period 0 These buildings have sewer 
and water facilities, are close to schools, are on paved 
roads and have sidewalks. The objection to this wasn't that 
the buildings were too old and couldn't be fixed upo Every
body agrees that they could be fixed up and as far as their 
appearance is concerned I would say that, right now and 
with very little cost, they would be on a par and equally as 
good looking as the other buildings in the area right now. 
As a matter of fact right now I think they are just as 
attractive. They are well set in a crescent with trees 
around them and I think their appearance right now, without 
any fixing up, is equal to the other buildings in the sa~e 
area. The objection to these buildings being sold to pri
vate enterprisedand being fixed up 0 •• and I think it is up 
to the purchaser to decide whether he wants to spend this 
money or not and I feel certain that most of these buildings 
would be sold in a very short timeo As a matter of fact, I 
have had quite a few people ask me about them already. 
These are the kind of people that would like to build a 
house and probably intend to do so some day if they can get 
their down payments scraped up. If they could purchase 
these homes and finance them under the Home Improvement 
Ordinance (we would have to amend our Ordinance to fit this 
in) th0n they could improve these homes and live in them, 
become taxpayers and live in a community that is already' 
o3rviced by the Territoryo One of the o~jections to this 
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is that the;City Council of Whitehorse have decided that 
this property should not be sold. At ,these meetings I don't 
think that they have had any representa~ion from the area 
or from the councillor of the area or from anybody besides 
themselves. The second point that Ottawa objected about was 
that the maintenance and operation of these buildings, par
ticularly the sewer and water supply, was higher than ,it was 
in other pa~ts of the Territory, partic~larly the Whitehorse 
area. I don't know of a~J sewer and water pipes that had to 
be repaired up there this year. I drive through there every 
day to take my little girls to kindergarten. Down in Lower 
Whitehorse here you have had a large number of water 
breakages so I don't think there is any major difficulty in 
the thought of the upkeep of sewer and water. The difficulty 
lies with the City of Whitehorse and it is not definite yet 
whether the City of Whitehorse will have anything to do with 
that area. There is probably a 75% chance that the City of 
Whitehorse will absorb the Camp Takhini area in th~ near 
future but on the other hand there is aJ,:so a chance that 
you may have a larger metropolitan committee formed of the 
Hillcrest, Valleyview, Camp T';,khini" PO,r-ter Creek area 
until such time that the area gets yopqlated enough for the 
City to want to take it in. I think t~at the Council here 
should give this favourable consideration and it would be 
relooked at in Ottawa. We had discussiions on this in 
Ottawa and I took some time out and hdd'some further discus
sions with a couple of gentlemen on t~is area here and it 
appeared to them that the only proble~ was with the City 
Council in Whitehorse and with the Territorial Council. At 
this time the Territorial Council has~stated its intention 
of trying to make this group of build~ngs available at the 
last Session and our motion was given'very little considera
tion. The Commissioner went over on ~op of our heads and 
weut directly to the City Council witftout asking for any 

r 
representation from us and they decid~d in the City Council 
that these buildings should be sold to\ Crown Aqsets and 
removed. From what I understand, the ~ople in the surround
ing areas do not particularly want the~e cemestos moved onto 
land in the subdivisions. If these bui~dings are moved, I 
would say they would be worth very little, but at present 
th.eyare situated in a 'scenic position, are, on land that 
could be subdivided and sold, are on sewer'and waterwmth a 
school close by, and I think that this Council should sup
port the motion t') try and make these things av-ailable to 
the public. ,; 

Mr. Taylor: I woul~ like to start off by asking Mr~ Baker 
or Mr. Spray what the lata and the improveme~ts would be 
worth. I have listed a rough idea of what these lots would 
sell for to the prospective applicants. Iwo~ld also like 
to know what the house would be worth taking into considera
tion the improvements necessary to conform with the C.M.H.C. 
standards. In other words, what kind of a figure is the new 
purchaser looking at in ordertoacquir~ this building as 
outlined here? " ' 

Mr. Baker: I must make myself clear here that I am 
guessing. I would'say that the property would be worth, if 
we used Riverdale for' comparison purposes. approximately 
$2,000.00. I would say that the building is worth something 
in the order of $5,000.00. Tohring them up to the 
required standard, you would have to spend approximately 
$300.DO or $400.60 in ~iring and you would also have to do (: 
some work to the foundations, the minimum cost of ~hich 
would run to $2,000.00. 
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is that the .-Gity Council of Whitehorse have decided.that 
this property should not be sold. At these meetings I don't 
think that they have had any representation from the area 
or from the councillor of the area or from anybody besides 
themselves. The second point that Ottawa objected about was 
that the maintenance and operation of these buildings, par
ticularly the sewer and watEir supply, was higher than it was 
in other pa~ts of the Territory, partic~larly the Whitehorse 
area. I don't know of a.rty sewer and water pipes that had to 
be repaired up there this year. I drive through there every 
day to take my little girls to kindergarten. Down in Lower 
Whitehorse here you have had a large number of water 
breakages so I don't think there is any major difficulty in 
the thought of the upkeep of sewer and water. The difficulty 
lies with the City of Whitehorse and it is not definite yet 
whether the City of Whitehorse will have anything to do with 
that area. There is probably a 75% chance that the City of 
Whitehorse will absorb the Camp Takhini area in the near 
future but on the other hand there is also a chance that 
you may have a larger metropolitan committee formed of the 
Hillcrest, Valleyview, Camp T~~hini, Porter Creek area 
until such time that the area gets ~6pulated enough for the 
City to want to take it in. I think that the Council here 
should give this favourable consideration and it would be 
relooked at in Ottawa. We had discussions on this in 
Ottawa and I took some time out and had some ftirther d~scus
sions. with a couple of gentlemen on this area here and it 
appeared to them that the only problem was with the City 
Council in Whitehorse and with the Territorial Council. At 
this time the Territorial Council has stated its intention 
of trying to make this group o£ buildings available at the 
last Session and our motion was given very little considera
tion. The Commissioner went over on top of our heads and 
went directly to the City Council without asking for any 
representation from us and they decided in the City Council 
that these buildings should be sold to Crown Assets and 
removed. From what I understand, the :f8ople in the surround
ing areas do not particularly want these cemestos moved onto 
land in the subdivisions. If these buildings are moved, I 
would say they would be worth very little, but at present 
they are situated in a ·scenic position, are on land that 
could be subdivided and sold, are on sewer and waterw~th a 
school close by, and I think that this Council should sup
port the motion to try and make these things available to 
the public, 

Mr. Taylor: I would like to start off by asking Mr. Baker 
or Mr. Spray what the 10t3 and the improvements would be 
worth. I have listed a rough idea of what these lots would 
sell for to the prospective applicants. I would also like 
to know what the house would be worth taking into considera
tion the improvements necessary to co·nform with. the C.M.H.C. 
standards. In other words, what kind of a figure is the new 
purchaser looking at in order to acquire this building as 
outlined here? . 

Mr. Baker: r must make myself clear here that I am 
guessing. I would say that the property would be worth, if 
we used Riverdale for comparison purposes. approximately 
$2,000.00. I would say that the building is worth something 
in the order of $5,000.00. To bring them up to the 
reqciired standard, you ·would·have to spend approximately 
$300~bO or $400.00 in wiring and you. would also have to do ~ 
some work to the foundations, the minimum cost of which 
would run to $2,000.00. 
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Mro Chairman: I wonder, in view of the fact that Mr. Baker 
and Mro Spray are here, would you care to discuss the'motion 
on cemesto housing at this time? 

Mr. Shaw: Agreed. 

Mr. Taylor (Mr. Southam in the Chair): We have encompassed 
a lot of things in this motion but I just want to make 
things a~lndantly clear. We are going to try and dispose of 
these things and ask people to fix themAp to the standard 
that you'll find in the Camp Takhini a~~a. First of all you 
are just sinking money into a bunch of dead issnes as far as 
I am concerned. These buildings are~retiy old and it is 
going to cost a tremendous amount OL money to fix them up. 
If a person has $4,000.00 or $5,000 00 to invest in one of 
these things they might just as we 1 go and buy a Low Cost 
Heusing Loan and go out to Porter reek and build a proper, 
decent type building. I saw some of these old buildings' 
that came from the airport at Wat on Lake scattered arounci 
the community and they are nothi g mo~e than an eye-sore •. 
You can't fix them ~p or do anyt ing with them and I'd hate 
like heck for such a situation t appe~r here when you are 
trying to upgrade buildings. 

Mr. Boyd: I would suggest thatjif we have the right tenant 
in it, he will get a beer taver licence and make quite a 
go of it, arid might find himselwell off in one of these 
buildings. 

Mr. Watt: The motion was inten ed to be a constructive 
suggestion, not an article to be poked fun at and it was 
made in all seriousness. I have a building that was built 
at the same,time as that and it as considered in th~ same 
light as these'present buildings are by the Administration, 
and I think" that the Tax Assesso' would agree that the 
estimated v'alue of this building as gone up considerably 
and the same thi~~ could happen t the other buildings that 
were built in the same period. T ese buildings have sewer 
and water facilities, are close to schools, are on paved 
roads and have sidewalks. The obje tion to this wasn't that 
the buildings were too old and couldn't be fixed up. Every
body agrees that they could be f'ixed up and as far as their 
appearance is concerned I would say that, right now and 
with very little cost, they would be on a par and equally as 
good looking as the other buildings in the area right now. 
As a matter of fact right now I think they are just as 
attractive. They are well set in a crescent with trees 
around them and I think their appearance right now, without 
any fixing up, is equal to the other buildings in the same 
area. The objection to these buildings being sold to pri
vate enterprisedand being fixed up .0. and I think it is up 
to the purchaser to decide whether he wants to spend thi,s 
money or not and I feel certain that most of t4ese bUlldings 
would be sold in a very short time. As a matter of fact, I 
have had quite a few people ask me about them already. 
These are the kind of people that would like to build a 
house and probably intend to do so some day if they can get 
their down payments scraped up. If they could purchase 
these homes and finance them under the Home Impr6vemeat 
Ordinance (we would have to amend o~r Ordinance to fit thi~ 
in) thon they could improve these homes and live in them, 
become taxpayers and live in a community that is already 
~3rviced by the Territory. One of the objections to this 
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Mr. Taylor: This is, of course, very rough and just a 
guesstimate, but even at a guesstimate we are'looking at, 
$9,000.00. It seems to me that, if anybody has $9,000.00 
to invest, they can go out to Porter Creek or Crestview or 
one of those nice areas. They can purchase a lot for 
$300.00 or $400.00 and that leaves them quite a hit of money 
which they can use to put in a septic tank and a well if 
they have to. Don't forget that we are aiming this thing 
at people in the low income bracket. They could provide 
themselves with something new, something of their own design 
under this low cost housing loan for much less money than 
they would have to pay for one of these. It seems clear to 
me that possibly the smartest thing we can do with these 
cemesto huts is have a fire truck go round and invest in a 
nickel box of matches and go and bur~ the things down, clean 
up the mess and offer the land and services for sale so that 
somebody could possibly build a new home under this low cost 
housing ordinance on and produce something new that would 
last for years to come. These old buildings aren't going to 
last forever. They can't last unless you 'completely rebuild 
them. I might say that this wpuld apply to Items 5 and 6 
where it states IiA price for the homes,be established com
mensurate with the generally accepted price for a sioilar 
home in a similar area".o.If we'are talking in terms of 
junk, it is pretty hard to place a price on junk~oo "Finan
cing of these homes to be allowed through the Yukon Low 
Cost Housing Ordinance". This I am unalterably opposed to 
because I feel that the Yukon Low Cost Housing Ordinance 
should not be used for purchasing other buildings, though 
possibly the amount of money you can borrow could be 
increased. I feel that it should be left the way it is for 
new construction, and this is exactly what we are trying to 
do. We aB trying to give the samll wage earner or the 
young married couple, or people of this nature, an opportun
ity to get out and build something of their own. The min
ute we start opening up this 10w Cost Housing Ordinance to 
buy old buildings, in many cases junk buildings, we are 
just alii;king for trouble and we are certainly not going to 
upgrade anything. 

Mr. Shaw: I might not approve of every. one of these 
motions that we have here, but I certainly agree with the 
motion in principle. I am interested in providing homes 
for'people. They are always complaining about homes, and 
as soon as you come up with something like this which I 
think can be'~ut into effecto~. In the City of Whitehorse 
you have 80me nice homes and there are also, some awful· 
look~ng shacks that require painting and fixing up and are 
a lot worse than those buildings up on Camp Takhini. Many 
of these people could move from their existing house in the 
City of Whitehorse and could go up there as those hnuses 
are now and it would be a definite improvement to what 
some of them are living in down here~ We talk about 
standards - if we all had to have Rolli Royces we would 
probably aLl be walkingo You have to fit the garment 
according to the cloth. As: Councillor Boyd has brought up, 
what-about the matter ofa janitor working around this 
buiiding and surrounding buildings? The salary he gets 
what kind of a home can he possibly buy? He is interested 
in getting shelter for his family. He can't afford these 
Central Mortgage and Housing homes. He hasn't got that 
money and could never make that amount of money, so we must 
th~refo~e accept the fact that everybody can't live in 
mCl,nsio'ns. Some people have to live in a poorer grade house. 
I felt right from the start that if it ,were possible tb 
somehow sell these aemesto homes at as reasbnable a price 
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as possible to some people, rather than tear them down and 
destroy them, it should be done. They have the servi6es. 
Maybe the home isn't according to the Central Housing and' 
Mortgage standards but it could b6 a tremendous improvement 
on what they have at the present time. Where they are 
situated is one of the nicest localities in this particular 
area. It has paved streets and water and s~~er facilities. 
If a man moves into one of those places and has to spend 
$300.00 for a tank and $300.00 or $400.00 in wiring, so 
what? The houses are valueless if we are going to tear them 
down. People won't pay more than a couple of hundred 
dollars for them so I don't see how it can possibly cost a 
man $9,000.60. If he gets the lot and the h6u~e f0r 
$3,000.00, then with another al,OOO.OO he carifix np the 
wiririg, paint t~e house, put in an oil tan~~ and for 
$4,000.00 he's got a home. I think that t~at'ssound 
thinking. I get very tired of hearing ab~ut the standards 
of tuildings, and I reiterate that the ary'ea around Whi te
horse is the only a~ea in the Territory f'hat I know 6f that 
Gould ever take advantage of the Centra~~ Mortgage and Hous
ing Loan. If you are not fortunate Oll~~'gh to live in this' 
area, and you live outside the area, yo' 've gotnothi~g ~s 
far as your home is concerned except t·s $6,0000001 " 
$?,OOO.OO deal which. you can't b~ild a ... I!ho~e for in the 
flrst place, so I thlnk that a Ilttle Jevlew needs to be " 
made about all these high standards that we're setting up. 
The q1lali ty of the home isn't the stan, ard, it's the . 
cleanliness of the home and there are lot of poor homes 
that are quite clean. I think that we, are possibly looking 
at the wrong end of the stick. If peo Ie can purchase 
these ho~es ,and if we have certain reg lations so that it 
can't become a slum area, I think that it's a good idea and 
it would provide 40 or 50 homes for pe pIe. There 'is 
nothing wrong in that. 

Mr. Thompson: As Councillor Taylor sai~, Mr. Baker's 
figures were guesstimates and looking a! the answers that 
we received to our original submission o~ thi's, matter,,'; they 
said that the lots would be over $1,000.~0 but the house 
might sell for any1tlhere between $500.00 qnd $1,000.00 ... 
$500.00 would be needed to upgrade the wiring and there 
would be added expense for installing ind:lwidual fuel tanks 
and fuel system, and the end result would be'$3,000.OO. 
This is more in keeping with what I thought ~e were talking 
about originally. We were speaking of adequate housing for 
low income people in the $3,000.00 class and this is a far 
cry from ~6,000.00, $7,000.00, $8000.00, $9,000.00 or even 
$5,000.00. Mr. Baker, have these been turned over to Crown 
Assets for disposal at this time? 

Mr. Baker: I could not answer that, 1 don't know. 

Mr. Thoml:aon: As Councillor Watt does,.I feel very 
strongly on this. ,I feel that there is a possibility; 
granted not for ahyiong term investment by any means but 
then $3,000.00 is not ~ll that much. It certainly might 
see ~s over a very difficult and trying situation. Housing 
is at a premiuM in this area and'it co~ld conceive~bly be 
the ~nswer to ~ lot of ~mallincome people's problems: I 
would make a definite proposai that we ask that this be 
looked at agaih'and, if necessary, have representation With 
the, Department of Public Works. I feel that we are in a 
much better position ,to have a meeting with the Department 
of Public Works as opposed to the Ci'ty of Whitehorse because 
I don't think the City of Whitehorse has entered into any
thingye~ so until such time as the "plebiscite is taken or 
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as possible to some people, rather than tear them down and 
destroy them, it should be done. They have the services. 
Maybe the home isn't according to the Central Housing and,' 
Mortgage standards but it could be a tremendous impr6vement 
on what they have at the present time. Where they are 
situated is one of the nicest localities in this particular 
area. It has paved streets and water and s~~er facilities. 
If a man moves into one of those places and has to spend 
$300.00 for a tank and $300.00 or $400.00 in wiring, so 
what? The houses are valueless if we are going to tear them 
down. People won't pay more than a couple of hundred 
dollars for them so I don't see how it can possibly cost a 
man $9,000.00. If he gets the lot and the house f0r 
$3,000.00, then with another $1,000.00 he can fix up the 
wirihg, paint the house, put in an oil tank, and for 
$4,600.00 he's got a home. I think that that's sound 
thinking. I get very tired of hearing about the standards 
of tuildings, and I reiterate that the area arourid"White
horse is the only area in the Territory that I know of that 
could ever take advantage of the Central Mortgage and Hous
ing Loan. If you are not fortunate 00cugh to live in this 
area, and you live outside the area, you've got nothing as 
far as your home is concerned except this $6,000.001 
$7,000.00 deal which you can't build a home for in the 
first place, so I think that a little review need~:tobe 
made about all th~se high standards that we're setting up. 
The qllali ty of the home isn't the standard, it,ls the 
cloanliness of the home and there are a lot of poor homes 
that are quite clean. I think that w~ are possibly looking 
at the wrong end of the stick. If people can purchase 
these homes and if we have certain regulations so th~t it 
can't become a slum area, I think that it's a good idea and 
it would provide 40 or 50 homes for people. There ~s 
nothing wrohg in that. 

Mr. Thompson: As Councillor Taylor saii, Mr. Baker's 
figures were guesstimates and looking at the answe~s that 
we received to our original submission on this mattei~ they 
said that the lots would be over $1,000.00 but the house 
might sell for anywhere between $500.00 and $1,000.00. 
$500.00 would be needed to upgrade thawiring and there 
would be added expense for installing individUal fuel tanks 
and fuel system, and the end result would be $3,000.00 •. i. 
This is more in keeping with what I thought we'were talking 
about originally. We were speaking of adequat~ housing for 
low income people in the $3,000.00 class and this is a far 
cry from $6,000.00, $7,000.00, $8000.00,$9,000.00 or eveh 
85,000.00. Mr. Baker, have these been turned over to Crown 
Assets for disposal at this time? 

Mr. Baker: I could not answer that, I don't know. 

Mr. Thomf£on: As Councillor Watt does,: I feel very 
strongl~ on this.' I feel that there is a possibility, 
granted not for any long term inv~stment by any means but 
then $3,000.00 is not 'all that much. It certainly might 
see us over a very difficult ~nd trying situation. ,Housing 
is at a premiuM in this area and: it coilld c'oncei veably be 
the answer to a lot of small' income people's problems~ I 
would make a defihite proposal that we ask that this be 
looked at again' and, if necessarYi have representation with 
the Department of Public Works. I fe~l that we are in a 
much better position to ~ave a meeting with the Department 
of Public Works as opposed to the City of Whitehorse be.cause 
I don't think the City of Whitehorse has entered into any
thing yet, so until such time as the plebiscite is taken or 
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Mr. Taylor: This is, of course, very rough and just a 
guesstimate, but even at a guesstimate we are ,looking at 
$9,000.00. It seems to me that, if anybody has $9,000.00 
to invest, they can go out to Porter Creek or Crestview or 
one of those nice areas. They can purchase a lot for 
$300.00 or $400.00 and that leaves them quite a hit of money 
which they can us~ to put in a septic tank and a well if 
they have to. Don't forget that we 3re aiming this thing 
at people in the low income bracket. They could provide 
themselves with something new, something of their own design 
under this low cost housing loan for much less money than 
they would have to pay for one of these. It seems clear to 
me that possibly the smartest thing we can do with these 
cemesto h~ts is have a fire truck go ~ound and invest in a 
nickel box of matches and go and burdthe things down, clean 
up the mess and offer the land and s~rvices for sale so that 
somebody could possibly build a new/home under this low cost 
housing ordinance on and produce so~ething new that would 
last for years to come. These oldjbuildings aren't going to 
last forever. They can't last unli8ss you, completely rebuild 
them. I might say that this w9~14 apply to Items 5 and 6 
where it states IIA price for the ~omes,be established com
mensurate with the generally acceiPted price for a sir:lilar 
home in a similar area".ooIf.we,~re talking in terms of 
junk, it is pretty hard to placela price on junk ••• If Finan
cing of these homes to be allowe~ through the Yukon Low 
Cost Housing Ordinance". This Iiam unalterably opposed to 
because I feel that the Yukon Lot Cost Housing Ordinance 
should not be used for purchasint other buildings, though 
possibly the amount of money youlcan borrow could be 
increased. r feel that it shoulq be left the way it is for 
new construction, and this is exactly what we are trying to 
do. We ere trying to give, the samll wage earner or the 
young married couple, or people 01 this nature, an opportun
ity to get out and build something of their own. The min
ute we start opening up this Low Cost Housing Ordinance to 
buy old buildings, in many cases junk buildi~gs, we are 
just a§king for trouble and we are certainly not going, to 
upgrade anything. 

Mr. Shaw: I might not approve of everyone of these 
motions that we have here, but I certainly agree with the 
motion in principle. r am interested in providing homes 
for people. They are always complaining about homes, and 
as soon as you come up with something like this which I 
think can be put into effect.· •• In the City of Whitehorse 
you have som~ nice homes and there are also some awful" 
look~ng shacks that require painting and fixing ui arid a~e 
a lot worse than those buildings up on Camp Takhini. Many 
of these people could move from their existing ho~se in the 
City of Whitehorse and could go up there as those h0uses 
are now and it would be a definite improvement to what 
some of them are living in down here~ We talk about 
standards- if we all had to have Rolli Royces we would 
proh~blY al.lbe walking. You have to fit the garment 
accor,ding to the cloth. As Councillor Boyd has bryught up; 
what 'about the matter of a janitor working around this ' 
bUiiding and surrounding buildings? The salary he gets 
what kind of a home can he possibly buy? He is interested 
in getting shelter for his family. He can't afford these 
Central Mortgage and Housipg homes. He hasn't got that 
money and could never make that amount of money, so we must 
therefore accept the fact that everybody can!tlive in 
mansions. ,Some people have to live in a poorer grade house. 
r felfr~ght from the start that if it were possible to 
somehow sell these semesto homes at as reasonable a price 
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they do ~~ide to amal~amate'this area, I feel that the 
Council as a whole should have 80me say in this and I feel 
that we should ask the Administration to take another look 
at this, and see if we can't come to some more equitable 
solution. 

Mr. Watt: First of all, I would like to say that we have 
had our usual contribution form the member from Watson Lak~, 
his usual constructive suggestions take a match and burn 
everything down. For the suggestea cost of ~hese bulidings 
we used the figure of $2,000.00 f~r a lot which is the price 
of a lot in Riverdale. I think that the cost of a lot up 
there with ser~ice and everything could be in that neigh~ 
bourhood someplace, but I think it is a little high if you 
are comparing it with Riverdale because in Riverdale, you 
are close to ~ lot of the services. To put a basem~nt under 
the house has been estimated at $2,000.00. I think you 
could put a whole basement under the house, partic~larly if 
you are doing any work yourself.' I would consider I could 
do it for a couple of th0usand dollars to a hOllse'much 
larger than that. The cost of the house itself ,is put at 
$5,000.00. If it had to be mov~a to another site and taken 
apart, I would give yon $100.00 for everyhonse that ::"s up 
there. We have been sitting at this table talkin[; about 
taxes and needing more taxpayers. Here is an opportunity 
for the Territory t6 get over a quarter of,a Million dollars 
walth of taxpayers in a short t::j..me.' With the fixing that has 
to be done in the ncar future on these 52 houses there is a ' • good chance of there being another ~100,000.00 worth of con-
struction in the Territoryth~s coming year - $2,000.00 on 
each house to bring it right up to the standard. I think a 
lo~ &f people would take advant~ge at this, I think this 
money would be spent and Ithihk you would have a very 
attractive housipg area up there alrea4y serviced. As for 
this figure of $500.00 for t~ecost' of the house: the cost 
of the house to'be, removed would be $200.00 if you were 
lucky. To buy them in place, -they are worth an awful lot 
mo~e. By the time the purchaser purchased the land and the 
house and did his wiring and his substructure, he would have 
a pretty hOllse and I think the price of $9,000.00 is awy 
out of line for a house of that cali~re. I think the ~oing 
rate for a house in an area such as~hat would be in the . 
neighbourhood of $5,000.00. Qf course t~e fixing up would 
be up to the individual. Mr 0, Taylor s.r.id that he could not 
possibly see how this could be financed with this Low Cost 
Housing Ordinanbe. I think ther~ has been very little use 
made of this Low east Housing Ordinance and I think Mr. 
Spray could probably give us an idea of how mu.ch money has 
been used under that and how much more could be used under 
that. I think we are missing a real good bet by not making 
these houses available. 

Mr. Spray: ,From April 1st, 1963 tQMarch 15th, 1965 we had 
39 applications under the Low,Cost Housing Ordinance~' 24 
fi:rst 'mortgage applications have been approved, we' have 
refused two, a~~ten have been cancelled. There are 3 pend-, 
ing. ,The t6tal amount of m~n~y that haa been paid out on 
the lirst m6rtgage is i134]bob!60 and we have approved one 
seco'nd' mortgage application~ 'The total houses under con
struc,tion are 13, we I ve had 8 hou'ses completed, there are 
still} to be started. 

" 
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Mr. Boyd: If the overall is $9,'00.00, Mr. Baker 1s pretty 
safe because nobody in their right mind would be interest~d 
in them so they will fall down. Mr. Sh40Y makes a point oJ' 
whereby we have some fine homes in Whitehorse and we have, , 
some terrible shacks. The reason that people are living in 
these shacks is that they are only able to live in a shack. 
That is all their pocket book will stand, and this was, the 
view that I ,thought we had in mind when we .suggested these 
c~mestos as ~ chaap home. If you gave tho.se buildings to 
them for a dollar you wouldn't be owed a nickel. You' 
wouldn't be doing anybody any haim. You'd ~egetting some 
of these people out of these shacks and they would proceed to 
become taxpayers. The tax on the shacks they are living in 
right now must be pretty paltry. People ~ill leave a sh~ck 
sitting on their lot for years ~nd years/and pay taxes on it. 
It doesn't worry them one bit if there ~:6 no body living in 
them ~o they are certainly not paying v~ry much f6r the 
right to live in one of th6se things, ?e have a lot,of 
welfare people that we are supplying hqmes to who can't fend 
for themselves. It might be better fof the Government to 
own some 6f them and put them in ther~rather then rent good 
homes for them. They are entitled to '~ood ho~es, I ~m not 
belittling them, but it is the ~an wh makes from $300.00 to 
$400.00 (and there are lots of them) ,hat we are try~rig to 
protect. I might also say that I kno perfectly well that 
some of these people who live in thes shacks are driving 
B~ick cars and they live quite a life It is a little 
mixed but there a~e people that are ~serving of these 
b-.ildings. , ,'i 
Mr.' Spray: I would like to correbt'o e of my fi~ures. r - . \' 
said that we had paid out $134,000.00; This is the amount 
,-;f ihe first mortgage loans approved. ~we have paid out 
$93,555.00. I.~ight also point out t ~t the Low Cost Hous
ing Loan is paid for by funds borrowe~ from the Federal 
Government and the scheme 0as original\y set up by Cabinet 
decision. I may ~e way out but I woul~ say that, before any 
amendments could be made to the Low Cos\ Housing Ordinance, 
we would h~ve to go back to Ottawa. I, 

\ 

. \ 
Mr. Taylor: I don't know whether you would call this a 
usual contribution or not bu't I still must take my $aine 
stand. I agree, just as the Administration have indi6ated, 
that this is a good thing in principle. There is nothing, 
wrong with it:and it is an attempt to find low cost housing 
for some people in the Yukon, but you also have to face 
facts and I don't care which way you kick this thing around. 
If these buildings are in a derelict state, lThi~h apparently 
many of them are, you can't avoid it. As I said, ~ossibly 
a match and a fire truck is the answer. Sell.the land and 
have new houses built on the land and then you have some
thing. If Y01,lmgo and throw good money after bad you're 
just not getting anywhere. It's pointed out that it was 
agreed by the engineers,f'rom Public Works, the City of 
Whitehorse, and the Ter~itory, the effect t~at these build-

'" .. 
ings are not in good repair and that they would,be expensive 
to maintain., It was pointed out that they were built for 
temporaty' u'se':' and were not constructed to last any great ' 
length of time. Therefore, they will constitute a dUbious 
investment for anyone who puts money intq them with the idea 
of obtaining long term permanent housing. Then {he Dity . ' 
Council turned around and Slid that they didn't want to 
take over such an area of lo~ standard housing. They felt 
that the area, instead of being an asset to the City of 
Whitehorsek would.become an ~ctual liability and this is 
something we have got to wat~h. Virtually everyone who 
participated in the discussions agreed that Council's 
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Mr. Boyd: If the overall is $9,'00.00, Mr. Baker is pretty 
safe because nobody in'their right mind would be interested 
in them ~o they will fall d6wn. Mr. Sh~w makes a point o~ 
whereby we have some fine homes in Whitehorse and we have 
some terrible shacks. The reason that people are living in 
these shacks is that they are only able to live in a shack. 
That is all their pocket book will stand, and this was ,the 
view that I thought we had in mind when we suggested these 
c~mestos as ~ cheap home. If you gave those buildings ~p 
them for a dollar you wouldn't be owed a hickel. You.' 
wouldn't be doing anybody any harm. You'd be getting so~e 
of these people out of these shacks and they would proceed to 
become taxpayers. The tax on the shacks they are living in 
right now must be pretty paltry. People will leave a shack 
sitting on their lot for years and years and pay taxes otilt. 
It doesn't worry them one bit if there is 'nobody living in 
them so they are certainly not paying very 6uch for the 
right to live in one of thbse things. We have a lot of 
welfare people that we are supplying homes to who can't fend' 
for themselves. It might be better for the Government to, 
own some of them ~nd put them ih there rather then rent good 
homes for them. They are entitled to good homes, : ~m not 
belittling them, but it is the wan who makes from $300.00 to 
$400.00 (and there are lots of "them) that we are trying to 
protect. I might also say that I know perfectly well that 
some of these people who live in these shacks are driving 
B':lick cars and they live quite a life. It is' a little 
mixed, but there a~e people that are deserving of theBe 
b ... ildings. 

Mr. Spray: I would like to correct 'one of mY,fi~ures. 'I 
said that we had paid out $134,000.00. This is the amount 
0f fue first mortgage loans approved. We have paid out 
$93,555.bo. I.~ight also point out that the Low Cost, Hous
ing Loan is paid for by funds borr6wed from the Federal 
Government and the scheme was originally set up by Cabinet 
decision. I may 1;e,way out but I would say that, before any 
amendments could be made to th8 Low Cost Housing Ordinance, 
we would have to go back to Ottawa. ' ' 

Mr. Taylor: I don't know whether you would call this a 
usual contribution or not but I still must take my sa~e 
stand. I agree, just as the Administration have indicated, 
that this is a good thing in principle. There is nothing, 
wrong with it and it is an attempt to find low cost h'ousing 
for some people in the Yukon, but you also have to face 
facts and I don't care which way you kick this thing around. 
If these buildings are in A derelict s~ate, liliihh ap~arently 
many of them are, you can't avoid it. As I said, possibly 
a match and a fire truck is the answer. Sell,the land And 
have new houses built on the land and then you have some
thing. If YOl,;llIllJO and throw good money after bad you're 
just not getting anywhere. It's pointed, out that it was 
agreed by the engineers from PublicWorki, the City of 
Whi tehorse', and the Terri tory, the effect that these build
ings are not in good repair and that thei ~ould be ~xpenBive 
to maintain., It was pointed out that they were built for 
temporary' use" and were not conBtructed to last any great 
length of time. Therefor~, they wil~ constitute a dtibious 
inve~tment for anyone who puts money into them with 'the i~ea 
of obtaining long term permanent housing. Then the City~ -
Council turned around and Slid that they didn't want to 
take over such an area of lo~ standard housing. They felt 
that the area, instead of being an asset to the City of 
Whitehorsek would become an ~ctual liability and this is 
something we have got to wat~h. Virtually everyone who 
participated in the discussions agreed that Council's 
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they do c: ,,;ide to amalg~mate' this area, I feel that the 
Co\in6il' as a whole should have some say in this and I feel 
that we'should ask the 'Administration to take another look 
at this and see if we can't come to some more equitable 
solution. 

Mr. Watt: First of all, I would like to say that we have 
had our usual contribution form the member Tram Watson Lake, 
his usual constructive suggestions take a match and burn 
everything down. FOT the suggestea Gost of ·chese bu:il.dings 
we used the figure of $2,000.00 for a lot which is the price 
of a lot in Riverdale. I think that the cost of a lot up 
there with service and everything coul/d be in that neigh
bourhood someplace, but I think it is:~ little high if you 
are comparing it with Riverdale beca~~8 in Riverdale. you 
are close to a lot of the services. ITo put a basement under 
the house has been estimated at $2,0¢O.00. I think you 
could put a whole basement under th~ house, particularly if 
you are doing any work yourself. Ii-twould consider I could 
do it for a couple of thousand dollrs to a honse'much 
larger than that. The cost of the, ouse itself, is put at 
$5,000.00. If it had to be mov1d tt another site and,taken 
apart, I would give yon $100.00 for~ every-house that :::'s up 
there. We have been sitting at thi~ table talkin~; about 
taxes and needing more taxpayers. ~ere is an opportunity 
for the Territory to get over a quati-ter of a [lillion dollars 

r. 
wolth of taxpayers in a short time. tWith the fixing that has 
to be done in the near future on th~se 52 houses there is a 
good chance of there being another $100,000.00 worth of con~ 
struction in the Territory th::'s coming year - $2,000.00 on 
each house 'to bring it right up to the standard. I think a 
lot of people would take ad~antage or this, I,think this 
money would be spent and,I think you would have a v~ry 
attractive housing area u~ there alr~ady serviced. As for 
this figure of $500.00 for the cost 01 the house: the cost 
of the house to be removed would be $200.00 if yon were 
lucky. To buy thefrJ in place, -'::hey are ,worth an awful lot 
mor~. By the time the purchaser purchased the land and the 
house and did his wiring and hi~ substructure, he would have 
a pretty house and I think the price of $9,000.00 is awy 
out of line for a hous~ of that cali~re. I think the going 
rate for a house in an area such as~hat would be in the 
neighbourhood bf $5,000.00~ Of course tp8 fixing u~ would 
be up to the individual. Mr. Taylor s:;.id that he could not 
possibly see how this could be financed with this Low Cost 
Housing Ordinance~ I think ther~ has been very little use 
made of this Low eost Housing Ordinance and I think Mr. 
Spray could probably give us an idea of how much money has 
been used under that and how much more could be used under 
that. I think we are missing a real good bet by not making 
these houses available. 

Mr. Spray: From April 1st, 1963 to March 15th, 1965 we had 
39 applications under the Low Cost H~using Ordinance~ 24 
first mortgage applications ~avebeen approved, we have 
refused two, and ten have beep cancelled. There are 3 pend
ing •. The total amount of monejthat has been paid out on 
the Zirst mortgage is $134~uo~.oO and ~e have approv~d one 
second m9rtgage applicatioh.'·The total houses under· con
st~uction are 13, we've h~dt8houses completed, there are 
still 3 to be startedo 
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proposal was a good one in principle. Unfortunately it 
would probably not work in practice. It would only serve to 
worsen the problem of low ~ost housing rather than improve 
it, and I think we have to take that into consideration. 
It's not just throwing a wJt blanket on things, it is just 
the other point of view and it may be the correct one. I 
would tend to listen tb the engineer's evaluation of these 
buildings and give it some thought in any event. I ~ould 
never consider ame.:p.ding the Low Cost Housing Ordinance to 
buy any existing building, no matter what it was, at the 
present time. 

Hr. Watt: If it is too difficult to finance these under the 
Low Cost Housing Ordinance, I don't see why they couldn't 
be financed without it by the Government on their ordinary 
purbhase agreement. They do this with any lots that they 
sell. You put so much down with so long to pay and we could 
do this same thing here and we would be charging the usual 
interest on the outstanding portion of the unpaid balance. 
It is not a matter of us needing money to first of all buy 
the houses to refinance them, becnase ~he houses are going 
to be turned ov~r to us for a nominal sum. We in turn could 
do the financing. We wouldn't need the Low Cost Housing 
Ordinance or the change in the Act in Ottawa. 

Hr. Spray: I may have given the wrong impression. I did 
not say that I didn't feel that the Low Cost Housing Ordin
ance c6uld be amended to provide for this sort of programme. 
I just feel that it would have to go to Ottawa before it 
could be amended. I don't know how they would look at this 
part of it. As for the Territorial Government selling the 
houses on a time basis, not throug~he Low Cost Housing 
Ordinance but strictly by the individual's credit rating and 
Hr. HacKenzie would hav~ to speak on this. I know it would 
be very difficult. We have had a great deal of trouble with 
the subdivisions on the lots we have sold on a time basis, 
40% down and 2 years t6 pay. Iri many cases it took stacks 
and stacks of letter to get a paltry $100.00. It was far 
more trouble than it was worth and under the Low' Cost Housing 
Scheme we are not having anywhere near the trouble. People 
are signing contracts and coming through very well. They 
realize their obligations so maybe it would be no problem at 
all to handle it in this way. The larger the amount of money 
they owe, the easier it is tc collect. 

Hr. Shaw: For example, we have those houses up' there 'which 
are woIth $2',000.00 and you say to this person "There is a 
house~ You put $500.00 down as an initial payment. B~fore 
you can mdve iri, this, that a~d the next thing has to be 
done with the cost of $500.00 or $600.00. You will put down 
$75.00 a month until this is paid." When the people move in 
they put down the down payment of $500.00 in good faith. 
They undertake before they move in to attend to the wiring 
and ~he necessa~y work and then they are allowed to move in 
and continue with these payments of $75.00 a month. If 
they fall down they go out. ' 

The Chairman declared a short recess for tea • 
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Monday, March 29 lli , 1965 
2:00 otclock P.M. 

Committee was. p~i~ed to order. (Mr. Southam in Chnir) 

Mr. Watt: l.s··· far i3.:s. the financing of these homes are con- ' . 
cerned, I ment{Q~ed ihe part wher~ th0 financing ·of low cost 
housing ordinELDce.in it, ,incase thi p type of financing would 
be needed, but if the Aqmi.nistrati,orl sees some other simpler 
method of financing this l~av~i it open to them of ~ motiod 
is passed , it leaves it apen to them to pursue the, financing 
of the low co'st housing ordinance an'(' d:i.:r:ec-t it themselves. ' 
Either way thElYwGntec! to do it, if it was agreeable. 

~. Boyd: I feel we have discuss'ed this at quite some lentgh. 
I'd l-iike to suggest that we 'leave it with the thought that 
the Administration will take the Motion into considefation 
and give it re~l serious thought *ith a view to ~ccomplishihg 
what is ~n the Motion. 

/. ) 

Mr; Chaiql1.ari: , Is there any further' diSCUssiq:~ on the motion? 
. i 

Mr. Taylor. :Yes, I\d ~st 'like 
that I didn't p~int out earlier 

" 
to point· oul too something 
in thedisdlssion, and that 

. i 

is the fact that as ·far as I am concerned jhese buildings are 
fire traps in mapy' instances, and I have 8'ee'n many similar 
buildings in these towns catch fire and kill people, includ-

. ... . ' , . 
ing firemen. Corise~uently, I think this ~hould be taken into 
consideration when'you ~onsider what you 'do with the~e build
ings. They are fire t~aps, 

,J 
, . .' J 

Mr. vlatt: The purpose ·of the Motion isrto try and make these 
pieces of property available, I'do'n't p..ike to leave it ina 
position where we just give the. Adminisftration, if we pass 
this motion, just to say "Well, take'iij into consideration; 
and if you can do something,'do something.", I think there 
appears to bea direct attemp~ ~y the fdministration to just 
by-pass Council on this. This has beep dorte.in the past~ 
Thoy've gone direc tly to the Ci ty C01J.~cil, an,d the area up 
there has had no representatiori at an~~eetings concerning 
these, buildings. I would like to see Ithe ~dministration take 
this into consideration within the nelt fow days, ~nd then 
report back to Council on it right awdy, iri case therci~ 
other information that youwarit from ,Is tohelp.yo~ proceed 
with this further , either ono' way or ~he, either,. I feel cer':' 
tain that the Members in Council herol if thi~ is not giveri c

, 

a fair chance, should be given a roal:good reason'why'~hose 
buildings aren't used. All of us here are going to answer 
to a lot of people why these bui:(.dings aren't. use'd, and we 
shouldn't have to ,because this should bb ou~ job, to 
make living a little' hit easier in the, Terri'tory' for as many 
people as possible. lrfe can't discount . the fact that it would 
brohden the tax base for e~~rybody in the Tbrritory and create 
a lot of taxpayers plus :JIOO,OOO worth of construction in the 
Whi tehorse area this year. In addi tiOD, it would make l,i ving 
a lot mOre comfortable for, quite a few people in the Terri
tory. If you have a group of fifty people that' have an 
equity in the home they are going to be more reluctant to 
pull up their stakes and leave. They want to make themselves 
part of the permanent community in the Whitehorse area, I 
would like to leave the thought with the Administration that 
this nrea may not be part of the city, at least for quite a 
number of years. It may be part of another complex outside 
the City for at least a few yeers. I think that in the 
future, when dealing with Cemp Takhini or other areas out
side the city limits that the members of the area should be 
consulted too, along with the City. 
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Monday, March 29 lli , 1965 
2;00 o'clock P.M. 

Committee was called fo order. (Mr! Southam in Chair) 

Mr. Watt: i1s. far as the finnnc:Lng oJ; .these homes o.r.e con
cerned, I mentioned the part where' '-ehe financing of low cost 
housing ordinc:tnce in it, in case 'thip type of firiancingwould 
be needed, but if the Administrati,onsees, some other simpler 
method of financing this leaves it open to them of a motion 
is passed, it leayes it open to them to pursue the financins 
of the low cost housing ordinnnce ane d:i:J:!ec:,t it themselves .. 
Either way thGYw[\.Dtec~ to do it, if it was agreeable. 

~. Boyd: I feel we have discusse.d this at quite some lentgh. 
I'd Like. to suggest. that we lenve. it with the thought that 
the Administration will tnke the Motion into, consideration 
and g:j..ve it real serious thought with.a view to accomplishing 
what is in the Motion. 

," 

Mr. Chairman: 
r , 

Is there any further discussion qnthe motion? 
,", ) 

Mr • Taylor . Yes, I'd just :like to poi.t out too 'something 
tha~I didn't point out earlier in thediicus~iont and that 
is the fact that ~s far as I ~m c~ncerned th~$~ buildirigs are 
fire traps in many instanc8p1 and I have,seen many similar 
buildings in these towns catch fire and kill people, includ
ing firemen. Consequently, I think this should be taken into 
consideration when you consider what-you. db 'with these build
ings. ~hey are fire traps. 

Mr. Watt: The purpose of the Motion is to try and make these 
pieces' of property available. I'· don' tlike' to leave it in a 
position where we just give. the' Administration, if we pass 
this motion,just to say. "Well, take it into consideration; 
and if you can do something, do somothing." I think there 
appears to be a direct attempt by the Administration' to 'just 
by-pasS Council on this. This ho.s been done in the p~st. 
They've gone dire6tly,to the City Council, and the area up 
there has had no ~epresentation. at any meetings concernirtg 
theSe. buildings. I ~ould like to see the ~dministration take 
this,into consideration within. the .next few days, hnd then 
report back to Cou.ncilon it right away,' in cnsa there is 
other informa ti'on that you want, from us to hel.p you proceed 
with this further, ei thor one way or the other.' I feel cer
tain that th~ Hemhers in Council here, if this is not given 
a fair chance, should be given a real good reason why these 
bui.ldings aren't used. All of us here are going to o.nswer 
to a lot of pepple why thes~ buildings aren't uSBd, an~ we 
shouldn't have .to' 1 becE'lUse this should be our job, to 
make living a little' bit easier in the Territory' for as many 
pe,ople o.s possible. lile" can 'tdiscount the fact that it would 
bro~de~ the tax bo.$8 for· everybody in the Territory o.nd create 
a lot of taxpayerJplus alOO,OOO worth of construction in the 
Whitehorse area t~is year. In addition, it would make living 
a lQtmore comfor/te,ble for. quite a few· people in the Terri-. 
tory. If you ha-J·e a group of fifty people that ho.ve an . 
equity in the home they are going to. be more reluctant to 
pull up their sto.kes and leave. They want to make themselves 
part of the permanent community in the Whitehorse area. I 
would like to leave the thought with the Administration thnt 
this area mc:ty not be part of the city, at least for quite a 
number of years. It may be part of another complex outside 
the City for at least 0. few years. I think that in the 
future, when dealinG with Co.mp Takhini or other areas out
side the city limits that the members of the o.rea should be 
consulted too, along with the City. 
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proposal was a good one in principle. Unfortunately it 
would probably not work in practice. It would only serve to 
worsen the problem of low ~ost housing rather than improve 
it, and I think we have to take that into consideration. 
It's not just throwing a W!t blanket on thincs, it is just 
the other point of view and it may be the correct one. I 
would tend to listen to the engineer's evaluation of these 
buildings and give it some thought in any event. I would 
never consider amending the Low Cost Housing Ordinance to 
buy any existing building, no matter what it was, at the 
present time. 

Mr. Watt: If it is too difficult to finance these· un.der the 
Low Cost Housing Ordinance, I don't see why they couldn't 
be financed without it by the Government on their ordinary 
purchase agreement. They do this with anyflots that they 
sell. You put so much down with so long ~o pay and we could 
do this same thing here and we would be ~harging the usual 
interest on the outstanding portion of t~e unpaid balance. 
It is not a matter of us needing money i?o first of all buy 
the houses to refinanc~them, because t~e houses are going 
to be turned over to us for a nominal slum. We in turn could 
do the financing. We wouldn't need th~ Low Cost Housing 
Ordinance or the change in the Act in Ottawa. 

Mr. Spray: I may have givon the wrong impression. I did 
not say that I didn't feel that the Lbw Cost Housing Ordin
ance could be amended to provide forlthis sort of programme. 
I just feel that it would have to gO~to Ottawa before it 
could be amended. I don't know how hey would look at this 
part of it. As for the Territorial ~overnment selling the 
houses on a time basis, not throug:q;lihe Low Cost Housing 
Ordinance but s~rictly by the individual's credit rating and 

. I . 

Mr. MacKenzie would have to speak or this. I know it would 
be very difficult. We have had a gkeat deal of trouble with 
the subdivisions on the lots we ha~e sold on a time basis, 
40% down and 2 years to pay. In m~ny cases it took stacks 
and stacks of letter to get a paltrly $100.00. It was far 
more trouble than it was worth andiunder the Low Cost Housing 
Schame we are not having anywhere Jear the trouble. People 
are signing contracts and coming t~rough very well. They 
realize their obligations so maybe [it would be no problem. at 
all to handle it in this way. The:larger the amount of money 
they owe, the easier it is tc collJct. 

Mr. Shaw: For example, we have th6se houses up there ~hich 
are woIth $2.,000.00 and you say to Bp.is person "There is a 
house'.' You put :.J;500 .00 down as an 'i.ni tia.! payment. Before 
you can move in, this, that and the next thing has to be 
done with the cost of $500.00 or $600.00. You will put down 
$75.00 a month until this is paid." When the people move in 
they put down the down payment of $500.00 in good faith. 
They undertake before they move in to attend to the wiring 
and the necessary work and then they are allowed to move in 
and continue with these payments of $75.00 a month. If 
they fall down they go out. 

The Chairman declared a short recess for tea • 
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Mr. MacKinnon: I would.: like to see this Moti'on given pro
per attention. I think it is necessary that people get a 
chance at it. If it's not workable, tear the houses down 
some other time, in a year or so, if they can't sell, but 
give people a chance. 

Mr. Boyd: I would just like to ask Mr. Baker if he has, if 
he can give us any idea as to what is going to happen up on 
the hill when you take over the highways. I'm thinking of 
the people that live there now. Of the homes that' are being 
maintained by the Government. Have there been any plans com
pleted as to ,-how. you shall carryon? lA/ill these people be 
given a chance to buy their homes? Will the Government be in 
the real estate business after they take the highwp.y over? 

Mr. Baker: I have thought of this, of course, but I h0ven't 
as yet discussed it with the Department of Public Works or 
with the Commissioner, consequeptly I would not li~e to s~y 
anything about it at this time. Certainly, however, we will 
be absorbing people into our organization and I wo~ld imagine 
they would be staying in Government quarters as they are doing 
now. 

Mr. Boyd: The reason I asked this question was, let's assume 
the City take this top of the hill over and they might take 
the attitude it's a closed area, nobody lives there, in wh~cp 
case those people livinG there now would be forced to Porter 
Creek or down here. If something like this is in the back of 
their minds, then I can see why they object to seeing Cemeatos 
beins occupied. 

Mr. Chairman: Any discussion. 

Mr. Watt: I think Mr. Boyd brought out a good point that is 
part of the over-all picture for the development up there. 
I would like to go on record of agreeing to the principle of 
if it is possible to seel other of these Government houses up 
there to employees of the Government, whether it be Federal, 
Department of Public Works, or rerritorial, then if it is P09-
sible, feasible, then. we should certainly do it .. This would 
just be an extension of the salo of the Cemestos. Once the 
unit is set up within the Territorial ~over~ment t~ey could 
just include the Cemestos in the same type of agreement for 
sale as tho other homos in tho area, if the Administration is 
going to put these up for sale. I think there is a growing 
feeling among the people 'in the Territory, (the ones I have 
talk9d to) that this should be done, and the Government should 
get out of the housing business as much as they possibly can. 

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion? 

Mr. Taylor resumes the Chair. 

Mr. Chairman: What are your feel~ngs on the motion, gentle
men? 

Mr. Watt: I would like .to have the Motion, if the ~~estion 
is called, and it is given support in principle to the idea 
of having Cemestos put ~p for sale. I think we can Gxpect 
a memorandum back from the Administration within the next 
few days concerning their thoughts on this, at which time we 
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I hope, are in 0. position to discuss the developments on 
this. I don't think the passing of th.is Motion would elimin
ate this from being brought up at any further time during ~~is 
Session. 

Mr. Che.irman: Do you wish the Question put? 

Mr. Southam: Question. 

Mr. Chairman: The question hus been called. Ar~ you agreed 
with the Motion. 

MOTION CA:RRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, I believe at 4. 0' clock there are 
some people coming in to discuss camp g:rounds. Do you re-
quire Mr. Spray or Mr. Baker· any longeri? . 
,. f 

Mr. Boyd: ,.No, not on my part. f 
I 

Mr. Chairman: We have this item and £h8 Safety Inspector and 
the Tesling Medical Treatment Motion1' These are the only 
three that e.re left. ! 

Mr. Chairman: May these gentlemen ~e excused. 

Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker withdrew. / 
Mr. Boyd: If this gathe:ring is g01ng to be here at 4 o'clock 
I as~umo it's boen la~d on and arranged for, and it· is going 
to take place. Personally I am of/tho opinion that we should 
have a round table discussion, rati'er than in Council as Com7 
mittee, becauso it's not a simple no, and thore1s no reason' 
why it should be 0. long-drawn-out ffair that could get into 
hassles, and possibly hGate~ doba~e. I dbn't see why it 
should, but I hope it won't, but 1ere is determination on 
two sides. I'm just wondering if this thought would meet with 
the approval of tho rest of the C uncillors. 

Mr. 1rJatt: I had though of thiS'~ ·ut· I thOUGht if there was 
an area of agreement with the par ies concerned, Territorial 
Coun~il, the i.dmir~st;ation:.Chen,c~ee and the.Chamber of 
Commerce, thnt oUf'li.!ordS would beohrecord, iJ-nd if there was 
an area of agreement it could bo ~.ferred to later. This was 
the thought in having it in· the Co ~ittee of the Whole, but 
if the Committee wish not to have it tp.is way, they wish to 
have a more-or-less round table di cussion, I assume this 
would be more of a q~estionperiod, when we could ask ques~ 
tions of the Che.mber of Commerce, land the peo~le from Chen
echee, and possibly the Cqmmissioner. I think that the Com
missioner should be here for this, because he has been part 
of the negotiations that have been going on with the Chamber 
of Commerce. I have informed both'the Chamber of Commerce an~ 
Chenechee that. this was laid on at 4 o'clock, and they both 
thariked me for the invitation, but I think that the Commissioner 
should also be here. 

Mr. Taylor: (with Mr. Southam in the Chcdr) 

Mr. Taylor: I can't for the life of me, unless these people 
nre coming hore asking for money or n grant or something of 
this nafure, I can't· for the life of me see why this thing 
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I hope, are in a position to discuss the developments on 
this. I don't think the passing of this Motion would ~limin
ate this from being brought up at any further time during this 
Session. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish tho Question put? 

Mr. Sou.tham: Question. 

Mr. Chairman: The question has been called. Are you agreed 
with the Motion. 

MOTION CA.:RRIED 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, I believe at 4 o'clock there are 
some people coming in to discuss camp grounds. Do you re
quire Mr. Spray Or Mr. Bakor.any longer? 

Mr. Boyd: ,.No, not on my part. 

Mr. Chairman: We have this item and the; Safety Inspector and 
the Tesling Medical Treatment Motions. These are the only 
three that are left. 

Mr. Chairman: Maythcse gentlemen be excused. 

Mr. Spray and Mr. Baker withdrew. 

Mr. Boyd: If this gathe:ring is going to be here [;"t 4 0' clock 
I assume it's boen laid. on and arranged for, and it.is going 
to take place. Personally I am of the opinion that we should 
have a round table discussion, rather than in Council as Com
mittee, because it's not a simple one, and there's no reason. 
why it should be a long-drawn-out affair that could get into 
hassles, and possibly hGate~ debate. I d~n't see why it 
should, but I hope it won't, but there is determination on 
two sides. I'm just wondering if this thQught would meet with 
the approval of the rest of the Councillors. 

Mr. Watt: I had though of this, but I thOUGht if there was 
an area of agreement with the parties concerned, Territorial 
Council, the L(lministration, Chenechee and the Chamber of 
Commerce, ,t.no.t our1t,Tc;13fds' would be·on.record, and if there was 
an area of agreement it Gould be refbrred to later. Thiswas 
the thought in having it in. the Committee of the Whole, but 
if the Committee wish not to have it t~is way, they wish to 
have a more-or-less round table discussion, I assume this 
would be.more of a question period, when we could ask ques. 
tions of the Chamber of Commerce, and the people from Chen
echee, and possibly the Commissioner. I think that the Com
missioner should be here for this, because he has been part 
of the negotiations that have been going on with the Chamber 
of Commerce. I have informed both,the Chamber of Commerce and 
Chenechee that this was laid on at 4 o'clock, and they both 
thanked me for·the invitation, but I think that the Commissioner 
should also be here. 

Mr. Taylor: (with Mr. Southam in the Chair) 

Mr. Taylor: I can't for the life of mo, unless these people 
are coming here asking for money or a grant or something of 
this nature, I can't for the life of me see why this thing 
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Mr. MacKinnon: I would. like to see this Motion given pro
per attention. I think it is necessary that people get a 
chance at it, If it's not workable, tear the houses down 
some other time, in a year or so, if they can't sell, but 
give people a chance. 

Mr. Boyd: I would just like to ask Mr. Baker if he has, if 
he can give us any idea as to what is going to happen up on 
the hill when you take over the highv,rays. I'm thinking 0 f 
the people that live there now. Of the homes that· are being 
maintained by the Government. Have there been any plans com
pleted as to how you shall carryon? Will these people be 
given a chance to buy their homes? Will the Government be in 
the real estate business after they take the highway over? 

Mr. Baker: I have thought of this, of course, but I haven't 
as yet discussed it with the Department of Public Works or 
with the Commissioner, consequently I would not like to say 
anything about it at this time.· Certainly, however, we will 
be absorbing people into our organization anb I would imagine 
they would be staying in Government quarters as they are doing 
now. ! 

Mr. Boyd: The reason I askod this questio~ was, let's assume 
the City take this top of the hill over anq they might take 
the attitude it's a closed area, nobody liyes there, in which 
case those people livinG there now would b~ forced to Porter 
Creek or down here, If something like thif is in the back of 
their minds, then I can see why they objec~ to seeing Cemeetos 
being occupied. I 

I 
Mr. Chairman: Any discussion.' I 

Mr. Watt: I think Mr. Boyd brought out algOOd point that is 
I 

part of the over-all picture for the development up there. 
I would like to go on record of agreeing to the principle of 
if it is possible to seel other of these 90vernment houses up 
there to employees of the Government, whether it be Federal, 
Department of Public Works, or Territorial, then if it is pos
sible, feasible, then we should· certainly do it. This would· 
just be an extension ~f the sale of the Cemestos. Once the 
unit is set up within the Territorial Gover~ment t~ey could 
just inclucte the Comestos in tho same type of agreement for 
sale as the other homos ~n the area, ~f tho Administration is 
going to put these up for sale, I think thore is a growing 
feeling among the people·in the Territory, (the ones I have 
talked to) that this should be done, and the Government should 
get out of the housing business as much as they possibly can. 

Mr. Chairman: Any further discusslon? 

Mr. Taylor resumes the Chair. 

Mr. Chairman: ltJhat are your feelings on the motion, gentle
men? 

Mr. Watt: I would like to have the Motion, if the ~uestion 
is called, and it is ~iven support in principle to tho idea 
of having Cemestos put up for sale. I think we can expect 
a memorandum back from the Administration wi~hin th~ next 
few days concerning their thoughts on this, at which time we 
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is coming to this Tnble 8t 811. Possibly I've missed part 
of this nff~ir. It seams to me thore is an area of discus
sion between a private ent~rprise group in the outlying dis
tricts of vlhi tehorse and the \'ihitehorse Chamber of Commerce. 
Unless we are asked to place money on this thing I don't see 
why it should even be at this table. Possibly somebody could 
explainth~t one to me. If there's anything to bo done in 
Council, I suggest it bo done in Council, and.ifit has no 
proper place in being here I suggest it be thrown out, and 
we get on with something else. 

Mr. Watt: I am suggesting there is a basic principle invol
ved here thnt involves the Territorial Council, and that is 
using public funds for anything that could be a camp ground 
on the one hand to a trailer court on tho other. If public 
funds or monies are going to be used and. voted to this Coun
cil either now or in the future, then I think we should know 
what this money is going to be used for •. I don't want to 
brpwbeat anybody into sitting here and listening to this if 
they don't want to, but I think it is for us to know what we 
are asked to vote money for. If some solution can be found 
that will help the community as a whole and elimi~ate the 
hard feelings that this thing has created, then I think we 
should spend this half-hour'to do so. 

Mr. Shaw', Tho Commi,ssioner informed me todll.y that he won't 
be present at this particular meeting, it could quite easily 
develop into a Donneybrook and I think the point is I can soe 
Councillor Watt wanting these people to be questioned on this 
subject. I have no objections to that, but before it becomes 
a~hree-way battle here and there, it could develop into that, 
and I can agree with the Administration in not wishi~g to 
expose.itself to affairs such as this. But if Councillor 
Watt, as he has stated, wishes to ask these people questions, 
I'think that is quite in order, and I wiil be quite content 
to sit here and maybe ask a question and listen to the ques
tions and answers. 

Mr. Taylor; All I'm trying to is to determine what - appar
ently now I understand they're asking for funds, either one 
or the other of these groups, now I wasn't aware of this. I 
know that funds were refused to one group in relation to this 
project at tho last session. If they're nsking for money 
naturally we've got to sit and hear them out. I just didn't 
know the reason for the meeting. I thought that maybe we.' 
were just sitting here to watch the Donneyb~ook, that's.why I 
asked the question. 

Mr. Boyd: I am unaware of any funds be~ng asked for, funds 
today do not come into the pictur~ that we~e supposedly. going 
to vote on. I know nothing of this.' They are going to dis
cuss this City Park, as they call it, being somewhat Govorn-, 
ment-sponsored, see~ingly in opposition to private enter- . 
prise. Thll.t's all I'm prepared to discuss. It's all I un
derstood they were being asked here for. 

Mr. TE1.ylor: Is.that right; Mr. WE1.tt? 

Mr. Watt: As I understand it, last Fnll we did not vote a 
sum of money becE1.use we wE1.ntedto find out what this money 
is going to be used for. I understand it will be asked for 
again at this Session on the one hand. If the other extreme 
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is agreed to the Robert Service Cc~mp Ground will become a 
camp ground. On the one hand it mny become 0. trailer court, 
on the! other hand it may become a campground. If it be
comes a camp Ground then it coulc} very well involve Terri
torial Funds now and in the future, becQuse the Territory 
would be operating and maintaining it,' if it is the general 
o.greement that it should fall into the category of a camp 
ground,'then it will be our responsibility. This is it. On 
the othor hand if it falls into tho cateGory, or will fall 
into tbe cate~ory of a trailer court, thon we will b~ using 
public monie~, and' we' will be requested to use public moni~s 
to support n ttailer court. This involves us too. No matter 
what i~ docidod it's goine to involve money. Unless there 
is sbme line in between that the money that has already been 
used, without any further request is going to be used and 
then this is the only situation which would cause more money 
to be requested. If that is the case a lot of the money 
that has been used there has been already received through 
the Territorial Government. This is whe,re money enters into 
the picture. 

Mr. Taylor: I was misled in this. I understand tho.t there 
is no money being asked for riGht now out maybe there might 
be some at a later date. ~s far as I hm concerned this comes 
down to the Council sitting here and ~efereeing apriv~te 
dispute. If this is the case I am unalterably opposed to it. 
However, if the Committee wish to pro~eed along this line 
I'll just sit here, but remember, I'~ opposed to it. 

Y.r. Shaw: In that respect may I point out I was in the Chair 
at the time in Council so I did not enter into the discussion 
but I be~ieve that the Council agree'd to having a meeting 
with these gentlemen, Chenechee and the Chamber of Commerce, 
so whether we disagree or agree with it now, we did agree 
with it in the first instance, so let's get on with the show 
and have this committee here, Chene~hee and "the Whitehorse 
Chamber of Commerce. l"..S I pointed out tho ;_dministration 
does not wish to become involved at this time, it bas had 
similar meetings which have been most unsatisfactory, so I 
q~ite understand they wouldn't want another. I would suggest 
we have a recess until those gontlomen get here. 

I 

Mr. Taylor: Thank you, Mr. Southam, I'll tr:..ke the Chair 
again. Gentlemen, we will recess for five minutes or what
ever it takes"for this committee to Get here. 

Mr. Chairman introduces Mr. L. Hudson [md Mr. E 1rJienecke of 
thE; Chamber of Commerce; Mr. D, Sumnnik and Mr. D. Htilsh of 
Chenechee Camping Ground. 

Mr. Chairman: He have these gentlemen here to discuss the 
Motion respecting the Robert Setvice CampGround. Hill you 
proceed, Mr. Watt. 

Mr. Watt: This concerns Motion No, 10 which was moved by 
myself and seconded by Hr. Thompson and reads: "It is 
respectfully requested thnt the Commissioner of the Yukon 
Territory and the Chairman of tho ~hit8horse Chamber of 
Commerce campground committee and another member of the 
Chamber of Commerce in ac'.c1ition to a representative from 
Chenechee Camping Ground be invited to appear before Coun
cil to discuss the future of Robert Service C:-,mpground." 
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is agreed to the Robert Service C~mp Ground will become a 
camp ground. On the ono he .. nd it mny become a trailer court, 
on the othe~ hnnd it may become a campground. If it be
comes a camp ground then it coul~ very well involve Terri
torial Funds now and in the future, because the Territory 
would be operating and maintaining it,·if it is the general 
agreement thnt"it should fall into the category of a cnmp 
ground,·then it will be our responsibility. This is it. On 
the othor hnnd if it falls into tho cntegory, or will fall 
into the cRtecory of a trailer court, thon ""Ie will be using 
public monies, and' we will be requested to use public monies 
to support a trailer court. This involves us too. No matter 
what is decided it's going to involve money. Unless there 
is s6me line in between that the money that has already been 
used, without any further request is going to be used and 
then this is the only situation which would cause more money 
to be requested. If that is the case a lot of the money 
that has been used there has been already received through 
the Territorial Government. This is where money enters into 
the picture. 

Mr. Taylor: I was misled in this. I understand that there 
is no money being asked for riGht now but maybe there might 
be some at a later date. ~s far as I am concerned this comes 
down to the Council sitting here and refereeing a:private 
dispute. If this is the case I am unaltorRbly opposed to it. 
However, if the Committee wish to proceed along this line 
I'll just sit here, but remember, I'm opposed to it. 

¥Or. Shaw: In that respect mny I point out I was in the Chair 
at the time in Council so I did not enter into the discussion 
but I berieve that the Council aGreed to having a meeting 
with these gentlemen, Chenechee and the Chamber of Commerce, 
so whether we disagree or agree with it now, we did agree 
with it in the fir~t instance, so let's get on with the show 
and have this committee here, Chenechee and·the Whitehorse 
Chamber of Commerce. Ls I pointed out the Ldministration 
does not wish to become involved at this time, it bas had . 
similar meetings which have been most unsatisfactory, so I 
quite understand they wouldn't want another. I would suggest 
we have a recess until these gentlomen get here .. 

Mr~ Taylor: Thank you, Mr. Southam, I'll take the Chair 
again. Gentlemen, we will recess for five minutes or what
ever it takes·for this committee to Cet here. 

Mr. Chairman introduc es Mr. L. Hudson and Mr. E 1rJionecke of 
the Chnmber of Commerce; Mr. D. Sumanik and Mr. D. Walsh of 
Chenechee Camping Ground. 

Mr. Chairman: We have these gentlemen here to discuss the 
Motion respecting the Robert Service CampGround. Will you 
proceed, Mr. Watt. " 

Mr. Watt: This concerns Motion No, 10 which was moved by 
myself and seconded by Hr. Thompson and reads: "It is" 
respectfully requested that the Commissioner of the Yukon 
Territory and the Chairman of the~hitehorse Chamber:of 
Commerce campground committee and another member of the 
Chafuber of Commerce in addition to a representative fro~ 
Chen~chee Camping Ground be invited to appear before Cdun
cil to discuss the future of Robert S8rvice Cnmpground." 
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is coming to this Tnble nt 0.11. Possibly I've missed pnrt 
of this nffcir. It seums to me thore is nn area of discus
sion between 0. private enterprise group in the outlying dis
tricts of vlhitehorse nncl the ltJhitehorse Chco.mber of Commerce. 
Unless we Qre nsked to place money on this/thing I don't see 
why it should even be at this tnble. PO$'~i bly somebody could 
explainthnt one to me. If there'snnyi{hing to be done in 
Council, I suggest it be done in Council, and· if it has no 
propor place in being here I suggest it. be thrown out, 8.nd 
we get on with something else. 

Mr. Watt: I am suggesting there is a basic principle invol
ved here that involves the Territo inl Council, and thnt is 
using public funds for anything t t could be 0. camp ground 
on the one hand to a trniler cour on the other. If public 
funds or monies nre going to be sed and. voted to this Coun
cil either now or in the future, then I think we should know 
what this money is going to be sed for.· I don't wnnt to 
brpwbeat anybody into sitting h re nnd listening to this if 
they don't want to, but I thin it is for us to know what we 
are asked to vote money for. f some solution cnn be found 
that will help the community a a whole and eliminate the 
hard feelings that this thi~g created, then I think we 
should spend this half-hour t so. 

Mr. Sh.w·, The Commissione informed me todny that he won't 
be present at this particular meeting, it could quite easily 
develop into a Donneybrook anB I think the point is I can see 
Councillor Watt wanting thes~ people to be questioned on this 
subject. I have no objectio s to that, but before it becomes 
at.hree-way battle here and here, it could develop tnto that, 
and I can agree with the Adm nistration in not wishing to 
expose itself to affairs suc as this. But if Councillor 
Watt, as he has stated, wish s to ask these people questions, 
I think that is quite in ord r, and I will be quite content 
to sit here nnd maybe ask a uestion and listen to the ques
tions and answers. 

Mr. Taylor:. All I'm trying *0 is to determine what - appar
ently now I understand they'4e Qsking for funds, either one 
or the other of these groups ,I now I wasn I t aware of this. I 
know that funds were refused ito one group in relation to this 
project at the last session. \ If they're asking for money 
naturally we've got to sit an~ hear them out. I just didn:t 
know the reason for the meeting. I thought. that maybe we· 
were just sitting here to watch the Donneybrook, that's·why I 
asked the question. 

Mr. Boyd: I am unaware of any funds being asked for, funds 
today do not come into the picture that were supposedly going 
to vote on. I know nothinG of this.· They are going to dis
cuss this City Park, as they cnll it, being somewhat Govern-. 
ment-sponsored, see~ingly in opposition to private enter- . 
prise. Thatis all I'm prepared to discuss. It's all I un
derstood they were being asked here for. 

Mr. Tnylor: Is.that right; Mr. Watt? 

Mr. Watt: ~s I understand it, last Fall we did not vote a 
sum of money because we wnnted to find out what this money 
is going to be used for. I understand .it will be nsked for 
again at this Session on the one hand. If the other extreme 
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Ls a result of this you centlemen hnve kindly accepted. our 
invitation to try and resolve this. The Commissioner of the 
Yukon Territory felt as if there might be a Donneybrook so he 
didn't want to be anywhere in the middle of it. Consequently 
he didn't turn up. However, I think we're all pretty reason
able individuals. We have a problem on our hands to try and 
resolve something - the future of the Robert Service Camp
ground,· and as there is some Territorial money involved, and 
there will probably be a request for more Territorial money, 
I think it is of importance to the Territorial Council that 
we find out what are the possible solutions for the future of 
this campground, and how will that affect other people in the 
business. First of all, when we left at the last Session, 
the Commissioner of the Territory asked ua to try and resolve 
this thing to the satisfaction of as many people as we pos
sibly can, and he asked us to make suggestions. hs a result 
of that Mr. Wienecke phoned up myself and Mr. Thompson, (I 
think he phoned u~) Mr. Boyd, but I don't think Mr. Boyd was 
in at the time) and a couple of other members of the Chamber 
of Commerce. 1J.Je had a dinner meeting at the Edgewater Ho.tel 
and we discussed possible solutions to the future of this 
campground, as far as the point of view of the Chamber of 
Commerce was concerned., There were several solutions offered -
one was to purchase Chenechee, another was to close down the 
Robert Service Campground, another was to open it up but 
charge and gradually upgrade it, and other was to try and put 
it under the Yukon Services Forestry Cc..mpground plans. This 
last suggestion met with the greatest approval of the members 
of the Chamber of Commerce .. t~q.t w~re present, and the Terri
torial Councillors that were present. That way, the Territor
ial money that was already used, plus the future money that 
will be requested, will be put under an Act over which we will 
have some control. I talked with members from Chenechee, and 
they didn't object to either the Wolf Creek Campground if 
there was some assurance tpat the Robert Service· Campground 
would be in direct competition with their own operation, and 
the objection I didn't think would be too viol opt from their 
point of view, I talked with some of the peopie from Chen
echee on this and this was the feeling I received, This is 
what we had generally agreed upon at this meoting, that this 
would try to be dpne, and if the Chamber of Commerce, plus 
ourselves, plus the Commissioner had all got together, and 
tried to Get an exception. made for this Robert Service Camp
ground, and have it put under the Forestry Campground·Plnns 
for the Territory, then this could possibly be done, With 
this in mind I brought this up with Mr. Laing when I was in 
Ottawa, and· I asked his opinion on this. He asked me if I 
would try and get a more firm result at the Territorial level, 
then write to him, and he would see what he could do at that 
end of it. Since this meet~ng the Commissioner and other 
members of the Chamber of Commerce, different members of the 
Chamber of Commerce, have had another meeting, and they came 
up with a different solution, and that was to re-open the 
Robert Service Campground, and start ohl.il.rging t\l.OO per c?-mper 
per night. I have heard dissatisfaction from the members of 
th~ Chamber of Commerce on this, because the facilitiGs out 
there are fo.irly minimal, they have bathrooms, ancl

. a well, 
a bit of grass and some tables. Tho feeling was that either 
this would leave a bad taste in the mouths of the tourists 
who were travelling through or, secondly, the tourists 
wouldn't use the camPGround at all. If they're that close 
to the dollar they may just pull into the side and pull in to 
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some back alley and light his fire in the bush and throw his 
garbage in th6 bush. This was the idea behind the campground 
to begin with, to get a lot of those campers off the side 
roads and thes8,littlo fites out of the bush and keep them in 
a restricted area. So now we have two possible solutions. 
I would like to hear comments from each of our four witnesses 
on these two proposals, and what your reaction to these pro
posals is. I don't think the idea of completely closing the 
Robert Service Campground would gain much support in the 
Territory now, particularly after the amount of money, both 
Territorial and private, and the volunteer help that has been 
spent on it. I would like to start with Mr. Hudson and work 
across the table. Just have your opin~ons on this campground. 

Mr. Chairman: (Mr. Taylor back in Ch~ir) Gentlemen, it will 
not be necessary for witnesses to ri~~ during this discussion. 

Mr. Hudson: You say there are four fororositions, did you? 

Mr. Watt: No, two. To to be turneA over to the Forestry 
peoplo or to be closed. If -

Mr. Hudson: Yes, well dealing wit' Mr. Watt's remo.rks" I 
must apologize to Councillor Watt., I met him by chance at a 
hockey game last week, when he indtc~ted that there would be 
such a meeting, and I immediately ,dropped the matter from my 
mind, and since I am working in tije next door down the hall 
I am here. I would have delesated the attendance here to the 
Vice-President. However, I am fO~'ltUIl5.te to have Mr. Wienecke 
here the S::)Qnsor .As far as the Ch ",mber is concerned there 
will certainly be no Donneybrook ,ere. The Chamber, as a 
result of the meeting held with t ,e Commissioner, as I under
stand it, wishes that their effor~s not be lost. l~.S a matter 
of fact it feels urg6ntly that thdy should not be lost and 
that this facility should be openJd. The arrangement whereby 
it was. suggested that ~~l.OO charg.~ he m3.de has been approved 
in principle by'the Executive of ~he Chamber as far as the 
Chamber's approach to this matter lis concerned. The idea of 
turning i t ~ver to the Government ,\ whichever level of Goern
ment is concerned, is not an idea ~hat has been approved by 
the Chamber. I would say that thelapproval ill princip£e of 
the dollar charge has been obtained, I may say, over the ob
jections of certain people Who commenced this, or who were 
the driving force behind this at th\; outset, because this was 
certainly not the way in which thoy approached the public in 
the first instance. It was their idea that this was to be 
a free fe,cility to the City of 1r,Thitehorse and to visitors. 
However, we do feel that if the Administration or the Council, 
feel that for some reason they would like to see a dollar 
charge made on facilities which is, it is after all Crown 
land, and if it Willresul t· in the facility staying open, we cer
tainly agree with that. If there is any way, however, that 
it can be kept open without this charge we would rather see 
this.' It is in keeping with the idea that the public was 
given initially, and that we started out on when we made the, 
drive to have this campground. I am not familiar, actually, 
with tho inc and, outs of the turnover to the Government of 
the facility. Our aim is to have this facility there fore 
the use'of anyone who sees fit to do so. If turning it over 
to the Government will ensure that this use will continue, 
why I feel confident that the Chamber will be only too happy 
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some back alley and light his firo in the bush and throw his 
garbage in the bush. This was the idea behind the campground 
to bagin with, to get a lot of the~e 6ampers off the side 
roads and these· little fir~s out of the bush and keep them iri 
a restricted area. So now we have two possible soluti6ns. 
I would like to hear comments from each of our four witnesses 
on these two proposals, and what your reaction to these pro
posals-is. I don't think the idea of completely closing the 
Robert Service Campground would gain much support in the 
Territory now, particularly after the amount of money, both 
Territorial and private, and the volunteer help that has been 
spent on it. I would like to stC1.rt with Mr. Hudson and work 
across the table. Just have your opinions on this campground. 

Mr. Chairman: (Mr. Taylor back in Chair) Gentlemen, it will 
not be necessary for witnesses to rise during this discussion. 

Mr. Hudson: . You say there are four propositions, did you? 

Mr. Watt: No, two. To to be turned over to the Forestry 
people or to be closed. 

Mr. Hudson: Yes, well dealing with Mr. Watt's remarks" I 
must apologize to Councillor vlatt. I met him by chance at a 
hockey game last week, when he indicated that there would be 
such a meeting, and I immediately dropped the matter from my 
mina, and since I am working in the next door down the hall 
I ~m here. I would have dele~ated the attendance here to the 
Vice-President. However, I am for.tun~te to have Mr. Wienecke 
here the S~onsor;As far as the Chamber is concerned there 
will certainly be no Donneybrook here. The Chamber, as a 
result of the meeting held with the Commissioner, as I under
stand it, wishes that their efforts not be lost. i,s a matter 
of fact it feels urgently that they should not be lost and 
that this facility should be opened. The arrangement whereby 
it was, suggested that $1.00 char~ebe made has been approved 
in principle by'the Executive of the Chamber as far as the 
Chamber's approach to this matter is concerned. The idea of 
turning it over to the Govornment, whichever level of Goern
ment ~s concerned, is riot an idea that has been approved by 
the Chamber. I would say that the approval iu principle of 
the dollar charge has been obtained, I may say, over the ob
jections of certain people who commenced this, or who were 
the driving force behind this at the outset, because this was 
certairily not the way in which they approached the public in 
the first instance. It was their idea that this was to be 
a free facility to the City of Whitehorse and to visitors. 
However, ~e do feel that if the ~dministration or the Council 
feel that for some reason they would like to see a dollar 
charge made on facilities which is, it is after all Crown 
land, nnd if it-wtllresul t in the facility staying open, we cer
tainly agree with that. If there is any way, however, that 
it can be kept open without this charge we would rather see 
this ,:' It: is an keepine; with the idea that the public was 
given initially, and that we started out on when we made the' 
drive to have this campground. I am not familiar, actually, 
with the ihsand, outs of the turnover to the Government of 
the ia6ility.Our aim is to have this facility there fore 
the use'of anyone who sees fit to do so. If turning it over 
to the Government will ensure that this use will continue, 
why I feel confident that the Chamber will be only too happy 
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4s a result of this you gentlemen have kindly accepted our 
invitation to try and resolve this. The Commissioner of the 
Yukon Territory felt as if there might be a Donncybrook so he 
didn't want to be anywhere in the middle of it. Consequently 
he didn't turn up. However, I think we're all pretty reason
able individuals. We have a problem on our hands to try and 
resolve something - the future of the Robert Service Camp
ground, and as there is some Territorial money involved, and 
there will probably be a request for more Territorial money, 
I think it is of importance to the Territorial Council that 
we find out what are the pos~ible solutions for the future of 
this campground, and how will that affect other people in the 
business. First of all, when we left at the last Session, 
the Commissioner of the Territory asked ua to try and resolve 
this thing to the satisfaction of c.s many peo}lle as we pos
sibly can, and he asked us to make suggest~ons. As a result 
of that Mr. Wienecke phoned up myself and/ Mr. Thompson, (I 
think he phoned u~) Mr. Boyd, but I don't/think Mr. Boyd was 
in at the time) and a couple of other mejinbers of the Chamber 
of Commerce. We had a dinner meeting at the Edgewater Hotel 
and we discussed possible solutions to fohe future of this 
campground, as far as the point of vie1rf of the Chamber of 
Commerce was concerned." There were seieral solutions offered -
one was to purchase Chenechee, anothe1was to close down the 
Robert Service Campground, another was! to open it up but 
charge and gradually upgrade it, and ~ther was to try and put 
it under the Yukon Services Forestry t, ampground plans. This 
last suggestion met with the greatest approval of the members 
of the Chamber of Commerce· tPi§.t were· resent, and the Terri
torial Councillors that were present 1.- That Way, the Territor
ial money that was already used, plu~ the future money that 
will be requested, wiil be put under Ian Act over which we will 
have some control. I talked with me$bers from Chenechee, and 
they didn't object to either the Wolf Creek Campground if 
there was some assurance that the Ro~ert Service Campground 
would be in direct competition with ~heir own operation, and 
the objection I didn't think would b.- too violeht from their 
point of view. I talked with some . f the people from Chen
echee on this and this was the feelipg I received. This is 
what we had generally agreed upon atrthis meoting, that this 
would try to be done, and if the Cha ber of Commerce, plus 
ourselves, plus the Commissioner had. all got together, and 
tried to get an exception made for t~is Robert Service Camp
ground, and have it put under the For\estry C"mpground Plans 
for the Territory, then this could po~sibly be done. With 

I 

this in mind I brought this up with ~fr. Laing when I was in 
Ottawa, and I asked his opinion on this. He asked me if I 
would try and get a more firm result at the T~rritorial level, 
then write to him, and he would see what he could do at that 
end of it. Since this meeting the Commissioner and other 
members of the Chamber of Commerce, different members of the 
Chamber of Commerce, have had anothor meeting, and they came 
up with a different solution, and that was to re-open the 
Robert Service Campground, and start oh~rging ~l.OO per camper 
per night. I have heard dissatisfaction from the members of 
the Chamber of Commerce on this, because the faciliti0s out 
there are fairly minimal, they have bathrooms, an~ a well, 
a bit of grasB and some tables. The feeling was that either 
this would leave a bad taste in the mouths of the tourists 
who were travellinG through or, secondly, the tourists 
wouldn't usc: the Caml)grounc1 2.t all. If they're that close 
to the dollar they may just pull into the side and pull in to 
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to go along with this. I don't think I have anything else to 
sayo 

Mr. Watt: Vlr. itJienecke, would you give us your opinion? 

Mr. Wienecke: I would like to mention that we have always 
tried to supply a certain facility without charge to the talk
ing public. It was owned by the Citizens of Whitehorse. I 
have here a list of all who paid money into this fund, and 
also there were a hundred others who put their work into this 
thing. Now we are looking for a certain policy we are to 
follow not only on the Robert Service Campground, but in the 
future. There must be one policy for everyone. Those outside 
Whitehorse may run into this same problem, so they cannot 
continue the changeover, they have to follow one particular 
policy. I have brouGht here a folder for each of you you 
might pass around. This is a broahure that was sent to peo
ple who asked for information about the Yukon, and for out
side facilities along the :.lask.a Highway. If you will look 
under "Yukon Territory" you will find we are not so outstand
ing with our Robert Service CamPGround close to the centre of 
a City. You could start on Watson Lake, that is only three 
miles away or Mile 632, Watson Lake 635, then after that all 
the hotels and the trailer facilities mentioned, you could, 
go to!Mil~ 673 and Hile 687.2, then from 710 t6 710.1, then 
from 777 to 77.7, some of them only one-tenth of a mile away, 
sometimes seven-tenths of a mile. aw&y. Trailer facilities 
one by private enterprise second by Government control, the 
Government's own campground. Now all of these campgrounds 
are not mentioned by the 60vernmentbut killed completely by 
the Government. Now in our case, I will beg to state our 
policy and what I would like to see. Now in our case why 
should itfuitehorse be different? Should we make an exception 
for Whitehorse? There's Dawson City with all the hotels on 
the next page, Dawson City, Watson La~e and Haines Junction, 
and there's itJhi tehorse - we are something like three miles 
away. The Wolf Creek Campground is four miles from Chenechee. 
So we are just one among a thousand. We seem to have a prob
lem. Now to bring this in to one forest, of course the Gov
ernment should do exactly as they do in the other thirty-two. 
There are thirty-two campgrounds all owned by the Government, 
and why shouldn't this be one of them. Now to make it fair 
to everyone why doesn't the Government re-imburse us for let 
us say our cash investment, and take over one more campground? 
This would be equal to everyone else in every community of the 
Yukon Territory. The difference between campgrounds of this 
sort and the Robert Service Campground is water, running water, 
and a flush toilet. This campground has been in existence for 
over two years, did anyone say a word, no, not until so much 
work was done, the flush toilet in. But is that the direction 
in which we are going, to limit our facility to a great S3mount?, 
Now I am quite sure that the members of the Chamber of Comm
erce, particularly on our Committee, are quite agreed the . 
Government look after this campground. If this is the solu
tion we definitely would give it our full support, to\turn 
this over and make it the way the Council decides. 

Mr. Chairman: What about the dollnr charee? 

Mr. v.Jienecke: The dollar charge, as I said at the meeting, 
I am against, because it would spoil too much the spell of 
the Yukon, and I can't get thnt in connection with the dollar 
charge for a toilet and for clean water . 
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Mr. Sumanik: Gentlemen, exploring this first possibility that 
they turn this over to the Yukon 'Forestry, we are not in 
agreement with this suggestion whatsoever. Mr. Wienecke has 
pointed out the nearness of other campGrounds to other com
petitor.s. 'He points out hotels and motels as he mentioned 
in Dawson City. I would like to bring out right now we are 
not in the hotel business or the motel business, we are oper
nting n trailer court and a campGround, nnd as I understand 
it there is no private establishment of this kind in Dawson 
City. There is a Government ona across the river. Turning 
this over to the Forestry - one point I would like to men
tion - there will be three Forestr1 campgrounds within 20 
miles of Whitehorse. I understund!Carcross has been trying 
to get n campground for some timei but they haven't been nble 
to. We were advised that Forestry would like to stop at the 
number of campgrounds they at pre~ent, and hope somebody else 
would take up the slack. Turnind this one over in Whitehorse, 
as Mr. \JIJienecke points out, they '~e done a lo,t of work on it, 
but lid like top.oint out we attqmptec1 to stop this before 
they even got it off the ground, lthey went around, and people 
put n lot of money into it. I adn't say they were misled, 
but I would say they weren't ful~y advised at times how the 
moneywns going to be used. Now if the Forestry takes it over 
Mr. Wienecke is sitting back the e , howling for, I believe 
it's in the n~ighbourhood of $6, 00, back. This is very nice 
to start something, up and say "Lo k what :we' ve dono, we've 
really gone ahead and done someth'ng", and just nicely back 
out the door with the S6,poo, and drop the problem in some
body els~'s lap. The Forestry, n doubt if they do take it 
over, the traveller is asking for ,more and better fa6ilities 
all the time, he's asking for a s or for his trailer, nnd 
showers, and whnt have you - will he Forestry be prepared to 
spend this money to go nhead with ut~re development? Are 
they going to leave it as so, or'a e they going to upgrade it 
as the travelling will wish. We ce't see why the Government 
should have to go nhead and provide this facility, when pri
vate enterprise in the area is prov ding.it. As fnr as the 
dollar charge is concerned, we have checked around in various 
centres in Canada and we find that s me of our Southern cities 
charge more thnn n dollar. We weredvised by the Commissioner 
of the Territory thnt n comparable ch.rge would be put on it. 
Now we chnrge without facilities, for a trailer ~2.00, we 
charge $2;75 with complete facilities~ that is 6 shower, power, 
sewage and water. Now $1.00 is hardlj a comparable charge 
as far ~s we are concerned. ~t this time I would like to 
pOlnt out this minimum facility - I'm afraid I can't buy that 
either, because Wolf Creek, say, is a minimum facility -
they provide campfire location, they provide n plnce to cook 
in, they provide wood, nnd there is nlways wnter, whether it 
be from a creek or a lake, there is always good drinking water. 
Now outside, we have written n letter, nnc1 we find one of the 
cities in;\lberta charges:;:;l. 25. Now that's 1600 miles south 
of us, and they charge this, and they provide minimtim facili-, 
ties, as Mr. Mr. Wieneck points out, which is the same thing, 
flush toilets. They have electrical otitlets for which they 
charge 25¢. This isn't my idea of minimum facilities. 
Another thing, if:we'turn this over to the Forestry we haven't 
resolved the problem at nll. Whnt is to stop the Chamber of 
Commerce from going,'ahend and raising ~6,000 or ~8,000, or 
whatever they are able to raise in the area, and putting some
thing else down there, saying "Look, Forestry, this is our 
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Mr. Sumanik: Gentlemen, exploring this first possibility that 
they turn this over to the Yukon ·Forestry, we are not in 
agreement with this suggestion whatsoever. Mr. Wienecke has 
pointed out the nearness of other campgrounds to other com
petitons.He points out hotels and motels as he mentioned 
in Dawson City. I would like to bring out rigpt now we are 
not in the hotel business or the motel business, we are oper
ating a trailer court and a campGround, and as I understand 
it there is no private establishment of this kind in Dawson 
City. There is a Government one across the river. Turning 
this over to the Forestry - one point I would like to men
tion - there will be three Forestry campgrounds within 20 
miles of Whitehorse. I understand Carcross has been trying 
to get a campground for some time, but they haven't been able 
to. We were advised that Forestry would like to stop at the 
number of campgrounds they at present, and hope somebody else 
would take up the slack. Turning this one over in Whitehorse, 
as Mr. v.lienecke points out, they've done a.lot of work on it, 
but ltd like to point out we attempted to stop this before 
they even got it off the ground, they went around, anc1people 
put a lot of money into it. I don't say they were misled, 
but I would say they weren't fully advised at times how the 
money was going to be used. Now if the Forestry takes it over 
Mr. Wienecke is sitting back there, howling for, I believe 
it's in the n.ighbourhood of $6,000, back. This is very nice 
to start something up and say "Look what: ;""e' ve dono, we've 
really gone ahead and done something", and just nicely back 
out the door with the ~6,00o, and dro~ the problem in some
body else's lap. The Forestry, no doubt if they do take it 
over, the traveller is asking for more and better facilities 
all the time, he's asking for 2. 8'6Wer for his trailer, and 
showers, and what have you - will the Forestry be prepared to 
spend this money to ~o ahead with future development? Ar~ 

they going to leave it as so, or are thej going to upgr~de it 
as the travelling will wish. We can't see why the Gover~ment 
should have to go ahead and provide this facility, when pri
vate enterprise in the area is providing.it. As far as the 
dollar charge is concerned, we have checked around in various 
centres in Canada and we find that some of our Souther~ cities 
charge more than a dollar. We were advised by the Commissioner 
of the Territory that a comparable charge would be put on it. 
Now we charge without facilities, for a trailer ~2.00, we 
charge· ~2;75 with complete facilities, that is ~ shower, power, 
sewage and water. Now ~1.00 is hardly a comparable charge 
a~ f~r ~s we are concerned. At this time I would like to 
po~nt out this minimum facility - I'm afraid I can't buy that 
either, because WolfCreek, say, is a minimum facility -
they provide campfire location, they provide a place to cook 
in, they provide wood, and there is always waier, whether it 
be from a creek or a lake, there is always good drinking water. 
Now outside, we have written a letter, and we find one of the 
cities in Alberta charges ~1.25. Now that's 1600 miles south 
of us, and they charge this, and they provide minimum facili-. 
ties, as Mr. Mr. Wieneck points out, which is the same thing, 
flush toilets. They have electrical outlets for which they 
charge 25¢. This isn't my idea of minimum facilities. 
Another thing, if:wc turn this over to the Forestry we haven't 
resolved the problem at all. What is to stop the Chamber of 
Commerce from going ·ahead andrnising ~6,000 or ~8jOOO, or 
whatever they are able to raise in the area; and putting some
thing else down there, saying "Look, Forestry, this is our 
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to go along with this. I don't think I have anything else to 
say, 

Mr. 1tla tt : IVlX'. Vlienecke, would you give us your opinion? 

Mr. Wienecke: I would like to mention that we h~ve always 
tried to supply a certain facility without ch~fge to the talk
ing public. It was owned by the Citizens of/Whitehorse. I 
have bere a list of all who paid money into/this fund, and 
also there were a hundred others who put th"eir work into this 
thing. Now we are looking for a certain Itblicy we are to 

i 
follow not only on the Robert Service Co.m,pground, but in the 
future. There must be one policy for ev1'ryone. Those outside 
Whitehorse may run into this same problem, so they cannot 
continue the changeover, they have to fdllow one particular 
policy. I have brought here a folder ~br each of you you 
might pass around. This is a brochure/that was sent to p~o
pIe who asked for information about the Yukon, and for out-

.I 
side facilities along the ;'.laska Highwiay. If you will look 
under "Yukon Territory" you will find/we are not so outstand
ing with our Robert Service CampGround close to the centre of 
a City. You could start on Watson Lwke, that is only three 
miles a~ay or Mile 632, Watson Lake 635, then after that all 

I 

the hotels and the trailer facilities mentioned, you could. 
go to!M~l~ 673 and Hile 687.2, then from 710 tB 710.1, then 
from 777 to 77.7, some of them only ~ne-tenth of a mile away, 
sometimos s~ven-tenths of a mile. aw~y. Trailer facilities 
one by private enterprise second by Government control, the 
Government's own campground. Now all of these campgrounds' 
are not mentioned by the 60vcirnment but killed completely by 
the Government. Now in our case, I will beg to state our 
policy and what I would like to see. Now in our case why 
should v/hi tehorse be different? Should we make an exception 
for Whitehorse? There's Dawson City with all the hotels on 
the next page, Dawson City, ~va tson La1<e nnd Haines Junction, 
and there's Whitehorse - we are something like three miles 
away. The Wolf Creek C[',mpground is four miles from Chenechee. 
So we are just one among a thousand. We seem to have n prob
lem. Now to bring this in to one forest, of course the Gov
ernment should do exactly as they do in the other thirty-two. 
There are thirty-two campgrounds all owned by the Government, 
and why shouldn't this be one of them. Now to mflke it fair 
to everyone why doesn't the Government re-imburse'us for let 
us say our cash investment, and take over one more campground1 
This would be equal to everyone else in every community of the 
Yukon Territory. The difference between campgrounds of this 
sort ahd the Robert S~rvice Campground is water, running water, 
and a flush toilet. This campground has been in existence fOr 
over two years, did anyone ~ay a word, no, not until so much 
work was done, the flush toilet in. But is that the direction 
in which we are going, to limit our facility to a great 0,mount? 
Now I am quite sure that the members of the Chr:.mber of Comm
erce, particularly on our Committee, are quite agre~d the . 
Government look after this campground. If this is tho solu
tion we definitely would give it our full support, to'turn 
this over and make it the way the Council decides. 

Mr. Chairman: What about the dollar charge? 

Mr. Wienecke: The dollar charge, as I said at the meeting, 
I am against, because it would spoil too much the spell of 
the Yukon, and I can't get that in connection with the dollar 
charge for a toilet and for clean water . 
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little old project for the Whitehorse a: -0, and we're going 
to put in some Sliwers for you", and befn", e they do this they 
can put in showers. Before you know, it ihey've duplicated 
our services just as quick as that, cend there would be no way 
you could stop them. It would be the s~ne as anybody saying 
"Hey, look here, look what we're going to do for you, we're 
going to go ahead", and I'm afraid there would be no choice. 
We're having a very rough go, and this is not an exageration, 
we've counted them, and Hr. vliene,~k.e did the same thing, he 
came up and drove by our place. I mean, we were concerned, 
and he was concerned to see if it was hurting us, he wanted 
to make sure we weren't making any rash statements. The idea 
t~at they charge this ~l.OO, we're not happy either, the 
Chamber of Commerce and ourselves, and we're not happy to see 
it turned over to the Forestry. It's been brought to our 
attention that we'll never get it closed.beaause of the money 
that has been spent on it. Gentlemen, if you were digging a 
hole in the ground for water, and you went down 500 feet, and 
a fellow came out and he put in $6,000, and a fellow came 
along and said "There's no water here, I'm telling you there's 
no hppe of getting water", wouldn't you quit, with your 
~5,000,or ~6,000, or are you going to pour more money in to a 
dry hole? Let's look ahe~d at the situation, are you going 
to just put money into this park here, or quit while you've 
spent ah, I admit it's expensive, but our place was expe~sive 
too. There's a lesson to be learned here, as far as that 
gqes, should we carryon and get into the business full time, 
should we maybe put a couple of gas pumps in there, sewer 
outlets, what have you, sell ice cream. Or ar~ you going to 
get out before you've gone too far. Now~6,000 of public 
money is a substantial sum, but it's nothing compared to what 
could develop out of this. If the matching grant business 
stays in, the Chamber of Commerce, say they charge ~1.00, 'say 
they're going to be able to come out at the end of the year 
wit~ $500 in the kitty or whatever it is, could they go to 
the Government, and say lIWe' ve got 1}500, we want you to match 
this, we're putting in two' showers". This is something to 
think ahead about. How is it going to go from here? We 
maintain that there are adequate facilities at Chenechee 
Trailer Court. We have some of the best facilities, if not 
the best on the 1.1aska Highway. l.Je provide everything. Wolf 
Creek is of no concern to us because it is the minimum facil-
ities. It was there first. I wouldn't ask the Government 
to take a D.L. and cover it up now, because w~'ve added some
thing since. We still foel the campground should remain a 
pionic site, which the Provinces of Llborta and British 
Columbia have, the State of Alaska has. You can stop and make 
your lunch and it is designated as a picnic site, no overnight 
camping.' i'here are' campgrouncts, but they're designated as 
such. We would like to see this remain as a community park 
and picnic site. Stop in, wash up, make lunch, d~ what you 
like. There are peoplo that are going through Whitehorse. 
Let's face it, the come maybe, from Toslin in the morning, 
and Whitehorse just isn't on their agenda. I've travelled 
a few miles myself, and if T'm heading for Edmonton and some
body says "Let's go to C2.ssiar" and I'm not interested, I'm 
not 'going to drive off the road, that's all there is to it. 
I'm heading for Edmonton. We've also been confroned with 
the argument "Oh, your people just come out there, they're 
not int~rested a darn bit in Whitehorse, they're going 
through." vle've off6red our books to the Chamber of Com
merce. We've said "Well look, take our books, we can go 
down to the White Pass, and ask them if they would be good 
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enouGh to open their books and comp~re names, the number of 
people who have gone to Skagway, and come back, stayed in 
the area,' for a long time". 'rhey have stayed beqRuse they 
have found the facilities they want, not just b~cause they 
have pulled off to the side of the road- they've got 
everytl.ling they want. They'll turn their keys over and say 
"Check my frig. for me, please, just' make sufe everything is 
going, I'm going to keep the propane off, jU,'st make sure the 
propane frig. works, that's:all. Turn the power off." 
We've really tried to give them everything~e can in the 
area, because if th~y're happy they're goi~g to stay an extra 
niGht, and we're going to be happy, and th:e city's going to 
be happy, because they're not sitting. out tthere all the time. 
We've had people over 17 days, and only an idiot would argue 
that they didn't come into'town for 17 days. They've been 
there, and they gOI to,town, we've called YUk6n Motors, Taylor 
and Drury Motors, Whiteh0rse Motors"Alcan Tires, Canadian 
Propane, and sent wires to Calgary 'for stuff for people. I 
just wish we had asked people at the beginning of the year 
to throw in their sales slips from the city, so we could hav. 
shown just how much money was spent by our people in the area. 
These people that are pulling a trailer or driving a $6,000 
truck, contrary to what people think, they have a nickle in 
their pockets •. You wouldn't start out from here to Bakers
fiild, California, without two dimes to rub together. The 
Chamber of Commerce has told us that with the army pulling 
out of here they have to get after the tourist dollar. "Fine, 
we're after the same dollar you're after. We've got every
thing out there, what are yo~ woiried ~bout? Can't you apply 
yourself in another directio~? We didn't get anywhere with 
that argument. They said they were 'Going ahead with it and 
that's all there was to it, here we are today, sort of. 
That's ahout all I have to say. 

Mr. Watt~ Mr. Walsh, do you have something to add to that? 

Mr. WD.lsh: Mr. Sumanik has· fairly covered what I had in 
mind. I would like to say 'that regardless of whether the 
Forestry b~s it in mind to take it over, or a dollar be 
charged, it is of little concern to us actually. We both 
agree it is in opposition to us and we think it is a little 
unfair. We foel that we provide the services out there for 
the City of Whitehorse, and we spoke to the Chamber of Com
merce last May to that effect. As Don has mentioned, w~ 
could prove that. Now the arGument is on the part of the 
Chamber of Commerce, if a tourist passes our place and come9, 
in to town and h4S no place to stay, where is he going to 
go? Well, that soundsiike a very good argument. But I'll 
also say that if there ~ae a campgtound h~re OD Mai~ Street, 
for the same reason, Robert Service Park wouldn't get ihe 
business either. For the s~me reason that if the Robert 
Service Park~ which is close to Whitehorse, would limit our 
business. It seems very unfair, I think, the fact thntwe 
put {n our facilities out there, and we abide by ~ll the 
regulations, and so on, and have something like this come 
up in opposition to us. Also I would like to add, and I 
think D~n would agree with me, is that whether the Territory 
or the Chamber of Commerce or Forestr~ - are they prepared 
to go ahead an.d supply the facilities that I think the tour
ists will need. Ten years ago our place was the laughing
stock of the country, becEtUse there was n.o .. business. W,hat 
are we going to ho.ve ten years from now? Is the Ter'ritor,y 
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enough to open their books nnd compnre names, the number of 
people who have gone to Skagway, and come back, stayed in 
the area,' for a long time". 'rhey have stayed be,cRuse they 
have found the facilities they want, not just because they 
have pulled off to the side of the road- they've got 
everyt~ing they want. They'll turn their keys over and say 
"Check my frig. for me, please, just, make sure everything is 
going, I'm going to keep the propane off, just make sure the 
propane frig. works, that's all. Turn the power ofL" 
We'ye really tried to give them everything we can in the 
area, because if they're happy they're going to stay an extra 
night, and we're going to be happy, and the city's going to 
be happy, because they're not sitting, out there all the time. 
We've had people over 17 days, and only an idiot would argue 
that they didn't come into'town for 17 days. They've been 
there, and they go, to, town, we've called Yukon Motors, Taylor 
and Drury Motors, WhitehQrse Motors"Alcan Tires, Canadian 
Propane, and sent wires to Calgary for stuff for people. I 
just wish we had asked peop+e at the beginning of the year 
to throw in their sales $lips from the city, so we could havs 
shown just how much money was spent by our people in the area. 
These people that are pulling a trailer or driving a $6,000 
truck, contrary to what people think, they have a nickle in 
their'pockets •. You wouldn't start out from here to Bakers
fiild, California, without two dimes to rub together. The 
Chamber of Commerce has told us that with the army pulling 
Ol,1t of here they have to Get after the tourist dollar. "Fine, 
we're after the same dollar you're after. We've got every
thing out there, what are you worried about? Can't you apply 
yourself in another directio~? We didn't get anywhere with 
that argument. They said they were ,Going ahead with it and 
that's all there was to it, here we are today, sort of. 
That's a90ut all I have to s~y. 

Mr. Wat t:' Mr. Walsh, do you have something to add to that? 

Mr. Walsh: Mr. Sumanik has fairly covered what I had ,in 
mind. I would like to say'that regardless of whether the 
Forestry has it in mind to take it over, or a dollar be 
charged, it is of little c6ncern to us actually. We both 
agree it is in opposition to us and we think it is a little 
unfair. We feel that we provide the services out there for 
the City of Whitehorse j and we spoke to the Chamber of Com
merce last May to that effect. As Don has mentioned, we 
could prove that. Now the arGument is on the part of the 
Chamber of Commerce,if a tourist passes our place and comes 
in to town and has no place to stay, where is he goinG to 
go? Well, that sounds like a very good argument. But I'll 
also say that it there wae a campgtound h~re on Main Street, 
for the same reason, Robert Service Park wouldn't get the 
business either.' For the same reason that if the Robert 
Service Park j which is close to Whitehorse, would limit our 
business. It seems very unfair, I think, the fact that we 
put in our facilities out there, and we abide by all ihe 
regulations, and so on, and have something like this come 
up iq opposition to us. ,Also I would like to a4d, and I 
think Don would agree with me, is that whether the Territory 
or the Chamber of Commerce or Forestry - are they prepared 
to go ahead and supply the facilities 'that I think the tour
ists will need. ,Ten years aGo our place was the laughing
stock of the couritry, because there was no business. What 
are we going to, have ten years from now? ,t~ the Te~ri~ory 
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little old project for the Whitehorse a: -0, and we're going 
to put in some s(ilwers for you", and befr)··. e they do this they 
can put in showers. Before you know, it ihey've duplicated 
our services just as quick as that, and there would be no way 
you could stop them. It would be the s~me as anybody saying 
"Hey, look here, look what we're going to do for you, we're 
going to go ahead", and I'm afraid there would be no choice. 
We're having a very rough go, and this is not an exageration, 
we've counted them, and Mr. 1tJi«me.~ke did the same thing, he 
came up and drove by our place. I mean, we were concerned, 
and he was concerned to see if it wC\S hurting us, he wanted 
to make sure we weren't making any rash s.tatements. The idea 
that they charge this ~l.OO, we're not happy either, the 
Chamber of Commerce and ourselves, and we're not happy to see 
it turned over to the Forestry. It's been brought to our 
attention that we'll never get it closed.beoause of the money 
that has been spent on it. Gentlemen, if you were digging a 
hole in the ground for water, and you went down 500 feet, and 
a fellow came out and he put in S6,ooo, and a fellow came 
along and said "There's no water here,' I'm telling you there's 
no hppe of getting water", wouldn't yo;.~ quit, with your 
$5,000.or ~6,000, or are you going to 'pour more money in to a 
dry hole? Let's look ahead at the situation, are you going 
to just put money into this park h~re, or quit while you've 
spent ah, I admit it'3 expensive, butrour place was expensive 
too. There's a lesson to be learned ~ere, as far as that 
goes, should we carryon and get intd the business full time, 
should we maybe put a couple of gas pumps in there, sewer 
outlets, what have you, sell ice cream. Or are you going to 
get out before you've gone too far. \Now ~6,000 of public 
money is a substantial sum, but it's nothing compared to what 
could develop out of this. If the m~tching grant business 
stays in, the Chamber of Commerce, shy they charge ~1.00, 'say 
they're going to be able to come outiat the end of the year 
wi th (;~500 in the kitty or who.tever iit is, could they go to 
the Government, and say lIWe've got ~~500, we want you to match 
this, we're putting in two showers". This is something to 
think ahead about. How is it going to go from here? We 
maintain that there are adequate facilities at Chenechee 
Trailer .Court. We have some of the best facilities, it not 
the best on the klaska Highway. We provide everything. Wolf 
Creek is of no concern to us because it is the minimum facil-
ities. It was there first. I wouldn't ask the Government 
to take ci D.L. and cover it up now, because we've added some
thing since. We still feel the campground should remain a 
pionic site, which the Provinces of Llberta and British 
Columbia have, the State of i\laskn has. You can stop nnd make 
your lunch and it is designated as a picnic site, no overnight 

. camping. There are campgrounds, but they're designated as 
such. We would like to see this remain as a community park 
and picnic .site. Stop in, wash up, make lunch, do what you 
like. There are people that are going through Whitehorse. 
Let's face it, the come maybe, from Teslin in the morning, 
and Whitehorse just isn't on their agenda. I've travelled 
a few miles myself, and if T'm heading for Edmonton and some
body says "Let's go to Cassiar" and I'm not interested, I'm 
not going to drive off the road, that's all there is to it. 
I'm heading for Edmonton. We've also been confroned with 
the argument "Oh, your people just come out there, they're 
not interested a darn bit in Whitehorse, they're going 
through." vIe've offsred our books to the ChQmber of Com
merce. We've so..id "Well look, take our books, we can go 
down to the White Pass, and ask them if they would be good 
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going to be prepared just to take it over; or prepar'ed to 
gi ve these tourists what they require? Last' year it was 
noted that people travelling in trailers 'increased from 8.6% 
to 11% in one year over previous, years. If and when the 
li.laska Highway i.e paved I think you would see an even bigger 
increase each year. I can assure yoU gentlemen that if we 
are forced out of business it will bG up tb the TErrito~1al 
Government to supply these facilities, especially in the 
villi tehorse area. 

Mr', Chairman: Gentlemen, have you any further questions to 
ask? 

Mr, Shaw: Just one thing; the expression has been batted 
around (it was my own quaint expression), the Commissioner 
had stated he had met with thes:'8 gentlemen on various 
occasions, and th~~e was a violent difference of opinion 
engendered by the meetings, and he felt that to be present 
at this particular meeting might repeat the performance more 
or less', He didn't say "Donneybrook", that was my expres
sion, so I thought I would qua·l'~f:t.' that particular word. 
As far as the campgrounds at Da~son are concerned, I've also 
noted in the papers about the Government putting money into 
these campgrounds. That is not entirely correct. The camp
groUnd they have there was put in by the people themselves. 
They provided their own money and put in this camping facil
ity~ There was no facility except a building for cooking 
and shelter, open in front, and about six or eight privies. 
The only time the Government entered into this particular 
thing was during the Festival of 1962, when they said that 
campground was a menace to the water supply at Dawson City 
and it had to be closed down. We put up all the argument 
we could, that we had to have that facility at this time, we 
could possibly close it down later but not at this time, so 
to work out a system whereby it could still operate the 
Govern~ent loaned, for that season, some what they called 
"Ablution units", which we kept cleaned out and maintained 
and so forth. At the end of the season they took them out 
and put them someplace else. That is the amount of assist
ance the Government gave to the campground at Dawson City. 
That was all. They loanod us the "ablution units" and took 
them out again, then turned around and closed it up because 
they thought if was a menace to the water supply. We 0ent 
a little further then, and asked them if they would assist 
us, if Forestry would assist us, and put another site up 
that would not menace the water supply. We were informed at 
the time' that the l')Olicy of the cc.mpgrounds in Yukon Terri.:. 
tory would not permit any assistance in this respect to 
municipalities, That was the'~answer. That meant that we 
had no campground there. It doesn't make any difference, I 
just ,thought I would keep the record straight on this par
ticular campground situation. However, I can see where 
facilities are required close to a municipality for these 
people that are coming, otherwise you get them parking on 
back lanes and leavinc their G2rbage around and so on and 
so on, and it's a very unsightly affair at times. At the 
present moment in the City of Dawson around behind the 
Communit~ Hall they hnve a flat level spot there, and they 
have an ablution unit, withiuQ few hundred feet, where 
this square area is, and people do stay there for a short 
tim~'because otherwise they would be staying allover the 
country, but there are no facilities other than this one 
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facility. It has shown that there must be so~e facility 
within the City, th~t is the way it has proven. Otherwise 
they are on a relay, and it mcans what happened a few years 
ago' -one of the City Council members complained to the 
pol~ce, this was about one o'clock in the morning, they were 
camping in this location, it was against the by-laws and so 
fortb, so the police went there and they r6uted these people 

I . . 

out in ther pyjamas at two o'clock in the morning, and they 
made them move, I think there were three or four or five 
campers there. W@ll, it was the most irate bunch of visi
tors that you have ever seen in all your life the next day. 
I hea.rcl most of them. They came into the store nnd gave me' 
the gears and everyone else, There was nothing I could do 
about it. However, it did point out. that there had to be 
some facility, otherwise they would park allover the coun
try. Now, I can sympathize with theproblem.you have, I 
can sympathise with the Chamber of Commerce's problem, I can 
sympathize with Chenechee. It is a preblem that is very 
difficult to resolve. However, there's no question that 
something has to be reso'lved ,somewhere along the line. There 
has to be some means wb.ere"by :people oall. get together on the 
matter, and unless that happ~ns here we are, we~re in a bad 
situation. Would it be. possible, would it be practical, I 
don't know to which gentlemari I should refer the question -
would it be possible to have. this campground open and oper
ating during the daytime but, closed at night. Then· they 
could· take their trailers so~eplace else, would that be i 
means· of having, say, minimum sanitary facilities at such a 
place, rather than extend into an actual business? 

Mr. Hudson:People that are travelling are day movers, to 
make any distinction as to day and night usage of this 
facility I think would be turning a blind eye to the. type. of 
people who would, to a large extent, be using it, and by 
using it remain a little longer within the City of lvhite
horse. Tho other idea I have from Mr. Shaw's remarks is that 
what is day and night compared with travelling months? It 
would be hard to enforce it. I think it wouid be a rather 
pointless rule to anybody travellin.:.s through. If anybody 
were to be chucked out at 9:30 or something it would make us 
look, the Yukon tourist situation, a little ridiculous. 

Mr. Shaw: I was referring to this more as a picnic ground. 
Would it be possible? You must remember with Daylight Sav
ing we have more daylight now. 

Mr!·Hudson: Well referring to it as a picnic ground, it 
would tend to keep tourists in our area somewhat longer, it 
would keep them off the. highway. To prevent them from 
using these facilities would be to fly in the face of what 
we are trying to accomplish here, that is, the expansion, 
wherever possible, of the tourist industry and the receipt 
of the tourist dollar where ever possible, and the people 
of 1fuiteh0rse in particular, the peol,le of the surrounding 
area in general, and the people of the Yukon. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you gentlemen have 2.ny further questions? 

Mr. Shaw: Perhaps I shoula phrase th~s question a little 
differently now; is it possible to have this, with very 
minimum facilities,that a person who did provide full facili
ties would be able to operate? Perhaps that is a.more spe-
cific question. . 
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facility. It has shown that there must be some facility 
within the City, that is the way it has proven. Otherwise 
they ~re on a relay, and it means what happened a few years 
ago' - one 0 f the City Council members complained to the 
police, this was about one o'clock in the morning, they were 
cam~ing in this location, it was against the by-laws and so 
forth, so the ~olice went there and they rbuted these people 
out ~n th~r pyjamas at two o'clock in the morning, and they 
made them move, I think there were three or four or five 
campers there. W@ll, it was the most irate bunch of visi
tors that you have ever seen in all your life the next day. 
I heard most of them. They came into' the store and gave me 
the gears and everyone else. There was nothing I could db 
about it. However, it did point out that there had to be 
some facility, otherwise they would,park allover the coun
try. Now, I can sympathize with the, problem you have, I 
can sympathise with the Chamber of Commerce's problem, I can 
sympathize with Chenechee. It is a problem that is'very 
difficult to resolve. However, th~r~'s no question that 
something has to be resolved somewhe,re along the line. There 
has ,. to be some means wb,ere"by :people oall. get together on the 
matter, and unless that happens here we are, we're in a bad 
situation. Would it be possible, would it be practical, I 
don't know to which gentleman I should refer the question -
would' it be possible to have this campground open and oper
ating during the daytime but closed at night. Then,they 
could,take their trailers somepl~ce else, , would that be a 
means,of having, say, mi~imum sanitary facilities at such a 
place, rathei than extend into an ~ctual business? 

Mr. Hudson:People that are travelling are day movers, to 
make any distinction as to day and night usage of this 
facility I think would be turning a blind eye to the type of 
people who would, to a large extent, be using it, and by 
using it remain a little longer within the City of White
horse. Tho other idea I have from Mr. Shaw's remarks is that 
what is day and night compared with travelling months? It 
would be hard to enforce it. I think it would be a rather 
pointless rule to anybody travelling through. If anybody 
were to be chucked out at 9:30 or something it would make us 
look, the Yukon tourist si.tuation, a little ridiculous. 

Mr. Shaw: I wo..s referring to this more as a picnic ground. 
Would it be possible? You must remember with Daylight Sav
ing we have more daylight now. 

Mr. Hudson: Well referring to it as a picnic ground, it 
would tend to keep tourists in our area somewhat longer, it 
would keep them off the highway. To prevent them from 
usitig these facilities ~6uld be to fly in the face of what 
we ate trying to accomplish here, that is, the expansion, 
wherever possible, of the tourist industry and the receipt 
of the tourist dollar 'where ever possible, and the people 
of Whitehqrse in particular, the people of the surrounding 
area in general, and the people of the Yukon. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you gentlemen have c.ny further questions? 

Mr. Shaw: Perhaps I should phrase this question a little 
differently now; is it possibl~ to have this, with very 
minimum facilities,that a person who did provide full facili
ties would be able to operate? Perbaps that is a more spe
cific question. 
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going to be prepared just to take it over, or prepared to 
give these tourists what they require? . ~ast year it was 
noted that people travelling in trailers increased from 8.6% 
to 11% in one year over previous years. If and when the 
Llaska Highway i.s paved I think you would see an even bigger 
increase each year. I can assure you gentlemen that if we 
are forced out of business it will be up to the Territorial 
Government to supply these facilities, especially in the 
vlhi tehorse areo.. 

Mr". Chairmo.n: Gentlemen, have you any f:urther questions to 
ask? 

Vlr. Shaw: Just one thing; the expression has been batted 
around (it was my own quaint exprossion), the Commissioner 
had stated he had met with these gentlemen on various 
occasions, and there WaS a violent difference of opinion 
engendered by the meetipgs, and he felt that to be present 
at this particular meeting might repeat the performance more 
or less. He didn't say "D,Onneybrook"., that was my expres
sion, so I thought I w:b'Uld qualify tha't particular word. 
As far as the campgrounds at Dawson are concerned, I've also 
noted in the papers about the Government putting money into 
these campgrounds. That is not entirely correct. The camp
ground they have there was put in by the people themselves. 
They provided their own money and put in this camping facil
ity. There was·no facility except a building for cooking 
and shelter, open in front, and about si~ or eight privies. 
The only time the Government entered into this po.rticular 
thing wo.s during the Festival of 1962, when they so.id that 
campground was a menace to the water supply at Dawson City 
and it had to be closed down .. We put up all the argument 
we could, that we had to have that facility at this time, we 
could possibly close it d6wn later but not a~ this time, so 
to work out a system whereby it could still operate the 
Government loaned, for that season, some what they call~d 
"Ablution units!!, which we kept cleaned out and maintained 
and so forth. At the end of the season they took them out 
and put them someplace else.. That is the amount of assist
ance the Government gave to the campground at Dr.cwson City. 
That was all. They loaned us the "ablution units" and took 
them out again, then turned around and closed it up because 
they thought it was a menace to the water supply. ~e went 
a little further then, and asked them if they would assist 
us, if Forestry would assist us, and put another site up 
that would not menace the water supply. We were informed at. 
the time. that the policy of the c~mpGrounds in Yuk~n Terri: 
tory ~ould not permit any assistance in this respect to 
municipalities. That was the·~answer. Th~t meant that we 
had no campGround there. It c1oesn' t make \lny difference, I 
just thought I woul~ keep the record straight on this par
ticular camPGround situation. However, I co.n see where 
fo.cilities are required close to a municipality for these 
people that are coming, otherwise you get them parking on 
back lanes and l~avinG their Garbage around and so on and 
so on, and it's a very unsightly affair at times. At the 
present moment in the City of Dawson around behind the 
Community Hall they have a flat level spot there, an0 they 
have an ablution unit, withiu·a few hundred feet, where 
this square area is, and people do stay there for a short 
time because otherwise they would be staying allover the 
country, but there are no facilities other than this one . 
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Mr. Wienecke: Do you ask that we turn back to privy instead 
of flush toilet? Is that the situation? 

Mr. Shaw: I wouldn't .go quite that far. You can have a 
trailer camp that has light and sewer faoilities that hook 
on to these trailers and all that. That is going to the 
very maximum service. I'm referring to the minimum ser~ice, 
not the minimum sanitation. 

Mr. Hudson: We have no electricity, there is no electricity 
in any particuler unit. Anybody that requires electricity· 
in their camper in their trailer, will not find it, this 
facility, ~t present. I would suggest that all concerned 
should try not to take any retrogressive step in the matt~r 
of tourist facilities. I also, I should take the opportunity 
now, if I might, to state to members of Council that hose of 
you who have not seen what is there, I think would serve your
selves, and ourselves "very well to take a visit there, per
haps in the near future, and just sce what it is we are talk
ing about. I may be mistaken, maybe you all have, but I 
think that would be· one of the first things to do, before YO'u 
give much further consideration. As far as additional facil
ities at this time are concorned, I wculdn't permit the Cha~
ber at this time to say we arc not going to do anything. 
Our present plan is just put in place so stools and tables 
have already been purchased, so that a) w~·dontt see.the.pbint 
or· the sonse tQ take out anything that exists there now, an·d 
b) we have no pl~nst6 turn this into a Coney Island or a 
spot ~here peop1e have every comfort that they have ~t the 
Chonechee. 

Mr. VfD.tt: Probably one of the members of the Ch?,mber of 
Commerce :could answer this. If you did che.rge for the ser
vices that in the Robert Service campground would it be your 
intention upgrade it ~nd improve it to the position Where it 
would pass sanitati6n inspection, and possibly provide addi
tional amenities in the future? 

Mr. Hudson: These fund will probably go a little further 
than paying somebody ~o collect them, and keep clean the 
area. I wouldn't like to go as far as to say that the ex-
penditur~ of funds would go as far as to oover this. Just 
fiawi*itfua89 ·hu~atiba~~h~Kc*~ih.vand' hire ~omebody to clean 
up. 

VIT. Shaw: I would like to Rsk about sanitation laws. If 
this ~s turned over. to the Chamber of Commerce what would 
they have to abide by, the same re~ulations that we do? 
Would they have to provide shoer~ and sewage faciltiites. 
If that is the case they· going to have to spend more money. 
They are in business the same as we are,. and I dori't see 
how they can. Perhaps Mr. Kinloch has an answer. 

Mr. Watt: Possibly we ourselves, or I myself might be 
able to consult with Mr. Kinloch at a later date to see 
if you impressed this matter. He may press or he may. not 
press the matter, and make the Robert Service Campground 
upgrade its facilities even further. ~\nother. question I 
would lik9 to ask - possibly a member of the Chamber of 
Commerce 90uld answer this- :If a charge was lieved at the 
Robert Service Ca~pground do you think that many campers 
that would ordinarily use it if it were free would not 
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bother using it, would insteQd build little ftres at the next 
turnoff this side of the Robert Service C~mpground, or the 
other side .oftha Robert Service C~~pground, or any place . 
else, and then we'd have garbage fi~es in the bush. Do you 
think this would affect, this charge for the Robert Service 
C~mpground, do you think this would affect the tourists 
themselves? Would they still use the Cnmpground, do you 
think? 

Mr. Wienecke: That would be very hard to say, of eourse, how 
it will affect. But it is my. own opinion, I believe there is 
a certain type of tourist who would use Q~ you aay, ~ny empty 
space they can get to get out of paying his dollar. I'd like 
to refer t~ the question before - it is more a question of 
definition, what is a c[1.mpground and what is 0, trailer court? 
Here is your whole problem. A campgroudd is just ground with 
parking space with the minimum facility, then we come to the 
next detinition - what are the minimum iacilities? It can be 
a privy, it can be less, it can be flush toilet. Nqw in my 
opinion the Robert Service has the minimum, we're living in 
1965, we have the minimum facilities. This is a flush toilet 
and olean water. We never planned to bring this standard 
higher by having hot water, showers, this is in my opinion 
the mi'nimum facility. 

~ 

Mr. Boyd: In the"fir'st place we s'oem Ito have gone half way. 
He says "You can set your trailer down ,i bring it in, and so 
on, but we're only going to give you d little bit of service, 
so you have rCCLlly neither." Now I wduld just like to ask 
Mr. Wienocke, if you had tho works thJro, ,,;ouldn' t this be a 
much better looking situation as far as the public is: con
carned. Youtre going to serve them w~olly and fully, not 
partially, and you would be quito jus~ified in charging for 
it. We've gone pCLrt way and now we'v~ come to a stop. You 
say you have no intentions of going fut.ther. I understood at 
one time this WCLS to be, or intended ~o be, the hub of tour
ism, as far as where we're going to st~p is concerned. It's 
this point that ge~me now~ We seem tb have changed our . 
attitude a little bit, and we're only koing half way with it. 
You can't have the hub of' tourism if y&u're not going to give 
them full apd. ger:ui,no $ervice. Now if ~'m wronc;,alric;ht, 
I'd like to know this first. '". '" ". """ . ' '. " 

Mr. Wienecke: I would like to anewer this question. We don't 
want to run a real trailer court, a commercial trailer court. 
The way we feel is that one of the nicest courts around White
horse should serve everyone, with no restrictions. Even the 
man who' hasn't got the dollar, he is a C~nndian citizen, 
should have the riGht to park his ca.r, and not get water out 
of the river, but get clean healthy water and also the use of 
a toilet. But for goirig into. showers, and making a business 
of it, I think you have the right to say "You are'coming in 
to Whitehorse, . and we are not here just giving the minimum. 
thc.t we should give." . 

Mr. Boyd: This is just exactly t~e point. Would it not be 
better now.to say "We will serve the public, we will give 
them everything." You say it's against the Board of Trade, 
but the Bonrd of Trade don't have to operate this thing, do 
they? The Board of Trade's ambition is to get CLnd give ser
vice to the people. The bankman~ger doesn't hnve to operate 
it and neither does the Territorial Government. Let somebody 
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bother using it, would instead build little fire~ at the next 
turnoff this side of the Robert Service C2mpground, or the 
other side of the Robert Service C~mpground, or any place 
else, and ih~n we'd have garbage fires in the bush. Do yo~ 
think this would affect, this charge for the Robert Service 
Campground, do you think this would affect the tourists 
themselves? Would they still use the Campground, do you 
think? 

Mr. Wienecke: That would be very hard to say, of ~ourse, now 
it will affect. But it is my own opinion, I believe there is 
a certain type of tourist who would use as you aay, any empty 
space they can get to get out of paying his dollar. I'd like 
to refer to the question before - it is mo~e ,a question of 
definition, what is a campground and what is a trailer court? 
Here is your whole problem. A campgroUl;id is just ground with 
parking space with the minimum facility, then we come to the 
next definition - what arc the minimum facilities? It 'can be 
a privy, it can be less, it can be flush toilet. Now in my 
opinion the Robert Service has the minimum, weirS living in 
1965, we havc the minimum facilities. This is a flush toilet 
anq clean water. We never planned to bring this standard 
higher by having hot water, showers, this is in my opinion 
the minimum facility. 

I " 

Mr. Boyd: In the"firstplace we s'cem to have gone half way. 
He SClYS"YOU can set your trniler down, bring it in, and so 
on, but we're only going to give you a little bit of service, 
so you have r0nlly neither." Now I would just like to ask 
Mr. Wienecke, if you had the works there, vJOuldn' t this be a 
much better looking situation as fnr as the public is con
cerned. You're going to serve them wholly and fully, not 
partially, and you would be quite j~stified in charging for 
it., We've gone part way and now we've come, to a stop. You 
say you have no intentions of going futher. I ,understood at 
one time this was to be, or intended to be, the hub of tour
ism, as far as where we're going to stop is concerned. It's 
this point that getsme now. We seem to have changed our 
attitude a little bit, and we're only going hnlf way ~ith it. 
You can't hnve the hub of' tourism if you're not going to give 
them full and genuine service. Now if I'm wrong, alright, 
I'd l'ike t~,{/ know' t'hisfirst. 

Mr. Wienecke: I would like to answer this question. We doh't 
want to run a renl trailer court, a commercial trailer court. 
The way we feel is that one of the nicest courts around White
horse should serve eV2ryone, with no restrictions. Even the 
man who' hasn't got the d611ar, he is a Canadian citizen, 
should have the right to park his car, and not gut water out 
of the river, but get clean henlthy water and also the use of 
a toilet. Btit for going into showers, and making a business 
of it, I think you have the rIght to say "You are' coming in 
to Whitehorse, and we are not here just giving the minimum 
that we shoulcl give." 

Mr. Boyd: This is just exactly the point. Would it not be 
better now to say "We will serve the public, we will give 
them everything." You say it's against the Board of Trade, 
but the Board of Trade don't hnve to operate this thing, do 
they? The Bonrd of Trade's ambition is to Get and give ser':'" 
vice to the people. The bank man~ger doesn't have t~ operate 
it and neither does the Territorial Government. Let somebody 
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Mr. Wienecke: Do you ask that we turn back to privy instead 
of flush toilet? Is that the situation? 

Mr. Shaw: I wou+dn'tgo qUite that far. You Can have a 
trailer ca~p that has light and sewer facilities that hook 
on to these trailers and all that. That is going to the 
very maximum service. I'm referring to the minimu~ service, 
not the minimum sanitation. 

Mr. Hudson: We have no electricity, there is no electrici~y 
in any particul~r unit. Anybody that requires ,electricity 
in their camper in their trailer, will not find it, this 
facility, at present. I would suggest that all concerned· 
should try not to take any retrogressive step in the matter 
of tourist .facilities. I also, I should tak~ the opportunity 
now, if I miGht, to state to members of Council that hose of 
you who have not seen what is there, I think would serve your
selves, and ourselves 'very well to take a visit there, per
haps in the near future, and just see what it is we are talk
ing about. I may be mistaken, maybe you all have, but I 
think that would b~ Dne of the first things to do, before you 
give much further consideration. As far as additional fac~l
ities at this time are conc0rned, I wouldn't permit the Cham
ber at this time to say we are not going to do anything. 
Our present plan is just put in place so stools and tables 
have already been purchased, so that a) we'~onlt see .the.po~nt 
o~ the sense to take out anything that exists there now, and 
b) we, have 'no plansto turn this into a Coney Island.or a 
spot where people have every comfort that they have at the 
Chenechee • 

. I 

Mr. t-Jatt: Probably one of the members 0 f the Ch?,mber of 
Commerce Gould answer this. If you did charge for the ser
vices that in the Robert Service campground would it be your 
intention upgrade it and improve it to the position where it 
would pass sanitation inspection, and possibly provide addi
tional amenities in the future? 

Mr. Hudson: These fund will probably go a little further 
than paying somebody to collect them, and keep clean the 
area. I wouldn't like to go as far as to say that the ex-
penditure of funds would go as far as to oover thie. Just 
mowii¥Dtfuas9 ·b.uga'guag:en<6'ac'iilihilb.l1vanu- hire somebody to clean 
up. 

YIT. Shaw: I would like to ~sk about sanitation laws. If 
this is turned over to the Chamber. of Commerce what would 
they have to abide by, the same regulations that we do? 
Would they hav£ to provide shoersand sewage faciltiites. 
If that is the c~se they going to have to spend more money. 
They are in business the.same as we are, and I don't see 
how they can. Perhaps Mr. Kinloch has an answer. 

Mr. WEttt: Possibly we ourselves, or I myself might be 
able to consult with Mr'. Kinloch at a later date to see 
if you impressed this matter. He may press or he may·not 
press the matter, an~ make the Robert Service Campground 
upgrade its faciliiies even further. Another question I 
would like to ask - possibly a member of the Chamber of 
Commerce could answer this- If a charge was lieved at the 
Robert Service Campground do you think that many campers 
thntwould ordinarily use it if it were free would not 
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operate it who is capable, and in that business. Would there 
be anythinr, wrong with giving private enterprise a 15~or 20-
year lease, 10 if you want, 5 if you want, with some under
standing that he can renew it as long as things are handled 
properly, and let private enterprise have it. This would you 
your desires. You don't want tobe in the business. I can 
understand that, but it would give you the service you're 
looking for. I think this would be the most satisfactory 
way out of it for everybody. Would I be wrong there? 

Mr. Hudson: Firstly, I wouldn't say we are in the position 
of providing a service where we are, we hope, we are, our 
aim was, to impr6ve a facility. Whatever use the people make 
of it is their business. Somebody else referred to this 
before, that this was going to be turned over to the Chamber 
and. that they would run it with a dollar charge. I don't 
think it goes that far. I think it was just to the effect 
that if a dollar charge was to be levied the Chamber, the 
Committee, would see that this was quite difficult to do~ 

Certainly there was no thought of title issning:to the 
Che.mber, or that any aspect of 1;he operation , profit-making 
or otherwise, the private enterprise, would take place. In 
tho matter of turning it Qver to a private individual to oper
ate does not commend itself to me at this time. I find it 
difficult to speak on behalf of the Chamber as a whole, but 
there ~re obvious, practical objections to that since there 
are some reserves of land, and there are or would be, a pretty 
large number of people who, I think, would apply for it. 
Perhaps turning it over to a private individual, for simply 
the operation, but not the ownership, this might be feasible. 
But from the Chamber's point of view we wish to s6e it open, 
we prefer to s~e it open, and kept open under some form of 
Government auspices, and as far as grading it up to a level 
of providing every facility - well, I am not so sure that 
this is the desire either. I think that accomplishing the 
minimum comfort in order that the people: stop, stay; for a 
li~tle while longer is the goal, at the same time, giving 
the idea, the true impression, that they are campers in the 
outdoors. They are part of it. Those are my thoughts on 
your suggestions. 

Mr. Walsh: I would like to say a word regarding the trailer 
park regulations. Mr. Wienecke has stated ,that they do nat ,J 
wish to upgrade it f~rther than it is now. According to the 
regulations if it is Dperated the Chamber of Commerce may not 
have anything to say about it. Say for example, it is opor
ated the way it is under tho present setup, and tourists 
flocked there in gr eat numbers, and it c'reat ed unsanitary 
conditions, what's to be done thon? It would automatically 
have to be graded up or olse the Council would have to close 
it down. According to the Council's regulations you can nDt 
operate even a campground without abiding by the regulations. 
We are also a campground and well as a trailer court, and 
when we have only one tont spot,. ac6ording'::to theregulaticns 
we have te prov.ids oertain,facilities. 

Vir. Watt: This h..-'.s giv(:)n us more of a feeling that both 
the Chamber of Commerce and th,e operators of Chenechee', 
they're feelings on the futuro of the Robert Service Camp
ground. I for one have no more questions, and I would cer
tainly like to thank both groups for coming to us and talking 
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to us today. It will certainly help us to understand the 
p6sition of both parties a lot bette~. I'm only sorry that 
the Commissioner couldn1t see fit to take a little time off 
to come and listen to you too. Thahk you very much for myself 
and everybody else. 

Mr. Taylor (With Mr. Southam in the Chair): I have a ques
tion and it's one I've been asking all day, and I'll preface 
it with an observation, havinG dealt with this last Fall and 
now again'this Spring; in the first instance it seems to me 
that both these organizations are being operated for a profit~ 
one in the form of providing facilities to the tourist with' ' 
a vie~ to making a profit (of course any buSiness carries on 
in this manner), the other is being operatea ata profit in 
relation to the Chamb'er group in Whitehors.e, who all have 
business. I've heard several different i~eas here, the'ori
ginal one that I got at the outset of th~s game was that the' 
purpose ~f the trailer court was to get iourists to stay a 
little longer, and therefore spend more ,money in tfuitehorse. 
Possibly the answer may lie ip reducing!this to a picnic area 
for local residents, and'allowing private enterprise to con
tinue. It is I think regrettaDl~,and f think it was pointed 
out by the ~dministration, it is regrettable that funds were 
placed in this Government campcroun~. i However, fuey have 
been. We got wind of this here lasi'Eall. It was brought to 
our attention and of course we stopped~the flow of funds at 
that time. Now, we have arrived at some sort of impase, and 
I asked earlier, "What lS expected of Council in this regard?" 
In other words, this disoussion today, what is expected of 
Territorial Council at this point from both parties? I think 
just ~efore we go I would 'like to',hear one representative of 
each, just give a very brief and quick idea of what each' 
party would expect of the Council at this stage. 

Mr. Hudson: Really, I think the reason the Chamber continues 
to be involved is that ther~ is an outstanding matter of funds 
which, indications were given, that a matqhing grant would be 
made concerning expenditure by 'the Chamber on this facility. , . 

This is, to answer your question; ,one of the reasons why the 
Chamber is here. We are here because we were :invited, 'and 
this is what we were looking to weeks before. I think it can 
be particularly said we are looking to Council for iaeas, we 
have no satisfaction to hear the complaints, probably from 
CheneehEle people, and there is no pleasure 'in the fact 
they feel they are being unfairly treated. I would whole
heartedly agree that we ~ould like to assist them as we can 
and ask the Council, perhaps,to assist in that regard. But 
we do feel that we have embarked on this for the benefit of 
the people as a whol~ in this nreci, and we wa~t to see it 
kept open. 

Mr. Taylor: Could we have the other point of view? 

Mr. Walsh: I would just like to say that ~e would like to 
see 'the!'!'Council provide us'w,ith a picnic sit e, p.nd not m,J.ke 
it a campground. As we stand now," and it'~ariies on 18 it 
is, we will not be able to increase our business to provide 
for the increase of business that comes along. ConseqUently 
I think 'if this remains as it is, ns it was last summer, or 
last ~ugust, we will be forced to close down our business. 
I think the Chamber o£ Commerce will, and I say this with all 
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to us today. It will certainly help us to understand,the 
position of both parties a lot bette~. I'm only sorry that 
the Commissioner couldn't see fit to take a little time off 
to come and listen to you too. Thank you very much for myself 
and everybody else, 

Mr. Taylor (With Mr. Southam in the Chair): I have a ques
tion and it's ono I've been asking all day, ana I'll preface 
it with an observation, having dealt with this last Fall and 
now again'this Spring; in the first instance it seems to me 
that both these organizations are being operated for a profit, 
one in the form of providing facilities to the tourist with' 
a view to making h profit (of course any business carries on 
in this,manner) , the other is being operate~ ~ta profit in 
relation to the Chamber group in Whitehorse, who all have 
busine?s. I've heard several different ideas here, the'ori
ginal on~ that I got at the outset of this game was that the' 
purpose of the ,trailer court was to get tourists to stay a 
little longer, and therefore spend more money in Whitehorse. 
Possibly the answer may lie i~ reducing this to a picnic area 
for locai re~idents,anda110wing private enterprise to con
tinue. It is I think regrettabl~,and I think it was pointed 
out by the ~dministration, it is regr~ttab1e that funds were 
placed in this Government campgroun~. However, fuey have 
been. We got wind of this here 1ast'Fa11, It was brought to 
our attention and of course we stopped~the flow of funds at 
that time. Now, we have arrived at some sort of impase, and 
I asked earlier, "What is expected of Council in this regard?" 
In other words, this diaGu~sion tod~y, what is expected of 
Territorial Council at this point from both parties? I think 
just before we go I would like to',hear one repre~entative of 
each, just give a very brief and quick idea of what each 
party would expect of the Council at this stage. 

Mr. Hudson; Really, I think the reason the Chamber continues 
to be inyo1ved is that there is an outstanding matter of funds 
whichl indicatioris were given, that a matching grant would be 
made concerning expenditure by'the Chamber on this facility. 
This is, to answ~r your question; one of the reasons ~hy the 
Chamber is here. We are here because we wer~ :invited, 'and 
this is what we were looking to weeks before. I think it can 
be par.ticular1y said we are looking to Council for i~eas, we, 
have no satisfaction to hear the complaints, probab1j fro~ , 
Cbeneehe8 ,people, and there is no pleasure 'in the fact 
they feel they are being unfairly treated. I would whole
heartedly agree that we would like to assist them as we can 
and ask the Cotinci1, perhaps, to assist in that regatd. But 
we do feel that we have embarked on this for the benefit of 
the people as a whole in this nrea, and we want to see it 
kept open. 

Mr. Taylor: Could we have the other point of view? 

Mr. Walsh: I would just like to sc..y that we would like to 
see"~h::Counc{l provide us'~ith a picnic site, and not make 
it a campground. As we staridriow," and it' ~ari-ies'ci'n "as it 
is, we will not be able to increase our business to provide 
for the increase. of business that comes along. Consequent1j 
I think 'if thi1? remains as it is, as it was last summer, or 
last :ugust, we ~ill be fotced to close down our business. 
I think the Chamber of Co~merce will, and I say this with all 
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opornte it who is cap0ble, and in that business. Would there 
be anything wrong with giving private enterprise 0 15-or 20-
year lease, 10 if you want, 5 if you w~nt, with some under
stnnding that he can renew it as long as things are handled 
properly, and let private enterprise have it. This would you 
your desires. You don't want to be in the business. I can 
understand that, but it would gi~e you the service you're 
looking for. I think this would be the most satisfactory 
way out of it for everybody. Would I be wrong there? 

Mr. Hudson: Firstly, I wouldn't say we are in the position 
of providing a service where we are, we hope, weare, our 
aim was, to improve a facility. Whatever use the JJeople make 
of it is their business. Somebody else referred to this 
before, that this was going to be turned over to the Chamber 
and that they would run it with a dollar charge. I don't 
think it goes that far. I think it was just to the effect 
that if a dollar charge was to be :levied the Chamber, the 
Committee, would see that this w~s quite difficult to do~ 
Certaihly there was no thought oti title iBsnin~to the ' 
Che.mber, or thn t any aspect of Ufe operation , profit-making 
or otherwise, the private enterpJise~ would take place. "In 
the matter of turning it over tola private individual to oper
ate does not commend itself to m~ at this time. I find it 
difficult to spe0k on behalf of ~he Chamber as a whole, but 
there are obvious, practicnl objiections to that since there 
are some reserves of land, and ~here are or would be, a pretty 
large number of people who, I tHink, would apply for it. 
Perhaps turning it over to a pr~vate individual, for simply 
the operation, but not the owne~ship, this might be feasible. 
But from the Chamber's point oflview we wish to see it open, 
we prefer to see it open, and kdpt open under some form of 
Government auspices, and as far ;as grading it up to a level 
of providing every facility - w~ll, I am not so sure that 
this is the desire either. I think that accomplishlng the 
minimum comfort in order that the people stop, stay, for a 
little while longer is the coal, 'at the same time, giving 
the idea, ~he true impression, that they are ca~pers in the, 
outdoors. They are part of it. Those are my thoughts "on 
your suggestions. 

Mr. Walsh: I would like to say a word regarding the trailer 
park regulations. Mr. Wienecke has stated that they do not 
wish to upgrade it further than it is now. According~to"th~} 
regulations if it is:operated the Ch0mber of Commerce may not 
have anything to say about it. Say for example, it is oper
ated the way it is under tho pres~nt setup, and tourists 
flockdd there in ~e~t numbers, and it created unsanitary 
conditions, what's to be done then? It would automatically 
have to be graded up or olse the Council would have to close 
it down. According to the Council's regulations you can not 
operate even a campground without abiding by the regUlations. 
We are also a campground and well as a trniler court, and 
when we have only one tont spotr accordin~~,totheregul.ticns 
we have te prov.ide certain·f&cilities. 

]Vir. Wntt: This hr'.s given us more of a feeling that both 
the Chamber of Commerce and the operators of Chonechee, 
they're feelings on the future of the Robert ~ervice Camp
ground. I for one have no more questions, and I would cer
tainly like to thank both groups for coming to us and talking 
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sincerity that we will, we can, supply the servi~es for all 
the people, the citizens 6f Whitehorse, in providing the 
service for the tourists. I think if we last, ,1 can say we 
would provide that facility even though w8 are a few miles 
out of town. I mich~ say also that it is not our interest 
to move that far out of town. We tried to get the land 
closer but with the restrictions on lund in this aren, we 
were not able to get any closer, and I miGht say here that 
if we had the opportunity then to establish where we liked 
we would be much, much closer to Whitehorse. This is where 
our main disappointment and disagreement with the Robert 
Service Park is, that we took all,these things into consider
ation to establish our business, and then we find w~ are just 
getting nicely going, when this'comes along. I would like 
to say we would like to see if retained as a campsite, 
a picnic ground, but not as,a campsite. 

Mr. Taylor: Thank you both, gentlemen. 

Mr. Boyd: It is the desire of the Chamber of Commerce, I 
take it, that they shall operate this ground. They would not 
like to see it leased to'private enterprise, even though 
private enterprise was willing to go ahead and operate it 
a little bit, they can tak~ care of both camping and picnic, 
all, if you want. But you 'would not be in favour of this 
at all, is this was'you said, Mr. H~d~on? 

Mr. Hudson: No; This is not what I intended to say to Coun
cil. Because of the work we have put into it we would like 
to be consulted. Iq veiw of the fact, maybe, that we own 
the facilities in the paik, we would have to be consulted. 
I certainly can't say thnt the Chamber would be opposed to 
private leasing of this for the benefit of the tourist. I 
don't think that this is the answer that would in any way 
satisfy the Chenechee folks. I would snythat perhaps 'we 
would object to.a charge, when you consider it inaccessible 
to the people in Whitehorse and to the average tr~veiler. 
As a matter of a charge for the sake of profit - ~f there 
was a charge in order to obtain a profit on this installation 
I'm afraid the charge would haVe to be so high that we 'would 
probably end up poto, because the cost I would thi~k of lay
ing out - this has not been laid out, with the idea that a 
little profit wa~ going td be made and the facilities were 
going to be upgraded, I think if you tried to lay'electrical 
connection to each of them, we would ~ever recover the cost 
by these charges. Generally speaking, we want to keer as 
free a facility as possible. 

Mr. Shaw: May I just make one comment on this operatiotl of 
oure. When we had it going we found the,t we had to have a 
person in charge and we charged the people $1.00 per night 
to stay there. They paid this couple that were looking 
after the camp during the summer months, we paid them $2~000 
and out of that we received the revenue from this, and we 
paid off incidental expenses, moving garbage and so forth, 
and I,'thi~k we ended up about $400 in the hole at th~ erid 
of the year. Thnt was the way it worked oU,t. 

Mr-. Chairman: (Mr. Taylor back in Chair) Have you any 
further questions of these gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Chairman: On behalf of the Committee I would like to 
thank you gentlemen ;for beinG with us Dond giving us your 
point of view, and we hope that whatever arises out of it 
will be satisfaotory to everybody concern~d~ 

The committee from the Chamber of Commerce and Camp Chenechee 
withdrew. 

Mr. Chairman: I will draw your attention to the time, 
gentlemen. 

It having been moved by Mr. Boyd and seconded by Mr. Southam, 
Mr. Speaksr resumed his Chair and prepared to hear the Report 
of the Chairman of Committees. Mr. Taylor, Chairman of 
Committees, reported as fo110ws: 

Committee convened at 10:25 a.m. this morning to 
discuss Bills, Sessional Papers, ~Gmos and Mot
ions. Committee first discussed Motion #3 related' 
to Insure-,nc e. MOTION #3 C:.RRIED IN COMMITTEE. 
Committee then discussed matters .related to 
Motion #17, General T·xo.tion. It was generally 
aGreed that the ~dministration refer this matter 
to Ottawa for further adivce and consideration. 

Committee recess~d at 12:00 neon and re-con
vened at 2:00 p.m. this afternoon. 'Mr. Spray 
and Mr. Baker attended Committee to discuss 
Motion #4, which CI~RRIED IN COMMITTEE. Motion 
#19 - Cemesto Houses, was CliRRIED IN COMMITTEE. 

Motion #10, related to Robert service Campground 
was next discussed with Messrs. Wienecke, Sumanik, 
Walsh and Hudson in ~ttenddnce. 

Mr. Speaker: Thank you, Mr. Taylor.· lere you agreed with the 
Report? 

All: Agreed. 

Mr. Speaker: The next business will be the Lgenda for to
morrow. What is your ple~sure? 

Mr. Taylor: \\[e have hnd some gentlemen with us this aft er
noon in reJ.,ation to this campground. ·fessibly while every
thing is fresh in eve~ybody's minds th~ Committee may, or 
Council may wish to further discuss this. in Committee, I 
don't know, We have that matter to clear away yet. We have 
Medical Treatment - Teslin Motion, and we have the matter of 
the Safety Inspector, and I believe Mr. Oliver would be 
avc;tilable tomorrow. Otherwise, we have the Main Supply Bill 
and'~)cert'dfn' :Sessional Papers which could be discussed. 

Mr. Spenker, Shnll we in the morning take on the matter of 
the Motions that are outstanding, then proceed to the Main 
Supply Bill? 

Mr. lloyd:. Did you say"matters tho.t were outstanding"? 

Mr. Speaker: "Motions that were outstanding", Mr" Boyd. 
There are two or three motions outstanding to be discussed in 
Committee, I believe. 

Mr. Boyd: That would include those that were partially d~s
cussed today and not completed? 
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Mr. Chairman: On behalf of the Committee I would like·to 
thank you gentlemen for being with us and giving us your 
point of view, and we hope that whatever arises out of it 
will be satisfaotory to every~ody concerned. 

The committee from the Chamber of Commerce and Camp Chenechee 
withdrew. 

Mr. Chairman: I will draw your .attention to the time, 
gentlemen. 

It having been moved by Mr. Boyd and seconded by Mr. Southam, 
Mr. Speaker resumed his Chair and prepared to hear the Report 
of thG Chairman of Committees. Mr. Taylor, Chairman of 
Committees, reporied as follows: 

Committee convened at 10:25 a.m. this morning to 
discuss Bills, Sessional Papers, Memos and Mot
ions. Committ~e first di~cussed Motion #3 rel8.ted 
to Insurance. MOTION #3 C;,RRIED IN COMMITTEE. 
Committee then discussed matters. related to 
Motion #i7, General T:xation. It was generally 
agreed that the ~dministration refer this matter 
to Ottawa for further 8.divce and consideration. 

Committee recessed at 12:00 noon and re-co~~ 
vened at 2:00 p.m. this afternoon. Mr. S}Jray 
and Mr. Baker attended Committee to discuss 
Motion #4, which Ci',RRIED IN COMMITTEE. Motion 
#19 - Cemesto Houses, was CARRIED IN COMMITTEE. 

Motion #lO,related to Robert Service Campground 
was next discussed with Messrs. Wienecke,Sumnnik, 
Walsh and Hudson in Attendance. 

Mr. Speaker: Thcmk you, Mr. Tnylor. lere you agreed with the 
RGPort? 

All: . Agreed. 

Mr. Speaker: The next ·business ·will be the Lgenda for to
morrow. What is your pleasure? 

Mr. Taylor: l,ve have had some gentlemen with us this nfter
noon in relation to this campground. Possibly while every
thing is fresh in everybody's minds the Committee may, or 
Council may wish to further discuss this in Committee, I 
don't know. We have that matter to clear away yet. We have 
Medical Treatment - Tesiin Motion, and we have the matter of 
the Safety Inspector, and I belie~e Mr. Oliver would be 
ava,i.).a.ble ,tJ\J'[lOrrqw. Otherwise, we have the Main Supply Bill 
and certain Sessiohal Papers which could be discussed. .~~ 

Mr. Speaker, Shall we in the morning take on the matter of 
the Motions that are outstanding, then proceed to the Main 
Supply Bill? 

Mr. Boyd:. Did you say"matters that were outstcmding"'? 

Mr. Speaker: "Motions that were outstanding", Mr. Boyd. 
There are two or three motions outstanding to be disc:U'ssed in 
Committee, I believe. 

Mr. Boyd: That would include those that were partially di:s
cussed today and not completed? 
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sincerity that we will, we can, supply the services for all 
the people, the citizens ~f Whitehorse, in providing the 
service for the tourists. I think if we last, 1 can say we 
would ?rovide that facility even though we are 0. few miles 
'out of town. I miGht say also that it is not our interest 
to move that far out' of town. We tried to get the land 
closer but with the restrictions on land in this are~, we 
were not able to get any closer, and I might say here that 
if we had the opportunity then to establish where we liked 
we would be much, much closer to Whitehorse. This is where 
our main disappointment and disagreement with ,the Robert 
Service Park is, that we took all. these things into .. consider
ation to esta~lish our bu~iness, and then w~ find we are j~~i 
getting nicely going, when this 'comes along. I would like 
to say we would like to see ii retained a~a campsite, 
a picnic ground, but not as a campsite. ! 

T 
,I' 

Mr. aylor: Thank "!ou both, gentlemen. ;' 
I 
I 

Mr. Boyd: It is the desire of the Chamber of Commerce, I 
. I 

take it, th2.t they shall operate this giround. They would not 
like to see it leased to 'private enter~ris~, even though 
private enterprise wa~ willing to go a~ead and operate it 
a little bit, they can tak~ care of both camping and picnic, 
all, if ybu want. But you 'would not be in favour of this 
at all, is thi~ was'you said, Mr. H~d~on? 

Mr. Hudson: No; This is not what I intended to say to Coun
cil. Because of the work we have ~ut into it we would like 
to be consulted. In voiw of the fact, maybe, that we own 
the faciliti0s in the pail(, we would have to be consulted. 
I certainly can't say that the Chamber would be opposed to 
private leasing of this for the benefit of the tourist. I 
don't think that this is fhe answer that would in any way 
satisfy the Chenechee folks. I would s2ythat perhaps 'we 
would object to.a charge, when you consider it inacc~ssible 
to the people in Whitehorse and to the average traveller. 
As a matter of a charge for .the sake of profit - ~f there 
was 0. charge in order to obtai~ a profit on this installation 
I'm afraid the charge would ha~e to be so high that we 'would 
probably end up poto, because the cost I would think of lay
ing out - this has not been laid out, with the idea that a 
little profit wa~ going to be made and the facilities were 
going to be upgraded, I think if you tried to lay electrical 
connectfon to each of them, we would never recover the cost 
by these charges. Generally speaking, we want to keep as 
free 0. facility as possible. 

Mr. Shaw: May I. just make one. comment on this operation of 
oure. When we had it going we found thet we hO.d to have a 
person in charge and we charged the people $1.00 per night 
to stay there. They paid this couple that were looking 
after the camp during the summer months, we paid them ~2~000 
and out of that we received the revenue from this, and we 
paid qff incidental expenses, moving garbage and so ~or~h, 

and l ihink we ended up about ~400 in the hole atth~ e~d 
of the year. That was the way it worked out. 

Mr. ChairmGn: (Mr. Taylor back in Chnir) Have you any 
further questions of these gentlemen? 

All: Clear. 
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Mr. Speaker: Thnt would include any of the Motions that were 
not completed. 

Mr. Taylor: We also have some outstnnding Sessional Pnpers. 
I would suggest we go to Bills, Memorandums, Sessional Papers 
and Motions. 

Mr. Spe8.ker: That is fine. 

Council adjourned until 1:00 a.m. Tuesday, March 30lli , 1965. 
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Tuesday, March 30th, 1965, 
10:00 o'clock a.m. 

Mr~ Speaker read the daily prayers and Council was called to 
order. 

(1) Memorandum from the Commissioner, dated 29 March, 1965, 
which reads as follows: -

I am enclosing copies of an article appearing in a 
recent. issue of the Vancouver Province which explains 
'in layman '·s terms the tasks faced by a modern secondary 
schooL! ,'This is being passed on by the Superintendent 
ofSchool'siri ,hopes that you might find the information 
useful inydur future deliberat.ions on the subject. 
Signed:' G.R~ Cameron, Commissioner. 

(2) Memorandum from the Commissioner dated March 29th, 1965, 
re Motion' for Production of Papers No. 3 - Engine'e:r:tng 
Report of Whitehorse, Camp Takhini, Valleyview and 
Hillcrest: -

As requested in the above. Motion for Production of 
Papers, three copies of the Engineering report are 
attached. '. Signed: G.R,o Cameron.,. Commissioner. 

elf-

(3) Memorandum from the Commissioner dated March 29th, 
1965, re Motion No. 21 - Issuing of Motor Vehicle 
Licences •. Set out as Sessional Paper #36. 

Sessional 
Paper #36 

(4) Memorandum from the Commissioner dated March. 29th, Sessional 
1965, re Motion No. 11 - Historical Copies of Hansard. Paper #37 
Set out as Sessional Paper #37. 

Mr. Boyd, seconded by Mr. Taylor, gave notice of,Motion 
res~ecting Liquor Licences. 

Mr. Boyd moved, second~d by Mr. ThompsonJ re L~nd Policy. 

What is the, land policy in the Yuk6n wit~ regard to 
Agri9ultu~e, i.e. 
(l)Can land be purchased freely, if not what are the 
restrictions? 
(2) Is there an established price, if'sowhat is the price 
and how is it arrived at? 
(3) Is it intended that incentives will be instigated, such 
as allowance at so much per acrelorclearirig and breaking, 
and what consideration is being given to a Yukon Territorial 
Government owned breaking plow~ 

Mro Speaker: The next motion is by ,Mr. Southam, Brief by 
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers Union. 

Mr. Southam: Mr~ Speaker, I think that we should set a date 
to meet these gentlemen - may I suggest Friday, April 2nd, 
at whatever time it is agreeable 'with Council. 

Motion Carried. 

Notice of 
Motion #31 

Motion for 
Production 
of Papers 

#5 

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd, that in the opinion Motion #25 
of Council the Administration ~s respectfully ~equested to 
provide at the current session now assembled~ le~islative 
amendment to the Labour Provisions Ordinance which will provide 
for the establishment of a basic minimum wage of one dollar 
per hour but exempting persons employed in private dwellings, 
hunting, fishing, trapping, etc. 

Mr. Taylor: This is designed to place a basic m~n~mum as has 
been outlined here the exemptions, of course, are standard 
exemptions, which place no imposition on baby sitting and 
people employed in cooking and that sort of thing in domestic 
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dwellings and I believe ihe motion is quite self-explanatory 
and this will prevent people having to work for 75¢ and 85¢ 
an hour as some people are having to do at this present time. 
I know the Federal Government have adopted nationally $1.25 
~asic minimum and I have h~d'somedicicusiions with people 
involved in this thing - the National Employment Service is 
one and i twas very hard tq s8;.ywhether or, not we c~1.l.1d ask 
,for $1.25 in the Yukon at -this 'time until possibly 'a study 
is made. This is why I left it 'at $1.00. /" 

/" 
Mr. 'Watt: I,made.a ,motion almost the same as/this two years 

,ago an,d it ,got, the full,: support of Council bp't we recEd ved 
a memoranduID:backfrom the Legal Advisor a' that time 
sta.ting how di,ffi,C'ult it would be to draf, "such legislation 
and incl1J,q,e all the exemp.tions. I willertainly support 
the motio'n and I think i tis a go.od mot 'ion and I hope it 
receives more immediate action than th one that was made a 
coupl,e ,of years agO:. ' I thi'nkthe thogh t behind it is' good 
and it could ,possibly do quite a bit ~f good in the Territory. 

- ,-

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, I thi ' that this will have 
its ups an,d downs. You t,ake, on t ;e highway where you employ 
help, at th~ ~resent time it is out, a month wh~re ,y~u 
allow so rriuch,' for :room and bQar and, if theypa'y an; ,ordinary 
girl that isn:i t 'qualiried'at al· $150'.00 a month room and 
board. If you set a basic min'fuum of $1.00 thenyo~ are 
going to gi v-,-t,j the emOloye;rth ! opportunity, of levying room 
and board against this, type ,0 ' ordinance which might .just 
might take about alIa wage. ' 

Mr. Taylor: Mr~ Speaket,t 
amendment ~rtd I think ~elv 
slave labour in the Yukon., 

is is the basic intent bf this 
~ot to face,~~~ we c~hnot have 

Mr. Soti~ha~: Mr. Speaker' I think if Councillor Ma6Kinn~n 
has paid $150.00 a month including room and board, then you 
are paying $1.00 an hour i or there abouts,. As I und~r~tand 
a working month is cons'ered 25 days, except'when you are 
something like I am, an it is 31 day~ and 24 hours a day. 
We consider 25 days a w rking month now $1.00 an,hQurie:what 
we pay around the camp or any employee we have do any 'kind 
of house work, and in ume cases we pay more than that~ . 
What, I am, talking abounow is a girl of school age who is 
willing to come out an help with housework, etc~ We do not 
pay l~ss thanthat[ an;I think that we are going to have to 
f~ce!~t as Councilloraylor says - we are going to be asked 
for ,more than $1.00 per hour and I read in the paper not so 
long ago where the Department 'of Northern Affairs was hoping 
that the Councils of the Northwest Territories and Yukon 
would do -something in,th6 -Labour Legislations at 'these 
sess'ions, that there would, be a basic rate set some time' iIi 
the near future. Now they didn't say what the set - but it 
has, to do with $1. 25 an- h,our 'which ,the Federal Gdvernmerit 
haV:,esetfor t,h,e rest of the Provinoes. I know "/eare going to 
have to face t,hi's and we 'might as wellma.ke up 'our minds 
to it. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr. Boyd moved, sec,o,nded by Mr. Thompson, that in the 
opinion of ,Council land purchased for agriculture be exempt 
from tax~s";·f.or a P!3rimj, of thr:ee years providing a genuine 
effort is being ma~etD br~ng the land into production. 

Mr. Boyd: It appears that we ,;like, to sell the land, some- .. 
times reluctantly, but when we do sell it we like better to 
a,lap the taxes on • We have an:, instance in' Carcross where 
an organization 9wn,isuppose~lY.9-:;:,:figure of 360 acres 
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j~ellings and I~e~ieve the motion is quite self-explanatory 
and this will':prevEmt people having to work for 75¢ and 85¢ 
an hour as some people are having to do at this present time. 
I know the Federal Government have adopted nationally $1.25 
Basic~inimum arid I have had some d{stus~{ons ~i~h 'p~opla 
involved in this thing - the National Employment Service is 
one and it was very hard tq say whether or not we could ask 

I 1br$L 25 in the Yukon at this time until possibly'a study 
is made. This is why I left it at $1.00. ' 

Mr. ,Watt,: I ',made ,a motion almost the same as this two years 
,ago and it got the full support of Council but we Tec~ived 
'a memor.andum back from the Legal Advi'sor at that time 
,stating how difficult it would be to, draft 'such legislation 
and incJ;.1f,4e all the exemp.tions. I will certainly support 
the moti6n and I think it is a good motion and I hop~it 
receives more immediate action than the one that was made a 
coup1.e ,of ;years ago. I think the thought behind it is good 
and it could_possibly do quite a bit;of good in th~ Territory. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, I think that this will have 
its ups and downs. You take on the highway where you employ 
help, at' th~'pr~sent ti~~it is about, a month wher~ you 
allow sorriuch for room and board, and if they pa'y an ordinary 
girl that is~'t quaiified at all $156.00 a month roo~ and 
board. If you set a basic ~inimum of $1.00 then you are 
goingtto giv.etheeinOloyer the opportunity of levying room 
and board agalrlst this type .of ordinance which mi,ght ,just 
might take about all a persons wage. ' ' 

Mr. Taylor::" Mr~ Speaker ,this is the basic in te:nt o,r this 
amendmeht and I' th'inkwe' ve gof to face, it - we ¢,annot have 
slave labour in the Yukon. 

Mr. Southam: Mr'.: Speaker, I think if Councillor MacK1.nnlP11 
has paid $150.00 a month including r'oom and board, th'en you 
are paying $1.00 an hour, or there,abouts. As I undexstand 

'a working'month is considered 25 days, except'when'you'are 
something like I am, ,and it is 31 days and 24 hours a day. 
We consider 25 days a working month now $1.00 an:hout'ie'what 
we pay around the camp for any employee we have do any kind 
of house work, and in some cases we pay more than tfi&ti 
What, I am talking about nQw, is a girl of school age who is 
willing to come out and help with housework, etc. We do not 
pay less ,than that, and I think that we are going to have to 
f~ce'it as Councillor Taylor says -;we'are going to be asked 
for more than $1.00 per hour and I r,ead in the paper 'not so 
long ago where the Department of Northern Affairs was hoping 
that the Councils of the Northwest Territories and Yukon 
would do :som~thing in ,the Labour Legislations at 'these 
sess'ions, that there would be. a basi:c ·rate set some time in 
the near future. Now they didn't say what the set - but it 
has to ~o wit~ $1.25 an hour 'which ,the, Federa~ Governmerit 
hav;eset ;for t,he rest of the Provinces. I know we are going' to 
have to face this and we might as well 'makeup our minds ' 
to it. 

Motion Carried. 

Mr • Boyd, moved, sec,o;nded by Mr. .. Th'ompson', that in the 
opinion of, ,Council land purchased' for agriculture be exempt 
from taxes for ap~riod of three years providing a genuine 
effort ,is being made to bring the land into production. 

kr. Boyd: It appears that we ,like to' sell the land, som~
times reluctantly, but when we do sell it we like better to 
slap,the taxes ~n. We have an instance in' Carcross where 
an organization pwn ,suppose(lly a figure of 360 acres .• 
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Tuesday, March 30th, 1965, 
10:00 o'clock a.m. 

Mr. Speaker· read the daily prayers and Council was c,alled to 
order. 

(1) 

(2) 

Memorandum from the Commissioner, dated 29 Mci'rch, 1965, 
which reads as follows: - / 

./ 
I am enclosing copies of an article appear;jtng. in a 
~ecent issue of the Vancouver Province wh:¥bh explains 
ln layman's terms the tasks faced by a modern secondary 
school. This is being passed on by the duperintendent 
of Schools in hopes that you might find,' he information 
useful in your future deliberations on be subject. 
Signed: G.R. Cameron, Commissioner. . 

Memorandum from the Commissioner dateh.'March 29th, 1965, 
re Motion for Production of Papers No 3 - Eri~ineering 
Report of Whitehorse, Camp Takhini, Vlleyview and 
Hillcrest: -

As requested in the above Motion for 
Papers, three copies o,f the Engineerp..ng report are 
attached. Signed: G.R. Cameron, C 

(3) Memorandum f~om the Commissio~er d

1
aed March ~9th, 

1965, re Motlon No. 21 - Issulng of Motor Vehlcle 
Licences. Set out as Sessional Pa er #36. 

Sessional 
Paper #36 

(4) Memorandum from the Commission~r dtted Marc~ 29th, Sessional 
1965, re Motion No. 11 - HistoricaJ Copies of Hansard. Paper #37 
Set out as Sessional Paper #37. 

Mr. Boyd, seconded by Mr. Taylor, gave ~otice of Motion 
respecting. Liquor Licences. 

Mr. Boyd moved, seconded by Mr. Thomps re Land Policy. 

What is the' land policy in the Yukon w~th regard to 
Agriculture, i.e. 
(1) Can land be purchased freely, if ndt what are the 
restrictions? 
(2) Is there an established price, if~owhat is the price 
and how is it arrived at? 
(3) Is it intended that incentives wiltbe.instigated, such 
as allowance at so much per acre £~r cl . ring and breaking, 
and what consideration is being given t. a Yukon Territorial 
Government owned breaking plow~ . 

Mr. Speaker: The next motion is by·:Mr. Southam, Brief by 
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers Union. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker, I think that we should set a date 
to meet these gentlemen - may I suggest jridai, April 2nd, 
at what 'ever time it is agreeable with Council. . 

Motion Carried. 

Notice of 
Motion #31 

Motion for 
Production 
of Papers 

#5 

Mr. Taylor moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd, that in the opinion Motion #25 
of Council the Administration is respectfully 'requested ,to 
provide at the current session now assembled 'a legislative 
amendment to the Labour Provisions Ordinance which will provide 
for the establishment of a basic minimum wage of one dollar 
per hour but exempting persons employed in private dwellings, 
hunting, fishing, trapping, etc. 

Mr. Taylor: This is designed to place a basic minimum as has 
been outlined here the exemptions, of course, are standard 
exemptions, which place no imposition on baby sitting and 
people employed in cooking and that sort of thing in domestic 
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in oneof the most likely areas to become important and they 
are paying something like $40.00 a year taxes. Now we have 
a man who buys 160 acres of land for $1.00 an acre and he 
immediately receives a tax notice for $10.00 an acre or 
$113.00. H~'s got to spend at least $50.00 an acre before 
he can get any production. How can you expect to sell 
something for a dollar an acre and charge $10.00 an acre 
-base it on :jJ;10.00 an acre as far as taxation is concerned. 
I can see it if the man had improved and broke the ground 
and was into production, this is another story. But he 
hasn't reached this stage, and won't reach it for some time, 
with tpe equipment we've got in the Yukon. I have been 
talking fgr some time on this angle in the past - I am talking 
about inceritives to give some people a chance to see what 
can be dorie ~ don't put them out of business before they 
start~ IS land was taxed on the basis of its productivity 
it would be a·:different story. I just can't find out who 
makes. these rules when it comes to taxing, whose brains is 
behind the arrangement? It's not mine, and I never heard 
of them. When a man buys from you, the Government, you have 
to pay to have the land ~urveyed - th~Y'll sell it to you 
and they'll tax you, but you pay to have it surveyed - and 
if you are not on the main highway you will pay more to have 
it surveyed ,because it is a little difficult to get to. 
There is no consideration for people, in this Yukon when it 
cornea to regimenting , making nothing ~ut soldiers working 
for the Government in order that the Government sit around 
and send men up and down like flies flying to and ,froe buzz
ing.on your window making regulations and setting out all 
kinds of ideas that don't qoincide with those of us who are 
living in the Yukon. We know what we can get away with here 
and wha't we can accomplish, but we can't accomplish it for 
i~ •• r£@r&nQe in lots of cases. Gentlemen I would like to see 
this motion supported. 

Mr. Watt: I would like to ask Mr. Boyd if the intent of 
the motion is to - anybody with an ,agricultural lease or 
property now be given the next three years exempt from 
'taxes,. or just new leases. Are you discriminating against 
these that are already established? 

Mr. Boyd: I had the thought ,in mind that what has happened, 
you can't undo but from here on lets give the man a chance 
and I would be very heFPY if some consideration could be 
given to these people who are already being assessed for 
ground that they won't even take a nickel off - they will 
d~ nothing but spend money - and spend it the hard way 
becarlse we don't h~~~ anything here in this tukon ~ith which 
to aid them with. I am told that a ,man recently, I would 
say wi~hin the last six. weeks who ~as agricultural minded 
living in Alberta had quite some thousands of dollars, he 
wrote up here and wanted to know if it would advisable for 
him to come up here - were there any incentives? Incentives
they have them allover - land clearance - costs you $50.00 
to break and ,clear land - other Provinces will aJ,.low you 
up to ~26.00 an acr~. This is done to get the ~an in 
business. Not break him before he gets into business. We 
~rote him back and said no - no incentives no nothing. We 
'cfoutd,'J8\vith some of thesefello1f.Ts who are agricultural 
mind~d'and know ~ome kno~-how. There is lots of talk about 
this gentleman out here on the Mayo Road when it first 
started out - by remarks within the Administration here -
'they, got the impression the man didn't know too much but 
he is doing alright, and he is going to do alright. I 
wonder how much he is paying per acre on his land. I haven't 
gone to the trouble of finding out. He is paying $~O.OO 
anyway. He hasn't got himself going yet but he is spending 
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money and he is working hard, he is entitled to considera
tion. 

Mr. Taylor; Mr. Speaker, I concur with this motion. I 
might point out that when we were in Ottawa that the Senior 
Officials of Administration Branch pointed out quite ~learly, 
that they wished to discourage anyone from coming into the 
Yukon Territory and attempting anything to do with, 
agriculture and of course I can t ,t agree. This is a:q,6ther 
reason why I think we should be starting on our way towards' 
'atonomy, so that we can get away from this Otta\.,ra"lthinking 
and start doing our thinking right here at home.,l There 
certainly appears to be, in view of modern agr:i;.6ultural 
development good possibilities for agricultur~1! for cattle 
raising, they are even feeding cattle on pop~ar trees now 
-poplar bark and ,they have new methods or e ,~imes I believe 
they are called, that they mix with this pilar bark and th~ 
cattle prefer it to mash. This ,is the wa~ th~y do it in 
the Peace River Country which is that far south of us. They 
found ne~ methods of clearing land, econ mical methods. ' Otir 
experimental farms are continually doin, 'research aimed at 
agricultural development in the north, inding new methods 
-hardier types of plants and things - eanwhile back in 
Ottawa they sit there telling us welle are going to 
discourage this. This is a situation I deplore. I think 
that Councillor B~yd's motion is a g od one. I thin~ in 
principle it is good and that is 1I{ha' we are here to do 
is to legislate principle and I mos wholeheartedly concur 
with the motion. I agree with Mr.oyd when he says we've, ' 
got so ,many restrictions and no in ntives that poss,ibly, ' , 
what we should do is start lifing estrictions ~nd 8xereise 
a few controls and create a few in entives so ~e, ,cB:P: "g~'\i":' 
this country humming again. .,", . ..,d 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Territorial Tax 
Assessor): As Tax Assessor, not peaking against the, motion, 
for thepurposei ofclarificatio only, I heard Mr. Boyd 
say that he .expected this man on the Mayo Road for instance, 
would be paying $10.00 an acre, don't believe that is 
what he meant - it may be assess d at $10.00 an acre for 
his land but when you figure tha the mill rate today is 
'under 40 mills -even if the mil rate were 40 milIa, that 
is only 4%, and his taxes would e 40¢ a year on "Xl acre 
and not $10.00. I wanted to make sur~ that this was 
understood. 

M~. ~oyd: I would like a little more clariftcation. Wbald 
the same tax rate and mill rate apply to land .on the, 
160" acres I was mentioning on the Alaska Highway? I have 
the tax notice here for $113:00 on 160 acres. Is this the 
same basis as the man on the Mayo Road is on? 

Clerk-of-Council (~n his capacity as Territorial Tax 
Assessor): Yes, that is the same basis. If he has 160 
acres and is assessed at 510.00 an ~cre, that is ~1600.00. 
4% of t~at is ~64.oo. 

Mr. Boyd: Well in this case I am not sure of the aGrea~e t~e 
J'!I~.n has tax notice reads ~113.00, it is just about equivalent 
to what he paid for the land. 

Mr. Watt: With respect to the statement made by Mr., Taylor, 
I don't think Ottawa - I didn't interpret their discussions 

"there as saying that we are discouraging agriculture but I 
think what they were trying to get across was that we 
shouldn't entice people ~ ,here to start agriculture that 
wouldn't ordinarily come, because if we entice people here 
and tell them how good it is for agriculture, we know this 
isn't good agriculture country, otherwise there would be 
more agriculture - if we entice them up here and entice them 
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money and he is working hard, he is entitled to considera
tion. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I condur with this motion. I 
might point out that when we were in Ottawa that the Senior 
Officials of Administration Branch pointed out quite clearly, 
that they wished to discourage anyohe from coming into the 
Yukon Territory and attempting anything to do .with 
agriculture and of course I can't agree. This is another 
reason why I think we should be starting on our way to~ards 
~tonomy, so that we can get away from this Ottawa thinking 
and start doing our thinking right here at home. There 
certainly appears to be, in view of modern agricultural 
development good possibilities for agriculture, for cattle 
raising, they ara even feeding cattle on poplar trees now 
-poplar bar~ ,and ,they have new methods or enzimes I believe 
they are called, that they mix with this poplar bark and the 
cattle prefer it to mash. This is the way they do it i~ 
the Peace River Country which is that far south of us. They 
found ne~ methods of cleating land, economical methods. ' Our 
experimental farms are continually doing research aimed at ' 
agricultural development in the north, finding new methods 
-hardier types of plants and things - meanwhile back in 
Ottawa they sit there ,telling us well we are going to 
discourage this. ' This is a situation I deplore. I think 
that Councillor Boyd's motion is a good one. I think in 
principle it is good and that is what we are here to do 
is to legislate principle and I most wholeheartedly concur, 
with the motion. I agree with .Mr. ~oyd when he s~ys we've' 
goi so ,many restri~tions and'no incentives ihat pos~ibly 
what we should do is' ,start lifing restrictions and exercise 
a few controls ~nd creaie ~ few incentiv~s ~owe can get,' . 
this country humming again.'; ,:." ·~,:':,'jlhr 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Territorial Tax 
Assessor): As Tax Assessor, not speaking against i~e motion, 
for the purposes of clarification only, I heard Mr. Boyd 
say that he ,expected this man on the Mayo Road for instance, 
would be paying $10.00 an acre, I don't believe that IS 
what he meant - it may be assessed at $10.00 an acre for 
his land but when you fig~re that the mill rate today is 

'under 40 mills - ,even if the mill rate were 40 mills, that 
is only 496, and his taxes would be 40¢ a year on "Xl acre 

, , t 
and not $10.00. I wanted to make sure that this was 
understood. , ' 

Mr. Boyd: I would like a little more clarification. Vdald 
the same tax rate and mill rate apply to land ,on the 
160· acres I was mentioning on the Alaska Highway? I have 
the tax notice here for Sl13:'OO on 160 acres. Is this the 
same basis as the man on the Mayo Road is on? 

. Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Territorial Tax 
Assessor): Yes, that is the same basis~ If he has 160 
acres and is assessed at ~10.00 an acre, that is ~1600~00. 
4% of that is ~64.00. 

Mr. Boyd: Well in this case I am not sure of the aereage t~e 
man ha~ tax notice reads ~113.00, it is just about equivalent 
to what he paid for the land. 

Mr. Watt: With respect to the statement made by Mr. Taylor, 
I don't think Ottawa - I didn't interpret their discussions 

"there as saying that we are discouraging agriculture but I 
think what they were trying to get across was that we 
shouldn't entice people ~her~ to start agriculture that 
wouldn't ordinarily come, because if we entice people here 
and tell them how good it is for agriculture, we know this 
isn't good agriculture country, otherwise there would be 
more agriculture - if we entice them up here and entice them 
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in oneof the most likely areas to become important and they 
are paying something like $40.00 a year taxes. Now we have 
a man who buys 160 acres of land for $1.00 an acre and he 
immediately receives a tax notice for $10.00 an acre or 
$ll3.00. He's g6t~to spend at least $50.00 an acre before 
he can get any production. How can you expect to sell 
something for a dollar an acre and charge $10.00 ap/acre 
-base it on $10.00 an acre as far as taxation is/6oncerned. 
I can see it if the man had improved and broke/ihe ground 
and was into production, this is another stor#,. But he 
hasn't .reached this stage, and won't reach :}it for some time, 
with'~he equipment we've got in the Yukon./ I have been 
talking for some time on this angle in f,;th~ past - I am talking 
about incentives to give some peopl~ a c·ance to see what 
can be done ~ don't put them out ot.bus ness before they 
start. If land was taxed on the basis of its produ~tivity 
it would.be a different story. I jus can't find out who 
make$ these rules when it comes to t ing, whose brains is 
behitidtha arrangement? It's not mi. e, and I never heard 
of them. When a man buys from you, .the Government, you have 
to pay to have the land surveyed - .hey'll sell it to you 
and they'll tax you, but you pay t have it surveyed -.and 
if you are not on the main highwa you will pay more to have 
it surveyed because it is a littl difficult to get to. 
There is no consideration forpe 'le.in this Yukon when it 
comes to regimenting , making no hing but soldiers working 
for the Government in ord~r that the Government sit around 
and send men up and down like f ies flying to and froe buzz
ingon your window making regul tions and setting out all 
kinds of ideas that don'tcoinc de with those of us who are 
living jn the Yukon. We know at we can get away with here 
and what we can accomplish, bu we can't accomplish it for 
iQt_r!@renae in lots of cases. Gentlemen I would like to see 
this motion supported. 

Mr. Watt.: I would like to ask! 
the motion is to - anybody wit 
property now be giveri the nex~ 
taxes, or just new leases. An 
these that are already estabi' 

Mr. Boyd if the intent of 
an agricultural lease or 

three years exempt from 
you discriminating against 

hed? . 

Mr. Boyd: I had the thought i mind that what has happened, 
you can't pndo but from here 0 lets give the man a chance 
and I would be very heU)y if s me consideration could be 
given to these people who are lready being assessed for 
ground that they won't even ta e a nickel off - they will 
do nqthing but spend money - a spend it the hard.way 
because we don't hav~ anjthing ere in this Yukon ~ith which 
to aid them with. t.am told th t a man recently, I would 
say within the last six weeks w 0 was agricultur.al minded 
living in Alberta had quite some tnousands of dollars, he 
wrote up here and wanted to know if it would advisable for 
him to come up here - were there any incentives? Incentives
they have them allover - land cl arance - costs you $50.00 
to break and clear land - other P vinces will allow you 
up to ~26.00 an acre. This is don to get the man in 
business. Not break him before he ets into business. We 

".,w;ro'lfe 1).j"m .. back and said no - no incen i ves no nothing. We 
could d6 with some of these fellow~ who are agricultural 
minded and know some know-how. There is lots of talk about 
this gentleman out here on the Mayo Road when it first 
started out- by remarks within the Administration here -
'they got the impression the mq,n didn't know too much but· 
he is do~ng alright, and he is going to do alright. I 
wonder how much he is paying p~r acre on his land. I haven't 
gone to the trouble of finding out. He is paying $10.00 
anyway. He hasn't got himself going yet but he is spending 
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on to a piece of land and entice them to start agriculture 
and they wind up belly-up then we haye a responsibility to 
help bail them out, and get them started on something else 
that they can make a living on. This would be t~e thought 
I interpreted Ottawa was trying to get across. Mr. Taylor 
has a motion in respecting a agricultural survey by National 
Research Council which I think will be a benefit to Council 
and Mr. Taylor h'as a motion in requesting this document be 
brought to us. I am reluctant to vote on motions giving 
tax holidays, we have done it in 1016, now we are doing it 
for agricultural lands, now motels are going to be hardup 
pretty soon for making ends meet, I think they should be 
given consideration too. I think that when Council has put 
motions in like this they should think of more than just 
the tax incentive for just a little group, they should start 
thinking Gf the Terri tory as a whole. Other types' of 
industries should get similar releases. I am against the 
principle of people holding land, we have had too much of 
that we've had land held here for years and years in 
different parts of the Territory, mostly within a 10 mile 
radius of, Whitehors~ - they have held land an~ not paid 
taxes. I think that even if they paid a little bit of taxes 
-the way it is now if somebody has staked a piece of land 
for agriculture they can get up and walk away from it and 
come back arid say well I am going to make a gentiin~ ~ifort 
I'll get a D-8 in on the last month of the three year pBriod 
bonsequently they are holding 160 acres of land or 10 ~c~~~ 
of'larid or 300 acres, and pay no takes for three years. If 
th~ywere paying some taxes even if it is a nominai s~m, ~nd 
they walked away and forgot about it, which is what happened 
in Whitehorse, there would be no taxes levied, and they' 
have held that land for ~s much as 30,40,50 years ~ayin~ 
no taxes. If they'd had to pay ~l.OO a year taxes on that 
and gone away and forgotten about it and this land reverted 
back to the Government and somebody else would have been 
using it 10,15,20 years ago. I can see the point of the, 
motion, I would like to ask Mr. Boyd if he believes that 
people should be able to hold land without paying taxes on 
it - we've had this for agricultural purposes, we had a big 
piece out at Porter Creek that was held for 50 years - n6 
taxes were paid on it, not a cent, nobody else could use 
iL Do you belie,ve that this is right? This just tied up 
land, nobody paid taxes on it, nobody was interested in it 
until all of a sudden it did become of interest to somebody. 
We've had this in different areas of the Yukon, and a lot 
of areas around Whitehorse here. 

Mr. Boyd: This is not what I am asking for at all Mr. Watt. 
What has happened in the past is not too much of my concern. 
It is the opinion of Council that land purchased for " 
'agricultural ~urp6s~s be exempt from taxes for a peribd of, 
three years provided a genuine effort is being made to bring 
the land into production. I think it is very clear as to 
where the purchaser stands. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I can only agree. The motion is 
quite self~explanatory - it says provided that a genuine 
effort is peing made to bring the land into production. The 
Honourable Member from Whitehorse West sat here yesterday 
afternoon and cried about tax basis and this sort of thing 
and how we have to get more revenue, more tax payers'by 
getting people developed and settled in these houses and 
homes and we're talKing about settling the land. We're 
talking about trying to create a new industry - we're talking 
about settling the land, another means of diversified 
resource development industry in the Yukon Territory. I 
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thip.k if the Honourable Gentlematl would sit down and give 
j~st fi~e minutes consideration to this I think he will have 
to concur to that degree. At no time have I asked, by motion 
or. otherwise somethirig which is a produdt of the National 
Research Council respecting agriculture in the Yukon 
7'err.itory. I do have a motion for the Production of Papers 
res~ecting a document from Alaska and I al~o have one on 
a Committee formed in Northern Administration to look into 
agri:culture but 'I have nothing coming f~6m the National 
Research Council and didn't have any iqt~a there was· anything 
available. On this matter of discourBlging agr'iculture, I 
repeat, and I repeat quite clearly be~ause I am one Member 
.of. that Advisory Committee' that waf. .. t all. meetings .and at 
that .time I was told quite clearly nd distinctly that no 

. chance for placing any other inter.etation .on it that 
ottawa ni3h to discourage agricul. ure in the Yukon Territory. 
The reasoning I was given for thi is reoause apparently they 
have a very bad problem in resettment in the Provinces, and 
they have a programme know~ as A I just wanted· to make 
these points clear, I seem to be getting blamed for a lot 
of things which aren't so, and think if people would do 
a little more thinking about th.se things they might come 
up with the answers themselv8o. 

't see that it is anymore 
r a new settler a three 
s. it says in the motion that 
try to far~, than it is to 

in taxe~ and you know exactly 
oes when the.y start to 
think the fatmer or.the 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker, I d 
unreasbnableto give a farmer 
year hoist of taxes providing 
he ~~ke~ a legitimate effort t 
give a mine a three year hoist 
as weil as I do wha..t the mine 
produce, they highgrade it. 
settler is entitled to the sa ie privilege. 

Motion CEi.;rried. 

Mr. M~cKinnon moved, seconded IY Mr. ~att, that in the 
opinion of Council it is reque ted that. time' for pay~ent 
of business licences be extend d to July 1st. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Many people I 
Al~sk~ Highway feel that th~s 
year to raise money. The'gene 
that if this payment could be e 
when money is more available it 
throughout the Territory. 

ave talked to along the . 
s a very. difficult time of 

Mr. TaJlor: Mr. Speaker, I am j 
present time, is it March 31st? 
of a sudden. become a problem? 

1 opinion of the people is 
tended to say July 1st, 
would help small businesses 

wondering, what is the 
econdly, why has this all 

I 

Clerk-qf:.9,0,?:ncil (in his capacity ~s 
The liqenee~ expire on March 31st.1 

Territorial Becretary): 

I. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, in answ,er to Mr. Taylor's last 
question, why has it now become a prqblem, there seems to 
ha\(e become quite a slump throughout 'the Territory and a lot 
of businesses have closed up a lot '~r~about to close up, 
I think this is ~bout the reason for it. 

Mr~'~byd: I am beginning ,to feel sad, Mr. Speaker,I think 
Mr. MacKinnons constituents are i~ dire shape the way he 
explains their deal. I ~ould like to know from Mr. Clerk 
-assuming the licences are due qn the 31st, what happens 
if t~ey ~on't pay them till July? Anything? 

Clerk-of-Council: (In his capacity is Territorial Secretary): 
Some action would be taken Mr. Speaker, they are supposed to 
be paid within a reasonable time • 
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think if the Honourable Gentlemag would sit down and give 
just five minutes consideration to this I think he will have 
to concur to that degree. At no time h~ve I asked, by motion 
or otherwise something which is a product of the National 
Research Council respecting agriculture in the :(ukon 
Territory. I do have a motion for the Production: of Papers 
fespecting a document from Alaska and! also have one on 
a Committee for~ed in Northern Administration to look into 
agriculture hut I have nothing coming from the National 
Research Council and ftidn't have any idea there was anything 
available. On this matter of discouraging agriculture, I 
repeat, and I repeat· quit~ clearly because I am one Member 
of that Advisory Committee that was at all meetings ·and at 
that time I was told quite clearly and distinctly that no 
chance for placing any other interpretation on it that 
Ottawa "i~h to discourage agriculture in the Yukon Territory. 
The reasoning r was given for this is beoause apparently they 
have avery ba~ problem i~ resettlment in the Provinces~and 
they have a programme known as Arda. I just wanted to make 
these points :ciear, I seem to be getting blamed for a lot 
of things which aren't so, and I think if people would do 
a little more thinking about these things. they might cpme 
up with. the answers themselves. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker, I don't see that it is anymore 
unreasonable.to give a farmer or a new settler a three 
year hoist of taxes providing as' it says in the motion that 
he makes a legitimate &ffort to try to. farm, than it is to 
giv~ a mine' a three year hoist in taxes and you know exactly 
as well asI do w;hat the mine does when they start to' 
produce, theY,highgrade it. I think the farmer or the 
settler is entitle~ to the same privilege. 

MotionCarriedo 

Mr. MacKinnon moved, seconded by Mr. Watt, that in the 
opin~on of Council it is requested that'time for payment· 
of business licences be ~xtended to July 1st. 

Mr. M~cKinnon! Many people I have talked to along the 
Alaska Highway feel that this is a ve~y'difficult time of 
year to raise money. The general opinion of the people is 
that if this payment could be.extended to say July 1st, 
when money is more available it would help small businesses 
throughout th.e Territory. 

Mr. T~71or: Mr. Speaker, I am just wondering, what is the 
present time, is it March 31st? Secondly, why has this all 
of a sudden become a problem? 

Clerk-of~Council (in his capacity as Territorial Secretary): 
Thelice~~e; expire on March 31st. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, in answer to Mr. Taylor's last 
question, why has it now become a problem, there seems to 
have bec9mequite a slump throughout the Territory and a lot 
of businesse~have closed up a lot are about to close up, 
I think this. is about the reason for it • . . '~. 

Mr. Boyci: T,.am beginning to feel sad, Mr. Speaker,I think 
Mr. MacKinnons constitu~nts are in dire shape the way he 
explains the~r deal. ~ would like to know from Mr. Clerk 
-assuming the licences are due on the 31st, what happens 
if they don,'t. pay them till July? Anything? 

Clerk-of~Coun~il: (In his capacity a~ Territorial Secretary): 
Some action would be taken Mr. Speaker, they are supposed to 
be paid within a reasonable time • 
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on to a pi~ce o£ land and ~ntice them to start agriculture 
and they wind ub belly-up then we have a responsibility to 
help bail them out, and get them started on something, else 
that ~hey canm~ke a living on. This would be the,thought 
I interpreted Ottawa was trying to get across. Mr. Taylor 
has a motion iti respecting a agricultural survey by National 
Research Council which I think will be a benefit to Council 

, . 
andMr~ Taylor has a motion in requesting this docu~ent be 
brought to us. I am reluctant to vote on motions/~iving 
ta~ holidays, we have done it in 1016, now we a~~ doing it 
for: agricultural lands, now motels are going to/be hardup 
pretty soon for making ends meet, I think theishould be 
given consideration too. I think that when ybUncil has put 
motions in like this they should think of mqre than just 
the t~x'incentive ior just a little group, they should start 
thinking c,f the Territory as a whole. Oth~r types of 
industries should 'get similar releases. t am against the 
principi'e of people holding land, we havE11 had too much of 
that we've had land held here for years ~nd years in 
different parts of the Territory, most Ii within a 10 mile, 
radius of Whitehorse - they have held l,~nd and not paid 
taxes. I think that even if they paidla little bit of taxes 
-the way it is now if somebody has sta~ed a piece of land 
for agriculture they can get up and w~lk away from it and 
com~back arid say well I am going to jake a genuin~ effort 
I'll get a D-8 in on the last month ck the three year period 
consequently they are holding 160 acies of land or 10 acree 
of land or 300 acres, and pay no takts for three years. If 

,they were paying some taxes even if't is a nominal su~, and 
they walked away and forgot about i;, which is what happened 
in Whitehorse, there would be no taes levied, and thei' 
have held that land fo~ as mu~h as 0,40,50 years ~aying 
no taxes. If they'd had to pay ~1.0 a year taxes on that 
and gone away and forgbtten about i; and this land reverted 
back to t~e Government and somebod~ else would have been 
using~t 10,~5,20years ago. I cai see the point of the 
motion," I'would like to ask Mr. ~' yd if he believes that 
people ,ShOUld be able to hold land ',ithout paying taxes on 
it - we've had this for agric~ltur~ purposes, we had a big 
piece o,ut at Porter Creek that was, eld for 50 years - no 
taxes were paid on it, not a cent, hobody else could use 
it., Do you believe that this is ritht? This just tied up 
land, nobody paid taxes on it, nob04y was interested in it 
until all of a sudden it did become~f interest to somebody. 
We've had this in different areas o~ the Yukon, and a lot 
of areas around Whitehorse here. . 

Mr. Boyd: This is not what I am asking for at'all Mr. Watt. 
What has happened in the past is not ioo much of my cOncern. 
It is the opinion of Council that land'purchased for 
agricultural purposes be exempt from taxes for a period of 
three years provided a genuine effort is being made to bring 
the land into production. I think it is very clear as to 
where the purchaser stands. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I can only agree. The motion is 
qui,te self-explanatory - it says provided that a genuine 
effort is peing made t'o bring the land into production. 'rhe 
Honourable Member from Whitehorse West sat here yesterday 
afternoon and cried about tax basis and this sort of thing 
and how we have to get more revenue, more tax payers by 
getting people developed and settled in these houses and 
homes and we're tal~ing about settling the land. We'rS 
talking about trying to create a new industry - we're talking 
about settling the land, another means of diversified 
resource development industry in the Yukon Territory. I 
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Mr. Boyd: Let us assume that I am one of these delinquents 
and I come to the people to whom I owe the mone~ and I say 
now look could you give me 60 days on this - what would 
your answer be, 'would you say no? 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Territorial Secretary); 
I can only say~ Mr. Speaker, that if the matter was brought 
to the Commissioner's attention that the applicant for the 
licence had some hardship, I have no doubt whatsoever that 
the Commissioner would give him an extention so that he 
could pay. 

Mr. Speaker: However, the law does state that you have to 
pay by the 31st of March. 

.~ 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Territorial Secretary): 
Yes, that is correct Mr. Speaker. 

Mr. MCl,cK::l.nnon: Mr.Sp~aker, ,I might point out that if you 
don't'pCl,Y your business licence by 31st March you are out 
of business. 

Mr. Southam: Mr. Speaker~ it seems to me that if I was 
running a business I would make provision for paying this b 
business licence. I would know the licence was coming due 
on the 31st of March, it is the same thing as a car licence 
and insurance - surely this is what it is. A man makes 
provisions - there are I admit times when you may be up 
against the wall, and I am sure in that case that if it 
was laid on the table that ther~ would be allow.n~es made 
I would think. But I certainly think it is poor business 
if you don't make allowances for what you really owe and 
if you are paying insurance or income tax or your car 
licence, what ever the case might be, you set a little bit 
aside for that, at least I would think so. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, this is just a simple request 
from the opinion of the general public as to meet their 
requirements, and it is not going to do the Governmentout 
of any money in any way and I don't see a thing wrong with 
the idea in principle. 

Mr. Boyd: I would)ike to know what Mr. Clerks opinion 
would be to extending this to July. 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as Territorial Secretary): 
I don't believe I would have any comment to make Mr. Speaker. 
It is strictly a matter of policy. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I certainly can't see if there is 
a problem on the north highway I am certainly not aware of 
it. There certainly is no problem in my area. As 
Councillor Southam has pointed out we all budget, and if 
we can't keep our financial house in order - if we are 
business people and a person must be if applying for business 
licences and we can't save enough money to pay for our 
licences well 'we've got no business being in business. As 
it was pointed out here, December or January is a very bad 
time because you've got the burden of Christmas and all that 
goes with it and you've got a very slack period but certainly 
in March and April anyone should be able to provide for a 
business licence. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, in seconding this motion I thought 
it was just - it had been pointed out to me by the member 
who represents a large part of the Alaska Highway that there 
is some difficulty at that time,cf the year in scraping up 
additional money to pay for their licences and if it would 
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cause no hardship as far as the Administration is concerned, 
I see no reason why this collection couldn't be made a 
couple 6f months later when it is easier lor people to get 
it paid. I see no objection to the motion, and happy to 
second it if it is going to help a segment of the poptllation 
that we get a lot of our revenue from through gasoJ,.::Lne 
taxes and this type of tax. We have just finish¢a passing 
a motion saying that one segment of the poplilatj",on should' 

,~, 

have a complete tax release for three years fo~'agriculture, 
so another pe.rt of the population is asking f9i~ a postponment 
of the collection of that years taxes for a q:buple of 
months so I don't see anything unreasonable ~o therefore 
I will vote for the motion. If when it cQ,Jtes to the 
Administration they are going to come to big problems in 
collecting this then they will take it info consideration 
a~d apyiae us accordingly. I think the ~tion is well 
thought out and will probably help a lotJ of people. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr 0 Speaker, I don't want tl'" disturb what .is 
already in effect and as. we have .alrea,~y learned that .if 
a man is having difficulties the mana~:ement is very reason
able and all by any means do not have/difficulties, a few 
possibly do but from my point of Vi,' they're not that 
serious. If their difficulties are onest and so on 
there is consideration givep •. I wo .. ·. d vote th~t we leave 
things alone 0 " 

M~ION DEFEATED with 
Mr. Southam,Mrl Boyd and Mr':' Taylor 
contrary and MI':. Thompson abstained 
fromvo:l<ing. . ~ . 

the motion. .. Mr. MacKinnon f .... ' d Mr. Watt voted for 
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cause no hardship as far as the Administration is concerned, 
I see no reason why this collection couldn't be made a 
couple of months later when it is easier lor people to get 
it paid. I see no objection to the motion, and happy to 
second it if it is going to help a segment of the population 

.that we get a lot of our revenue from through gasoline 
taxes and this type of tax •. We have just finished passing 
a motion saying that o~e segment of the pop~lation should 
have a complete tax release for three years for agriculture, 
so another part of the populatio~ is asking for apo~tponment 
of the collection of that years taxes for a couple of 
months so I don't see anything unreasonable so therefore 
I will vote for the motion. If when it comes.to the 
Administration they are going to come to big problems in 
collecting this then they will take it into consideration 
a~d a~~iae us accordingly. I think the motion is well 
thought out and will probably help a lot of people. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Speaker, I don't want to disturb what is 
already in effect and as we have.already learned that .if 
a man is having difficulties the management is very reason
able and all by any means do not have difficulties, a few 
possibly do but from my point of view they're not that 
serious. If their difficulties ~re honest and s6 pn 
there is considerat:i.on given. I·would vote th~t we leave 
things alone. 

t! 

MOTION Dl)JFEATE.D with 
Mr. Southam, Mr. Boyd and Mr. Taylor 
contrary and Mr. Thompson abstained 
fromvot';ing. 
Mr. MacKinnon and Mr. Watt voted for 
the motion. 
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Mr. Boyd: Let ~s assume that I am one of these delinquents 
and I come to the people to whom lowe the mone~ and I say 
now look could you give me 60 days on this - what would 
your answer be, 'would you say no? 

Clerk-of-Co~nGil (in his capacity as Territorial Secr,etary); 
I can only say, Mr. Speaker, that if the matter was~rought 
to the Commissioner's attention that the applicant,,/for the 
licence had some hardship, I have no do,ub't wha tsoi~er that 
the Commissioner would give him an extention so ,;I!hat he 
could pay. 

Mr. Speaker: However, the law does state 
pay by the 31st of March~ 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity 
Yes, that is correct Mr. Speaker. 

you have to 

Secretary) : 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, I might poin1l, out that if you 
don't pay your business licence by 31st Mlrch you are out 
of business. 

Mr • Southam : Mr. Speaker , it se.emsto that if I was 
running a business I wouid make for paying this.b 
business iice~ce~ I would know the lic ~ce was 60ming due 
on the 31st of March, it is the same tng as a car licence 
and in~qrance - surely this is what it .s. A man makes 
prOVision's .. there are I admit times w~n you may be up 
agairist the wall, and I am ~ure in tha ' case that if it 
was laid on the table that there would:be allowances made 
I would think. But I certai~ly think t is poor business 
if you don't make allowanc~s forwhaf ou really owe and 
if you are paying insurance or income, ax or your car 
licence, what ever the case might be, ,you set a little bit 
aside for that, at least I would thin· so. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Mr. Speaker, this is , ..... :ust a simple request 
from the opinion of the general publi as to meet their 
requirements, and it is not going too the Governmentout 
of any money in any way and I don't se a thing wrong with 
the idea in principle. 

Mr. Boyd: I would like to know what 
would be to extending this to July. 

• Clerks opinion 

Clerk-of-Council (in his capacity as T'rritorial Secretary): 
I don't believe I would have any comme~t to make Mr. Speaker. 
It is strictly a matter of policy. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I certainly can't see if there is 
a problem on the north highway I am certainly not aware of 
it. There certainly is no problem in my area. As 
Councillor Southam has pointed out we all budget, and if 
we can't keep our financial house in order - if we are 
business people and a person must be if applying for business 
licences and we can't save enough money to pay for our 
licences well-we've got no business being in business. As 
it was pointed out here, December or January is a very bad 
time because you've got the burden of Christmas and all that 
goes with it and you've got a very slack period but certainly 
in March and April anyone should be able to provide for a 
business licence. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, in seconding this motion I thought 
it was just - it had been pointed out to me by the member 
who represents a large part of the Alaska Highway that there 
is some difficulty at that time~~f the year in scraping up 
additional money to pay for their licences and if it would 
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Mro Watt moved, seconded by Mro Southam that Whereas there 
is some question about the extent of privilege the members 
of the Yukon Legislative Council enjoy, and 
Whereas the publicity that has been given to this stand has 
encouraged actions against Councillors, 
It is respectfully requested that the Administration contact 
the Justice Department and request a decision on the degree 
of immunity from legal action that we can expecto 

Mro Watt: As all of us know we are in this Council, at this 
session aloDe we have discussed about 30 different sessional 
papers and motions, many of them involving companies, some 
of them large and some small, and some discussion on licences 
and individuals and ldE of these things involve the day to 
day living of a lot of us and the members of the community 
and a lot of companies and we say things here at this 
Council to help influence the - or deterimine the way 
legislation is passed for the Territorial Council and if 

Notion 
#28 

we could be held for anything that we say - if we say something 
that isn't complimenta:r:y to a large company there is nothing 
to stop them, from what the Commissione,r ihas s,.s(id, from them 
suing uSo Whether they are right, or wrong we still have 
to go to court, hire a lawyer and go through the process of 
defending ourselveso If this is what the Administration want 
I think that the people, if they do get to represent the 
Territory after this will have to be large companies such as 
the White Fass, anybody with a battery of l~w,ers behind 
them to help defem the Terri tCirial Council that they have 
to represent their company and the Council as a wholeo Up 
until a few months ago I thought ~e were extended the 
privileges of a legislative body of a province or similar 
body but the Commissioner has said that we do not have this 
parliamentary privilege and we can be sued for what we have 
said 0 I think that, the publicity that the Commissioner has 
given this has encouraged peo~le to look at our Votes and 
Proceedings closer to see if they c~n't sue us on different 
thingso I know I have had heard comments on thiso I think 
that the only people that could run asa Territorial Councillor 
after this would be someone that had a battery of lawyers 
behind them or someone that had nothing to sue foro If a 
person has a home and spent 15-20 years in the Yukon and 
built up an equity in his home and a bit of property he 
doesnt want to have to fight a big company lawyer or anybody 
else that wants to sue for the protection of his own home 
for somethino that he may have said here in the heat of 
debateo We are already responsible for what we say here 
and any member of the public can get up and they can say you 
said such and such in Council now stand up for what you have 
said but if the Commissioner's stand is correct and weoot 
only have to answer in public or anywhere else for what we 
have said but we also have to answer in the Court House then 
I think this being a,Territorial Councillor is going to be a 
pretty risky businesso I brought this question up in Ottawa 
and I got very little satisfaction there and I firmly believe 
that you just have to have one action against one Territorial 
Counctllor and thereafter the number of people that will let 
their name stand as a Territorial Councillor will be very very 
restrictedo The things that would be said in Territorial 
Council would be very restricted - we w,ould be afraid to open 
our moutho 

Mro Taylor: This is one that I have been' working at for some 
time and as the Honourable Member said the question was raised 
in Ottawao I think we should strai~hten ,out a couple of 
things 0 One is that the Commissioner does not necessarily 
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agree that we are liable for anything; it is Justice Department 
that said this - the Federal Department of Justice. He wrote 
them a letter and got a reply back to this effect from them 
to straighten this position out. Secondly I have never heard 
of any actions against Councillors as has been stated here. 
I know of none and have had no actions against myself and know 
of no member, since I'have been in this Council that has had 
any action against him for anything he has said in the House. 

Mr. Watt: I never said that. 

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. 

Mr. Taylor: The next item is that this can only be d€itermined 
really by finding out what our true constitutional pdsition 
is and this is something I attempted to do at the l~st session 
of course the members would not see fit to do thisJhowever, 
a study is being made. We were told in Ottawa by fhe Justice 
Department, the Commissioner Was informed· some tigre ago ,that 
we had in effect partial privilege, wr;; didn't havi::6 privileges 
as vested in oombers of the House of Commons but;lI think it 
would be well at this point, for the record and l~dification 
of members to bring your attention, Mr. Speake·r:!fand Honourable 
Members to one section, Section 117 of Beaucp.e~ne'and I think 
it would be well to write it into the. record fbr all concerned. 
It states: The privilege of freedom of speech1enjoyed by members 
of Parliament is in truth the privilege of th.~ir constituents. 
It is secured to members not for their perso&~l benefit, but 
to enable them to discharge the functions oft'their office 
wi thout fear of prosecution, civil or crimin:kl. . The privileges 
of Parliament, as the Commons has declared ~n their protestations 
of 162.1, are the birthright and inheri tanceJ/of the subject. 
"Parliaments without parliamentary li beriy,f,ays Pym, are but 
a fair and plausible way into bondage. Fr~edom of debate 
being once foreclosed, the essence of the *iberty of Parliament 
is withalalissolved."-Committee Report in Si~ndys Case, U.K. 1939. 
(2) Freedom of speech is declared by the B~ll of Rights in 
the following terms: "That tho freedom of1speechand debates 
or proceedings in Parliament ought not to{be impeached or 
questioned in any Court or place out of P~rliament." "This, 
as the Right Hon. Sir Donald B. Somervell& D.B.E.,K.C., M.P., 
said before the committee in the Sandys Chse, in 1939, is not 
necessarily an exhaustive definition of t~e cognate privileges." 
But even assuming that it is, the pri vile:lge is not confined to 
words spoken in debate or to spoken wordd, but extends to all 
proceedings in Parliament. While the terh! "proceedings in 
Parliament" has never been construed by t'~e Courts, .i t covers 
both the asking of a question and the giv\ng written notice' 
of such questions, and includes 'everything; said or done by a 
member in the exercise of his functions asl~,a member in a Commit tee 
in either House, as well as everything said or do~e in either 
House in the transaction of parliamentary business. 
This I think best explains the situation that if, in effect, 
we at this table have only partial or reserve privileges 
then in effect our true position in relation to our 
constitutional position is much in doubt and in jeopardy. If 

. we h.ave not the freedom of debate, we have muzzled the Co'uncil 
virtually speaking. However, this was the decision of this 
same Federal Justice J:epartment and I bring it to your 
attention that in effect this is a most serious matter and 
in my opinion it will not be resolved until the true 
constittitional pssition of the Yukon Territory, in relation 
t~ the Feder~l Government and Confederation of Canada has 
beeri'determined. We won't get the answer until then • 
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agree that we are liable for anything, it is Justice Department 
that said this - the Federal Department of Just~ce. He wrote 
them a letter and got a reply back to this effect from them 
to straighten this position out. Secondly I have never heard 
of any actions against Councillors as has been stated hBre. 
I know of none and have had no actions against myself and know 
of no me~ber, since I"have been in this Council that has had 
any action against him for ,anything he has said in the House. 

Mr. Watt: I never said that. 

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. 

Mr. Taylor: The next item is that this can only be determined 
really by finding out what our true constitutional position 
is and this is something I attempted to do at the last session 
of course the members wbuld not see fit to do this, however, 
a study is being made. We were told in Ottawa by th~ Justice 
Department, the Commissioner was informed some time agb,that 
we had in effect partial privilege, we didn't have p~ivileges 
as vested in bombers of the House of Commons but, I think it 
would be well at this point, for the record and edification 
of members to bring your attention, Mr. Speaker 'and Honourable 
Members to one section, Section 117 of Beauc~esne'and I think 
it would be well to write it into the record for all concerned. 
It states: The privilege of freedom of speech enjoyed by 'members 
of Parliament is in truth the privilege of the~r dbnstituents. 
It is secured to members not for their personal benefit, but 
to enable them to discharge the functions of their office 
without fear of prosecution, civil or criminal. The privileges 
of Parliament, as the Commons has declared in their protestations 
of 1621, are the birthright and inheritance of the subject. 
"Parliaments without parliamentary Ii berw, says Pym, are but 
a fair and plausible way into bondage. Freedom of debate 
being once foreclosed, the essence of the liberty of Parliament 
is wi thaI illLssol vedo "-Commi ttee Report in Sandys Case, U. K. 1939. 
(2) Freedom of speech is declared by the Bill of Rights in 
the following terms: "That the freedom of speech, and debates 
or proceedings in Parliament ought not to be impeached or 
questioned in any Court or place out of Parliament." "This, 
as the Right Hon. Sir Donald B. Somervell, D.B.E.,KoC., M.P., 
said before the committee in the Sandys Case, in 1939, is not 
necessarily an exhaustive definition of the cognate privileges." 
But even assuming that it is, the privilege is not confined to 
words spoken in debate or to spoken words, but extends to all 
proceedings in Parliament. While the term "proceedings in 
Parliament" has never been construed by the Courts, it covers 
both the asking of a question and the giving written notice' 
of such questions, and includes ~verything said or done by a 
member in the exercise of his functions as a member in a Committee 
in either House, as well as everything said or don}; in either 
House in the transaction of parliamentary business. 
This I think best explains the situation that if, in effect, 
we at this table have only partial or reserve privileges 
th~n in effect our true po~ition in relation to our 
constitutional position is much in doubt and in jeopardy. If 

", we have not the freedom ,of debate, we have muzzled the Council 
virtually speaking. However, this was the decision of this 
same Federal Justice ~9partment and I bring it to your 
attention that in effect this is a most serious matter and 
in my opinion it will not be resolved until the true 
constittitional pesition of the Yukon Territory, in relation 
td the Federal Government' and Confederation of Canada has 
beerideterminedo We won't get the answer until then • 
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Mr. Watt moved, seconded by Mr. Southam that vJhereas there 
is some question about the extent of privilege the members 
of the Yukon Legislative Council enjoy, and 
Whereas the publicity that has been given to this stand has 
encouraged actions against Councillors, ' 
It is respectfully requested that the Administration pontact 
the Justice Department and request a decision on ths;/degree 
of immunity from legal action that we cari expect. ,/ 

i" 
Mr. Watt: As all of us know we are in this Counq:tl, at this 
session alone we have discussed about 30 diffenlent sessional 
papers and motions, many of them involving co~anies, some 
of them large and some small, and some discu~~ion on licences 
and individuals and ldE of these things int, ve the day to 
dayli ving of a lot of us and the members, f the community 
and a lot of companies and we say things ~'re at this 
Council to help influence the - or deteri ine the way 
legislation is passed for the Territoria, Council and if 

Motion 
#28 

we could be held for anything that we s ,1' - if we say something 
that isn't complimentary to a large co any there is nothing 
to stop them, from what the Commissionr ·has said, from them 
suing us. Whether they are right· or !r'ong we still have 
to go to court, hire a lawyer and gohrough the process of 
defending ourselves. If this is wha the Administration want 
I think that the people, if they do etto represent the 
Territory after this will have to b large companies such as 
the White Bass, anybody with a batt.ry of lawyers behind 
them to help defem the Terri toria Council that they have 
to represent their company and the Council as a whole. Up 
until a few months ago I thought M were extended the 
privileges of a legislative body f a province or similar 
body but the Commissioner has sai that we do not have this 
parliamentary privilege and we ca be sued for what we have 
said. I think that the publici that the Commissioner has 
given this has encouraged peo~le to look at our Votes and 
Proceedings closer to see if the can't sue us on different 
things. I know I have had heard comments on this. I think 
that the only people that could un asa ~erritorial Councillor 
after this would be someone that had a battery of lawyers 
behind them or someone that had othing to sue for. If a 
person has a home and spent 15-2 years in the Yukon and 
built up an equity in his home d a bit of property he 
doesn~ want to have to fight a b g company lawyer or ahybody 
else that wants to sue for the potection of his own home 
for somethinG that he may have S'id here in the heat of 
debate. We are already responsile for what we say here 
and any member of the public can get up and they can say you 
said such and such in Council how stand up for what you have 
said but if the Commissioner's stahd is correct and we not 
only have to answer in public or anywhere else for what we 
have said but we also have to answer in the Court House then 
I think this being a Territorial Councillor is going to be a 
pretty risky business. I brought this question up in Ottawa 
and I got very little satisfaction there and I firmly believe 
that you just have to have one action against one Territorial 
Councillor and thereafter the number of people that will let 
their name stand as a Territorial Councillor will be very very 
restricted. The things that would be said in Territorial 
Council would be very restricted - we would be afraid to open 
our mouth. 

Mr. Taylor: This is one that I have been working at for some 
time and as the Honourable Member said the question was raised 
in Ottawa. I think we should straighten out a couple of 
things. One is that the Commissioner does not necessarily 
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Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, now that we have had - if I go to 
Court I would like to have Mr. Taylor act for me. I would 
like to get the Legal Advi~or's opinion on this. From what 
I understand the basis of this is some question about our 
standing as a Legislative body and this appears to be my 
area of doubt if we are a Legislative body then Beauchesne would 
apply and if not it would. 

Mr. Hughes: Mr. Speaker., I don't think that I can add anyt·hing 
which would carry the matter usefully forward at the moment. 
I think thatj it as Councillor T~Jlor has said, a matter which 
is inextricably interwoven into' the exact constitutional 
status of the Territorial Council but I should point out 
sir, that in the provinces where there status is established 
they nevertheless, those legislative bodies j did provide 
themselves with a shi01d. You will find, I think, in all the 
provincial legislation provision giving them immunity. They 
have had to write it in whereas in the Parliament of Canada 
the matter is an inherited privilege. It is the assertion 
that the Canadian Federal Parliament is a full stature like 
the one in Westminster and the Members of that House have the 
parliamentary privilege. They didn't find it necessary to 
pass an act but in the provinces they all have, somewhere or 
another, provision which protects their members. They felt 
they had to go out of their way and write it and this suggests 
to me that they have doubts that even though they were a 
wholly constituted legislative body they have doubts that they 
have an inherited immunity. They must have felt that there 
was something lacking and they took this precaution an 
insurance provision, if you like. Now with regard to yourselves 
you don't have an insurance provision, therefore, it might 
be argued that you are on the same footing a~7~A County Council 
in England or indeed in some respects, without relegating from 
the position of this Chamber, on the same footing as the City 
Council. Now the City Council, nobody is detered from running 
for City Council because there is no special privilege. The 
business of the City apparently is conducted within the self 
imposed limits. I suggest to you and again the matter is one 
of my view, it has never been tested in the court, we have 
had no pronouncement by a Judge, who ~fter all is the deciding 
figure, as to what your protection is. I would suggest to 
you that until legislation is devised or until there is a 
clear statement by a Judge, that you should proceed on the 
assumption that you ha.ve. a privilege but it is a qualified 
one. In parliament a member can get up and he can tell the 
most clearly and unfair untruths about someone he is attacking 
and while he does this service to his own position and to the 
House he is immune and if he does it with the most vicious 
motives he is still immune. Now if your motives could not be 
impuned then you would be protected. If it was a case of 
honest misinformation, that if you were guilty of m~lice I do 
think that your present position is you would lose your privile~e. 
So it is not a question that your freedom to debate is limited 
but your motives must always be unassailable. You see there 
is Mr. Speaker that you have a freedom to debate and people 
have the right to a good name. Exactly which way, the balance 
of equities would be tipped as a result of the Bill of Rights 
I don't know, it hasn't been tested. It may be, on investigation, 
the Bill of Rights almost begins to erode on parliamentary 
privilege. I don't know, it has not been tested but Councillor 
Watt has said that this matter was r~ised in Ottawa and the 
Commissioner has been in communication and we have asked whether 
the Department of Justice or somebody better qualified than I, 
can come up with a more useful set of guidelines. What I am 
suggesting is that you follow the course of reasonable caution, 
don't feel limited in your debate, but do examine your motives 
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if you are being carried ~way. You will find life isn't 
impossible. I sympathize with the suggestion you either have 
to have a battery of lawyers or be a pe~son that has nothing 
to sue for. I suggest that anybody who has a battery of 
lawyers are going to have nothing to sue fo~'~~icklyo But 
this wouldn't help the Councillor oversome his problemo I 
can't, any more than the Counci'llor cp:hld, separate the final 
statement - what is the exact constit~tional position of the 
Yukon Council in relation to ,the FEJ,deral Government. Have 
we arrived at that point beyon~ thJ Colonial Governorship or 
call it whatever you will, seize lpon it as an example of that 
or describe it by some other mealS. If you have, and indeed 
if you haven't ~nd want absolut privilege then I think you 
are going to have to legislate or it. This is what they have 
done in the provinces and even hen, until the matter is 
tested in the court I am not p epared to say that while you 
have sought to confer absolut 'privilege on yourself that you 
will have succeeded. So ofte one passes a law which fails 
in its objective but I can't eally add any more. I realize 
that I haven't carried the m ter to a positive position but 
that really is as far as I c n gO at the moment. 

Mr. Watt: I think that helps quite a little bit land possibly 
by the passing of the motio it would help even further 
possi~l~ the ~ustice,Depart . nt w~R~~ go a little furt~er in 
explalnlng thls and If thenswers7come back from Justlce 
Department warrant us to dr it an ordinance later on to help 
protect ourselves from friv lous litigation then I think 
possibly we should do this •. I realize that in the provinces 
thai/i t is no ab.solute pri vi ege but they have taken steps 
fUrther than we have to pro .ect themselves. I recall one 
case, I think it was 1947, ucke~ versus Douglas, where Mr. 
Tucker in Saskatchewan, the ~eade~ of the bpposition, sued 
Mr. Douglas for $100,000 fo calling him, I think the words 
were a big fat bull, someth' g along this line, and the case 
went through the courts for bout three years and hit the 
Supreme Court and Mr. Tucker I believe was successful after 
a big long legal battle~hat lasted a couple of years and then 
I believe he was awarded nom nal damages of $1.00. I think 
the fight was - the problem re is going to be the problem 
with us. If such a situation arises and this would be the 
matter of having to go throug the court to protect what one 
has said here even if he has id it in good faith. We often 
get heated during our delibera ions here and I would urge the 
Council to support this to see Of this could further clarify 
our position so that maybe some ime in the future we could take 
action by way of passing legisla ion to protect ourselves. 

Mr. Taylor: I still would like to~olarify that in order to 
~ make up my mind as to whether or not the motion - I proposed 

that last spring and the Honourable Member that just proposed 
this one is doing it over again but he opposed mine and he has 
got one of his own here. I would like clari,i.ication on this 
point that "Whereas the.publicity that has been given to this 
stand has encouraged actions against Councillors". This is one 
thing I am not. clear on. What actions w'ere.insti tuted a'gainst 
the Councillors if any and what publicity do you speak of. 

Mr. Watt: Well Mr. Speake.~, previous to the last six months we 
were of the opinion that we enjoyed an extended parliamentary 
immunity. I was first informed that we didn't by the Commissioner 
and I was informed several times by others that had been 
talking to the Commissioner. If most people in the Territory 
had thought that we had enjoyed parliamentary privilege, or 
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if you are being carried away. You will find life isn't 
impossible. I sympathize with the suggestion you either have 
to have a battery of lawyers or be a person that has nothing 
to sue for. I suggest that anybody who has a battery of 
lawyers are going to have nothing to sue fo~'~tiickly. But 
this wouldn't help the Councillor overcome his problem. I 
can't, any more than the Councillor could, separate the final 
statement - what is the exact constitutional position of the 
Yukon Council i~ relation to the Federal Government. Have 
we arrived at that point beyond the Colonial Governorship or 
call dt whatever you will, seize upon it as an example of that 
or describe it by some other means. If you have, and indeed 
if you haven't and want absolute privilege then I think you 
are going to have to legislate for it. This is what they have 
done in the provinces and even then, until the matter is 
tested in the court I am not prepared to say that while you 
have sought to confer absolute privilege on yourself that you 
will have succeeded. So often one passes a law which fails 
in its objective but I can't really add any more. I realize 
that I haven't carried the matter to a positive position but 
that really is as far as I can go at the moment. 

Mr. Watt: I think that helps quite a little bit and possibly 
by the passing of the motion it would help even further 
possibly the Justice Department w~*l% go a little further in 
explaining this and if the answers7§ome back from Justice 
Department warrant us to drafi an ordinance later on to help 
protect ourselves from frivolous litigation then I think· 
possibly we should do this. I realize that in the provinces 
thai/i t is no qpsolute privilege but they have taken steps 
further than we have to protect themselves. I recall one 
case, I think it was 1947, Tucker versus Douglas, where Mr. 
Tucker in Saskatchewan, the leader of the opposition, sued 
Mr. Douglas for $100,000 for calling him, I think the words 
were a big fat bull, something along this line, and the case 
went through the courts for about three years and hit the 
Supreme Court and Mr. Tucker, I believe was successful after 
a big long legal battle. that lasted a couple of year~ and then 
I believe he was awarded nominal damages of $1.00. I think 
the fight was - the problem here is going to be the problem 
with us. If such a situation arises and this would be the 
matter of having to go through the court to protect what one 
has said here even if he has said it in good faith. We often 
get heated during our deliberations here and I would urge the 
Council to support this to see if this could further Clarify 
our position so that maybe sometime in the future we could take 
action by way of passing legislation to protect ourselves. 

Mr. Taylor: I still would like to olarify tha.t in order to 
• make up my mind as to whether 6r not the motion - I proposed 

that last spring and the Honourable Member that just proposed 
this one is doing it over again but he opposed mine and he has 
got one of his own here. I would like clarification on this 
point that "Whereas the publicity that has been given to this 
stand has encouraged actions against Councillors". This is one 
thing I am not clear on. What actions were instituted against 
the Councillors if any and what publicity do you speak of. 

Mr. Watt: Well Mr. Speaker, previous to the last six months we 
were of the opinion that we enjoyed an extended parliamentary 
~mmunity. I was first informed that we didn't by the Commissioner 
and I was informed several times by others that had been 
talking to the Commissioner. If most people in the Territory 
had thought that we had enjoyed parliamentary privilege, or 
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Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, now that we have had - if I go to 
Court I would like to have Mro Taylor act for me. I would 
like to get the Legal Advisor's opinion on this. From what 
I understand the basis of this is some question about our 
standing as a Legislative body and this appears to be my 
area of doubt if we are a Legislativ~ body then Beauchesne would 
apply and if not it would. 

Mr. Hughes: Mro Speaker, I don't think that I can add anything 
which would carry the matter usefully forward at the moment. 
I think that it as Councillor T?-ylor has said, aAnatter which 
is inextricably interwoven into' the exact const,ttutional 
status of the Territorial Council but I shoul}:!' point out 
sir, that in the provinces where there status/is ,established 
they nevertheless, those legislative bodiesl/did provide 
themselves with a shit91do You will find, Il:\think, in all the 
provincial legislation provision giving th~ immunity. They 
have had to write it in whereas in the Pa:qiiament of Canada 
the matter is an inherited privilege. It/is the assertion 
that the Canadian Federal Parliament is 'full stature like 
the one in Westminster and the Members Q' that House have the 
parliamentary privilege. They didn't f"nd it necessary to 
pass an act but in the provinc~s they 1 have, somewhere or 
another, provision which protects thei" members. They felt 
they had to go out of their way and wr te it and this suggests 
to me that they have doubts that even' hough they were a 
wholly constituted legislative body tey have doubts that they 
have an inherited immunity. They mua have felt that there 
was something lacking and they t06k ! is precaution an 
insurance provision, if you likeo N w with regard to yourselves 
you don't have an insurance provisio , therefore, it might 
be argued that you are on the same ~ oting a@7~a County Council 
in England or indeed in some respec ~, without relegating from 
the position of this Chamber, on th same footing as the City 
Council. Now the City Council, nob dy is detered from running 
for City Council because there is n special privilege. The 
business of the City apparently is onducted within the self 
imposed limits. I suggest to you a d again the matter is one 
of my view, it has never been teste, in the court, we have 
had no pronouncement by a Judge, wh ~fter all is the deciding 
figure, as to what your protection s. I would suggest to 
you that until legislation is devis d or until there is a 
clear statement by a Judge, that yo should proceed on the 
assumption that you h~ve,a privileg but it is a qualified 
one. In parliament a member can ge up and he can tell the 
most clearly and unfair untruths ab t someone he is attacking 
and while he does this service to hi own position and to the 
House he is immune and if he does it with the most vicious 
motives he is still immune. Now if ~ur motives could not be 
impuned then you would be protected. If it was a case of 
honest misinformation, that if you wer guilty of m:alice I do 
think that your present position is you would lose your privile!e. 
So it is not a question that your freedom to debate is limited 
but your motives must always be unassailable. You see there 
is Mr. Speaker that you have a freedom to debate and people 
have the right to a good name. Exactly which way the balance 
of equities would be tipped as a result of the Bill of Rights 
I don't know, it hasn't been testedo It may be, on investigation, 
the Bill of Rights almost begins to erode on parliamentary 
privilege. I don't know, it has not been tested but Councillor 
Watt has said that this matter was r~ised in Ottawa and the 
Commissioner has been in communication and we have asked whether 
the Department of Justice or somebody better qualified than I, 
can come up with a more useful set of guidelineso What I am 
suggesting is that you follow the course of reasonable caut~on, 
don't feel limited in your debate, but do examine your motives 
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some extent of it, then we would be less likely to be hauled 
into Courto I am not saying that we have been 'hauled in or 
threatened but I believed it has increased ourclances of being 
taken into Court unless thi~'resolved to some extent and I 
think the Member from Watson Lake is trying to put words in 
my moutho He t~ied to put ~ords. in the motion that ar~~bt 
there and this is a statement ~xplaini~g the need for the 
motion and explaining my concern in having to go through Court 
to explain something that I h~ve said here, done or wroteo 
It is a simple request that this be turned into Justice 
Department to see if the position can be clarified to see if 
further action would be necessary in the futureo I think that 
Mro Hughes has added quite a bit to thiso I think the motion 
that Mro Taylor is talking about that was refused last fall 
involved a lot more than this and I believed at that time it 
was getting more into the class of personal grudges than be 
of any help to the Territorial Councilo That was my belief 
at that time and why I voted the way I did and if I was wrong, 
then I was wrong, but that is what I believed at that timeo 

Mro Taylor: Mro Speaker, then in fact there was no publicity 
and there was no actions against Councillorso I would 
suggest then that in order to make this motion proper that 
having been no publicity and no actions that I would propose 
the motion be amended to remove all the words beginning with 
and, the words that read""and Whereas the publicity that has 
been given to this stand has encouraged actions against 
Councillors" be deleted and then the motion would be quite in 
ordero 

Mro Watt: Mro Speaker, if the Member from Watson Lake wants 
to take some words out or p~t some words in, I don't care, 
it is his privilege o· If the other Councillors want to go 
along with it that is okay but I would like the basic thought 
~f the motion to passo If the Member from Watson Lake wants 
to haggle over a few words, I don't mind this at all, he is 
perfectly willing to do so then I will certainly go along 
with it but the basic thought of the motion is there and I 
would urge that it not be remov~do It is a simple motion 
to get a request,. a decision from Justice Department in 
Ottawao I was afraid that if I didn't have a bit of an 
explanation in there they may say well why fuas this come up 
or wh.t has caused it to come up and the fact is that this 
has come up because of statements made by the Commissioner 
to myself and then later on at meetings at which the Commissioner 
was present and there has bean quite a bit of publicity given 
to thiso I am not saying that any action has been taken or 
will be taken, I certainly hope that it doesn't, but the more 
we jump up and holler about our susceptibility to legal action 
the more chances are that we will he hauled into Court to answer 
for anything that we have said hereo Whether the action in 
taking us to Court is right or wrong we are still going to have 
to hire lawyers to defend ourselves and r don't relish the 
positiono If there is some preventive action we can take 
~efore we have to go to Court, now is the timeo 

Mro Speaker: For the benefit of this Council I would like to 
direct a question to the L,egal Advisor as to the fact that 
I understand that an answer has been received from the Justice 
Department in relation to the last paragraph of this motion, 
or am I wrong in thato 

Mro Hughes: No, not obviously on the motion, but this matter was 
discussed and as I indicated I formed a view that there was a 
danger the Councillors didn't have, what I would call, absolute 
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parliamentary privilege. The Department of Justice, at this 
stage, I emphasize that, at this stage, pointed out that the 
matter hasn't been tested in the Courts and really the only 
advice that can be given to the Council at this ~ime is that 
they. should assu me their privilege is no better than qualified. 
But the question that riow arises from this mohion, which I 
am noting, is that consideration should be given to preparation 
of legislation if thought necessary to confEh protection for 
Councillors along the lines found in the pfov{nces and also 
as an adjunct to that, giving the thought;~o clarification 
of the constitutional status. I've got ~hoso notes which I 
was proposing to bring to the attentionjbf the Commissioner 
and which would be forwarded in the us~l channels. This 

~4~ 

must be the eventual result of the motion. Justice hasn't 
given any reply beyond what I have_~u~t noted and I tho~ght 
the Councillor was aware of that repll because of his trip 
to Ottawa, I thought that had been dJscussed there. My 
observati~ns further on were my obs~rvat~ons plus the note 
from JUstlce. They really support whe Vlew that I have 
formed and I have nothing to add to 

Mr. Boyd: In view of what the Legal Advisor has stated in his 
answer to the questions, I think tlat you have gone as far as 
need be. I don't think you are g~~ng to get a better answer. 
You are not goineS to get satisfac i." on from the answer you get, 
in my opinion, and I would rather see, with all due respect 
to the motion, I would rather see. this motion defeated on the 
basis that I don't feel we are go;' ng to get a better answer 
than you have now and that as Mr.'Hughes has suggested, we 
should proceed with something to ~rotect ourselves. If we 
accomplish this fact we know WheJ'Re we stand and if we don't 
accomplish it we will then know :~ere we stand too. I would 
rather have a motion that we pro:eed to get a motion through 
the. same as the provinces have d·ne to protect themselves. I 
think this would be more benefic"al in the long run to the 

I 
end result. 

Mr. Watt: Hr. Speaker, I am eas~J·. I would like to ask Mr. 
Hughes if he thinks that, as Lege' Advisor, if he .thinks the 
~etter procedure is to offer a diection to the Justice 
Department or Legal Advisor to .stl~.rt drafting legislation to 
protect ourselves. Or does he th'nk this motion, if passed, 
will assist him in either draftin· legislation or getting a 
clearer picture of what we 

Mr. Hughe~: If w~ get i~to the con~titutional examination ~nd 
the theorlsts, wlth tlae:1r longp~per and at the end of It 
they give a cautious evaluation of ~at they think the position 
is and later on, relying on that, you seek to defend yourself 
on the grounds that the constitutional expert thought that 
you were of a status equivalent to the Federal House, and the 
Courts disagree with the constitutional expert it is going to 
be too bad from your point of view. It is much better and 
cleaner if you do have a piece of legislation but I' would be 
quite content to rely on the motio~ preferably in the interests 
of accuracy the motion as amended on the lines suggested by 
Councillor Taylor or a clear cut direction to justify Councillor 
Boyd. I wasn't aware that there had been any publicity about 
this matter and I think the Commissioner probably only brought 
it to the attention of the Council so it could be dis~ussed 
among you and then brought forward for examination. I wasn't 
aware that it was being published at all. There may have been 
a former Speaker who may have disagreed violently with this 
advice that I am giving to you today but it is a qualified 
privilege. I will proceed to ask the Department to arrange for 
legislation either following Mr. Watt's motion or as a result 
of Councillor Boyd's motion. lam going to press for this 
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parliamentary privilege. The Department of Justice, at this 
stage, I emphasize that, at this stage, pointed out that the 
matter hasn't been tested in'the Courts and really the only 
advice that can be given to the Council at this time is that 
they, should assu me their privilege is no better than quc>.lified. 
But th~ question that now arises from this motion, which I 
am noting, is that consideration should be given to preparation 
of legislation if thought necessary to confer protection for 
Councillors along the lines found in the provinces and also 
as an adjunct to that, giving the thought to clarification 
of the constitutional status. I've got those notes which I 
was proposing to bring to the attention of the Commissioner 
and which would be forwarded in the usual channels. This 
must be the eventual result of the motion. Justice hasn't 
given any reply beyond what I have_~ust noted and I thought 
the Councillor was aware of that reply because of his trip 
to Ottawa, I thought that had been discussed there. My 
observations further on were my observations plus the note 
from Justice. They really support the view t~at I have 
formed and I have nothing to add to that. 

Mr. Boyd: In view of what the Legal Advisor has stated in his 
answer to the questions, I think that you have gone as far as 
need be. I don't think you are going to get a better answer. 
You are not goin6 to get satisfaction from the answer you get, 
in my opinion, and I would rather see, with all due respect 
to the motion, I would rather see this motion defeated on the 
basis that I don't feel we are going to get a better answer 
than you have now and that as Mr. HUghes has suggested, we 
should proceed with something to protect ourselves. If we 
accomplish this fact we know where we stand and if we don't 
accomplish it we will then know where we stand too. I would 
rather have a motion that we proceed to get a motion through 
the same as the provinces have done to protect themselves. I 
think this would be more beneficial in the long run to the 
end result. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I am easy. I would like to ask Mr. 
Hughes if he thinks that, as Legal Advisor, if he thinks the 
better procedure is to offer a direction to the Justice 
Department or Legal Advisor to start drafting legislation to 
protect ourselves. Or does he think this motion, if passed 1 

will assist him in either drafting legislation or getting a 
clearer picture of what we have here. 

Mr. Hughes: If we get into the constitutional examination and 
the theorists, with t~eir long paper and at the end of it 
they give a cautious evaluation of what they think the position 
is and later on, relying on that, you seek to defend yourself 
on the grounds that the constitutional expert thought that 
you were of a status equivalent to the Federal Housei and the 
Courts disagree with the constitutional expert it is going to 
be too bad from your point of view. It is much better and 
cleaner if you do have a piece of legislation but I' would be 
quite content to rely on the motion preferably in ,the interests 
of accuracy the motion as amended on the lines suggested by 
Councillor Taylor or a clear cut directio.n to justify Councillor 
Boyd. I wasn't aware that there had been any publicity about 
this matter and t think the Commissioner pr~bably only brought 
it to the attention of the Council so it could be discussed 
among you and then brought forward for examination. I wasn't 
aware that it was being published at all. There may have been 
a former Speaker who may have disagreed violently ,with this 
advice that I am giving to you today but it is a qualified 
privilege. I will proceed to ask the Department to arrange for 
legislation either following Mr. Watt's motion or as a result 
of Councillor Boyd's motion. lam going to press for this 
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some extent of it, then we would be less likely to be hauled 
into Court. I am not saying that we have been hauled in or 
threatened but I believed it has increased ourcrnnces of being 
taken into Court unless thi§7resolved to some extent and I 
think the Member from Watson Lake is trying to put words in 
my mouth. He tried to put words in the motion that are not 
there and this is a statement explaining the need lor the 
motion and explaining my concern in having to go through Court 
to explain something that I have s~id here, done or wrote. 
It is a simple request that thiste turned into Justice 
Department to see if the positiori. can be clarified to see if 
further action would be necessafy in the future. I think that 
Mr. Hughes has added quite a bit to this. I think the motion 
that Mr. Taylor is talking abq,bt that was refused last fall 
involved a lot more than this/and I believed at that time it 
was getting more into the clqi3s of personal grudges than be 
of any help to the T8rritori~1 Council. That was my belief 
at that time and why I votedJ the way I did and if I was wrong, 
then I was wrong, but that :i('s what I believed at that time. 

J 
Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, t~tn in fact there was no publicity 
and there was no actions al~inst Councillors. I would 
suggest then that in order'to make this motion proper that 
having been no publicity a'd no actions that I would propose 
the motion be amended to rfmove all the words beginning with 
and, the words that read. 'ltnd Whereas the publicity that has 
been given to this stand ~s encouraged actions against 
Councillors" be deleted a1d then the motion would be quite in 
order. ' 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, if the Member from Watson Lake wants 
to take some words out or!put some words in, I don't care, 
it is his privile~e. If he other Councillors want to go 
along with it that is oka but I would like the basic thought 
~f the motion to pass. I the Member from Watson Lake wants 
to haggle over a few words, I don't mind this at all, he is 
perfectly willing to do so: then I will certainly go along 
with it but the basic thou' ht of the motion is there and I 
would urge that it not be emovedo It is a simple motion 
to get a request,. a decisi from Justice Department in 
Ottawa. I was afraid that'f I didn't have a bit of an 
explanation in there they m y say well why fuas this come up 
or wh~t has caused it to co e up and the fact is that this 
has come up because of stat~ ents made by the Commissioner 
to myself and then later on,t meetings at which the Commissioner 
was present and there has be p quite a bit of publicity given 
to this. I am not saying tha\ any act:ionhas been taken or 
will be taken, I certainly ho~,e that it doesn't, but the more 
we jump up and holler about ou~ susceptibility to legal action 
the more chances are that we wi\l be hauled into Court to answer 
for anything that we have said h'ere. Whether the action in 
taking us to Court is right or ~rong we are still going to have 
to hire lawyers to defend ourselves and I don't relish the 
position. If there is some preventive action we can take 
~efore we have to go to Court,now is the time. 

Mr. Speaker: For, the benefit of this Council I would like to 
direct a question to the Legal Advisor as to the fact that 
I understand that an answer has been received from the Justice 
Department in relation to the last paragraph of this motion, 
or am I wrong in that. 

Mro Hughes: No, not obviously on the motion, but this matter was 
discuss~d and as I indicated I formed a view that there was a 
danger the Councillors didn't have, what I would call, absclute 
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because I think your protection, at the moment, isn't as 
clear cut as it should be. 

Mr. Taylor: I would agree and I think that possibly the best 
way of dealing with this subject is removing the section 
which has no application here in the motion. So therefore 
I would move, Mr. Speaker, that Motion No. 2.8 be amended 
by de·leting the words "and Whereas the publicity that has been 
given to this stand has encouraged actions against Councillors". 
Mr. Speaker I can only say I am in agreement with the motion 
if someone would second the amendment, which apparently they 
did not do. I wish to make it known before the vote is taken 
that I will have to vote to the contrary on this motion as 
long as this untrue statement remains in the motion. 

Mr. Watt: The member said an untrue statement was in the motion. 
I would say that publicity has been given to this and I would 
say as a result of that, that there has been several people that 
has met me a:ndtalkedto me and asked about it. I would say 
~hat the publicity that has be~n given to it has encouraged 
actions and may in effect result in an action some day to a 
member o~ Council. I don't think there is an tintruestatement 
there. If the Member from Watson Lake thinks that there'is 
that is his opinion. He found an excuse to vote against the 
motion, if it hadn't been that it would have been another 
'excuse, there would have been a period in the wrong place pr 
something wrong because this has been a general trend of the 
member from Watson Lake during this whole session and I have 
no reason to expect him to be any different on any motion 
that is made by. the Councillor from Whi 1:IIIehorse W.est. I would 
like to have the support of the Council on this motion because 
I think it would help to clarify our postion in Council and 
I think it certainly needs to be clarified if our igJ,mtl:Q;1.ty 
isn't as great as we beljeve at this time and all I ask is 
that it be cleared up so wo know before we make the statement. 
If we have no immunity at all, this is all I ask to let us 
know and then we can jUdge our actions here accordingly. This 
is all I ask. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, it seems that the general tren.d 
that the Honourable Member refers to is my attempt at coreecting 
the errors that he makes in his motions. And as I say as 
long as this untruth remains in the motion I'cannot vote for 
iL 

Mr. Boyd: I am going to vote against this motion because we 
are asking for something that I don't think we can get. I 
think the Legal Advisor pointed out that we would be well to 
advise to proceed to protect ourselves and this is my stand. 
Let's proceed t:hrough some medium to protect ourselves .and 
the Legal Advisor went further, he said that he would goah.ead 
and try and get the protection we desire. If this is what he 
will do I will accept this and will prbbably come up with 
something the next session. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I think that this is the first step in 
protect{ng ourselves. If Nr.Boyd had a motion before the 
Council cb.:Sking that we immediately draft legislation to 
protect ourselves, I would have gone along with that. But at 
th~moment Mr. Boyd didn't put the motion in, this is the 
motion we have before us, this is the one we are considering 
at the moment and I feel that it is the first step. illf Mr. 
Boyd want~ td vote against it, that is his opinion and if ke 
wants to put another one in, Nr. Taylor might get up ans say 
they have already discussed it once befor~ this session so we 
can't discuss it again. I donit know if he would or not he 
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has done this before. But in a way we have this motion in 
front of us, it is motion that I think is deserving of 
support and it would help relieve us of the doubt that we 
have in our minds. This is all that it asks and theeefore 
once ag~in I ask that the motion be supported. 

Mr. Boyd: I rise on my last time to say that it appears to 
me that you have already taken the subject up in Ottawa and. 
we have a letter, it was indicated, and you have had virtually 
your answer. It seems to me you are asking for the same 
thing aga~n. This is the part that is confusing me with all 
due respect to you and your motion Mr. Watt. If it wasn't 
for these answers ydu have already received to this question, 
which seems to me to be atlswering it already, then I could 
vote for it but I think we aren't going to get anywhere with 
bhis motion. 

Mr. Watt: The idea is to get the present view in writing, this 
is the ~dea, from the Justice Department in writing so we can 
decid~ what immunity we have. If M~. Boyd do~sn't want that, 
vote against it, Mr. Taylor doesn't wani itl vote against 
it. It is a simple iequest and I thirik if anybody wants 
information such as this, I know·in any motion in the past. 
that if·Mro Boyd wanted information about agriculture or 
anything else, I certainly went along with 'him getting that 
information. Mr. Taylor or any of the others wanted information 
about a particular thing, I certainly wertt along with the 
motion td help them get that informatiod~ 

Mr. Southam: As seconiar of the motion;I think, in my own 
mind, after listening to the pros and ~ons and the answer from 
Mr. Legal Advisor I think that we pret;t~y well have our answer. 
I thinh·:the motion in itself was a god'jJ:l thing or I wouldn't 
hav~seconded it. I think that it ha~cleared up quite a lot 
of the points. It was inst~gafed' w::ftlll1 .. ·· 'the idea o~ finding out 
where we stood and now I thlnk that M,. Legal Advlsor has told 
us pretty well where we stand. Now I; 'ust gon' t know what to 
think of it. As it is worded there is '. robably something there 
that shouldn't be there but at the ti that I seconded the 
motioh I believed it. I still believe' 
extent. Mr. Legal Advis'or has cleared 
us and I as ~econder of the motion, do 
actually vote for it. I think thatwh 
that the idea behind it was good 
was good because we are going to 
know, which Ji1idn't know before. 

it to a certain 
a lot of that up for 
't know wheth~r I can 

the motion was put 
till think the idea 
t what we want to 

\, 
~ . , 'ltii 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. MacKinnon moved 1 seconded by Mr. Watt that because of the 
uncertainty of obtaining suitable guides in the Yukon, it is 
respectfully requested that Yukon outfitters :~e given the 
privilege 6f hiring guides from the Provinces. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Gentlemen, as you are maybe not aware, whe.n 
hunti~g season rolls around and our Y~kon outfitters require 
a lot of guides to get their hunter-sin the field, they must 
obtain them in the Yukon onl~. They cannot ~ring a guide in 
from the provinces and have them licenced here. Now this has 
been ~ery difficult to obtain the necessary amount of guides 
that are needed. You might have a hu~iing party ready to go 
out and you '.re local guide won.' t go, maybe he is in the beer 
parlor, in a case like this the outfitters are requeiting that 
they be able. to briil,g a guide from the provinces and have him 
licenced here under the outfitters advisement~ 
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has done this before. But in a way we have this motion in 
front of us, it is motion that I think is deserving of 
support and it would help relieve us of the doubt that we 
have in our, minds. This is all that it asks ,and the~ef6re 
once again I ask that the motion be supported. 

Mr. Boyd: I rise on my last time to 'say that it appears to 
me that you have already taken the subject up in Ottawa and .' 
we have a letter, it was indicated, and you have had virtual:),.y 
your answer. It seems to me you are asking fo'r the same 
thing aga~n. This is the part that is confusing me with all 
due respect to you and your motion Mi. Watt. If it wasn't 
for these answers you have already ieceived to this question, 
which seems to me to be answering it alreauy, then I could 
vote for it but I think we aren't going to get anywhere with 
tihis motion. 

Mr. ,Watt: The idea is to get the present view in writing, this 
is the idea, fr~m the Justice Departm~nt iti writing so we can 
decide what immunity we have. If Mr. Boyd doesn't want tha't, 
vote against it, Mr. Taylor doesn'~ want it,vote against 
it. It is it simple request and I think if anybody wants 
information such as this, I know in any motion in the past, 
that if Mr. Boyd wanted information about ~~riculture or 
anything else, I certainly went alongwithhi~ getting that 
information. Mr. Taylor or any of the others wanted information 
abotit a particular thing, I certainli went along withth~ 
moti~ti to help them get that information. 

Mr. Southam: As seconier of t~e motion I:think, in my own 
mind, after listening to the pros and 6oh~ and the answe~ from 
Mr. Legal Advisor I think that, w~ pretty well have our answer. 
I thi'nk'the motion in itself was a good thing or I wouldn't 
have seconded it. I think that it has cl~ared up quite a lot 
of the points. It was instigat'ed' wi'th' 'the idea of finding out 
where we stood and now I think that Mr. Legal Advisor has told 
us pretty well where we stand. Now I just ~on't know what to 
think of it. As it is worded there is probably something there 
that shouldn't be there but at the time tha~ I seconded the 
motion., I believed it. I still believe it to a 'cerfain 
~xt~rit. Mr. ~egal Advisor has cl~ared a lot ot that up for 
us and I,as seconder of the motion, don't know whether 'r can 
actually vote for it. I think that wheri th~ mbti6n was put 
that the idea behind it was good and I still think the idea 
was good because we are going to find out what we want to 
know, which Jtdidn't know before. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. MacKinnon moved, seconded by Mr. Watt that beca~se ,of the 
uncertainty of obtaining suitable guides in the Yukon, it is 
respect£ully requested that Yuko~ out£ittersbe given the 
privilege of hiring guides from the Provinces. 

Mr~ MacKinnon: Gentlemen,: as you are maybe not aware, when 
hunting season rolls around and, our, YUkon outfitters require 
a lot of guides to get their hUAters in the field, they must 
obtain, them in the Yukon onl~. They cannot ~ring a guide in 
f~om t~e pr~vinces and have th~m, licence~ here. Now this has 

" ' 

been,~ery difficult, to obtain the nec~ssary amount of guides 
that are needed. You might have a hunting party ready to go 
out and you're local guide won,' t, go" maybe he is in the beer 
parlor, in,a case like this the outfitters are requesting that 
t,heybe able to, b~H:il.g a guide from the provinces and have h:i.m 
licenced here under the outfitters advisement • 
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because I think your protection, at the moment, isn't as 
clear cut as it should be. 

Mr. Taylor: I would agree and I think that possibly the best 
way of dealing with this subject is removing the section 
which has no application here in the motion. So therefore 
I would move, Mr. Speaker, that Motion No. 28 be amended 
by deleting the words "and Whereas the publicity that has been 
given to this stand has encouraged actions against Councillors". 
Mr. Speaker I can only say'I am in agreement with the motion 
if someone would second the amendment, which apparently they 
did not do. I wish to make it known before the vote is taken 
that I will have to vote to the contrary on this motion as 
long as this untx:rue statement remains in the:/ motion • 

. )" 
1':' 

Mr. Watt: The member said an untrue state~knt was in the motion. 
I would say that publicity has been given/to this and I would 
say as a result of that, that there has ~een several people that 

. .1 

haB met me and talked to me and asked +out it. I would say 
t-hat the publicity that has qeen given to it has encouraged 
actions and may in effect result in an~' ction some day to a 
member of Council. I don't t:tink ther,'; is an ,untrue statement 
there. If the Member from Watson Lake thinks that there is 
tHat is his opinion. He found an eiese to vote against the 
motion, if it hadn't been that it wou d have been another 
excuse, there would have been a periq in the wrong place pr 
s6mething wrong because this ha~ bee: a g~neral trend of the 
member from Watson Lake during thi~ ~ole session and I have 
no reason to expect him to be any diferent on any motion 
that is made by the Councillor from 'hitehorse West. I would 

,\I 

like to have the support of the Couri:il on this motion because 
I think it would help to clarify ou ,'postion in Council and 
I think it certainly needs to be cl ified if ,our iwmu~;ity 
isn't as great as we beljeve at thi time and all I ask is 
that it be cleared up so wo know, be re we make the statement. 
If we have no immunity at all, this, s all I ask to let us 
know and then w,e can judge our actio s here accordingly. This 
is all I ask. 

Mr. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, it seems t~t the general tren.d 
that the Honourable Member re, fers to~,s my attemp,t at coreecting 
the errors that he mak,es in his IUotio" s. And as I say as 
long as this untruth remains in the m:tion I cannot vote for 
it. t 

li 
I,: 
~, 

Mr. Boyd: I am going to vote against this motion because we 
are asking for something that I don't think we can get. I 
think the Legal Advisor pointed out that we would be well to 
advise to proceed to protect ourselves and this is my stand. 
Let's proceed trrough some medium to protect ourselves and 
the Legal Advisor went further, he said that he would go ahead 
and try and get the protection we desire. If this is what he 
will do I will accept this and will probably come up with 
something the next session. 

Mr. Watt: Mr. Speaker, I think that this is the first step in 
protecting ours~lves. If Mr. Boyd had a motion before the 
Council asking that we immediately draft legislation to 
protect ourselves, I would have gone along with that. But at 
the moment Mr. Boyd didn't put the motion in, this is the 
motion we have before us, this is the one we are considering 
at the moment and I feel that it is the first step. illfMr. 
Boyd wants to vote against it, that is his opini6n and if ke 
wants to put another one in, Mr. Taylor might get up ans: say 
they have already discussed it once befor~ this session so we 
can't discuss it again. I don't know if he would or not he 
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Mr. Bpyd: They have had trouble lately, bad troubles in this 
respect. The only way it is going to be overcome is to allow 
guides to be brought in from Alberta or B.C., if tnere are 
any wranglers. I would take it of course that when they permit 
this a thorough understanding of what the guides qualifications 
are, this is very important. This is not new and it has been 
thought of by the Game Department and it has been worked out 
as to what the wording could be and so on. lit is becoming 
a necessity otherwise we are going to send away a lot of 
these dude hunters that come in here in a very much 
dissatisfied frame of mind. I am in favor with the motion. 

Mr. Taylor: I've taken this up with Mr. Fitzgerald and talked 
to at least two of the outfitters' -and we were going to. discuss 
this when the Game Estimates came up however I am full accord 
and need say no more. 

Mr. Hughes: Could I have a sense of direction on th~s because 
by the time the Council sits again the hunting season will 
be over. Does the Council view this change as a matter of 
urgency which might be made the subject of a members bill at 
this time. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Ies t this is a matter of urgency. 

MOTION CARRIED. 

Council recessed until 2:00 P.M. 
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Tuesday, March 30lli , 1965 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

Mr. Speaker called Cbuncil to order. 

Mr. Speaker: We will continue with the business we were Motion 
discussing prior to redess. We have Motion #30, Mr. MacKin- #30 
non j Electrio Wiring of Indian Homes. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I beg leave to introduce Motion #30, moved 
by Mr. MacKinnon snd seconded by Mr. Watt' re Electric Wiring 
of Indian Homes. Mr. MacKinnon read Mot:i/on #30. ;.s you are 
all aware, we had some discussion about Jhis at Carmacks. 
I have talked to several other people s~nce, and they feel 
that this is a very necessary thing. W~ have a lot of eye 
do~tors and things li~e th~s, taking c,re of the Indians, 
ma1nly caused by read1ng w1th candles4 In some of these 
areas, ~here the power lines already ~xtend through the In-

t! 
dian villages, I think it would be vetfy essential to discuss 
this matter with the Indian DepartmeJ.~t and see if they are 
not in favour of some combination wiing project. ' 

. :'. . 

Mr. Boyd: I am not so certain th~tLiscussing it with the 
Department of Indian .~ffairs here i,l".' Whitehorse would result 
in too much. I think if the Motion. were made with a firm 
recommendation by any Councillor th' t wants to make one this 
would be equally as good as a disc~ sian at this. time, and we 
could see what their re-action wou~ 

Mr. Taylor: I have two questions iWOUld like to ask the 
Honourable Member from Carmacks-Kll~ne. One is; has he dis
cussed this matter at all with the, ndian ~gency, and if so, 
what was his reply? Two is; what. ype of a joint programme 
does he suggest? Would it be invo ing Territorial finances? 

Mr. MacKinnon: Even though the In an Department supposedly 
takes care of the native people, wn it comes time to vote 
for the Territorial Council we see to be involved with the 
Indian vote, therefore I feel that he native people are 
entitled to some of our support. I' it involves the Terri
torial Government I say by all meai , let's do it. 

Mr. Taylor: The reason I asked t·ese questions first, I 
don't think there's any need for th motion. I think if the 
individual members that have proble with Indian ~ffairs 
would go down and see the Indian ~ge cy on it they would 
generally resolve these things. Mot ons are not required. 
It's when they fail to do anything a out a certain situation, 
it seems to me, anyway, or when they bsolutely refuse to do 
something, that is the time these thi gs should come before 
Council. In the matter of the electrical wiring situation, 
as I stated before, the funds for this would have to come 
out of Federal funds, as it is beyond our financial realm 
to break into a Federal situation unfortunately. But I do 
heartily concur with the Honourable Member, these people 
they have to vote for us, and in those m&tters which are 
Territorial we must certainly represent them. But as I say, 
I don't think this is the proper way of going about it, 
really. I don't know whether we will effect anything by 
this. 

Mr. Watt: I don't know if it is the proper way of going 
about it, or if it is the odd word that's wrong, or if it 
should be invented, but the thought behind it I agree with. 
When we were in Carmacks we were told there that if they did 
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Tuesday, March 30 lli , 1965 
2:00 o'clock P.M. 

Mr. Speaker called Council to order. 

Mr. Speaker: We will continue _ith the business we were Motion 
discussing prior to re~ess. We have Motion #30, Mr. MacKin- #30 
no~, Electrio Wiri~g of Indian Home~. 

Mr. MacKinnon: I beg leave to introduce Motion #30, moved 
by Mr. MacKinnon and seconded by Mr. W~tt, re Electric Wiring 
of Indian Homes. Mr. MacKinnon read Motion #30. ~s you are 
all aware, we had some discussion about this at Carmacks. 
I have talked to several other people since, and they feel 
that this is a very necessary thing. We have a lot of eye 
doctors and things like this, taking care of the Indians, 
mainly caused by reading with candles. In some of these 
areasl~here the power lines already extend through the In
dian villages, I think it would be very essential to discuss 
this matter with the Indian Department and see if they are 
not in favour of some combination wiring project. 

Mr. Boyd: I am not so certain that discussing it with the 
Department of Indian ~ffairs here in Whitehorse would result 
in too much. I think if the Motion were made with a firm 
recommendation by any Councillor that wants to make one this 
would be equally as good as a discussion at this, time, and we' 
could see what their re-action would be. 

Mr. Taylor: I have two questions I would like to ask the 
Honourable Member from Carmacks-Kluane. One is; has he dis
cussed this matter at all with the Indian ~gency, and if so, 
what was his reply? Two is; what type'of a joint programme 
does he suggest? Would it be involving Territorial finances? 

Mr. MacKinnon: Even though the Indian Department supposedly 
takes care of the native people, when it comes time to vote 
for the Territorial Council we seem to be involved with the 
Indian vote, therefore I feel that the native people are 
entitled to some of our support. If it involves the Terri
torial Government I say by all means, let's do it. 

Mr. Taylor: The reason I asked these questions first, I 
don't think there's any need for the motion. I think if the 
individual members that have problems with Indian ~ffairs 
would go down and see the Indian ~gency on it they would 
generally resolve these things. Motions are not required. 
It's when they fail to do anything about a certain situation, 
it seems to me, anyway, or when they absolutely refuse to do 
something, that is the time these things should come before 
Council. In the matiter of the electrical wiring situation, 
as I stated before, the funds for this would have to come 
out of Federal funds, as it is beyond our financial realm 
to break into a Federal situation unfortunately. But I do 
heartily concur with the Honourable Member, these people 
they have to vote for us, and in those m&tters which are 
Territorial we must certainly represent them. But as I say, 
I don't think this is the proper way of going about it, 
really. I don't know whether we will effect anything by 
this. 

Mr. Watt: I don't know if it is the proper way of going 
about it, or if it is the odd word that's wrong, or if it 
should be invented, but the thought behind it I agree with. 
When we were in Carmacks we were told there that if they did 
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Mr. Bpyd: They have had trpuble lately, bad troubles in this 
respect. The only way it is going to be overcome is to allow 
guides ~D be brought in from Alberta or B.C., if there are 
~ny wrangl~rs. I would take it of course that when they permit 
this a thorough understanding of what the guides qualifications 
are, this is very importanto This is not new and it has been 
thought of by the Game De,partment and it has been worked outi 
as to what the wordi~g could be and so on. lit is becoming;/ 
a necessity otherwise we are going to sen~ away a lot of i 
these. dude hunters that come in here in a very much i 

§l. 

dissatisfied frame of mind. I am in favor with the mot;Von. 
), 

1/ 
Mro Taylor: I've taken this up with Mr. Fitzgerald a

l
.-l talked 

to at least two of the outfitters ~nd we were going ~ discuss 
this when the Game Estimates came up however I am fu'l accord 
and need say no more. 

Mr. Hughes: Could I have a sense of direction 
by the time the Council sits again the hunting 
be over. Does the Council view this change as a 
urgency which might be made the subject of a mem 
this time. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Ies, this is a matter of 

MOTION CARRIJlD. 

Council recessed until 2:00 P~M • 
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have power in some of these houses across the river up there, 
it would help some of the children with their studies and 
their education. It is not a request for money, it is a re
quest for the ; .. dministra tion here to' discuss this wi ththe 
Indian Department to see if this thing is possible and feas
ible. It is certaihly hoped, and I think the J~dministration 
would take into consideration this Motion, and report to us 
by way of a memorandum from the Commissioner on the results 
of this. ~s far as the Territorial ,Councillors here going 
to everybody if they've got a question, or if they want sup
port for a motion, to ask a Territorial Councillor to go and 
ask by himself instead of asking the Council, I think it is 
kind of a bad custom. This has been said before this Talbe 
hundreds of times. It will be said another hundred times, 
any time a Member disagrees with a motion,for some little 
reason,he doesn't agree with the motion itself but he dis
agrees with some part of it,either the maker of the motion, 
or the seconder of the motion, or some other reason, then he 
can always go and say "Well why didn't you go yourself !and 
talk to a member of the, J'.dministration in person." But any
way, I think that the thought behind the motion is good. 
If these things are possible and feasible, and easy to do, 
then I think that the Council should support the mot~on and 
the maker of the motion. Therefore, in seconding the Motion, 
I think it is a pretty simple request th~t doesn't involve 
much money, and it's not a request for funds. It is simply 
a request to have this problem looked into, an official re
quest to have J:i.dministration and Indian ,:..ffairs look into 
thE thing, then they can send us back a memorandum to 'find 
outrwhat they can resolve. 

Mr. Taylor~ I would certainly vote in favour of the Motion, 
but I bring these remarks to the Table to point out to the 
Members that there is much that can be done in the Federal 
Building to save the time of Council. I trot over here on 
behalf of my District at 8:30 in the morning and I'm here 
until 7:00, when Council sits in this building working. In 
matters such as this are generally resolved~ The Indian 
~ffairs have never reQlly turned me down on anything, and 
if they have I would bring it to the ,Table. I just cite this 
as a point for consideration of all Membe~s of the Council, 
particularly those from Whitehorse here. By going around to 
these offices you can often resolve these things outside of 
Council. 

Mr. MacKinnon: Just who is taking up the time of this mat
ter? 

Mr. Taylor: 

Mr. Speaker: 
Motion #30? 

The people that bring these things up. 

Is there any further discussion on the matter, 
Are you ready for the question? 

MOTION C,' .. RRIED 

Mr. Speaker: I note the next business on the .. genda ~s 
Bill No.5 for thitd reading. I believe that is'an error 
at this time, Bill No.5 has not received third reading, 
there is an amendment to it. It will have to go before 
Committee before we proceed with that. What is your plea
sure now, gentlemen? 
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Mr. Southam,moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd, that Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of the 
Whole for the purpose of discussing Bills, Motions, Memoranda 
and anything else that might come up. 

MOTION C,.RRED. 

In Committee of the Whole: 
i;l 

In 
Committee 

Commi ttee proceeded to discuss Motion No. 10 :r~garding 
Robert Service Campground. ,/ . 

the Discussion 
Motion #10 

\~ 

to what the 
ler courts within 

mmunities is going 
I would like to 

Mr. Watt: There are several possibilities 
future of Chenechee, and possibly other tr 
a short distance of fairly large settled 
to be. With respect to this at this tim 
just, we will be coming to, in the Budge 
Travel and Publicity, and I would like i 
time, when Mr. Gibson is here. I would~ 

we have an item on 
deferred until that 

t like to ask 
Mr. Gibson to come down for this at thi I~time, bedause it'is 
going to involve money, the decision th.~ is made here is 
goin~ to involve money, and if we ~oul~,defer this until such 
time as Mr. Gibson is here discUssi~t~'s and other publicity 
problems i~ the Territory. I am sure \ can be resoived one 
way oi the other then. This is if the'~ommittee is agreed 
upon this. 

Mr. Chairmari: Gentlemen, there is no 
Motion has been carried, so that the $ 
again, I would suppose, in the discus~ 
there is money involved. Does the Co 

,UJ.. •.• ~greed. 

otion to defer. The 
bject can be raised 
on on the Budget, if 
ittee agree?' 

Mr',Chairman: We also have one item oltstanding respecting Dis~uss~on 
Motlon No. 24, Safety Inspector. I Motlon #24 

Mr. Watt read Motion No. 24. The reas!', that a request was 
made to have this deferred to Committee~,was so Mr. Oliver 
could attend. If Mr. Oliver is availab.e I would certainly 
like to proceed with this. 

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if I could Li..rst ,ave your concur
rence with the Motion. The Motion asks th~t it is respect
fully requested that Mr . .I~. Oliver and any! ot.her member of 
the ~dministration be requested to attend Council in Com
mittee to discuss Safety Inspector on Construction Jobs in 
the Yukon Territory. It seems to me this was never carried. 

Mr. Clerk: . The Motion was carried. . . 
Mr. C~airman: In Council? 

Mr. Clerk: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: Very good. "I fai+ed 1:;0 note· tha t., Well, do 
you wish'Mr. Oliver at this. time? 

all: .. ~greed. 

Mr. Oliver enters Council Chambers. 
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Mr. Southam,moved, seconded by Mr. Boyd, that Mr. 'Speaker do 
now leave the Chair and Council resolve into Committee of the 
Whole for the purpose of discussing Bills, Motions, Memoranda 
and anything else that might come up. 

MOTION C,.RRED. 

In Committee of the Whole: 
In 
Committee 

Committee proceeded to discuss Motion No. 10 regarding the 
Robert Service Campground. 

Discussion 
Motion #10 

Mr. Watt: There are several possibilities as to what the 
future of Chenechee, and possibly other trailer courts within 
a short distance of fairly large settled communities is going 
to be. With respect to this at this time, I would like to 
just, we will be coming to, in the Budget we have an item on 
Travel and Publicity, and I would like it deferred until that 
time, wh~n Mr. Gibson is here. I wouldn't like to ask 
Mr. Gibson to come down for this at this time, bedause it.is 
going to involve money, the decision that is made here is 
going to involve money, and if we could defer this until such 
time as Mr. Gibson is here discussi~this and other publicity 
problems in the Territory. I am sure it can be resolved one 
way or the other then. This is if the Committee is agreed 
upon this. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, there is no Motion to defer. The 
Motion has been carried, so that the subject can be raised 
again, I would suppose, in the discussion on the Budget, if 
there is money involved. Does the Committee agree?· 

.Ul: .i~greed. 

Mr. Chairman: We also have on$ item outstanding respecting Discussion 
Motion No. 24, Safety Inspector. . Motion #24 

Mr. Watt read Motion No. 24. The reason that a request was 
made to have this deferred to Committee was so Mr. Oliver 
could attend. If Mr. Oliver is available I would certainly 
like to proceed with this. 

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if I could first have your concur
rence with the Motion. The Motion asks that it is respect
fully requested that Mr. ~. Oliver and any other member of 
the ~dministration be requested to attend Co~ncil in 6om- . 
mittee to discuss Safety Inspector on Construction Jobs in 
the Yukon Territory. It seems to me this was never carried. 

Mr. Clerk: The Motion was carried. 

Mr. Chairman: In Council? 

Mr. Clerk: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: Very good .. I failed to note that. Well, do. 
ynu wish Mr. Oliver at this iime~ . 

,.11: .. ~greed. 

Mr. Oliver enters Council Chambers. 
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have power in some of these houses across the river up there, 
it would help some of the children with their studies and 
their education. It is not a request for money, it is a re
quest for the ;.dministra tion here to' discuss this with the 
Indian Department to see if this thing is possible and feas
ible. It is certaihly hoped, and I think the ~dministration 
would take into consideration this Motion, and report to us 
by way of a memorandum from the Commissioner on the results 
of this. ~s far as the Territorial Councillors here going 
to everybody if they've got a question, or if they want sup
port for a motion, to ask a Territortal Councillor to go and 
ask by himself instead of asking th~Council, I think it is 
kind of a bad custom. This has beert said before this Talbe ,.' 
hundreds of times. It will be said another hundred times 
any time a Member disagrees with ~ motion,for some little 
reason,he doesn't agree with the ~otion itself but he dis
agrees with some part of it,eith~r the maker of the motion, 
or the seconder of the motion, o~r some other reason, then he 
can always go and say "'Nell why Jldidn 't you go yourself &nd 
talk to a member of the ,·.dminil?i~ration in person." But any
way, I think that the thought ~~hind the motion is good. 
If these things are possible aid feasible, and easy to do, 

iii: 
then I think that the Council ~hould support the motion and 
the maker of the motion. Ther.J.,:.f.ore, in seconding the Motion, 
I think it is a pretty simple request that doesn't involve 
much money, and it's not a re~uest for funds. It is simply 
a request to have this proble~ looked into, an official re
quest to have ,:.dministration !nd Indian ."..ffairs look into 

ill 

th:is thing, then they can send~us back a memorandum to' find 
out wh~tthey can resolve. 

'~ 

Mr. Taylor! I would certainl~ vote in favour of the Motion, 
but I bring these remarks to flhe Table to point out to the 
Members that there is much th~t can be done in the Federal 
Building to save the time of d~uncil. I trot over here on 
behalf of my District at 8: 30 !~n the morning and I'm here 
un til 7: 00, when Council sitS .. ' •... n this building worki·ng. In 
matters such as this are gene/ lly resolved. The Indian 
~ffairs have never really turn;d me down on anything, and 
if they have I would bring it ; the Table. I just cite this 
as a point for considera tion o~ all Hembers. of the Council,.' 
particulnrly those from Whi teho~.se here. By going around to 
these offices you cnn often res~~ve these things outside of 
Council. ~. . ,. 
Mr. MncKinnon: Just who is takiclp up the time of this mat-
ter? \ 

Mr. Taylor: 

Mr. Speaker: 
Motion #30? 

':i\ 

The people that bring \these things up. 
~~~~ 

Is there any further discussion on the matter, 
Are you ready for the question? 

MOTION C,'.RRIED 

Mr. Speaker: I note the next business on the .. genda is 
Bill No.5 for thitd reading. I believe thnt is an error 
at this time, Bill No.5 has not received third reading, 
there is an amendment to it. It will have to go before 
Committee before we proceed with that. What is your plea~ 
sure now, gentlemen? 
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Mr. Chairman: I will call Committee to order at this time. 
We have a matter related to Safety Inspector on Construction 
Jobs in the Yukon Territ~ry, as referred to in Motion No. 24~ 
Would you proceed, Mr. Watt. 

Mr. Watt: This was prompted by a request from the United 
Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners, and I will just read the 
letter out. It is a request for consideration of a Construc
tion Inspector. The letter reads: tfDear Mr. Watt: For a 
number of years Local 2499 has been concerned about the lack 
of a 'Safety Inspector' on construction jobs in the Yukon Ter
ritory. We are aware that there is a Safety Inspector for 
mining and feel that the time has co~e when th~re should be 
one for the construction industry. We areof the opinion that 
the appointment of a Safety Inspector is under the authority 
of the Commissioner as outlined in the 'Regulations Governing 
,~ccident Prevention in the Yukon Terri tory'. ,If all reports 
are accurate the work situation for the Yukon is much brighter 
than it has been for a number of years. It would be our 
fondest hope a reasonably ~ctive construction year should not 
be marred by an accident due to faulty con~truction practices. 
It-is with this point in mind that Local 2499 of the United 
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of ;.merica request that 
without further delay that the appointment of a Safety Inspec
tor be dealt with.tf It is in regard to this I would like to 
have the position of a Safety Inspector for Construction 
clB-rified if at all possible. I understand that this could 
partly fall into the responsibilities of Mr. Oliver's sphere 
of duties. Could I have Mr. Oliver elaborate on this. for the 
benefit of Council. 

Mr~ Oliver: .• s you know, the ~bcident Prevention Regulations 
were brought in in 1962. Since that time I have been appointed 
Inspector under th~Regulations, and at present my ~ssistant, 
Gerry Needham, is appointed Inspector under the Regulations. 
Unfortunately, last year I did not have an Assistant up until 
October, and the plans for initiating Construction Inspection 
on individual projects were not, I was not able to carry them 
out. This coming summer I certainly hope to do somet~ing 
on Construction Inspection on large-scale projects. 

Mr. Watt: I would like to ask Mr. Oliver, will these inspec
tions be done at the request of somebody, or will the hdminis
tration be taking it upon themselves to loOk for building 
permits and to find out which job may warrant an inspection? 
What procedure would an individual use if he thought that the 
job he was working on warranted an inspection? 

Mr. Oliver: He would write to either myself or the Commi6~
sioner. I would be pleased if the Carpenters' Union would 
notify me. If they would write myself or the Commissioner 
on any particular problem we'would go in and investigate. 
We have regular inspections. We inspect the United Kingdom 
Building underground operations four times a year. We ins
pect the placer operations at Dawson twice a year. We ins
pect the individual pla6er operati6ns perhaps once a season, 
we may not be able to get in to all the placer operators every 
year, but we try to cover' them within two years 

Mr. Watt: One more question. When you start inspection of 
the construction field would you also be inspecting private 
construction, not onli government eonstruction~ Private 
construction contracts, say somebody put up a $100,000 
apartment house? 
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Hr., Oliver: I would think this would come under at least one 
inspection during the construction period. These are what we 
c.a11 ,i'spot checks". vVe go on a co.nstruction site, we go over 
the entire building, it may be a basement, it may be a build
ing being donstructed, or work on the roof. We would do one. 
~t that time we could contact the carpenters, or the head car
penter, or the head foreman. We generally deal through the 
foreman. 

Mr. Southam: I would like to ask Mr. Oliver when you are 
doing one of these inspections for anyplace, I should say, I 
would assume that this would take in anything like the ~ewers, 
digging the ditches, you've got to have shoring and so on -
the whole thing as I understand it, comes under your juris
diction? 

Mr. Oliver: Yes •. , 
l 

Southam: .'.gain, I would assume also th~'t the Carpenters' 
Union would probably have a Safety Commtttee of their own. 
(If they haven't it's very funny.) I would also assume if 
there is anything wrong they would cont~ct the Inspector, pro
viding they knew who was the Inspecto:t,{, and there's no reason 
they shouldn't know, then, in that ca.e, these things would be 

\1 
looked into. , 

~' 

if 
Mr. Oliver: Yes. The Safety Regula'ions specifically ~pell " 
out a Safety Committee. , 

Mr. Southam: Once again, I think i~ these people haven't got 
the Safety Regulations it is about jQme they got them. They 
have been in effec t now for going 0 two years, at lea,sit w,e!ve 
ha.d them, the Surface Regulations, hieh does cover all con
struction, as well as anything on t e surface. It covers tha 
whole works. 

Mr. Shaw: I would ask Mr. Watt if 
ting representation from, have they 
themselves? 

is group that he's get
Safety Committe~ amohgst 

Mr. Watt: This Committee does a pPOi1l .. ,it, a shop stewar.t on every 
job, any type of job outside of a jo,where one or two men are 
hired for a day or so, or a few days,~but any job of any size, 
and if there are any number of carpenters hired at all ~ they 
do appoint a member of the Union to act as a shop stewart for 
that particular job. This shop stewart reports back to the 
Union about the conditions on the job; The Executive of the 
Union, I believe, act as a Safety Committee. This work has 
bee·n done pretty conscientiousJy. They do have copies of our 
Safety Regulations. This is what prompted them, I think there 
are regulations in the Regulations for inspections, and these 
provisions couldn't be complied with unless we had an Inspec
tor. i.s Mr. Oliver said, with the new help that has been taken 
on there is a possibility of an inspect/ion.. I will inform 
these people. if they do have a complaint and wish an inspection 
on it, on the job, and they're worried aboutsomething, they 
should come to Mr. Oliver and ask for an inspection so that the 
Regulations that have been passed through this Council can be 
complied with as closely as possible. I would like to thank 
Mr. Oliver for comihg. This is one motion during this Sess~on 
that we' are able to pass on information that can help not only 
the Carpenter's Union, but )jlther parts of the Terri tory as 
well. 
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Mr •. Oliver: I would think this would come under at least one 
inspection during the construction period. These are what we 
call !'Spot checks". We go on a' construction site, we go over 
the entire building, it may be a basement, it may be a build
ing being constructed, or work on the roof. We would do one. 
"tt that time we could contact the carpenters, or the head car
penter, or the head foreman. We generally deal through the 
foreman. 

Mr. Southam: I would like to ask Mr. Oliver when you are 
doing one of these inspections for anyplace, I should say, I 
would assume that this would take in anything like the sewers, 
digging the ditches, you've got to have shoring and so on -
the whole thing as I understand it, comes under your juris
diction? 

Mr. Oliver: Yes. 

Southam: ~gain, I would assume also that the Carpenters' 
Union would probably have a Safety Committee of their own. 
(If they haven't it's very funny.) I would also assume if 
there is anything wrong they would contact the Inspector, pro
viding, they knew who was the Inspector, and there's no reason 
they shouldn't know, then, in that case, these things would,be 
looked into. 

Mr. Oliver: Yes. The Safety Regulations specifically sp~ll ' 
out a Safety Committee. 

Mr. Southam: Once again, I think if these people haven't got 
the Safety Regulations it is about time they got them. They 
have been in effect now for going on two years, at least we've 
had them, the Surface Regulations, which does cover all con
struction, as well as anything, on the surface. It covers the 
whole works. 

Mr. Shaw: I would ask Mr. Watt if this group that he's get
ting representation from, have they a Safety Committee amongst 
themselves? 

Mr. Watt: This Committee does appoint a shop stewart on every 
job, any type of job outside of a job where one or two men are 
hired for a day or so, or a few days, but any job of any size, 
and if there are any number of carpenters hired at all ~ they 
do appoint a member of the Union to act as a shop stewart for 
that particular job. This shop ~tewart reports back to the 
Union about the conditions on the job. The Executive of the 
Union, I believe, act as a Safety Committee. This work has 
been done pretty conscientiously. They do have copies of our 
Safety Regulations. This is what prompted them, I think there 
are regulations in the Regulations for inspections, and these 
provisions couldn't be complied with unless we had an Inspec
tor. ks Mr. Oliver said, with the new help that has been taken 
onthe~e is a possibility of an inspection. I will inform 
these people if they do have a complaint and wish an inspeotion 
on it, on the job, and they're worried aboutsomething, they 
should come to Mr. Oliver and ask for an inspection so that the 
Regulations that have been passed through this Council can be 
complied with as closely as possible. I would like to thank 
Mr. Oliver for ~omihg. This is one motion during this Session 
that we are able to pass on information that can help not only 
the Carpenter's Union, but ~ther parts of th~ Territory as 
well. 
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Mr. Chairman: I will ccStll Committee to order at this time. 
We have a matter related to Safety Inspector on Construction 
Jobs in the Yukon Territory, as referred to in Motion No. 24. 
Would you ~roceed, Mr. Watt. 

Mr. Watt: This was prompted by cSt request from ~he United 
Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners, and I wi=\,tL just read the 
letter out. It is a request for considerati~A of a Construc
tion Inspec tor. The letter reads: "Dear Ml;'J~ Watt: For a 
number of years Local 249,9 has been concerrJ'd about the lack 
of a, I Safety Inspector' on canstructian ~'a 's in the Yukan Ter
ritary. We are aware that there is a Saf'ty Inspector far 
mining and feel that the time has came w'en there should be 
ane far the canstructian industry. ~e a eaf the apinian that 
the appaintment af cSt ScStfety Inspectar i~under the autharity 
af the Commissioner as outlined in the ,1RegulcSttians Gaverning 
,:.ccident Preventian in the Yukan Territjory' •. If all reports 
are accurate the wark situation far thJ Yukon is much brighter 
than it has been for a number of yearsJ It wauld be aur 
fondest hope a reasonably active cons1ruction year shauld not 
be marred by an accident due to. fault~ construction practices. 
It is with this point in mind that Lo.~al 2499 of the United 
Bratherhoad of Carpenters and Jainerel' of ,~merica request that 
withaut furthe~ delay th~t ~he appoi~ment,of a SafetY,Inspec
tor be dealt W1.th." It 1.S 1.n regardlta th1.S I wauld 11.ke to. 
have the pasition af a Safety Inspectar far Constructian 
clarified if at all passible. I undf;rstand that this cauld 
partly fall into the respansibilitie, af Mr. Oliver's sphere 
of duties. Cauld I have Mr. Oliver e abarate on this. far the 
benefit af Cauncil.!, 

Mr. Oliver: .~s yau know, the ~ccideLt Preventian Regulations 
were brought in in 1962. Since thatltime I have been appointed 
Inspectar under the Regulatians, and1,at present my ;l.ssistant, 
Gerry Needham, is appointed Inspectof under the Regulations. 
Unfartunately, last year I did nat h,ve an Assistant up until 
October, and the plans for initiatin~ Construction Inspectian 
on individual projects were nat, I wcis nat able to carry them 
aut. This coming summer I certainl~hope to. do. samething 
on Canstructian Inspectian on large-s?ale projects. 

, 
Mr. Watt: I wauld like to ask Mr. Oli\ver, will these inspe~
tians be dane at the r'equest' of somebo~y, ar will the i .. dminis
tratian be taking it upan themselves t~ laak far building 
permits and to. find out which job may warrant an inspection? 
What pracedure would an individual use if he thought that the 
job he was working on warranted an inspectian? 

Mr. Oliver: He would write to. either myself ar the Cammis~
sianer. I wauld be pleased if the Carpenters' Union wauld 
notify me. If they wauld write myself ar the Cammissianer 
an any particular prablem we wauld go. in and investigate. 
We have regular inspectians. We inspect the United Kingdam 
Building ~ndeigraund a~eratians faur times ~ year. We ins
pect the placer aperatians at Dawsan twice a year. We ins
pect the individual placer aperatians perhaps ance a seasan, 
we may nat be able to. get in to. all the placer aperators every 
year, but we try to. caver them within twa years 

Mr. Watt: One mare questian. When you start inspectian of· 
th~ canstructian field wauld yau also. be inspecting ~rivate 
canstructian, not anly gavernment l3anstructiani 'Private 
canstructian cantracts, say somebody put up a $100,000 
apartment house? 
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Mr. Boyd: I have one question. What about a Building Ins
pector, does he ignore Safety Regulations entirely? In other 
words if you had a scaffold up and the building inspector 
walked around and found it was unsafe, would this be part of 
his responsibility - to say so? Or would it be strictly left 
to an inspector, a safety inspector? 

Mr. Oliver: That would be his responsibility as well. 

Mr. Boyd: Then are we talking about a dual effort here, a 
safety inspector. I take it that a building inspector als6 
falls into this category. Do we have two men doing a safety 
inspection job? 

Mr. Oliver: I think you've raised a good point there. ~s I 
say we had ~lanned to go in with the major projects. A 
building inspector will also inspect smaller projects, hous
ing, and so forth. He should be appointed Safety Inspector 
as well. If he runs into problems that are too ,large for 
him along the safety lines, he can always tell the Safety 
Inspector. I think you've raised a good point there. 

Mr. Southam: I understand that a building inspector is a 
man that goes around and looks at the wiring, looks at what 
kind of material is going in, and so on and so forth. He', 
has nothing to do with the construction - that is, in the way 
you put up your atag:i:Jga or anything like that~ Now, I may 
be wrong in this, but my interpretation of a ,building ins
pector is somebody that goes around and looks at the work 
that has been done. Now I may be quite wrong in that but 
that is my interpretation. ~t the same time I agree with 
you, he could do both jobs. 

Mr. Oliver: He certainly could be on the job, and anything 
that was brought to his attention he could refer to our
selves, or act on it himself. I think that is a very good 
point. 

Mr. Chairman: ~ny further discussion on this item? 

Mr. Boyd: Yes. I hope to see something done about this. 
It's alright to tell me it is a very good point, but I do 
resent the exp~nses that we keep creating. The Inspector 
didn't have a man, ~nd wasn't able to do this.and do that -
his assistant - now he has one. But I don't want to see that 
~ssistant going around looking at scaffolding and a ditch 
being dug out here when we are paying a very good, supposedly 
competent Building Inspector, to see that these things are 
performed as they should be. I know what his duties are, 
and you have your point. But his duties go beyond that. He 
is there to see that things are done right. We can get too 
many of these men following one another around on a race 
track - one looking for this and one looking for that - when 
one of them could very well do the whole thing. 

Mr. Oliver: I agree to an extent. Of course, we cover 
more than construction. We coyer lumbering and mining, and 
I think - I don't know if you've been pr~sented with the 
Placer Mining Safety, I don't know if they've been presented 
to Council- they've just brought in new Placer Mining Safety 
Regulations. ' 

Mr~ Boyd: I wasn't condemning safety at all~ except that I 
don't want to see duplication. We have, duplication in the 
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Indian ~ffairs, (we were just talking about electric lights 
here). You talk about Indians - we have people that are not 
Indians of Indian status, they are just as entitled to lights 
as not, but because we have three Departments running it 
they're all overlapping each other, and nopody seems to real
ize who's who or whiqh is which. This is~'the point I'm trying 
to make. Get away from something. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further di~~ussion? 
'w' 

Mr. Watt: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. BCj&d did raise a good 
question. My Motion there is asking,i~for a discussion of a 
Safety Inspector. If our Building Ihspectors are also sup
posed to act as Safety Inspectors :i;~ is new to me. I don't 
think they've acted in this capaci(y. If they have it has not 
been to my knowledge, but if they ,'re supposed to I su~gest 
that we get a building inspector :itih here to'ask him if this 
is within their field, and ask hi. what they are doing? They 
should be doing their job. I 

i~: 
Mr. Oliver: I would like to beg,beave of Council to contact 
the .~rea Defelopmen t Officer, Mr;t Spray, to discuss this prob
lem. My whole concept of Safety~business is that we are too 
darn small to have a Safety Ins:9!~ctor for everything in the 
Yukon Territory. Our whole obj~ctive is to try and keep it 
under one roof, and sa~e on sec~tarialcosts, administrative 
costs, and so on. The servicesllof Building Inspector might 
very well fit in to the type of loper at ion. They are going 
:~~und and can see to Safety Relulations. It would also help 

;* 
Mr. Shaw: I think this is a ve~y good suggestion that Mr. 
Boyd has brought up, and I wou14 move, Mr. Chairman, that 
this Committee recommends that Ihe Building Inspector in the 
course of his duties co-operate~with the Safety Inspector in 
matters of workmen's safety on ~he projects he is assigned 
t ~,' o. \ 

'If. 

!i~ 

Mr. Boyd: I'll second the motioip. I'm not quite sure of the 
wording on it, but it sounds rea~onable and fair. I want to 
say also at the same time that Itknow of a building inspector 
who required a contractor to disd,(antle his scaffolding and 
put it up again. This clarifies ~y point. 

Mr. Sha~: Speaking on the Motion~~ the reason I said 
"co-operate" is the fact that perh&ps the building inspector 
does not understand all the facets~f safety, so in co-oper
ating it will be necessary for him to get some instruction, 
perhaps take a certain course, under the Safety Inspector, 
to carry out these duties. So I put IIco-operate" as a very 
broad term. 

Mr. Southam: I agree with Mr. Boyd's idea. I also agree 
with the Motion. I didn't infer, at least.I didn't intend 
to infer, that the Building Inspector couldn't do the Safety 
work, and I was of the opinion, on which Mr. Boyd has more 
or less put me right, that it w~sn't part of his job. There
fore he wouldn't probably pay the attention to it that he 
should do. This is the point I was trying to make. ~lso, I 
would think that on any big construction job the firm itself 
would have a man, or the foreman should take the responsi
bility (if he doesn't, then there's something wrong with the 
foreman). Now,' t don't know too much about Safety, but 
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Indian ~ffairs, (we.were just talking about electric lights 
here). You talk about Indians - we.have people that are not 
Indians of Indian status\ they are just as entitled to lights 
as not; but because we have three Departments running it 
they're all overlapping e~ch other, and nobody seems to real
ize who's who or whiGh is which. This is the point I'm trying 
to make. Get away from something. 

Mr~ Chairman: Is there any further discussion? 

Mr. Watt: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Boyd did raise a good 
question. My Motion there is asking for a discussion of a 
Safety Inspector. If our Building Inspectors are also sup
posed to act as Safety Inspectors it is new to me. I don't 
think they've acted in this capacity. If they have it has not 
been to my knowledge, but if they are supposed to I suggest 
that we get a building inspector in here to ask him if this 
is within their field, and ask him what they are doing? They 
should be doing their job. ' 

Mr. Oliver: I would like to beg leave of Council to contact 
the .~rea Defelopment Officer, Mr. Spray, to discuss this prob
lem. My whole concept of Safety business is that we are too 
darn small to have a Safety Inspector for evetything in the 
Yukon Territory. Our whole objective is to try and keep it 
under one'roof, and sa~eon secretarial. cosns, administrative 
costs, and so on. The services of Building Inspector might 
very well fit in to the type of operation. They are goin~ 
around and can see to Safety Regulations. It would also help 
us. 

Mr. Shaw: I think this is a very good suggestion that Mr. 
Boyd has brought up, and I would move, Mr. Chairman, that 
this Committee recommends that the Building Inspector in the 
course of his duties co-operate with the Safety Inspector in 
matters of workmen's safety on the projects he is assigned 
to. 

Mr. Boyd: I'll second the motion. I'm not quite sure of the 
wording on it, but it sounds reasonable and fair. I.want to 
say also at the ~ame time that I know of a building inspector 
who required a contractor to dismantle his scaffolding and 
put it up again. This clarifies my point. 

Mr. Shaw: Speaking on the Motion - the reason I said 
"co-operate" is the fact that perhaps the building inspector 
does not understand all the facets of safety, so in co-oper
ating it will be necessary for him to get some instruction, 
perhaps take a certain 60urse, under the Safety Inspector, 
to carry out these duties. So I put !'lco-operate" as a very 
broad term. 

Mr. Southam: I agree with Mr. Boyd's idea. I also agree 
with the Motion. I didn't infer, at least I didn't intend 
to infer, that the Building Inspector couldn't do the Safety 
work, and I was of the opinion, on which Mr. Boyd has more 
or less put me right, that it wasn't part of his job. There
fore he wouldn't probably pay the attention to it that he 
should do. This is the point I was trying to make. ~lso, I 
would think that on any big construction job the firm itself 
would have a man, or the foreman should take the responsi
bility (if he doesn't, then there's something wrong with the 
foreman). Now, I don't know too much about Safety, but 
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Mr. Boyd: I have one question. What about a Building Ins
pector, does he ignore Safety Regulations entirely? In other 
words if you had a scaffold up and the building inspector 
walked around and found it was unsafe, would this be part of 
his responsibility - to say so? Or would it be strictly left 
to an inspector, a safety inspector? 

Mr. Oliver: ThQt would be his responsibility as well. 

Mr. Boyd: Then are we talking about a d¥al effort here, a 
safety inspector. I take it that a buil~ing inspector als6 
falls into this category. Do we have t~o men doing a safety 
inspection job? 

·4 

Mr. Oliver: I think you've raised a,i"good point there. ,~s I 
say we had planned to go in with thf major projects. A 
building inspector will also inspe~:t smaller projects, hous
ing, and so forth. H~ should be ~pointed Safety Inspector 
as well. If he runs lnto problemJ' that are too large for 
him along the safety lines, he C~h always tell the Safety 
Inspector. I think you've raise;' a good point there. 

Mr. Southam: I understand thatJa building inspector is a 
man that goes around and looks t the wiring,.looks at what 
kind of material is going in, ;nd so on and so forth. He 
has nothing to do with the contruction - that is, in the way 
you put up your atag:bga or an'hing like that . Now, I may 
be wrong in this, but my inte.pretation of a,building ins
pector is somebody that goes ,round and looks at the work 
that has been done. Now I m~ be quite wrong in that but 
that is my interpretation. if the SQme time I agree with 
you, he could do both jobs. 

Mr. Oliver: He certainly COI:.'ld be on the,job, and anything 
that was brought to his attetion he could refer to our
selves, or act on it himself~ I think that is a very good 
point. 

Mr. Chairman: ~ny further discussion on this item? 
I 

Mr. Boyd: Yes. I hope to s:e something done about this. 
It's alright to tell me it i a very good point, but I do 
resent the ex~~nses that we 'ep creating. The Inspector 
didn't have a man, and wasn't able to do this.and do that -
his assistant - now he has on'. But I don't want to see that 
~ssistant goi~g around lookin' at scaffolding and a ditch 
being dug out here when we are paying Q very good i supposedly 
competent Building Inspector, 0 see that these things are 
performed as they should be. know what his duties are, 
artd you have your point. But his duties go beyond that. He 
is there to see that things are done right. We can get too 
many of these men following one: another around on a race 
track - one looking for this and one looking for that - when 
one of them could very well do the whole thing. 

Mr. Oliver: I agree to an extent. Of course, we cover 
more than construction. We cover lumbering and mining, and 
I think - I don't know if you've been presented with the 
Placer Mining Safety, I don't know if they've been presented 
to Council- they've jttst brought in new Placer Mining Safety 
Regula t·ions. 

Mr. Boyd: I wasn't condemning safety at all, except that I 
don't want. to see duplication. We have duplication in the 
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there's one thing I know is, that if the people that are run
ning the job don't look after safety themselves, then you 
have no Safety. 

Mr. Watt: I was going to ask Mr. Oliver to get in touch with 
Mr. Spray, and find out what the areas of responsibility were 
before it came back to us, but now we have a Motion on the 
Floor, which in effect, if the Building Inspectors aren't also 
Safety Inspectors, then this in effect makes them such. I 
would like to know what the effect of the Motion is, now. 
~re we going to have somebody,(it appears that a little while 
ago we had somebody) we could go to, and say "There's a prob
lem on ,such and such a Job. II Now we have several peopl.e, 
maybe half-a-dozen people, one po.inting to the other like 
this, and say well this is such and such's responsibility, 
and such and such and such and such. It is too bad we didn't 
take .Mr. Oliver up on his offer before the Motion was made. 
I'm sorry to see it made so fast, but I'm certainly not going 
to vote against the Motion because it mai, if I vote against 
the Motion it is going to nullify any effect that we may have 
had here. I guess we're discussing the Motion and not what· 
we're here for right now. . 

Mr. Shaw: I merely brought this Motion up to ha~e something 
valid coming from this qommittee. They have a recommendation 
or they do not have a recommendation. This way it is something 
that is concrete. Remember, Mr. Watt wants safety. I am 
trying to co-operate to get him safety, what he wants, along 
with, I think, the other Members. I think a blast like that 
is strictly out of line. 

Mr. Southam: I don't think there is anything really to worry 
about. The Motion, asI understand it, is in co-operation 
with Mr. Oliver who, according to my interpretation, is the 
Chief Inspector for the Yukon Territory. ~m I right, Mr. 
Oliver? 

Mr. Chairman: I will re-read the motion ~o that everyone has 
it clear; "This Committee recommends that the Building Ins
pector in the course of his duties; co-operate with the Safety 
Inspector on matters of Safety on the projects he is assigned 
to." Is there any further discussion of the Motion? 

MOTION Cr',RRIED. 

Mr. Chairman: Have you any further discussion with Mr. Oliver 
or may he be excused at this time? 

Mr. Oliver left Council Chambers. 

Mr. Chairman: We have before us now several items of Ses
sional Papers that we could leave. I don't think there's any 
urgency on them. Then we have the Main Supply Bill and Bill 
No.5, the ~mendment to Bill No.5, to discuss. What is your 
pleasure? 

Mr. Boyd: Should we discuss the ~mendment to Bill No. 5 and 
then go on with the Main Estimates. 

Mr. Chairman: ~greed. 

,,~ll: .:.greed. 
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Mri Chairman: We will proceed with the discussion related to Discussion 
tke A~~md~ent to Bill No.5. Will you wish Mr. Hughes here, ~mendment 

I believe he's in Court at the present time. to Bill 

Mr, Boyd: There is very little change. The changes that were 
going to be mad~ were self-explanatory, in fact he explained 
them before he left. I would .be prepared to go along without 
him in this case. Also, it could well be he is not in court 
at the present time, he could be through. 

Mr. Shaw: Could we ascertain if Mr. Legal Advisor is not 
able to be present. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes, Mr. Clerk, would you do so. 

Mr. Chairman proceeded to read t~e Ame~d~~nt to Bill No.5, 
An Ordinance to Amend the Engineering Professioh Ordinance. 

Mr. Chairman: I have one question from the Chair. I would 
ask Mr. Hughes. Is this Subsection 5 a new Subsedtion, or a 
re-hash of an old one? 

Mr. Hughes: No, that's the old Subsection,6. WQ.at was done 
here, I though it was ba-ginning to look rather chewed over, 
the whole thing. I had little arrows ~nd bits of ,paper stuck 
on in my book, and I thought the kind thing to d~ was to take 
it all out, and take out the bit that the Engine~ring •· .. sso
ciation wanted and package it up again. That'~ all we've 
done, taken the whole thing, so that anybody )!Io'ho wants to 
refer to it 'now doesn't have to' take all diff~rEmt' 'books to . ,~/ 
do It. $ 

/~~?' 
Mr. Chairman: Is there any discussion, gei\\lemen? 

Mr. Shaw: Well, I think it is a wonderfu I was trying 
to track it up right now and 

#5. 

Mr. Boydi I would move that this Bill 5, ~n Ordinance to Bill #5 
~mend the Engineering Profession 
Committee as amended. 

Mr. Southam seconded Motion. . . 

Chairman declared a recess for tea. 

';; 

ce, be passed out of Passed Out 
of Committee 
as Amended. 

MOT\ON C.~RRIED. 
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Mr. Chairman: We will proceed with the discussion related to Discussion 
the Ame~dment to Bill No. 5~ Will you wish Mr~ Hughes here, ~mendment 
I believe he's in Court at the present time. to Bill 

Mr. Boyd: There is very little change. The changes that were 
going to be made were self-explanatory, in fact he explained 
them before he left. I would be prepared to go along without 
him in this case. Also, it could well be he is not in cour~ 
at the present time, he could be through. 

Mr. Shaw: Could we ascertain if Mr. Legal Advisor is not 
able to be present. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes, Mr. Clerk, would you do so. 

Mr. Chairman proceeded to read tue Ame~d~~nt to Bill No.5, 
An Ordinance to Amend the Engineering Profession Ordinance. 

Mr. Chairman: I have one question from the Chair. I would 
ask Mr. Hughes. Is this Subsection 5 a new Subsection, or a 
re-hash of an old one? 

Mr. Hughes: No, that's the old SUbsection.6. W~at was done 
here, I though it was be-ginning to look rather chewed' over, 
the whole thing. I had little arrows ~nd bits of paper stuck 
on in my book, and I thought the kind thing to do was to take 
it all out,and takeout the bit that the Engineering ~~sso
ciation wanted and package it up again. That's all we've 
done, taken the ,whole thing, so that anybody who wants to 
refer to it ~ow doe~n't have td take all different books to 
do it. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any discussion, gentlemen? 

Mr. Shaw: Well,.I think it is a wonderful idea. I was trying 
to track.it up right now and I had to give up. 

#5. 

I would move that this Bill #5, j'.n Ordinance to Bill #5 
Engineering Profession Ordinance, be passed out of Passed Out 

) 

.J 

Mr. Boyd:: 
ii-mend the 
Committee as amended. of Committee 

as Amended. 
Mr. Sou thamse.qonde d Motion. 

MOTION C"·,RRIED. ') 
Chairman declared a recess for tea. 

) 
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there's one thing I know is, that if the people that are run
ning the job don't look after safety themselves, then you 
have no Safety. 

Mr. Watt: I was going to ask Mr. Oliver to get in touch with 
Mr. Spray, and find out what the areas of responsibility were 
before it came back to us, but now we have a Motion on the 
Floor, which in effect, if the Building Inspectors aren't also 
Safety Inspectors, then this in effect makes them such. I 
would like to know what the effect of the Motion is, now • 
• ~re we going to havesomebody,(it appears that a little wh:;Ele 
ago we had somebody) we could go 'to, and say "There's a p?"ob
lem on .such and such a job." Now we have several peoPle/, 
maybe half-a-dozen people, one pointing to the other li~e 
this, and say well this is such and such's responsibility, 
and such and such and such and ,such. It is too bad wefdidn't 
take Mr. Oliver up on his offeT before the Motion wasl1ade. 
I'm sorry to see it made so fast, but I'm certainly n~'t going 
to vote against the Motion because it mai, if I vote Jgainst 
the Motion it is going to nullify any effect that wel~'inay have 
had here. I guess we're discussing the Motion and n,\i>t what· 
we're here for right now. I 

~ . 
. ~, 

Mr. Shaw; I merely brought this Motion up to have fomething 
valid coming from this Committee. They have a reconj~endation 
or they do not have a recommendation. This way itts something 
that is concrete. Remember, Mr. Watt wants safety~ I am 
trying to co-operate to get him safety, what he wa$ts, along 
with, I think, the other Members. I think a blastjlike that 
is strictly out of line. $ 
Mr. Southam: I don't think there is anything rea~ay to worry 
about. The Motion, as I understD.nd it, is in co-ogperation 
with Mr. Oliver who, according to my interpretatid~, is the 
Chie f Inspe c tor for the Yukon Terri tory. ".m I ri:gh t, Mr. 
Oliver? ! 

-(I 
oj, 

Mr. Chairman: I will re-read the motion So that eteryone has 
it clear: "This Committee recommends that the Building Ins
pector in the course of his duties; co-operate wit~ the Safety 
Inspector on matters of Safety on the projects he :iJs assigned 
to." Is there any further discussion of the Motion? 

\, 

MOTION C~RRIED.\ 

Mr. Chairman: Have you any further discussion with Mb. Oliver 
or may he be excused at this time? 

Mr. Oliver left Council Chambers. 

Mr. Chairman: We have before us now several items of Ses
sional Papers that we could leave. I don't think there's any 
urgency on them. Then we have the Main Supply Bill and Bill 
No.5, the ~mendment to Bill No.5, to discuss. What is your 
pleasure? 

Mr. Boyd: Skould we discuss the ~mendment to Bill No.5 and 
then go on with the Main Estimates. 

Mr. Chairman: ~greed. 

J~ll: .:.greed. 
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Mr. Chairman: We are now on Bill #4, the Main Supply Bi+l. 
The first item is salaries in the amount of ~199, 213.00. 

ri 

Mr. Boyd: I think we are up $50.lfOOO .. QO'~6ver last year. 
Wi::. t I cannot fisure out is who is Going to pay for this. 
Is it the taxpayer? I assume we are going to be charged our 
share, that is the people in the Yukon Territory. Can we 
afford it? Can we Get any more out of the people of the 
Territory? Could we not cut down somewhere on some of these 
terrific added salaries only. For instance, we have gGt 4 
principal clerks in cne department, 3 accountants and a 
chief accountant. We have senior clerks, pay~oll supervis
ors, all what you might call pretty SUbstantial types of 
people moneywise, and I think we will have to start and take 
a look at the cost of administration that has been going up 
and up and up. I know there are added things but I think 
that with a little effort we should be able to hold it some
where along the line. The population is not any greater, 
nothing is any greater. P~ople don't r~aliy g~t any more 
as they live here from year to year except more administra
tion. To be quite frank with you, I am getting alarmed at 
the cost we are building up to control and guide the destiny 
of 15,000.people in the Yukbn. Do we need all this admin
istration? I am lost. I don't believe it. I think there 
should be something here. We should have a look to see if 
we can't stop and curtail some of these expenses. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I must admit that the increased expenditure 
that appears year by year must create alarm in the minds of 
members of Council. They are not in touch with the day to 
day probiems. I would assure you that this tllOney we are 
spending is necessary. It may be that the people are not 
Getting anything more than they had years ago but I wonder 
if that is true. Look at the projects that have been under
taken. You have got the Yukon Hospital Insurance Service 
for one. You've got the Vocational Training School for 
another. '\tile have ihsti tuted this pension scheme, group 
surgical medical. We've started up the Public Administra
tor's Department and we've got this low cost housinG scheme. 
Look at the agreements we have to administer. The Financial 
Relations Agreement is not by any means easy to administer. 
A lot of work has to be done to keep in touch with expendi
tures and make sure they don't exceed the provisions. The 
Engineerlng Services Agreement, by which we do work for the 
Federal Government; has to be controlled most rigidly. I 
can assure you that this is necessary and furthermore, it 
was foreseen in the 5 year agreement that the operating 
defidit Grant that we shall receive in respect of these 
estimates will cover our expected', deficit ~ :.tIn.'other words, 
the salaries we are looking at are covered by the Federal 
Deficit Grant that we are going to receive: You see an 
increase there on paGe'l of ::;49,934.00. ,;:;28,500.00 of tha't 
represents provision frir six new positions. At this moment 
I cannot say precisely what we are going to do or whether 
they are going to be needed but I have to provide it for 
expansion. It is going to come. How great it will be ,I 
don't know, but it may turn out that this ~28,000.00 is not 
all required and I hope it won't be. Annual increments 
account for ~9,000.00 approximately of this ~49,000.00. 
These things are not automatic, they are on merit. 
:19,000.00 is in respect of positions which were new in 
1964/65 for the current fiscal year, and fo~ which we have 
to provide a full year. In other words, positions which 
were started up during the current fiscal year. Then we 
have this business'of overlap, leaving and taking away a 
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pay cheque with them, and in the meantime we fill their 
place and double salary for a short time, perhaps a week or 
ten days. That is ~2,600.00. I think that is all I have 
to say at the moment on that. particular point~ 

Hr. Shaw: The point I don't quite un:l.erstand is that in 
1962 we had hospital insurance that was well established at 
that time and the annuity was not in effect. 01 am not sure 
whether the Vocational Schcd was just startir;t;g at that time 
or not. Since 1962, which is only· two year~;l aGo, the sala
ries have more than doubled in one denartm§iht. It is hard' 

-.W . 
to understand just what· work would be nec.~~ssary to. double a 
department in two years. It seems a tre~endous increase 
whereas the other departments, except ed!llmtionihave stayed 
fairly static. ; 

,") 

~~~ 

Mr. MacKenzie: It certainly seems a ~~ry subst~ntial 
increase, but it is true to say that/othing;ever stays the 
same. There are always increases in ;!llthe way. of. work. There 
is always something to improve on. It costs moneyw' 

.jl . 

Hr. Boyd: Hr. HacKenzie mentioned Ei

, e overlap. That is 
nothine. It has always been tl:J.ere i rom year to yeRr SQ it 
follows that the ovarIal' doesn't. c" nge too much. You men
tioned low cost housing, area deve.·opment. This area devel
opment seeme¢ to be doing' cericri.n w, rk concerning the sale of 
certain lands. Then one day we ar asked for a clerk to go 
into Hr. McCall's office to write: ut the receipts for 
money for the sale of this land • .'1 would take it that 
between area development and Mr.cCall's Qffice with their 
adequate staf~it should be possile to do all that is nec
essary insofar as detail is conce"ned. I don't think this 
would affect your der:artment at a i 1 and this is' just the· 
point. This girlwtake the mone} for the sa+e· of land -
why dossn' t one of your staff takt, it? Why don't we let 
that girl <::0. You've· got people :,.i th lots. Of. time to write 
out a recelpt for money. These a:e the thlngs that we, are 
getting at. I am serious. We areoverlappinc too much 
somewhere along the line. . 

Hr. MacKenzie: ~his.situation betWiten Area Developme~t and 
Mr. McCall's o£flce lS most unusual~and I wouldn't llke to 
comment upon it. I am not concerned'\vith it directly. its 
regards low cost housing, I would like you to know that 
nothing is paid out unless I sign the requisition and I 
don't'sign it until I know that it's all right •.. In the case 
of low cost housing, I have submitted to me the approval 
from the Board granting a loan. I have submitted to me'the 
ledger sheet record:j.ng the situation of the. man's '·account. 
Then I prepare to sign. Furthermoreiwe.audit the records 
of the low cost housinG which are maintained in Hr. Spray's 
office. Treasurv is qmcerned ldth this because it is 
money, and no matter.what the department, ·1 am personally .. 
responsible for every dollar spent. 

Hr. Boyd: I aJ,ipreciat e your point but you are also res?on
sible for more.than that in my thinking. You don't wish to 
comment on this situation. I am the' first one.that does 
want to comment on it because I just did not s?e it in the, 
first place and I don't see it today. We could have·this 
right straight through the building in many many cases: YQu 
wi~l never convince me·that we can't cut down on this some
where along the line here. 
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pay cheque with them, and in the meantime we fill their 
place and double salary for a short time, perhaps a week or 
ten days. That is' ~2,600.00. I think that is all I have 
to say at the moment an ~hat,particu1ar point. 

Mr. Shaw: The point I don't quite understand is that in 
1962 we had hospital insurance that was well estabiished at 
that time and the annuity was not in effect, I am not sure 
whether theVodational Schcd was just starting at tha.t time 
or not. Since 1962, which is only two years ago, the sala
ries have more than doubled in one department. It is hard, 
to understand just what work would be necessary to double a 
department in two years. It seems a tremendous increase 
whereas the other departments) except edu~tionj ,have stayed 
fairly static. 

Mr. MacKenzie: It certainly seems a very substantial 
increase, but it is true to say that nothing ever stays the 
same~ There are always increases in the way of work. There 
is a~ways somethirigto improve on. It costs'money., 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. MacKenzie mentioned the overlap. That is 
no~hing. It has always been there from year to year so it 
follows that the overlap doesn't change too much. You'men
tioned low cost housing, area development. ,This area devel
opment seemed to be doini; ceriBin work concerning the sale of 
certain lanas. Then one day we are asked for a clerk to go 
into Mr. McCall's office to write out the receipts for 
money for the sale of this land. I would take it that 
between area development and Mr. McCall's office with their 
adequate staf~ it should be possible to do'all that is nec-. 
essary insofar as detail is concerned. I,don't think this 
would affect your de;artment at all and this is just the, 
pgint. This girlw take the money for the sale of land ~ 
why doesn't one of your staff take it? Why don't we let 
that girl so. You've got people with lots of time to writ~ 
out a receipt for money. These are the thinGS that we, are 
getting at. I am serious. We are overlapping too much 
s?mewhere along the line. ' 

Mr., MacKenzie: This situation between Area Development and 
Mr~,McCallis o~fice is most unusual, and I wouldn't like to 
comment upori it. I am not concerned with it ,directly. As 
regards low cost housing, I would like you to know that 
nothing is paid out unless I sign the requis~tion and I 
don't, sign it until I know that it's all right. In the case 
of low cost housing, I have submitted to me the approval 
from the Board granting a loan. I have submitted to me the 
ledger sheet recording the si tup. tion pf tp.j9 man's ,.aCCount. 
ThEm I prepare to sign. Furthermore, \;re audit the records 
of the low cost housing which are maintained in Mr. Spray's 
office. TreasurY' is concerned ',!ith this because it is 
money, and no matter what the department, I am personally 
responsible for every dollar spent. 

Mr. Boyd: I appreciate your point but you are also respon
sible for more than that in my thinking. You don't wish to 
comment on this'situation. I am the, first one that does 
want to comment on it because I just did not see it in t4e, 
first place and I don't see it today. We couldhave.thi~ 
right straight through the building in many many cases. You 
wi+l never convince me ,that we can't cut down on this sqme~ 
where along the line here. 
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Mr. Chairman: We nre now on Bill #4, the Main Supply Bi+l. 
The first item is salaries in the amount of ~199, 213.00. 

Mr. Boyd: I think we are up $50.l;'OOO.-QO'"6vaf last year. 
Wl::>,t I cannot fie;ure out is who is Doing to }Jay for this. 
Is it the taxpayer? I assume'we are boing to be charged our 
share, that is the peeple in the Yukon Territory. Can we 
afford it? Can we get any'more out of the people of the 
Territory? Could we not cut down somewhere on' some of these 
terrific added salaries only. For instance, we have got 4 
principal cler-ks in one department, 3 accountants and a 
chief accountant. We have senior clerks, payt~ll ~upervis
ors, all what you might call pretty SUbstantial types of 
people moneywise, and I think we will have to sfart and take 
a look at the cost of administration that has l~;i8en going up 
and up and up. I know there are added thinfss ,but I think 
that with a little effort we should be able-t4 hold it some
where along the line. The population is not,\t~ny greater, 
nothing is any gre,ater. People don't reallytget any more 
as they live here f~o~ year to year except ~re administra
tion. To be quite frank with you, I am ge~~ing alarmed at 
the cost we are building up to control andtguide the destiny 
of 15,000 people in the Yukon. Do ~e nee' all this admin
istration? I am lost. I don't believe il~ I think there 
should be something here. We should have ',}a look to see if 
we can't stop and curtail some of these e;penses. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I must admit that th~ in1~eased expenditure 
that appears year by year must create allJ1rm in the minds of 
members of Council. They are not in tou~,i:j~ with the day to 
day problems. I would assure you that tl1S money we are 
spending is necessary. It may be that~e people are'not 
~etting ~nything more than they h":-d yea~'~ ago but I wonder 
1f that 1S true. Look at the proJects ~hat have been under
taken. You have Got the Yukon Hospital~nsurance Service 
for one. You've got the Vocational Tra~ring School for 
another. We have instituted this pensiqp schemej group 
surgical medical. We've sta~ted up the~ublic Administra
tor's Department and we've got this low~ost housing scheme. 
Look at the agreements we have to adminil@ter. The Financial 
Relations Agreement is not by any means ~asy to administer. 
A lot of work has to be done to keep in touch with expendi
tures and make sure they don"t'exceed the. provisions. The 
Engineering Services Agreement, by which 'we do work for the 
Federal Government, has to be controlled !\lost rigidly. I 
can assure you that this is nece,ssary and '\urthermore , it 
was foreseen in the 5 year agreement 'that the operating 
defidit crantthat we shall receive in respect of these 
estimates will cover our expected> defic:i:L :.tIn,'other words, 
the salaries we are looking at are,covered by the Federal 
Deficit Grant that we are going to receive. You see an 
increase there on pagel of ~49,934.00. ~28,500.00 of th~t 
represents provision for six new positions. At this moment 
I cannot say precisely what we are going to do or whether 
they are going to be needed but I have to provide it for 
expansion. It is going to come. How great it will be I 
don't know, but it may turn out that this ~28,000.00 is not 

, , 

all required and I hope it won't be. Annual increments 
accou~t for :;9,000.00 approximately of this ~49,000.00. 
These 'things are not automatic, they are on merit. 
~9,OOO;OOis in res~ect of positions which were new in 
1964/65 for the current fiscal year, end for which we have 
to provide a full year. In other words, p6sitions 0hich 
were started up during the current fiscal year. Then we 
have this business of overlap, leaving and taking away a 
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Mr. MacKenzie: This McCall situation is one with which I 
do not sympathize and did not at the very beg'inning. I 
don't want to speak on it and any comment on that should be 
addressed to the Commissioner. 

Mr. Boyd: Could we have the Commissioner down here? 

Mr. Commissioner was called to the Council Chambers and 
entered after a short recess had been called. 

Mr. Boyd: We are on Vote #2 and we notice that the salaries 
in this department are up by J50,000.00 this year and in two 
years they have doubled. We note ~28,000.00 for positions 
to be appointed. Area Development comes into it, where it 
is costing •.• ~nd the time it takes. Immediately I 
recalledwherE01rea Devel'opment have a staff 'of their own and 
they do certain work 8.nd sell the ground and prepare the 
paper and do the details. Then we were asked to vote money 
for a clerk in Mr. McCall's office to do nothing more than 
collect the money from the people who bought the ground. 
She is to write a receipt for them. This was the job. I 
maintain that in the first place there is somebody in Mr. 
M~cKenzie's office who could well receipt this money. All 
she has to do is write a receipt. All the raper work is 
done in Area Development so why do we keep a girl sitting 
there. 'Every year that I have sat here, the ~ncreases in 
the costs of adminisration have been quite something. We 
are doing a lot of talk about the increased cost of taxes, 
or the increase in taxes. I can understand why the Govern
ment expect us to pay more taxes but is our ability to pay 
there? I don't think it is. I don't think we have the 
ability to pay for this kind of stuff. I am wondering who 
is gains to pay for it. I know that we are going to be 
charged with out portion of it by hook or by crook. They 
are going to get it from us somehow even though we can't 
afford it. Do you think that we can go on the way we are? 
Do you not think that w~ are being a little extravagent 
here? Do you think we could find ways and means where we 
might cut out, for instance, that girl or char~e some of her 
work up to Federal offices or Mr. McCall's mining department? 
What would you suggest? 

Mr. Commissioner: I would certainly want to hear from Mr. ' 
McCall or somebody who has this girl just sitting writing a 
receipt because I am surprised to hear that we have suc'h a 
girl. As far as the costs are concerned, I hope that the 
increased costs in administration will continue to go up 
because we are increasing our expenditures in all respects 
which is a hGalthy sign as far as the economy is concerned., 
You were commenting on the increased cost of administration. 
We touch~d lightly the other day on the fact that private 
enterprise over the past few years has ~ad its head in the 
sand as far as paying salaries Ie concer~~d and the 
Government also has. It has beeh'pointed out to us that 
throughout the Provinces and the other parts of Canada 
employees in similar positions to our employees are gettihg 
considerably higher salaries. Where' it first came to our 
attention was with regard to school teachers. You will 
recall that it was only R few years ago when school teachers 
were the oppressed and r,.':ei ved very low salaries and of 
course the 'hue and cry w ~ .. t up. School teachers tor'lay are 
makin~ quite a good salary and school teachers in the Yukon 
Territory come under the Yukon Teachers' Association who 
si t and bar gain' with us each year on new salar,ies. In so 
doing, in the last few years we find that our school 
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teachers ~re way out of lin0 with the rest of the Government 
employees and this is what first brou~ht it to our~tention. 
We hope that snlaries will level off. The indications fro"m 
the teachers are that they will level off in tho next Y0ar 
or two. We certainly hope so. We feel that, in the Terri
torial Service, our salaries are coming up clos~r to being 
in line with the rest of the Government employees of Canada. 
We are still not in line. Federal Civ~l Service employees 
in. similQ.r position,s are receiving considernbly more money 
than our employees. I would like to be able to say that we 
cannot cut back at all. I am not sure that I C?h say that 
but I would like to think that we do not have~'ny employ'ees 
who are just sitting around signing receipts ~ho could be 
done away with. I would suggest that the d~fpartment 
involved should appear and possihly justify/this, bill's 
existence. I don't know exactly how it ca~e about that she 
was hired. I know I have heard nbout it lIut I can't recall 
it offhand. I don't know that I can add~nything more 
directly to that 

Mr. Shaw: We will take some of these her departments. 
For example, the Territorial Secretnry' That has stayed 
just about the same for yenrs and yea' The increase' has 
been very little and I'm sure that th t department has had 
a few new hats in the last numbevof y This particular 
department has increased by couble i twc years and this 
year there is an increase of almost :50,000.00. Every 
nickel that is spent has to go throu h the Territorial 
Treasury Department. That is quite nderstandable. It 
would appenr that a lot of these ot r receipts and so on 
that go through these other'departm ts' could be trnns- . 
ferred to the TEeasury D~partment a d th~se people would 
tend to the whole system of doine; t ese things as has been 
mentionGd, instead of having 2 or 3 people doing the same 
job. It is certainly increasing by a tremendous amount. I 
would not be a position to say that this is warranted, there 
may be various and sundry reas6ns w y it is as high as it 
is. On the other hand there may be quite a number of ways 
in which economies can be institute" perhaps by a little 
more mechanization. It is costing ;mo~t J250,000.00 just 
for the handling of the money. Ther'!e may be a way of 
installing certain equipment, offic~machine equipment, 
which would be a much more economica~ operation. 

Mr. MacKenzie: It is a little miSlea~ng to compare the 
slight increase for Vote ,#4 as compared with Vote #2 because 
I have taken out ot Vote #4 quite a lot of the surplus 
which was formally in there, both salaries and wages, and 
general expenses now shown in Vote #8, the general vote. 

Mr. Commi"ssioner: We are taking in to considerati"on the 
mechanization of partinularly the Treasury Department," and 
I believe that Mr. 'MacKenzie- 'is keeping on top of that 0 

The facts and figureS are a~~llable from the machine opera
tors and from industry as to whQt volume o£ business is 
required in order to establish a certain siz~ of machine or 
to go to a certain stage in automation. We have not reached 
that stage yet. We are starting. We have one small machine 
that Mr. HacKenzie has in his department which he is working 
with. I don't believe he has had sufficient time to give 
us a true evaluation of it, but as the business increases 
we will go more and more to machine work. I think y"ou 
pretty well have to look on both sides of the ledGer.' In 
the first place, the expenditures nnd the required expendi
tures over the next few years are going to be drawn very 
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teachers ~re way out of lirt0 with the rest of the ~overnment 
employees and this is whet first brought it toour~tention. 
We hope that salaries will level off. ' The indications from 
the teachers are that they will level off in the next Y0ar 
or two. We certainly hope so. We feel that, in the Terri
torial Service, our salaries are coming up closer to being, 
in line with the rest of the Government employees of Canada. 
We are still not in line. Federal Civil Service ~mployees 
in simil~r positions are receiving considerably more money 
than our employees. I would like to be able to say that we 
cannot cut back at all. I am not sure that I can say that 
but I would like to think that we do not have any employees 
who are just sitting around signing receipts who could be 
done away with. I would suggest that the department 
involved should appear and possibly justify this bill's 
existence. I don't know exactly how it came about that she 
was hired. I know I have heard about it but I dan't recall 
it offhand. I don't know that I can add anything more 
directly to that 

Mr. Shaw: We will take some of the~e o'ther departments. 
For example, the Territorial Secretary. That has stayed 
just about the same for years and years. The increase has 
been very little and I'm sure that that department has had 
a few new hats in the last numbetof years. This particular 
department has increased by double in twc years and this 
year there is an increase of almost ~50,000.00. Every 
nickel that is spent has to go through the Territorial 
Treasury Department. That is quite understaridable. It 
would appear that a lot of these other receipts and so on 
that go through these othc'r departments' could be trans- . 
ferred to the TEeasury Department and these people would 
tend to the whole system of doing these things as has been 
mention0d, instead of having 2 or 3 people doing the same 
job. It is certainly increasing by atremen'c1ous amount. I 
would not be a position to say that this is warranted, there 
may be various and sundry rea~ons why it is as high as it 
is. On the other hand there may be quite a ntimber of ways 
in which economies can be instituted, perhaps by a little 
more mechanization. It is costing almost J250,000.00 just 
for the handling of the money. There may be a way of 
installing certain equipment, office machine equipment, 
which would be a much more economical operation. ' 

Mr. MacKenzie: It is a little misleading to compare the 
slight increase for Vote #4 as compared with Vote #2 because 
I have taken out ot Vote #4 quite a lot of the surplus 
which was formally in there, both salaries and wages, and 
general expenses now shown in Vote #8~ the general vote. 

Mr. Commi'ssioner: We are taking into considerati'on the 
mechaniza tion 0 f IJartio.ularly the Treasury Department l" and 
I believe that Mr. -MacKenzie- :i.s keeping on top of that. 
The facts and figures are aT&llable from the machine opera
tors and from industry as to what volume of business is 
required in order to establish a cert~in siz~ of mabhine or 
to go to a certain stag~ in automati~n. We have not reached 
that stage yet. We are starting. We have one small machine 
that Mr. HacKenziehas in his' department which he is working 
with. I don't believe he has had sufficient time to give 
us a true evaluation of it, but as the business increases 
we will go more and more to machine work. I think you 
pretty well have to look on both sides of the ledger. I~ 

the first plac~, the expenditures and the required expendi
tures over the next few year's are going to be drawn very 
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1~. MacKenzie: This McCall situation is one with which I 
do not sympathize and did not at the very beginning. I 
don't want to speak on it and any comment on that should be 
addressed to the Commissioner. 

Mr. Boyd: Could we have the Commissioner down here? 

Mr. Commissioner was called to the Council Chambers ,and 
entered after a short recess had been called. i 

/ 
Mr. Boyd: We are on Vote }2 and we notice that tlhe salaries 
in this department are up by ::150, O?O. 00 this yer/r and in two 
years they have doubled.· We note :i28,000.00 fet positions 
~o be a~pointed. Area D?vel~pment comes intV!, " t:, where it 
~s cost~ng •.• ::tnd the t~me ~t takes. Immeq~,tely I 
recalled w~erE0\rea DeveloI,ment have a staff f their own and 
they do certain work ,,?end sell the ground an 
paper and do the details. Then we were as 'd to vote money 
for a clerk in Mr. McCall's office to do n thing more than 
collect the money from the people who bou t the ground. 
She is to write a receipt for them. This was tho job. I 
maintain that in the first place there i somebody in Mr. 
M~cKenzie's office who could well recei~ this money. All 
she has to do is write a receipt. All e paper work is 
done in Area Development so why do we k ep a girl sitting 
there. Every year that I have sat her , the incre~ses in 
the costs of ad,minisra.tion have been q ite somethi'ng; We 
are doing a lot of talk about the incr ased cost of taxes, 
or the increase in taxes. I can unde stand why the Govern
ment expect us to pay more taxes but sour abilify to pay 
there? I don't think it is. I don't think we h~ve the 
ability to pay for this kind of stuf. I am wondering who 
is goinS to pay for it. I know that we are soing to be 
charged with out portion of it by ho k or by crook. They 
are going to get it from us somehow ven though we can't 
afford it. Do you think that we can go on the way we are? 
Do you not think that we are being a little extravagent 
here? Do you think we could find wa s and means where we 
might cut out, for instance, that ~~i 1 or charge some of her 
work up to Federal offices or Mr. Mc all's mining department? 
What would you suggest? 

Mr. Commissioner: I would certainly ~ant to hear from Mr. 
McCall or somebody who has this girl 'just sitting writing a 
receipt because I am surprised to hear that we have such a 
girl. As far as the costs are concerned, I hope that the 
increased costs in administration will continue to go up 
because we are increasing our expenditures in all respects 
which is a hdalthy sign as far as the economy is concerned. 
You were commenting on the increased cost of administration. 
We touched lightly the other day on the fact that private 
entel'lJrise over the past few years has 'had its head in the 
sand as far as paying salaries til concer!'r:d and the 
Government also has. It has. been 'pointed out to us that 
throughout the' Provinces and the other parts of Canada 
employees in similar positions to our employees are getting 
considerably higher salaries. Where it first came to our 
att~htion was with regard to school teachers. You will 
recall that it was' only ~ few years ago when school teachers 
were the oppressed and r,_":eived very low salaries' and of 
course the ·hue and cry W~"'t up. School teachers torlay are 
makin~ quite a good salary and school teachers in the Yukon 
Territory come under the Yukon Teachers' Association who 
sit and bargain: with us each year on new salaries. In so 
doingjin the last few years we find that our school 
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heavily upon and I think that our next 5 year agreement is 
going to be an entirely different agreement, certainly 
dollarwise, than thwresent one. It is my hope that we can 
assist private enterprise and expend the money wisely over 
the next two years so that we don 1 t find ourselves in a 
bottomless pit facing the wrath of the Federal Government 
when we come to negotiate the new agreement. At the same 
time, we have had to give su~stantial salary increases and 
I don't see any particular way around it. We did, for a 
number of y~ars, lie dormant and unfortunately this is no 
longer realistic. The Eastorn and Western Provinces, who 
we rub shoulders with, are the worst people to compare our
selv0s with. We aro in an entirely diffierent situation. 
We are not a great buoyant entity like the ~rovince of 
British Columbia or the Province of Alberta, but we do eat 
the same food and we actually make bed fellows. We should 
probably compare ourselves more with New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia but that is 4,000 miles away. People that we hire 
can nip out of here today and go down and work in British 
Columbia or Alberta and this is what we are faced with, 
making them happy so that they will produce the work. We 
try to get the best people we can hut we are not offering 
salaries today to draw the best people on. Private enter
prises are paying a much greater amount of money outside. 
I do not think that it is an unhEEiLthy situation to see the 
increase in the cost of administration because we have to 
enlarge and I think this is good. I sincerely hope that we 
won't overexpand and go beyond what is a normal point of 
reason. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Cameron is talking about salaries. I am 
glad to hear him talking about them. That's fine, but I am 
wondering if you are really taking into consideration all 
your employees, the lower bracketed people. Have there been 
instructions to up those lower paid people or are they just 
forgotten about? Are they in this increased salary think
ing? 

Mr. Commissioner: They are not considered in the same 
terms as the department heads and principal clark type of 
individual simply because we have a terrific rate of turn
over of the lower salaried people, and even at the lowest 
salary we, pay (which I believe is J3,OOO.00 per year), I 
have received complaints from private enterprise which 
started coming in about 2~ years ago and from business firms 
in 'Whitehorse saying that they were quite put out at the 
salaries we are paying. They were referring to clerks, 
typists and general handymen because they maintain that they 
can only hold an employee long enough for them to get the 
job, even the lowest job, with the Territorial Government 
which brings out the point that I mentioned the other day, 
that they have obviously not been keeping their salary 
increases up. I had professional people come to me 2 or 3 
months ago who were quite annoyed because they felt that the 
salaries that the Government of the Yukon Territory ~ere 
paying were out of range and too high. They said they had 
considered ~aying a girl ;1250.00 a month as a stenographer 
a~d had her for as long as they wanted. Now they Gaa't 
even ~et away with j300.00. If she is really good, the 
Territorial or the Federal Government will take her from 
them. 
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Mr. Shaw: I think you can taka this pretty well for a fact 
that the City of Edmonton pays around :;~235.00 for a clerkl 
typist or steno~rapher if they are really good. They are 
~etting well paid here. There is no question about it. 

Mr. Boyd: I am against this from one phase. I think .we 
are possibly going a bit too high but I also think that we 
are too Iowan the other side. You have virtually ~dmitted 
that you ar~ only concerned about one certain typ~;of 
people. These other peGple are people living toOl:'~' Can a 
man live for ':)3,000.00? Do you ~xpect him t~ n~;~ht hawk? 
How do you expect him to :raise a family when you,lare quite 
prepared to pay somebody .:;8,000.00 for a sten~dg;rapher' s job 
or. a clerk's job of s0n;-e kind. They get ver~bWwell paid but 
th1s other man does a Job too. Don't you th~hk he deserves 
some consideration?:iif 

~l 
Nr. Commissioner: The answer is that we 
and work for private enterprise. This 
procedure throughout the country. 

/!' 'pect them to go 
been standard 

always pay a little less, particularly f9T the lower grade 
jobs, than private enterprise. Then we Ire not accused of' 
creating a situation where private ente~rise has to charge 
such a prise for their product that it~ •• ,.i:'akes. it unpalatable". 
to the public. Over the years it has ~ways been a fact 
that a person starting out to work for, the Government star-' 
ted below what he cotild normally star~at with private 
enterprise and people have come to th~overnment more and 
more. It is becoming a situation whe~ high school or uni
versity stUdents start out to make a'areer in the Civil 
Service. I believe this has only co~~ into effect to any 
great extent within the last 20 year~, since the last war 
but we would still like to feel that~ person comirig in as 
a janitor or a typist will get experience but they will not 
get the best pay. If they wish to s~rifice some of that 
pay there is Em additional factor of ,"certain securities 
that you receive from the Government' This is mainly why 
the salaries on the low end of the sl. ick have been kept 
down. It is not that we don't feel ,h~t the people are 
worth any more. If they do stay the they have the first 

, ~ , 

opportunity of bidding up over and a10ue anybody from out-
side. They set the opportunity withtn the department to 
bid up to the next position and if t~ey don't stay ... and 
as I say our greatest turnover is in ~he low bracket. You 
must have good department heads and g~od senior personnel 
because you are expected to accomplist a certain amount of 
work and they are expected to train t~ese lower grade 
employees and try to bring them along so that they can be 
productive. I am just passing on this information as I 
understand it. 

Mr. Boyd: I want to raise this for the Inst time. It is 
all right for some of these stores to holler to the Govern
ment. Do they want to pay starvation wages too? It has 
been admitted that we in the Yukon h"lve not k81')t pace. Why 
have we not kept pace? Because the Government elected to 
stay below what wns considered j shall we say,~ normal wage. 
They stctye'd below and ,this is why you have the turnover you 
have. They are only here today aBd gone tom6rrow if t~ey' 
can Get out of here.' But everybody can't work in the Yukon 
for pri va te enterJ)rise and work 12 mcrths of the year. He 
is only going to be workinG part of the tine and on reli$f 
the other half. 
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Mr. "Shaw: ,I 'think you can take this pretty well for a fact 
that the City of EdmontQn pays around ::~235.00 for a clerkl 
typist or 6teno~rapher if they are really good. They are 
cetting well ~aid here., There is no question about it. 

Mr. Boyd: I am against this from one phase. I think we 
are possibly going a bit too high but I also think that we 
are too low on the other side. You have virtually admitted 
that you ar~ only concerned about one certain type of 
people. These other pecpleare people living too. Can a 
man live for ':)3,00:1.00? Do you expect him to night hawk? 
How do you expect him to mise a family when you are quite 
prepared to pay somebody .:;8,000.00 for a stenographer's job 
or a clerk's job of some kind. They get very well paid but 
this other man does a job too. Don't you think he deserves 
some consideration? 

Mr. Commissioner: The answer is that we expect them to go 
and work for private enterprise. This has been standard 
procedure throughout the country. The Governmont should 
always pay a little less, particularly for the lower grade 
jobs, than private enterprise. Then we are not accused of 
creating a situation where private enterprise has to charge 
such'a pri:e for their product that it makes it unpalatable 
to the public. Over the years it has always been a fact 
that a person starting out to work for the Government star
ted below what he co~ld normally start at with private 
enterprise and people have come to th~~overnment more and 
more. It is becomin~ a situation where high school or uni
versity stUdents start out to make a career in the Civil 
Service. I believe ,this has only come into effect tb any 
great extent within the last 20 years, since the last war 
but we would still like to feel that a person coming in as 
a janitor or a typist will get experience but they will not 
get the best pay. If they wish to sacrifice some of that 
pay there is an additional factor of certain securities 
that you receive from the Government. This is mainly why 
the salaries on tho low end of the stick havG been kept 
down. It is not that we don't feel that the people are 
worth anymore. If they do stay then they have the first" 
opportunity of bidding up over and aboue' anybody from out~ 
side. They get the opportunity within the department to 
bid up to the next position and if they don't stay •.• and 
as I say our greatest turnover is in the low brac~et. You 
must have good department heads and good senior personnel 
because you are expected to accomplish a certain amount of 
work ahd th~y are expected to train these lower grade 
employees and try to bring them along so that they can be 
productive. I am just passing on this information asI 
understand it. 

Mr. Boyd: I ~antto raise this for the last time. It is 
all right for some of these stores to holler to the Govern
ment. Do they want to pay starvation wages too? It has 
been admitied ihat we in the Yukon have not kept pace. Why 
have we hot kept pace? Because the Government elected to 
stay below what w~s considered j shall we say, a normal wage.' 
They staye~ below and this is why you have the turnover you 
have • They are only ,here today arld gone tomorrow if tlfey "" 
can get out of here. But everybody can't work in trie Yukon 
for private enter2Jrise and work 12 maths of the year. He 
is only ~oing to be workinG part of the tirt'e and on relisf 
the other half. 
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heavily upon and I think that our ~ext 5 year agreement is 
going to be an entirely different agreement, certainly 
dollarwise, than thwresent one. It is my hope that we can 
assist private enterprise end expend the money wisely over 
the next two years so that we donjt find ourselves in a 
bottomless pit facing the wrath of the Federal Government 
when we come to negotiate the new agreement. At the same 
ti~e~ we have had to give su~stantial salary increases and 
I don't see any particular way around it. We did, for a 
number of yqars, lie dormant and unfortunately tl;1is is no 
longep realistic. The Eastorn and vlestern Prov:ii'nces, who 
we rub shoulders with, are the worst people to /compare our
selves with. We ara in an entirely diffierent!situation. 
We are not a great buoyant entity like the :fJrovince of 
British Columbia or the Province of Alborta,/but we do eat 
the same food and we actually make bed fel19~so We should 
probably compare ourselves more with New BrjJ.nswick and Nova 
Scotia but that is 4,000 miles away. PeOI)I~r that we hire 
can nip out of here today and go down and ~ork in British 
Columbia or Alberta and this is what we ale faced with, 
making them happy so that. they will produtbe the work. ·we 
try to get the best people we can hut we;are not offering 
salaries today to draw the best people o. Private enter
prises are paying a much greater amount of money outside. 
I do not think that it is an unh~thy s tuation to see the 
increase in the cost of· administration ecause we have to 
enlarge and I think this is good. I s·~cerely hope that we 
won't overexpand and go beyond what is a normal point of 
reason. 

Mr. Boyd: Mr. Cameron is talking abott salaries. I am 
glad to hear him talking about them. That's fine, but I am 
wonderihg if you are really taking in 0 consideration all 
your emPloYee.s, the lowor bracketed ~7~oPle. Have therebeon 
instructions to up those lower paid p ople or are they just 
forgotten about? Are they in this i . reased salary think
ing? 

Mr. Commissioner: They are not conSi~red in the same 
terms as the department heads and pri cipal clark type of 
individual simply becau.se we have a. t rrific rate of turn
over of the lower salaried people, an even at the lowest 
salary we pay (which I believe is 33,6 0.00 per year), I 
have received complaints from private enterprise which 
started coming in about 21/2 years ago a!nd from business firms 
in.Whitehorse saying that they were quite put out at the 
salaries we are paying. They were referring to clerks, 
typists and general handymen because they maintain that they 
can only hold an emplDyee long enough for them to get the 
job, even the lowest job, with the Territorial Government 
which brings out the point that I mentioned the other day, 
that ·they have obviously not been keeping their salary 
increases up. I had professional people come to me 2 or 3 
months ago who were quite annoyed because they felt that the 
salaries that the Government of the Yukon Territory were 
paying were out of range and too high .. They said they had 
considered ~aying a girl ;>250.00 a month as a stenographer 
and. had her for as long as they wanted. Now they oaa't 
everi ~et away with 3300.00. If she is really good, the 
Territorial or the Federal Government will take her from 
them. 
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Mr. MadKenzie: I might add that even with these seemingly 
high salaries it is extremely difficult' to obtain satisfac
tory staff from outside the Territory, staff with the nec
essary qualifications. It is exit:'emely difficult. I sought 
staff on this last trip to Ottawa, in Toronto and Edmonton. 
I advertised in the Press but the r0plies were most unsut.is
factory. From Toronto there was nothing. Nobody was inter
ested, nobody of any use I mean and the salary range was 
:~7 ,000.00/:;)8,000.00 with housing provided and fare paid up. 
They were not interested. I recollect that last June I 
interviewed some people in Toronto for a similar job with 
a salary range of::'(,500.00/;;;7,500.00 and one fellow said 
to me "I've c;ot an offer in my pocket starting at 
S8,000.00~ These arc not at all high. 

Mr. Shaw: One thing I don't understand. We have over 
2,000 children going to school in the Yukon Territory. Our 
school bill is getting close to ~;2,000,000.00 a year. Can 
we not produce out'of this school system that is costing 
such a fabulous amount, sufficient Graduates to stay on and 
take on some jobs. Don't they qualify them sufficiently 
out of these schools? It seems peculiar that we have to go 
outside the Territory. What is lacking, that there are not 
enough of these graduates to take over some of these jobs. 

Mr. MacKenzie: I have approached· the Education on this 
matter and I actually have in my employment now a boy who 
came straight to me from Whitehorse High School who is doing 
very well. I am very satisfied with him. He has been with 
me now for three years and is very good but it is rare that 
Education is able to recommend anyone. 

Mr. Shaw: My daughter went i:D High School here and went out 
and took a tusiness course and immediately went to work. 
There are lots of other children who do exactly the same 
thing. She went to work for differBnt employers an~ had no 
problems and there are dozens and dozens of other children 
who do the same. Have we not got the right system to try 
and ~et s~me of these children working in the Territory 
right from our schools. We have the business cc'urse and we 
have everythinG in tho form of education that it is almost 
possible to have. 

Mr. Commissioner: We do hire High SChool gra,duates in the 
Territory but· we have very few apply. Mr. Taylor has had 
one now for two years who came right out of High School and 
applied for a job. He started at the bottom'and workdd up 
and is coming along very we~l. There are no doubt numerous 
other ones because all of the department heads have been 
informed to hire where they can. At the present time there 
is a Federal position open in Mr. McCall's office and it is 
our intention to hire casually and we are attempting to get 
this position filled from the Vocational Training School. 
This young fellow will work as a casual for up to six months 
and it is our hope that we will be able to select. him. He 
has his home here. We have girls that have graduected from 
the Nurses 1 Aid course' who are working in the Whitehorse 
Hospital. They started in as soon as they graduated. 'It is 
not that we are not prepared to give these people the 
opportunity but we have very few applications. I would say 
Mr. Shaw that, had your daughter applied to the Government 
for a job, she would certainly have received every consider
ation and would no doubt have c;ot the job. We are not 
turning them away. If they graduate in commerce we give 
them an opportunity at tho first opening • 
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Mr. Shaw: I don't want it to be c onstrue d that .•• I was 
just using that personal ma tter as a n illustr&tion. She 
had n ev er applied to the Government so I am not blaming 
anybody for a thing. I am just wondering if we could not 
ge t a whole lot o f t h ese chil dr en after business coll ege . 
We have v ery strict civil servic e applications a n d so on a nd 
so forth. Perhaps you c oul d h a v e a system whereby they 
c ould be in temporary empl oyment until they had proved what 
th ey coul d do b e for e ent ering into the full Civil Service. 
It may make it easi er for the s e students to ent er into this. 
In ot her words, a system wher uby they could start without 
being a part of the Civil Service, wi t h out havin g ~o write 
an examination that is poss ibly a little difficul~ to start 
until they b e ca me a c quain ted with the ~articular business. 
Perhaps I should not ha v e brouGht that exampl e up. 

Mr. Commission er: No, t his is al l ri ght. I wap just trying 
to point ou t that an awful lot of them do leave a nd go out
si de and work. They don't come back. It isn' t as if we 
had turned them down. I woul d be happy to ha v e them apply 
for any of these jobs. The Civil Servic e Commission is for 
Federal positions. In other words, we do n01 hire. We 
r e c ommen d a nd we can hir e on a t empor a ry basRs un de r a 
claus e in the Civil Servic e .A ct. The r c: st elf this is do ne 
in Edmont on a n d the y ha v e examinat i ons. Wer do not. We have 
a six month probationary perio d and we can r ir e them in the 
Territoria l Service. For six months the y i :n be r eli e v ed 
at a moment's not ice if they are unsat isfaJ t ory a n d a ft er 
six months, if t h eir work i s sat isfactory, they become 
permant empl oyees. We ha v e no Civil Servo e examinat ions 
as such. 

Mr. Shaw: Do es the Department of Educati 
chil dr en? Ar e t h er e l eafl e ts or somet hin 
whenkhere would be jobs a vailable in t h e 
the stud ents a r e well aware of the f a ct t 
chanc e he r e to Ge t employment? 

n inform these 
pointing out 

erri to ry so t hat 
at there is a 

Mr. Commission er: I am not cl ear to what extent the 
Depar tme nt of Educa t i on points t hi s out. Howe v er , they 
ha v e jus t compl e t ed a pro gramme of vocati n a l opportunities 
in the High Schoo l wher e th ey had all t h e main vocat ions in 
the a r ea discussed. For example, the fore try peopl e dis
cus s ed the cha nc e s of ~oin g into for es try n d t h er e ha v e 
been Gov e rnmen t a n d civilian speakers disc ss with a ll the 
Hi gh School students t h6ir perticula r vodat i ons and point 
out the poss i bilitie s in them . I am sure Mr.Thompson could 
expan d on that furth er. 

Mr. Boyd: We a r e r eachinG an aw ful decr ee o f finesse in 
admini~t rat i on h er e in the Yukon. I t hihk th ey hav e the 
same degree in Ottawa a n d probably mor e so , but how does 
this fin es se in t h e case of our a~minietiation, which is 
F ederal in the long run, c ompar e with say provincial? In 
o ther words, do we have the same number o f civil servants 
a nd so on to ma nage p'er c a}J i ta as t h er e a r e in the Provin
c e s? Ar e we no t ov er serviced - 1 6 ,000 people. Doesn't it 
seem kind of odd that we sh0uld ha v e to hav e so much 
Gov e rnment? 
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Mr. Shaw: I don't want it to be construed that .•• I was 
just using tha t personal ma tter as an illustra tion. She 
had never applied to the Government so I am not blaming 
anybody for a thing . I am just wondering if we could not 
ge t a whol e lot of these children after business college . 
We have very strict civil service a pplications a n d so on and 
so forth. Perhaps you could have a syst em wher eby the y 
could b e in t emporary employment until they had proved wha t 
they coul d do before entering into the full Civil Service. 
It may make it easier for these students t o enter into this. 
In other words, a system wherGby they could start without 
being a part of the Civil Service, without having to write 
an examination that is poss ibly a littl e difficult to start 
until they became acquainted with the ~articular business. 
Perhaps I should no t ha v e brouGht that exampl e up. 

Mr. Commissioner: No, this is all ri ght. I was just trying 
to point out that an awful lot of them do leave a nd go out
side and work. The y don't come ba ck. It isn't as if we 
had turned them down. I would b e happy to ha ve them apply 
for any of thes e jobs. The Civil Servic e Commission is for 
Federal positions. In other words, we do not hire. We 
rec ommend and we can hir e on a t emporary basis un der a 
claus e in the Civil Service Act. The r e st of this is done 
in Edmonton and they have examinations. We do not. We have 
a six month probationary period and we can hir e them in th~ 
Territorial Service. For six months the y can be r eli eved 
at a moment's notice if they are unsatisfactory a n d aft er 
six months, if their work is satisfactory, the y become 
permant employees. We have no Civil Service examinat ions 
as such. 

Mr. Shaw: Does the Department of Education inform th ese 
chil dren? Are there l eafl ets or something pointing out 
whenther e would be job s a vailable in th e Territory so that 
the students are well aware of the fact that there is a 
chance h er e to get employment? 

Mr. Commissioner: I am not cl ear to what extent the 
Department of Educat ion points this out. However , they 
ha ve just complet ed a programme of voc at iona l opportunities 
in the High Schoo l where they had all the main voc a tions in 
the a rea discussed. For examp l e , the for estry peopl e dis
cus sed the cha nc e s of going into forestry a n d there hav e 
been Gov e rnment a n d civilian speakers discuss with all the 
Hi gh School students their particula r voca t i ons and point 
out the possibilitie s in them. I am sure Mr.Thompson could 
expand on that furth er. 

Mr. Boyd: We are r eachin G an awful degree of finesse in 
administration h ere in the Yukon. I think th ey hav e the 
same de gree in Ottawa a nd probably more so, but how does 
this finesse in the case of our administration, which is 
Fed eral in the long run, compa r e with say provincial? In 
other words, do we hav e the same numb er of civil servants 
and so on t o manage per capita as there are in t h e Provin
ces? Are we not ov er serviced - 16,000 p e opl e . Do esn't it 
seem kind of odd that we should hav e to hav e so much 
Gov ernment? 
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Mr. MadKenzie: I might add that even with these seemingly 
high salaries it is extremely difficult to obtain satisfac
tory staff from outside the Territory, staff with the nec
essary qualifications. It is exwemely difficult. I sought 
staff on this last trip to Ottawa, in Toronto and Edmonton~ 
I advertised in the Press but the r0plies were most unsat,is
factory. From Toronto' there was nothing. Nobody was inter
ested, nobody of any use I mean and the salary range was 
:7,000.00/~8,000.00 with housin3 provided and fare paid up. 
They were not interested. I recollect that last June I 
interviewed some peo?le in T~~~~o for a similar job with 
a salary range 0[;"-,500.00/,:;7,500.00 and one fellow said 
to me "I've got an offer in my pocket starting at 
{~8,OOO.00'! These are not at all high., 

Mr. Shaw:' On,e thing I don't understand. WeJhave over 
2,000 children going to school in the Yukon/'Territory. Our 
school bill is getting close to 02,000,000.PO a year. Can 
we not produce out of this school system t~at is costing 
such a fabulous amount, sufficient ('radua "t}es to stay on and 
take on some jobs. Don't they qualify th~m sufficiently 
out of these schools? It seems peculiar ~hat we have to go 
outside the Territory. What is lacking,lthat there are not 
enough of these 3raduates to take over spme of these jobs. 

,:' 

! 
Mr. MacKenzie: I have approached the Education on this 
matter and I actually have in myemploy~ent now a boy who 
came straight to me from Whitehorse Hi~ School who is doing 
very well. I am very satisfied with h~im. He has been with 
me now for three year,s 2nd is very GOo~ but it is rare that' 
Education is able to recommend anyone.' 

Ii 
Mr. Shaw: My daughter went to High SCh~ol here and 1rJent out 
and took a cusiness course and immedi~~ely went to work. 
There are lots of other children who (~ exactly the same 
thing. She went to work for differen~ employers and had no 
problems and there are dozens and doze~s of other children 
who do the same. Have we not got the right system to try 
and ~et s~me of these children workinglin the Territory 
right from our schools. We have the b1\l.siness cc'urse and we 
have everything in tho form of educatilcn that it is almost 
possible to have. ' ' 

Mr. Commissioner: We do hire High Scho graduates in the 
Terri tory but we have very few apply'. Mr. Taylor has had 
one now for two years who came right ou~of High School and 
applied for a job. He started at the bottom and worked up 
and is cominG along very well. There are no' doubt numerous 
other ones because all of the department heads have been 
informed to hire where they can. At the present time there 
is a Federal position open in Mr. McCall's office and it is 
our intention to hire casually and we art: attempting to' get 
this position filled from the Vocational Training School. 
This young fellow will work'as a casual for up to six months 
and it is our hope that we will be able to select him. He 
has his home here. We have Girls that Aave Gradu[~ted from 
the Nurses' Aid course who are working in the Whitehorse 
Hospital. They started in as soon ,as they graduated. It is 
not that we are not prepared to give these people the' 
opportunity but we have very few applications. I would ,say 
Mr. Shaw that, had your daughter applied to the Government 
for a job, she would certainly have received every consider
ation and would no doubt have got the job. We are not 
turning them away. If they graduate in commerce we give 
them an opportunity at the first opening • 
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Mr. Commissioner: I would say we were certainly out of line 
with the Provinces on a per capita basis, but so are we out 
of l:i,.ne on a per capita basis with the amount of Federal 
money expended in the area and where you are involved in 
larg~ expenditures of Federal money, naturally the Federal 
Gover~ment is very concerned about every dollar that is 
spent, whether it is theirs or whether it is ours. We have 
agreed in the 5 year agreement that we will earn and pro
duce so much revenue and upon that agreement they have said 
"All right, we will allow you so much Federal money in the 
form of grant s and loans". That is how this agreement 
works. It is a cooperative arrangement. N&turally, wheri 
there are large amounts of Government money spent ••• There 
is a much greater amount of Government money, be it Terri
torial or. Federal, per capita in the Yukon than there is in 
the Provinces and I think, because of this,· it puts our 
employee ratio also out of proportion. I might say that in 
the recent trip to Ottawa the Deputy Minister was passing 
out bouqu~ts to our Treasurer and his Department for doing 
an excellent job and, believe me, they don't pass out too 
many bouquets. He was passing it on behalf of the Auditor 
General and the Auditor General usually swings a fairly big 
axe but he was very satisfied and Dthink it is more of a " 
responsibility on us to be able to answer for every dollar 
when we are handling some of our own money and some of 
somebody else. 

Mr. Shaw: At no time would I infer that Mr. MacKenzie and, . 
his Department are doing a bad job. I think they are doing 
an excellent job. There is no question about that but I 
am still concerned about several things such as our 'recent: 
discussion on taxes which people have to_~ayin vari6us' 
areas. It is a very small amount in the'.'finances o.f th.e 
Territory and when one De~artment goes up~50,OOO~OO tn one 
year, I think it does permit an area of questioning.'W)J.y 
should it go it up ~50,OOO.OO in one year ~nd why should it 
more than double itself in a couple of yea~s? Appa~erifly 

'", ., . .. 
it appears to be neceSSqry. On the other hand, there may 
be some ways of economii:i,.ng on this pariic~lar thing. Pet-· 
haps getting more automatibn. It is an incre~se t~~t is 
going up and up and increases by about 25%e~ery year. lfit 
continues this way, then in another four or five.years it 
will be terrigic. There is some .point where it muatlevel 
off I would think. 

Mr. MacKenzie: It will not level offoecause.we arG taking 
on greater responsibilities.: We ~re talkingnowof'~akiti~ 
over the hospital. We are going to take ov~~ thiAla9ka 
Highway, Sooner or later w~ar(; going to take Qver the 
Public HeaI.th Section of the heal.th serv.ices here, There is 
no end to it. . 

Mr. Commissioner: I believe that the last time Government 
spending levelled off and decrease\=l was in 1929 and T.'would 
hate to think that that would happen again .. I cert?-inly 
appreciate the remarks of Councillor ,Shaw'. Every-time we 
hire somebody 4 or 5 people are invol~ed. We have also had 
a study made on the personnel situation in the Yukon Terri
torial Government and we have had a book}submitted onihis 
study by the Chief of the Personnel Divi~ion in Ottawa. His 
recommendation is the setting up of ape-t-sonnel department. 
I am not convinced in my own mind that this would be the 
answer because here again we are creating another department • 
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I would like to feel first that we are heading for a great 
deal of inefficiency beyond what I can see now in our pres
ent method of hiring personnell However, this day is no 
doubt coming .. They have also suggested a purchasinc depart
ment. This I believe we wili have to do and the purchasing 
would be done by one individuAl department. As it is now, 
each department does its o~n. This does not involve a full 
time individual in c..ny department except engine6irinCt which 
doeS, I believe, 85% of the purchasing in the ~~rritory. It 
is our thinking that possibly we could have th.e Engineering 
Department do the purchasinG for all other departments. I 
am just thinking out loud now and passing on,~omeof the 
things that we have discussed and the way wefars looking at 
them. If there is any department head that ihas individuals 

·f 

sitting there doing very little, or a dupli6ate service to 
other departments, we would be quite happy~o see that this 
is combined. Here again however, one offipe is Territorial 
and the next is Federal, one works under ~ combined 
Territorial/Federal engineering agreement~ and the other 
works under another. It is the same as tpe holdidays. When 
there is a special holdiday it creates nqithing but problems 
because. there are case where it should b¢ just Territorial 
employees that get the holnay which is n~t realistic in 
pra~tice, because if we took all of the ~erritorial employees 
out of the building we would just leave ~8ople sitting 
around twiddlin~ their thumbs. So thes4 are the situations -' , 
that we ar.e faced with and we hope wejare watching these 
loopholes •.. We are spending m::>re money ~nd making more money 
and we are growing and I feel that we ate headinG in the 
right direction and am not disappointed! with it. 

-~' 

Mr. Thompson: We have a payroll cost dr :;:;50,000.00 for 
this year. 'o~28,500.00 of that is for s~x appointments to 
be made. You mentioned previously tha~ yoU didn't know 
whether they were going to be required ~r not, so I am 
wondering how at this time these six ne~ positions could be 
justified. My feelings in this respectfare that any money 

'l' 
that was deleted from the budget for any reason would 
revert back to Territorial funds and wo~ld be available 
again hext year, or if the occasion did1arise and one or 
tvnpositions were required then you hav~ your supplementary 
estimate-s to fall back on ·to cover your s\:;l f, but it seems 
an odd way· of estimating to put in an ccr\i trary figure, or 
put in any figure over and aboue what car\. conceiveably be 
justified. , 

Mr. Ma.cKenzie: . It is quite customary to put in these 
estimates. It is money which you are pretty sure is going 
to be used although you cannot pinpoint it at the time of 
preparation. It is quite customary. The inclusion of 
these six positions is partly justified by the fact that I 
have created a new '?osition of Assistant Chief Accountant 
and that will draw upon part of the amount. : At the time 
these estimates were prepared, I had no idea of creating the 
position of Assistant Chief Accountant but it is necessary 
and adviseable to do so, It has been done and that forms 
some justification f~the amount. I have no doubt that, 
mostly, it will be absorbed as the year pror::resses • 
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I would like to feel first that we are headirfg for a great 
deal of inefficiency b~yond what I can see now in our pres
ent method of hiring personnel. However; this day is no 
doubt coming. -They have also suggested a purchasint-: depart
ment. This I believe we will have to do and the'purchasing 
would be done by on~ individu~i department. As it is now! 
each department do~s its owh. This does not involve a full 
time individual in eny department except engineering, which 
does, I believe, 85% of the purchasing in the Territory. It 
is our thinking that possibly we could have the Engineering 
Department do the purchasing for all other departments. I 
am just thinking out loud now and passing on some of the 
things that we have discussed and the way we are looking at 
them. If th~re is any department head that has individuals 
sitting there doing very little, or a duplicate service to 
other departments, we would be quite happy to see th~t this 
is combined. Here again however, one office is Territorial 
and the next is Federal, one works under a combined 
Territorial/Federal engineering agreement, and the other 
works under another. It is the same as the holdidays. When 
there is a special holdiday it creates nothing but problems 
bech~se there are case w4ere it should be just Territorial 
employees that get the hCi:tday which is not realistic in
pra~tice, because ~f we took all of the Territori~l-employees 
out of the building we would just leave people sitting 
around twiddling their thumbs. So these are the situations 
that we ar:e faced with and we hope we are watching these 
loopholes. We are spending mnre money and making more money 
and ~e are growing hnd I feel that we are heading in the 
right direction ahd am not disappointed with it. 

Mr. Thompson: We have a payroll cost of :;:;50,000.00 for 
this year. ,~28;500.00 of that is for six appointments to 
be made.-You mentioned previously that you didn't know 
whether they were going to be required or not, so I am 
won~ering how at this time these six hew positions cobld be 
justified. My feelines in this respect are that any money 
that was deleted from the budget for any reason would 
revert back to Territorial funds and would be ~vailable 
again next year, or if the occasion did arise and orie or 
t~positions were required then you have your supplementary 
estimates to fall back on to cover yourself, but it seems 
an odd way of estimating to put in hn arbitrary figure, or 
put in any figure over and aboue what can conc~iveably be 
justified. 

Mr. MacKenzie: It is quite customary to put in_ these 
estimates. It is money which you are pretty sure is going 
to be used although you cannot pinpoint it at the time of 
pre~aration. It is quite customary. The ihclusion of 
these six positions is partly justified by the fact that I 
have created a new 1)osi.tion of Assistant Chief Accountant 
and that will draw upon part of the amount. At the time 
these estimates were- prepared, I had no i~ea of creating the 
position of Assistant Chief Accountant but it is necessary 
and adviseable to do so. It has been done and that forms 
some justification f~the amount. I have no doubt that, 
mostly, it will be absorbed as the year pro"resses • 
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Mr. Commissioner: I would say we were certainly out of line 
with the Provinces on a per capita basis, but so are we out 
of line on a per capita basis with the amount of Federal 
money expended in the area and where you are involved in 
large expenditures of Federal money, naturally the Federal 
Government is very concerned about every dollar that is 
spent, whether it is theirs or whether it is ours. We h~ve 

agreed in the 5 year agreement that we will earn, and pro
duce so much revenue and upon that asreement they h9ve said 
"All right, we will allow you so much Federal money in the 
form of grant s and loans". That is how this agreement 
works. It is a cooperative arrangement. N;:;,turally, where 
there are large amounts of Government money sp~ht ••• There 
is a much greater amount of Government money, p!~ it Terri,.. 
torial or Federal, per capita in the Yukon tn.'~n there is in 
the Provinces and I think, because of this,lLt puts our 
employee ratio also out of proportion. I rw1ght say that in 
the recent trip to Ottawa the Deputy Minister was passing 
out bouqu.2ts to our Treasurer and his Dep~i-tment for doing 
an excellent job and, belie:e m~, they d1:'t pass out;oo 
many bouquets. He was passlng lt on beh,tlf of the 1i.udltor 
General and the Auditor General usually;~winss a fairly big 
axe but he was very satisfied and I~thilk it is more of a 
responsibility on us to be able to ans~r for every dollar 
when we are handling some of our own mlney and some of 

somebody else. " 

Mr. Shaw: At no time would I infer t"'at Mr. MacKenzie and 
his Department are doing a bad job. . think they are doing 
an excellent job. There is no questjcm about that but I 
a~ stil~ concerned abo~t several thifgs su~h ~s our,recent 
dlScussl0n on taxes WhlCh people hav to pay ln varlOUS 
areas. It is a very small amount in the finances of the 
Territory and when one Department gqs up 350,000.00 in one 
year, I think it does permit an are of questioning. Why 
should it go it up ,150,000.00 in on ,I year and why should 'it 
more than double itself in a couple f years? Apparently 
it appears to be necessary. On thetherhand, there may 
be some ways of ec6nomiiing on this artitular thing. Per· 
haps getting more automation. It i~ an increase that is 
going up and up and increases by abo 1 t'25% every year. If it 
continues this way, 'then in another ,our or fiv'e years it 
will be terrigic. There'is some ,po~t where it must level 
off I would think. ' 

Mr. MacKenzie: It will not level off ~ecause we arc:; taking 
on greater responsibilities. We are'talking rtow bf taking. 
over the hospital. We are going to take over thtAlaska 
Highway. Sooner or later we arc going to take over the 
Public HeEilth Section of the health services here. There is 
no end to it. 

Mr. Commissioner: I believe that the last time Government 
spending levelled off and decreased was in 1929 and I would 
hate to think that that would happen again. I certainly 
appreciate the remarks of Councillor Shaw. Every time we 
hire somebody 4 or 5 people are involved. We have also had 
a study made on the personnel situation in the Yukon Terri
torial Government and we have had a book submitted on fuis 
study by the Chief of the Personnel Division in Ottawa. His 
recommendation is the setting up of a personnel department. 
I am not convinced in my own mind that this would be the 
answer because here again we are creating another department • 
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Mr. Thompson: This may be a ;ood point but, as you say" 
you did nothav~ any idea of creating an assistant chief 
accountant but you did have an idea of appointing a princi
pal clerk, a senior clerk, two general clerks, and two clerk 
typists. I can't see where the validity of your arGument 
is. You say that this is quite a common practice and is 
done all the time. This may be so, but I don't think it 
gives us a realistic picture. If we went through this :book 
here I think we could probably find that a lot of these 
estimates are entirely on the high side. This may be all 
right but,as I say, I don't think it gives us a realistic 
picture and I feel that any money that we don't have in 
this budget will be available for next year. We keep harp
ing on the fact that the next two years are i;oin:; to be the 
most difficult because we won't have any money left. I am 
of the opinion that some sort of stand should be taken ,on 
items such as these. If they are not in existence and, they 
don't appear to be then I feel that we should definitely 
delete them. 

Mr. MacKenzie: The fact that we are providing money in the 
estimates for these positions does not necessarily mean that 
it will ~e spent. It wo~'t be spent if it is not necessary. 
I think'it might very pro'bably be necessery but if it is not 
spent it will come to be available next year. As Immtioned 
earlf~r on; th~ Operating'Deficit Grant which we are going 
to receive from the Federal Government is soing to be more 
than su:fficient to absorb the operation and maintenance 
which are in these assessments including treasury salaies. 
In other words, the salarios have been provided for in the 
5 year agreement. ' ' 

Mr. Commissioner: In further comment to Councillor Thomp
son's suggestion, this present 'submission has basically been 
the same for many years and nothing has been chanced this 
year. We find it a very workable situation during the: year 
and the Federal Government has no objection to it. If you 
cut out these' positions on each programme then there would 
be no advantage in receiving a phone call or a letter fro'm 
you to act on behalf of 'your constituents for .somethi'ngs 
that comes up during the year because there would be 
nothing to work on as far as a cushion was concerned in our 
estimates. It would all show up in supplemeritary estimates 
with the result that the supplementary estimates would end 
up being in larger form than you mean it. Then Ottawa is 
going to come along and say "This is a pretty poor type of 
Government budget", and this is why the cushion was put in. 
The cushion, in each case is to be kept within the frame
work of our finances available each year for the duration 
of' ,the 5 year agreement. What money is not spent 1.S used 
the'foilowing year. It is allowed to ~uild up as a capital 
surplus or an operating and maintenance cost and there is 
money which we will spend this coming year for situations 
which do not exist at the present time but which could well 
arise. I don't know what they are, there are none of us 
who know that yet. If we have a cushion on all of these 
projects then we can transfer funds within the vote. This 
is the only power we have. To transfer money out of the 
vote, or from one vote to another requires ~reasury Board 
approval so we intend in every'way to steer' clear of that. 
This additional money is used for the benefit of any situa
tion in the Territory or else it can be used again next year. 
It is not lost money nor is it frivolously thrown around 
because every dollar has to be accounted for . 
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From it 
Mr. Watt:/ what has been said/seems to be a·growing depart~ 
ment and it has multiplied and doubled in about three years. 
Can we expect that it will .be doubled again in the next 
three years? 

Mr. Commissioner: I would be quite happy for it to be 
recorded that I ,doubt very much that it will be doubled in 
next tw~ years. I say two because in three years we will 
be in another 5 year agreement and all the~e things may 
possibly land up in our lap. During the period from 1967 
to 1972 we could have an entirely different situation. For 
example, the Llaska Highway alone will increase the person
nel by anywhere between 125 and 200 people. The reason why 
it has made such a jump renently is thc;::t in the .last year 
and a half there have been some subst'1ntial salary increases. 
The salaries were not put up gradually every year. We used 
comparitive figures over the other p~rts of Canada and found 
that this was true. 

i . 
Mr. Shaw: I certainly hope that t~ere will be no more 
internal. departments because if weJhave a personnel depart
ment we will probably have to end ~p with another one to 
look after the personnel and so 01. We have to look into 
the c'if.fer.ent, departments an? ecojlOmise as much a·s possible 
and automate as much as possJ..ble ~., I must say that these 
estimates are excellent. They pl~t the picture infront of 
you and personally I don't like ,0 see a lot of things in 
the supplementary. I feel that fS something that qhould 
just be .kept for emergencies. , 

#. 
Mr. Commissioner: We are; just tollowing Parkinson's Law to 
the best of our ability. f 
Mr. Commissioner left the Counc~l Chamber-s. 

~ 
~!,., 

Mr. Watt: A lot of the staff ~ this department is related 
to the book work that is direc~ed at Ottawa. I have here a 
breakdown of the personnel in 'dte Northern Administration 
Branch and here we have an itemvunder the Commissioner of the /that 
Yukon Territory there is a fiel$. staff of 62. What part of 
this field staff of 62 would be'in the Accounting Department? 
Is part of that staff of 62 with,in the budget that we are 
talking about here now or is thi:s besides this? 

Mr. MacKenzie: The 62 figure wi],l be Federal staff. In 
other words, the Executive Counci'~ which is Mr. Fraser and 
his assi.stants together with Federal staff throughout the 
Territory. 

Mr. Thompson: We have just argued about the incr.ease in our 
taxes and then we sit here blithely and say that there ~s a 
difference between Terri~orial and Federal ~articipation. 
It still boils down to the fact that the more we approve, 
and the more we spend here, the more will come from Ottawa 
and the higher our taxes go. I'll just leDve that with you. 

Mr. Boyd: In connection with these taxes, I understand 
there is going to be a~ effort made to see what can be done 
about it. I wonder if anything will' be done about the 
reduction in taxes back to a point that sounds more reason
able. They might take the at.titude "It's money,yoa can't do 
anything, and you have no say in i.t". We don't have much 
say in this either. If we could say· that we will leave this 
until we find out where we s.tand on our taxes 9 if· we can get 
something that makes us happy taxwise, then we can maybe make 
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From it 
Mr. Watt:/ .what has been said/seems to be a 'growing depart-:
ment and it has multiplied and doubled in about three years. 
Can we. expect that it will be 'doubled again in the next 
three years? 

Mr. Commissioner: I would be quite hqtppy for it to be 
recorded that I doubt very ,much that it will be doubled in 
next tw:~! years. I 'say two ·becB:use in three 'years we will 
be in another 5 year agreement and all these things :may 
possibly land up in our lap. ,During the period from 1967 
to 1972 we could have 'ane'ntirely differen,tsituation. For 
example, the Llaska Highway alone will increase the person
nel by anywhere between 125 and 200 people. The reason why' 
it has made such a jump reuently is that in the last year 
and a half there have been some SUbstantial salary,increases. 
The salaries were not put up gradually every year. We used 
comparitive figures over the other parts of Canada and f01lnd 
that this was true. 

Mr. Shaw: I certainly hope that there will be no more 
internal departments because if we have a person;nel depart
ment we will probably ):lave to end .up w'i th another. onei;o 
look after the personnel and so on'. ,He have .to look into: 
th~ different departments and economise as much as possible 
and automate as much as possible. I must say that thes:e 
estimates are excellent. They put the picture infronto~ 
you and personally I don't like to see a lot of things in 
the supplementary. I feel that is something that should 
just be kept for emergencies. 

Mr. Commissioner: We are just following Parkinson's Law to 
the best of our ability. 

Mr. Commissioner left the Council Chambers. 

Mr. Watt: .A lot of the staff in this department is related 
to t.he book work that is direc.ted at Ottawa. I have here a 
breakdown of the personnel in the Northern Administration 
Branch and here we have an item/under the Commissioner of the /that 
Yukon Territory there is a field staff of ,62. What part of 
this field staf·f of 62 would .be in the Accounting Department? 
Is part of that staff of 62 within the 'budget that we are 
talking about here now or is this besides this? 

Mr. MacKenzie: The 62 figure will be Federal staff. In 
other words, the Executive.Council which is Mr. Fraser and 
his assi$tants together with Federal staff throughout the 
Territory. 

Mr. Thompson: We have just argued abo'\lt the increase in our 
tax?s and then w~ sit here blithely and saY,that there is.a 
difference between Territorial and Federal participatio~. 
It still boild down to the fact that the more we approve, 
and the more we. spend here; the more will come: from Ottawa. 
and the higher our ta~esgo. I'll just leave that with you~ 

Mr. Boyd: In connection with the$e taxes, I, understand 
there is going. to be an effort made to see what.can be done 
about it. I wonder if. anything will be done about the 
reduction in taxes back to a point that sounds: more reason,
able. They might take the attitude "It's money,yoacan't do 
anything, and you hav,a no say in it ". . We don't ha va much 
say in this either. If we could say that 'we will leave this 
until we find out, where we stand on our 'taxes 1 if ,we can get 
something that makes us happy taxwise, then we can maybe make 
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Mr. Thompson: This may be a good point but? as you say, 
you did not have any idea of creating an assistant chief 
accountant but you did have an idea of appointinG a princi
pal clerk, a senior clerk, two general clerks, and two clerk 
typists. I can't see where the validity of your arr;umont 
is. You say that this is quite a common practice and is 
done all the time. This may be so, but I don't thirik it 
gives us a realistic picture. If we went through thisCbook 
here I think we could probably find that a lot of these 
estimates are entirely on the h.igh side. This may be all 
right but, as I say, I don't think it Gives us a realistic 
picture and I feel that any money that we don't have in 
this budget will be available for next year. We k~~p harp
ing on the fact that' the next two' years are i~oin:; .to be the 
most difficult because we won't have any money 101ft. I am 
of the opinion that some sort of stand should b-:l taken on 
items such as these. If they are not in eXisteJice and they 
don't appear to be then I feel that we should ~efinitely 

,~ 

delete them. . 

Mr. MacKenzie: The fact that we are provid: g money ,in the 
estimates for these positions does not necetsarily mean that 
it will be spent. It won't be spent i~ it 's not necessary. 
I think it might very probably pe necesser· but if it is not 
spent it will come to be available next y',ar.As Immtioned 
earli~r on; the Operating Defidit Grant ~ ich we a~e going 
to receive from the Fede:cal Government i , going tob~ more 
than su:fficient to absorb the operationnd maintenance 
which are in these assessments includin treasury salaies. 
In other words, the salaries have been rovided for in the 
5 year agreement. 

Mr. Commissioner: In further comment Councillor Thomp-
son's suggestion" this present submiss on has basically beeri 
the same for many years and nothing ha, been chanced: this 
year. We find it a very workable situa ion during the year 
and the Federal Government has no obj~ tion to it. If you 
cut out these positions on each progra me then t4erewould 
be no advantage in receivinG a phone d 11 or a,letter from 
you to act on behalf of your constitu tsfor somethings ' 
that comes up during the year because here wquld be 
nothing to work on as far as a cushio was concerned in our 
estimates. It would all show up in s~ plementary e$timates 
with the result that the supplementarytestimates would end 
up being in larger form than you mean it. TllenOttawa is 
gOing to come along and say "Thi's is a:'pretty poor type of 
Government budget", and this is why the cushion was put in. 
The cushion, in each case is to be kept, wi thin the frame
work of our finances available each year for the duration 
of· the 5 year agreement. What money is not spent is used 
the following year. It is allowed to build up as a capital 
surplus or an operating and mainte~ance cost and there i~ 
money which we will spend this coming year for situations 
which do not· exist at the present time but which could well 
arise. I don't know what ~h~y arej there ar~ nohe of us 
who know that yet. If we have a cushion on all of these 
projects then we can transfer funds within the vote. :This 
is the only power we have. To transfer money out of the 
vote, or from one vote to another requires Treasury Board' 
approval so we intend in ,iveryway to steer clear of that. 
This additional money is used for the benefit of any situa
tion in the Terr{tory or else ii can be used again next year. 
It is not lost money nor is it frivolously thrown around 
because every dollar has to ,,:be accounted for . 
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somebody else happy this way. It looks as if we might get 
caught in the mousetrap. 

Mr. MacKenzie: From the Administration's point of view, it 
is intended to try and do something to reduce property 
taxes. We are not the onl ones involved in this. We have 
to take Ottawa into account and I intend to prepare a paper 
to send to them. What the reduction will be, I could not 
say at the moment. I have not tried to work it out but 
something will be done as far as the LdministrAtion is con
cerned, and I think and hope that Ottawa will go along with 
us. We have to consult them because we don't want to do 
anything that is contrary to our 5 year agreement. 

Mr. Chairman: Did we not go aGainst our 5 year agreement 
when we changed our tax structure? 

Mr. MacKenzie: I don't think so. This matter again was 
referred to Ottawa and their approval received. 

Mr. MacKenzie left the Council Chambers. 

It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded Councillor 
Southam, that Mr. Speaker do now resume the Chair and hear 
the report of the Chairman of Committees. 

MOTION CARRIED 

Mr. Taylor: Committee convened at 2:10 p.m. this afternoon 
to discuss bills, memorandums, sessional papers and motions. 
Committee further discussed Motion #10, then discussed mat
ters raised in Motion #24 with Mr. Oliver in attendance. 
It was moved by Councillor Shaw, seconded by Councillor 
Boyd, that this Committee recommends that the Building 
Inspector in the course of his duties, co-operate with the 
Safety Incpector in matters of workman safety on the pro
jects he is assigned to. Motion carried. 
It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Southam, that Bill #5 be reported out of Committee as amen
ded. Motion carried. 
Committee then proceeded to Bill #4, the Main Supply Bill, 
with Mr. MacKenzie in attendance. Mr. Commissioner also 
attended to discuss Vote 2. I can report progress on Bill 
#4. It was moved by Councillor Boyd, seconded by Councillor 
Southam, that Mr. Speaker do now resume the Chair and hear 
the Report of the Chairman of Committees. Motion carried. 

Council accepted the Report of the Chairman of Committees 
and adjorned until 10:00'a.m. on Wednesday, March 31st, 
1965. 
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